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THE "PALLACE" OF C AERICKFEEGUS.

Me. Lee, in his Notes on JBawns, in a late number of this Journal, has fallen into two errors "which

should not be permitted to pass uncorrected. In the first place, he sa^'s, "John Dallwaye, the first

of that family who settled in this country, landed at Carrickfergus with Walter Devercux, Earl of

Essex, and Lord Rich, on the 20th of August, 1573," and adds, "it appears that he came from

Devonshire, probably in the suite of Sir Arthur Chichester." Of what suite Sir Arthur had when he

first came to Ireland, more than the ordinary following of a cavalry captain, I can have no very

clear idea; but one thing, however, is certain, viz. that, as Mr. Dallwaye came to Ireland in 1573,

and Sir Arthur did not come tiU 1599, just twenty-six years afterwards, the former gentleman

could not, in any sense of the word, be said to have come in the suite of the latter. Again, Mr.

Lee states that, "ia 1603, John Dallwaye was Constable of Carrickfergus Castle," which he most

certainly never was, either in that or any other year. The names of the constables of the castle,

from 1556 to 1661, were Bethel, Piers, Egerton, Langforde, and Eortescue. But Mr. Dallwaye

was for some years constable of the " Pallace" or storehouse of Carrickfergus, an inferior office, as

regards position and emolument, to that of the constableship of the castle. In the State Pajjer

Office, there is a Booh of such Enterteipiments as have ffrowen dxie to all the Officers in the Reahne of

Ireland, made to leginfrom the last of March, 1601. And in it I find the following entries:

" Charles Egerton, esquier, constable of the castcU of Carrickfergus, for hym self at 3' 4'' per

diem, and 20 footmen warders, at 6"^ the peece p. diem, for 365 dales, beginniag prime Aprili, 1601

and ending ultimo. Martii, 1602." "John Dallway, gent, constable of the Pallace or Storehouse of

Carrickfergus, for hym self, at 2' 8"* per diem, and 20 footmen as warders at 6"^ per diem for lyke

tyme." To these I may add the pay of the commander of the garrison and district, from the same

book: "Sir Arthur Chichester, knight and capten of horse, for hym self at 2' per diem, a lieiitenaut

at 15*^ per diem, a corronet at 12"^ per diem, and 25 horsemen at IS"* the peece per diem."

In the same year, Egerton having obtained a colonelcy, wished to retire
; and, as he held the

constableship by patent, was consequently entitled to sell it to the highest bidder. Sii' A. Chiches-

ter was anxious to purchase the office, but could not raise the money three hundred pounds which

Egerton wanted for it. But Sir Arthur had a claim on the government, for pay and other monies
due to his brother. Sir John Chichester, when the latter was killed in action with the MacDonnells-
and Sir Arthur, in his letters to secretary Cecil, about this period, frequentlv solicits the pavinent
of his claim, that he might be enabled to do himself and the State good serWce, by purchasing the



Constableship of Carrickfcrgus castle. In one characteristic letter, Sir Arthur says: "Knowing the

saftio of tliis the Queen's maretime town, my poor selfe and her people are under the garde and

mercie of that castle, I would be glad (yf coUouel Egerton forgoe hit) that yt should he past to some

gentleman that standes more upon his honor and reputacon than the profctt of such a place,'- wherein

all our munition and ordnance are stored and planted ;
and if I had bine furnished with monie, he

should not have left it to this hazard for want of a chapman ;
would yt please you to procure me

payment of the monic dewc from her Ma''^, I would give him the greatest parte for his estate.'"'

rive short years after writing the letter from wliich the above is extracted, when the abilities

and ambition of Chichester had raised him to the lord deputyship of Ireland, he thus writes to the

lords of tlie Privy Council :

" There hath been at Knockfargus two wardes of long continuance, the

one of the Castell, the other of the Pallace, both having a constable and twentie warders by patent.

]{y the establishment of the first of April 1605, twentie of the warders were discharged, and the

other twentie lefte to be disposed for the defence of both houses, as the deputie should thinke fitt.

Upon which I ordered fifteen to the Castell, in respect it was the place of principal import, and five

to the Pallace, which is a strong house lately rebuylded, and made fitt to contayne a magazen of

vittuals for furnishing the whole forces in Ulster, when there is occasion." Chichester then con-

tinues to relate how both constables resented this interference with their vested interests, and pro-

poses that, for the future,
" the Castell do remaine at the auncyente allowance, and for the Pallace,

the constable (in respect his ward was taken from him) to have the keeping of the house, with five

men at eight pence a peece by the day, and five shillings sterling for hym selfe during his life.""

The five men, however, were taken from the Pallace, and in lieu the constables's pay was

raised to eight shillings per day, according to a "Hook of the Chardge of his Majestic^ s Armye and

Garrisons in page in Ireland for half a gear, beginning primo Octo. 1609, and ending ultimo Martii

next following,
^^

in which I find "John Dallway, constable of the Pallace of Carrigfergus. For

the keeping of the same, and for his own entertcynment without any further chardge at 8s. per

diem."'' Mr. Dallway's patent, by which he held the constableship, was signed on the I6th of

September, 1 597. The original sum allowed to him for each warder was eight pence per day ;

" and

two pence per day being abated of the said eight pence for each warder, by some general establish-

ment, the King being informed that the warders coidd worse live on their pay than the soldiers

(esjiccially in that time of scarcity) directed that he [John Dallway] should have the whole allow-

ance of eightpcncc per day, by a Privy Signet, dated at Tottenham, Sept. 4, 1603."*

On the lOlh of December, 1603, one John Wood, gent., purchased, or was granted, under the

Privy Seal, the reversion of the Constableship of the Pallace. "But the King, afterwards, upon

The words in italics are uudorliiied in the original.
^ Irish Papers, S.P.O.

>> Irish Papers. S.P.O. <^ Liber Munerum Hibcrnicorum.
'
Ibid.



other considerations, having discharged the said warders, whereby the said Wood was deprived the

benefit intended him his Majesty in recompense thereof, and for y* ease of his charge, in keeping

all the said house, directed a lease to be made of the said Pallace or house, with all the lands, &c.,

thereto belonging, to the said "Wood, for thirty-one years after DaUway's decease, under Privy

Seal, dated September 26, 1607." '

"Wood, however, did not long enjoy the benefit of his lease. By some means or other, Lord

Deputy Chichester, who seems to have had as great a capacity for swallowing land and houses as

that mythical monster, the Dragon of Wantley, managed to get hold of the PaUace, and having

pulled it down, built upon its site his magnificent mansion, called Joymount, which was completed

about 1618.

The Pallace was originally the "Franciscan Friary" of Carrickfcrgus the principal and most

important ecclesiastical establishment of the Grey Friars in Ireland. According to the Jfonasticon,

it was founded by Hugh de Lacy, Earl of IJlster, in 1232.^ Luke Wadding, however, an Irish-

man, and Franciscan, in his Annates Minorum, anxious, probably to give the honour of its founda-

tion to a countryman, inclines to the opinion that it was founded, in 1242, by an O'Xcill, of the

Clan-Aodh-Buidhe branch of that family, of whom, for several centuries, it was the usual place of

interment.'' Hugh de Lacy, Eichard de Burgh, and Gerald Fitzmaurice were also buried there,

about the year 1243. Its history, like that of almost all the conventual houses of Ireland, is LiU

a mere blank " Omnia porro ejus monumenta perierunt,''^ as Wadding mournfully observes, in the

annexed note. A deed of sacrilegious murder, and a change from one class of the Minorite order

to another, is about the sum of all that is known respecting the principal seat of the order of St.

Francis in Ireland.

'^Lib. Mun. Hib. Parisiis emi faceret, et in Hj-bemiam depoi-tari."

8 The friars first arrived ia England in the year 1226. *" Anno Christi, 1242. Non pra>tereunda hoc aimo quie

Yet we need not be surprised to find them established in supersunt Conventus Confergus Provincite Hiberui;e me-

Ireland but six years later. For in thirty years only, after moria, cujus antiquitatem ex tempore mortis claiissimi viri

their arrival in England Ln spite of the jealousy of the Hagonis Laci comitis Ultoniae ntcumque venamur. Hie

Papal See, and the open opposition of the monastic orders autem anno MCCXLIII. mortuus et sepnltus est in eodem

the Franciscans had forty-nine convents, and 1232 friars : conventu, ut tradit Marisburiensis Chronicoii Hibemiie

an instance of religious organization and propagandism ad calcem Camdeni. Relatio duplex transinissa ex Hibcr-

unexampled in the annals of the world. \_Moiiumenta Fran- nia, aliud etiam MS. constat proinde Conventum ante dic-

ciscana.^ Friar John de Kethene, Wai'den of London, and turn annum fabricatum fuisse, quando antea incertum est.

afterwards Minister of Ireland, was probably the first Fran- Omnia poiTO ejus monumenta perierunt. Alii ferunt Con-

ciscan who came to this country, Thomas of Eccleston, in ventum exfedifactum a Domino Magengusa, antiquse nobi-

De Adventu, Minorum, says that Kethene was not only a litatis et prosapiee dynasta ;
alii (quod certius existimavo-

student himself, but a promoter of learning in others that lini) fundatorem statuunt Onellum Buidhe et familiam

he bought a Bible at Paris, with an entire gloss, and took it NeUseam, quorum ea possessio extitit, et in dicto Conven-

to Ireland with hun. "
Ipse preterea in promovendo studio tu sepeliebantur. [AniiaJcs Minorum sen Trixim Ordimun

tarn studiosus erat, ut bibliam unam glossam tarn totaliter A. S. Fruncinco Institutorum. Eoma?. MDCCXXXII
j



In 1408, Hugh M'^Adam MTiilraorc, nn Irish chieftain of the olden time, after plundcri-.^^

and destroying sixty religious edifices, and murdex-ing in cold blood two of the clan Savage though

he had pocketed two thousand marks for their ransom took sanctuary in the Parish Church of St.

Nicholas, the chapel of the Franciscan convent. Unfortunately for Hugh, he had previously rob-

bed this church, and taken away the iron bars which guarded its windows : so, through those

undefended windows, the avenging survivors of the Savage race made their entrance, and despite

the sanctity of the place, murdered the predacious M<^Gilmore.

In 1197, Neil M'Cane O'Neill, having obtained license from the reigning Pontiff, reformed

the convent to the order of Stiict Observants.'

Tlic suppression of religious houses in Ireland commenced about 1537
;
but we may reason-

ably suppose that the Franciscans from their utter poverty, offering no attractions to official cu-

pidity, and from thoir well-deserved popularity among all classes as the good Samaritans of the

religious orders would be the last in the list of the suppressed orders. However that may have

been, the Carrickfergus convent of that order was, to a certain extent, resuscitated in the follow-

ing reign. Among the State P;ipers, there is a curious document, to which I should be puzzled to

give a correct appellation. It is a submission and a petition, and describes itself as an " Order

Indented, taken bctwccnc our most drcade sovereigne Lord King Edward the Sixt, Defendre of the

Faith, & inimcdiatelie under Cod, supreme head of the Churche of Englande, and also of Irelande,

on the on(> Partie, & Hough M'Neloge his Ma''"'' subiecte on the other Partie."

Hugh ilac Neill Oge, like all the rest of his name and race, seems to have passed his life in

alternately fighting savagely against the English power, and slavishly crawling in the dust at its

feet. The document referred to recites that " Whereas the sayd Hough hathe humblie submitted

hymsolfe to the Kings Ma"^ his clcmencie, eamestlie repentyng his wilfull demeynor & the late

rebellion attempted by hym contraric his allegeyance, & now faithfullie professing his truth & obe-

dience, begging pardon for all offences, promissing to continue during life a faythful subiecte, he

requests to have a leas of the King's Ma*'*, ccrten late monasteries with the lawndes therunto be-

longyng, lying waste in his countrie, & the late frier house in Knockfergus graunted unto him, that

therein he may erecte two secular Prestes for ministration of divine syr\'ice, alleagyng that his

awncitors were buried there, & that in all his countrie there is non place so mete a place for buriall

as that is."

The above petition was granted, and it is probable that, in a very short period after its date,

the convent of Carrickfergus was restored to its old proprietors the Observants. For, in the Har-

'

Wadding gives the reformer another name. "
Hnju3 tixalihus. Obiit ibidem scpoltus anno MDXII. , III. idus

dynasta Nellus Hugoni.s Felmidii indaxit refomiatiouem AprilLs. [Awinles Afinorum.]

Observantite in eum Conventom, ejectis patribns conven-



lelan collection of MSS. there is a petition from the "Freres Observants" of Ireland to Queen Mary,
dated November, 1557, in which the "Freres" pray "that it wold pleas her Ma" to graunt &
confirme unto them & their religion" certain monasteries. And in the same collection there is a

letter from the Queen to Lord Deputy, the Earl of Sussex, alluding to this petition, in which she

states that she has "a mynde to doo the poore men that bountie & grace which we may conve-

nientlie doo."

Consequently, the Franciscan convent of Carrickfergus was not finally suppressed imtil Eliza-

beth ascended the throne. Then, as Wadding relates, the brethren were expelled, and the English

governor, after seizing all the sacred properties of the convent, cast five of the fiiars into prison,

keeping them there till all hope of further plunder was extinguished. The names of those impri-

soned friars were, Eobert Mac CongaiU, Eugene Macan Taire, Donough Molan, Charles O'Hanvill

and Patrick Mac Taighe.''

The upper portion of the accompanying engraving, representing the Franciscan Friary and ad-

joining part of Carrickfergus, is taken from a very curious and interesting plan of that tov/n, in the

Cottonian collection. It is not dated
; but, from internal evidence, and a comparison with a plan

given by M'^Skimmin,' as of 1550, this one cannot be of a later date than 1540. Audit is probably
the only one extant representing an Irish Friary, when it was really occupied as such -nhcn it was

simply and truly "The Freres." In M'^Skimmin's plan it is described as "The Pailace, late a Frier's

House." The present illustration also confirms the ingenious conjecture of a writer in the 12th

Number of this Journal, on the derivation of the word Pailace, as applied to this building.* We
see by it that the convent and lands were enclosed by a 'palisade ; and this is what we might have

supposed, being strictly in accordance with the rule of the Minorites, as laid down by St. Francis

himself. " WTien you intend to build," said the Saint to his followers,
"

iirst obtain the blessing

of the bishop of the diocese, then make a deep ditch all round the land, and a good fence, instead

of a wall, as an emblem of poverty." "Deinde accepta benedictione Episcopi, vadant et curent

t
Expulsi suntinde fratres sub Regina Elizabetha. Quin- Father Mac Cana, a Franciscan himself, does not mention

que autom per Anglum prfefectum capti et incarcerati the Friary of Carrickfergus. Mac Cana is perfectly correct

sunt
; excussa tandem sacra supellectUis, dimissi, cum Ln what he states respecting the remains of Woodhum.

ampliores lucri spes omnes exciderit : vocabautur fi-ater Will. Piers, Constable of the Castle, was the "
governor of

Eobertus Mac CongaiU, frater Eugenius Macan Taire, fra- the town," who claimed the "
nev: iforhs beside the walls of

ter Donatus Molanus, frater Carolus O'Hanvill, frater Pa- the Castle," erected from the ruins of Woodhum. Among
tritius Mac Taighe. {Annales Mlmrum.'] the Patent Rolls in BinnLngham Tower, there is the follow-

'I have only seen the first edition of Mac Skimmin's ing: "A Messuage or Tenement newly built by William

history. Pycrse on the West and East Part of the Castle of Carj-ck-

* The author of that interesting paper, however, probably fcrgus, containeing by estimate forty feet more or less, to

misled by the Itinerary of Father Edmund Mac Cana, er- his heirs for ever, in free burgage by fealty at 2s. per ann.

roneously supposes that it was " Woodhum Abbey which Jan. 31, 1570
"

occupied the site of the ancient Pallis." Strange to say,



fieri magnam carbonariam in circuitu terra), ct circumponant bonarn sopem pro muro, in signum

saucto; paupertalis."
'" "We sec, too, by this illustration, that the stream ran through one part of

the premises where the friars had mills for grinding com ;
for the Minorites" were workers as well

as mendicants, and their founder held that he only was a good man at prayer, who was a good man

at labour " Tanturn religiosus est bonus orator, quantum est bonus operator."

I cannot part from the interesting plan of Carrickfergus, from which this illustration is taken,

without a few other observations. The town is not represented as walled, but merely defended by

a ditch on the land side. The pier is in progress of building ;
and thus we sec that it was con-

structed by first placing a wooden frame-work, which was afterwards filled with stones. Besides

the stone cross called
" Great Patrick," seen in the more ancient plans of Carrickfergus, standing

in the mtun street near the castle, this plan shows us the base of a broken cross, in the church-yard

of St. Nicholas, and also four noble yew trees the Irish yew [^Taxus fastigiata] growing in the

same place.

It probably would not be long after the final expulsion of the friars, when the English govem-
. mcnt converted the convent into a store-house." The first notice, however, that I have met with

of it, in its latter capacity, is a "note," dated 1st April, 1574 the stirring period, when Essex

was making his fruitless and ill-advised attempt to conquer Ulster. It runs as follows : "Mr
Edward AYaterhouse wryteth for spedie warrant of the supply at Knockefergus of these things

following. A flower to be made at Lyrpole for a lofte to lay come in, in the Pallace at Knock-

fergus. The myUes there to be repayred, & a horse myll to be provided & sent thither spedelye.

A warrant to Mr. Waterhouse to bestow c a C" uppon this aforesayd & other necessarie reparations

at Knockfergus, viz. the oven et cet. The Counsyll's letters to take upp 2 myllers, 2 coopers, & 2

carters ;
the carters must serve to drawe to the Storehouse from the shyppes all sotch provisions as

be sent thither. A comyssion also to take upp 2 masons & 2 carpenters, for to fynish the repara-

tions aforesayd."
p

In the August of the following year, one Bland, who had been appointed to inquire into the

method of pro\'isioning the troops in Ireland, writing to Burghley, states that, at Carrickfergus

^Speculum Vitce. AntwerpiaB. 1620. noster Franciscus dicet,
^ Mhiores Minimis mmus.'

n A name adopted by the Franciscans to signify their o It seems to have been not an unusual practice for the

poverty and humility, and also their being the youngest of English Government to convert Irish ecclesiastical build-

the religious orders. Of " the pride that apes humUity," ings into store-houses. Among the State Papers, there is

the following is a rich specimen :
" Etenim si dicat Abra- a letter from one Crofton, a commissary to the Lord De-

ham,
' Fulris et cinis sum.' Franciscus dicet adhuc,

' Minor puty, dated July, 1572, in which he states that the llcbels

turn.' Si David,
' Mcudiciis sum et pauper,' immo,

' vermis and Scottes had burned Athlone and the body of Uie church,

sum et nan homo.' Franciscus,
' Minor sum.' Si Solomon, where he had his malt, biscuit, and beer, and all his brcw-

* Stultissimu^ gum viromrn.' Franciscus,
'
J/i'nor sjtw.' Si ing and baking vessels, which were consumed.

D. Franciscus de Paulo cum suis dicat
' Xos Minimi suis,' P Irish Papers. S.P.O.



"The mylnes be there decayed, by reason one of them is clean without water, & the other the

fundacion is sonke, so as they serve to no purpose, & the brew-houses & bake-houses unfurnished

& in decaye, & the houses of stoare be in good state & dailly enlardgcd."
'^

In March, 1853, the Lords Justices, in a letter to secretary Sir Francis AValsingham, write:

" The Pallace is a thing very necessarie to be safelie kept, havyng in yt the fayrest and largest

roomes for stowedge and brewing as are in this lande, besides sundrie good lodgings. And consid-

ering the towne is not half walled abowte, and withal so poore is not able to defend yt selfe, the

same myght be easilie bumte, by any that would attempt yt, and soe we feare yt would be if the

warde should be taken away."'

In!N'ovember,1586, a Captain Dawtrie who had been Seneschal of the "Pallace" set down the

following
'' Reasons why the warde of the Queen's Storehouse at Carrichfergiis, cominonhj named

the Pallas, shoulde he continued after the huylding or fynishing of the wales of the said toicneT " First

concerning the warde of the storehouse comonly named the Pallas, about xvi. yeres past the

charge of the said howse was comitted unto one Cornewall
;
but soldiers he had none other than

xvi. artificers, as bakers, brewers, and labourers. At that tyme the house was attempted by Brian

MacPhelim, who was lyke to have entered yt, by means of the cowardnes of the said artificers

before rehersed. But the Maior of the towne, seeing the warde come awaie from their charge,

stepped into the howse, with all the force he could make, leaving the towne in danger, for the save-

gard of the Queen's howse and store, which he reskewed and putt the enemie from the house;

by which meanes thei entred the towne, and biirnte a great parte thereof with the church. AMiere-

upon, the L. Deputie then being, put in a warde of xx solders, which hath been contynued ever

sythen unto this daie. This president doth make the townesmen to remember the guarding of

their owne howsses, in any such time of exigent, that fall out hereafter. Xow that the enemye
dothe envie that howsse and myll more than any in the North of Ireland, by reason that yt is a

place of strong stowege for come and victuall, to releve her Ma*'^^ forces in the harte of Flster
;

whereby yt enableth a garrison to be planted there, or any where within 20 or 30 myles more

north warde, or into the countrey, fi'om whence they are * * * * with bread and becre, without

the which the garrisons cannot be maynteyned in those partes ;
and being so neere a frontier unto

the landing of the Scottes as yt is generallie, all the bad people of Ulster, and the Scottyshe

Islands, seeke the overturn of that howsse, more than the towne or castle, or any other in Ulster.

It hath been often scene that many secret practizes and ambushes have been layd to wynne that,

sithen the fore said rebellion of S' Brian Mac Phelim, both in the time of Thomas Seckford,

senesehall, as also in the time of the nowe seneschaU. In the night, when they have sent their

spies, in captain Dawtrie' s tyme, they have bene often shot at by the watch of the Pallas
;
in the

daie, (the enemy I mean) have laid diverse ambushes, for to have the killing of him the said cap-

^-^sh Papers, S.P.O. Ibid.



tain, ttIio vras shott at bj vii. shott at once, that were layd for him, beaing upon the walls of the

said PiiUace but God was his defence whilst in his tyme the howsse was attempted by violent

force by the Scotto. At the last attempt, the said captain Dawtrey was discharged by lettres out

of England, 1 daies before the attempt, and having but a verie fcwe men lefte, which he reserved

for his owne garde, and to convey his stuff into Dublin
; meaning, upon the discharge of his warde,

to liavc given over the office of seneschal shipp, remayning certen daies after for the conveyance of

his sfni', as aforesaid, the Scottes attempted the Pallas agajme with resolute purpose to have wonne

yt, but the said captain departed before the Scottes comyng, defended the howsse, and at that con-

flicte
,
slewe 4 of the best Scottes, besides many that were hurte, by which meancs the Scottes

were discomfited and put back without atcheiving their purpose ; whereuppon the said captain

stayed and advertised the L''. Justices of the thynge that happened, whereupon the said L''^ con-

tynucd the said warde unto the said captain Dawtrie unto this dale. The said Pallas, or Abbey,

standeth upon one comer of the towne wall, and without the town
; yt must be strongly warded

otherwise yt wilbe broken, for yf the towne be never walled, the enemye will never attempte yt

upon the inward parte of the towne, by reason of the stone howsses or castles (as they call them)

that stande within the towne, but on the outside from the browe, which is the plan that they

alwaeis did attempte yt, which wil be no more defencible or strong when the towne is buyIt than

yt is nowe
;

the towne is unbuilt, for the buylding of the towne addeth nothing unto the strength

of the Pallas, and castle
;

the contrey people of those partes, under the government of the senes-

chaU, are so aptlie furnished of men and means to take armcs at all tymes, when their wicked

disposition so scrveth, as justlie it maye be saide that no officer in Ireland is more often and

more daungerouslye called to the field, than he is, who having none other private charge of men in

her Ma"" paye as yet than the said warde, cannot in good consideration be countenanced with any

losse. Therefore the said seneschall, nowe two yeres synce, beeing one amongst others that entred

the Glynns upon the Scottes, was there sore hurte, and bledd so much that he was unhable of him-

self to goe from the place ;
and in case he had not by his own warders (whereof he taketh comonly

some XV. or xvi. wyth hym to the field) ben succored and carried awaie, he sawe not but that

there he byne left to the enemye; for the othor troopes, as carles of him and looking after their owti

chiefes, to say the best, they not seeing or knowing his hurte preceded, so speedilie onwarde, that

he myght well have bene lost, besides had yt not byn for hys own warders aforesaid, of whome also

there hapcned but viii. to be at his reserve, whereof fyve woare likewise hurte, in this reskewiug
of the said seneschall."

The lower portion of the present engraving, representing the Pallace, and part of the town, is

taken from a plan of Carrickfergus, also in the Cottonian collection, inscribed,
" John Dunstall,

pinxit, 1610." The town was then, and indeed had long before been, walled; and the course of
t
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the mill-stream diverted to the exterior of the walls.

Another, though ruder, representation of tlie Pallace will

be at once recognised in the plan of Carrickfergas, for

which the readers of this Journal are indebted to the liber-

ality of Evelyn Philip Shirley, Esq. It is the large

building in the upper right-hand corner of the plan. [See

Journal, vol. iii. p. 276.]

Joymount, as I have already stated, was built on the

site of the Pallace; and though little more than eighty

years have passed since it, in its turn, was pulled down,
and the County Jail and Court-house erected on its site,

yet all recollection of it seems to be buried in oblivion.

"Wten I was a boy, the old people of Carrickfergus used

to relate a mythical tradition about Joymount, to the

eifect, that this celebrated edifice was a kind of architec-

tural almanack, having a window for every day, a door

for every week, and a chimney for every month in the

year. Even the indefatigable inquirer, Samuel M*=Skun-

min, seems to have known little, if anything, about it.

I It gave me great pleasure, therefore, to find the accom-

panying representation of Joymount in a view of Carrick-

fergus taken from the sea, e\idently the handiwork of

Captain Phillips, and drawn about 1685. It is the large

building on the extreme right. And in my own opinion,

a very peculiar interest is attached to this illustration.

For, distrusting poetry and fable, and having as little faith

in "Tara's hall" as in the architectural accomplishments

of "Goban Saor," I consider that Joymount was the first

house the first dwelling-house, worthy of the name, not

an ecclesiastical establishment, or a castle ever built in

Ireland. The illustration, too, amply testifies to the cor-

rectness of Sir "William Brereton's oft-quoted description

of Joymount in 1635. It is "a very statelye house, or

rather like a prince's pallace," he tells us. We can well

believe that in the interior there was "a verye faire hall

and a stately staire-case, and faire dineing roome canying

theproportionof thehaU." "Welikewise see the dove-houses

he mentions, and can agree with him, that altogether "it is

a most stately building." "But," continues the quaint old
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traveller,
" the windowes and roonios and whole frame of the house is over -large and vast; and in this

house may you observe the inconvenience of great buildings, which require an unreasonable chardg to

keep them in rcpaire, soe they arc a burthen to the owners of them." Brereton, when he wrote

this, must have forgotten the great wealth and high position of the builder of Joymount. Though
ever greedy and grasping, Chiclicster was never mean or miserly; and, either from natural inclination,

or to further liis political aims, he freely lavished large sums of money on mere objects of display.

During the last Parliament he lield in Dublin, he spent ten thousand pounds (an immense sum at that

time) on show and liveries; and the Irish people long after looked with scorn on his successors in

the Lord Deputyship, whose private fortunes rendered them unable to approach the display made

by Lord Deputy Chichester.

One might moralize, or even be sentimental, over the ''Friars of Order Gray," giving place to

the butchers, bakers, and brewers the poke-puddings, as Scott would have termed them, of the

English commissariat ;
and the vice-regal state and splendour of Chichester succeeded by the clash-

ing chains and dismal cries of condemned felons; but '
Fiierunt" must be their epitaph. All

powerful time, which hath antiquated their antiquities, condescends to prescribe a limit even to this

poor pen, and the mandate must be obeyed. W. Pinkeeton.
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ZEUSS'S "GRAMMATICA CELTICA."

By JOHN O'DONOVAN, LL.D.

What the Irish language is in itself, and to what languages it has affinity, are questions which

have been frequently asked by the learned of Europe. Vallancey had compared it with most of

the languages of the world, and declared it to have affinity with them all
;
but his philological

system has been exploded. Other writers have since his time attempted to show its affinity with

the Hebrew
;
but the truth has at length been established by J. C. Zcuss, a native of Bavaria, in his

great work called
" Grammatica Celtica,'" printed at Leipsic in 1853. This is the work which

contains the solution of the famous Celtic problem. It made its appearance utterly unexpected. No

one knew of Zeuss's great plan, nor had any one, even when the title of the work was advertised, the

slightest idea of its importance. It contains proofs of the purely Japetic origin of the Celts. It

demonstrates the following facts :

1 . That the Irish and Welsh languages are o:n-e in their origin ;
that their divergence, so far

from being primeval, began only a few centuries before the Roman period ;
that the difference be-

tween them was very small when Coesar landed in Britain so small, that an old Hibernian most

likely was stiU understood there
;
and that both nations, Irish and British, were identical with the

CeltsD of the Continent namely, those of Gaul, Spain, Lombardy, and the Alpine countries. This

is in fact asserting the internal unity of the Celtic family.

2. That this Celtic tongue is, in the full and complete sense of the term, one of the great

Indo-European branches of human speech. This, which it had been impossible for the great

linguist Bopp to prove, is fully demonstrated by Zeuss.

The consequence of these two facts is, that there must now be an end to all attempts at assimilating

either Hebrew, Phenician, Egyptian, Basque, or any other language which is not Indo-European,

with any dialect of the Celtic. The consequence further is, that, as far as language gives evidence,

we must consider the inhabitants of these islands strictly as brethren of those other five European

families constituting that vast and ancient pastoral race who spread themselves in their nomadic

migrations till, in the west, they occupied Gaul, and crossed over to Britain and to Ireland, the last

boundary of the old world. It follows, likewise, that to the Celtic family we must allow the full

Japetic heir-loom not only of the grandly-organised original language, but of all that it attests of

enrly culture in every respect the first germs of a mythological Pantheon included. Of a hetero-
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geneous mixture Zouss has found no trace either in the Welsh or the Irish : therefore, m hat

mediieval tradition relates of such mixture is now a problem which must find solution from a

different source.

Not long after the completion of this great work, the author sank into a state of exhaustion.

He died in 1856. He was not destined to enjoy any fruits of his labours beyond the noble satis-

faction which we must believe to be inherent in every triumph of genius. Germany regrets in

him one of those men wlio have raised to its present height her position among learned nations in

tlus age ;
and Ireland ought not to think of him without gratitude, for the Irish nation has had no

nobler gift bestowed upon them by any continental author for centuries back than the work which

he has written on their language. It is pleasing to record that the greatest acknowledgment ever

made to him came from Ireland. A short time before his death, an invitation to \'isit Dublin was

sent to him by Dr. Todd, President of the Eoyal Irish Academy, in a manner which could not fail

to be most gratifying to him, and which was done with the ultimate intention of conferring deserved

honotirs on him.

I have made various enquiries respecting the history of Dr. Zeuss, fi'om the late Mr. John

Mitchell Kemble, who knew him personally, and others, but the following brief sketch of his

personal history, and the value of his Grammatica, from the pen of Dr. Siegfried, Professor of San-

scrit in Trinity College, Dublin, is the most satisfactory that I have received :

"Mr. Gliick sent me a sketch of Zeuss' s life, which he thought might deserve to be read before

the British Association, from which I give the following outline :

"
J. Kaspar Zeuss was bom of poor parents, in a Bavarian village, July 22, 1806. He was

not a mere self-taught genius, (as the late Mr. Kemble and others have asserted,) but had the advan-

tage of a regular classical and college education. Languages were his passion from early years.

As a student, he distinguished himself so strikingly in Arabic, that his professor predicted he would

become a great Orientalist.

" To earn his bread he became a college teacher. In 1837, when still a young man, he pub-
lished his work, The Germans and their Neighbours, which marks an epoch in the study of

European ethnography. He made it the grand Thesaurus of all the information on the subject

contained not only in the classical authors, but in the Sclavonic, the Swedish, and Icelandic, the

Celtic, and even the Arabic writers. No man has since written on these matters who has not

found that work the greatest treasury of information. Grimm's History of the German Language
iu a great measure rests on it. But as Zeuss was not to be an universalist, it was not in history that

he was destined finally to obtain the greatest fame. He tried for a long time to get himself ap-

pointed as professor of history at ilunich, but without success. At length, in the year 1840, he was

appointed professor of history in the College of Spires, (Speyer,) where he seems to have commenced

his great work on the Celtic dialects.
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"He studied the Sanscrit language, -wliich he considered indispensable to qualifyhim thoroughly
for his deep researches. This is highly significant. There is an opinion established among Eopp's

school of philology that no man ever was, or can be, a sound comparative philologist without knowing
Sanscrit. It is no longer pretended that Sanscrit is our common mother-tongue ;

but they say that

the case is analogous to that of classical studies. It is certainly possible that a man may be well trained

in logic and method without having gone through Greek and Latin grammar ;
but still it is a fact

that few men, without this schooKng, are ever found to be so. Now, the training for etymology
is just that for which Sanscrit is so necessary. But till I received Gliick's memoir of Zeuss, I was

not aware how deeply he had studied that language, for he does not parade his knowledge anywhere ;

and I, with other linguists of my acquaintance, used to set him down as the first signal exception

to the common rule
;
for that his method was of the same stamp as that of Bopp himself could not

be denied.

"At what time Zeuss first began his Celtic researches is not very clear. In his historical work of

1837, he showed already considerable familiarity with Irish and Welsh literature. Eut his great

task seems to have become quite clear to him when he lived at Spires, where, as I have already

stated, he was professor of history at the college from the year 1840. From that time he seems to

have begun preparing his Grammatica Celtica, first at Spires, afterwards at Bamberg, As it

did not appear till 1853, we may infer that he was at least 13 years engaged in writing it, irre-

spectively of his easier linguistic studies.

"Now, to say how he wrote this work, and why it was that he alone succeeded where all before

him had failed, is no easy matter. The truth will appear to be, however, that he had not only great

powers of mind, but had greater advantages than others. Some of these advantages he shared in

common with all the great linguistic scholars of our time. We live in a more critical age than the

men of the old Celtic school
;
and we have been shown what a comparative view of a limited family

of languages ought to be by Diez, for the Romanesque, and by Grimm, in unrivalled perfection, for

the Teutonic. Zeuss took the Deutsche Grarnmatik of the latter throughout for his model
;
and to

any one who knows Grimm's work it is quite sufficient to say that the Grammatica Celtica of Zeuss

is exactly its counterpart. But there were other advantages which Zeuss owed entirely to his own

bold discovering spirit. He it was that first brought to light the really oldest Irish and \yelsh

writings which exist. This may appear strange, but it is, nevertheless true, and acknowledged by

the best Welsh and Irish scholars of the present day. Zeuss, in the course of his historical

researches, had become more familiar with the great libraries of Europe^ than most men
;
and

he knew, what the scholars of Ireland and Britain were not aware of, that the oldest Irish

MSS. existing are not to be found either in the library of Trinity College, Dublin, or of the

Royal Irish Academy, nor yet in Oxford or London; but that they had been hidden for

many hundred years in the Ambrosian Library at Milan, in the old monastery of St. Gall,
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in Switzerland, and in some other continental places. Most people know how this occurred.

Ireland was at. one period famous for its learning, and called by our ancestors the Island of Saints,

and Irish missionaries were then the missionary teacliers of the continent. In the numerous monas-

teries founded by them, such as St. Gall and Bobbio, learned men found a refuge. The MSS. which

Zouss found in these monasteries arc the results of their pious labours. These, however, are not ori-

ginal works
; they are mere copies of parts of the Scriptures and of the classics. In transcribing

these, the monks, for the assistance of their own memories, and for the benefit of younger scholars,

used to write in the margin the literal Irish translation of every difficult word and phrase. These

are the famous glosses of St. Gall and of jVfilan. Zeuss saw their value, and spared no labour nor

expense in copying them out with his own hand. Possessing them, he soon learned more of the

really oldest forms and grammar of the Irish language than any man had known before him.

There are archaisms preserved in those glosses which were never found in the MSS. preserved in

Great Britain or in Ireland. One striking example of this is, that before the researches of Zeus^,

the form of the neuter gender had never been discovered, nor is it yet acknowledged by any Irish

scholar of Ireland. Zeuss found it throughout.
" The " Grammatica Celtica'^ has the name of being exceedingly hard to be understood. And

so it is, without a doubt. It will give an idea how true this is when I mention that, to this day,

after a lapse of five years, no person has had the courage to give a detailed review of it, either in

Germany or in these kingdoms. There is no more striking proof of its thorough novelty, and of

the high pre-eminence of the author than this. Ireland has not, as yet, produced any great com-

parative philologist, and we cannot expect, for some time at least, to see the thread taken up by

any competent hand vjhere Zeuss has dropped it: so far, he has distanced all. As yet only one

small but honourable addition has been made which we can consider as belonging strictly to

the school which is sure to spring up on the foundation laid by him. It is a work by Mr. Gliick,

of Munich, his personal pupil, on the proper names in Caesar's Commentaries.

" We must recognise in the Grammatica Celtica purely a triumph of comparative philology.

I say so, because this science was the chief instrument he employed ; for, with the exception of

the glosses just referred to, he possessed as little as any one before him. There had been no antique

monument suddenly discovered to enlighten him. He had no Celtic "Ulfila" or " Yeda" more

than any one else. If, nevertheless, he has succeeded in giving for the first time a wonderful analysis

of the Celtic as it was spoken in the time of tlie Romans of that original form of the language
where aU the modem dialects of it find their point of coincidence it was by induction, by com-

parison, and by reconstruction only. He succeeded, as an Owen succeeds in reconstructing an entire

picture of an ante-dUuvian animal, of which no more than a few odd bones and vertebras are in his

hands.
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" I will proceed to enumerate tlie fragmentary materials -which Zeuss possessed. They were

the following:
" In all, only about a hundred antique Celtic words, with their significations, can be gathered

from casual mention in the classics. These are precious as far as they go, because we find most of

them in their modern shapes w Irish and Welsh
;
and so they serve as a clue to the diff'erent

phonetic changes which have ^aken place in these languages during the last 1500 years.
" The second available f^ource consisted of the proper names of persons and places. The number

of these is immense. In the classics, in the thousands of Latin inscriptions found in Celtic ground,

in ancient charters and church documents, Zeuss found a host of antique Celtic names.
" These two, then, were the original sources from Avhich he gathered his knowledge of the

primeval Celtic tongue ;
that is to say, the glosses from the classics and the proper names, which,

however, (as we can know their meaning only by etymological induction,) are a verj- difficult

medium for research. But, even taking these two sources at their best, they touch only one side

of the language. They will teach us the form and meaning of so many antique Gaulish

and British words
;
but more than this purely lexicographical information they cannot yield. About

grammar, construction, and idiom, they leave us entirely in the dark. Though we have two thou-

sand Gaulish names, we do not learn the inflexion of a single case from them; for, as they all

appear in a Latinized garb, the genitives, datives, and accusatives are throughout purely Latin,

and not Gaulish." Dr. Siegfried concludes his remarks thus :

"I paid a visit to this remarkable man in the vacation of 1866, when his health was fast

sinking. He was a tall, well-made, rather spare man, -^-ith black hair and moustache, giving me

on the whole more the impression of a Slavonian or a Greek than of a German."

To this outline of the history of Zeuss, and the importance of his Grammatica Celtica, I shall

add the following notice of his work by the late Archdeacon Williams, of Cardigan, who was perhaps

the best judge of what our author has done for Welsh literature :

" The Cymri and with their language alone the present discussion deals like the Greeks of

history, have been sad tamperers with the orthography of their language, and have both deformed

its beauty and troubled the sources of its etymology. Kor is it easy to discover the exact period

when such tampering commenced.

"I had devoted much time and attention to this subject, and had twenty years ago publicly

condemned the orthography which was eventually adopted, as the fatal mistake which, in conjunc-

tion with fooKsh theories respecting the origin of the language, deterred all external scholars from

the study of a literature of which the words were presented in so barbarous a form the more bar-

barous, as the letters themselves, although not their powers, were identical with their own.
" The time has, however, arrived when something of a clear account of the whole question can

be given, and the barbarian disguise removed from the face of the Cymraeg, a most primitive and

"\dgorous off-shoot of the original language of the I^oachidae.
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" A Barai-ian philosopher not only undertook to perform for the Celtic languages what has

been so well done for tlie German and Sclavonian by other Teutonic scholars, but has completed

his task with elaborate toil and wonderful success.

"I leave to the scholars of Ireland the duty of expressing their opinion of the vulue of the

illustrations which the early language and literature of their most interesting island have received

from the investigations of the learned author of Grammatica Celtica.

"
I, in the name of all lovers of the Cymraeg, respectfully tender to him our heartfelt thanks

before I brieily explain the result of the labours of Dr. Zeuss, and of my own travels along the

sjime path.
' ' Professor Zeuss admits it as a principle sanctioned by Bopp, the Grimms, and other great

German philologists, that all manuscripts not being copies from a dead language, but editions for

popular use of favourite works in still living languages, cannot be regarded as accurate transcripts

of the original work, but as modified forms of the same, adapted to the popular taste by alterations

required by the mutable nature of all spoken tongues.
" The most interesting remains of the Cymry are the poems commonly ascribed to Aneurin,

Taliessin, and other bards, some parts of the Liber Landavensis, and the Code of Laws which bore

the name of Howell the Good. But Professor Zeuss, differing in this from Cymric scholars, cannot

assign an earlier date than the twelfth century to the oldest manuscripts in which the poems and

laws are now found
;
and professes to find in them indubitable proofs of forms much corrupted

from the primitive type, variable in practice, and indicating a state of transition from the older to

a newer style. Even the charters, of which copies are extant in the Liter Landavensis, and which,

commencing at an early period in the sixth century, have several long passages in the Cymraeg,

containing descriptions of the boundaries of the lands given to the church, are regarded -with sus-

picion by Zeuss "as having passed through the hands of an editor who compiled in the twelfth

itcntMrj the Liher Landavensis from materials previously existing;" but as the compiler was a

churchman, and interested in the possessions of the church, it is not likely that he should have

altered the character of documents on which the security of these possessions depended. "We have,

therefore, in these ancient charters, probable specimens of the popular language and orthography
of the Guenuison,

" the men of Gwent "
or Venusini of that day the ancient Silures.

"But in search of more Catholic forms of the ancient Celtic languages. Professor Zeuss has care-

fully examined ancient manuscripts of the Latin classical authors, and thence copied the glosses,

both marginal and interlineal, written by Celtic students while learning to translate the Latin

originals.
" The illustrations of the Irish language to be drawn from these sources are of the most ex-

tensive kind, and sufficient to enable the scholar to recover the Gaelic forms of words in the sixth

and seventh centuries before [rede after] Christ. The ancient abbeys on the continent, especially
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those of St. Gall, "Wurtzburg, and Bobbio, founded by Scottish (that is, by Irish) miesionarief!,

passed gradually into the hands of men who, when they finally acknowledged the supremacy of

the Church of Rome, lost not a particle of veneration for their Gaelic saints, but carefully cherished

their remembrance, and preserved every memorial of their life and learning. Hence the abundance

of still existing materials for the illustration of their lives, labours, and language." [^Gomer, Part

ii., p. 1217.]
Having now given the opinions of this work expressed by two competent linguistic scholars,

I shall proceed to lay before the reader a brief account of the nature of the Grammatica Celtica,

and the sources from which it has been drawii, as given by the author himself in his Preface.

He states that he has attempted in this work to expound the nature, variety, and grammatical

forms of the Celtic, which, among the cognate languages extending from India through Asia and

Europe, is now placed in the extreme "West. He remarks that, if the labours of those learned men

who have examined the Indian the most remote of that family of languages in Asia by which so

much light has been thrown on all its cognate languages, have deservedly been held in the highest

estimation, the task of examining the laws of the language of a nation formerly very widely

spread throughout Europe, but long dismembered, is not to be despised, inasmuch as by this labour

the foundation of words can be laid on the mole recently or still remaining of that nation, in the

languages of Ireland, Caledonia, Wales, and Armorica. An inquiry has been already made into the

languages of the more important neighbouring nations the Germanic and Slavonic by an exa-

mination of the oldest monuments of these now remaining, as is known to all those who are acquainted

with the learned labours of recent times
;
and he proposes to conduct in the same manner his inquiry

into this language of the extreme West, the monuments of which (not taking into consideration the

words and proper names given by the older Greek and Latin writers) do not indeed reach the age

of those of the German language, which begin in the fourth century, but exceed the age of those of

the Slavonic language.

He proceeds to shew from Caesar, Strabo, and Tacitus, that the Celtic language had un-

folded its varieties in remote times, but that the dialects were not so different as to have prevented

the intercourse of speech between the different peoples.

He then states that the monuments written by natives, as well British as Irish, prove that a

far greater diversity existed in the eighth or ninth century. British books, as well Cymric as

Armoric, existing of that period, exhibit so great a diff'crence in sounds (which agree with the

sounds of ancient British and Gaulish names) and in grammatical forms, from the sounds and forms of

Irish writings of the same period, that it could not by any means be concluded that an intercourse

of language then subsisted between the Britons and the Irish, nor even at a much earlier period,

although it is clear that both dialects have flowed from the same fountain. It might be safely

affirmed that there is a greater difference between the Irish and the British language than between

c
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the ancient Scandinavian or Icelandic and the other Germanic dialects; but fscarccly aa great as that

which exists between the Lithuanian or ancient Prussian and the Slavonian.

He then goes on to say tliat tlie language of Britain was nearer to that of Gaul than the Irish,

at least since the Roman times. This he proves by the following arguments :

1 . The agreement of certain sounds in the Gaulish (as written by the classic writers) and the

British, from whicli the Irish differs widely; such as Litana, Petmria, Penninus, Epona, Eporedici,

EpoHiandiioduruin, agreeing with the Cymric, petuar (four), pimp (five), penn (a head), ep in deriva-

tives, such asepaul, eJaw^ (pullus)': while in Irish we find c or ch iov p in the same words; as cether

(four), coic (five), cetm (a head), ech (a horse). AVith respect to the absence of the s in the beginning

of words in the Welsh, he does not believe that the ancient language had this want in the time of

Julius Caesar ;
as is clearly proved by the name of the river Sabrina (the Severn), which the Welsh

have for many centuries altered to Ilafren ; and that of the Selgoouai, a people in Britain mentioned

by Ptolemy. But he thinks that there can be no doubt of the p of the British being represented

by e (Jc)
in the Irish at a very remote period.

2. The progression of sounds being the same in the Welsh and French languages, (the genius of

the ancient Celtic of Gaul operating largely in the latter,) which progression is unknown in Irish
;

as for example, the passing of v ov w into gu, gw in Welsh and French words, while in Irish it be-

comes/; also the prefixed Welsh i, y, e, like the French e before the combinations sp, st, sc. The

omission of the medials the g particularly being struck out in mediaeval French inscriptions is

equally old in the Welsh
;
and examples of the omission of the tenues are more ancient in the

Roman Gaidish monuments than in the Welsh.

3. Certain terminations peculiar to the Welsh language, which are unknown in Irish, appear-

ing in ancient Gaulish words; for example, en or on, as a singular ending, in names of plants, and

in the name of the Gaulish place Aballon (now a/alien, the apple-tree) ;
and ef, a termination of the

plural.

4. Certain words in ancient Gaulish and British which are altogether wanting in Irish.

But before all others is to be mentioned the inseparable particle gwer, guor, gor, used even

in the modem Cymric language, and frequent in compound proper names of British men of the

middle ages, (both Cambrian and Armorican); as in the ancient Gaulish and British namesVercinge-

torix, vertragus, Yememetum, Vertigernus, &c., of which intensitive particle no vestige appears

to exist in the Irish language. He also enumerates various proper names of men and places which

were common in ancient Britain and Gaul, but of which no parallels are to be foujid in Ireland, or

in her language.

He concludes from these premises that there are, therefore, two principal varieties of the Celtic

language. The one Irish, from which are derived the languages of this class now extant
; viz., in

Ireland herself, the modem Irish, and, in the Highlands of Xorth Britain or Scotland, the
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Gaelic, (the Gaedelit, as the Irish also call their own language,) which last, although preserved

in a mountainous district, has not retained any very old monuments. However, it has its founda-

tion in the old Irish. The other is the British tongue, which has been proved to have been

the nearest to the ancient Gaulish, and from which have sprung the Cymric [Welsh], Cornish, and

Armoric, [Bas Breton], all possessing monuments more or less ancient, and which are living at this

day in the mouths of the people, and extant in writing and poems, except the Cornish, which ceased

to be spoken in the last century, even in the rural villages of Cornwall/

He goes on to notice the works written to explain the words and idioms of these dialects,

and particularises such grammars and dictionaries as he had seen and used.''

He then proceeds to describe the ancient manuscript authorities from which his work has been

derived. He begins with those of the Irish, not only because it is locally the remotest of all the

languages of Europe and Asia, but also because it exhibits more copiousness of forms, and preserves

more abundant monuments than the British dialects.

The first Irish MS. which he describes, is a copy of Priscian preserved at St. Gall, which con-

tains a large mass of glosses. It contains 249 pages, and is thickly interspersed with glosses as

far as p. 222. These glosses are either interlineal or marginal. Some of the marginal ones as well

Irish as Latin have no reference to the text of Priscian, but record various circumstances concern-

ing the transcribing of the MS. itself; as "
Hucusque Calms Patricii scripsit,'" meaning that

Calvus Patricii (i.e, in the Irish form, Mael Patraic) transcribed this portion; "Sanda Bri-

gida adjuva s(^riptorem istius artis; Sanda Brigida ora pro nohis;''^
'' Favc Brigida; Sandiis

Diormitim oret pro tiobis,'"
'^ Bendacht for anmain Fergus'^ (a blessing on the soul of Fergus)

" Mochoe Noindrommo," (Mochoe of jSTendrum a place in Strangford Lough, Co. Down) ;

"Bo Ims Maddoc dun .i. meissi 7 Choirhbre'^ (we are of Inis-maddoc, i.e. I andCoii'bre; quere, the

*
Dolly Pentreath, who died in 1778, aged 102 years, logia Brittanica

;
Owen's Welsh Dictionary and Grammar,

is said to have been the last who knew the Comish Ian- 1803, 1832
;
A Dictionary of the Welsh Language, by Wil-

guage. (Compare the books entitled Specimens of Cornish liam SpurreU, 1849 ;
An English-Welsh Pronouncing Dic-

Provincial dialect by Uncle John Treenoodle, London, tionarj-, 1850. For the Comish "Archaelogia Comu-

1846, &c.) - Britannica
;
or an Essay to preserve the Ajicient Comish

''

Namely, for the L-ish Mac Curtin's, published in Language, containing the nidiments of that dialect in a

1728
; O'Brien's, in 1829

;
and O'Donovan's, 1845

; O'Reilly's Comish Grammai- and Vocabulary." By William Piyce,

English-Irish Dictionary, 1821. For the Gaelic of Scot- M.D.. of Redrath, Cornwall, Sherborne, 1790. For the

land The Dictionary of the Higliland Society, in two Armoric Le PeUetier's
" Dictionnaire de la Langae Bre-

volumes, 1828; Stewart's Gaelic Grammar, 1812; Arm-^ tonne, 1752;" and Le Gonidec's "Dictionnaire Frangais

strong's Gaelic Dictionary, 1825; and Macleod's Gaelic Breton, and Dictionnaire Breton-Francais." The latest

Dictionary, 1845. Eor the Manx, Kelly's Grammar of the editions of these last works were brought out by VUlemarque
Ancient Gaelic or Language of the Isle of Man, 1803. For in 1847 and 1850. He also used a grammar of the Amioric,
the Welsh, Davies' Lexicon, 1632 ; Davies' Welsh Gram- pul)lished at Pragtie in 1800, by Alan Dumoului, Presbyter,

mar, 1621, reprinted at Oxford in 1809; Lhuyd's Arehtec-
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island of St. Maidoc, iu the parish of Temi)loport, Co. of Cavan?). Our author says that all these

memonmda would at first sight appear to have been written in an Irish monastery whence the manu-

script was ciu'ried to the continent at some period. But he thinks that it ought to be seriously con-

sidered wliether the manuscript might not have been copied in the monasteiy of St Gall itself, or in

some neighbouring Scotic establishment, such as at Mont St. Victor near Feldkirk, which was the seat

of a convent of Scotic monks since 882. This leads him into a dissertation upon the antiquity and

history of Scotic monasteries on the Continent, into which the limits allowed for this article prevent

us from following him. We shall only give his notice of the monastery of Honaugia, near Argen-

toratum, founded in the beginning of the eighth century :

"
13ut the most ancient convent of this kind in the regions of the Rhine was situated upon an

island of the Rhine itself called Honaugia or Hehenaugia, near Argentoratum, founded about the

year 720 by Adalbertus, duke of Alsace
; which convent is, in its ancient charters, called

' Monas-

teritim Scotorum,' and ' Ecclesia Scotorum.'' In one of these charters, Beatus, abbot of the same

monaster}', grants many things to the place aforesaid, and to the poor, and the pilgrims of the

nation of the Scoti."*

" The Scoti named at the end of this Charter are all of episcopal dignity, except the abbot and

one priest :

"I, "Wellimannus being requested wrote and noted the day, and time, and place. The charter

was written in the city of Maguntia, on the eleventh before the Calends of July, in the tenth year

of the reign of our Sovereign Lord, Carolus, King and Emperor, f The signature of Beatus the

abbot, who requested this charter to be written, f The signature of Coningan, Bishop, f The signa-

ture of Eocho, Bishop. The signature of Suathar, Bishop, f The signature of Maucumgib, Bishop

fThe signature of Canicomrihc, Bishop, f The signature of Doilgusso, Bishop, f The signature of

Erdomnach, Bishop, f The signature of Hemenus, Priest.

Mnriiinus Scotus, wlio lived at Cologne, Fulda, and panion Clement died at Jerusalem ;
and the same author

Magontia, says of himself, in his Chronicle, at the year 1056 records a little narrative of his travels to Chiovia, the capital

(Perfz 7, 558) :
"

I, Marianus, becoming a pilgrim for the of Russia, in the beginning of the twelfth century :

" Then

celcgtial kingdom, removed from my country, and became (Domnus being abbot) one of the brothers of the Scotic

R monk at Cologne ;

"
and the writer of that manuscript monastery at Ratisbon, Maurice by name, an industrious

ibid., p. 481) says :
" In iside cHnn hUdduin tunacsu a Al- man and well skilled in carrying on business, set oiit, ac-

}>n'm in i>erefjrinati(me me-a. (This is the first year since companied only by one hoy, through the wilds of the world,

I came from Alba on my pilgrimage.) Many indi\d(lual and, coming to the King of Russia, received from him and

Scoti were also found outside the convent in every Gennan from the princes of tlie very rich city Chios, in valuable

monaster}' ;
so that Gozl)crtus, the deacon, truly says [Pertz. sjcins of wild beasts, to the amount of one hundred marks

;

2, 80) that the habit of pilgrimizing had become almost a and, carrjdng the same on small vehicles, came peaceably

second nature to the Scoti. Marianus, abbot of Rutis- to Ratisbon with merchants: with the price of these skins he

bon, desiring to see the thresholds of the Apostles Peter erected the edifices of the cloister, and also the house of

an^ Paul at Rome, offer the riistom of his nation, as the the monastery." Pfef. xvii, note.

Iiish author of his life mentions, states that his com-
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"For Boilgusso is certainly to be read Dongusso, the genitive of the namei)on^ws, obvious in

the MS. of Priscian. Qtiere, whether also it is to considered that for Maucumgib {^hich is a monster-

form produced by false reading, being neither an Irish nor a German name) is to be read Mailhrigte,

a name mentioned in the same manuscript ;
and whether by the name Inis-maddoc, either in the

sense of ' Matoe's island,' or ' island of the shells,' was meant by the glossographer, by way of pun,

the island in the Ehine in which the !MS. itself may have been written ?

" The more ancient presidents of the Scotic monastery of Honaugia first Benedictus, the

builder of it, and secondly Dubanus are also called Bishops in the charters
;
but not those who

succeeded them namely, Stephanus and Beatus. These were indeed Bishops, but without a dio-

cese
; probably of a gi'ade somewhat higher than Priest, after the Irish custom, but more distin-

guished for learning, family, or wealth.

" About the middle of the same century, in the beginning of which the charter above referred

to was granted, the monastery of St. GaU, then presided over by the abbot Grimoldus, was visited

by Marcus, a Scot, and his sister's son named Moengal ;
he was then on his return from Eome, and

remained at St, Gall till his death. He too is called a bishop, and was a rich man, having set out

on his journey accompanied by a retiaue with horses and mules. Let me add, on account of the

books of which mention is here made,what is related of the departure of his companions in Ratpert's

Castis Sancti Galli \_Pert%, 2, 78] :
" The bishop gave them the horses and the mules, but he retaiaed

the hoolcs, the gold, and the palliums for himself and St. Gall. At length, dressed in his stole, he

blessed them departing ;
but they departed with many tears on both sides. The bishop remained

with his nephew, and a few servants of his own language."

To return to the manuscript of Priscian, Zeuss concluded, from the various notices of the copy

of it found in the old Catalogue of the monastery, that it is to be ascribed to the eighth centiiry ;
but

at what place it was written, or at what time, or how it found its way into the monastery of St.

GaU, no sufficient evidences have as yet turned up to prove.

2. The second important Manuscript used by our author in the composition of his Grammatica

Celtica is what he calls the " Codex Paulinus," as containing the epistles of St. Paul; which is

now preserved in the library of the University of Wurtzburg, but which formerly belonged to the

Cathedral Church there. It exhibits the same copiousness of glosses, if not a greater, than the St.

Gall manuscript already described; although the volume is of smaller bulk, because the glosses are

more thickly set, accompanying the text after the manner of a continuous commentary, and not so

much interpreting single words by single words, (which is the usual method in the St. GaU MS.) as

explaining the sense of the context of St. Paul by entire Irish sentences. Tliere are also intermixed

almost equally copious glosses in Latin, The manuscript is full of glosses of this kind, from

the beginning to the last folio but one, or to col. 34a (to Hebrews, 7, 2) -written in an accurate and

careful hand.
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This is the mnnupcript mentioned by Eckhart in his Comtnentaria de liehus Francm Oneri"

talix, from which he also made some extracts, but incorrectly tliroughout, though this is not to be

wondered at, as he did not know one -word of the language.

Eckhart has determined nothing certain concerning the time when this manuscript came to

"VVurtzburg, though he treats of it at full length (i., 452) :

" There is preserved," writes he, "with

religious care, in the sacred treasury of the cathedral church, one book of the Gospels, which St. Kilian

is said to have used, venerable indeed on account of its great antiquity ;
for it was written in the

seventh century, in squared letters, equal, if not superior in age, to the Florentine Pandects. The

other books have perished." Eckhart adds :

" I would not hesitate to add to these the manuscript

of the epistles of St. Paul, illustrated mth Irish glosses, were it not that, on account of the style of

the -writing, that manuscript appeared to Montfaucon, and other learned men of Paris, as well

as to myself, to be more modern, and of the ninth or tenth century." Zeuss then digresses into

a long dissertation upon the history of the manuscript, from which we have space to add only a

brief abstract.

If we could rely on an entry in the annals of the Pour Masters, at the year 1085, there was

an Irish abbot of Wurtzburg who died in that year ;
but this notice must be incorrect, if not as

to the time, at least as to the place, in confounding the name Wurtzburg with Reganisburg ;
and

it seems more than probable that the person referred to may have been Marianus Scotus, who lived

at Ratisbon towards the close of the eleventh century under Bishop Otto, (who sat from the year

1060 till 1089,) and also at Erfurt, where a monastery of Scoti is said to have been founded in

the year 1036, where he was the founder and jfirst abbot of a monastery of pilgrims of his nation
;

from which monastery finally in the next century Scotic persons also passed over, not only to

Wurtzburg, but also to N'oremberg, Yindabona, and Eichstadium. It is quite clear that it was by
this Marianus was written the MS. of St. Paul's epistles presei-ved at Yindobona, containing

interlinear and marginal Latin commentaries, and certain Irish glosses here and there intersijersed,

[Denis Codd. MSS. theol. hihlioih. pal. Vindohonensis, vol. 1, page 1, col. 127, &c.,] and that

this was done in the year 1079, is evident from the glosses themselves. And it ought to be in-

quired Avhcther the manuscript of Pules preserved at Claustroncburg, in which the Irish poem is

preserved, was not written by the same Marianus
;
as Dempster states that he wrote a Eule for the

brethren in one book, as also other things [compare Bolland, Pebruarj' 2, 363] ;
and Aventinus, who

was at llatisbon before the destruction of the monastery, and saw the manuscripts of Marianus, says

* In fol. ](V7 is read :

" Sntlwrn Case innoclit for Kal. Latin) : "In honour of the Undivided Trinity Marianus

Aprilis Anno J>omini mlxxviiii., Mariam miseri Domine Scotus \\Tote this book for liis brotlier pilgrims. May his

miserere."
" This is Piaster Saturday night, in the year of soul rest in peace. For God's sake, say devoutly Amen.

our Lord 1079 ; on Marianus the miserable have mercy, O This is the IGth of the Kalends of June, 1079."

Lord." In tlie lower margin of the manuscript is read (in
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that he was a poet and a distinguished theologian. Are there lying concealed, in other monasteries

of the Danubian regions, any manuscripts containing Irisli verses ?

Of the industry of this Marianus in transcribing manuscripts we have a curious account, handed

down to us by the author of his Life, who was also an Irishman and a monk of llatisbon, and who
had his information from Marianus' contemporary. Father Isaac, who lived to the age of one hun-

dred and twenty years, and had been under the same rule and obedience. He wiites {Bolland.

Febr. 2, 367) :

" So great a grace of- writing did Divine Providence bestow on the holy Marianus,

that he wrote many and tedious volumes with a rapid pen. For, that I may declare the truth

without any colouring of words, among all the works which the Divine mercy deigned to be per-

formed by the same man, I judge as most worthy of praise and admiration, and admiring I admire

it, that the same holy man wrote with his own hand the Old and jN'ew Testament, with explanatory

commentaries of the same books not once or twice, but frequently for eternal reward, in poor

habit and on slender food, assisted by his own brethren,who prepared the vellum. At the same place

also, he Avrote many little books and many manual Psalters for indigent widows and poor clerics of

the same city, for the health of his soul, without any hope of earthly gain. Moreover, many
convents of the monastic orders, who, in faith and charity, and in imitation of the holy Marianus,

coming from the territories of Hihernia, dwelt in Bavaria and Franconia, on a pilgrimage, are for

the greater part supported by the writings of Marianus." That he had been accustomed to write

his books not only in the day, .
but also in the night, the marginal Irish glosses of the Vindo-

bonian MS. indicate, as well as the author of his Life, who, eloquently describing this affair, asserts

the miracle of the "
shining fingers." One of his companions, Clement, travelled to Jerusalem,

and there ended his life in peace ; another, John, leaving the blessed Marianus and his dear relatives

for his love of eternal life, entered Cottovicus (now Gottweich) in Austria, and there shut himself

up for more strict discipline.

Concerning his native country of Lagenia, and the bishopric of Glendalough, see Bolland. Febr,

2, 834, June 1, 310. David Camerarius makes him to have been previously a monk of Dunkeld,
but the Irish monk of Ratisbon, who wrote his Life, is silent on this point, and says that Marianus

was born in the north of Ireland, and that his six successors Avere from the same region ;
but that

the seventh, Dominus, was a native of the south of Ireland, after whom Christianus, the eighth abbot,

went home to his native country, returned from thence, and going thither again, died in Ireland.

This Christianus, abbot of Eatisbon, sent Macarius (who is said by the author of the Life of

Marianus to have been most learned in the DiA-ine Law, and most celebrated for deep study of

the liberal arts) with some brethren, as first abbot to Wurtzburg, whieh was erected into a monas-

tery by Bishop Embrichon at its first foundation in 11 34, as the narrative of a native states (Gropp.

Script, rer. Wircehurg. 1, 520). After him, the third abbot of the Scots of Wurtzburg was Cams,
who was chaplain to King Conrad, and was made first abbot of the recently founded Scotic monas-
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tery of Norcraborg (which at this day is a. military collogo, inaugurated by Melanctlion in the year

1526), and there ho was succeedod by Dechm, who was chaplain to Conrad and Frederic Barba-

rossa, and who built the Church of St. Aegidius, "of sqxiared stones naturally red," according to

the testimony of an Irish monk.

"Wlicn Gregory, the successor of Christian, governed the monastery of Ratisbon,
"
tAventy-four

brothers under the abbot Sanctinus Avent down to Vindabona, which had also been erected into a

Scotic monastery- by Duke Ilcinric
;
and also other Scots came to Eichstadium for the first time.

{Holland. Fcbr. 2, 371, 372. Pertz. 11. 617).

That these were all Irishmen, is demonstrated by the names as well as the narrative. But at

length, the abbots and brethren degenerating from the ancient abstinence and doctrine, following

different pursuits, and abstracting the goods of the monastery as well as the books, and younger per-

sons from their countrj' not succeeding them, they were not able to continue their colonies in Ger-

many ;
and they had German successors, first at Vindobona and Jforemberg, in the years 1413 and

1418, and afterwards at Wurtzburg, in 1497. {BoUand, Febr. 2, 362. Oefelii Script. I, 342, 344,

350.) The primitive monastery of Ratisbon, the seat of Marianus, being destroyed by war, be-

came extinct in the year 1552. (Radcr. Bav. Sancta 2, 222.)

From the Marianus Scotus of Ratisbon is to be distinguished another Marianus Scotus of the

same period, a monk first of Cologne, and afterwards a recluse at Fulda and Magontia, in the mo-

nastery of St. Martin, where he died about the year 1083 {Pertz 7.484), after having finished a

chronological and historical work, a contemporaneous manuscript^ copy of which, probably written

^ That this manuscript, which exliibits two hand -writings The death of King Diarmaid is noticed in the Chronicle

(Ferfs, 7, 481, 482), was partly written by a Scot, who hadcome of Marianus, at the year 1072.

from Alba to Magontia into the monastery of St. Martin, The other memorandum is on C7a., but it is wrongly

we learn from two memoranda in the same, by which, on decyphered by Pertz, and misunderstood by Dr. Zeuss.

certain days, he cheered Marianus in the austerity of his The following will be found on comparing the passage with

seclusion ;
one in 30a. " hoim dim indiu a Mai'lhrujtc the original MS. to be the true reading :

"
Is oibenn dun

dusenair in Magnntia, isi dardoen ria ft'l Fetuir, id cet indiu a Melhrigte dusenair dia mairt II. Kal. Aug. mani

hliadain den degaid. .1. iii bliadain irro marhat Diarmait derntais scoUca manestrach mauritin hlnfae danisa fri libe-

ri Lagen ocus isiside cetna hliadain tanacsa a Allxcin in rinn ittge cotecenn {recti fri lebinn in tige coitcenn] iit ce-

perigrinatione mea et scripsi hunc librvm pro caritate tibi et ddi cum tahidis infundo stercoris, sed gratias ago nee mer-

Scotisomnitms. i.e., Ilibeniensilnis qui sum ipse Ilibemensis." sus sum in sfercore Francorum. Sed tamen oro discentes tit

(Joyous are we this day, O Maelbrigte, thou recluse, at Ma- dent maJedictionem UIm. (Happy would we be to-day, O Mael-

gontia ;
this is the Tliursday before the festival of Petr

;
it brigte recluse, on Tuesday, the second of the Kalends of

is the first year of the decade, i.e., it is the year in which August, if the tscologcs of the monastery had not done me
was slain Diarmaid, King of Leinster; and this is the first an mjuiy by the platfonn of the common house [privy], so

year since I came from Albain, on my pilgrimage, and I that I fell with the boards into the bottom of the dirt
;

wrote tliis book out of affection for thee and all the rest, but I return tlianks that I was not drowned in ihefieces of

i.e., the Hibernians, being myself a Hibernian.) the Franks
;
but I pray that tlioso who hear of it, will give

them their cur.se.)



by himself, first belonging to the library of the monastery, afterwards to the Palatine library, and now

to the Vatican, contains an ancient poem on the Benediction of Ireland, and makes mention of an Irish

hymn of the place, on St. Patrick. He was certainly an Irishman, and a resident of Wiirtzburg,

but only for a short time, and was ordained priest there, as he himself records in his Chronicle at the

year 1059. There was also, for a long time, at Wiirtzburg, and even before the foundation of the

Scotic monastery there, a learned Irishman, by name David, to whom literature is indebted for a

history of the Roman expedition made by Henry V. (Emperor of Germany) in the years 1111 and

1112. His book has, however, perished; but extracts were taken from it by William of Malmes-

buiy, and also by Eckhart, who, being of the same age, and himself a celebrated historian, thus

speaks of him \_Pertz 8, 243]
" The King had necessarily provided himself not only with armed

men, but also with learned men. Among them was distinguished a certain native of Scotia, by
name David, whom the King took to himself as his chaplain, on account of his correct morals and

thorough knowledge of the liberal arts, having for a long time presided over the schools of

Wiirtzburg. He, therefore, being ordered by the King, digested in three books, in an easy style,

the whole account of this expedition, and of the acts transacted therein." Trithcmius records that

he became a monk under Macarius {Pertz 8, 11, n. 15).
" One of these Irish doctors may have brought the MS. of St. Paul's Epistles from Ireland. I

add, however, to all these testimonies, that, among the books written in the Scotic, are mentioned

in the older catalogue of the Monasteiy of St. Gall, in the ninth century, the Epistles of Paul, in

one volume. The St. Paul MS. is called a MS. of the ninth century by Eckhart
;
but in my opinion

it is to be classed with those manuscripts which learned men ascribe to the eighth century."

3. A MS. of St. Jerome's Commentary on the Psalms, in the Ambrosian Library at Milan, (C.

301,) which contains a mass of Irish glosses. This MS. was removed in the year 1606, from the

library of the Monastery of Bobbio to Milan, by Cardinal Borromeo. Our author is of opinion

that this commentary was written, not by St. Jerome, but l^y St. Columbanus, an Irishman, the

founder of the monastery of Bobbio. It is veiy much to bo ifgretted that he was not able to avail

himself of these glosses to his satisfaction, as he informs us in the following words :

" I have not

been able to give the whole of these glosses. Although I visited MUan twice for the purpose of

using the copious glosses contained in this MS., yet I was not able to copy them
;

for I was there

at unfavourable times, both on my first visit, when, on account of the meeting of the learned men

of Italy, the Librarj- was not open to working persons, but only to visitors, and on my second

visit, in the month of August, 1846, when typhus had invaded the city, of which malady I

myself feeling the fii-st symptoms, I was obliged to seek the more salubrious air of the Alps."

The whole of this MS. and its Irish glosses, therefore, remain to be copied by some compe-

tent scholar. If the Latin composition be really that of St. Columbanus, and not of St. Jerome, it

must be considered an invaluable monument of ancient Irish learning. Zeuss informs us that,
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during the time he was tillowed to use this MS., he copied an Irish poem which appears on the

first page ;
and likewise certain glosses from various parts of it, as they presented themselves by

chance, not marking the pages of the manuscript, Avhich he designates in his Grammatica Geltica by

the mark ^[L.

4. The MS. of the Library of Carlsruhc (n. 83), a book foi-merly belonging to the Monastery

of Au"-ia Major, in Lake Bodamicus (in German, Reichcnau), entitled Computus de signis duodecim

et intenallorum. Beda de ratione temponm. It affords much less material than the MSS. already

mentioned. The text of Bede's w^ork is explained by Irish glosses, which begin at page 18 and

extend to page 20^. In the first folios of the manuscript are a few Irish annotations, such as " Bas

Murchatho mie Maileduin hi Cluain maccunois, a nirnda Chiarain x. anno (the death of Maelduin,

at Cluain mac ^'ois, in St. Ivicran's Bed, in the tenth year), &c., &c.

That this manuscript was written in Germany by an Irishman, towards the close of the eighth

century, or beginning of the ninth, appears from the following chronological notices in p. 15 . :

"
A.D., 767. Karolus and Karolomannus are elected into the kingdom.

"
A.D., 768. Karolomannus died.

"
A.D., 771. Karolus proceeded into Italy."

There is added in the lower margin

"A.D., 814. Karolus the Emperor died."

In the upper margin a still more recent notice,

"
A.D., 817. Aed, King of Erin, died."

5. The MS. of Priscian belonging to the Library of Carlsruhe (n. 223], which also formerly

belonged to Augia Major, as is stated in an old hand in the first page. It contains much fewer

glosses on the text of the grammarian, and only in the part of the MS. from the beginning to Q>^a.

In one part of the glosses it agrees wdth the Priscian of St. Gall, so that it might seem to have been

copied from it, and to be of more recent date
;
in anotlier part, however, it is peculiar, and exhibits

annotations not to be found in the St. Gall MS.

6. The St. GaU MS., (n. 1395,) containing a collection of fragments from ancient MSS. made

by Ildefonso ab Arx, Chief Librarian. On fol. 419 of tome ii., it exhibits Irish formulae of incan-

tations, which are printed in the Grammatica Celtica, in the chapter on Poetical Construction.

7. The MS. of the City of Cambray [Camaraccnsis] n. 619, contains canons of an Irish Council,

anno 684. In one place only, in the middle of the MS., it preserves a fragment of a sermon in

the Irish language, on Self-denial, intermixed with Latin sentences. This book was compiled for

Alberic, Bishop of Cambray, who sat from the year 763 till about the year 790. Zeuss never saw
this MS. himself; but he infers from the passage above referred to, as printed by Pertz, and from
a tracing from the original, in his own possession, that it is of the eighth century. His words
are :

" The passage is now printed by Pertz, in his work entitled Archiv. d. GeseUsch.fur altere
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BeuUche GeschUehtshunde, t. 8, p. 432, 433, wliere, however, Bethmanii, wlio examiued the Cambray
MSS. in the year 1841, is unwilling to believe that its writing is of the ninth century. After him,

O'Donovan {Irish Gramm., Introd. liii.), from the specimen published by C. P. Cooper, Secretaiy

to the Commission for the publication of the Monuments of English History (which I have not

seen), also ascribes it to the eighth century." Thci"e is a facsimile of this passage also preserved in

the Rolls Office, Chancery-lane, London.

After describing these seven MSS., he concludes his notice of their importance as follows :

" That the Belgic and the neighbouring Gallic regions were much frequented by the Irish, is

shown by the names Piacrius, Chillenus, Furseus, Ultanus, Foillanus, celebrated at Latinacum,

near Paris, at Mclda, Perona, &c., being the names of Irish saints who laboured at those places in

propagating and establishing the Christian religion, from the middle of the seventh century ;
some

ten years having elapsed since Columbanus and Gallus with their companions, peregrinating Gaul,

Helvetia, and Italy, had established the monasteries of Luxemburg, St. Gall, and Bobbio, and a short

time before Kilian and his companions, Totman and Colman, came to Wiirtzburg.
" The language of all these MSS., which are to be attributed to the eighth or beginning of the

ninth century, is the same the ancient Irish language, circumscribed by its forms and rules. It is

sufficiently evident that at the time when the four dialects of the four principal peoples of Ireland

had begun to diifer, and to be distinguished both from each other and from the prior common lan-

guage, this latter, known to more modern writers from ancient books, such as Laws, &c., was

called from the more ancient national name then becoming obsolete, the Bhla Fine the lan-

guage of the Feni, or Fenian dialect. It is only in the orthography that we observe any variety in

the ancient language ;
as for example, where the Milan MS. uses e for ai or

,
which is more usual

in the "Wiirtzburg MS., and derived from the primitive a
;

or where the Carlsruhc and Milan MSS.

sometimes use for ai the primitive i. Ai is also more frequently written than i in the St. Gall

MS., which in other respects exhibits an orthography more cultivated than the rest, for instance,

in the infected state of the letters/and s, indicated hj an expunging sign; and in the hard state of the

letters m, b, d, g, indicated by doubling them, mm, hh, dd, gg, a method unusual in the other MSS.,

W'hich either use these letters single, or employ the tenues ^; (=bb) t (=dd) c (=gg) contrary to ety-

mology. The use of the expunging grammatical point is met with in the St. Gall MS. only; and

even there it is not always found in the places where it should be according to the rules
;
but traces

of the hardening of double medials appear, though rarely also, in the other MSS. ;
for example, robhia

(in other places rohia, ropia) robbatar, frigargg. It is not therefore to be inferred from the more cul-

tivated orthography of the St. Gall MS. that its date is more recent, but rather that in these dif-

ferences we may recognize the different styles of orthography used in different schools or monasteries.

And if any one should assert that the text of this MS., and those marginal glosses which are unques-

tionably contemporaneous with it, may bo of tlio date above mentioned, but that the great mass of
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the glosses have been' added since by more modern hands, I should by no means grant that any por-

tion of the language of the St. Gall MS. is later than the tenth century ; for, from the eleventh cen-

tury onwards, the more modern form of the language commenced, of which no vestige appears in the

St. Gall MS. This form is distinguishable particularly by the absence of the tenues, by the changes of

certain diphtliongs, and bj- the loss of inflexions and terminations : it commences the middle age

of the Irisli language, and the same tendencies have continued until the present day. Many MSS.

of this period are preserved in Ireland and in Britain, either containing matters relating to tbat

time, or transcribed from older works. None of the important ones have been yet printed ;
for

instance Cormac's Glosmry, y\''\i\\ the exception of a few extracts given in the works of O'Reilly

and O'Donovau. Of this form, also, are evidently the quotations given by O'Donovan from the

MS. called the Leahhar Breac, which savour still of antiquity, though betraying evident signs of cor-

ruption from primitive purity. The language of the Irish story, called Beirdre, edited by OTlanagan,

likewise approaclies to that of the more ancient period. The first traces of the modern period are

exhibited by MSS. of tlie latter part of the eleventh century as, for example, the MS. of Marianus

Scotus, the Chronographer, which, instead of the old orthography cen ckretim, has gen chredem (at

present written gan chreideamh), also ri for rig, as ri Lagen (King of the Lagenians), ri TJlad (King

of the Ulidians), and [personal nouns] without the final e, as clausenair, clusenairJ^

Our author next proceeds to describe such Welsh and Armoric MSS. as he had examined

for the Cymric or "Welsh portion of his work. But I must confine myself to a very brief

abstract of his remarks on these authorities,
*'

all of which,'' he observes,
" are exceeded by the

Irish ones, whether we regard the abundance of the learning or of the writings themselves."

The most important Welsh MS. extant, in point of antiquity, is preserved in the Bodleian

Library at Oxford (which our author visited), a vellum MS. [Auct. Y. 4 32] of the smaller size,

made up of many different fragments, already described by Wanley in his catalogue of Anglo-Saxon

manuscripts, 2, 63. The parts of it w^hich supplied matter for our author's work are the following :

a. A part of the Grammar of EutycUus, with interlined Welsh glosses extending from page

2 to 9.

h. The Exordium of Ovid's Art of Love, from page 37 to 45, also containing Welsh interlined

glosses.
" These glosses," he observes,

" are most ancient and most excellent, and I have no doubt

but that they are of the same age as the most ancient of the Irish ones already described," namely,

those of the close of the eighth, or beginning of the ninth century. "It is to bo lamented that

they are not more copious."

c. The Alphabet of Ncmnivus, in page 20", giving the forms of the letters and their Welsh

names. The forms of the letters are like those which arc called Coellren y beirdd (bai'dic letters),

but their composition and signification are different. Wanley says that they were not published

with sufficient accuracy in the Ejpistles of Tssher, of Armagh, which, however, Zcuss had not seen.
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d. Certain notices of measures and weights in Welsh, intermixed with Latin words, pp. 22, 23.

2. A later Oxford MS. (Bodl., 572), on parchment, of the smaller size, containing theological

tracts, and, in the middle, from page 41 to 47, a list of Latin words, with Welsh explanations

written either over them or immediately after them in the same line, with the mark .^. {id est),

according to the custom of early glossographers. On page 41 are three lines of Runic or Bardic

letters of extraordinary form, differing both from the Scandinavian Runes and those of Nemnivus.

That the writer was a Briton or Welshman this plain sentence in Latin will show :

" God

gives grace and victory to the humble : a great slaughter has taken place, many of the Saxons have

been struck down, but few of the Britons."

This MS., although it does not reach the age of those before mentioned, is highly valuable on

account of the great number of Welsh words which it contains, and from which the ancient form of

the language is apparent, which, like that of the ancient Irish, ignores the suppression of consonants.

For example, the primitive state of the tenues and of m is still preserved, as in cep (fossarium),

notuid (acus), tarater (foratorium), cemecid (lapidaria), ocef (raster), creman (baxus), guillihim

(forceps), &c., &c. However, the first beginnings of the suppression are observable
;

for example,

in modreped (for motrepedj, and particularly in compound words, as casgoord fcas-cordj, hendat

(hen tatJ, gu-lennid fguo-pennidj.

3. The MS. of the Church of Lichfield, formerly of Llandaff, containing the Gospels, in

various places of which donations made to the church of Llandaff, at very ancient periods, are noted

in Latin, but with Welsh names and some Welsh sentences, which Wanley has already published.

4. The Luxemburg folio. This is a single loaf, found by Mono pasted to the cover of another

MS. It contains Welsh glosses of the ninth century.

5. The Book of Llandafi". This MS. was compiled from more ancient authorities, about the

year 1132. It contains many descriptions of territories and privileges of the Bishopric, written in

Welsh. Besides these remains of the language, the book contains, scattered here and there, proper

names of men and places, which occur in charters collected from the times of the fii'st bishops of

the church, Dubrecius, Tcliavus, and Oudoceus, from the beginning of the sixth century till the

time at which it was written. This book has been edited under the care of the Welsh Manuscript

Society, not indeed from the MS. of the 12th ccntmy, which disappeared at a more recent period,

but from two copies particularly one, which is said to be a fac-simile of the original. Some por-

tions had been previously published in Dugdale's Monastieon Angliccmum, from the original MS.

itself, which correspond perfectly with this edition published from the fac-simile.

6. The Yenedotian MS. of Laws, more ancient than any of the law manuscripts now extant. It

belongs to the Hengurt collection, being marked with the letter vi, by the Editor, Ancurin Owen,
and seems to have been written in the 12th century. As it degenerates greatly from the ancient

form of the language, and is often uncertain in the more modern part, it would be of
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less value if better MSS. of Laws were to be bad elsewberc. The last edition of these Laws,

of which' the first portion is attributed io IFi/wel ])da (Howell the good), who flourished in the lOtli

century, was published by the Society for the publication of the historical monuments of England,

colled the "Record Commission," and is entitled, "Ancient Laws and Institutes of Wales, com-

prising laws supposed to have been enacted by Ilowel the Good, modified by subsequent regulations

under the native princes, prior to the conquest by Edward I.; and anomalous laws, consisting prin-

cipally of institutions which, by the statute of Ruddlan, were admitted to continue in force. With

an English tnmslation of the Welsh text." 1841.

7. The Eed J3ook of Ilergest (Llyfr cocli o JlcrgestJ, now in the Library of Jesus College at

Oxford, is the chief of all the MSS. preserving the mediaeval form of the language, intermediate bet-

ween the ancient and the modern
;

the grammar of which is illustrated in Zeuss's work by many

examples. This MS. was determined by Turner to be of the 14th century. The principal narra-

tives contained in this Red Book, relating to the history of Arthur and his Knights of the Eound

Table, have been (jdited by Lady Charlotte Guest, a learned Welsh lady, skilled in the literature

and language of her nation, in three volumes, entitled
" The Mabinogion, from the Llyfr cocli o

Ilergest, and other ancient Welsh manuscripts, with an English translation and notes." London, 1 849.

Cornish Manuscripts. The most ancient monument of the Cornish dialect which exists is a

Vocabulary, in the library of the British Museum, in the Cottonian collection, and known by the

mark, Yesp. A. 14. That this Vocabulary was taken from a more ancient MS., the verbal forms

of which, however, the transcriber has to a great extent modernized, is very probable, both on

account of the spaces left blank here and tht^re by the copyist, who was unable to read the old

writing, and on account of the ancient forms of certain words which he has left unaltered. But

neither the great mass of the grammatical forms nor the MS. itself, can be dated farther back

than the 12th century. It contains 1. A Calendar. 2. A Latin-Welsh Vocabulary. 3. A Trea-

tise on the site of Brechcniauc, in which are some particulars of Welsh history. 4. Lives of the

Welsh saints. Although this is called a Welsh vocabularj', it can be shown to be one of the Cor-

nish dialect. Zeuss transcribed the whole of this vocabulary from the MS., and has printed it,

word for word, in the Appendix to his Grammatica Celtica.

2. The Cornish poem on the Passion of Chi'ist, of which two MS. copies are extant, the one

in tlie British Museum and the other in the Bodleian Library. It was translated into English in

the year 1682, by John Keigwin, a learned inhabitant of Cornwall, and who was one of the last indi-

^iduals perfectly acquainted with the language, which was even then fast becoming obsolete. The

Cornish text, as well as the English translation, was also published in the year 1826, in London.

Armoric manuscripts. 1. The Chartularies of the more ancient monasteries
;
the Rhedonensian,

which is the most valuable, and full of proper names, and the Landevenecemiun. These have been

printed.
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2. The Life of St. Nonna, or Konita, a dramatic poem preserved in a paper manuscript,

which was found by Marzinus, notary to the Bishop of Quimper, on his pastoral circuit, and pre-

sented by him to the editor, the Abbe Sionnet. The Editor asserts that this MS. was transcribed

in the beginning of the 1 5th century, but that its composition is much older older, in fact, than

the 12th century. Zeuss, however, does not concur in this opinion, because the language exhibits

a much later style ;
but thinks that the MS. and the composition both belong to the 14th century.

Our author then proceeds to explain to his readers the manner in which he has used these MS.

anthorities and the printed editions of them. The following are the rules which he has followed :

"In adducing words and examples from MSS. I have not deviated from my authority, but have

given them as I found them
;
for example, the acute accent which denotes a long vowel in the Irish

MSS., and the article or particles joined to other parts of speech which occur both in Irish and

"Welsh MSS. The Latin words or sentences to which I have prefixed the letters gl. are likewise

given on the authority of the MSS.
;
but when these letters are wanting, the word or sentence

inclosed in crotchets has not been given as a gloss in the MS. itself, but is my own version.

" I have not willingly deviated from any customary method of writing in MSS. or editions of

MSS., although it should sometimes be contrary to the analogy of grammar; ex. gr., that of separating

the infixed pronouns and the preceding particles from verbs or substantives following them, which

is usually done in Welsh books. I was unwilling, however, to follow some readings which quite

destroyed the pm-e usage of grammar ;
such as the separation of the forms of prepositions combined

with pronouns, or that of verbal forms constituting a single word, as occurs in the edition of the

Cornish poem on the Passion; for example, loar netho, %j the, &c., for ivarnetho, ythc, ythe, &c.

" It is the province of a grammar or dictionary, not of the customary mode of writing, to show

the rise and origin of these forms, as well as other matters, such as the varying quantity or pronun-

ciation of the vowels, observable in modem Armoric books : these last are to be seen loaded with

various accents for this purpose, which I have left out intentionally whenever they are not to be

found in the more ancient works. Welsh books also exhibit modern accents of the same kind.

"If any one should expect to find in this work the unheard-of or unknown words which are

to be seen in MarceUus,'' Eurdegalensis, Yirgilius the Grammarian, or in the Malbergic Glosses, he

e Marcellus. The celebrated linguistic scholar, Jacob contiennent du Celtique, inais d'lme epoque tloignee dont

Grimm, was of opinion that certain words and phrases in nous ne connaissons pas toutes les formes. N' avez vous

Marcellus are Celtic of the oldest form. In a letter to the rien rencontre qui viendrait a Fappui de ma conjecture sur

writer of this paper, dated Berliu, Feb. 21, 1856, he >\Tites jigaria comme imperatif du passif ? Je n'ai pas encore le

thus on the subject droit de vous faire des questions, niais bien celui de vous
" Dr. Todd, a eu la bonte de m'ecrire demierement une , offiir 1' expression de ma haute sonsideration.

lettre sur les Formules de Marcellus, qui m'a peu satisfait. t r.

On pent bien douter des explications essayees jusqu' ici
;

mais il me parait impossible de supposer a ces formules un [See an article on the Formulas of Marcellus, in this

non-sens, qui se prete a tons les jcux d' etymologic. EUes Jmuiinl, vol. -1, p. 26.]
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will be disappointed, for in all these 1 liave not found a single Celtic word, nor is such to be found.

After liaving thus specified liis authorities and his method of using them, our author closes his

Preface by acknowledging his obligations to such friends as had assisted him in his labours
;
which

he docs in the following simple terms :

"But before I close this book, I must mention, with a grateful mind, the benevolence and

kindness of the learned and distinguished men who have assisted me in the undertaking namely,

of ITaupt, who not only kindly presented mc with the poetical relic of the Irish language

discovered by him, but also superintended with me the progress of the whole work through the

press ;
of ^[one, to whom I am indebted for the copy of the Irish sermon in the Cambray MS.

;
of

Buchert, my friend from our juvenile j^ears, who gave me much valuable advice
j
and of all those

others who have assisted me by donations of manuscripts, or of rare and valuable printed books."

I have now laid before the reader a brief outline which will enable him to form a pretty clear

idea of the kind of materials from which this remarkable work has been elaborated, and of the

method pursued by the author. In the next article, I shall point out what he has done for the

Irish dialect, and what remains to be done to complete the work for which he has laid such a noble

foundation.

lW^Z^^yu^.<L Oct^^^,
-no
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ON THE ANTIQUITY OF BREWING AND DISTILLATION IN IRELAND.

To THE EdITOE of THE UlSTEK JoUENAL OF AeCH^OLOGY.

SiE, I have read in the last number of the Journal, [vol. 6, p. 283,] with much interest

an article on The Early Use of Aqua Vitce in Ireland; and, under the guidance of the author's

references, I have looked into Morewood's History of Inebriating Liquors, and a few other works.

The result is by no means satisfactory to my mind
; and, with your permission, I would make an

attempt to grope my way through the apparent or real contradictions which seem to beset the

subject on aU sides.

To begin with the receipt given at page 285 : this, though said to be a process for making

Aqua-F^Y^ (Whiskey), is really for making Aqua-Frnj, or, as we should now call it, Spirits of

Wine, or alcohol. The names Aqua-Yini and Aqua-Yitae are clearly misnomers, and quite inap-

plicable to a volatile extract, prepared from the juice of the grape after fermentation. Before

reading the article in this Journal, I was under the impression that Aqua-Yitae was a very old

term, used by the ancient Eomans
;
but it is not found in any Latin dictionary, nor yet in Du

Gauge's Glossary of Middle-age Latiaity. It would hence appear that the evidence in favour of

the use of Aqua-Yitae in Ireland must be restricted within very narrow chronological limits, indeed

possibly withia the limit of A.D, 1405, the date of the death of Mac Eanall [see Journal, vol. 6,

p. 284], who " died of a surfeit in drinking." It may be here asked a surfeit in drinking what ?

Macgeoghegan says it was Aqua-Yitae ;
but he does not specify whether it was the simple liquor

called Spirits of "Wine, or that compound decoction of alcohol, saffron, cloves, nutmegs, cinnamon,

anise, coriander, angelica, &c., &c. (be the same more or less), which constituted the cordial

known as Usquebaugh. Indeed it is not likely that Macgeoghegan supposed, the chieftain had lost

his life by excessive potations of spirit of wine, either in its simple or compound state
;
but that he

had indulged too freely in a home-made spirit, derived from worts, produced by the brewing of

malted oats or barley. It is quite possible, nevertheless, that Mac Ranall, as he is said to have

died of a surfeit, may have brought on the catastrophe by drinking grain worts undistilled, in the

form of heath-beer, or some other equally unwholesome beverage made from bread or malted grain.

Our inquiry regarding the use of Aqua-Yitae, however, relates to the well-known spirituous

liquor procured by distillation from grain, which/ whether taken in a pure or mixed state, has

become, in this country, a common substitute for wine, as a means of producing exhilaration or

intoxication. The facts contained in the paper referred to would carry me a long way in the belief

that the distillation of spirits from worts obtained from malted or fermented grain was really an

Irish invention : but the native name Usquebaugh, (though explained by Gaelic scholars to be

VOL. vn. E
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merely the Irish uisge-heatha, or " water of life"), must lead to some doubts on the subject. The

analogy of other names of drink, such as Cognac, Holland, Schiedam, Port, Sherry, Burgundy,

Madeira, Rhenish, &c., &c., points distinctly to the names of i\iQ places from whence they originally

came. May not the same have been the case, originally, with Usquebaugh in vulgar parlance,

Whiskey ? Now, it is by no means improbable that, in the 14th century, a kiad of brandy may
have come to Ireland from the North of Spain the Basque provinces and that the name of the

country may have been applied to the liquid. "We know that many foreign words have been

adopted in the Irish language, changing slightly their pronunciation, and this may be one of them.

It is worthy of note that a native Gaol, in speaking Irish, hardly ever uses the word uisge-heatha, but

whiskey. If my conjecture be wcU-founded, the former of these words would not be a translation

of the term A(iua-Vita), but a corruption of the original term. The lower cbsses in every

country generally retain the oldest form of words, and it is therefore probable that the name

whiskey, now universally applied to the national beverage, both in English and Irish, is very nearly

the original one by which it was known. Biscay and Whiskey differ but little in sound
;
and even

that difference is one precisely in accordance with the grammatical usage of the Gaelic language.

That the people of Biscay manufactured both brandy, properly so called, and spirits distilled

from grain, in the 14th century, as well as their "French neighbours, is, I think, abundantly probable ;

and the well-known existence formerly of a trade between Spain and Ireland would account for its

introduction here. At first it may have been a compound preparation such as the Usquebaugh

described in Morewood's book a potent cordial like those we at present import from various foreign

countries. Now, it is worthy of remark, that of all the materials said to have been used for

flavouring this compound liquor, not one is an Irish production. "VVe might imagine almost that

the recipe given by Morewood for making Usquebaugh had been stolen from the pharmacopoeia of

some Arabian physician. Everything savours of the South or East, not of the North or AVest. The

very absence from Ireland of the vine, the original parent of all alcoholic drink, is a powerful evidence

against the native origin of the liquor called Aqua-Vita), or. Aqua- Vitis. The people who could

export the compound and more costly beverage were, of course, acquainted with the simpler one,

wliiskey ;
and there can be little doubt that it also was introduced into Ireland at an early

period from the same quarter. As an article of trade, it was known to the Genoese in

the 13th century. The climate of the Basque provinces resembles that of the South of Ireland

more than any part of Spain, and the country is more a grain-producing than a vine-producing
one. It is, therefore, very likely that the art of distilling spiiits from grain may have been

practised there very early. From the importation of the liquor to its manufacture at home

out of the same materials is a natural step ; and, whether a Northern Spaniard settled in Ireland

for this purpose, or a native Irishman went to Spain to learn the art, it is pretty certain that in

those days of fiequent intercourse the process would soon be introduced here.
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Our inquiry now leads us directly to a previous question how far were tlie Irish advanced in

the art of malting or brewing beer before the 15th century ? Connected with this is the inquii-y

as to the early use and manufacture of mead. This is usually supposed to be of very ancient

date
;
but I have heard an eminent Irish scholar state it as his opinion that the introduction of the

honey-bee was rather recent in Ireland. If this can be established, it is clear that the honey for

making mead must have been imported in exchange for native productions ;
as the chances of

obtaining honey from the s\dld bee must have been very limited indeed. The great number of

bottles known by the name of "
grey-beards," which are found in Ireland, would seem to prove

'

that honey was an imported article, probably from Spain. The general impression, that mead was

a common beverage in this country in ancient times, would therefore have to be qualified, or even

abandoned.

So far as my inquiries extend, the vestiges of ancient brewing and distilling apparatus found in

our bogs, &c., are very scanty. Morewood notices, at page 668 of his work, a supposed Danish

brewery in the County of Limerick. 'No remains of malt were there detected, but something sup-

posed to be bread was found
;
and hence he infers that the liquor manufactured may have been analo-

gous to the Bouza of the Egyptians and Abyssinians. If this statement be correct, it would lead to

the inference that the art of malting grain, as we now practise it, was formerly unknown in Ireland;

and that the intoxicating drink used by our ancestors ought to be called by a name analogous to

this Oriental word, and not by that of Aqua- Vitce, beer, or ale, which imply malt and hops.

Ancient wooden troughs, of different shapes, have been found, from time to time in Ireland,

which may have been used for steeping grain preparatory to the germinating or malting process ;

and the " curbed" or pot-shaped quern-stones frequently found both in Ireland and Scotland,

which appear to be of some antiquity, may have been employed for grinding or mashing the grain

so germinated. From this wet mash the early Irish distillers may have obtained their spirit, with-

out having recourse to the kiln-drying process of modern brewers. "We are without facts to assist

us in tracing the discovery of a development of saccharine element in this imperfectly malted grain,

and its subsequent fermentation
;
but we can readily imagine that the accidental circumstance of a

heap of wetted grain lying in a warm close place, may, by the spontaneous cliemical changes in its

substance, have led to the manufacture of a sweet intoxicating liquor a beer, or wine of grain.

The opinion which I have hazarded as to the use of the " curbed" or pot-shaped querns is

corroborated by the fact which has been stated to me, that similar stones, with high sides, and one

hole at the side, are still used among the Arab tribes for converting boiled grain into a pulp. From

actual experiments, I have likewise found that these querns AviU not crush raw grain at aU. In

fact, in order to make them grind com in the dry state, it requires to be roasted almost as much

as the Icrrj' of coffee, and the grinding operation to be performed while the grain is hot. I am

informed that similar querns or hand-mills are even now employed in the Canary- Islands for grind-
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ing parched wheat, which is there used as an article of diet, as we know from Scripturcnit was

among the Jews.

The use of this form of querns for grinding torrefied corn would be no objection to its having

been also used for bruising or mashing germinated corn, in a wet state. It is said that the Irish

;igriculturists in former times separated their com from the chaff by the verj' primitive but wasteful

mode of burning it in the straw j* but it is not likely that grain intended for malting or distillation

was treated in this manner, as the germ of the corn would have been killed by the flame, and so

the malting principle destroyed. If the pulped grain from the quern was then boHed and kept well

stirred in tlie cauldron or pot for some houi's, a sweet wort would be obtained; and this, after fermen-"

tation, would become a liquor very capable of producing intoxication, being in this stage very heady,

like freshly-made beer. Any one drinking much of it would, no doubt, experience a "
surfeit,"

and perhaps die of the same disease as attacks dogs which drink of the imperfectly fermented worts

in our breweries. Boer made from such worts boiled, perhaps, with herbs or heath-blossoms, to

give it flavour would not keep drinkable very long, but would run rapidly into the aceteous

fermentation, so that it is likely that it was used almost as soon as it was manufactured.

In the modern process of brewing from kiln-dried malt, the malthas to be mixed or " mashed"

with liot water, by means of tools called
"
mashing oars or rakes ;" or, on a larger scale, by means

of a very beautiful form of machinery, invented, I believe, in Ireland, but now adopted very gene-

rally everywhere. This process of mashing is one of curious interest, whether the grain employed

be perfectly or imperfectly malted
;
whether it has been sun dried or torrefied

;
and again,

whether the "
steep" (as it is called) be composed entirely of malt or partly of raw com, and

whether the corn used is all of one kind or of different kinds. These are tlic points to bo attended

to by the modern brewer on the large scale, according to the kind of liquor he wishes to produce.

His great object is to convert all the starch or gum of the grain into saccharine matter, and to

obtain the greatest quantity of wort from the smallest quantity of grain. IN'ot so with the old

brewer
;
Ids attention was confined to his "peck of malt," from which he was to procure an intoxi-

cating liquor to be drunk in the place where it was made. The selling of this liquor was a

secondary stage of the brewer's business, to which our present remarks do not extend.

In the Museums of DubKn and Belfast may be seen specimens of wooden implements, like three-

pronged forks, made apparently of bog-deal, which, in our opinion, were used by brewers as

mashing-oars. Unfortunately for our case in favour of the antiquity of the malting process and its

modus operandi, these tools, when found, liad generally some evidences about them, such as scraps

of linen rags and iron nails, which indicated that, if ancient, they had been broken and mended at

a comparatively recent period. I have said that these implements appear to be made of bog-deal,

(that is, fir-timber, altered considerably by the long action of the moist bog in which it was

imbedded,) and there has been foimd along with two of them a utensil shaped very like the

' See tlie article on Ancient Water Mills, in tliis Journal, vol. 4, p. 13,
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^ ace of spades, and made of bog oak. At first sight one might be inclined to infer

that the wood they are composed of had been changed to its present coloiir and tough-

ness by the chemical action of the bog after they were made ; but further examination

will convince us that they were made of wood already in that state found in the bog

Their material is, no doubt, very old, but their form is modem, and specially adapted

to the common process of mashing malt. In Mr. Wilde's catalogue of the Museum

of the Eoyal Irish Academy (pp. 205, 266), I find a description and representation

of one of these forks (Pig. 139) and of the spade (Fig. 141), copies of

which are given here. Mr. "Wilde supposes them both to have been

employed in field agriculture ;
but a moment's consideration will con-

vince any one that the soil of Ireland is far too stiff, stony, and stub-

born to be conquered by either utensil in the way he indicates. In-

deed, the curiously bent form in Avhich one of these wooden forks was

found proved, almost to demonstration, that it had been steeped (by

accident or design) in hot water, to bring it into that fantastic shape.

As I have this catalogue of the Dublin Museum before me, I may
refer to page 108, where we find a representation (Fig. 86) of one of

the curbed millstones or pot-shaped querns, already alluded to.

The implements we have described are those used by brewers,

not distillers, according to the modem acceptation of the term; though

distillers require to perform the previous process of brewing and fer-

menting the extract from their grain in order to prepare it for the

further operation of extracting a spirit from it. This latter process is

performed by a final boiling of the fermented matter, and a cooling of

the steam which arises from it in an alembic-head, globe, worm, or

other contrivance, which directs the condensed liquid into a separate

vessel. The old alembic, probably an Arabian invention, was the kind

of still anciently used
;
but in modern times, a long convoluted tube

called a worm (or in middle-age Latin, serpe7itum) from its shape, and

immersed in a tub of cold water, has superseded the alembic. From the

directions given in the article on Aqua-Vitae (vol vi. p. 285), it would

appear that the alembic-head is there called a clepsydra (more usu-

ally denoting a vessel from which water fell in drops, and employed to

measure time, on the principle of an hour-glass). This part of the apparatus is

directed to be made of wood (perhaps for economy); and, therefore, as wood is a

non-conductor of heat, the condensation of the vapour would not take place until

idlW.

Jit U{9 .
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it passed beyond the cavalis, as it is called, which appears to have been the upper end of the scr-

pentum. No specimens that I know of, exist in any of our Irish museums of the clepsydra or

cavalia. In the Museum of the Royal Irish Academy are three examples of the serpentvm or worm,

found in different parts of Ireland. The accompanying plate represents the essential parts of one

of these, the most perfect of the tliree :

FIG. 1 . consists of a short conical tube of copper, ABC, open at AB, closed at B, with a flat

cover. DE represents the section of a square plate of copper soldered to the short tube, and acting

as a stop to prevent the tube from going too far into an opening probably made on the wooden

cover of a boiler, or in a wooden vessel used as an alembic-head. PG is a small tube inserted into

ABC, and stiffened at the back by a flat piece of copper, ornamented with three apertures, and

soldered on firmly to the two tubes, H is an ornamental fillet iised for strengthening the end of

TG, and for receiving the short conical tube I, evidently intended for insertion into another

tube or vessel, b. c. d. indicate impressions taken from the ends of the oi'iginal tubes I, J, and AC.

FIG. 2. consists of the tube JK, retained in eight parrallel lines by means of the braces L
and M, and by bent slips of copper rivetted to them firmly. The end J, of the tube JK, is broken,

and it may originally have been about 25 inches longer, as two separate pieces of similar tube were

found at the same time, the end of one of them corresponding in form with the end of the tube I,

as if the two were to be connected by a bent piece. The portion consisting of the eight parallel

lines of tube was probably immersed in a vessel of cold water . The arrangement of the whole

would cause the pipe from the boiler and that to the serpentum to be in the same plane, and the

latter to pass over the cover of the boiler : the 25 inches of additional tube would have permitted

this arrangement. The end K, of the serpentine tube, is shaped something like the head and open

mouth of a serpent, and is bent slightly, indicating that the parallel pipes had been elevated at the

side N J, to cause the liquid, as condensed, to flow gradually from one end, J, of the tube to the

other, K. This apparatus must have produced a very small quantity of alcohol, unless the cooling

process adopted was very rapid. "We might, indeed, imagine snow or ice to have been used for

cooling the pipes. The great strength of the cross-stays by which the tubes are held in their places

woidd seem to indicate precautions against fracture, which would hardly be requisite if the cooling

was merely accomplished by immersion in water. In the other two specimens of similar apparatus

in the Irish Academy's Museum, the tubes are even more strongly supported, though the mode

adopted is difterent. One of these was found amongst the ruins of O'Dowd's Castle, in the County
of Sligo, and seems more ancient than that here described, which was discovered in the Queen's

County. The third is imperfect, but made of a larger and stronger pipe ;
it was found in the King's

County, and has a still more antique appearance. In the Sligo apparatus the tubes are arranged

in ten lines, while the others have only eight.

Fi-agraents of soldered leaden tubes, about an inch-and- a -half in diameter, were found some
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time nince near Cashel. If those, as I think likely, formed part of a similar apparatus, they

would indicate the manufacture of spirits on a much larger scale. I do not think that any of

these pipes that I saw were bent
;
and I doubt whether the hard solder would have permitted any

bending. They may have been diflferently arranged, as, for instance, by having the extremities of

straight pipes inserted into two bars of wood hollowed at intervals, so as to form a continuous pas-

sage for the vapour and condensed fluid.

In conclusion, I have merely to notice the different kinds of brass and bronze vessels found in

Irish bogs, wliich may have been used as stills. They vary in size, from half-a-gallon to 100 gallons.

The larger ones seem to be comparatively modern, being made of pot brass, and one specimen

actually bears the date a.d. 1640. But the smaller ones are made of the ancient bronze, and

may really be of great antiquity.

It is unfortunate for an argument in favour of the antiquity of distilling apparatus in Ireland

that the material of which our only specimens of the serpentum is composed, the use of solder,

and the condition of the metal itself as regards oxidation, do not permit us to infer a date for their

construction earlier than the 14th century. This would, therefore, correspond with the view taken

by the writer of the article on Aqua-Yitae.

E. C.

BRUCE AT CONNOR.

CoNXOE, from its antiquity and ecclesiastical character but still more from its association vrith the

name of Edward Bruce is, perhaps, one of the most interesting spots in the County of Antrim.

Our present inquiry refers only to the last topic being to ascertain how far the tradition of the

neighbourhood has preserved the memory of that disastrous event in our annals the invasion of

Ireland in 1315, by Edward Bruce. With this portion of our history Connor is so far identified

as having been the very battle-field of one of the greatest contests during that turbulent period.

A recent inquiry on the spot enabled us to ascertain that local tradition is still perfectly clear and

strong on the subject ; and, as it is always interesting to compare such oral testimony with written

history, we have thought it worth while to note down as much as we could learn from the people

of the neighbourhood, in order to preserve it in a permanent form before all memory of the event

has disappeared. Our readers will judge for themselves how far the details given by local tradition
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correspond with historical narratives. If it be borne in mind that the statements now recorded

were made by persons who were entirely unacquainted with any written chronicle of the period,

the value of their testimony is considerably enhanced.*

According to the unadorned tradition of the people, then, Edward Bruce, with the view of

making himself King of Ireland, landed on a certain day a very long time ago with a Scottish

army, on the coast of Antrim, and marching southward, was encountered and defeated by the Eng-

lish forces in a battle fought at Mount-hill. Soon after having experienced this check, the Scots

entered the country of the Mac QuiUans, for the purpose of chastising the chieftain of that clan,

for having aided the King of England in his attempt to conquer Scotland. On arriving at the

range of hills near Glenarm, terminated by the steep mountain-pass, now called the "
Path," which

leads into the "Glens" from the level lands of Cairn-castle, they were met by the Mac Quillans, and

a great battle ensued, in which, after much loss on both sides, the Scots were \T.ctorious. This

tradition is corroborated by other evidence. In digging a drain, some years ago, on a farm called

Solar, which lies near the spot described, vast qiiantities of bones, both of human beings and of

horses, were thrown up, together with pieces of buckles and other undescribed fragments. Our

informant stated to us that the bones appeared to be in pits, and that cart-loads of them might have

been collected.

Tradition next relates that after this battle the Scottish forces passed through the mountainous

district near Slemish, with the intention of attacking the city of Connor
;
and that their way thi-

therward may still be traced by two large cairns, erected either at the time or afterwards, to com-

memorate their destructive progress. One of these is called Carnave, in a townland of the same

name
;
and the other, some miles further South, is Carnalbanagh, which gives name in like manner

to another townland. It was on the site of this last that tradition says another battle was fought

with the Mac Quillans, when the Scots were again successful. The cairn last named was unques-

tionably erected to commemorate some event of importance ;
for its magnitude, when viewed by

the traveller on the mountain-road which passes below it, is quite extraordinary. This was the

case, at least, some twenty years ago ;
and even now, although great encroachments have been

made on it for road- making and other purposes, it is a very remarkable object.

The next place in which the Scots make their appearance, according to our local tradition, is

a part of the country about a mile north of Connor. Here they were obliged to remain for several

months to recruit their strength after the losses they had sustained in the previous engagements ;

and also to await reinforcements from Scotland, before assaulting the city of Connor, garrisoned

by the English. These reinforcements having arrived, the Scots, under the command of a person-

age called the Red Reiver, prepared for the attack. Local tradition is here vcrj- precise in pointing

* In this inquiry the writer was much assisted by a gentleman whose family ha , bcc n long settled in tlie district, and who

is well acquainted with all matters of local interest.

VOL. VII. F
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out the places whovc particular cTonts occurred during its progress. It is said that, while one por-

tion of the Scottish army approached Connor from the north side, Edward Bruce, with another

portion, marched secretly to a deep defile, about a mile to the cast, at the head of a long valley

through which the Connor-burn flows. The result of this manoeuvre will soon appear. The as-

sault was directed by the
" Ilcd llcivcr;" and, after some fighting, the Scots apparently gave way,

and succeeded in drawing their opponents from the city in pursuit. Retreating over some high

ground and an open valley, they at length made a stand on the face of a considerable hill, in the

townland of Tannybrakc, where a severe engagement (we may suppose the real battle) ensued. In

this the Scots were victorious, but with the loss of their commander, the " Eed Reiver," an indi-

vidual whose name is quite familiar to the people, and who seems to be considered by them as next

in importance to Bruce himself. The spot where this noted warrior fell is still pointed out. Evi-

dences of the battle of Tannybralcc or Connor are also afforded by the names which still distinguish

several places near the site. One is the Soughan ; so called, said our informant, from the blood

of the slain having formed "houghs" or pools. Another is the Pow-hill ; and a third the Grave-

yard, apparently so named from its rich black soil, and from numbers of bones being sometimes

turned up in it ; but where no church or consecrated burying-ground ever existed. As a further

evidence both of the battle, and of the presumed importance of the city of Connor itself, it is stated

that a person who resided on the battle-field of Tannybrake, found there a key of extraordinary

size, and brought it to a blacksmith (an ancestor of our informant) to have it broken up and applied

to some use. On submitting it to the anvil, however, it fell asunder in scales
;
and according to

the opinion of some persons at the time, it was the key of one of the city gates, carried to the

battle by the warder, Avho had probably fallen in the contest. This explanation, we fear, savours

somewhat of the marvellous. Returning, however, to Edward Bruce, whom we left in ambuscade

with a part of his forces : tradition goes on to state that when he found the town evacuated and

the battle going on at Tannybrake, he attacked and easily obtained possession of the place, which

he plundered. A hill, adjoining the defile -v^hci'e his men la)- concealed, affords a view of the countiy

to the north of Connor, and of the ground over which the Scots made their feigned retreat. Here

he is said to have stood ;
and from this circumstance, the hill was formerly called

" Bruce's Hill,"

and even still is so named, though now more generally known as '*

Ingram's Hill," from

a blacksmith of that name, who lived on it in recent times.

Such arc the fragments of ti'adition still preserved by the people of Connor rcspecHng Bruce.

Xothing further seems to be known concerning the subsequent progress of the invaders
;
and

although we have collected a variety of other details connected with Connor itself, we prefer con-

fining ourselves at present to the subject of Bruce.

To make a brief commentary on the foregoing narrative, we would in the first place remark

that no historian, so far as we are aware, has described Bruce as marching at once directly on
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Connor, or as taking the route indicated by the legend. In this case, therefore, tradition, which

has been said to overlie truth to mingle and confuse the colours of the true historic picture has

not belied its usual character. It is natural, too, that in the minds of those who had heard such

tales from their forefathers, the importance of Connor should be magnified beyond its just propor-

tions. They were, of course, not acquainted with the motives which actuated Eruce and the other

great actors in their daring enterprise ;
nor aware that the Scottish adventurers had remained three

entire years in Ireland, fighting, with more or less success, from one extremity of the kingdom to

the other; and that it was some time after their arrival that the battle of Connor took place. The

tradition, on the contrary, points out Connor as the first object of attack, and its possession or

destruction (as we might suppose) to have been one of the great aims of the invasion. It is his-

torically true, indeed, that Bruce's first battle was fought at Mount-hill, though the tradition

erroneously represents him as vanquished on the occasion. But the object of the invaders was not

the possession of Connor, but of Carrickfergus, a far more important acquisition. There were, no

doubt, many other engagements in the County of Antrim during the three desolating years when

Bruce occupied the country ;
and some of these may very possibly have taken place at Solar,

Carnalbanagh, and elsewhere, of which no record remains but the mouldering bones of the com-

batants, or the solitary cairn which marks the field of blood. Nevertheless, the battle of Connor

and the events connected with it are not to be classed with those which are supported merely by

vague tradition. Such an opinion is forbidden by the well-known allusion to Connor by Barbour
;

by a consideration of the importance of obtaining possession of the place, situated as the opposing

parties were at the time; and by the actual presence on the spot of King Edward Bruce (if we may
so style him) on the one side, and that of some of the most distinguished Anglo-Irish on the other.

An able and valuable series of articles has appeared in this Journal entitled " The Bruces in

Ireland," compiled from the annalists, and from the poetical narrative of Barbour: this we adopt

as our authority for the historic facts, and from it, we think, may be inferred the reason that

Connor occupied so prominent a place, and was the scene of so important a contest. Bruce had

penetrated into Meath before he came to Connor at all at least there is no account of his having

been there more than once in person, whatever his followers may have been
; and, therefore, his

remarkable and only visit took place after he had been in a distant part of Ireland, and it may, pro-

bably, be explained in this manner. Pressed by famine in Antrim, which had obliged him to prey

even on his allies, the Irish septs, (and probably among these the MacQuillans of this county,

as tradition seems to indicate, and which is singularly corroborated by Barbour,) Bruce's

army had passed southwards into West-Meath
; where, again being beset by his enemies, he was

driven northwards in a starving condition. His opponent, the Earl of Ulster, had previously

established at Connor a magazine of provisions for his army ;
and this becoming known to Bruce,

made the capture of the place a matter of great consequence to him. The traditionary account of
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the subsequent battle, making due allowance for the vagueness attending such a source of informa-

tion, coincides in its general features with the written account handed down by chroniclers of the

time, as may be seen in the article already referred to, The Bruces in Ireland. There does, in fact,

seem to have been an ambuscade by the Scots
;
the capture of an escort of provisions by stratagem ;

a feigned desertion of their camp, leaving their banners flying, in order to entice their opponents

from their stronghold ;
and finally, a triumphant entry of Bruce into Connor, which he plundered,

carrying off to Carrickfergus "corn, flour, wax, and wine." But who was the "Eed Reiver," the

leader represented by the tradition as having fallen on the Scottish side ? Our readers may pro-

bably recollect the romantic episode in the life of William Wallace, when, forced by adverse for-

tune to fly for a season from his enemies, he met and vanquished at sea a renowned Norman pirate,

called, from the colour of his ship's sails, by this very name, the Red Reiver. Wallace is said to

have found in the ship a nephew of the conquered pirate, who subsequently attached himself to

the fortunes of the great Scottish chief, and, accompanying him to Scotland, became an eminent

general in Bruce' s army, retaining the name by which his relation had been distinguished. This

was, no doubt, the individual who, according to the Connor legend, fell at Tannybrake. There is

no allusion, however, in Barbour or elsewhere, as far as we can ascertain, either to the name or the

event. It is difficult to reconcile the loss of a renowned leader with the statement that on the

Scottish side, after the battle, all was rejoicing. We are told that the Earl of Ulster fled to Con-

naught ;
that part of the spoils taken on this occasion were sent to Scotland; and that King Robert

Bruce was forthwith urged to come over to Ireland to join his brother, which he soon after did.

Stripped of all exaggeration, we may presume that Connor in those days, from its local

position, and from possessing extensive ecclesiastical buildings, as well as, perhaps, some houses of

greater size than was usual at the period, may have been selected as a suitable site for a magazine
of provisions by the Anglo-Irish. Though Barbour calls it

"
that cyte ;" though an earlier legend

mentions
" MacNisse, with thousands,
From the great Ccnierc ;''

and though a rhyme, still current in the neighbourhood, declares that

"Twelve miles from the Curran,'' and eight from the Bann,
There does the great citie of Condere stan' ;"

our impression would certainly be, after a recent visit to the place, that a "
city

"
in the ordinary

meaning of the term, it never could have been. Local tradition, however, is quite opposed to this

conclusion ;
and a very large extent of ground, comprising both the present villages of Kells and

Connor, as well as a considerable space around them, is pointed out as the site of the city by those

who uphold its ancient grandeur. But there are no external evidences now visible to support this

opinion ;
there are no remains of buildings or stone walls, although we might expect to find such, if

they had ever existed, even after the lapse of more than five centuries. The only fragment of the pre-
'' The peninsula called the Curran, at Lame.
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sumed city which was pointed out to us, is an inconsiderable fort or raised work, usually described as

the place where formerly stood the Castle of Connor, the citadel of the place. From other evidence,

however, this is more likely to have been the site of the bishop's house or castle. There is now

no vestige of the building but the elevation on which it stood, which is ten or twelve feet

above the level of the adjoining ground, and encompassed by a stone wall of ancient appearance,

a part of it recently repaired. Around it there was formerly a deep fosse, now filled up. The

original shape of the outwork seems to have been yery irregular. Within memory, an old building

stood on this spot, which was occupied as the Session-house and School-house of the Presbyterian

congregation of Connor. Here, likewise (though it may be presumed, in a mansion of more pre-

tension) resided, in the 17 th century. Dr. ColvUle, a name better remembered in this part of the

County of Antrim than even that of Edward Bruce. In earlier times, no doubt, this place which

now forms part of a pleasure-ground, inclosed within the precincts of the peaceful glebe, was the

scene where Irish, Anglo-Irish, and Scottish chivalry may have met in deadly conflict, and where

events worthy of record may have taken place, could they but be recovered from the oblivion

of the past. G. B.

THE ULSTER STATE PAPERS.

By HERBERT FRANCIS HORE.

Having frequently taken occasion to draw attention to the abundance and interest of the Irish

Correspondence and State Documents in the Eecord Office of the Secretary of State, I am glad to be

able to announce that the manuscript Calendar of these valuable materials for Irish history is in

course of publication by Government. Dr. O'Donovan has expressed, in a recent page of this

Journal, his well-informed opinion as to the merits of that Calendar, which has occupied its com-

piler, Mr. Hans C. Hamilton, for many years, and I can reiterate in the strongest manner his warm

terms of approbation.

The Calendar about to be published is, in fact, a vast digest of some hundred volumes of MSS.,
which extend from the year 1509 to the end of Queen Elizabeth's reign. Apart from the difficulty

of deciphering a large portion of this immense bulk of ancient manuscripts a mere technical diffi-

culty, and completely overcome by Mr. Hamilton was the labour of reading over the entire mass,
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and making a brief abstract, catalogue raisonnee, or calendar of tbc most important contents of

each document. Of the carefulness and ability with which this difficult work has been performed,

I am somewhat entitled to give an opinion, having for several years been occupied with a similar

species of calendar, in registering, daily, an abstract of subjects embraced in the current correspond-

ence received by the Admiralty-office, Wbitchall, from all parts of the world ;
and I may venture

to state that, after protracted perusals of the Irish State Correspondence, and a frequent collation

of them with the catalogue, I consider the admirable manner in which they are calendared to

deserve the highest praise.

When the two printed volumes of Irish State Papers of Henry VIII. 's reign were published,

numerous documents were omitted, though of superior interest, such as the series presented in 1537

to the Reform Commission, now too slowly editing in the miscalled "
Annuary" of the Kilkenny Ar-

chjBological Society. The chorography of our own province cannot, indeed, gain much from the State

documents of that age, since Ulster was politically so remote from tbe seat of government, as to be

little brought under notice. In fact, the first printed paper, dated 1515, shows that the old Anglo-

Irish barons east of Lough Neagh were as independent of Henry, King of England and Earl of Ulster,

as were the wild Celtic kings of the regions westward of this great lake. The monarch determined

at one time on carrying war into this province, to reduce it to obedience; but, on counting the cost,

he pursued the wiser policy of conciliating the native magnates. The overweening power of

O'Mall-more, or the great O'Neill (as the king of Tyrone is called in all the earliest ofthese papers),

is fully demonstrated throughout them. Thus, in 1515, the Countess Dowager of Kildare complains

that the viceroy, her son, had recently granted a tribute out of her lands to that potent "Irish enemy."

The North, thus left without a guard by the Crown, was the stage of frequent intestine feuds
;

profiting by which, a large band of Scots, led by Alexander M'^Donnell, an exiled lord of the Isles,

effected the settlement in Antrim that subsequently gave to his posterity the title of Marquis ;

a settlement which, for half a century, largely occupied the thoughts of statesmen when directed to

Ulster. During the reign of Edward VI., this province received little attention. The bulk of docu-

ments for the previous reign being now in print, we take up the series from the accession of " the

student-king," and offer the ensuing copies and extracts, with notes, derived chiefly from the MS.

calendar.

Our first transcript is in praise of an individual of a name, Sheridan, which in our days has

been almost a synonym for a combination of genius, wit, and personal beauty.

"THOMAS, LORD WHARTON TO THE LORD DEPUTY OF IREIJAND.

" My verie good Lord. After my riglit hertie commendations unto youre good lordship, wheras this bercr, Comy-
lyu3 Osheridane, Yrishman, repared to these Borders when the garnisons of that contre wer here, whoo endivored his

senrys so honestlie, that at the departure of the others I accepted hymo unto my servys, and sithence he hath contynued
with me, and varie honestlie used by mo solfe

;
and having rcquyrod licence of me for a tynie to rcpairc into his countrce
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to visit his frendes, I desyre your lordship that if he shall have any causes befor youe, that ye will shewe by me the more

favour and expedition, for my sack, as I may do your lordship semblable pleasure, and that he may knowe the same, and

thus I shall comytt your lordship to the preservacion of the living God,
" From Carlisle, the 10th day of Aprill, 1543. "Your good Lordshipp's, assuredly,

"To the Right honWe. and my verie good Lord Deputie of Irelande," THOMAS WHARTON.

The eyes of the reforming King were at last directed to the northern province, by the landing

there of Waucop, a blind Scottish bishop, who came from Rome, bringing
"
hope of comfort, and

promise of aid of Scots," to those of the TJlstermen who were waging defensive war against some

English private encroachers on their independence. This prelate was at Derry, in 1550, and is

reported to be " a very shrewd spy, and a great brewer of war." Enormous aid from the Conti-

nent was promised, the effect of which was that, as the Dublin government write to the London

council,
" The wylde Yrishe begin to be haulte and strange."

The conduct of the English adventurers then in Ulster receives some explanation from these

papers, which give details of the murderous oppression committed by Brereton
;
the gradual rise of

the Bagenals, by whom ISTewry was built
;
the sometimes false service of the garrison in Carrick-

fergus ;
and the plunderings and massacres done during the early Elizabethan attempts on Clande-

boy. But, whatever may have been the deeds of the colonists, the internal family battles between

Gaelic chiefs and their sons, engendered by the custom of Tanistry, which admitted of the deposition

of a superannuated chieftain, exceeded them in ferocity, and devastated whole districts. In 1551,

the Lord Chancellor writes :

" The contre of Tyroon is brought, throughe warre of the Erie and his

sonnes (oon of them silves against other) to suche extream myserie, as there is not ten plowes in all

Tyroon." In consequence, as he concludes, "hundreddis this last yere and this somer died in the field

throghe famen." The same authority proceeds [8th May, in the next year] to say:
" The cause why

the Erie was reteyned [in Dublin Castle] was both for the wasting and distroing of his countrey, and

for that he said that he would never for his tyme care for the amendment of the same
;
and that,

if there were but one plowe going in the country, he would spend [tax] the same
;

with meny
other indecent words for a capten of a countrey to say." His youngest son, the formidable Shane,

had lately seized Dungannon Honse, and carried off 800 worth of gold and silver, besides plate

and other stuff belonging to his father. The Lord Chancellor, on going to parley with this young

plunderer, found nothing in him but "pride, stubbornness, and bent to do what he could to destroy

the poor countrey." "We must remember, however, in justice, that this was a result of settled

Gaelic policy, in order to leave nothing to feed or benefit an invader.

On the 8th May, 1552, Lord Chancellor Cusake addressed a very curious "Book on the State of

Ireland
"

to the Duke of IN'orthumberland
;
from which we take the ensuing extracts :

"
Tyrone, wliere the Erie of Tyrone hath rule, is the fayrest and goodlyest counti^ in Ii-eland, and many gentlemen

of the Neyles dwell therein. The same is at least 60 miles in length, and 21 in brcdth. In the midst standeth Ardraagh)

pleasantly situated, and one of the fairest and best churches in Ireland
;
and round about the same the bishop's lands.

Through occasion of the Erie, and Countess his wife, they made all that goodly countiy waste; for whereas the country
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fi)r the most part witliin those three years past was inhabited, it was withia this twelve months made most part waste,

through his making of preys upon liis sons, and they upon him. So as there was no redress among them but by robbing

the poor and taking of their goods. Whereupon my Lord Deputy appointed a band of English soldiers to lie at Ardmagh,

and left the Buron of Dang:mnon in commission, with other, to see for the defence of the country and quiet of the people,

whereby tlio country was kept from raven as before was used. . . . Next to that country is O'Donell's country,

named Tyro-Counell, a country both large, profitable, and good ;
a ship under sail may come to four of his houses. By

mean of the war betwixt him and his father, tlie country was greatly impoverished and wasted
;
so as he did banish his

fatlier at last, and take the rule himself. And now the like war is between him and the Callough O'Donell, so as their wars

ill eflect wasted the whole country : and I, being thither sent to pacifie the same, brought them to Dublin, where order

was taken between them ;
and now there is no warre between them, but as yett they kype the Kinge's peace and per-

foumie the orders."

This important MS., noticed by Ware, comprises in twenty-four pages
" the perfight estate

of the whole Rcdlinc universall as it is at the writing hereof," and much merits publication.

Its writer concludes by observing that " the making of O'Brien an Erie made all his country obe-

dient," and that similar happy results were produced in Clanricarde and Upper Ossory by elevating

the chieftains of these territories to peerages. This Lord Chancellor subsequently, as will be seen,

used his best exertions towards the same end in favour of O'JS'eill
;
and the consequences, had he

succeeded, might have materially affected the subsequent history of the English empire.

Con, the earl, sent, in July, a grievous complaint to the King, stating that, when moving south-

ward, in company with the Lord Deputy, he had been, "through gentle entertainment, trained

from place to place, and so at last to Dublin," where he was arrested. This treacherous capture

of O'Niall-more terrified all his brother kings, and long deterred them from placing confidence

in the English Government.

The accession of Queen Mary reversed the policy of her immediate predecessor as regarded

the religion of the Irish, and relaxed measures towards their conquest. In 1557, the Lord Deputy

Radcliffe, afterwards Earl of Sussex, a statesman and general of extraordinary endowments of

mind and body, in sending Queen Mary his opinions on certain points regarding measures for

Ulster, recommended that several havens should be fortified, and pointed out the places most suit-

able for future colonists. For the establishment of the old religion he advised that :
" A

discreet man be sent from England to be bishop in the north parts, to give example to other

bishops and the ministers under them who," writes he, "it is as pytcfull as trewe, be now

the common spyes and messengers of myschofs, and make their churches, not only in the north but

also through the most of Ireland, lyker to stabells for horses, and herd-houses for cattcU, than holy

places to mynyster with due reverence the most blyssed sacraments yn." This account of the state

of the churches agrees with the Limerick schoolmaster's, given by Camden. A.11 that was done

would not, however, avail to content the Gael with their neighbours, the English colonists. The

Saxon was to be driven into the sea ! In such an undertaking the Scots were as ready to aid them

as before, when the Bruces came over. On the 14th February, 1558, the new constable of Carrick-
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fergus writes that his predecessor, who had been taken priioner by Soriey the Yellow M'Donnell, when
on a visit to this great leader (his mission being to pay his ransom), Soriey began to talk freely after

supper, and
"
sayd playnly that Inglysch men had no ryght to Ireland." And soon after, the Lord

Justice Sydney conjured his brother-in-law Sussex to be fervent with the Queen for speedy suc-

cours for the English in Ireland, lest she should lose it, as she had lately done Calais
; and, con-

cludes the high-spirited writer,
"

it wUl be more for her honour that we be called home than

driven home."

Sussex was declared to be preparing to come over " with 1,200 men to settle the whole of

Ireland, and reform the laws and manners of the people ;" a labour requiring a political Hercules,

if even for the single task of cleansing the Augean condition of the churches. DowdaU, Archbishop
of Armagh, though a Roman Catholic, dared not enter his see

; and, besides, was petitioning

for reparation of damages done by Sussex when this earl was recently Viceroy, in spreading de-

struction and burning three churches within his archbishopric ;
and the prelate declares: "A

man may ride south, west, and north, twenty or forty miles, and see neither house, corne, ne cat-

tell
;

"
adding,

"
many hundreth of men, wymen, and children are dedde of famyne."

The Pontiff would not even let Queen Mary appoint clergy in her Ulster dominions
;
but this

Queen, in a spirit worthy of those of her ancestors who had resisted the absorption of all ecclesias-

tical patronage in Rome, commanded her viceroy to declare to the Earl of Tyrone that, although

his chaplain, Edmond 0' Coyne, or Quin, had obtained his Holiness's bulls for the priory of

Down, her Majesty intended to maintain the prerogative in such behalf left unto her by her royal

progenitors. She soon after received the following request from the Primate : he wrote saying

that, some men being of opinion that it would form a case of premunire to curse any of the wild

Irishry who do not answer to the sheriff's writ in a temporal cause, he desired license to exercise

and minister all kinds of ecclesiastical censures against the wild Irish. Upon this, the Lord Deputy

was desired to suffer the Primate of Armagh, without peril of the laws, to exercise and use all

manner of ecclesiastical censures against the disordered Irishry. This was bringing in the spiritual

arm to aid the temporal with a vengeance, and could scarcely have had the effect of making the

culprits orderly.

Among the most interesting of the correspondence here calendared, are the letters of " Terence

Danyell, dean of Armagh," which, if published, would cast curious lights on the political con-

dition of three of the O'Neills namely, the first Earl of Tyrone, his notorious son Shane, and the
"
savage and timorous" Sir Tirlagh, as the Dean styles him. This remarkable ecclesiastic's real

name was Turlagh O'Donnelly, for he was one of a subordinate sept of the Kinel-Eoghan. He was

thought to have been foster-brother to Shane, whose strength and surety (so it was declared) lay in

"
his foster-brothers, the O'Donnellaughs, about 300 gentlemen." In truth. Dean Danyell deserves

as prominent a place in Irish history during Elizabeth's time, as Dean Swift fills in Anne's. He
VOL. VII. G
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was the bearer, in 1553, of letters to the principal leaders of the central North the Earl,
" the lady,

his wife, by whom," says the document,
" he is most ruled," and to the Baron of Dungannon,

and Shane. Of this latter afterwards the terrible tyrant of Tyrone, styled Shane Dtmas {i.e., an

Diomais, of the Ambition), we find little mention, until the accession of the Queen, who overpowered

him, and terminated his reign over TJlster. It is remarkable that Elizabeth's first order was in his

favour; for, by instructions dated 16th July, 1559, she commanded the Lord Deputy
" to allow

Shane O'Neill to succeed his father in title and lands." This was in direct repudiation of the

peerage conferred upon his brother, Matthew or Ferdorough, baron of Dungannon. But its effect

was, naturally, by giving confidence to John ofthe Ambition, to lead him to govern his clan peaceably,

a result also produced subsequently, by hopes being similarly raised. At the close of this year,

hoping to establish himself in favour with the English government, he writes to her Majesty, making
certain requests towards that end

;
and prophesies that, if they are conceded,

" the rude, imcivil, and

disobedient people" he dwells among, will become civilized and obedient subjects to her Majesty.

Danyell the Dean was sent over to court, by O'Neill, as negociator. His principal, it seems, was un-

aware that he was playing a double part, which the Lord Deputy discloses by the following remark

to Sussex : "But I believe so long as that plain meaning Donilaugh of his, the Dean, is with your

lordship, he (Shane) will but brag."

In the next year, the Countess of Tyrone gave information as to reported invasions from France

and Spain. O'Neill was suspected of intending war, having engaged some 1,500 Scots in pay.

The Earl of Argyle's sister, had also re-joined O'Donnell, her husband, with between one and two

thousand of her nation. Sussex now framed a plan for an "
enterprise" against Shane, whose recent

conduct had given rise to apprehensions. In July, the ambitious chieftain wrote to the Earl of

Argyle, demanding his sister in marriage : its receiver, however, enclosed a translation of his letter

to the Queen, thus endorsed :
" Y^ letter y*' O'Neill sent out of Ireland to y* Erie of Ar-

gyell, translaitet out of Eris into Scottis, as neir y" phrays of y* Eris as it culd be." Argyle,

BO far from embracing the proposed alliance, offered his services to Elizabeth toward subduing

the unruly province of which she was both countess and queen, and enclosed a curious list "of

them that in TJlster either are plain disobedient to the Queen, or else, although they do no great

harm, come not to civility, or obedience to the Lord Deputy." As O'Neill evinced a " continuance

of evil disposition," her Majesty authorised his subjugation, and the restitution of Brian, son and heir

of the baron of Dungannon,
"
being the heyre in right." No less than a lustrum of years was reqiiired

to give effect to this change of determination. The Queen reiterated her orders to proceed against

him; on which, four great lords, O'Eeilly, O'Donnell, Sorley Buoy M'^Donnell, and Maguire

promised to join against him. His cousin, the Earl of Kildare, was, however, sent down to treat

with him; and certain political articles were propounded for performance by him, for the considera-

tion of which, he appointed, as his commissioners, the Dean of Armagh, with Patrick, Dean of
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"
Tulhog" (Tullaghoge), and Sir John Garwe. Our present notices touch but few of the curious

documents illustrative of this notable man's career, as our wish is merely to direct attention to

them, in order that, if possible, some exertion may be set on foot for their publication.

Instructions, dated 27th April, 1561, were given by Sussex to a certain William Hutchinson, on

his being despatched into Scotland. By means of the English ambassador in Edinburgh, he was to

proceed to have an interview with M^Ailinmore, (Argyle) deliver to him letters from the Queen's

chamberlain and secretary, and desire a letter from him to James M'DonneU, and to the Dowager
Countess of Argyle, then in Ireland, and who, as wife of O'Donnell, was expected to have much influ-

ence. The envoy was to repair west to the said M'^Donnell, and deliver him her Majesty's and other

letters. Then to cross to Carrickfergus, and, proceeding to O'Donnell, deliver him the Queen's and

these other letters, with an offer of creating him Earl of Tyrconnell ; and to deliver Sussex's letters to

the chieftain's wife, the countess, and tell her of the presents he has for her from the Queen. The

object of this elaborate mission was to engage them all against the intractable Shane Diomais. A
month had hardly elapsed, however, when the Lord Justice had to report that O'Donnell and Lady

Argyle were made captives by this insolent chief, and that he " feared it will prove the act of the

wife," who, says the writer,
"

is counted very sober, wyse, and no less sotell, beying not unlearned

in the Latyn tong, speekyth good French, and, as is sayd, some lytell Italione." Of this accom-

plished lady there are notices in the Annals of the Four Masters, and by Campion. The latter

writer has also a paragraph detailing the good conduct of Shane at the time he thought himself

secure of becoming Earl of Tyrone a passage few can read, even after the lapse of three centuries,

without regretting that this remarkable man was not admitted to privileges which he evidently

knew well were not to be abused.

Piers, Constable of Carrickfergus, reported in April that Sir Brian O'Keill, claimant of

Clandeboy, was persecuted by the tyrannic chief of his name
;
and that James M'^Donnell, tanist of

the Hebrides,
" used very evil talk against Queen Elizabeth, and said that the Queen of Scotland

was rightful heir of England." This chief had recently received letters from France, and Shane the

Ambitious a letter from King Philip of Spain. In order to enlist the northern native princes against

the Ulster autocrat, McDonnell obtained an indenture of lands
; O'Reilly was promised to be created

Earl of Brenny; and the Queen wrote to O'Madden and O'Shaughnessy, requiring them to aid in

suppressing a man whom she characterized as incorrigibly obstinate.

Sussex's proclamation against Shane O'NeiU, given by Dr. O'Donovan in the 5th volume of this

Journal, was enclosed in his letter of the 23rd June. Four of the interesting letters written by this

chieftain in remonstrance are also given. These were followed by another proclamation, calling

upon the gentlemen of the O'^N'eills, and all other the freeholders of Tyrone, to refuse to acknow-

ledge
" the traitor," Shane, and to repair to the Lord Lieutenant, to serve the Queen, and in

aid of Brian O'Neill, the rightful Earl of Tyrone.
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On the 31st July, during Sussex's absence, an action occurred disastrous to the royal forces, with

the loss of 50 of the best foot, and 50 wounded ; and, though the gallantry of two English officers

was commendable, Jacques "VVingficld (Master of the Ordnance, and subsequently knighted) was

said to have showed cowardice. A certain Neill Gray being despatched by O'Neill to the Lord

Lieutenant to negotiate a peace, Sussex endeavoured to bribe him to assassinate his dreaded master.

Towards the winter, the English garrison was withdrawn from Armagh, but in so specious a

manner " so salved over," as is declared that the watchful insurgents were thought not to see

that the step was a retreat. Yet the presence of Saxon soldiery there had been such a sore to the

King of Tyrone, that the least warlike of the divines in his council of state must have perceived the

truth. The first days of the year 1562 were spent by O'Neill in England. Yet, during this stay, he

found that his nephew and rival, Brian, son of the late Baron of Dungannon, was considered lawful

Earl of Tyrone. The ensuing is an extract of a State memorandum :

Memorandum by Secretaky Sib W. Cecil. (March, 1562.)

Meanes to he vsed with Shane O'Xele.

" First That he be procured to change his garments, and to go like an Englishman. Secondly That he he conferred

withall touching the contreys which he claymeth owt of Tyrone, and he required to shew and prove what interest he hath

in them ; and if he cannot here shewe it heecawse his hooks be in Ireland, then to knowe whom he shall think rndiflFerent

to see and here hys proves, and thereupon to make report to the Queue's Majestie : and if he have right thereto, then that

the truth may be so recorded, and he enjoy them. Or eUs, if he wiU be an humble sutor to the Quene's Majestie to have

the rule over them, to have it from her Majestie in such sort as shall be thought mete for the order of the countreys.

Thirdly Item : the wryting under his hand and scale wold be shewed him, by which he referred the judgment of the

superioritie of those contreys to the Quene's Majestie. ... 6. Item : he would be spoken withall how the Scotts

are to be expelled from that which they hold and possesse besyde the Glyns ;
and putt in hope that the Quene's Majestie

will employe some force therto ; so as whatsoever force her Majestie shall hereafter provide for any other respect in Uluster

may be colored with that pretence against the Scotts."

In April, Marshal Bagenal writes that O'Neill's followers have greatly despoiled his lands

and tenants since Shane's departure into England; and declaring that, when he himself, as

marshal, had office and honour, his lands were worth more than 1,000 a-year; but, being now

altogether wasted, he desires to part with them, &c., to the Queen, in exchange for lands in Eng-

land, and indorses an abstract of them, viz. the college of the Newry ;
the friary, castle, and

manor of Carlingford, and Cowley manor, with the fishery there
;
and the valuable castle and

manor of Greencastle and Moume. On the 12th of the same month, impediments to Shane's ambi-

tion were removed by the murder of his youthful rival by his tanist, Turlough Lynagh, at the head

of 100 horse, between Newry and Carlingford. Soon after receiving this news, O'Neill hurried

home; and, arri\'ing in Dublin on the 28th May, he immediately, on landing, hastened down to his

own coimtry, declining to remain even a day in the metropolis, but departingwith a guard into Tyrone,

as a report was rife that his tanist, Txuiough Lynagh, had been made "
O'Neill." This successor-

elect did, indeed, seek to be elected king during his king's absence, but failed in inducing the clan
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to betray their chieftain's interests. O'Neill's submission was deemed of such high political im-

portance, that it was published throughout England by means of a printed proclamation. On the

3rd July, Lord Lieutenant Sussex was commanded to continue this chief in assurance of the Queen's

favour. In August, the Dean of Armagh and the Archdeacon of Meath conferred with O'Neill,

upon the execution of his indenture with Government. Wiagfield (Master of Ordnance)

was deprived of his ofS.ce for his " untoward conduct
"

in the battle near Armagh. This subse-

quently distinguished officer, on being charged by the Lord Lieutenant with the greatness of his

fault, denied that he had run away, and insisted that, upon seeing the horse fly, he had alighted

to abide the uttermost at the head of his band of infantry, Sussex again, and for the third time,

stooped to one of those disgraceful acts of treachery that must have impeded the acceptance of Eng-
lish Government by the Irish more than, perhaps, any other reason. A meeting being appointed

with O'NeiU, the Lord Lieutenant caused the ordinary form of guarantee of protection to be so

worded that, as he says,
" Shane may be stayed, unless he performs his indentures." Yet the

Viceroy had recently forwarded this great chief's earnest desire for
" the Queen's gracious and per-

petual protection against arrest whenever he should come to Dublin to see the Privy Council, or to

serve on any hosting." It was not likely that O'Neill would attend parliament, or serve iu the

army, if he were liable to be iucarcerated in the dungeons of Dublin, upon one plea or another, for

an iudefinite period.

Adam Loftus, an Englishman, being appointed to the Archbishopric of Armagh, in Sep-

tember, the Lord Lieutenant reports to the Queen that Danyell, the dean, has replied that the

chapter there " be so sparkeled and owte of order as he can by no means assemble them to proceed

to the election."

Some curious passages occur as to O'Neill's offer to marry the Lord Lieutenant's sister, Lady
Frances RadcUffe :

" SHANE o'nEILL to THE QUEEN.
"
1563, Nov. 18.

" Ut Ego dum nominor O'Neill nxorem haberem ex Anglica prosapia, quae conseneiet si essem Comes, ideo humU-

lime rogo majestatem vestram ut parUamentum festinetur, ut possim creari Comes, cum tali augmento quali honorarius

servire possim vestre majestati, sicut Thomas Cusak declarabit
; penitus decrevi nullam uuquam uxorem habere nisi quam

majestas vestra mihi obtulerit, preter omnes alias cuperem dominam Francissam sororem comitis Sassexie."

He writes to Cecill at the same date, plainly and, moreover, not in bog -Latin :

" A wiflF of Englishe nation, I require, to the end to increase my civUl education, and shiiU cause my sequely to ac-

knowledge their duties to Her Highnes & imbrace H. M. lawes."

O'NeiU, justly fearing to be assassinated by Sussex, refused to come near him, word being sent

him that the earl's sister had been brought over to Dublin to entrap him, and that if he came in to

any viceroy, he would never return. The month of November he signalised by leading a raid into

Fermanagh, where he left standing neither houses, nor corn, nor church unplundered, save in the

islands on Lough Erne, which were inaccessible until twelve boats he caused to be prepared
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were ready. Maguire's piteous letters on this occasion, and the complaints of the corporation of

Dundalk that this insolent chief had seized their cows and laid the blame on the wolves, are printed

in Wright's EUzaheth and lier Times. This joke so tickled him that he repeated it, as appears by
the following curious extract :

(The Lord Deputy, the Earl of Sussex, writes, 15th October, 1562, to the Queen from Arbracken :)

" Shane O'Nelo hath been in O'Donell's country, though being upon a sworn peace before com-

missioners sent from hence, and hath taken at the least 10,000 head of cattell during the time that

Con O'DoneU was here wHth me." . . . .
"
Upon his return thence, he caused all his

harquebuziers and a great number of his horsemen to take in the night from the ward [garrison]

of Armagh all the beeves [oxen] left for their provision, hoping, as I have perfect intelligence by
assured spiall, that the ward would have issued to have reskowed them, and so cutting between the

ward and the fort, to have slayne the ward and surprised the fort. Thomas Masterson, having

charge of the ward, with 60 harquebuziers, mistrusting some treason by the number of matches he

saw in the dark night, detayned the soldiers from rescue, and within an hour after they [the Irish

force] came again and railed at them, and bade them in English come like cowards, if they durst, to

fetch their kyne. The next day, Masterson sent his messenger to Shane to demand restitution
;

who said they were wolves that had taken the kine, and the matches they said they saw were

wolves' eyes; and so restored all, save five or six which he said the wolves had taken."

In December, the L.L. reports that he has had dealings with Donell Grome OdoneUoughe, of

the sept of Terence Danyell, the Dean of Armagh, to bring all his sept to serve the Queen, being

the strongest sept that follows Shane O'NeiU
;
and adds that he, the viceroy, will accompany the

forces up to Armagh, in order "to parley with Shane whilst the bright moons last," to keep him

from plundering the neighbouring chieftains.

In the spring of 1563, the viceroy commenced the campaign in the north by fortifying the

chxirch-yard at Armagh, using the cathedral also for war purposes, which caused O'Neill subse-

quently to bum it
;
and in May, the Lord Lieutenant prosecuted war in the wilds of Tyrone as

vigorously as the small force he could command would admit of; and was so eager to obliterate the

shame of his reverses that he declares he wiU provide a band of kerne at his own expense, and

even, pending junction with the muster of the Pale, will lead his own troop into the defiles of the

great fastnesses of Glanconkine, and either drive its indomitable lord to bay there, or expel him

from the land. However, in August, a paper was drawn up of " Orders meet to be taken with

Shane O'Neill in eschewing of more trouble." A remarkable paragraph occurs in a letter addressed

to the Queen by this Celtic king
" from his camp at Drum Cru." Having expressed his intention

to serve her faithfully to his utmost power, he explains that he cannot govern his subjects otherwise

than by the statutes and ordinances of his predecessors, since neither he nor they are skilled in the

Quseiis. Here, in unhappy truth, was a Gordian knot of such difficulty that it was sure to require

the Bword of conquest to be applied to it.
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The camp at Drumcru, on the day that letter was written, was the scene of the first act and

deed of proceedings with this chieftain which appear to have subsequently been most unrighteously

disregarded. The commissioners for treating with him confirmed him in the name of The O'Neill

Tintil the Queen should invest him with another honourable name. It was to be no breach of treaty

if he refused to appear personally before Sussex. Other articles were entered into between him

and Lord Chancellor Cusake, by virtue of one of which he was not held answerable for the death

of Brian, son of the late Baron of Dungannon. On the 20th September he writes from " Slew

Gowlen" to the Queen's secretary that he repents with all his heart, and will serve her Majesty

truly. The pay of the forces was 30,000 in arrear. Peace in the North was the object to be

obtained. The Queen desires Sussex,
" since things have not succeeded to his desire," to endeavour

to establish the peace with Shane. She orders that DanyeU be made Archbishop of Armagh, and

Cusake, Lord Chancellor; and expresses her displeasure at John Smyth's
"
alleged horrible attempt

to kin Shane with poisoned wine." This attempt had been instigated by Sussex. Various cove-

nants with the King of the North were debated and drawn up. Among the " advices for ordering"

him, i.e., setting him in order, are the following : that he should show example of civil order in

his own person, and raduce other lords and gentlemen to do the like
;

to cause the people to resort

to common prayer ;
and to punish adulteries, murders, thefts, and riots. On the 16th November, at

his house at Benburb, he entered into bond for 1,000 to the Queen, if he failed to perform his

promise of restoring Armagh church to divine service, as her Majesty had removed her garrison

therefrom at his petition. This instrument is signed by several of his foster-kindred, the O'Doni-

laghs (of whom the Dean of Armagh was one), and by William Fleming, judge or brehon of

Tyrone. Two days subsequently, articles of indenture to be performed between the Queen and

him were signed by him and by Cusake. They have, however, a note appended by her secretary

that, not being thought honourable to be confirmed, those in the next document were devised and

sent. But it was not imtil the 23rd December, 1565, that Cecil forwarded to the Lord Deputy the

Queen's letters patent, dated 15th January, 1563-4, at "Windsor, accepting Shane O'Neill, and

rectifying clauses of articles that had been concluded by Sir Thomas Cusake on the 18th Novem-

ber, 1563.

The ensuing abstract is from an interesting and characteristic description, in a letter from

Robert Flemyng to Cecil, of what passed in O'Neill's camp during the absence of English inter-

vention, and of the joyful manner in which the peace was received by O'Neill and his people]:

"Eliz. vol. ix. 67, 1663, Nov. 29.
" Myn hninWe dutie remem'bered unto your honor pleased the same to be advertised, that immediatly uppon myn

arrivall here in Irland, I toke my jomay unto Oneyll, and declared him of the queue's clemency and inclynation towards

hym, and howe good and so'gracose she was to hym, and howe Sir Tliomas Cusake has come ; wherof he and all his people

being then present, was wonderfull glade and rejoysed ; at what tyme I saw with hym the Breans', the Connors', and the

Moores' messandgers, procuringe hym to have them uppon his peace, or otherwise to maynten ther warres, makinge them
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aimswer said, the day tliat bothe he and they wold goo abowtts to aarve tlie qncn truly it ware moost best and decent bothe

for them and tlie contrey, and shuld find host eayso and profitablist, and that he wold be a mean unto the quenes majestie

If they wold, to be good and gracose nnto them, understandinge his pleasur and awnswer, departed. And the day befor

ttie feast of All Saints lust past, all his contry assemblid & came ther, as we lay unknowen unto hym, or yet sent for by his

oommnndmcnt and declared hym, the day of the peace, and for restoring of the Churche of Armaghe is nowe past, and

we understand this peace which was concludid is but a delay and tractinge of tyme to bring a more power uppon you, and

desirid hym to do the best he could, and to sliift for h}'mself ;
he said Mr. Casake and Robert Flemynge are with the quen,

and lam sure by mcane that Robert tarry so longe he haithe sped well, otherwise he had sent me word or this, and you
te also howe the wynd do not sarve, and I woU expect ther commyng ;

thus was he allured by his people before Mr.

Casakes coming into Ireland with dyvers other perswacons which he denyed. The deane of Armaghe also being required

before tyme by Mr. Cusake to remayn in the northe unto his retome, his presence ther and his holsome good counsaDl

& advise unto them did myche and wos a great stay. As sone as he understod that Mr. Cusake was in redyness to depart

owt of the English pale into the northe he appoynted a place to meet with hym, and sent me against hym and r^hym

wurthely and joyfully as Mr. Cusake hymself may declare, and after they had concluded the peace and OneyU being sworn

for the trewe performance therof, his gentillmen and the best of his contry then present ware cauUed by Mr. Cusake to

make the Uke oythe as Oneyll did. Nay, said OneyU, Mr. Cusake do not gyve them ther oythe so, but lett me gyve them

ther oythe. You shall swer, said OneyU, if ever I breke uppon the quens majestie of anything that I have here promysed

or graunted Mr. Cusake in her Majesties behalf, so as the occasion come not of her gowemors, that you shaU not onely

gyve me your good advises & counseUss not so to do, but also to maynten and assist the quens majestie against me, & to

do the utter most that you can possible against me for the destruction of my person : and he himself did hold the boke &
Bware every man after that sort ; after they had done, bothe he & as many as was present was so glade & joifuU that it

is not possible to declare. Assuring your honor that it is the best peace and tendid moost for the quens honor that ever

was
;
the people here Uftethe upp ther hands and rejoysithe in God & praiseth so inwardly for the quens majestie and for

Sir Thomas Cusake that you would marveU it hathe not litUl rijoised many mens hertts & put them in grett quietnyss."

Danyell having served the crown loyally, he was now recommended by an English commis-

sioner to be raised to an archbishopric. His despatches, dated this year, give vivid accounts of his

proceedings with the now tractable king of the Kinel-Eoghan, and of his Gaelic majesty's intentions

and actions. At the same time, so satisfactory was he to this sovereign, that Creagh, who had been

appointed to the see of Armagh by the Pope, on bringing letters from his holiness to Shane, found

this potentate the temporal power in the see desirous that the spiritual office should be conferred

on Danyell. In the meanwhile, Loftus, the representative of the Established Church, had never

been established in his nominal archiepiscopal place, but resided either at Termonfeighan or in the

metropolis, whence, in 1565, his Grace writes that a certain clergyman on whom the Qneen had

conferred the bishopric of Down, was unable to enjoy it,
" as Shane O'Neill's brother holds it, by

colour of a grant from Rome." Danyell being again sent by the native prince to the Queen, with

some valuable presents, the Lord Chancellor wrote to her secretary that it would be well the dean

were made bishop ;
that letters of thanks should be addressed to that chieftain for his recent ser-

vices against the Scots
;
and that he should be created a peer.

In March, 1564, Secretary Cecil received a lengthy despatch from Dean Danyell, stating that

he had remained in the North at the desire of the Lord Lieutenant and Lord Chancellor ; reporting

that O'Neill intends to perform the peace concluded with him, but finds fault that the Queen's let-
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ters patent did not agree with the articles of peace subscribed by him and Cusake
;
and requires

that they be confirmed, and his creation to be an earl accelerated. The dean also says that he will

draw out of the Irish chronicles the pedigrees of the Irish, and send them. On the 22nd, Cusake

reports that O'Neill and all the chieftains of the North exceedingly rejoice in the clemency ex-

tended to O'Neill, and swear to observe all the articles of peace. In reply, the Privy Council

desire the Chancellor to persuade O'Neill to be content, without confirmation of the Chancellor's

agreement; and they also touch on the questions of the earldom and O'Neill's proposal to marry

Lady Frances Eatcliffe, the sister of the Earl of Sussex. 25th May, the Dean of Armagh describes

the quiet of the North under O'Neill's rule, and states that all kinds of husbandry and sowing of

wheat are commenced. On the 18th August, Shane O'Neill writes to the Lord Justice and Council

that, as he has been advised by letters from Lord Robert Dudley (afterwards Earl of Leicester) "to do

some notable service whereby he might be better accepted by the Queen," he can see no greater rebels

and traitors than the Scots in Ulster; and, having a mind to do them some mischief, demands leave to

enter Carrickfergus with his men. Dean Danyell then reports that his chief, intending to serve

upon the Scots, has mustered a host with victuals for five or six weeks. The government in Dublin

reply to O'NeUl that they approve of his intention of attacking the Scots. In answer, the ener-

getic Irishman declares that there has been great usurpation of territory by them in the Eoute, in

Claneboy, the Dufferin, Lecale, and the country of O'Cassidy. He states that, not having suffi-

cient boats to cross the Bann, which is swollen, he is rebuilding the castle of Culrath, and sending

over a detachment in cots and corricles, by two or three at a time, to occupy Culrath friary. The

dean writes that the Scots, having attacked the house so warded ''
like madmen," have had ninety

killed and wounded
;
and that they show a force of six or seven hundred men. On the 14th

September, the Government express their gladness at the receipt of the belligerent chief's despatch,

and subsequently send directions to the commandant of Carrickfergus for his guidance, iu case

O'Neill should require him to join the attack on the Scots. Little, hoATcver, seems to have been

achieved. The Four Masters do not notice any exploit of O'Neill's in this year.

The year 1565 began adversely for Shane, the Queen of Scots forwarding a claim of some

"Wigtoun merchants, for restitution of their ship, &c., seized in the haven of Carlingford, by

O'NeiU and Magennis. On the 12th January, Lord Chancellor Cusake writes of O'Neill's duti-

fulness, and "most commendable dealings" Avith the Scots. But on the 30th, three English mem-

bers of the Dublin government declare that Cusake had entrapped them into signing a letter to the

untoward chieftain. As early as AU-hallowtide last, this King of the North had begun a campaign

against his Scottish enemies, whom he seems to have hated even more than he disliked his Saxon

foes. They, however, were reinforced by 300 of the "household men," or lucM-tighe, of James

M'^Donnell, tanist to the Lord of tbe Isles. On the 14th March, the Queen commanded that assur-

ance be given to Shane of her favourable intentions towards him. On the 2nd May, in an inte-
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resting despatch to the Lord Justice, he describes his journey into Clandeboy, where he commenced

buildin" a now and strong town
;
and liow lie marched to the Scottish borders, was confronted by

Sorley Buoy, yet burnt his brother James's castle and town
;
then how a great battle ensued, in

which VOO Scots fell, and James and Sorley were taken.

In the following letter he gives the Queen's Secretary his reasons for attacking the Scots,

and sends it by the Dean, in order that he shotdd verbally relate the whole transaction :

SHANE o'NEILL TO CECIL.

" Premissa cordialissima salute, gratias refero vestrse honori quod percepi vos me amore et favore prosequi, turn cum

in Anelia fui, cum per literas vestras mihi sepius suaviter scriptas, ex quibus rntellexi vos velle me fideliter ser\ire Majestati

ReinniB. Cum autem ego percepi quod nullum potuit esse servicium tam acceptum ejus excellencia) quam extirpare ex hoc

regno ejus Majestatis et regni inimicos Scotos, multis periculis mc supposui ad eos expeUendum de hoc regno ; et quia

ejus clcmenciam hue usque non certificavi de toto meo processu cum Scotis, misi nunc decanum Armachanum cum meis

Uteris ad Majestatem Eeginte, et ad vos honorabiles dominos de ejus private consUio, in quibus declaravi gesta inter me

t Scotos prout ex dictis Uteris percipietis. Et hortor vos tanquam meum specialem amicum ut non solum ostendetis

mihi vcstram continuam amiciciam ut majestas reginse in bonam partem accipiat meam humilem supUcationem et ei

finem imponat ;
verum ut accelerabitis redditum dicti decani quam cicius fieri poteriL Ex Fedan. xxv. Augusti, 1565.

MISI O'NELL."

Addressed HonorabiU suo amico Magistro WyUielmo Sycyl miUti, principaU Secretario Eeginte Majestatis.

Indorsed Shaae Onele, to Mr. Secretary, by the deane of Armaugh.

From "Fedan," or Fiodha-dun, i.e., the fort in the forest, above JiTewry, he addressed a letter

of the same date to the Privy Council, saying he has despatched the Dean to London, to give an

account of his victory, and stating that all the captives are kept by him in the most secure places.

One of these strongholds was, doubtless, Innis Dowell, subsequently named Sydney Island, in

the great lake
;
a description of the present state of which would be very acceptable. Dundrum

and Newry castles were now seized by the rapacious chief, whose bravery di'ew the warmest terms

of admiration from the English military commanders. The state documents of this period respect-

ing him are replete with interest. Pursuing his career of conquest beyond Ulster, he invaded some

southern regions, with the view of placing them under tribute, and forcing their clans the

O'Roxirke's, O'Connors, M'^Dermods, as also the O'Donnells to serve Tinder his banner. The fol-

lowing interesting account of these his doings, is given :

EARL OF CLAimiCABDE TO SIR WILLIAM FITZWILLIAMS.

" After my right harty comendations,

" Your worshyp may be advertysed that O'NeiU came into the lower part of Connaught, and camped
in O'Rorke's country, and in O'Conor Slygagh's country, and Mac Dermoud's contry, 6 or 7 days ;

and there he bumyd
the com and spoyled the hole contrys, carying thence about 3 or 4,000 head of cattell. His coming thither was to require
the tribute due from owld tyme to them that were Kyngs of this realm, and wold have had the same yearly paid to himself;

nd for securitie thereof he required pledges to be deUverid unto him from the Lords and such other the Irish inhabi-
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tants of these parts. He required also to have an ordynary quater seven (soren ?) levied out of all those contrys at such

tyme as he should ryse up and require the same to maintain his hosts withal.

" Your wysdom may consider hereof, for I doubt it be for no good purpose ; and I pray you blame me not for wryting

plainly what I think, for I assure you it is an ill lycklyot towart that the realme (if it be not spedely looked unto) will be

at a great hazard to run as far out of Her Maj : hands as ever it was out of any of her highnes predecessors in time

beforepast.
" If it had pleased my Lord Justice and the resydue of H. M. Counsell to have granted unto me such petysions as I

was suiter to their honours, to have for the daxmtyng of the unruly neyghbours about me, and to have brought them under

my government as I requyred, I trust I should have been able enough to have met O'Nell with all his force and repulsed

him from any such presumptive attempt ; and although he was of so great force, yet if we had mett, as there was but a

mountyne betwene us both, I marched so near hym being in camp agaynst my enemys, I trust I should have adventured

the onset against him, for I had as many horsemen almost as he had.
"
Thys matter ought to be looked unto in tyme, for ells it will gro to a wors end I fear me ;

and if my Lord Justice

and counsell wyll apoynt me for these parts of the realm, and to subdue them that are out of my country

that theyr power might be with me, I trust I would worcke so as O'Nell shold repent hys comyng hither to demand such

trybute ; and it is not a good towch of any that meanyth to be a good sarvant and subject to Her Majesty. I beseech you

let me know your mynd by this berer my sarvant, and that my Lord Justise and Counsell will determyne herein. And so

I take my leave at Balloughreagh, the 11th of October, 1565. Rychaed Clajtryckard."

The now prosperous chief addressed a list of his suits to the Queen ;
but in jS'ovember, Cecil wrote

to the Lord Deputy that Danyell would return shortly,
"
at which time there shall be more cer-

tain instructions for dealing with Shane O'l^eill." These orders, which were forwarded on the

12th, and are of much interest, conclude thus "If O'Neill appear not dutiful, the Lord Deputy
to forbear to deal, and to let him remain as he doth, to receive that which he shall deserve."

Loftus, of Armagh, writes in November, from the metropolis, that it was reported how O'Neill

and Danyell of Armagh had sent to Mary, Queen of Scots, a promise that if she should now set

upon the Protestants, he, her Irish abettor, would find occupation for the Earl of Argyle. Yet the

services of this Dean to the state were so appreciated that it was proposed Loftus should be given

the sees of Cashel and Ossory, in order to bestow his see upon this useful negotiator, who is, says

the Lord Deputy,
" well able to direct Shane O'NeiU."

Loftus was deceived by a messenger who had returned from Scotland, bringing a letter from

Hamilton, Duke of Chatelherault, and the Earl of Argyle, to Loftus, desiring to know if there be

any likelihood of the English making war on O'Neill. To test the truth of this mission, the

primate despatched back a man of his own, on whose return, the letter in question proved

counterfeit. In reply, the Eai-1 writes a very interesting account of the late events in his country ;

offers, on certain conditions, to serve Elizabeth in Ireland with 4,000 men for six weeks, at his

own charge ;
and incloses a copy of " the general protestation of the Scots nobility and congregation

professing the right religion."

In 1566, political proceedings, as regards Ulster, oegan by the Dean of Armagh being sent

by Lord Deputy Sydney to the native king to desire an interview, which, however, was refused.
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Marshal Biigcnal, who had been expelled from Newry by the great Gaelic encroacher, writes .

in February
" Shane O'Xcill lias now all the countries from Sligo to Carrickfergus, and from

thence to Drogheda. He has made a sure bond with Scotland
; and, having won all by the sword,

80 will keep it."

The Queen's secretary, writing to Sydney, declares that he takes to heart the shame England

has sustained by Irish disobedience ;
but wishes the viceroy prosperity, and set himself in earnest

to the task of repairing tlic disgrace received at the King of Ulster's hands.

The conversion of the little ecclesiastisal village of Derry into a military post, and the varied

history of this important position, down to the time when its defence became glorious in the eyes

of Europe, are to be traced in the state papers. The Queen's chamberlain, Knollys, was sent

over to consult with Sydney, to consider if O'N'eill might be reformed without actual war
;
and the

consultation resulting in negativing this pacific idea, it was determined to make a descent upon

Derrv, and seize and fortify the place as an outpost, where a large garrison, with a full supply of

warlike stores might be kept. This was effected, in the middle of September, by Colonel Randolph.

The Lord Deputy, with the army, marched down, and, leaving Drogheda on the 1 7tii September,

burned Benburb House ; and, detained by some skirmishes, did not reach the new fort until the

12th of the next month. " The site of the Derry" was then "
given to the Queen" by O'Donnell.

Randolph was then left there, strongly fortified, and in command of 600 foot and 50 horse. But

the same day on the following month the viceroy had to report the distressing intelligence that

this brave officer had fallen in an encounter at Carrickfergus, with O'Neill. In point of fact, the

supply of provisions sent by sea to the new settlement was insufficient, and none could be obtained

by land, except by fighting either the Irish or the Scots for their cattle. On the 27th the Colonel

reported that he could not purchase food for love or money; and, observing that O'Cahan's kine

are feeding on the other side of the river, concluded that he would try to go beyond their owner.

He appears to have marched forth from the fort in quest of food. The particulars of the action,

(which is unnoticed by The Four Masters) estimate the native force at 4,000 foot and 700 horse.

Our readers may conceive that the support of such an army by an uncultivated country must have

exhausted its stock of cattle. Sydney writes of " the doleful news of the death of the late worthy

Colonel Randolph, and of the victory that day honourably achieved." Randolph was the only man

slain on the victorious side, while the defeated force lost 400 men. Other successes were obtained

against O'Xeill, and were so marked that the viceroy knighted three officers that had distinguished

themselves. November had been marked by a general hosting against some insurgent O'Reillys,

and as a demonstration against O'NeiU the Ambitious. The despatch describing this expedition

is printed in the second volume of this Journal. Piers, governor of the only fortress in the North

that held for the Queen, took a great prey in the adjacent country; and on the 15th December

reports to the Lord Deputy that Alexander oge McDonnell (brother of James, tanist of the Isles),
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having arrived in the Glynns, on the 4th ultimo, with 1,200 men, tmder agreement to serve the

Queen, has crossed the Bann, and slain at least sixty of Shane's men. This revenge was the first

taken by the Hebrideans for their disastrous defeat. The writer also mentions a report that if the

Queen of Scots were not made heir apparent to the crown of England by this parliament, the Earl of

Argyle would be shortly in Ireland to help Shane O'Neill. In the meanwhile, this strenuous

insurgent was making large offers to the Scots, and the whole country is declared to be " stuck

fast to him." The writer incloses the following curious epistle, addressed to himself:

ALLESTEn M'^CONEILIi TO CAPTAIN PIERS. 10 DeC, 1566.

"Trest freind efter harttie commendatione yis present is to advertise zour mastership yt upone setterday last wash'

I past witli myne armie to ye Bane syde, and yair I maid twa armeis and send ye tane arme betwyx and-' Aiyclitichan^ and ye

tother to Glanclionkain,'* and yer I maid greit harsliippis^ als mony as we myt drywe and dreaf ower ye Ban^ all ye

carychts* yt Brean Karriche liade and slew Felime Eeocheis* sone and vii caBitains of his awin surname with fourtie

horsmen and futemen togider, and hurt all his contra with mony wyffs and bamis^ and ane Jnnysei" yt Brean Karriche

hade of befair and Oneiles servand tuk yt, and now we have gotten yt Jnnys agane, and that harchips I behuffit" to sla

yame to be meit to my arme. And mair attour I have gottin tydings furthe of Teirchonill yt ye Caloche '^ is deid for weritie,

and thay have maid ODoneill of Hew ODoneill, and he came to Arycht Ichain and maid greit harschips, and he returnit

hame agane to KastaU Lawir.'^ And OneU is in Loclie Monyche, foment uther, and ya remane wythe yair armes in yair,

and I knaw not quhat ya have done zit
;
and ze sail reseve fra yis berar x mertts for I myt not get me on slane, and ze sail

wnderstand yt ya put ane capitain of ours to deid for hungar within yis four dayes Ihone McCloyits sone,'^ and I think

mair lang yt ze send me na tydings of ye deput,!^ and wit God I sail have ane harschip at zow schortlie in Kragforgus

to spen in yt samyng toun- And I think not yt ze wold help me, becaus ze sent mo not Brean McFelime and zour hag-

bittars.'S And credit to ye berar and ze sail knaw all ye service yt I may do to ye queni's grace, yt I wiU do ye samyng
and send me all tydings with ye berar, not ells as now, but God kepe zow of ye Ban syde yis tyesday. Be'^ yours

at command, Allister McConeill."

(Superscribed) To ane honnorable man, Capitane-Pers, Kragforgus.

NOTES TO ALLISTER McCONEILL'S LETTER.

Sic "wash" for was. ^^
Sic, for innis, an island.

2
Sic, but redundant. ' behoved.

^ Aireachl I--Cathain, or O'Cahan's country.
'^ the Callogh, i.e., Calvagh, the O'Donnell. (See

* Glenconchein. Four Masters.)
5
harryin<'s.

'"'
Caislen-Leithbhir, i.e., Lifford Castle,

c the Bann River.
'"* Lough Moentacht ? (See F. M.)

^
Creacht, or, herd of cattle.

''^
marts, i.e., slaughtered cows.

' Brian Carrugh O'Neill.
'^ John McLeod's son.

8 Felim lloo 0"Neill.
'^ Lord Deputy.

9 burnt. '^
arquebusiers.

9 wives and children.
'"

be, for by.

This characteristic epistle from a leader of "Eedshauks" to the captain of an English garrison

may be thus commented on. The Four Masters do not notice this winter campaign, undertaken

.bj these islanders in the Queen's service; and those authorities were ignorant that this leader was
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hired by the Government against O'Neill. The island fortress burnt, with its depository of wives

and children, was, probably, one of those winter posts on the lower side of Lough ll^eagh, that made

Brian Carragh O'Neill's region the most defensible in this province. It seems that whatever preys

(or in the Saxon term, herships, from her, a harrying army) the Scots force took were at once

Blain for meat. From this, and from the facts that Piers was sent but ten "marts," i.e., mortes,

or killed cattle, and that the Irish allowed Captain M'^Leod to die of himger, we could proceed to

show that absolute famine was frequently the cause which necessitated a raid in Ireland, as cogently

as whenever, in Scotland, a pair of spurs was served up to dinner. The rough Redshank is

not courteous to the English commandant
; perhaps because Sir Brian O'Neill, or a still better aid,

the garrison hakebuttiers, or hand-gun men, had not been sent him. In the ensuing month, the

Queen expressed herself satisfied that the writer, whose hand was more used to a claymore than a

quill, "had well served in preying upon Shane."

Colonel St. Lo succeeded to the command of Derry fort. Demands were made by him for

more munitions of war, including camp-tents, to be carried on garran'shacks. The situation of the

new fort was, however, found so incommodious that it was intended to remove the garrison to the

Bann-side, or, on wresting Strangford haven from the usurper of Ulster, to remove the troops thither.

Death by cold and ague had, after the winter of 1566, left but 200 able men out of 600. The

accidental explosion of the gunpowder in store in April, 1567, compelled the evacuation of the

place. Thirty soldiers were slain. The Queen's secretary, detailing this "
grievous information"

to Leicester, states that " Her Majesty, perceiving it to come by God's ordinance, beareth it well."

On the other hand, the natives took a diiferent superstitious view of the occurrence, ascribing it to

the agency of St. Columkill, iu the form of a wolf! Yet both parties might have recollected our

Lord's declaration regarding the fall of the tower of Siloam. The accident, as is now well known,

began casually, in a smith's forge. Upon this calamity, the garrison sailed round to the only secure

fort in the North, the seaport of Carrickfergus. Soon after, the Queen's pleasure was consulted

as to the re-edifying of the Derry, but the place remained a long time deserted.

The year 1567 had opened with a request from Eichard Creagh, the Pope's titular archbishop

of Armagh, to the deputy, to be instructed whether he should move Shane to make peace, and

whether the old service would be allowed in the churches in his see. But the Queen was deter-

mined upon the extirpation of O'Neill, as a dealer with foreign powers. On the 18th May, the band

of Scots commanded by
" Alexander oig M^Conail, Steward of Kintire," landed again in the Glynns,

and their leader wrote to the Lord Deputy of his intention to march forward into Tyrone, and do

such service as he is able for the Queen. Meanwhile, O'Neill, as related by the annalists, received

a severe defeat from Sir Hugh O'Donnell. The viceroy marched northward, to co-operate with

the troops and allies there; upon which Cormac M'Ardyll, president of Shane's council, with other

of the insurgent prince's followers, left him, and joined Sydney. Thus distressed, and pressed on
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all sides, the rebel king was forced, in his extremity, to turn in hope for aid to his mortal enemy,

Alexander Oig; and on the evening of the 2nd of June, when he thought to conclude friendship

with the Scots, they turned on him and slew him.

On receiving intelligence of this event, the Queen wrote that she was determined forthwith to found

colonies in Ulster, Another head, however, had at once sprung up on the death of the late Hydra,

which proved more cautious, and, consequently, a more successful impediment to the coloniza-

tion of the North. This was the last tanist. Sir Turlough Lynagh O'Neill, whose character and

conduct are curiously developed by this series of correspondence. Consequent upon the death of

" the troublesome rebel," the Queen signed, on the 6th of July, a lengthy letter of instructions

to Lord Deputy Sydney, first acknowledging the viceroy's service and good wisdom "in procuring

so singular a benefit," and directing that the instruments, Alaster Oge and his Scots, be largely

rewarded
;
but also, that if they wiU not depart home, they be speedily expelled by force. On

the other hand, the Queen, with unusual consideration for the claim of long possession a conside-

ration little shown towards the Irish, who were entitled to it hj much longer possession conceded that

the Scots who had been in Ireland a long time be permitted to remain, on paying reasonable rents.

But she also determined that English gentlemen should be encouraged to settle in the Glynns and the

Eoute of Antrim, and stated that (Sir) Humphrey Gilbert, the famous navigator, and half-brother to

Raleigh, was coming over as agent from certain gentlemen in the "West of England, to negociate with

the Lord Deputy concerning the proposed plantation of a new colony. At the same time, the new

O'Neill was to be suffered to have the rule of aU his name in Tyrone, and to be created a baron.

Dean DanyeU was accepted to be Archbishop of Armagh. A captive son of the late rebel was to be

kept as a hostage prisoner in a Welsh castle. And, in conclusion, the Queen's title to possessions

as heiress of the Earldom of Ulster, was to be found by inquisition, and " the people are to be

trained from the inordinate tyranny of the Irish captains, and to taste of the sweets of civil order."

Following these important orders came a despatch, praising Piers, the commandant of Car-

rickfergus, for ''politic expulsion of Alaster Oge and his men;" and stating that a barque, two

frigates, and one hundred men would be stationed in the Northern Channel to keep the Scots out

of Ireland. "Whether this coast-guard was ever established or not does not appear ;
but if it was,

many a canny man passed through it scatheless and Scot free. Dean DanyeU writes, 5th October,

to Cecil, stating that he accepts the see of Armagh ; he speaks of the quietness of the whole realm,

declaring that the entire province of Connaught has been tamed by Sydney having built a bridge

at Athlone, over which the Queen's forces can always pass ;
and gives an interesting account of

his having accompanied Sydney in his progress through Eastern Ulster. If it be requisite to

give a reason for having been thus diffuse on the story of O'Neill the Ambitious, let me observe that

the Irish state papers are more full of his history than of that of any cotemporary personage in

Ireland, and therefore we are enabled to gather from it the fullest insigfit into the condition of the
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country. Other details than these now given may be found in our past papers, in Sydney's Memoir,

and our notes to it.

Argyle was said to have promised to aid the now O'Neill-more, and sent him, as a token of

friendship,
" a taffetas hat, with a band set with bugles," which offering, however, the Irish lord

refused to accept. Eory M'Quillan,
" one of the naughtiest boys in the land," now married a

daughter of the new chief, who also fortified himself by hiring the claymores of the clan Meguivne.

In March, 1568, John Cadogan, Constable of the strong fortress of Dunluce for the crown,

surprises a captain of Turlough Lynagh's Scots, who were to attend "the lied Dean," then

about to go as that chief's envoy to Argyle. The same turbulent lord had also sent a messenger

to Sir Brian, King of the clan Hugh-boy, desiring that he would join him against the English.

The Lord Justices, on the 16th July, enclose eight letters to the Queen, describing recent

events in the North, especially narrating a " trouble" broken out between O'Donnell and Turlough

Lynagh, and the former chief having broken the peace by invading the latter's country. Among
these despatches, the most interesting is now given :

DAN'YELL AND FLEMING TO THE LOEDS JtlSTICES.

" Our humble dutie premised unto your honors. After our last wrytinge to your honors of the date of the ixth of

this moneth, ODonell entred Tyrone. We, upon the receipte of your honors last letters, wrote to ODonell and to Con

ODonell that your honors wold have sent men of greate exstimation commissyoners to the North to examyn all matters

in contention betweene all the gent, of the same, and commanded theym in the Queues Majesty's name that thei shuld

not come in hostylytie to Tyrone, but to send there factors to the Newrie before the commissyoners, where thei shuld

have remedie in all wrongs done to them sythens my Lord Deputie toke the last order betwixt them and Tyrlaghe Lenaghe;

thei not withstandinge came into the cuntrey, and we beinge in Ardmagh preparinge ourselves to go this day to declare

an order betwixt Mi^Mahon and Henrie M^Shanes sonnes, weare nothinge ware, till con ODtmell gydone and force came

within two boweshotts to the towne, and with great shyfte scapt by our horse feete, and lefte our gere behynd, and thei

chast ns to the woods and then spoyled all the towne, and'wounded part of the pore clergie and the rest of Uie inhabitaimts

of the towne, and thei bum the Benborb, and there thei meane to campe this night ;
and for anie prayes they tooke none,

but thei spoyle of Ardmagh, and we have consulted that J. Thomas Flemynge, being verye sore sycke sythence I came to

Ardmagh, shall go this day to McMuhon to stay him frome doinge harme to the cuntrey upon this sodden channce.

Becawse of this great trouble we both could not go accordinge oure appoyntment, and I am so sore sycke that I must

drawe from M^Mahon's contrey home to my house, and I the Deane will tarrie in this quarters tyll the rest of the Com-

issyoners come to the Newrie, or tiU I know furder of your honors pleasure ; prayinge your honors to advertyse me by the

bearer hereof of your pleasure, and your honors do knowe that my Commissyon is now expyred for that, that of neccssitie

my condelegate must departe from me, and our Comissyon was joyutlye. And so we take oui- leave. From Ardmagh the

liith of June 1568, in hast, aboute xii of the clocke.

your honors to commande,
Terens Daniell, Deane of Ardmagh,

Thomas Flemynge.

On the 5th of July, the Lord Deputy, writing from Lessen Hall, states that he had marched

down to Carrickfergus, but had been compelled to retire for lack of victuals. Thence he proceeded
to Market-town Bay, where Sorley, with 1,200 of his countrymen, and Turlough Lynagh with his
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force, were to have met. Two days after, Captains Piers and Malby write from Carrickfergus that
'*

all the gentlemen" have come in, including Brian Carragh ;
that 40,000 kine are at the Queen's

devotion
;
that Alexander Oge Mi;Alister Charry, and Rory Oge M'-'Quillin arc driven clean out of

their countries
;
and that the Scots, busied one against another, have broken off their enterprise of

conquering farther in Ireland.

The foregoing extracts form but a scanty specimen of the extent and interest of the contem-

porary Irish State Correspondence, now about to become accessible by the publication of Mr. Hans

C. Hamilton's admirable Calendar : and I hope, on the appearance of this catalogue in print, to

again draw attention to its valuable contents.

[Erratum In page 48, line 13, for "
Redline," read "

Realm."!

IIOESES AND HOUNDS OF ANCIENT IRELAND.

A WKiXEii in this Journal (vol. 6, p. 217) has controverted the assertion that the Irish anciently

possessed a large and powerful breed of horses. It is fair that the arguments on the opposite side

of the question should be heard
;
and 1 would beg to offer a few quotations from various authorities,

showing that the Irish were familiar with good specimens of this animal. My first extract shall

be from the old Brehon Laws, taken from a vellum MS. in the Library of the Eoyal Irish

Academy, I^o. 43 .b, fol. 20, an authority of great antiquity :

"Each mor, sldn, og, tirasa, an, ardceannach, airreachtach, beocraide,

truridleathan, bairneach, beac a tiathugad, snilig, sleamain, seimchosach, socineoil, slangaitias,

slangoisti, slandaib ; soraig a thucht, sochomail i laim ; ni bi cnoca na leac tern a druim ; ni bi

maindruimneach ; yii bu calaceimneach ;
ni ro isel, nib ro ard ; nib ocheall, nil imleimneach ; nib ro

heil, nib docearrdach, nip lease, nip lose, nip luaeh, nip luathehaireeaeh ; ni bi cu anfthaeh, na hetrocht,

na crithaeh forlim, slan, soinirme, somul ; dia mbe nachae, as athchuirthe

no is fuillithe.'"
" A big horse, sound, young, noble, high-headed, load-carrying, lively-hearted,

broad-breasted, haughty, easy-bearing, sleek, slender-legged, well-descended (of good breed), free

from $,pear-thrusts, free from sword-cuts, his form (chest) well set, tractable to the hand, without

lumps or flags on his back, not broken-backed, not rough stepping, not too low, not too high, not

sh}^, not starting, not big-mouthed, not Ul-stepping, not lazy, not lame, not kicking, not dusty-

haired, not puffing, not droop-eared, not shaky, perfectly sound, easy-ridden,

obedient. If he be not such, he is rejected."

The following passage in the Booh of Leinster, a vellum MS., written before the year 1150,

proves that the art of horsemanship is of great antiquity in Ireland. It is taken from folio 109,
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the MS. being marked H. 2. 18 in tlio collection of MSS. in the Library of Trinity College, Dublin.

The subjoined translation is by Mr. Eugene Cun-y:

Oisin cc.
" Oisin sung."

T cath Oahhra ro marhhad Oscur 7 Cairpre.
" In the battle of Gabhra were slain Oscur and Cairpre."

Ogum illia lia uas lecht,

Baile i tegtis fecht fir,

Mac rig h-Erenn ro gaet and,

Do gae gand os gabar gil.

" An Ogham on a stone, a stone over a grave,

In the place where men were wont to pass,

The son of the King of Eire was slain there,

By a mighty spear, on a white horse."

Tarlaic Cairpre aurchur nairc.

Do muin mairc maith is tres ;

Oairsiu condristas a sciss

Oscur rohi a lam dess.

"Cairpre threw a sudden cast

From the back of his horse good in battle
;

Shortly before he met his own death

Oscur was slain by his right arm."

In the ancient Irish MS. called the Book of Eights (Lealhar na g-Ceart), published in 1847

by the Celtic Society of Dublin, under the editorship of Dr. O'Donovan, continual mention occurs

of horses and their trappings paid as tribute. Thus :

(p. 130.) DligJiidh ri ceneil n-Enda,

Coic eich dllli imtrena,

Coic sceith, coig cloidhimk,

Coic leanna, coic Juireacha.

"Entitled is the King of Cineal Eanna

To five beautiful powerful steeds.

Five shields, five swords of battle.

Five mantles, five coats of mail."

(p. 158)
" Fichi srian srcathach sotal

Fichi gahhar gnath shluaglmigh
"
Twenty biidlcs, flowing, gorgeous,
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(p. 162) Tuaristal ri h-Ua m-Blaithmeic

Ocht moghaidh chaemha chaithmhidh

Ocht n-eich a sliabhaihh ni slath

Co srianaihh de shean arcad.

" The stipend of the King of Ui-Blathmaic,

Eight handsome expensive bondsmen,

Eight steeds not untrained from the mountains,

"With bridles of old silyer."

The epithets frequently applied to horses in this curious work indicate a familiarity with

superior specimens of the animal, thus

Coig gahhra glana re grhi,

"Five horses bright as the sun," ;' J
Tri h-eich dkiihha daigh-riata,

''Three steeds, black, Avell-trained,"

Ceithri h-eicli donda deasa,
" Four handsomo bay steeds."

8e gahhra mora ar miri,
" Six large, high-spiiited horses."

Ocht n-eich . . . bo7-ba, hlaithi, bir-cheanna.

"
Eight steeds, . . . fierce, beautiful, fine-headed."

One chieftain is said to be entitled to

Uach is erridli tar urd moir, (p. 82)

"A steed and trappings across the high sea ;"

that is, imported from som^e foreign countrj^

The editor of the work just quoted has shown from ancient authorities that the ancient Irish

used war chariots. The followiag close translation of the description of CuchuUin's chariot is from

a MS. preserved on the Eoyal Irish Academy, entitled Bristeach Mhuighe Muirthemhne (The Rout of

Muirthemhne), and proves that the writer had exalted ideas of the noble animal "One of the

horses harnessed to his car was a coal-black steed, rather elegant than powerful, with waving mane,

rapid foot, arching neck, foaming mouth, and large speaking lustrous eyes. This noble creature,

swift and shy, usually moved at the right side of the pole of polished yew. He "was named Bu

Fhoilean, which signifies
' the black sea-gull.' At the other side snorted Liath Maca, a dapple-

grey charger, with massive chest, light limbs, flowing mane, and eye of fire
; neighing so loudly,

as he reared impatiently at times, that the sound was audible afar ofl'. The Arad (charioteer) who
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giiiiled tliesc steeds with a bright gilded wand, was draped in a long faUainff (mantle) of brilliant

colour, which covered him to his heels wlien ho stood. The name of the Arad was Rioghan

Gahhra, a man accustomed to command. lie had dark hair, and a steady, mild countenance.

The hand with which the Arad grasped the golden-bitted reins was bony and large." Then fol-

lows a description of Cuchullin himself.^' As the roads of ancient Ireland were often track-ways

through the forests, and as each chariot carried two men, it is evident that the horses must have been

active and powerful. In the ancient MS. called the Tain Bo Cuailgno, the warriors are described

as urging their chariots even through the fords of rivers, which were sometimes defended by stakes

thrust into the stream, like those described by Csesar in the river Thames, the remains of which

Bcde mentions as existing to his day. When we read in Chinese history that in the days of

Confucius, the war-cars of the Emperor were drawn by four horses, we may infer that the Chinese

horses were small, as we knoAV they are of the present day. On the other hand, we read that the

war chariots of the Trojans were drawn by two horses. Gibbon informs us that the war-horse of

Cappadocia was the finest of the race. Now, we know, from the monuments of Nineveh, disco-

vered and described by Layard, that in the quarter of the world which produced the Cappadocian

charger, it was the custom to attach two horses to the war car
;
and it is a reasonable inference

that the horses of the Irish, likewise harnessed in pairs, were of a powerful breed.

It would appear from a passage in an old author quoted by Ware, that the superiority of Irish

horses was known in foreign countries.
"
Ilaphael MafFeus Volaternus states that Ireland produces

nothing but corn and excellent horses, which the inhabitants term Ulinos'^ {Harris's Ware, p. 182),

meaning apparently that, in comparison with the excellence of these two productions, all else was

unworthy of mention. Again {Ware, chap. 7) "Among the four-footed beasts (in Ireland), the

most remarkable are their hollies, in great esteem for their easy pace. Johannes Major notes that

they were heretofore named Asturiones, as being brought from the Asturias of Spain, into Ireland."

And again "In the parliament-roll in the record of the Tower, there is mention of 2,000

hohellarii to be sent out of Ireland, by the Ring's command, against the Scots." It would appear

from another author, Paulus Jovius, that Irish horses, like Irish hounds, were considered worthy
of presentation to high personages,

" Paulus Jovius affirms that he saw twelve, of a beautiful

white colour, adorned with purple and silver reins, led in the Pope's train. [ Ware's Antiquities,

chap. 7.] The Uistorica Deseriptio miernioi contains the following passage :

" Sed cquos transire quis error !

Quos aliae gentes non Asturonibus ipsis

Postponunt : glomerantur ii, saltare putares ;

Yix ocreis opus est equiti, nam a sordibus ilium

' Dr. DiTimmond, in his Ancient Irish MinMrehy, has given a spiriteil and liighly poetic translation of the above

passage.
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Ipse inccssus equi nitidum conservat. In iUo

Magnificiim est quiddam, majestas corpora toto,

Undo superbit eques, cursu velocior Enris."

"But "what an error not to mention the horses! to which other nations do not prefer even those

of Asturias. If you saw them careering round and round, you might fancy they were dancing.

Hardly does the horseman need boots
;
the delicate stepping of the horse keeps him clean"|from

the mud. There is, moreover, something magnificent, a kind of majesty in his whole frame, which

exalts his rider with pride, as he outstrips the wind in his course."

Stanihui'st likewise alludes to this desirable quality in Irish horses, that of never bespatter-

ing their rider.

There are some curious evidences scattered through our old Irish romantic literature of a

species of horse-worship among our pagan ancestors. A popular belief existed that " there were

horses in the olden time gifted with human faculties
;
numerous stories are told of enchanted

horses in our lakes
;
and in particular, there is frequent mention made of in the tales of our Sean-

chuidhes, of the Each Buhli, or Elack Steed.'"' The following passage, translated from one of

these unpublished romances, contains the popular tradition on this subject.
''
Dun-Binn-each-lalhra,

which is now called JBinneach Luna, in the province of Ulster
;
the rcason^the hill was called

Binn-each-lalhra (hill of the speaking steed) was this: namely, in the days of Samhain (All-

hallows), a plump, sleek, terrible steed was wont to emerge as far as his middle from the hill, and

speak in human voice to each person ;
he was accustomed to give intelligent and proper^responsc

to such as consulted him, concerning all that would bcfal them until Samhain of tho^ensuing year

The people used to offer valuable gifts and presents to him at the hill, and they adored him until

the time of Patrick and the holy clergy.""

I would submit the following considerations as affording a strong presumption that the Irish

must have possessed a large and powerful breed of horses :

1. The native inhabitants of Ireland were of large body and high stature. This has been

shown by Dr. O'Donovan in a late article in this Journal, from various ancient authorities. I may
add to his quotations the fact brought forward by Adam Smith in his IVeaWi of Nations, where, in

endeavoiu'ing to prove that flesh-meat is not necessary to sustain the strength of a working man, he

describes the Irish porters who carried sedan-chairs in London as among the finest specimens of

the human race. It is curious to find that (according to Pausanias) Celtic slaves were employed

by the Homans for nearly a similar purpose, and as his annotator observes, on account of their

superior strength and stature. Now, large men require large horses. We may, therefore, fairly

presume that the Irish Celts possessed a powerful breed of the animal.

^ Fein Tir/lie Clwnoin; Introduction, p. 41. Published <= For tlie original Irish, see i7i<7, p. 40.

h> the Ossianic Society. 1B55.
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2. It has been sliown lutcl)^ by Mr. Wilde, in a paper read before the lloyal Irisli Academy
from an examination of the sknlls and bones of ancient oxen found in Ireland, that a very large

species of ox formerly existed in this country. Kow, we arc distinctly informed by English

authorities that the horse of ]\P!Murragh was equal in value to 400 oxen. The conclusion is

inevitable that tlio country at that time was capable of producing horses of a superior kind.

3. The liorns and skeletons of gigantic deer are continually found in our bogs, and arc to be

seen in all onr muscutus. Naturalists are still divided in opinion as to whether these creatures

have lived in the historic period or previously, and further evidence seems required to settle the

question. But be this as it may, it is clear that at some period this country has produced a gigantic

race of deer. "We find continual mention in our old MSS. of the chase of some kind of deer. Bede

expressly terms Ireland insulam cervoruni r.enatu insignem, an island famous for stag-hunting. As a

matter of coiu'se, this must have required fleet and powerful horses. And this leads me to mention

4. The large hunting-dogs of ancient Ireland. AVare, in alluding to the natural productions

of Ireland, says :

" Nor are we to forget those dogs commonly called wolf-doga, of great strength,

large proportions, and elegant shape."
" We see an early instance, in the

public records, of the desire foreigners have had for hawks and wolf-dogs of Irish growth, in a

privy-seal from King Henry VIII. to the Lord Deputy and Comicil of Ireland, wherein his

Majesty takes notice that, at the instant suit of the Duke of Alberkyrk (of the privy council of

Henry VIII.), on behalf of the Marquis of Desarrya and his son, and the survivor of the two,

yeai'ly out of Ireland two hawks and four greyhounds shall be sent to the said Marquis." [ Ware,

vol. ii., 100-107.]
" On the publication of Ussher's work De Primordiis EccUsiarwn Bntminicarum,

llichelieu sent the author a gold medal and a complimentary letter; upon which. Ussher presented

the Cardinal with Irish greyhounds." [Pane's Life of UssJter.^

" The Irish wolf-dog has been thought a valuable present to the greatest monarchs, and is

sought after and sent abroad to all quarters of the world
;
and this has been one cause why that

noble creature has grown so scarce among us
;

as another is the neglect of the species since the

extinction of wolves in Ireland. When Sir Thomas Kowe was ambassador to the court of the

Great Mogul, in the year 1615, that emperor desii'ed him to send for some Irish grejdiounds, as

the most welcome present he coiild make; which being done, the Mogul showed the greatest respect

for Sir Thomas," [77rrj's TFare, chap. 7.1

Harris gives it as his opinion that the Irish wolf-dog ought to be called the Irish elk-dog, and

tliat it vas employed to hunt that animal.

In the Annals of the Four Masters (A.C., 1409), we have a remarkable proof of the great

strength of these dogs. One of these animals is stated to have broken a nobleman's thigh by dash-

ing violently against him.

These were the noble hounds of which we meet continual descriptions in the literature of the
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Ossianic period, where the chase of the deer is a favourite topic. Now, it is evident that to follow

such dogs in hunting something better was required than ponies, to which the writer in this Journal,

already referred to, would reduce the standard of Irish horses. He adduces the term "hobbies,"

applied to them by the English of Elizabeth's time, as a proof of the contempt in which they were

held. But this word and the name hohiller fhohillariusj, a horseman, so familiar to readers of

mediaeval literature, seem to be derived from the Spanish word cahallo, a horse in general, without

any depreciating meaning ; whence cahallero, a cavalier. The corresponding word in Irish is capall,

and it is very probable that the Irish obtained both the name and one species of the horse from

Spain, especially as they employ three other words to describe different kinds of horses, viz.,

groidh, each, and gearran.

In conclusion, I would say that the fact of several other races of quadrupeds being found of

unusual size and strength in Ireland goes some length in rendering it probable that the ancient

accounts we read of a powerful breed of horses in this country are true. The pastures of Ireland,

from the humidity of the climate, are among the finest in the world
;
and we know what enor-

mous quantities of cattle are now exported to England. Several of our counties are noted, even at

present, for producing very superior horses, most of which, however, find their way to England,

and are there known as English horses. To account for the extinction of the ancient race of Irish

horses, it may suffice to refer to the terrible wars by which the country was ravaged during the 16tli

and 1 7th centuries. Holingshed informs us that the animal inhabitants, like the human population,

were swept oft' the face of the earth in the wars of Elizabeth. He states (p. 460) that Ireland,

"which had formerly been rich, fertile, and populous; covered with pastures, com, and cattle, is

now wasted, desolate, and barren. The land produces no fruits
;
the fields produce no harvest ;

the pastures feed no oxen
;
birds have disappeared from the air, and fish from the rivers. The

malediction of Heaven has fallen so heavily on the country, that if you were to traverse it from one

end to the other, you could hardly meet a man, woman, or child." This was in the 16th century;

the 17th was perhaps still more destructive. It is difficult to form a conception of the enormous

waste of animal life occasioned by the wars of the Commonwealth. An Order which was issued

by the Lords Justices is one of the most extraordinary in history "An Order to attack, to kill,

to massacre and annihilate all the rebels, their adherents and accomplices ;
to burn, to destroy, to

devastate, to pillage, consume, and demolish, all strongholds, towns, and houses where rebels have

been succoured or received
;
aU harvests of com and hay which may be met Avith, &c." \_Lingard,

V. 10, p. 144.] Ey such cruel and unrelenting measures, it may readily be believed that cattle and

horses were swept away in vast numbers. If anything further be necessary to account for the

final extinction of the latter (at least of the better sort), we need only refer to the extraordinary

Act of Parliament (of William III., cli. 5) "For seizing Pai:)ists' horses of 5 value." Every

horse, of which the value exceeded 5 sterling, was, by this Act, torn from the hands of the

native Irisli. C. M. O'Keeffe.
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ANCIENT COINNLEOIR, OR ALTAR CANDLESTICK.

The accompanying drawing represents an ancient Coinnleoir, or altar-candlestick of stone, which

will, no doubt, prove interesting to many of the readers of the Ulster Journal of Arcliccolocjy, not

only because the object is rare probably unique but also because it was discovered inside the

ancient Cathedral of Armagh.

About the year 1834, Mr. Cottingham, who had earned for himself a high name among the

ecclesiastical architects of England by his restoration of the Abbey of St. Alban's, commenced the

restoration of the old cathedral of Armagh. During the process of the works, his good taste disin-

terred, from a quantity of brick and mortar-work, a series of elegantly clustered columns separating

the aisle from the nave
;
and caused to be removed from the corbels the plaster concealing the

emblematic sculpture with which they had been ornamented. During this judicious process of

restoration, there was brought to light a statue of St. Patrick, bearing the crozicr, surmounted by
shamrocks

;
and one of St. Peter, distinguished by the usual appendages of the cock and the keys.

The latter was discovered in the wall under the rafters of the choir
;
and near it, the candlestick

was found by one of the workmen, who sold it to the present owner, Mr. M'^Keown, Hercules-

street, Belfast. A bell was also found contiguous to the same spot, which afterwards passed into

the possession of the late Mr. Corry, of Armagh.

Stone may appear to some a strange material from which to manufacture candlesticks. Cer-

tainly the altar candlesticks of the English churches were generally, if not always, made of brass

or bronze; but it is necessary to take into consideration that at the period to which the candle

stick belongs, and from the time of Constantino, the altar was, throughout the church generally,

made of stone, and stone candlesticks woiild have appeared no iacongruous ornament rising from

the stone gradus of a stone altar.

Judging from the ornamentations, I am inclined to think that this candlestick was made prior

to the development of the pointed style of architecture in Ireland. The cathedral was repaired

and beautified A.D. 1125, by Primate Celsusj a.d. 1145, by Gelasius; and afterwards by Primate

O'Scanlon, who was translated to Armagh a..i). 1261 with any of these periods the style of orna-

mentation would very well accord.

The drawing is about half the actual size, the height being 8| inches, and the diameter of

the top 3J; inches, the socket for the candle being in diameter 1 inch.

J. O'L.
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COMPAEISON OF IRISH AND GAULISH PERSONAL NAMES/

By Pbofessoe Adolphe Picxet, Geneva.

Great uncertainty is still attached to the question whether the ancient Gaulish language was con-

nected more specially with one or other of the two branches of the neo-Celtic group represented by

the "VYelsh and the Irish : whether it may not, perhaps, have itself constituted a third and inter-

mediate dialect
;
or lastly, whether the two dialects still surviving may not have co- existed in

Gaul and the other countries inhabited by Celts. The arguments which have been adduced, up

to the present time, have caused the balance to incline alternately towards the Gaelic and the

Cymric. Zeuss, in the preface to his admirable Grammatica CcUica, declares in favour of the

latter, for reasons which undoubtedly have much weight, but which, nevertheless, seem to me to

be still far from determining the problem in its full extent. He himself, in his comparison of

Gaulish names and words, has recourse quite as often to the Irish as to the Welsh. On the other

hand, the Formulas of Marcelliis (the
"
Celticity" of which Zeuss had disputed, but finally acknow-

ledged) can be interpreted only by the Gaelic, whatever uncertainty there may stiU remaiu as to

the details of the explanation ;
and the same is the case as regards the few inscriptions in the

Gaulish language hitherto discovered, as I hope to demonstrate in a separate paper. It seems

probable, after all, that both the present insular dialects had their representatives in ancient Gaul,

and that they became here and there intermixed to a greater or less degree, as well as the people

themselves, after their final subjugation to the dominant Roman power. To trace the precise

lines of demarcation between them, as some have rather prematurely endeavoured to do, will,

perhaps, be always impossible, unless with the aid of new and unlooked-for discoveries.

Without attempting the solution of this difficult problem, I shall content myself here with

directing attention to a fact which has struck me while engaged in studying Gaulish proper names,

namely, the large number of coincidences presented by them, at the very first glance, with
ancient Irish names, and these extending indifferently to all the regions formerly occupied by the

Celtic races. From these coincidences we cannot, indeed, draw any general conclusion
; for, on

the one hand, many of the names are to be met with among the Welsh likewise, and associated

Communicated by the author.

I
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with other names which appear to belong to that people specially ;''
and on the other hand, such

names may have travelled in all directions with the persons who bore them. A similar examina-

tion and comparison of the names of places and tribes, if carefully made, would perhaps lead to

more precise results. Be this as it may, the coincidences noted in the following list ccrtainlv

afibrd evidence that there existed a considerable proportion of the Gaelic element in the language,

or, correctly speaking, in the dialects of ancient Gaul.

I confine myself at present to giving a tabular view of such coincidences as are least disputable,
without entering into any inquiry as to the primitive meaning of the Irish names. This meaning,

though very clear in some, is very obscure in others
; as, indeed, is generally the case in all proper

names, the origin of which often dates from a remote antiquity. "We have here, unquestionably,
a rich mine to be explored for the study of the Celtic in its very ancient form

;
but it belongs to

the savants of Ireland herself to follow out the veins. Those scholars have at their disposal mate-

rials in abundance, which are necessarily wanting to an inquirer placed at a distance from the

original sources of information.

I have been careful in all cases fo give my authorities: for the Gaulish, these are besides the

ancient historians the well-known collections of inscriptions published by Gruter, Stciner, Orelli,

and Mommsen
; with some works on Numismatics, and a few others. For the Irish, I have drawn

chiefly from i\\c Annals published by 0'Conor (in his Rerum Ribernicarum 8criptores VeteresJ; but

notwithstanding the abundance of names which they contain, tlie material is far from being
exhausted

;
and the Comparative Table now annexed might, no doubt, be greatly enlarged, aa well

as rectified on many points. The references occasionally made to Ossian are to the Gaelic edition

of his poems published in London, 1807, by the Highland Society.

* I have noted the Welsh analogies in their places; and names such as rix, genus, marvs, nertus, dumnm. Sic, bn-

it i8 deserving of particukr remark, that the terms which long equaUy to both the neo-Celtic dialects,

recur frequently in the composition of Gaulish proper



COMPARATIVE TABLE.

GAULISH NAMES.

Extracted from Ancient Historians and Inscriptions.

GAELIC NAMES.

Extracted chiefly from Ancient Clironlcles.

AbiltTS . . Steiner. Inscriptiones Rheni et Dannbii. 1449 . .

Utreclit.

Ablagtts . . Gniter, 1130.3 . . Patavii.

AcA..Grut. 718.7.. Viennae. Accia.. 749.3.. Brixiae

789.13.. Arelate. Acco,-ONis..C8es. vi. 4..Ac-
coinTTS . . Stein. 732 . . Speier.

AcCATEircrS..EevTiearcheol. iv. 40..ElusaB, jN'ovem-

popul. AciDiNFS . . Gnit. 433.8 . . Patavii.

Adeittti fil..Grat. 764.1. .Novempopul.

Aedoni fil . . Grut. 334.1 . . Yeronae.

Aetoeitjs, -eia . . Grut. 752.6 . .Nemausi.

Afsaer. figulus.. stein. 2121.. Lunneren. Helyet.

AETETrs..Oreiii. 3343 . . Knillenberg. Tyrol.

AEEODAjfus . . Gnit. 666.5 . . Patavii.

Alpo,-onis. .Grat. 491.6. .Bcrgomi.

Aleeius. .Mommsen. 104 .. GeneV8e.

Allenitts . . Grut. 351.3 . . Patavii.

Am0eo,-onis. .Grut. 758.11 . .Lurfeld. CarniaB.

AinrEiTrs . . Orel. 1557 . .Yeronae.

Arco,-oxis..Tit. Liv. xxi. 12. .Sagont. Hisp.

Ana . . Texier. Inscr. du Limousin. 89.

ANAILLUS..Moninis. 352.13. Aug. Eaur.

Ananxjs. figul. . . stein. 2053 . .BasileaD.

Andiottei. 61 . . stein. 2379 . . Sequanus.

Annotitts . . Momms. 232 . . Lenzingen. Helvet.

AEABtrs..Grut. 687.11. .Narbonae. .Orell. 4019. .Ye-

sunae.

Aettjs . . stern. 1995 . .Luxemb. Artinus . . 1980 . .

Trey. AEXisitrs . . 1006 . . ibid.

ABEIX..Aim. Ult. 96.

AbilOGTJS. . Ann. Inisfal. 4.

AccA, fern... 4 M. 196.

ACCIDAN . . Ult. 55 . .ACDAN . . id. 68.

Adit . . 4 M. 397 . .Addeid . . 401 . . Adteid . . 396.

AEDHAK..Tighem, 127.. cf. Cymric AedaN, AidAN
..Arch, of Wales, ii. 28.

ArTHE0IE..4 M. 116.

AlFSEEIC, fern... Tigh. 244.

AlTED..Ult. 329.

AlEIDAIf . . Ult. 219 . .EeODHAN . . 339 . . EexxdAN . . 247.

AlpaN. . Ossian. iii. 186 . . Alpin. .4 M. 466.

AXEEAN. .Ult. 56. of. Cymr. AlAE. .Mabinogion, iv. 205

Armoric AloIEE. .Cart. Eliedon. ii. 26.

AlENE..Ult. 272. Aline.. Tigh. 182.

AMHEAN..Ult. 361.. cf. Cymr. AMEEN.-Mab. iv. 209.

Emee. .4 M. 17. .Cymr. AlIYE. .Mab. iv. 209.

AlLCON, genit- Ult. 79. .nomin. AlLCTJ ? AlCV ?

AliaT..genit...Ult. 65.. Cymr. Ane. .Archaiol. ii. 27.

As-ArLE..4M. 306.

Ami's. A. M. 729.. cf. Cymr. A XT7IN.. Liber Landaven-

sis, 135.

AlN'DIAIE..4M. 401.

AnKAD. .Inn. Fal. 71. AnnuDH. .4 M. 596.

AeB..4M. 274.

AeT..4 M. 31, 83. Aet in compos, cf. Cymr.
AETnEN..Archaiol. ii.27. AETHAWG..id. 44. et

Aeth in compos.



GAULISH NAMES.

Ateonat.v . . Grot. 758.11 . . Lurfcld. Carniac . . 7C3.6

Graczii. Stiria).

Athictus . . Grnt. 812.1 . . Patavii.

AxiLnJSj-LIA . .Grut. frcq. in insc. Gall.

ATIMETUS..Momms. 350.3 .. Vindonis .. Bibl. des Cbar-

tres. iv. 311.. Vaison. .Stein, 415.. pr. Mogunt.
. .1530. .Nimwegcn, etc. Atimitus. .Grut. 74'2.3

Vienna) Allob.

BALANT;s..Tit. Liv. xliv. iL.dux Gall, transalp.

BALA.Brs..Sil. Ital. iii. 378. .Celtiber.

Banana.. Grut. 520.1 .. Villaci. Carinth. Banona

. . id. 762.6 . . Stiria) . . 872.2 . . Salisburgi.

Bardo,-onis figul.. stein. 1119. .Utrecht.

Baeonis fil..Grut. 393.7.. ad Verban. lac.

BATIIAXATIOS..Atlicn. vi. 5. .ScordisC. duX.

BATO,-ONrS..Grut. 533.10. .Eborsdorf. . Stein. 1457..

pr. Leyden. Batoxius . . Grut. 29.12 . .Narbon.

Becco,-onis. .Orel. 4901 . . Pallanza.

BECNA..Grat. 779.7. .Yiennffi.

Bedakus . . Grut. 930.12 . . Transsylv.

Bela. fern.. stein. 2292.. pr. Lauson. Helv.

BELEXrS . . Autun archeol. 31 . . BeLLTXUS . . Grut. 951.5 . .

Metis, etc. Belloxius.. stein. 914.. Baden.

BEXAXA..Grut. 520.1. .Villaci. Carintli.

BiTus . . Orel. 2015 . . Trevir . . stein. 341 . . MogTint.

BL.ANrs..Grat. 357.4.. Ensii. None.

BoDUOGXATUS..Caes. ii. 23..dux. Ncrv.

B0GI0XIU3..Orel. 3078..origo indicta.

BoLGios . . Pausan. x. . . dux Tectosag.

BllAETTUS..Grut. &18.13 . . Narbon. BbATO .. stein.

1399.

BrICCA . . Duchalais. Mid. gaul. p. 271 . . BeIC Momms.
252.36.. Aug. Eaur.

BEiCExnr3..Grut. .3.-)7.4. .Ensii. None... 764.3.. Pa-
tavii. BiacEXA. .930.12. .Transsylv.

CAEMAxrus . . Grut. 682.2 . . Concord. Yenet.

GAELIC NAMES.

Atkcex. Tigb. 200. .
=AxnGEX.

AlTnECnTA.Ult. 78.

AlTEL-DUBH. 4 M. 213.

AlTnMITH..4 M. 253.

BaILLEx(t:a) . . 4 M. 601.. cf. Armor. BaLAXAXT,.
Zeuss, 153.

B.VLOE, BoLAIl..4M. 11,142.

BANAIN(rA) . .4 M. 497.

BAEDAX..Tigh. 188.

BAIIiEX..gemt...Ult. 66.

BAITHEXE.Ult. 259. BaOITIX. .4 M. 179. Baetax
Ult. 23, 32..CjTnr. BaEDAX. Mabin. iv. 205.

Bath . . Tigh. 238. Baetan . . vide sup.

BeC. .Tigb. 161. BecC. .Ult. 266.

BeCAX. .4 M. 453, Ult. 279.

Bedki. .genit.. .Ult. 52.

Bel. .Tigb. 126 .Cymr. Beli. .Lib. Land. 209.

BeoLAX. .Inn. Fal. 41. BeOLLAX. . Ult. 278.

BELLAX..Lin.ral. 89. cf. Cymr. BeLTX. Triad.27,79.

BEXAX..Ult. 64.

BlOTn..4 M. 2.

BlAIX.Ult. 56..cf. Cymr. BlAIXEIT.L. Land. 163.

BoDBGXA.Ult. 61.

BOGHAIXE, genit. -Ult. 75.

Boi,GGAX..Ult. 83.

BEATn..4M. 39, 41.

BeeAC . . 4 M. 253. BeICC, genit. . . id. 174 . . cf. Armor.

BEICcrcs..Ebedon. ii. 10.

BeicIXE..4M. 344 cf. Cymr. BeicOX. L. Land. 193.

CAEMAX.Tigb. 132.



GAULISH NAMES. GAELIC NAMES.

CAETAUEtrs. .Texier. Insc. du Limousin. 90.

CAETROxiTJS,-ifiA..Grut. 1155.3. .Patavii. Ceteo-
Nius. .4-2.4. .pr. Brixiam. Ceteania. .322.3.4. .

Sassina). Cisalp.

CALETiNrs figul.. stein. 1484. .Leyden.

CaLENTTS.. Tacit. Hist. iii. 35..Aeduus. CaLEKIUS,
-NIA . . Grat. 935.3 . . Salona). CaLIONITJS . . stein.

1736. .Trev. Calloniijs. .Grut. 803.12. .Arelate.

CalITI^E . .De Lagoy. Monogr. 22 . . 1 Aquitan.

Calica, Calicatii fil...Grut. 724.2..Nemaus.

CAMn:s..Orel. 1221.. pr. Juvaviam.

Camitliis (Mars) Orel. 1977. .llhyiiem. pr. Cliviam.
Camulia . . Grut. 767.5 . . Narbon. Camtjlatia
.. 731.4.. Nemaus.

KAircrs. .Momms. 104. .Genevae.

KAEAK;rLAiA..Toumefort ii. 450..insc. Ancjr. cf.

Caracalla ?

CaEANTTS . . Orel. 4964 . . BuTginatio. CaEANIIXJS . . Grut.

905.7..Lugdimi.

CAEATACrS..Stein. 1894.. Metis.

CAEiLLrs, figul . . stein. 1484 . . Leyden. Caeiolus,
-LA.. id. l698..]S'eumagen.

CAEINUS..Eev. archeol. viii. 433.. in test. Limoges.
..stein. 1624, 2037. .Mogunt. et Aug. Ilaur.

Caenitts . . Grat. 385.3 . . Patav.

Caextjcus. .Texier. Insc. du Limousin. 97.

CAEULLitrs. .Orel. 3921 . . Yeron.

Casia . . Grut. 488.3 . . agr. Ycron. Cassiaxtjs . . 428.2

..pr. Brix. .. stein. 361 .. Mogunt. Casonia

. .Orel. 4734. . in Yesont. cf. compos. CasIBEA-

TiTJs..Grut. 869.7.. Nemausi. Cassibasi fil.

..549.9.. Brix. CASSIGXATTJS..Liv. xlii. 57.. etc.

CaTELLIUS.. Grat. 150.4.. in Piceno. CaTILUS. .Stein.

144. . Siilchcn,Wiirtemb. Cattjxlus. .Orel. 2064 . .

Yesontinus. Catxjlitjs . . Grat. 386.8.. Lugdun.
Catullixtjs. . Momms. 41 . . St. Bernard. . stein.

149..Itottweil.

CaTHAE . . Tigli. 3. CathaOE . .4 M. 76.

CeitHAEXACH. .Ult. 223. CATHAENACn . . Tigh. 254.

CATHEAXNACH..Lm. Fal. 56.

CaLlATIX . . Tigh. 14 not. . . cf. Armor. KALEDANrs
..Rlied. ii. 2.

C'AILLlIf . .O'Donovan Ir. Gramm. 136.

CAII.LTI..4M. 89.

CaILLIOC. Tigh. 288.

CAM:..Inn. Fal. 108..cf. Cymr. CAMAtrC. .L. Land. 204.

CTJM:nAL..O'Conor. L 2. 103; Ossian. L 4., etc-cf.

Cymr. CameLL, fem...Arch. of Wal., H. 33.

CaNTT. .Lin. Fal. 07. Caxa. .4 M. 598.

CaeACXJL . . Ossian. I. 72 cf. Caeacan . . 4 M. 597.

CAEAX..Lm. Fal. 48., cf. Cymr. Caeawx, Caeox
..Arch, of Wal., II. 36.

CaETACH. .4 M. 203. CaeETAC. .Tigh. 290. -cf. Cymr.
CaeatauC. .L. Land. 71, 155.

Caeill .Tigh. 140, 157. CAIEElL..id. 128; 4 M. 14,",.

CaEELLAX..4M. 520.

Caiexe, fern. . . Tigh. 73. Ceieixe, genit. . . 4 M. l(J.->.

CEEEX..4 M. 392.

Caiexech. .4 M. 114, 144. CaenIACH ..id. 117.

CaETTLL.. Ossian, L 198.

C.iIS..Ult. 56. CAISAX..id. 67. Cassax..4 M. 235.

Cassius, Corci fil. unde DALCASSII..O'Conn.Prol.

Index. 7. -in compos. Cas-CLOTH. .4 M. 31. CaSS-

MID..Tigh. 271.. cf. Cymric Cas. .Mubin. n\ 209.

CAT.iL..4 M. 652. CataLAX. .Tigh. 280. -cf. Cymr.
C.4.TELL..L. Land. 21.3.



GAULISH NAMES GAELIC NAMES.

CATONms . . Grut. 1 1.3 . . pr, Ehenum.

CaTUSO . . Momms. 62 . . Gcncv. CatuSSA . . Orel. 4803 . .

Lugd.

CATMELUS..Liv. 11.5.. Gall. duX.

CATt7GNATUS..Liv. Epit. 3. Dio Cass. 37. . AUobrOX.

Cattlxi fil.. stein. 1951 . . Arlon. Luxemb.

CELA..Rev. arcbcol. viii. 265..Burdig.

Ceriata. .Grut. 769.2. .Lugd. CekiAI. .Momms. 351.3

..Vindonis.

Ceecenius . . Grut. 906.10 . . Patav.

CeRLANTJS.. Momms. 351.9.. Aug. EaUT.

CeEMTNI, seu ClEMXI, genit. . . Stein. 2056 . . Basil.

Cervonia . . Grut. 820.7 . . Patav.

CiA?njs..Gnit. 1002.12.. Divione.

ClLLIKTJS fig. . . Stein. 1449. .Utrecht,

CiNGETIUS.. Stein. 645.. Nassau, cf. ClXGETOEIX et

Veecixgetorix.

CiNTTJGENItJS.. Momms. 352.50 . .Helvet. CiNTTTGEN

..Rev. arcli6ol. x. 273. liurdig. ClNTUGXATTJS . .

Orel. not. ad 2776.. Stein. 1624, 1449 . . Mogunt.
Utrecht... cum variet...-GNATnJS,-C>rATUS.

CLOUTUS..Orel. 156..Astur.

CnIA, genit. . . Stein. 1317. . Xantcn. GxAms . . Orel.

1351. Stein. 774. .Diedesheim.

CoBNEETtrS..Momms. 351.7 . .Vindonis. CoBIfEETA

stein. 808..Hagenau.

Cabeeatitts. Grut. 907.5. .Metis.

COCCA figul. .. stein. 1484 . .Lej^den. .Grut. 921.2..

Vienn. AUob. Cocceia.. stein. 355.Mogunt.

CoMANrs. .Justin. 43.4. .rex Segobrig.

ConATnjs. .stein. 2022. .Baden.

CaTATI, fern. ..4 M. 427. cf. Cymr. CaTHAN. -Arch, of

W., n. 31.

CATnXJSACn..Ult. 273..

CATnMAL..4M. 355.

CATnNIADH..4 M. .397 .. pro CATnGNIADH. cf.

CatgeN..L. Land. 136.

CtJ-CAULNE, genit. .. Tigb. 216.

Cell. 4 M. 4io.

CeEA, fem. .4 M. 5. cf. Cymr. CeEI, CeEIAN. .L. Land.

171, 148.

CEEC.\N..Ult. 317.

CAELAN..Inn. Fal. 7.

CeeMJs^A. .4 M. 26

CERBAN..Tigli. 127.

ClAN. .4 M. 85. ClANAN. .128. .cf. Cymr. Cl.iN . .L.

Land. 166.

CiLLINE. .Tigh. 231. CiLLENE. 4 M. 211.

ClNGED..4M. 682.

ClXTGEGAIN. .4 M. 400. .of. GegANITJS.
.q. y. cf. Cymr.

ClNT,-CE>'T..in compos... Zeuss. 792.

Clot, Cloth . . in compos. Clothcxj . . uit. lis.

Clotgno. .Ult. 73. Clothnia. .4 M. 602. .etc.

CltJAETI.. genit... Ult. 18.. cf Cymr. ClOTTJO, CluTIS
..L. Land. 174, 165.

CN0I..genit...4M. 173.

CoBO.Ult. 83. COBHAILT fem.. Ult. 64. sed COB-
FLAITII. .4 M. 426. COBLAIT. .Tigh. 315. NeETTJS

obvium in AlGNEET. .Ult. 254; 4 M. 439. DlKEE-
TnAcn..4 M. 299.. et in nom. Cymricis. cf. Zeuss.

118, 148, etc.

CoBEAD..4M. 492.

CUCCE.. Tigb. 288.

COMAN. .4 M. 81. .cf. Armor. CoMINAN. .Rbed. I. 5.

C0BrAIT..Ult.99..cf. Cymric CoNET.L. Land. 171.
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GAULISH NAMES. GAELIC NAMES.

CONCENETTJS. .Murat. 1251.8., Orel. i. p. 543.

COXDAIUS. .Rev. archeol. iv. 41. .NoV.popul.

CONDOLLITS.. Stein. 42- -Neuenstaclt. CoNDOLltJS

Grut. 514.10... Carinth. CoifDOLI f...Mem. des

antiq. de France, xx. 104 Alp. marit.

CoxNirs..Grut. 776.1.. Nciiiaus.,Monims. 94..Genev.

CoiTN-ONius. .Grut. 775.2- -Nemaus.

CoBBErs. .Caes. viii. 6- .Bellovax. (al. CoRRETJs?)

CoscoNirs..Grut. 386.4- -^milise. Cisalp.

KEACCtrSDuchalais. Descr. de mod. gauloises. p. 277.

Cbacca
. . Orel. 4901 Pallanz. Cbaxsius

..Momnis. 95.-Genev.

CeeSX figul. . . stein. 2058- -Basil.

Cbicinits. . Grut. 1025.5 .Yeron. Cricconia. . stein.

1824.. pr. Trev.

CiJCALO,-oxis. .Orel. 4903. .Ossuccio. Cisalp.

CuCALTJS..Momms. 352.C9--Aug. Eaur.

CT:ii:>frs figul. . . stein. 1449 . .Utrecht.

Cfsius, sia . . Grut. 400.3 . . Aug. Taur, Cusitrs figul.

..stein. 926..N'eueuheim. Baden. Cvso^riTTS

..Gmt. 821.7..Belluni. CxJSOXIA..id. 1066.2..

Veron.

CusTiTTS . . stein. 1438 . . decurio alsD Vocontiorum.

DACro . . stein. 19S7 . . Luxcmb.

DaGYUS . . Grut. 868.9..Luxemb. DAGT;SA,.Mem. de

I'Acad. de Besam-on, I. 145. . Arintliod. DaGOVAS-

STJS. .Stein. 948. .Neuwicd.

Dagakia. . stein- 1601 . . Colon. Museum.

DA3IIXr3..Momms. 352.72..Aug. EaUT.

DaMOXX^S . . Momms. id. 73 . . ibid. DiMONIO . . Rev.

arch. viii. 433 . . LimogeS.

DjMis figul. .. Stein. 875.. Baden.

CONCE^ fern. . .inn. Fal. 15. CoNCEKXAN. .4 M. 686. .

cf. Cymr. CoxCEX.,L. Land. 143.

CoXD..4M. 82.

CONDLA . . 4 M. 263. CoifKDALACH . . Tigh. 232 . . cf. Cymr.

Co]!fDT;TJI,..Lib. Land. 69, 72 ; Armor. CONDELOC,

CuaiDELU. .Cart. Rlied. L 6, 5. .etc.

C0NX..4M. 489, 584.

Co-SASN.A M. 6. C0XAN-..0ssian. ii. 236.. Cymr. Co-
NAJT . . Lib. Land. 230. CoNOJJ^ . . id. 162.

C0EB..4M. 70. CobbJTAC. 82.. cf. Cymr. CoEUEA
. . Arcliaiol. ofWales, ii. 34. . =CoBBET7. . .cf. Cxj-

COBB . . 4 M. 138. MODDCOEB . . 54 . . etc.

C0SCCAK..4M. 481

CBACn-EBl'AIS . . Ult. 68.

CbeSEIN . . genit . . Ult. 46. CbESENE
. . Tigh. 192.

CbICAJJ- . . Ult. 263. CllICHAN- . . Tigh. 230.

CUCAITLNE . . genit. . . Tigh. 216.

CucailLE.. Tigh. 269.

CUBNAI^-. .Tigh. 141
; 4 M. 159.

CuSIXA..Tigh. 314. CusiO^TIfA . . 4 M. 655.

CtTST . . (gen. ChTJISt) . . Tigh. 207.

DACHrA..Tigh. 199.

DaGH.. Tigh. 157.

DagaK. .4 M. 206. .cf. Cymr. Dagan. .L. Land. 147.

Daimi:s-. .Tigh. 150
;
4 M. 165.

DeATAX . . Tigh. 140. DlilAX . . id. 142.

DiJIA.. Tigh. 191.



GAULISH :N^AMES. GAELIC NAMES.

DoccA fisul... stein. 207.. Hcssen. Doccius..ia. 921

. . Heidelberg : Doccio . . Autuii archcol. 25 . .

Autuu.

l")0D0..Au(un arch. 2o..iEduus unn 573.

DoiKOS. .Union l)ourt,'iug. 11, Juin. 1852. .Dijoil. Do-
Hr.s . . Oivl. .-Jil 1 . . pr. JJudam.

DoMioxis fil...Gnit. 80:5.7.. Ebersdorf.

J)()MXnrrs..Sidon. Ep. iv. 20.

DoJIXOLUS. . Autiin ai-claol. p. 23.

Doxxrs . . Orel. C2(), (vi? . . ScgUS. . . Duclial. p. 208.

DONXIUS . . Grut. 779.6 . . Stiriac. DoifNIA . . id.

658.6.. Vicnn. Allob... 938.8.. Lactorate. Nov.
popul. DOXXAUC figul. . . stein. 207 . . HessGii.

3)oxrxDA..Momms. I3i..pr. Lausann.

DORCATIUS . . Grut. 895.1 . . Patav.

DlJCCCA. .Rev. numism. 1846. .pr. Tours.

DltUSUS . . Cicero. Bnit. 28 . . Gall. dux. DltUSIUS
..Grut. 102.7.. ad. lac. Benac.

Drxirs . . Grut. 681.2 . . agT. Coraens.

DuEATirS. .Cacs. viii. 26. .Pictav. DcMXTIS. .Stein.

166. .Hessen. Durexius. .Grut. 403.7. .liellun.

DuRoxirs. .779.7. .Celeiae. Uuronicus. .540.3

Metis, etc.

EcfiiLirs . . stein. 1051 . . "Wesscling. Egkitomaeus
..Diefeub. Coltica. ii. l()2..0rig.?

El.*.IXUS. . Grat. 748.1 . .Modiol. EloXIA. .987.14. .

Yeuet.

Elirus. .Grat. 571.9. .Ebersdorf.

Emaxus. .Just. 24.7. .dux Gall. Emox figul. . .stem.

149 . . llottweil. Emoxa . . Grat. 860.5 . . Aug.
Taur.

ExIUS. . stein. 446 . . pr. MogllUt. ExiCTJS. . Grat.

.520.1 .. Carinth. ExiIiOUDIUS..Mem. d. ant. de
France, xx. 63.

ExAXrs. .Texier.Insc.du Limous. 83- ExEXICS. .Stein.

388..Mogunt.

ExxA . . Grut. 780.5 . . Iggi Caruiol. Exxea . . 84i.li . .

ibid.

DOCCEN . . Ult. 64.

Doi)ITJ..4M. 243.

Dor . . (gen. Doir) . . Ult. 59.

DOMEIX . . genit. . . Ult. 102.

DoirxiT..Tigh. 257.

D0MXALL..4M. 150.

DoXXACn . . O'Reilly, Diet. DOXXACAX . . 4 M. ^44.

DoXEXXA.. genit... Inn. Fal. 16 . . (pro. DoXEXDA?) T)o-

XEXNOGH . . 4 M. 237. DoXEXXAIG II . . Tij^li. 245.

DORC, DuRC.Ult. 296.

DRUCAN..Ult. 207.

DrXTIS.. genit... Ult. 79.

DUXAX . . Ult, 344 . . cf. Cymr. DuXA . . L. Land. 233.

Due.. Inn. Fal. 121 . .cf. Cymr. DoiiATH. .Mabin. iv. 205.

Egra . . genit . . Inn. Fal. 89.

ElLXE..Ult. 64.. cf. Cymr. ElEX. . Arch, of W., ii. 41

..femin.

Elae . . Ult. 196. El-OR . . 4 M. 393.

Emix . . Ult. 304 . . cf. Cymr. EmaX . . L. Laud. 162, 264.

Ex..4M. 18.

ExAX..Tigli. 192.. cf. Cymr. ExtJX..L. Land. 211.

ExXA . . 4 M. 29, 58, 85. ExXAI . . Ult. 355.



GAULISH NAMES. GAELIC NAMES.

Ere . . Grat. 731.12 . . Brattenheim. Ebitjs . . 112.13 . .

Vienn. AUob.

ERCO..Mionnet. Mudnilles gauloises. I. p. 85..?

EE0iriNi(->"i7S ?) . . GiTit. 982.11 . . Karbon. Eemiktjs

..Stein. 26 . . Benniiigen. EEiriNiscixjs..Auson
Parent. 21.

ERiATTius..Grut. 89.l..pr. Colon. Agrip.

ETEO,-oNis..Grut. 520.4. .Yillaci. Carinth.

Faedijs,* nat. Bitiirix..Grut. 571.4.. Bonnae. Ea-

nius.. 939.4; 9 74.11. .Narbon. Fabia.. 1002.7..

ibid . Fadilla . . Orel. 4370. . .Nemaus. Fadianxjs

. .Grat. 426.4. .Narbon.

'Ff.vi:sa . . Grat. 763.6 . . Graezii. Stiriae.

Fesa, figul. . . stein. 2056. . . Basil.

Fengusa. .Grat. 786.9. .Veron.

FiEETnis..steiu. 503.. pr. Mogunt.

Flaniggo . . Orel. 2543. . . Biixiae.

FoTiDirs, -DiA . . Grat. 872.1 . . Narbon.

Gabka.. stein. l968..Arlon. Luxemb. Gabeeia

Grat. 940.8..Narbon. GabEILLA .. stein. 18G.1..

Tholei. Eben. inf.

GallOj-oxis.. Grat. 892.1 .. Mediol. Gallioxius

SteiQ. 1941 . .Waldbillich. Luxemb.
Galatos . . Polyb. ii. 21 . . dnx Boior.

GAMrs..Grat. 938.6.. Nemaus.. 962.1.. Veron. Ga-
Micus . . 348.2 . . Nemaiis.

GaxnA . . Grat. 853.9 . . Ensii. GanxiCA . . Momms.

20i..Morat. Helv.

Gaegantts . . Sil. Ital. . .Boius.

GaSCA figul. . . stein. 2059. .BasU.

GEDrs.. Orel. 4468.. in agr. Yesont.

Gegaxits . . Grat. 685 . . Mantuae. Gigenxitjs .. 913.3

..Sassinia). Cisalp.

Geeon-itjs . . stein. 1806 . . Trev.

GlXIA . . Grat. 839.5 . .Mediol.

Gnaea . . Orel. 9G0 . . Valent. Hisp. Gxaitts . . stein.

774..Diedesheiin. Bavar.

* Tlie uncertainty wMcli still exists as to the relation which

tlie Gaulish/, renders some of

Ee..4 M. 19. Fee fem...4 M. li. .cf. Cymr. ElU
..Mabin. iv. 265.

EeC. .Tigh. 14
;
4 M. 9. EeCA fem. . .4 M. 117.

EEmiAN. .Ult. 248. ErEMOX. .4 M. 16, 393 . . cf. Cymr.
Eemix..L. Land. 272.

EeraITH . . cognom. . . 4 M. 622.

EteIT . . Ult. 320
; Inn. Fal. 62

;
4 M. 583.

FaIDH...4M. 5.

FaIFXE..4M. 488.

rEAS..4M. I4..femin.

FlAXGUS.. Tigh. 283.

rEEIT..Ult. 51-

Fl-AN-xagan" . . 4 M. 453 . .Flaxxa fem . . id.395.

FoTAT . . Ult. 19 . . FoTtJDn . . 356.

Gabeax.. Tigh. 127.. GOLL-GABRAI. dativ..Inn. Fal.

99.. Cymr. GabEAN. GAFRAX..Lib. Land. 150.171

. .GaWEAX. . Arch, of 'VYal. IL 46-

Gall. .4 m. 422. .Galax. .id. 800. .Gallust. .uit.fio. .

cf. Cymr. Gallax . . L. Land 203*

Gaimi . . Ult. 06 . . Gai:hide . . 4 M. 234.

GaXX . . 4 m. 6.7 . .
al- GaXD.

Ua GeEGGAIX. .4 M. 548.

GAISCEDHACn..Ult. 119.

GeDE OLLGOTH. .4 M. 34.

CiXT-GEG.UX. .4 M. 400.

GeeaX..4 M. 374.. Cymr. GeewIX . . Arch. ..f W. IL

43 . . GeieiOX . . Triad. 61.

GlXA..Ult.231.

GxiA..4M. 376-

the Irish initial / (usu!illy=i', but sometimes^^)) bears to

the following comparisons doubtful.



GAULISH NAMES. GAELIC NAMES.

GnATIUS . . Stein. 587 . . Alzei GnATHNAT . . 4 M. 253.
GNAT(T7s)..Grut. 71G.7

ad llhcn.

G0BAKITI0..Ca?9. vii. 4..Arvem. GoBANXILJfO..

Murat. 1381.4..ICN0 (?)..Zous3. 774.

GosixitJS . . Grnt. 416.9 . . Aug. Taur.

Gkakiub , , Grut. 940.11 . . Nemaus. . 333.3 . . Arclate

.. 873.1.. Patav. GiuxiA.. 887.11.. Tatav. etc.

luEnius. figul.. stein. 2022..Hufingeii. Baden.

lMABii:s..Grut. 90.l..Vicnu. Allob.

InDEECA, lNDEECIILrS..Orel. 196. not..Burdig.

iNDUTioir.Ajius . .Cffis. V. 3. 4. . .duxTiGviv. Inducio-

MAETJS..Cicer. pr. Font. 17,26. .AUobroX. InDTT-

TUS..Grut. 687.11.. Nurboil. Il^'DUTIUS . .Momms.

293..Liestal. Holv. lNDTJTILLA..Duclial. p. 254.

Ibicus . . Grut. 842.8 . . Aug. Taur. Iritus . . stein.

Fricdbrog Hessen. Imsrs . , id. 842 . .Eaden.

LaBAEUS . . Sil. Ital. 4, 232. LAFARnJS. . Grut. 1001.3 . .

Tergcstc. Istriac.

LACO,-ON'IS..Momms. 352, 109. . Aventic.

LADANrs,.Tesier. Insc. du Limousin, p. 89.

LagTJS. . Acad, de Besanv. Mim. 1. 157. .Luxeuil. Lag-
Gus . . Orel. 47.55 . .Narbon.

LaGAXIUS. .Grut. 698.1. .Allg.Taur. LagANA .. stein.

l990..Luxemb.

Laxius. . Grut. 649.10. .Brix. . . 524.3 . .Mogunt. La-

xiA. ,646.4. .Narbon.

LAXIXA . . (Galatia) . . Orel. 4465 . . Lugd.

Laeits. . Sil. Ital. 16, 46. LaeiXTS. .Virgil. Georg. 2, 159.

Laeeius . . Orel. 4028 . . Cabcllsone. LaEO . . Orel.

3211 . . pr.Budam. Laeoxits . . Grut. 886.8 . . Brix.

L.veponhjs,-nia . . Grut. 876.12 . .Patav. Lapponiits

Orel. i80l..Veron.

Lemonius . . Grut. 799.7 Patav.

G0BB.^.ir..Inn. Fal. 13. GoBNEXX. .Tigh. 136. GoiBNE
GobA. .O'Donov. Gramm. 84. e. Cormac.

Gr3AX..4M. 419.

GeEXE . . 4 M. 792. GeEINE . . id. 808.

IbAE . . Ult. 9. IbxTE . . Inn. Fal. 4. IbIEUBIE . . genit . .

Ult. 52.

ImAE . . Tigh. 260. lOMHAE . . 4 M. 359.

IXDEEGE . . 4 M. 484. IxDEIEGHI . , Ult. 245.

loNDALMAE, lONXATMAE . . 4 M. 60, 61.. cf. Zeuss. 19.

Ie . . 4 M. 16, 222 . . in compos. IegaI . . Tigli. 220. Ik-

GALACn..Ult. 68. lEGTJS..Ult. 194. lEIAL..Tigh.

20. Ieeee0..4M. 54.

LaBEA..4M. 54. LABEADH..Tigh. 6.

Ladmunn . . Ult.

LAIDCEXIf..4 M.

LACnAN..4M. 604.

TJa L.4.EDnA..4 M. 694.. in compos.

379. LaidhGXEX . . Tigh. 200.

606.

LaIGHE. .dativ.. .4 M. 82. LaIGIS. .Tigh. 151. .in com-

pos. LAIGnilGHE. .Tigh. 7. .LaIGLIXXE. .4 M. 2.

LaIGHKE. .genit. .4 M. 17. MaC LeigHIXX. .409.

Lax fcm..uit. 330..vir..Inn. Fal. 69.

LeXIXE gcnit. .4 M. 182. .LeXXAX. .Inn. Fal. 33.

Laeach. ,4 M. 482. .cf. Cymr. LlAEI. .Mabin. iv. 206.

Lapax . . 4 M. 487, 546. LaebaX . . ibid. 116.

LlAMHIJIX fern. .4 M. 117. LeAMXA. .Tigh. 232. cf.

Cj-mr...LEiIEXIC..L. Land. 166.



GAULISH NAMES. GAELIC NAMES.

LlTANIA . . Grut. 479.4 . . Novar.

LiTXTccn7s..Grut. 1151.4.. Yasion. Yocont.

LoNA figul.. stein. 1523. .Nimwegen.

Loscnis figul.. stein. 841..Eiegel. Baden.

LOTTEENIOS. .Posidon. ap. Athen. iv. 13. .rCX ArYem.

LoTJPi fil. Trevir.. stein. 1582..Bonn. Ltrpus Bi-

turix . . Grut. 731.3 . . Burdig. LtJPPO . . Grut. 721.10

..Brix.

Lugettjs . . stein. 1484 . . Leyden.

LtmcA . . Momms. 22 . . St. Maurit.

LTJEcrNTiis . . stein. 1994 . . Luxemb.

LTIXIiaA . . Grut. 886.8.. Brix.

LrTAEnTs..Liv. 22.6; 38.16..dux Teutobod.

MaCCA (its).,Momms. 254; 352.118. .Yindon.

Maconfus figul.. stein. 1523 . .Nimwegen. Mac-
coNiTTS . . 1484 . . Leyden. Macco, -onis . . 495 . . pr.

Mogunt. MaCOI^A.. Orel. 2776. not. MACEIfA..

Grut. 702.11.. Celeiae.

Macemaetjs. . Grut. 878.5 . . Celeiae.

MAGALTJS..Liv. 21.29.. Tex. Boior. MAGAx(rrs) . .

stein. 369.. Mogunt. MAGtrXLIUS . . Grut. 946.1..

Messanae. MAGTJLLA..9l2.io..agr. Yeron.

MAGIACIJS..Grut. 52.10..Aug. TaUT. . . Orel. 4900..

Gallarate. Cisalp.

MAG0^^TJS . . Grut. 1142.2 . . Brix. Magtjntjs . . 1012.8 . .

in agr. Brix.

MaKIUS. .Momms. 352.123. .Aug. Eaur. . .Gnxt. 694.13

. . Salonoe. Maina. . Grut. 718.5 . . Yienn. Allob.

Maleitjs. .Grut. 878.8. .in agr. Graez. Mali figul.

..(genit?).. Stein. 1832 . . Wasserbillig. Luxemb.
MaLLONIIJS . . Grut. 803.13 . . PataT.

Maeca figul. . . stein. 1484. .Leyden.

Matto, -ONIS. .Momms. 245. .Brugg. MATTONnis civ.

Tribocus . . Grut. 647.5 . . Lugd.

MATAK0,-0NIS..Grut. 867.2.. pr. PataV. MATOEDTrS
. . Momms. 352.129 . . Basil.

LlATAN- . . Ult. 228 . . cf. Cymr. LeTAK . . L. Land. 190.

LiTHEACH . . 4 M. 421 . . cf. Armor. LlTOC . . Rhed. I. 38.

LONAN. .4 M. 215. .cf. Cymr. LlOXIAW. .Arch, of W.,
II. 46.

LOSCADH . . Tigh. 194. LoSCLAIGE . . 250.

LoAEN-. .4 M. 113
; Ult. 100.

LuPAiT fern. LiTrAiD..4M. 177, lie.

LTJGAID..Tigh. 14.. etc.. cf. Cymr. LltGAD. .Arch, of
W., I. 340.

LTriEGG..Ult. 71. L0RCAN-..4M. 349.

LuiECniNE.. genit... Tigh. 206. LrEGGEIN id.. Ult. 57.

LlTI,ACH..Ult. 337. LiTLA.. genit... Ossian. I. 14.. cf

Cymr. LuLIC . . L. Land. 201. L^LI^'G . . 202.

LoTEI.. genit... Ult. 53.

Macha fern... 4 m. 5.

Macau-.. 4 M. 398.

Macc:u:aea9..4 M. 665.

Mael=MagEL. .freq. in compos.

MaGACH..4M. 72.

MoGAIf . . Ult. 42 . . cf. Armor. MAGriXUS . . Tched. 11. 8.

MAKE..Inn. Fal. 6. MAIIfE..Tigh. 136; 4 M. 114.

MAEiq^U..Tigh. 151.

MaL. .Tigh. 80
;
4 M. 74. Ua Maille. . i M. 722.

MAECA]S-..Tigh. 199; Ult. 299.. cf. Cymr. Maecu
Triad. 68. Maechi. .L. Land. 212.

MATA2f..4M. 469.

MATHAE..4M. 405.



GAULISH NAMES. GAELIC NAMES.

MebbU figlll,. stein. 162i..Mogunt.

Menimana Blussi uxor.. stein. 514.. pr. Mogunt.

MoxiMiANUs(-MAXitJs ?). .Gnit. ()94.13. .Salonse.

MOCANUS fig... (lectio dubia) . .Stein. 2057. .Basil.

Mocco,-oiris . . Orel. 4901 . . Pallanza.

MoCDO figlll. . . Stein. 1810 . . Trcv.

MoENius..Grut. 918.19.. Patar. MoiAXUsHelvius..

Stein. 0G2.. Nassau, cf. MoENICAPTUS. .Liv.24,43.

..nom. gall.

M0MINTJS..Grut. 553.10.. Aug. TaUT.

MuEAXTTS Scquanus.. stein. 2379. ."Wiesbaden.

NaMOXTTS. .Grut. 881.10. .Modiol. NEMONTCrS . , Steia.

295.. Mogunt.

NANiTJS..Grut. 287.7. .Georgii. Dauphine. Nanntts

..Atiien. 13.5.. rex. Segobr. Nanita .. stein. 1572

..Blankcnheim. pr. Colon. NoKNOS..Diichal.

..4io..Pannon.

NAEITUS..Eev. arclieol. yiii. 433 . . LlmOgCS. NaEENIA
. . Orel. 4973 . . Leichtlen.

Nasstjs . . Momms. 352.142 . . "WinterthuT. Nassius

..Grut. 876.1..Narbon. NasSOIS., Stein. 1484..

Lcyden.

]S'ATTiA..Grat. 36.10..Yienn. Allob.

Nejiet . . Duchal. 397 . . Pannon. Nemetocena . . Eev.

archeol. X. 373. .Burdig.

Neia nom. viri... stein. 338..Mogunt.

NiCA.. Momms. 352.144 ..Aug. Raur. Niciirs..id.

352.145..Vindon.

NiCEN femin. . .Orel. 3374. .Lugd.

NiDE. .Duchal. 18. .Narbonnaise.

OccANrs..Grut. 889.4..Nemaus. Ociantjs.. 843.9..

in agr. Mediol. Ocenus fig. . . stein. 1484 . .

Leyden.

OEXrLA..Grut. 572.1. .MogUnt. OeNOMATJS . . Paul.

Oros. V. 24..nom. gall.

ODoxrs..Grut. 764.1,. Novempop.
Oecus figul... stein. 2054.. Basil.

Meab femin... Tigh. 12.

MENirAN..4M. 694.

Mi;neamon..4M. 31.

MoCAN . . Ult. 272. MOCHAN . . 4 M. 484.

MocnONOG..4M. 118.

MoCHTA . . Tigh. 8, 135. MoCTA . . Ult. 15.

M0EIfA..Ult. 26. M0ENA>'..4 M. 290. CeXEL MoEIN
. . 4 M. 721 . . cf. Armor. MoENI . . Ehed. 11. 30.

Min:3rNE . . genit. . . 4 M. 17.

MoEAN . . 4 M. 343. MxJIRN . . Ossian. n. 23 . . cf. Cymr . .

MoiiEX..Mabin. iv. 205.

NaEHAST. .Tigh. 181. NeAMAN. .Inn. Fal. ii. 7.

NaIN . . Ult. 49. NeIN . . 52 . . cf. Cymr. NoN, NoNIf
,

fern. . .Arch, of W., n. 36, 49.

NAE.,Inn.Fal. 73. Nae -GAL., Ult. 102.

NeSSE . . Ult. 7. NiSSI . , genit . . id. 5. NeASAN . . Tigh.

140 . . cf. Cymr. Nes . . Mabin. iv. 205.

NaTHI. .Ult. 2. NatHOS. .Ossian. n. 310. NaTCOME
. . genit . . Tigh. 157. NAISlTTAGn . ,4 M. 282.

NeMEAD, NE5IIDH..Tigh. 37. !N'eim:IDH..4 M. 6.

NElJinED . . id. 10 . . cf. Armor. Nemet . . Zeuss. 130.

NiA. .Tigh. 232
;
4 M. 249.

NlOC.Ult. 392; 4M. 583.

NECmiJ-. .genit. .Inn. Fal. 25.

NEIDnE.,4M. 739.

OcCAN . . 4 M. 575. OCAN , . Inn. Fal. 54
;
Ult. 340.

OENA.,Ult.25. OEIf:TA..4M.168. OeNACAN. .Ult. 235.

ODDACH..Ult. 34.

0ACnAlf.,4M. 484.



GAULISH NAMES. GAELIC NAMES.

Opponius . . stein. 1024 . . Bonn.

Oecitjs, Aeduus..Orei. i93..Iligomag. OECi(trs)

fig. . . Stein. 1484 . . Leyden.

Pasextts, Passenus . .Momms. 352.149 . .Yindon. Pas-

soxitrs ,. Grut. 735.14 .. Nemaus. PusiifNA..

Momms. 112, 213, 214.. Vincy; Amsold. Helyet.

Pattsiknus, -inva, . . Orel. 5066 . . Helvet.

Paesio fig. . . stein. 1449 . . Utrecht.

Eaconitjs . . Orel. 2043 . . Eotenman. Stir.

Eattntjs. .Stein. 772. .Eisenberg. Bayar.

Regenxts . . Texier. Insc. du Limons. 79 . . Momms. 352.174

..Aug. RauT. .. Stein. 1317. .Xanten.

ElCAN . . Duchal. 211 . .EbuTO . ElCAI^T, ElGAKT . .De

Lagoy. Suppl. a I'essai de monogr. etc. 5, 6. .EbUTO.

EiGANTrNxrs..ibid. 7..med. galate.

ElATTITJS (? TeL EKIATTirs).. Stein. ii67..Dents.

ElTA..Eev. Arch. viii. 433 . . LimOgCS. ElTTIUS

. . Stein. 354 . . Mogunt. EiTrs . . 936 . .Baden.

EOCIAXTTS . . Grut. 555.2 . . Patav.

ETrs-o(-oxis?) . . stein. 113 . .Eottenburg. "Wurtemb.

R-dN-CANirrs, Asturius.. Grut. 922.1..Eomce.

SACCiDiA..Grut. 12.5. .Eavenn.

SaMONIA . . Grut. 736.8 . .Blis. SammOKTITS . . Stein. 324

..Mogtmt.

Sathits . . Grut. 887.11 . . PataT . , Stein. 486 . . Zablbacb.

ScALENnrs. .Momms. 348.15 . . Yindonis.

ScOTirS..Momms. 352.187.. Aug. EaUT.

Sego(-OXI8?) ..Mionnet. Suppl. No. 75.. cf. SegO-

MAETJS. .Bibl. d. Cliaxt. iv. 312.

SEGEIA..Murat. 1276.8. ap. Zeuss. 745.

SEDrLnjs . . CiEs. vii. 88 . . dux. Lemoric. . . Grut. 181.9

..ap. Lingones...id. 4.7.. ad Nicrum.

SeI^O . . Eev. arch. viii. 433 . . LiinogeS. SESrONITTS

..Grut. 916.11.. Lugd. .. Stein. 166 .. "Wimpfen.
Hessen. Sexonia . .Gmt. 692.4. .Metis.

SEErs, ex cohort, pannon. . . stein. 678 . . Nassau
..id. 755, 761. .Eheinzabern.

UpPAN . . 4 M. 337. UbbAX . . 537.

OeC . , Tigh. 232. OeCALI ; . Ult. 324.

PeASAIX . . Tigh. 243. PoSSENNA . . nom. mulier. hibem.
. .Holland. Febr. 2.53. V. Zeuss. p. 123.

E0CHAN..4M. 117.

Ua EaiIHNEX. .4 M. 485.

EeGAN. .Ult. 55. ElAGAN. .4 M. 338. .of. Cymr. Ee-
GIX.. Zeuss. 157.

ElACAX . . 4 M. 396
; Ult. 212. ElGAN . . Ult. 363. ElG -

HADH..Ult. 301.

ElATAI..genit..4 M. 511.. cf. Cymr. ElATAM..Lib.
Land. 177.

E0CHAX..4M. 117.

EOXAX . . Tigh. 159. . . cf. Cymr. Etrx . . L. Land. 246.

EOXCOX. .genit. . .Tigh. 252
;
Ult. 96.

SeCDI . . genit. . . Tigh. 244.

SAirHArN'..4M. 292.

SATHAE..Ossian. 11. 70, .cf. Cymr. SeITIE. .L. Land.
165.

SCAL..4M. 76.

SCOTA fern. . . 4 M. 14. SCOTIXE . . Ult. 269.

SeGAX . . 4 M. 219. SeGEXE . . 203. SegOXAN . . 492 . .^

SlGHE..4M. 143.

SEADAL.Ult. 98. SidAI.. id. 77. SlADHAL. .Tigh.
253.

SEN-AX..Ult. 301, 396.

SeiE..4M. 503.



GATJLISH NAMES. GAELIC NAMES.

Seeantts.. Orel. 205.. Aq. Convcn.

SlOOVESU3..Liv. 5.3i..Biturix.

SlLAJS'US..Grut. 786.1 . .NcmauS. SlL.\IftIS LlEUS

nat. Biturix...Vcrem. f. Alt. Fors. XV. 108. Si

JAAyVS . . stein. 397 . . Mogunt. SiLOXIS fil. . . Grut.

1135.6.. Brix.

SlJflLIS . . Grut. 904.2 . . Lugd.

SiNOI femin. ?. . stein. 1768 . . Trcv. . . cf. nom Galat.

SiNATTJS, SlNOKIX..etc.

SMERnjs..Grut. 742.1..Ncmaus.

SoiLus fig. . .Stein. 1530. .Nimwegen. Sonus. .2411

. . Aachen. Sollitjs . . 1952 . . Arlon. . . Grut. 829.1 . .

Diae. Yocont. SoldjSj-ia.. Grut. 707.2.. Mediol.

SucAjLnjs,-ErA..Grut. 742.2..Vienn. Allob.

SUGENTI fil. . . Stein. 448 . .pr. MogUnt.

TACTJi^rs . . Orel. 1557 . . Yeron.

Taitjs.. Grut. 3936.. Vienn. Allob.

Taebejtn'ixjs . . Grat. 924.1 . . Patav.

TAECoxDAErrs . . Cms. Bell. civ. in. 4 . . Galat. Tae-

CIUS,-CIA. . Antiq. de Nimes. p. 96.

TATIIfOS . . Duchal. 139 . .dux Cisalp ? TaTESIA . . Grut.

388.7 . . Mediol.

TaTTEICL-S. .stein. 2030. .pr. Basil. . .Momms. 352.200. .

Aug. Eaur. TArEicnjs,-oiANiJS, Yenetus..

Grut. 471.9 . . Nov.popul. TaueINIJS . . Grut. 708.7 . .

Nemaus. . . 37.5 . . Nov.popul. ToEirs . . id. 834.9 . .

Zolon. Hungar. Toeia .. 834.8 ..Poke.

Istriae. TtTEi fil... 816.1.. Brix.

TeUTAXUS . . SU. Ital. TOTTTILLTTS . , Murat. 1281.6.

ToTJTELA . . Grut. 858.2 . . Narbon . Tutula . . 836.8

..Croat.

Toirrrs . . Murat. 1503.15. TOXJTIA . . Orel. 1501 . . CoTSC.

ToTiA. .Stein. 1697. .Ncumagen. Tutius. .341. .

Mogunt.

TouTo,-oNis . . Grut. 807.11 . . Aielatc. Touioinus . .

De Boissieu. 525.109.

SlOENA . . 4 M. 35. Saean . . Tigb. 142 . . cf. Armor. Sk-

EENL.Zeuss. 811.

SlGH-MALL..Tigh. 8..cf. Cymr. S1G-NOU..L. Land.

272. SiG-EIT . . 235. SiG-ILM . . 253.

SlLLAK.,Tigh. 181. S1OLLAN..4 M. 195.

SrNILL . . Tigh. 179. SiNEALL . . 139.

Sin fem...4M. 144.

SjnOE-GOLL. .4 M. 29.

SoiLLICH. .genit. .4 M. 648. .cf. Cymr. SoL. .Mabin. iv.

209. Sttl-GEN. .L. Land. 137. .Armor. SuLOX . .

Zeuss. Ebed. I. 1.

SOCAETACH. .4 M. 380. .cf. Armor. HoCAET. .Ehed. I.

29.. Cymr. HuGAE-VAEL . . Arcb. ofW II. 41.

S0GEN..Ult. 193.

TacAN. .Ult. 313
;
Inn. Fal. 37.

Tea fern... 4 M. 16.

T0EBSN..Tigb. 189.

T0ECAJf-(DAIEE ?) . .Tigb. 244,

TaITEJT.. genit.. Ult. 63.

Toe. .4M. 116. . (o. .ex. . AU. .nt saepius) . .cf. Cymr. Tw-

E0G..Arcb. of W. H. 55. TwE GADAEN. .Mabin. iii.

7. TT^K-GI^"T . . L. Land. 272.

TtJATHAL. .Tigb. 29, 134. TuATALAN . . Ult. 92. To-

TALAN..Tigb. 199.

TUATH.. in compos. TuAXHCAE. .Ult. 210. TtTATH-

XAITHE. .4 M. 272. .cf. Cymr. Ttjta . .L. Land. 208.

TtJTET..208. TrTIE..135. TtrTMAB..191. Tux-

>'EETn..l50..ctc.

TUAXHAI^' . .4 M. 161. TUAIAX . . Tigb. 142.



GAULISH NAMES. GAELIC NAMES.

ToccA.masc. . . Momms. 130 ..Louson. .. stein. 12..

Cannstatt . . 1449 . . Utrecht.

ToLTJMNnJS. .Propert. 4.2.10. TOLUMNIA . . Grut. 924.16

Narbon.

Teajotts . . Grat. 835.4 . . Patav.

THESitrs..Grut. 1135.6.. Brix.

TuMMOirr dat. .. stein. 610.. pr. Worms.

Uectus. .Momms. 105. .Genev. . . Grut. 893.14 . . Vien.

Allob. UccAiA figiil. . . stein. 1484 . . Leyden.

ULLIXtrs.. Orel. 3208..in cir. Lingon... stein. 2054.19

. . nom. figul. . , Basil.

Usnnros. .Grut. 626.3. .Narbon.

UsTA . .Rev. axciieol. viii. 433. .in test. Limoges.

UtifSj-tia . . Grut. 1002.9 . .Naibon. . . 842.10 . .Diae.

Vocont.

VaBEILIO . . Grut. 803.7.

Yaeents.. Momms. 17.. pr. St. Maurit.

Yeccati f. .. Orel. 4901 . .Pallanza. VECEXi^^rs..

Momms. 24 . . St. Maurit. YECILniS . . Grut. 859.15 . .

Rhodigii.

YeCTNATIUS . . stein. 2024 . . Altenstadt. . . Momms. 257 . .

Brugg.

Yectitts . . Grut. 825.16 . . Polae . . 483.5 . .Nemaus. .

895.3.. Metis. YECXo:N^n7s..i0G6.8.

YeDA . . Grut. 825.17 . . Xomaus. YedITJS . . Grut. 893.5 . .

Celeiae. . .1115.1 . .Nolac.

Yekec Biturix Cubus . . Orel. 190 . . Eboraci.

YeEAKTTS figVll. . .stein. 1449. .UtrCcht.

YEiiGA..Duclial. 3.. nom. ducis ignoti.

Yeetecissa figul... stein. 1484. .Lejden.

Yeeodactitjs. .Caes. I. 7. .Helvet.

YesdjS. .Grut. 894.6. .Yeron.

YrrfDXJS figul. .. stein. 1317 .. Xan ten. Yindia..
Duchal. 279.

YlXDOmrs . . Stein. 200. YlNDO^'A . . Orel. 2019 . .

Carinth.

YOL. VII.

TOCCO . . Ult. 6. TOCA . . 4 M. 125.

ToLAMHXACn. .Tigh. 197 ;
4 M. 209.

TEENA..genit...Ult. 6.

TkeSACH..4M. 390.

TtJAMMAN . . Ult. 371. TUAMAN . . 4 M. 690. ToMAy
Tigh. 199. TOMMIXE . . geuit. . . Inn. Ful. 14.

UiCCE . . genit. . . 4 M. 14, 15.

Ullin . . Ossian. I. 38, et passim.

UlSSIXE . . Ult. 284, 4 M. 513. OsiX^ . . Tigh. 199.

UlST . . genit. . . 4 M. 224 . . cf. Cymr. UsT . . Arch, of W
n., 56.

Utha fern. . .Ossian. I. 126.

Eaebhae-dath .a m. 296. Feboedatt . . Ult. 112 . .

cf. Cymr. GxTEBE-GITE. .L. Land. 154.

Faeaxan . . Ult. 19. Fae^^IGH . . 4 M. 332 . . genit.

FlACH..Tigh. 5. FlACHAD..genit...4 M. 88..(ia=
E. Zeuss.) FlACC. .O'Don. Gram. p. 437.

FlACHN^A . . Tigh. 4.

FeCXAC . . Ult. 109. FaCHTITA . . Tigh. 237.

FAIDH..4 M. 5..cf. FaEDUS, FaditJS. . supra. . .cf.

Cymr. GwEDXJ. .Mahin. iv. 226.

FeeicH . . genit. . . Tigh. 199.

FeAEON. .4 M. 19. .cf. Cymr. GuOEON. .L. Land. 189

FEEGI^GLrTT..Ult. 88.

FeetAIGSE . . genit. . . Tigh. 246.

FeEADHACHT. .4 M. 70.

Feas femin...4M. 14.. cf. supra... Fesa.

Find . . Tigh. 21
;
4 M. 63, 89. FlNDIA . . Tigh. 139 . . cf.

Cymr. GuiNDA . . L. Land. 225.

FlNDEX . .4 M. 159. FiNTAN . . Tigh. 1.



GAULISH NAMES. GAELIC NAMES.

VLATOS..Duchal. 119. VlatTUS. .Orel. 191..Lugd.

Vlattia, civ. Lugdun. filia. . . Grut. 436.7..

Eomae.

VOCAKA figul. . . stein. 1449. VoC.iKAN . . Duchal. 192.

VoLTDATUs . . Grut. 909.13 . . Tienn. AUob.

VoRETtrs. .Bibl. d. chart, iv. 326. . . Vaison. "Vocont.

FlATH, FLAITn..in compo8. freq...cf. Cymr. Gw-
LADIS fern. . . Arch, of W., H. 43.

r0CAET..Ult. 342.

F0LI>ATn..Os3ian. 11. 270.

Fa FoKEEXn. .4 M. 604. .cf. Cymr. GtrOEET-EIS..L.

Land. 206. .Armor. WoEET-HOIAEN. .Rhed. I. 35
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ANTIQUARIAN NOTES AND QUERIES.

A Belfast mercliant, when making a speech

lately in a public assembly, declared that Bel-

fast, a century ago, was *' a small fishing vil-

lage." If the speaker had been a subscriber to

this Journal, he might have found contained in

it quite sufficient proof of the incorrectness of

such a statement. Belfast was not at any time,

strictly speaking, a fishing village, if such des-

cription be meant to apply to the fi:sed employ-

ment of a considerable portion of the popula-

tion. On the contrary, probably two hundred

years ago, and undoubtedly one hundred, it was,

as a town of trade, as great as it is now, rela-

tively to other places and to the extent of the

commerce of the north of Ireland at the time.

As one of the many proofs of this, I copy the

following, which will, no doubt, be new to most

of your readers, and may, perhaps, convince such

Belfast merchants as may chance to read it, that,

very long indeed before their day, their places

were occupied by a commercial community, ac-

tive and enterprising like themselves, but whose

business transactions, of course, would appear

small in the eyes of those whom, I suppose, we
must soon begin to call "millionaires" and mer-

chant princes.

In an Account of the Ish of Man, by "William

Saeheverel, Esq. (described as late Governor of

the Island), and printed in London in 1702, the

author gives an account of a voyage which

he took to lona in 1688, in which are these

words :
" "We got into Lough Learn, It blew

very hard for a whole week, during which time

I took the opportunity of visiting Carrick Fergus

and Bell Fast, two considerable towns in the

north of Ireland I found the Earl of

Dunagall in Town. He invited me to Bdlfast,

whither he was going ^vith the Earl of Orrery
and Lord Dungannon. BeUfast is the second

Town in Ireland, well built, fuU of people, and

of great Trade. The quantities of Butter and

Beef which it sends into Foreign parts are

almost incredible : I have seen the Barrels pil'd

up in the very Streets. The new Pottery is a

pretty Curiosity, Bet up by Mr. Smith the pre-

sent Sovereign, and his predecessor. Captain

Loathes, a man of great ingenuity. The Castle

(so they call the Earl of DunagaU's house) is

not of the newest Model, but the Gardens are

very Spacious, with great variety of walks both

close and open. Fish Ponds, Groves, &c.
;
and the

irregularity itself was I think no small Addition

to the Beauty of the Place." G. B.

Supplementary to the notices in vol. vi. of the

Journal respecting Fairy superstitions in the

county of Antrim, I would notice some singular

extensions of the prevalent ideas on the subject

which exist in a part of that county not far dis-

tant from Cushendall. A well-kno-wn fea-

ture connected with this superstition is, that old

thorn-bushes on the banks of streams, or nearwhat

the people call
"Danes' forts,

"
or, indeed, anyplace

where standing alone, are considered to be the

haunts or peculiar abodes of fairies
; and, as such,
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are not to be disturbed without the risk of

personal danger, sooner or later, to the person so

offending. I have often endeavoured to explain,

on rational principles, to persons putting faith in

this belief, how it was that a thorn-bush might

be growing alone that they were perhaps wrong

in their opinion that it had never been planted

by human hands that there was at least no

proof of the fiict or if so, it was possible that

the birds of the air, or the little boys of a for

distant age, might have carried away haws to

those remote places, some one of which, out of a

multitude, might have fallen on good ground,

and escaped the thousand dangers to which

young thorns, as well as other growing scions,

are exposed in their progress from youth to

maturity. My attempted explanations were

always received with incredulity : and in truth,

a solitary old gnarled thorn that has braved the

storms of two or three centuries, standing on the

bank of one of those beautiful streams with

which this country abounds, distant from any

human habitation or from any of its kind, is, to

say the least of it, an object of some interest
;

and we can scarcely wonder that it should pro-

duce an impression on weak and credulous minds

not easily removed. And this brings me to what

I have called an extension of the superstition,

though it might rather be considered a degrada-

tion of it, being destitute of any romantic asso-

ciations whatever. Passing through a meadow

lately with the occupier, I asked him why
he did not remove a number of what are

called " wild sallies," [willows,] perfect weeds,

in fact, which were fast spreading over his

ground, forming a most unseemly and unpro-

fitable thicket. He said it was considered best

not to touch thorn, as they never had been

planted by the hand of man. In the next field

nearly, there is an ash-tree standing alone at the

edge of a stream, and also thought to be of super-

natural origin. The consequence is, that it is

tended with the utmost reverence by the small

farmer in whose land it is growing : it is even

thought unsafe to cut a rod from it, stories being

told of calamities befalling persons who had

been so daring as to commit such an act
;
the grass

around it is carefully shorn, and when brought

home, a strict examination of it is made, to

discover if any twig has been cut in the pro-

cess and carried away unwittingly from the

sacred plant; and in cases where this has hap-

pened, I have known the twig taken back again,

and laid with due respect and caution beside

the parent stem.

These instances are brought forward to show

that this superstitious belief is not confined to

old thorns only, but would probably be found, at

least in some localities, to extend itself to a tree

of any kind, growing alone, or of which the

origin did not readily appear. G. B.

AxTiQcixiEs OF Bailyjstass Bay, Co. Donegal.

[Journal, vol. vi., p. 351] I know the district

here described. A bridge forms the boundary

between two towiilauds, Killulty and BaUynass.

About forty perches above the bridge is a con-

siderable water-fall, and from, thence to the sea

the river is shallow. From the waterfall is

derived the name of the townland, Ballynasa,

i.e., Baile an eas, "town of the cataract."

N'orth of the bridge, at the distance of about

30 perches, stand the ruins of O'Donnell's castle,

formerly a residence of O'Donnell Bacagh : this

part of the townland is called Ballynd, i.e., BaiU
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an atha,
" the town of the ford." It was about

forty years ago, as I understand, that were dis-

covered the foundations of many houses, on a

spot about 100 yards from the bar, where the

sand had been blown away. This is about a

mile from the up-land on the east side of the bar,

and said to be the landing-place used in old

times by the boats from Torry Island. I am

informed that among the pins discovered was

one of pure gold. Aodh.

AXD Mac. Some of the coincidences in the

customs of nations are striking. The Irish used

and Mac according to a rule of their own res-

pecting family names; these prefixes meaning

literally
"
grand-son" and " son." But it is not

so clear which particular branch of the same

family should take the one form of name in

preference to the other, if some peculiar privi-

lege werenotimplied. Spelman, speaking of i^e;M(?s

[the kind of property so called], has the follow-

ing passage:
" Conradus Salicus," a French

Emperor, going to Home about 915,
"

to fetch

his crown from Pope John X., made a constitu-

tion upon the petition of his soldiers" no here-

ditary feuds having existed previously
" that

Jilii or aviatici the sons, or, if no sons were

living, the nephews or grandsons of some of

them, should succeed in the Feud of their father.

But Gerardus noteth that this law setteth not

the Feud upon the eldest son, or any other son

of the Feudatory particularly, but left it in the

lord's election to please himself with which of

them he would." In Ireland there was no

hereditary property, but there were certain

descendible privileges ;
and it was some popular

assembly, not the wiU of a prince, which made

the selection of dignisaimm. May not Mac, like

son, with the English, and Fih, with the Nor-

mans, have denoted simply the son; but

some individual selected as representing the

merits and dignity of a distant progenitor ?

H. P.

FoKMXJLAs OF Maecellxts. In the second

Formula given in the Journal, vol. iv., p. 268,

there is one word, or group of words, which is

obviously Irish, namely, scrisumtotielor. If you

pronounce this in the presence of any Irish

peasant, he will understand it thus : Scriosa me

thu a lathair (the sound of which, represented

in English orthography, is scrissa me hoo a laurj,

"I will destroy you immediately." This is so

clear that there can be no question about it.

"With respect to the whole of this Formula, the

X, with which the first word begins, must repre-

sent S and C. I should write the words thus :

sceith, "spew out;" easga, "quickly;" crith

chona, "shaking dog;" easga, "quickly;" crith,
''

tvemhlmg ;" grana, "ugly;" easamh, "dis-

temper;" scriosa me thu, "I will destroy you;

a lathair, "immediately;" ^asga, "quick;" crith

chona, "shaking dog;" crith luan, "trembling

hound." Luan, which is given by O'Reilly, in his

Irish Dictionary, appears to be a colloquial abbre-

viation of luath-chon. You must always under-

stand that charmers (fairy-men invariably) apos-

trophise the genii fsighej, not the disease. They

begin by coaxing, and end by threatening, those

invisible agents of evil.

[In my proposed explanation of another of

these Formulas (vol. vi., p. 363), I observe a

misprint, line 10. It should be pros8ageri=

hrasagoire, more quickly.]

C. M. O'Keefpe.
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Rapparees. {_JountaI, vol. v., 166, 255] The

following passages occur in a rather scarce book,

entitled, Ati Impartial History of the Affairs of

Ireland during the last Ten Years. London, 1691 :

" These [the Rapparees] are such of the Irish

as are not of tho army, but the country people,

armed in a kind of an hostile manner with half-

pikes and skeins, and some with scythes on

muskets. For the priests, the last three or

four years past, would not allow an Irishman to

come to mass without he brought at least his

Rapparee along: that, they say, in Irish, signifies

a half-stick or a broken beam, being like a half

pike : from thence the men themselves have got

that name
;
and some call them Creaughts, from

the little huts they live in. These huts they

build so conveniently with hurdles and long turf,

that they can remove them in summer towards

the mountains, and bring them down to the

rallies in winter."

At page 52 of the same work, an attack on a

party of Raparees, near Mountmelick, by the

English, is described,
" After some resistance,

they killed thirty-nine, and took four, whom

they hanged without any further ceremony.

The rest escaped to the bogs, and in a moment

all disappeared, which may seem strange to

those that have not seen it, but something of

this kind I have seen myself : and those of this

party assured me that, after the action was over,

some of them, looking about amongst the dead,

found one Lun, a sergeant of the enemies, who

was lying like an otter, all under water, in a

running brook (except the top of his nose and

his mouth) ; they brought him out, and altho' he

proffer'd Forty Shillings in English money to

save his life (a great ransom, as he believed),

yet he was one of the four that was hanged.

When tho Rapparees have no mind to shew them-

selves upon the bogs, they commonly sink down

between two or three little hills, grown over

with long grass, so that you may as soon find a

Hair as one of them. They conceal their arms

thus : they take off tho Lock, and put it in their

pocket, or hido it in some dry place ; they stop

the Mussle close with a cork, and the Tutch-

hole with a small Quil, and then throw the

Piece itself into a running "Water or a Pond.

Tou may see an hundred of them without Anns,

who look like the poorest humblest slaves in the

world, and you may search till you are weaiy

before you find one Gun; but yet Avhen they

have a mind to do mischief, they can all be

ready in an hour's warning, for every one knows

where to go and fetch his own Arms, though

you do not." R.
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ANSWERS TO QUERIES.

"Waldexsiak Gaelic. [Queries, vol. vi., p. 365]
In reference to this subject, I send a quota-

tion from Downes's Guid^ through Switzerland

and Savoy, Paris, 1830: "Some Celtic tribe

has left many traces of its language in the

southern parts of Switzerland. ApoUonius
Ehodius calls the parts about the Lake of

Geneva ' the gloomy land of the Kelts.' It is

on record that Dathai, King of Ireland, a coun-

try in part Celtic, led an army to the frontiers

of Italy some centuries before the Christian era,

most of whom, with their general, perished in

the Pennine Alps. The remnant formed a small

colony on the spot, and the Celtic or Irish lan-

guage is at this day spoken in some of the neigh-

bouring districts." [p. 127.] This story seems

plausible enough ;
but it would be very desir-

able to ascertain whether the latter part of the

statement be correct, viz., that the language still

actually exists among the Pennine Alps. Pos-

sibly your correspondent. Professor Adolphe

Pictet, of Geneva, could throw some light on the

subject. Ollamh Fodhla.

BoiT-PiEE. [Queries, vol.vi., p. 190] The fol-

lowing passage occurs in Latocnaye's Promenade

en Irlande, published in 1797 :

" Au sujet de

de je ne sais quelle fete, les enfans firent un feu
d'ossements (ce qui est en usage commun en

Irlande pour les jours de rejouiseance), et ils

s'amuserent a danser autour, et meme a le

traverser, pieds nuds. Ceci me donna lieu de

faire reflexion sur I'etymologie du hone-fire en

Angleterre, qui m' a tout I'air de venir de ces

feujx; d'ossements, plutot que du Frangais force,
' de Ion feu,' pour feu de joye." [p. 105.]

I have never seen any of these fires of bones

which he mentions
;
do any of your readers know

whether such a practice still exists in any part

of Ireland? Seijex.

RowAx-TEEE. [Queries, vol. ii., p. 205]

Bishop Heber, in his Journey in India, says (p.

252)
" I passed a fine tree of the Mimosa,

resembling greatly at a distance the Mountain

Ash. A sprig of this tree, they say, worn in

the turban or suspended over the bed, is a per-

fect security against all spells, the Evil Eye, &c.

I was surprised to find the superstition which,
in England and Scotland, attaches to the Rowan-

tree, here applied to a tree of nearly similar form.

What is the centre from which all these common
notions are derived ?" Akglicus.

The Wrex. In corroboration of the etymo-

logy quoted by Mr. O'Keefee [vol. iv., p. 171]
from Cormac's Glossary, namely, Draoi-ean,
" the Druid bird," it may be noticed that, in

"Welsh, the word dryw signifies both a "druid"

and a " wren." Cymeo.
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QUERIES.

Can any of your correspondents inform mo

where I may obtain particulars of the battle of

Slieve Oira, fought by the MacBonncls and the

MacQuillans, on the 13th of July, 1569 ?

F. N. L.

What is the origin of the word hrogh (or

hroghinj, meaning a lunar halo, and regarded

as a sign of bad weather ? F. N. L.

The County Antrim farmers say that bad

weather may be expeoted whenerer the new

moon appears "on her back, with the new moon

in her arms, and a hrough round her," meaning

by this the appearance called a ''halo." The

word is pronounced gutturally; what is its

derivation? O'Haea.

I wish to inquire whether ancient candle-

sticks have found their way into Irish collec-

tions; also, if it has been ascertained at what

period they were introduced to Ireland
; and, if

any types have been recognized as peculiarly

Irish? F. N. L.

On the hill to the north of the village of

Portstewart, County Londonderry, may be seen

the traces of a stone rampart, about ten feet

thick, runniag in a semicircular direction from

the perpendicular cliff on the one side, to that

on the other, thus forming a considerable inclo-

sure. This was probably the temporary place

of defence of Danish or Scotch invaders
;
is any-

thing known of its history ? F. N. L.

I wish to know what is the correct pronun-

ciation of the word " to eschew," which occurs

once or twice in ovx English version of the

Scriptures. Some scholars tell me it should be

pronounced eikew, others eshew, Tyko.

Wliat is the origin of the proverbial saying,

common in the North of Ireland,
" As black as

Toal's cloak ?" K.

Have any relics of the Spanish Armada ever

been discovered on the coast of Ireland? A
number of the ships are said to have been

wrecked on the north and west shores.

Alonzo.

Change of Style. A ftdend some time ago

wrote to know if I could explain the following

diificulty which he had met with :
" In news-

papers previous to the year. 1752, when dates

are given, both the day of the week and the day

of the month being named, there appears to bo

one day of error. Is this the case
;
and if so,

how did it arise, and when did it cease ? I

could give innumerable examples from publica-

tions of the time : the following from the

Belfast Kews-Letter may be sufficient :

Friday, Feb. 23, 1738, was really Thursday.

Friday, Aug. 7, 1746, Thursday.

Tuesday, Jan. 23, 1749 Monday.

But Tuesday, July 17, 1750, was really Tuesday.

In this last there is no error, and so again

Sunday, Feb. 9, 1752.

Sunday, Feb. 23, 1752, &c,"

The apparent error is perhaps explained by

the fact that the custom was to commence the

year on the 25th March. But I should wish to

inquire why this was the practice? and also at

what time the 1st of Januarj'- was first called the

commencement of the year. In some places I

find it stated to have been in 1752, in others,

1753. J. WM.
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ZEUSS'S "GRAMMATICA CELTICA"-No. 2.

BY John O'Donotan, LL.D.

That the Irish writers began their etymological speculations at a very early period, is clear from

glosses to the ancient Irish works called Agallamh an da Shuadh, Amhra Choluim CJiille, Feilire

Aenguis, the Senchus Mor, and the various Brehon Law tracts. The derivations proposed by these

writers are, however, often visionary, and sometimes wild and false.* The only writer among
them who attempts to establish an etymological law is Cormac MacCuillenan, who, in his Sanasan,

or Glossary, under the wordj/? (wine), observes that the Gael employs/ for the u consonant of the

Latin, "quamvis hoc non per singula currat," as fin for vinum,fis for visio, firt for virtus. He also

remarks under the word cruimther (a priest), that where the Gael uses c, the Cambrian or "Welshman

has p ;
but he does not extend his law any further. This, however, shows a rational beginning, which

ought to have produced a better result in the course of centuries. Cormac derives many Irish words

from the Latin language which unquestionably are not borrowed from it, but only cognate with it,

or derived from a common source. He also derives Irish words from Greek, where no affinity

exists
;
as Teamhair (the Irish name for Tara, or any pleasant hill), from the Greek theoreo, conspieio,

which is manifestly false. He likewise derives several Irish words from Hebrew, though it is

now proved that we have borrowed no words from that or any other of the Semitic dialects. Kea-

ting informs us that words have been borrowed from all primitive languages to form the " The-

bean" dialect of the Irish
; but this he has from bardie tradition only.

It must be confessed, however, that no improvement had been made in the etymological

science in Ireland down to the middle of the seventeenth century, when Michael O'Clery, a lay

brother of the order of St. Prancis, attempted to lay the foundation of an Irish etymological dic-

tionary ;
but his means were small, and his powers crippled by the political troubles of his time (he

died in 1643); and he only produced a small vocabulary of difficult or obsolete Irish words, which

was printed at Louvain, in 1643. He expresses a hope, however, that his learned friends Boetius Roe

MacEgan, Toma O'Mulconry, Melaghlin Moder O'Mulconry, and Peregrine O'Clery, would produce

a more perfect and copious work. He remarks, in the preface to his vocabulary, that ancient Irish

writers seldom attended to the rule of "Broad with a Broad and Slender with a Slender vowel," and

that they seldom marked the aspirations of consonants, or the long quantities of vowels
; that they

often put consonants of the same class for each other, such as c for g, t for d; for instance, cloc for

* Whenever an Irish word could be traced to a Latin etymon, it was considered satisfactorily explataed.

VOL. vn. L
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clog, agut for agad, hec for hcag, cotlat for codlailh, art for ard ; and that they also substituted ae

for ao, ai and oi for aoi, as yl^^^A for Aodh, cad for mo/, and lai and io for iao'; that the ancients

wrote 6 for a, as r?/> for dia, cte for (;m, &c., and that they also wrote indiiforcntly a, o, and ,
one

for the other, at the end of a word.

This work of O'Clcrj^'s was, however, far from approaching a perfect system of comparative

etymology. The time had not yet arrived for such a science
;
and we find the able and classically

erudite Peter Talbot, archbishop of Dublin in 1674, style him and his collaborateurs "ignorant

men," [ftomines illiterati,'] from whose performances little of truth can be collected or inferred.

[Primat. Dublin, p. 42.]

The first man of the Celtic race who brought the etymological science to anything like a scien-

tific standard was Edward Lhuyd. This writer gives it as his opinion that the roots of the Celtic

language are better preserved in the Irish than in the Welsh tongue ;
and concludes that the Gaedhil

of Ireland had inhabited all Britain before the ancestors of the Welsh took possession of it. He

was the first really learned man that handled this subject with anything like etymological skill, and

the first w)io drew the attention of the literati of Europe to Celtic studies, which he did in his

Archceologia Britannica, published in the year 1707. His labours attracted the attention of the

famous philosopher Leibnitz, who makes the following reference to their value and to the use that

may be made of the Celtic dialects for illustrating European antiquities :

" Postremo ad perficien-

dum vel certe valde promovendum literaturam Celticam, diligentius linguce HiherniccB studmm

adjungendum censeo, ut Lwydius cgregie facerc coepit. Ex Hibernicis vetustiorum adhuc Celtarum,

Gcrmanorumque, et, ut generaliter dicam, accolarum occani Britannici cismarinorum antiquitates

illustrimtur." [Collect. Etymolog. vol. i., p. 153.]

To the excellent Lhuyd succeeded a number of visionary etymologists inScotland, such as David

Malcolme, and the two MacPhersons, whose etymological ignes fatui amused and deluded the world

for many years, but which have been completely extinguished by the modern light of true etymology.

Dr. O'Brien, E.C. Bishop of Cloyne, warmly took up Lhuyd's system, and willingly rejected all the

early Irish traditions, to cling to the honour which the Irish derived from what Lhuyd attempted to

prove, viz. that they had come from Gaul, and that, after possessing Great Britain so long as to have

left the impress of their language upon that country, they afterwards passed over into Ireland, leav-

ing a large portion of their population behind, which, merging in the Cambrians, ultimately lost their

language. O'Brien's system, however, was not sufficiently scientific to withstand the test of true

criticism; and his Irish-English dictionary, which was printed at Paris, in 1768, is now regarded

as a work of little authority. He died at Cambray, in 1709.

The next etymologist who laboured in the same field was General Vallancey, who made Irish

and Celtic literature the laughing-stock of the tinily learned of Europe, by his false translations

and his absurd and fanciful etymologies. O'Reilly, the last author of an Irish dictionary, had no
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must be regarded as a mere compiler. His work was principally drawn from Shaw's Gaelic

Dictionary, interleaved and added to by the late William Haliday Esq.

The only writer, next after Lhuyd, who had treated of the Celtic dialects in a scientific manner

was Dr. Priehard
;
but the new science of comparative pliilology was only in its infancy in his time,

so that the greater part of his writings on this subject are now obsolete. Zeuss, with an ability and

industry scarcely credible, has completed what Priehard only dreamed of, or saw in the dim distance,

from his want of the clear lights of modem philological science.

These brief notices of our etymologists are necessary, to show how much aU future Irish gram-
marians owe to the vast and true learning, and indefatigable industry of J. Caspar Zeuss, whose

work, which was published at Leipsic, in the Latin language, in 1853, we now propose to examine,

and who may be said to have sacrificed his life to his Celtic studies.

Zeuss commences his work by treating of the sounds of the Celtic dialects, their origin and

laws. These separate themselves into two great divisions, namely, Irish and British, both of whicli

agree in the main with the sounds of other cognate languages, but are evolved by modes and laws

peculiar to themselves.

The letters, or signs used to represent these sounds, have been the Eoman charactei-s, since the

time that the Christian religion passed from the Romans to the Gauls, Britons, and Irish. These

lloman or Latin characters were employed by the Irish under modified forms from the fifth century;

and, having passed to the Angles and Saxons through the teaching of the early Irish Christian

missionaries, have received among the learned of Europe the name of Anglo-Saxon characters, or

writing. Our author is, however, of opinion that, before these letters were received from the

Romans, a peculiar mode of writing had been in use among the Celtic people, known by the name

of Ogam. Of this fact evidence seems to be afforded by the name Ogmius, which was that of a God

in the Gaulish language, and which has been preserved among the Irish to the present day in the

word Ogam, designating a peculiar kind of ancient Irish writing, to be seen in ancient stone inscrip-

tions, and also known to the writers of the German-Irish MSS. of the ninth century. Zeuss refers

to his description of the St. Gall MS. for specimens of Ogam writing as early as the ninth century ;

and to O'Donovan's Irish Grammar [Introduction, pp. xxviii, xlvii], where it is said that the

commonest kind of Ogam is called Ogham craohh, or virgular Ogam, because, if the whole combination

of characters Ijdng from left to right be raised upright, it will look like a craohh, or tree. But

this kind, he observes, is rather linear, as the short lines, drawn in various numbers and in various

directions to represent the several letters, adhere to a straight line serving as a basis
;
and these

little chains of lines may have been compared by some one to the '* chains" of the God Ogmius.

Concerning this god Ogmius, we find a curious account in Lucian, who says that he was pour-

trayed in the figure of Hercules, biit strong only in speech and persuasion, being represented as an
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old man, drawing a crowd after him by chains of gold and amber extending from his tongue to the

ears of his auditors, who Avillingly followed him. Lucian's words are as follows :

" Hercules is called Ogmius by the Celt in their native language ; but their representation of

of the God is quite grotesque. By them ho is represented as an extremely old man, with

a bald pate, such hairs as remain being evidently grey, with a wrinkled skin reduced to a

black colour, like the skin of those who work on the sea, &c and

in truth, he is anything but Hercules ! He has, nevertheless, the armour of Hercules : he is

clothed in the lion's skin, holds the club in his right hand, carries the quiver and exhibits the

bended bow in his left, and is (in these particulars) altogether Hercules. For this old man

draws after him a great crowd of the commonalty, who arc afraid of him. There are cords of

gold and amber extremely fine, like beautiful necklaces, binding these people to him. Cheerfully

they follow him, rejoicing like labourers relieved from toil. The painter, not having a place to

fasten the strings, on account of the club being in the right hand and the bow in the left, pierced

the extremity of the tongue of the god, and fixed the strings to it, and has turned him smiling

towards those who are led. A certain Celtic by-standcr, .... a philosopher, I think,

said, concerning these native peculiarities
'

0, stranger, I will unfold unto you the mysteries of

this picture . . . The Celta) do not, like you Greeks, consider Hermes to be the Logos, but we

consider Hercules to be it, because he is much more powerful than Hermes
;
and if he is represented

as an old man, you must not wonder, for the Logos manifests its vigour only in ripe old age

therefore, you must not be astonished if the old man Hercules, the Logos, draws after

him those men in the crowd, who are attached to his tongue ;
nor if you see the connexion between

the crowd and his tongue .... and on the whole, we suppose this Hercules to accomplish

everything by the wisdom sprung from the Logos ;
and then words, which are his darts, are, I

think, sharp and sure to hit the mark, and swift at wounding souls. At least you say that his

words are winged.' Thus spoke the Celt."

It must be acknowledged, however, that the name of this Celtic god Ogmius has not been yet

found in any of the Gaulish inscriptions.

From this passage, our author infers that Ogmius was the god of language and of wisdom

among the Coltae, by means of which qualities he became the conqueror of all, like Hercules. He
thinks the Irish word Ogham is cognate with the Welsh of, (an element,) from which various words

are derived, such as the adjective ofas (elementary), the substantive ofydd (a learned man, a

philosopher), ofyddiaeth, (philosophy, science). To me, however, this seems very doubtful.

The Ogma of the Irish was one of the Tuatha De Danann colony, and flourished, according to

O'Flahcrty's corrected Irish Chronology, about a.m. 2764. He was the brother of a King Breas,

son of Elathan, and the uncle of King Dagda, and "
exceedingly well acquainted with letters and

with magic." {^Ogygia iii., 30]. The question of the origin and antiquity of the Ogham character
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has not been yet fully discussed
;
but it is in safe hands, and the public will soon be put in posses

gion of all that is known on the subject by the researches of the Eev. Dr. Graves, F.T.C.D. If we

could rely on an assertion of O'Plaherty's \_Ogygia\, we might incline to believe that the Irish

Druids had many written tracts in the time of St. Patrick, [432] ;
but his reference is too

vague, and his authority too modern to be received in a question of such importance. His words

are
" The Dananns are recorded to have been exceedingly well versed in letters and the magic

arts; and the memory of Dagda, King of Ireland (a.m. 2804) ;
of Ogma; of Etana, the poetess, the

mother of King Delboeth
;
of Cairbre, the poet, son of the same Etana

;
of Dananna, daughter of

Bang Delboeth, and who was his wife
;
of Brigit, the poetess, daughter of King Dagda; is yet pre-

served among the learned. Finally, Dudley Eirbisse, hereditary professor of the antiquities of his

country, mentions in a letter [to mej a fact collected from the monuments of his ancestors, that one

hundred and eighty tracts [tractatus] of the doctrine of the Druids or Magi were condemned to the

flames in the time of St. Patrick.'"'

This fact, however, is not mentioned in any of the lives of St. Patrick as yet discovered, nor

does any mention of it occur in any of Dudley Firbisse's writings, nor in any of the ITSS. of his

ancestors, which are known to the present writer
;
and even if it were found in any MS. of the

MacFirbises of Lecan, since they became the historiographers of their race, it would not be sufficient

to prove so important a fact, in the absence of any mention of it in the ancient lives of St. Patrick,

in which it might be expected to be found if there were any foundation for its truth.

Among the "Welsh, also, tbe ancient forms of the letters are somewhat similar to the Scan-

dinavian Prunes, and are suitable for being cut on wood or stone
;
such as the alphabet of Nem-

nivus, called Coellren y leirdcl, the "
alphabet of tbe Bards," in contradistinction to which is placed

Coelhren y menaich, the "
alphabet of the monks," or Eoman alphabet. The Irish bards also used

figures like shrubs, or the small branches of trees, such as are the Scandinavian Runes; from which

it is to be inferred that they formed their alphabet called Beth-luis-nion, giving the name of a tree

or a shrub to each of the letters : as leith, the birch
; luis, the mountain ash

; nion, the ash, &c.

Bat, as Zeuss remarks, the investigation of these subjects is more properly the province of palaeo-

graphy than of grammar.

It may be urged against the pagan antiquity of the Ogham characters in Ireland that Cajsar

makes no mention of such letters having been used in his time by the Druids of Gaul or Britain,

for he states expressly that they used the Greek characters
; but, supposing that the Druids of Gaul

b " Postremo Dualdus Firbissius patriae antiquitatum pro- not commit their doctrines to writing at all, and that the

fessor haereditarius, ex majorum monumentis, Uteris datis characters which they used on ordinary occasions were the

refert, 180 Druidum seu Magorum disciplinse tractatus Greek letters. If they ever used the Ogham, or any other

S. Patricii tempore igni damnatos." Ogygia iii., 30, p. 219. characters of the same kind, Caesar does not appear to have

It would appear from Caesar, that the Druids of Gaul did been acquainted with the fact.
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concealed from Ctesar the aljihabct in which they wrote their mysteries, it may be further urged

that no characters resembling either Oghams or llunes have been discovered in any part of Celtic

Gaul not even in Bretagno, nor in any other purely Celtic district. The question then naturally

arises, when were the Ogham characters first invented, and how long have they been in use in the

British Islands ? AVere they first invented in these Islands, or adopted in imitation of the Runes of

the northern nations, after the Roman alphabet had been received ? These are some of the ques-

tions which Dr. Graves has to consider, aad which, it is hoped, he will set at rest, in his forth-

coming work on the origin of Ogham writing.

Zeuss next proceeds to analyse the sounds of the Irish and "Welsh languages. In treating of this

subject, he employs the term infection to express those changes which the Irish grammarians had

expressed by caelughadh, and leathmighadh, as well as by aspiration and elipsis ; but before enter-

ing on this subject, he treats separately of the single sounds of the vowels and consonants.

In the first chapter of his first book, he examines the natural classification of the Celtic

vowels and their short sounds. He gives examples of the short sounds of the vowel a, as occurring

in ancient Gaulish names, in the writings of the Latin poets. He considers it to be an undoubted

fact that the vowels of Gaulish words were rendered by the Latin poets by the quantity in which

they were heard from the mouth of the foreigner ;
because this appears from both the Irish and

British languages stiU retaining the same quantities ;
and also, because many of the poets them-

selves were of Gaulish origin, or had a knowledge of the Gaulish language, such as Virgil, Catullus,

Ausonius, and Sidonius : and he thinks that this general rule is not invalidated by any of the poetic

licenses which occasionally occur, as when, for instance, Propertius [4, 10, 41] shortens the o of

the Gatilish proper name Virdomarus, which both the Celtic languages make long ;
or when other

poets are obliged by the metre to lengthen the short vowels e, o, in the names Aremoricus, CaUdonius,

Medidlanum.

By various examples adduced from these poets, he establishes that the ancient Gaulish

language had a short vowel a, but he does not attempt to prove any more. He does not determine

whether it was a short and slender, as in the English word cat, or short and broad, as in the Irish

cat, (like a in what) which are very distinct.'^

e By the various quotations which our author gives from land) has the a short, like the Latin verb aro. It would

the Roman poets, he proves nothing but that the ancient be curious to follow up this analogy by comparing gene-

Celtic language had a vowel a short. He does not attempt rally the quantities of cognate Latin and Irish words. In

to show in what situations it was short, i.e., in connection the French language, not only has the t disappeared from

with what combination of consonants, or what kind of an a the middle oipater and mater, but the vowels also have been

short it was. It is worthy of remark here, that the Irish "
infected," and the present forms oipere andnu're are more

word atJiair (father) has the first a short, as in the Latin infected than any known Irish words cognate with the

jnter ; while in the word mdthnir (mother), it is long, as in Latin,

the Latin mafer: and that the Irish word nr (plough, tilled
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He next proceeds to exhibit, from tlie ancient German-Irisli MSS., examples of Irish words

which retain the original a short in its purity ;
as mag, a plain ; magen, a place ; carad, a friend

;

caradrai, friendship; cath, a battle; gah, roqah, he took
; lahar, lahrad, speech; rann, a part. For

each of these words he finds cognates in Gaulish proper names, many of which are probably correct;

but we have not room in the present article even to glance at them. The reader can form an idea

of his comparisons from the following note on the word mag, a plain now magh ; anglicised moy,
in proper names of places in most parts of Ireland.

"The word magus is found very frequently in Gaulish names of places compounded with

proper names of men, as Ccesaromagus, Juliomagiis, Drusomagus, Borbetomagus ; or, with adjectives

or substantives, as Noviomagus, Nivomagus, Rigomagus. By the simple word mag is meant " a plain ;"

the monastery which is called Magh-lunga is interpreted
"
campus navis" [long, a ship, BoUand.

Jun. 2, 237]. The plain which the Scoti call Magh- Sceithi is explained "plain of the shield"

[Bolland, Jul. 5, 596]. In Welsh, on the other hand, the derivative maes (^=mages, compare

3Iagesis, now Mays, near Meran, in the life of St. Corbin, c. 11, 35) signifies a plain, but the simple

ma signifies a place. The derivative magen is common to both languages, signifying place ;
in

Irish, nach magen, "anyplace" [Ml, 2d 27c]; issin magen sin, "in that place" [Sg, 30b]. In

the "Welsh 9/man,
"
here, in this place," man = magen, according to the rule of the medial g [Mab.

264j. In Armoric, man frequently serves as a demonstrative. The simple substantive is of the

feminine gender, in both languages ;
in Irish, maige rein,

" of the plain Een" [Ann. 4 Mast.,

O'Conor, 2, 123] ; y pehjllua honno,
" a place this for pitching tents;" here lionno is the pronoun

fem. [Mab. 3, 273]. It is doubtful whether to this may not belong the proper names in ancient

inscriptions, Magiorix [Steiner 145], Magianus [Orelli 457], Magiatus [1987], Magiacus [4900],

Magissius [1395], Magidius [Gruter, 983, 10], Magunus [Grut. 1012, 8], MagiiUa [912, 101,

Magulliniis [648, 2]. Except certainly magulus, in the compound Taximagidus [in Caesar], Cono-

magulus [Bolland. Mart. 1, 258], which in the more modern Welsh is mael,
" a boy, or servant,"

and is to be compared with the Gothic magus, "a son, or boy," [and we may add to the Irish mace,

mag, mac, a son, a child. The word mag, which is now always written with the g aspirated

(or "infected," as Zeuss calls it), enters largely into topographical names throughout Ireland, and

is usually anglicised Moy, and sometimes Ma, Mo, and even Muff.']

Our author next proceeds to show the changes which this vowel undergoes by what he calls

infection, when i follows (or e proceeding from an original ^) either in inflection or derivation.

The usual change is into ai in ancient Irish MSS., as clainde (of the race, of the children), nom.

eland [Wb 5^^] ;
rainne (of the part) nom. rann, [Wb, Sg, fq]; cairimse (I love), [Wb, 5c 23*=];

haitsimse (I baptize), [Wb, 8=^]; baithis, (baptism), 12^; claideb (a sword), 6*; aimser (time), Wb,

fq; bairgen, (bread, Welsh baraj, [Wb, Ml, Sg].

He also finds the a infected into e and i, particularly in compound words, as erdirc (celebrated),
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erdaircigidir (ho celebrates). From this infection, he concludes that the old Gaulish preposition

amhi, and the Irish preposition imme (about), the b being assimilated, are identical.

The diphthong au represents another infection of the vowel a, which diphthong takes the

place of the radical a when followed by u; as in haidlu (members), rolaumur (glossed "audco"),

"VVb 17, for which rolomur Ml. 21'', whence also rolaimmemar, conlaimemmar (we dare), Wb 15'

17*". He adduces various examples from Wb, Sg, and Cr, to establish this fact, which he demon-

strates conclusively. The reader should be here informed that au never occurs in modern Irish

orthography, and that wherever it does occur in ancient MSS. it maybe converted into modern ortho-

graphy by changing it into u, ea, oi, or o long. The same rule will hold good with respect to the

prefixes er, ir, and ur: for example, the ancient spellings aurdairc, erdairc, irdairc, tirdairc, are now

oirdhearc, the ancient aurnaigtJie, irnaighte, are now written urnaightJie. The student should also

bear in mind that the consonants c, p, t, are aspirated as regularly in the ancient as they are in the

modem MSS., but that h, d, g, m, are never aspirated in ancient MSS., the reason of which will

appear when we come to the chapter on infected consonants.

After having fully considered the various infections of a short, our author proceeds to consider

the modem canon of Irish orthography,
" Broad with broad, and slender with slender," which has

been so rigidly adhered to in the modem Gaelic of Ireland and Scotland. The following ai-e

hia words :

" These forms of orthography are met with in our ancient MSS., but not according to the

common rule and usage sometimes indeed, not without cause, but partly through abuse. It is

easy to perceive that in this abuse is to be sought the origin of that famous rule of the more modern

Irish language, so peculiar to the Gaelic dialects of Ireland and North Britain, by which rule the

modem spoiling is so corrupted that it becomes a horror to a foreigner, and to the lover of pure

orthography. Now, by this rule which is called coil re c6il, lethan re lethan, or as they write it

now, caol re caol, leathan re leathan {i.e., slender before a slender, broad before a broad, i.e., let the

^owels be so) it is required that after vowels which, by infection, are particularly opposite to

each other (viz., a, o, u, which are called broad or thick, on the one hand,, and e, i, which are called

slender or thin, on the other), if there follow in the next syllable opposite vowels, there must be

inserted superfluous vowels of the same class. Therefore, they write Alhanach (a Scotchman),
milihh (with eyes) ;

but notfirinnach (tme), mathir (a mother), natliir (a snake), lardilli (to bards),

dorsilh (to doors), which have to be ^vritten, according to this modem rule, firinneach , mafhair,

nathair, hardaibh, dorsaihh, with a superfluous a after a or o, and a superfluous e after i. There is

also an anteposition of broad vowels, as in the adjective leathan (ancient Irish lethan) broad, the

substantive rioghacht (a kingdom from Irish righ, a king) ;
and when in this way for the short e

there arose the common orthography ea, and for the long the frequent form io, there was here intro-

duced before the slender vowel a further superfluity; as in the Scottish Gaelic, cealgair (a defraudcr,

^ad celgir), rioghaich (rule thou, read righich, as it may also be written).
'^'
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This modern rule of " Broad with broad and slender with slender," is not observed in any of

the ancient Irish MSS., though various approaches to it are frequently to be seen in the oldest. It

has been followed very strictly since about the middle of the sixteenth century. Almost aU the

writers of the last seventy years have condemned it as redundant, and subversive of the pure

original orthography ;
but still, in all printed books it has been strictly adhered to in Ireland

and Scotland.

This rule seems to have naturally grown out of the nature of the pronunciation of the Gaelic,

in which every consonant, or combination of consonants, has a certain fixed broad or slender sound,

according to the nature of the vowel T\'ith which it is connected. Take, for example, the word

cealgair in the Scotch Gaelic, which our author considers so redundant in its orthography. In this

word the consonants Ig are remarkably broad, according to the present pronunciation ;
so that, accord-

ing to our modem ideas of broad consonantal sounds, the spelling celgir could not represent them; nor

coTild this sound be otherwise expressed than by employing a double set of consonants, and emanci-

pating them altogether from the influence of the vowels. It should be remarked that the words

anciently written delg, a thorn
; celg, a sting ; gell, a pledge ; fell, treachery, and other similar words,

are now written dealg, cealg, geall, feall, and correctly so, according to the modern pronun-

ciation
;
and that in these the a is not only not redundant, but in some instances does not even

convey a sufficiently broad sound for the Munster dialect. The a imparts a broad sound to the

succeeding consonants which the slender vowel could not at all give to them. We must, therefore,

either conclude that the ancient pronunciation of such words was different from the modem, or that

the single vowel e had a two-fold influence
; namely, that it communicated a slender sound to the

consonant going before it, and a broad sound to the consonant coming after it. If we reject the

ea in these and other words of similar orthography in the modem language, we must reject the

Munster pronunciation altogether, and introduce characters or marks to represent the broad and

slender consonants. Thus in the words, min, meal; min, small; mimi, a reHc, these three distinct

consonantal sounds could be represented by writing the slender n without any mark, and the broad

n and nn with dots over them.

Our author next gives examples of Celtic e short, from the classical poets, but without estab-

lishing any rule or any fact except that the Celtic names had e short in the time of those writers.

He goes on to give examples of e pure short in Irish words from AYb, as nem, heaven
; nemed,

a sanctuary ; atrehat, they inhabit
; Ireth, judgment ; iress, faith

; meldach, acceptable ; nert,

strength ; delh, effigy. These words, however, are not considered now as exhibiting e short pure

and intact
;
for their present soimds would not at all be represented by that letter, the consonants

at the end being broad and thick, and requiring to be preceded by broad vowels. They are now
written as follows neamh, neimheadh, aitreahhat, hreath, ireas, mealdach, neart, dealhh.

Now, if it be granted that the present pronunciation is correct, it will follow, as a matter of

VOL. VII. M
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course, that the ancient orthograi:hy was verj' imperfect, not only in its system of broad and slender*

sounds, but also in its system of aspiration.

Zcuss next proceeds to sliow instances of infected e in inflection or derivation, and finds that it

becomes i, and sometimes ei, in position ;
as nem, heaven, gen. nime

; hreth, brithe, brithemnact,

judgment; iress, gen. irisse, of faith; grientairisem, solstice; airchinnech, a chief; cenn, a

head
; aimser, time, gen. aimsire ; ingen, a daughter, gen. ingine ; sen, old, comp. siniu ; toisech,

first, comp. toisigiu; siiperl, toisigem. In position: geinte, "gentes;" esseirge, resurrection; creitme

of faith, nom. creiem
; mcirddrechloc, "fornix." He finds, however, in "Wb. the writing genii,

mcrtrcch, cretme
; also, delbe, of an image ; serbe, of bitterness

; serce, deserce, of love
; ferce, of

anger: and on the other hand, ei sometimes occurs even out of position ;
for example, in the numeral

deich, ten. In the same way, in position nothing changes the u of the internal inflection added

to the vowel e of the root itself: d neiirt, inneiirt, dative of the substantive nert, strength ;

coindeuigg, from the subst. coindelgg, comparison. Out of position, however, the e passes into i :

isintuisiulsin,'^ in that case, nom. tutsel, (Sg, 204*) ; hogiun, "ex ore," nom. geri; onchiunn, from the

head, nom. cenn; dindriuih, from the course, nom. reth.

According to the modern orthography the above examples of pure and infected e short are now

written as follows : neamh, heaven, gen. ncimhe ; breath, judgment, gen. breitfie; breitheamhnacht,

judicature; ireas, faith, gen. irise, by syncope irse; grian-tairiseamh, solstice; aircJiinneach, a

chief; ceann,a, head; aimser, time, gen. aimsire; inghean, a daughter, gen. inghine ; scan, old,

comp. sine; toiseach, beginning, comp. tuisce, sup. tuiscc.

With respect to the rule of writing ei for simple e in position, it is always adhered to at present ;

but the ancient writers used simple e as frequently.

It should be here remarked that it is highly probable that in the earliest stage of the language

the vowel e in such words as ferg, anger, delg, a thorn, celg, a sting, must have imparted a broad

sound to the consonant or consonants following it
;
and that hence, when in the course of inflection

a slender sound was required, even the ansients inserted an i. This mode of writing began very

IsintiimuUin^^is in tuisiul sin. Here four distinct represent eacli a distinct part of speech. In such combi-

parts of speech are written as if they were one word. This nations, however, as Idrrigi, (in the reign), liillaigniu, (in

might be done with some reasonwhen giving a facsimile ofthe Leinster) there is a kind of synthetic amalgamation of the

MS., but there is no necessity for crowding distinct words in preposition with the substantive, which seems to warrant

this manner now, when paper is so plentiful. It is exactly like their union
;
but I am of opinion that it would be better to

writing in English inthisverycase, or in Latin inluuxecaufsa. wiite Id rri<ji, Id Llairjniu, keeping the preposition and the

In the combination hogiun above given, the words are noun separate. The French do so, and we ought to adopt

obscured by being amalgamated; as if one were to ^vrite in their method. The English, during the barbarous stages of

Latin "/wjrore," for ex ore; or in English, hymouth, or their language, wrote tlione, tliother, afterwards th'onc

bt/icordofmouth. It is incorrect to jumble words together in th'othcr; hut in the nineteenth century these barbarisniti

this manner when there is no synthetic amalgamation^ are rejected, even in poetry, and all the words are written

and where the words are grammatically separable, and separately and in full.
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early, as Zeuss liiraself shows
; although it must be acknowledged that this i is redundant if con-

sidered in any other point of view than as attenuating the consonants which follow it. This affords a

strong argument in favour of the modem mode of writing the nominatives fearg, dealg, cealg, and

miar, fear, dear, instead of the ancient ferg, delg, celg ; mer, fer, der. We have as much reason

for inserting these broad vowels as the English have for writing the words lead, speak, treat.

The student should constantly bear in mind that in the modem Irish orthography the quality

of the sound of the consonants is defined by the vowel with which they arc connected
;
and this must

have been also the case in the ancient language, but, in consequence of the imperfection of the

ancient orthography these sounds are often left imcertain. Unless, therefore, two sets of consonants

be invented to represent, the one slender and the other broad sounds, these apparently redundant

vowels cannot be dispensed with. Take for example the word anciently written fin, [wine] ;
ifwe

allow the slender vowel i to exercise its atttenuating influence upon the n, no one could now under-

stand what the word means by its sound
;
but if we insert an o between the /' and the n, we give

the n a broad sound (and this is the only use of the 6) which will at once convey the true sound.

If we reject the o, we must mark the n by some symbol or sign to indicate broadness or thickness
;

as, by a dot placed above it.

Our author next goes on to show that the vowel e short is sometimes changed into o ; as, from

deTb is formed doTbud, figment; however, it is very doubtful that dolhiid\s a grammatical modification

of delb. He thinks also that e short becomes a long ;
ofwhich he adduces as example the substantive

brdth, judgment, occurring frequently in Wb. He finds a cognate word in the Welsh braivd,

=brat; and probably also in the ancient Gaulish names Bratispantium, and Mandubratius, in Csesar,

and Casibratius in Gaulish inscriptions, (Gruter 869,7). As an example of e short becoming e long,

he instances the numeral deck, ten, which becomes long in the combinations en-dec, eleven, do-dec,

twelve, tri-dec, thirteen. It is remarkable that the English ten becomes teen in similar com-

binations. He adds the Gaulish rheda, cognate with the old Irish retli,^' to run. Finally he sees

reason to believe that the e short becomes even o long ;
as in the substantive sron, nose, if it be

compared with the verb srennim, I snore.

* From the ancient Irish root retli, which may be reduced lessly a derivative; and of the "judex" therefore, nothing is

to the primary forms red and reA, it does not appear to a to be here enquired. But the signification rio?c^i?s, ninning
certainty whether the original consonant is d or t. But, in

r^y,^-^^ is not to be impugned when others are not badly
the modem Welsh, j7(C(^^, (to run), not r//W(f, points out an i i ii i i a ii th i i, i

. . , ., .

'^ '' ," explained m these ancient glosses. As the Ehodanus is called
original ?, with which also the AiTQoric /'fn running) agrees. ,, . , . , ,, , ,..,,,., -i. i V i. 1 ii i i- XI 'violent, rapid, so the Ai-ar is called "placid." It Ho svs with
Against this however it is to be noted that sometimes m the

British a difference existed in the grades of the consonants.
i^^'e'^^^le smoothness, so that it could not be judged by the

Among the Gaulish names in the Vindobon MS. we read '^'^'^
'^'- "'^^^^'^ direction it runs.+ (Caes. B. G. 1, 12). From

as follows concerning the name of the river Rhodanus :
^^^ ^^Vi^fi root is derived the name of another river Araho,

''Roth violentum, dan et in GaUico et in Hebraeo judicem; and the Gaulish name of a man Arahius which occurs in

Jdeo /jrotZarews, judex violentus." The syllable an is doubt- inscriptions: in modem Welsh, arafia mild, placid.

t The river Sileece in Fermanagh is locally believed to glide an opposite direction from that in which it reallv does, and, con-
agaiiist the hill "rith a a-agaidh an aird." The eye is so deceived trarv to streams in general, against the hill. This i)eculianty is
by the inclination of the ground that the stream ajipears to flowm attributed to the curse of St. Nia.
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By combining the preceding examples he obtains the formula of mutation delb, dolh, Ireth,

brdth, red, roth, red, sren, srdn; a scries of sounds which is common and regular in the German

dialects, as for example in the Gothic roots, (/rab, griih, gib, gab, geb.

Our author next proceeds to give examples of i short in Gaulish names from the Latin poets,

but without establishing any fact or rule, except that the Gaulish language had i short. * He then

adduces Irish examples of i short, un-inflectcd by infection or composition ;
as in monosyllables,

hithbeo, ever-living, immortal ; bithfotai, always long ; bith, the world
; fid, a tree

; forling, infor-

ling, the effect. Also before
',
or o; inis, an island, gen. inse ; cride, heart. As a is altered by i

following it, so, vic6 versd, /is broken by a or o following it, m being next in the following syllable, and

becomes e; as bith, the world, gen. hetha ; ith, corn, gen. etha, etho ; fid, a tree, gen. fedo ; rind,

a constellation, gen. renda. Italia is therefore in Irish Etal, and Italida, JEtaldai; and the adjective

lethan, wide, accords with Litana the name of a wood in Gaulish Italy ;
and in the same manner

the adjective JEgyptius is made in Irish aegeptacde in "Wb. 30". and philosophns, felsub, Wb. 27''. phi-

losophia, fcUsube, Wb. 30''.

Then follow examples of o short from the Latin poets, and of o short, pure, and uninfected in

Irish words
;
as in the particles con, com, in compound words, such as condelc, comparison ; comacobar,

concupiscence ; cotecht, convention
;
and in nouns, particularly when a, o, or u follows, as mora, of

the sea; montar, a. family; molad, praise; accobar, desire; folus, evident; ^o&wr, work. It is

retained also in monosyllables, sometimes even when i follows, which however does not seem to be

original i; as tol, will; trom, heavy; colinn, gen. colna, flesh. In position also o as well as e

often remains intact, as torbe, utility ; lobre, infirmity ; forbe, firmness
; duforbaithe, (gl. veneratur

usque ad superiora) ; forbuide, (gl. intensivus); but this adjective is in Wb. very frequently written

foirbthe; to which may be added doilbthid, foirggae, mointer, muinter.

The preceding examples would be written according to the modern Irish orthography as fol-

lows : coinneaJg, comhacohhar, coiteacht, mara [not mora'] muintear, moladh, accobhar, folus, lobhar,

toil, trom, colann, [gen. colainne or colna~\; torbha, lobhar, forbha, dofhorbhaithe, foirbhthe.

"WTien he finds a Gaulish proper name resembling any Irish words, he takes occasion to compare

them as he goes along ;
and in the above list he compares mora, of the sea, with Morini and Are-

morici; montar, family, with Komontorios, the name of a Gaul mentioned by Pausanias; snxdi folus,

evident, he compares with Volusius, Volusianus.

In these comparisons he is right according to the strict rules of modem philology ;
but such

comparisons can never be considered as more than ingenious conjectures conducted according to the

Among these examples he gives the name VirgUitiS from in Spain, and Vergobretus, an oflScer mentioned by Csesar

Tibullus, Martial, and Sidonius, and believes that this He does not compare it with the Irish proper name Firgil

name is of Gaulisli origin. He thinks that the correct form or Fergal with which it is obviously cognate ;
but he finds

of it is Vcrgilius. He finds the root of it in Ouergilia, a town its root in the Irish/erg, Anger; foirge, the sea.
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rules of an uncertain science. The case would be different if we had original Gaulish compositions

to compare with ancient Irish and Welsh ones
;
for then the parts of speech would be distinguishable

by their various inflections and influences on each other in grammatical sequence. At present

nothing remains to guide us but some proper names of men and places, and these not in the Gaulish

orthography, but reduced to the Roman and Greek standard of orthography and prosody ;
so that

we have only the classical refined forms of names which their writers considered almost unpro-

nounceable rudem hunc et incuUum Transalpince sermonis horrorem. The Gaulish inscriptions alone

have afforded any thing like sentences in the ancient language ;
but these have not yet been sufficiently

understood to afford any fair specimens of ancient Celtic inflections. It is only now that they are

likely to be brought under proper scrutiny and put into the crucible of scientific philology.

It is very remarkable by the bye, that the ancient Phenician, the ancient Celtic of Gaul, and the

language of the Picts of Scotland have all passed away without leaving a single sentence to enable

us to form an idea of their grammatical construction.

He next proceeds to point out the infections of o, which he finds from old Irish MSS. to be oi,

and ui, examples of which are adduced from Sg., ML, and Wb.; as foilsigud, manifestation, from

folus ;
dina ihdoirsth,'^ dat. plur., from dorus, a door; doilhthia, figulus, cf. dolhud; mointer, muinter,

family; tuile, gen. of tol, the will; uile, all, cf. the Arm. ol, the "Welsh oil; huinne, a tube;

colluinde, with bitterness, nom. luinde, cf. londas, indignation ; sluindid, it means subst. slond,

signification. The substantive muir, the sea, is to be mentioned above all others as an example

of infection occurring even in a monosyllable, the same as ai in Jlaith=flathi, (Slav, wladi, imm=

ambi). That this infected form of muir came from the ancient mori is demonstrated by certain

ancient Gaulish words compounded with it, as Moritasgus, Gallus Seno, (Cees.), deus Moritasgus,

(Inscrip. Orell. 2028,) Moridunum, a town of Britain
;
Morikamhe eischusis, an estuary of Britain,

(Ptol.); Morimarusa, ^mortuum mare, (Plin.)

Zeuss next proceeds to give examples of Gaulish or British u short from the Latin poets, and

then exhibits a list of Irish words, in which u short is preserved intact, which are not many. He
finds it, however, in the following from the MS. "Wb; in the particles su, well, du, bad, or ill; in

compound words, as sualche, sualchi, benefacta; dualche, malefacta; suacaltmicJie, suavity, i.e.,

good affability ; sulhir, eloquent, from su and lahar
;
which particles also appear in ancient Gaulish

names, as Stiessmies, Caesar, Suanetes, Plin., Sucarus, Sucaria, Inscript. Grut. 742, 3, Suasa,

Grut. 369 5
; also, in certain monosyllabic nouns and derivatives, as mug, a slave, a boy;

so'irmug, a freed slave
; dub, ink, modern Irish and Gaelic of Scotland duhh, Welsh and Armor.

du black, whence the name of the river Dubis
; druth, a druid

; bwiad, gen. bunid, dat. bunad,

origin.

This preserved u passes into its intermediate o, as the i into e in bith, betho, etal, fehub, if a,

Doirsib is now pronovtnced doirstbh, the o long, though it is short in the nom. sing.
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0, or M follows, as mug, gen moga, a slavo. Henco, it is legitimate to compare the words domun, the

world domtmde worldly, with the ancient Gaulish names Dumnacus, Bumnorix, Dumnorigis,

which do not differ in signification from the names Biturix, Bituriges, in Caosar.

That the short u, however, is apt, even without the aforesaid cause, to pass into o, is shown by

the frequent -wTiting of the particles so, do, for m, du ; and not only the forms crochad, crochto,

crucifixion rochrochsat, they crucified
; crochte, crucified, in Wb., but even the nominative

form itself croch, a cross, proves the same. Also, hole, belly, bag ;

"
Bulgas Galli saccules scorteos

appellant," cUornn, a pitcher, cf, Cilmnum, a town of Britain, Sg, 49."

He then sums up as follows:

"If we distinguish this return of the short i and u into e and o, from the proper infection at,

ei, oi, of a, e, and o, as the proper infection is not i short, it is not to be expected in the u; and so we

find, both in Wb. and in Camar. airde cruche, the sign of the cross
;

ticsal ar cruche, the taking

up of our cross
;

cenel cruche, a kind of safli'ron
; fodiiu cruche, the bearing of saffron

;
from

croch, =cruch, Avhich in Sg. 6P is explained ainmm luhae, (gl. giimmi, i.e., a kind of fruit,) for

which is to be substituted the noun luh. It seems, however, introduced on account of the confusion

with 0, and its infection oi and ui. For it is not to be doubted that the substantive loth, (gl.

cocnum,gl,Lema=Lat. lutum),gen. ^/^//e paludis, (gl. Mcfites, over which is written "nomen loithe

infer," i.e., the name of an infernal pool, Sg, 127%) may be compared with the Gaulish names

Lutetia, Luteva ; and roithnech, serenus, with the name Euteni, i.e., merry people,
" In other cases the infection wis obvious, as crwrnt?, round, "Welsh crwn=^crun, fem. cron; duine,

a person, AYelsh, dyn, from duni
; diiille, a leaf, ancient Gaulish dula, in pempedoiila (Diosc.) five-

leaved, unless perhaps for this may be substituted done, dola, =folium.
" Ofthe interchange between o and u there are also ancient British examples, cf. ti short, British

;

hence the form mMn^ar, family, in "Wb, 21c is not to be wondered at, instead of ^\\\\(ih. montar
,

mointer, muinter, are more frequently written.

"From the foregoing examples, it appears that the evolution of the short rowels is generally

made in a very simple manner in such a manner, indeed, that two series have arisen oppo-

site to each other and infecting each other mutually. The first scries comprehends the vowels

a, e, 0, which, by infection from i, e, are made ai (sometimes e and ij, ei (or ij, oi (or uij. In the

second series, i and w from a, o, u, by receding, are made e and o. The leaders of the infections,

of which the first may be called the "proper infection," and the second, the "fraction," are i and a."

"We have now surveyed one section of hia chapter on orthography. It will convey to the reader

a pretty fair idea of his method, which is the best that has been yet adopted by any writer on

Celtic languages. We shall return to his work repeatedly, and point out fully to our readers

what this great scholar has done not only for Celtic philology, but also for linguistic science generally.
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THE MUNSTER BARDS

The word Bard is found in both the Gaelic and Cymric branches of the old Celtic tongues, and

seems to have been in use from the earliest times of which we hare any record. It is applied to

denote a person who composes and sings inspiring poems, especially in praise of valour and distin-

guished warriors. Tacitus, in his Germania, seems to refer to a similar class of poets among the

Teutonic nations. The following passage from that work is interesting ;
it is given from an old

translation: "The Germans have certain verses, by singing of which, calling it larditm, they

encourage the people, and by the same song foretel the fortune of the future battle
;

for they both

strike a fear into others, and are themselves stricken with fear, according to the measure and time,

seeing rather an harmony of valour than voices
;
and do affect principally a certain roughness of the

voice, and a broken, confused murmur, by putting their targets before their mouths, to the end that

their voices, by the reverberation, might sound bigger and fuller," Some etymologists have endea-

voured to derive this term larditm from the Teutonic language, and have supposed it to come from

the German larten, to fight, as if the hard took his name from singing warlike songs. On the other

hand, Ducange says that hardire signifies "to bay like a stag," whence it has been supposed that

the bards were so named from their summoning warriors to battle by a sustained shout. A third

conjecture is founded on the word harrad, an ancient and very generally difi'used Celtic name for a

certain form of hat, and which may have been applied to designate the caste of hards, from their

being the first to wear it. Leaving these etymological obscurities to be enlightened by others, we

proceed to notice the peculiarities which distinguished the bards in ancient Ireland.

They were divided into two well marked classes, the ollamh fileadh, or professed poet, and the

hard, of whom, in later times, the racraidhe, or singing-man, seems to have been the representative.

Ollamh signified the professor of any science or art corresponding to our modern Doctor. Though

the distinction between poet and bard seems to have been lost in the time of Spenser, we

find constant reference to it previously. Thus, the author of that remarkable work the Book of

Rights \_Leahhar na g- Cearf], which sets forth the rights and duties of the several kings and princes

who held sway throughout Ireland in the 9th century, uses the following words :

" That is the history of the King of Teamhair ;

It is not known to every prattling bard : [hard~\

It is not the right of a bard, but of a poet, \_ fileadh']

To know each king and his rights."
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The superiority of a true Ollainh is further insisted on, as compared to ignorant rhymers, who an?

prohibited from selling their compositions:
" No one is entitled to visitation or sale (of his poems),

For he is not a truly learned poet

In the use of various kinds of knowledge

Unless he knows the tributes and stipends, &c.

He is a rock of an OUamh
When he comprehends the stipends ;

&c.

So that he can recite them all

In each noble meeting.

Let him not be an old rusty vessel,

Influenced by wealth and friendship.

He shall not be able to bind usages

On great and noble tribes
;

Unless thus he variously distinguishes,

To his emoluments he is not entitled."

Here we perceive the reason why so much importance was attached to the office of OUamh : he was
** able to bind usages," being, in fact, the living repository of privileges and customs, the judicial

authority of the time. This higher order of poets were also professional historians, who preserved

the chronicles of past events by the assistance of an elaborate system of rhythm, of which allite-

ration seems to been a chief element.

In the Booh of Rights \_Leahhar na g-Cearf], a very ancient document, published in 1847 by
the Celtic Society, under the competent editorship of Dr. O'Donovan, we have notable evidence of

the important position held by the bards of old in this country. Considered in regard to its

its value, for the elucidation of Irish history,
" The Book of Rights" is the most important of

the very ancient literary productions of Ireland. Its learned editor considers that, possibly,

the whole work was produced at Cashel, during the reign of Cormac Mac Cuileannain, when

the enmity of the race of Oilioll Olura and of Niall of the jSTine Hostages was at its height.

King Cormac, who was slain in battle in the year 908, is referred to in the portion relating to the

kings of Cashel, of whom he seems to have then been the representative, although Bishop of

Cashel. The bishop-king seems to have employed a nameless bard to compile and lay down the

"
rights" of all the numerous kings or chieftains then existing as seigneurs over their various tribes;

and the senachie in question states he was guided by the previous labours, on the same subject, of

one Benean, who lived in the middle of the fifth century. The work, therefore, not only contains

evidence, partially to be relied on, of the political and financial condition of Ireland at the close of the
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ninth century, but claims to show that the "
rights" or revenues and duties, and several curious

customs set forth, had been in force from that earlier epoch. Such, indeed, was the antiquity of

the stipends once due to the Oirghialla, that this great clan are declared "not to know them," lapse

of time having produced oblivion. Yet the privileges of tliis peculiar race are so reasonable

as to give the best warrant of authenticity to the work. A similar oblivion, however, had

surely caused the disuse of most of the other rights to the tributes and stipends here rehearsed;

or else it must be believed that Eire (to give "Erin" her correct name) was at that time far wealthier

and more civilized than other authorities allow. Confining our attention to the south western

province, we find the scribe of the bishop-king corrupting the true etymon of Cashel into Cis-ail,

i.e., payment of tribute, from a natural wish that this royal seat should be one of large receipt of

custom. He also introduces a visit from St. Patrick's angel, who is named Victor, and who pro-

phesied that the supremacy of Eire would be perpetually in this place. His deduction from the

premises is that,
" the tribute and service of the men of Eire arc always due to the King of Cashel."

He then enumerates these duties, which may not be as fictitious as the title set forth to them. His

authority (besides the angel), Benean, was of the Cianachta of Glengiven, a Pictish clan, that gave

their name to the present barony of Kenaght, in Derry; but, being of Munster origin, he may have

been partial to the kings of this province, who are declared to represent
" the great Eibhear," a mythic

personage, fabled to have been patriarch of the " Hibernians." One of the names of their seats is

noticeable, (Teamhair Shubha), since its prefix, teamhair i.e., a look-out house proves the fal-

lacy of the bardic etymon of Teamhar, now Tara, in Meath, from a woman's name. The former

name is believed by Dr. 0'Donovan to have been another name for Teamhair Luathra, a fort near

Beal Atha na Teamhrach, near Castle-island, in Kerry.

Appended to this curious work is a tract called
" The Restrictions and Prerogatives of the

Kings of Eire," compiled by a bard in the 11th century. According to this singular record of

superstitious observances, the King of Munster enjoyed, as a prerogative, "the cattle of Ciniachan at

the singing of the cuckoo"
; or, in fact, was used to make a foray into that plain when the cattle

had grown strong upon the spring grass. At the conclusion, the poet, who himself was chief of the

national order, lays down the following restriction against ignorant pretenders to bardic kowledge,

and closes with recommending a prerogative open to all men:

"He is not entitled boldly to make a (bardic) visitation of a province,

Nor to the ollamh-ship of Eire,

I^OT do that he asks, be it ever so trifling

The poet to whom these are unknown.

If ye wish for a life of many days,

Be ye all of one will,

And hold charity for the sake of the great God,

"Which i? prerogative sufficient for every man."
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There is no lack cither of wit in this last stanza, or of religious principle, the hard having borne

the New Commandment in mind. An Archacologic Journal is not the most suitable kind of

publication for fully discussing the merits of even archaic poetry, so that we do not propose

to enter largely into this refined and interesting topic, further than, whenever we can find

opportunity, to briefly point out whatever appears in the specimens of ancient Irish historic

verso, to be deserving of admiration. ^sthetically and artistically viewed, there may not

be much meriting praise, yet let us admire all we can, and certainly deprecate the cold

criticism wo shall now and then have occasion to quote, such as the remarks of Moore in his

History of Ireland, to the effect that the remains of compositions attributed to M'Liag, (who was

chief poet and secretaiy to Brian Boromha,) give by no means a favourable notion of his poetic

powers ; and, as for the fragments of this nature scattered throughout the Annals of the Four

Masters, it appears that the rhyming of one hemistich to the other, and the adaptation of the rhythm
and flow of the words to song, were all that the writers of these ranns attended to,

"
as, with but

few exceptions, their meaning is of the most negative description." The following quotations will,

however, prove that King Brian's bard was capable of framing epigrams not deficient in attic salt.

This Muircheartach Mac Liag, of Limerick, who died in 1015, was author of several poems, which

are noticed in a note to O'Donovan's edition of the Four blasters. His first quotation is trans-

lated thus :

" Aluircheartach Beag, son of Maelcertach, who has been herding the cows,

It is more worthy that he retaliates not : give him a handful of findraip."

We take this verse to have been his note of introduction on entering a house, and would render it

freely thus
" I am little Muircheartach, who, though a bard.

Have been compelled the cows to guard ;

But, being too generous to treat ye with scorn,

Retaliate I will not. Give me a fist-full of corn!"

His last verse, say the annalists, was this

"
bell, that art at the head of my pillow, to visit thee no friends come,

Though thou makest thy ding-dong, it is by thee the salt is measured."

In this epigram, the dying and neglected bard compares himself to a church-bell which, thougli

still making a din, has ceased to attract votaries, and is used for the ignoble purpose of mea-

suring salt. Another Munster poet, Donagli 7nore O'Daly, embodied the same thought in verse,

depicting the anxiety felt by his children, the maggots, and the devil, for his death. The original of

this humorous poem is one of the large collection of Irish poetry in the library of the Royal

Irish Academy ; and, as this collection is exceedingly well worth the attention of archaeologists,

we take the present opportunity of noticing its contents. We have, indeed, commenced our
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account of the Irish bards by entering Munstcr, because this province contributed the hirgest share

of the poetry in that rich collection, the contents of which are so various that \vc can only
offer the ensuing summary of them. Briefly then there arc poems religious, both spiritual and

on the vanity of the world
; invocatory and laudatory of the Virgin Mary and of saints

; elegies on

the deaths of eminent men ; celebrations of martyrs for their religion and patriotism ; inaugural

odes; epithalamia; birth-odes; love-songs innumerable; rosg-catha, or war-songs, inciting clans,

kings, and chiefs
; complaints of confiscations

; Fenian, or Ossianic poems, and tales without number
;

pseudo-prophetic poems ;
verses on the transportation of some Irish people to the "West Indian

plantations by Cromwell
;
satires on the Elizabethan and Cromwellian settlers

;
verses in honour of

Sarsfield's splendid exploit in blowing up King William's ammunition near Limerick
; very ancient

stories of Druidism and witchcraft, and of the supernatural interference of evil spirits and fairies

with the affairs of mankind
;
Jacobite relics

;
humorous poems ;

bardic controversies, sometimes

poignant with wit
; graceful verses in praise of ban tiernas, or ladies of lords and chieftains

;
satires

pungent as Lundy Foot's snuff, pointing out " the folly of old men in marrying young wives, and

concerning the conduct of the priests," and " the rogueries of young women for fashionable dress, and

for marriage ;" poems on the deplorable condition of the Milesians, and the insolent demeanour of the

upstart men who had got possession of their patrimonies; festive songs, such as
" The Revelry of

the O'Eourkes, who has not heard of," the original of the clever translation by Dean Swift; con-

troversy as to the assumption of the Eed Hand by O'Melaghlin ;
and more love songs, such as an

invitation to Una to elope into the Avoods, where she and the bard will be regaled by the sylvan

choristers of the grove. This mass of Irish poetry, comprising ballads that are the very auto-

biography of history, and songs that breathe forth the national spirit of religion, patriotism,

love, humour, sorrow, and almost all the range of passion may be said to, as it were, daguerreotype

the men and women, the manners and miseiies in short, the entire past of the Irish nation.

Among the love-songs, the following may be noticed as being, perhaps, the best specimens of

Irish effusions of the erotic muse, before our Anacreon, Moore, re-awakened the softest chords of

the national harp. Their titles are, of course, now given in translation, viz.
"
Kitty of the

Ringlets;"
"
-Happy the Youth who will be Courting her ;"

"
Young Bridget with the Tresses ;"

"Ah, my Love, and Pulse of my Heart;"
'' Tis Moll Duff of the Glen, that has my Love in

keeping;" "Och! och ! thou Darling with the modest, placid eyes ;"
'' Had j-ou seen Shane Glas,

and he going to the Fair." Some of these are not vero antico ; but there is one which, if truly

ascribed, is curious enough, viz., "A Love Song, by Donell, First Earl of Clancharty." This was

he of whom, on being ennobled, viceroy Sydney said that the Queen had made a new earl out

of an old rebel. A certain lady, by name Celia Roche, appears to have been, about the time of

Cromwell's usurpation, famous in Munster for her beauty and wit. One of the poems she inspired

was on the occasion of her complaining that she was haunted by a man she thought must be a fairy,
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but who manifestly was a sedulous admirer
; upon which a humorous exorcism was written, and

fathered upon her confcssoi-, Conn O'Doucll. At another time, she "
put an irritating question in

literature" to a poet, who, in a lengthy string of verses, excuses himself for not answering it.

Even after she was married, O'Donoughuc of the Glens could not but adore her
;
and indited, in

his jealousy, a humorous poem, praying that she might be protected from the rudeness of the churl,

her husband. One of the MSS. is an entire volume of poems, addressed, by different bards, to

Theobald Butler, third Lord Cahir (who died in 1596), and his wife, Mary Cusack. It is a sort

of album, in which each poet entertained by this lord entered his ddn; and is curious as being

with the " Book of O'Byrne's Bards" (in the Egerton collection), one of the few specimens of family

books of poetry, of which, it would seem, every chieftain possessed one.

The Mac Curtins were hereditary ollavs in history and music to the great clan O'Brien. In

the above collection, among many scurrilous poems on the English settlers who had colonized in

this country in the times of Elizabeth and Cromwell, there are some humorous verses by Hugh
M'^Curtin, on the manners of the "

Drinking Clan-Thomas." which was a nickname for those

Sassanachs, some of whom seem to have excelled the natives in a taste for deep potations.

An inauguration ode, addressed by Thady M^Brodin to Donogh O'Brien, fourth Earl of

Thomond, is didactic, in virtue of the ancient custom which privileged a bard to advise his chief; and

contains an epitome of good counsel that vies with Sir "William Jones' Persic " Advice to a

Prince." Its author met a miserable fate, having been killed by being hurled down a precipice by
a countryman; the offence having been some satiric insult, for his murderer is said to have exclaimed,

while the bard was falling,
"
Say your verses now, little man !" From this severe stroke of "

Lynch

law," we turn to notice, in the large collection referred to, a " Rann in praise of Sir John Fitzgerald,

of Cloyne," which seems to have been inspired by the donation of a new sxiit of frieze. The harp
of this Anglo-Irish knight, who practised as well as patronized the art of music, is still to be

seen, and a fine instrument it is.

The Irish harp had become a scarce instrument towards the close of the 16th century.

In 1588, Sir Brian O'Rorke, (Lord of Breifney, who was executed at Tyburn), wiites, on the 6th

October, to MacMahon, Lord of Oriel :
" And what you request us to send you, as a harp and a

great spear, we do assure you that we cannot
;
there is never a good harp in our country, but we

wlU provide one for you, and will send two great spears, and two sheins of the best made in our

country."* Verily, Irish chieftains were generous if such was the way in which they responded

to requests !

" The harp of Brian Boroimhe," as the handsome instrument exhibited in the Dublin Uni-

versity Museum is commonly called, may not have belonged to that king, any more than the iron

figure in Rostellan House, called his effigy, can be believed to have been made in his time. Indeed,

the arms of the O'NeilU were, at one time, attached to it. According to tradition, it had been

MS., State Paper Office.
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taken to Rome, and remained thei'e until Innocent XI. sent it, as a token of good-will, to Charles

II., who deposited it in the Tower. Soon afterwards, the Earl of Clanricarde seeing it, assured

the king that he knew an Irish nobleman (meaning O'Brien, Earl. of Thomond), who would pro-

bably give a limb of his estate for this relic of his great ancestor
;
on which his majesty made him

a present of it. Lord Clanricarde brought the instrument to Ireland
;
but Lord Thomond, being

abroad, never became possessed of it. Some years after, a Lady Henley purchased it, by barter,

in exchange for twenty rams and as many ewes, of English breed, in order to give it to her son-in-

law, Henry M'^Mahon, Esq., of Chinagh, County Clare
;
from whom it passed, through other hands,

to an accomplished gentleman, the Right Hon.AVilliam Conyngham, one who possessed extraordinary

public spirit in an age when this virtue was very rare, and in a country where it was little appre-

ciated. The refined tastes of this liberal patron of the arts deserve to be held in grateful memory

by all who claim an interest in Irish antiquities. It was at his cost that the series of drawings of

our principal remains of ancieut ecclesiastical, military, and domestic architecture, engraved in

Grose's work, were made. This was but a small part of the proofs he gave of patriotic interest in

his native country. The tradition we quote from was written down, in 1783, by Ralph Ouseley,

Esq., who closes his account of this celebrated harp by declaring that " the pains and expense"

taken by its late owner, Mr. Conyngham, "to improve the fine arts in Ireland, as well as the

fisheries and other natural objects, deserve the highest encomium." ^

The MacCraiths, or Magraths, were chief poets to the clan O'Brien, of Thomond. There is a

poem by their head, at an ancient date, styled MacCraith, calling on Mortagh, son of Torlogh, son

of Teige O'Brien, to assert his rights to the kingdom of Ireland. The hero thus appealed to is

supposed to be the same who, in 1315, was elected by the English and Anglo-Xorman chiefs, at

Limerick, to head them against Edward Bruce. A satirical poem, of no less than 396 verses, was

composed by a rhymer named Owen O'Duling upon the occasion of Meiler M-^Grath, archbishop of

Cashel, and two other clergymen of the Church of Rome, going over to the Protestant church, in

the year 1570. This prelate, apart from his change of creed, was, indeed, a fair butt, as will appear

whenever his letters, preserved in the State Paper Office, are published.

The remains of the poetry of the Anglo-Irish people during mcdioeval centuries is so scanty

that we can easily introduce some notices of them in their places, according to the several pro-

vinces to which they belong. Thus, Eriar Michael Bernard's poems, in JN'orman-French, will be

more appropriately examined when we come to speak of Leinster. In the 13th century, Godfrey

of Waterford, a Dominican monk, wrote a versified translation of the pretended Trojan history of

Dares Phrygius, and likewise translated several other Latin works into French prose."

We have hardly any relics of popular rhymes in the vulgar language of the early Teutonic

colonists of Ireland, such as those which the Anglo-Saxons, and especially the Anglo-Danes,

delighted in. In a volume of the Lansdowne MSS., Xo. 418, entitled "Ware's Collections for

b Bibl. Egerton, Brit. Mus. MS. No. 75, p. 351. c Essais de TAbbe Delarue, iii. 211.
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Ireland," the compiler, Sir James Ware, has copied from Tho Book of Ross and Waterford, the first

verse of a \cry curious ancicat Anglo-Irish ballad. He writes, at page 94 of his manuscript,
" There is in this book a large discourse in meter, putting the youth of Waterford in mind of

harme taken by tho Powers, and wisliing them to beware for the time to come. I have written out

the first staffs only."
'* Yong men of Waterford, lemith now to plai.

For zur mere is plowis i lad both a way.

Scur ze zur hafclis yt. lang habith ilei

And fend zou of the Powers that walketh bi tho way.

For rede.

For if hi takith zou on and on

From ham scapith thar never one

I swer bi Christ and St. John

That off gotho zur hede !

Now hi walkith."

How unfortunate that this fragment is all that now remains of the quaint old poem I For there

seems to be no chance of recovering the original from which Ware copied the verse. The Booh of

Ross and Waterford, or rather a portion of it, is now Harleian MS. No. 913, but the Anglo-

Irish ballad is not in it. The above lines, in modem words, would run somewhat thus :

"
Young men of Waterford ! cease ye now to play,

For your marcs and ploughs I saw by the way ;

Secure ye your cattle that remain upon the lea.

And beware of the Powers that walk by the way.

For caution !

For, if they take you now and anon,

From them there escapeth never a one,

I swear by Christ and St. John,

That off goes your head I

This ballad, which seems to be of an age as early as the beginning of the 14th century, was evi-

dently composed to serve the citizens of AYaterford as a popular song, which should keep them in

mind of the necessity for caution whenever thoy ventured beyond their town walls, during their long

feud with the great Anglo-Saxon family of Le Poor, then holding almost complete sway over the

county. Friar Clyn, who may have heard this ballad sung in the streets of the " Urbs Intacta,"

states that in the year 1345, the Peers burnt and destroyed nearly all the country round the city;

wherefore, says he, certain of them were hanged, drawn, and (j^uartered in the town they
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had injured. The missing portion of the MS. originally containing this curious and charac-

teristic ballad, may, perhaps, be found in the Bodleian Library, and is well worth the

search, being nearly unique. We know nothing resembling it, except the ballad on the

death of Sir Piers Birmingham. How is it, that while England is so rich in this interesting

department of poetry (the very photography of history, if we may so speak), there is scarcely

a vestige of the songs of her colonies in Ireland, the " Isle of Song ?" The answer simply is,

that the language of the conquerors gradually became extinguished by the influence of the native

tongue, even among the highest of the nobles
;
and consequently, any ballads composed in it

became as unintelligible as the old dialect of the South-East of Wexford, the earliest English

colony, is to us. Many curious particulars of the ancient feud between the citizens of Waterford and

the Peers ofthat coimty are given in the Miscellamj ofthe Celtic Society. Judging by the archaic diction

of this ballad, it would appear to have been composed before the middle of the 14th century, when
our historic accounts of the feud commence. On the 4th September, 1368, the Peers, having assem-

bled their forces, and being joined by O'DriscoU, a powerful sea-board chieftain whose gaUies brought

up his warriors from Baltimore, proceeded to invest the city of Waterford with intent to plunder

it. In an action which ensued, the inhabitants were routed, with the loss of their mayor, the sheriff

of the countj^, and 36 of their own number, besides 60 strangers. The same volume contains some

poems relating to the O'Driscolls, a clan noted more especially for their piracies at sea, which

naturally arose from the position of their chief town, Baltimore, and from the possession of several

castles along the coast, which protected the gallies sent out by them into the Channel. It was

their piratical proceedings which rendered them particularly obnoxious to the men of Waterford.

One of the poems referred to is an elegy on Diarmid O'DriscoU, whose death the bard laments in

terms which arc thus translated :

"0 Christ I it is cause of moan to us.

The xojdil 2))'ey that thou hast taken !"

As the translator observes, this is carrying the technical language of plundering (with which the

bard was most familiar) into the province of religious sentiment. Our Saviour is represented as

going on a marauding excursion, capturing Diarmid, and carrying the royal prisoner to his heavenly

fortress! Another elegiac ode, on Sir Fineen O'DriscoU, describes his widow as bountiful to
" a host

of poets from the Swimming of the Two Birds" (a part of the Shannon near Clonmacnoise, so called

in Irish), and from Moylinc, in Ulster. The poem concludes with a pleasing picture of the lady's

liberality " Graceful hospitality is ministered

To all who come each night.

At the quiet banquet of the populous mansion,

By the placid, generous, cheerful dame."
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Another Gaelic poem, in celebrating the virtues of Eileen, daughter of MacSweeny, leader of

galloglacha to McCarthy of Muskerry, has the following verse :

" From those who cause woman's face to blush,

On account of the money which they seek,

The chosen flower of the family tree

Eileen, is ever free."

This curious passage is thus annotated by the translator
"

Satirists were believed to possess the

power of bringing omX, fearha, or blotches, through the face of any one who incurred their satire."

The Anglo-Irish lords seem originally to have regarded the native Irish versifiers with some-

what of the contemptuous feeling characteristic of Norman conquerors. Thus, the first Earl

of Desmond may have amused his leisure by composing poetry ; yet when a brother peer. Sir Arnold,

Lord Le Poer, dared, in a public assembly, to sneer at him as
" a rhymer," the aff'ront was so gall-

ing that the Earl resented it afterwards in his adversary's territory with fire and sword. It is

likely that this Earl was the author of the Norman alliterative rhymes (of no merit) which arc con.

tained in the Harleian MS. above referred to, and entitled Proverhia Comitis Desmonioe. These

plaintive verses are printed in a note to Grace's Annals, and are supposed to have been written

during the Earl's imprisonment. They are evidence that French was stiU the language of at least

this Anglo-Irish lord. Two centuries later, it was rare to find one of his posterity who could speak

any language but Irish. Independently of their cultivation of the native tongue, their honour

in their own country was specially aggrandized by the praises of its poets. In the eloquent words

of Mr. T. D' Arcy M'^Gcc:
" The old bards harped many a proud Norman baron into the usages and

love of his country. De Burghs and Geraldines were bound to the soil by the golden chords of

the clairseachs." Sir Gerald, the fourth Earl, has a place in Walpole's Royal and Nolle Authors,

having earned the honourable appellation of "the Poet," and was, besides, accounted a magician for

his skill in mathematics. In Sir George Carew's pedigrees, he is called " the Poet," and stated to

have been slain in 1397, by O'Brien of Thomond. Archdall, in his peerage-book, mentions that this

Earl sent his son James, the seventh earl, to be fostered by O'Brien of Thomond probably a

measure of security. He was a purchaser of medical lore, as well as of poetry, having given

twenty cows for a MS. copy of the Lilium Medicinoi, a work written in the Irish language, and of

much repute. It was, very likely, the reputation of possessing this and other repertories of the

healing art that endowed him with his character of magician. Archdall says :

" We are told

that, in 1397, he went away out of his camp, or was privately murdered, near the Island of

Kerry, being never heard of more." But there is no mystery in the following account of his

death, given in Mageoghegan's translation of the Annals of Clonmacnoise: " 1398. The Lord

Garret, Earlc of Desmond, a nobleman of wonderful bountie, mu'th, cheerfulness in con-

versation, charitable in his deeds, easy of access, a witty and ingenious composer of Irish
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poetry, and a learned and profound chronicler, and, in fine, one of the Englisli nobility that had

Irish learning and professors thereof in greatest reverence of all the English of Ireland, died peni-

tently, after receipt of the sacraments of the holy church, in proper form." Tradition (as the editor

of the Four Makers, Dr. O'Donovan, observes) still vividly remembers this Garrett. And Mr. W
Lynch remarks'* that "even one hundred years after the fall of this family, we find the Irish

army within the walls of Limerick, when besieged by King William, and threatened with the

horrors of famine, consoling themselves by assurance of succour from ' one of the Earls of Desmond

that dyed above two hundred years ago,' and was secretly buried, but ' who the Irish fancyed was

carryed away by enchantment.' This curious tradition evidently refers to the magician Earl, and

illustrates the superstitious reverence attached of old to the "poet philosophers." This eminent

patron of Gaelic cUaraibh, or Kterati, is recorded, among other acts of liberality, to have granted to

Bamaby O'Daly a release from the customary exactions of coinmeadh, livery, sorren, &c., or the pro-

viding of food for man and horse whenever the Earl visited that part of his country where the

bard resided. *

Two tribes of hereditary bards resided within the extensive territories of the Earls of Desmond,

the O'Dalys of the west of the county Cork, and the MacDonells of Kerry. For convenience, wo

shall first speak of the latter and least distinguished tribe.

" John MacDonell, Rhymer," whose name stands on the map of Munster in the 2d volume of

the published State Papers like the name of a place, is styled "poet" in an Inquisition of 1584,

which shows that he was of the rank of OUamh Fileadh, or Ollamh re Dan, professor of the art of

Dan or versification. His surname is that of a galloglass family, not a bardic one
;

so that his

ancestors may have been veritable Scandinavian scalds. His name is placed in the map at the

N.W. side of Sliavloughra, between Kerry and Connclagh (in Limerick) ; and, according to a state-

ment made by the treasurer of the 16th Earl of Desmond, the Earl's rhymers held of him " land

named Bresenagh, on the mountain of Slew-loughra, containing eight plough-lands, and paid a

rent 24 beeves at May and Christmas." [This place was the habitation of O'Daly Finn.'] The

rhymers of "
Temple-I-gleann-tame and Ballywroh" paid the same rent. When the Earl crossed

the mountain, or took a journey between Kerry and Connelagh, these bards bore the charges of it

for a day and a night.

The O'Dalys, ancestors of the present Lord Clanconal, were by far the most numerous and

eminent of the Munster bardic families. Eaghnall O'Daly, poetical ollamh of Desmond, died in 11 6 1 .

M<=Firbi3s's annals mention that "
O'Daly, chief dan-maker (poet) to the Earl of Desmond, died in

1450." Like the poets of the Hebrides described by Martin, each bard of a clan was accustomed

to claim the wedding-clothes at every marriage, no doubt as his honorarium for producing a suitable

ode for the occasion. In a jury presentment of the county of Cork, in 1570, it is complained that,

^ Feudal Dignities, p. 265, quoting Clark's State Papers.
* Carew MS., 627.
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when any freehoUlor or dweller in this shire married,
" the lord's rhymer, called Oluff Dann, vr\\\

take the best apparel of the wornoii so married, or the value thereof;" and as an instance, it is

mentioned that " Dermod O'Daly, for the use of O'Daly Fynyne, took the rayment of Margaret-ni-

Scully by force, on the day of her -wedding ; alleging it to be due throughout Desmond and

Mi^Donough's country, he being the chief rhymer, otherwise called Olowe DaneP Desmond, be it

observed, though giving the title of Earl to the head of the Munster Geraldines (whose Gaelic title

was "
MacThomas"), was properly the country of M<^Carthy-more. The second country here named

was "
0'Donoughue's,"east of Killarney.

The family of O'Daly were hereditary poets and chroniclers, and have furnished more

distinguished writers than any other tribe : so much so that their surname became synonymous with

poet. Hooker, in his dedication of a translation of Giraldus Cambrensis to Sir Walter Ealeigh,

observes "Britain had its Druids and bardes, and Ireland had, its O'Dalys orRimers, who, being

very wise men, and of great credit, did deliver all their sayings in metre, and were, therefore,

called Poets." The most memorable of their compositions is the narrative of the Desmond rebel-

lion, by one of the name who exercised the office of chief Inquisitor of Portugal ;
for it is a truth-

elling account of a remarkable episode in British history.

Proposing to enter fully, on another occasion, into the reasons why the English Government

found it necessary to take strong measures against the Irish bards, we shall merely remark at

present that the inveterate hostility of this class to that government frequently drew down its

vengeance upon them. The first case which we have met with of special measures of severity being

resorted to regarding the bardic order in Alunster was on the 12th July, 1541, after the holding of

a parliament, which was to re-assemble at Limerick, for the immediate object of reforming the adja-

cent country. James, fifteenth Earl of Desmond, had attended this parliament, and upon the day above

named, among certain ordinances made by him conjointly with the Archbishop of Cashel and other

commissioners, it was specially enacted that " No poet nor other person whatever shall make

verses called aiiran to any one after God on earth except the King, under penalty of forfeiting all

his goods."' The poets of Munster, however, were not silenced by this ukase ; for, two years after

the remarkable account of the Irish bardic tribe had been sent by Smyth to the Privy Council in

London [see Journal, vol. vi. 165], and when the reformation ofMunster was taken in hand by Queen

Elizabeth in good earnest, Gerald, the l6th Earl of Desmond, was required to assent to certain

orders, dated 20th December, 1563, one clause of which was specially directed against this class.

It was here provided that " the continuall recourse" was to be "stopped," of "certain ydle men

of lewd demeanour, called rymours, bards, dice-players, and carrogli!^, as, under pretence of visiting,

they carry about privy intelligence between the m ilefactors"' in the disturbed districts, and other-

wise cause "no small enormities." A proclamation was issued, prohibiting lords and gentlemen,

vassals of the Desmond, from maintaining such evil persons in their territories.
" The rymers"

f Calendar of Irish State Pa pers
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says the State document,
"

do, by their ditties and rymes, maae to divers lords and gentlemen in

Ireland, in commendations and high praise of extortion, rebellyon, rape, raven, and other injustice,

enconrage disorder, and cause those vices to be followed." As much as one hundred marks was

sometimes paid as a reward for "lewd rhymes" by those lords, who were forbidden such extrava-

gance for the future
;
and if any one thenceforward gave a reward for such rhymes, he was to pay

a fine of double the amount to the Queen, and the poet was to be fined at discretion.^ One hundred

marks, at 13s. 4d. each, amount to 66 13s. 4d., so that, as the value of money has since that time

diminished ten -fold, the honorarium paid for the poetry in question represents 600 of our money,
a sum equivalent to the price of the copy-right of Byron's Don Juan! The adjective "lewd"'

appears to have signified "deluding," and was here used in its political sense. Politically con-

sidered, the Irish bards were most offensive to the English government. Their semi-sacred

character rendered it a delicate matter to wound the prejudices of the natives by proceeding vigo-

rously against them, insured their protection by their countrymen, and sometimes induced persons

hostile to the crown to shelter themselves under the guise and profession of this tabooed caste.

Cormac 0' Conor, an "outlaw," the expelled chieftain of Oifaly, is mentioned in certain deposi-

tions concerning a conflict between the Earls of Desmond and Ormond, in 1565, as having

appeared at Lismore "
disguised as a harper," and called by the name of Gniedufl".

'' The learned

writer on " Irish Feudal Dignities," already referred to, quotes from the original Commission an

order to magistrates "to execute to death, as that proelamation doth warrant, all ydlemen, vagga-

bunds, sturdy beggars, harpers, rymers, or bards;" and he declares that "
to this and other pros-

trations of every patriotic and conscientious feeling, the Earls of Desmond did not stoop." The Earl

of Thomond of the day, however, though descended from King Brien, the hero of Clontarf, enforced

martial law in 1572, against the bards by hanging three of them; "for which abominable and

treacherous act," say the native annalists, "he was satirized and denounced." We have not met

the proclamation above referred to, ordaining capital punishment. Sir John Perrott, indeed, the

English governor of Munster during the rebellion raised by James Eitzmaurice, lieutenant of the

16th Desmond, ordered stocks to be made for punishing "idle persons, spies, bards,

gamesters, and false messengers," on the grounds that these classes of vagrants were spreaders of

disafiection and otherwise agents of evil. Dominic de Rosario O'Daly, Inquisitor-General in

Portugal, states that one of his own family was employed by the l6th Earl of Desmond as an envoy

for exciting the Anglo-Irish peers to revolt. Bards were generally entrusted with such missions,

owing to their privileged character; and for the same reason they were always employed in the capacity

of heralds or messengers to the English forces, on which occasions they often served also as spies.

"When Garret, the 16th Earl of Desmond, was a state prisoner in the house of Sir Warham St.

Leger, in Southwark, there were amongst his retinue (thirty-nine in all) two Dalys, or bards.

s State Paper Oflfice, and Harris's Ware, vol. ii.
' State Paper Office.
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During his rebellion, in which he was assisted by men and money from Rome, and when Roman

emissaries were endeavouring to excite the whole population to revolt, a writer in his Discourse for

the Reformation of Ireland (addressed to Queen Elizabeth), recommends, among other "items''

needing reform,
" that all hrchons (native judges), carraghes (gamesters), lards, and rymers, that

infect the people; friars, monks, Jesuits, pardoners, nuns, and such like, that openly seek the main-

tenance of Popery a trayterous kind of people the bellows to blow the coals of all myschief and

rebellion fit spies for anti-Christ, whose kingdom they greatly expect to be restored bee executed

by mai'shal law, and their favorers and maintainors, by due course of law, to bee tried and executed,

as in case of treason."

In November, 1584, a jury of the county of Cork made presentment (preserved in Carew MS.

627), showing how Desmond's rents were paid, and giving the names of no fewer than 72 persons

who were living as
"
poets, chroniclers, and rhymers" in that country. Among these we fiind

mentioned the following:

"O'Kyll, in McCarty-more's coxmtry, a rymer, and one that kepes many rymers and bardes

together, calling them by the name of O'KylFs scoulers." The true surname is O'Cuill, now

written Quill.
" Kenfaela O'Cuill," probably a descendant of the Danaan "

Cuill," seems to have

succeeded his relative, M^Liag, as hereditary Ollamh fileadh of Munster. The ruins of an ancient

stone house are still shown at Finavara, in the county Clare, in which a bardic school was kept by
some of the O'Dalys. Their ancestor, so far back as the 12th century, was called wa sgoile,

" of the

school." Martin, in his account of the customs and manners of the Hebrides, which closely resem-

bled those of oar ancient countrymen, gives a curious picture of the "
way of study" of the scholars

in the Western Islands.

" Shane roe O'Cahely, late of Loughgir, a rimer" probably John the Red O'Cahill. His latter

residence was a strong island-fortress, in Desmond's territory.
" Art Kyne, bard." Query, Art na Caoine, i.e., of the keens, or dirges?
"
Moelmurry MShane, of Castletown, harper, and two others, servants to * * * * ."

Query, servants to Yiscount Roche, of Castletown Roche ?

" Shane O'Dwyrer, chronicler, de Aharlagh." This place is the " Arlo forest," celebrated by

Spenser.
" Cormoek O'Daly, the Lord Barrymore's rymer."
" John MacTeige MacGwillish, the Lord Roche's rymer." This is curious evidence that even

the Anglo-Irish nobles kept each his poet.
" John M'Donell, a poet" This more honourable designation is peculiar to him.

"
Mary-ny-Donoghue, a she-barde

;
and Mary-ny-Clancye, rymer." This contradicts

the assertion of Walker, in his History of Irish Bards, that " the Irish had no female

bards, or bardesses;" and may throw some light on the wandering women-singers men-
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tioned by Smyth [^Journal, vol. VI., p. 210], under the name of mona shula. O'Donoghue
does not seem to have been a bardic name, but the surname of the other bardess is so.

M'Clancy was lord of Dartrey, in Leitrim. The pedigree of this tribe includes "Lucas

of the pilgrim's staff,"
" Maurice the prior," and " Lucas of the learning."

'

Hugh, son

of Boethius MacClancy, professor of the Feinachas, or brehon law, and of poetrj^, and a purchaser of

wine, died in 1575. In the following year died Boethius oge, oUamh of law in Dal-Cais, who kept

a house of general hospitality; and in 1578, John M'Clancy, chief brehon to the Earl of Desmond,

"than whom no son of a lay brehon in his time had better tillage or a better house than he." The

above name Lucas is noticed here because Smyth says the chief of the female order of ballad-

singers, named motna shula, was called Lucas.

""William Hal^eny, a loose, masterless, ydell vacabond, and a common drunkard." This

"bad halfpenny," without an owner, seems to have been as debased as his name, a corruption

of MacAlpin, which being translated, has a similar signification.

"
0'Daly/ye, Donill oge, M-^Awlyve, O'Daly, O'Daly, O'Daly's barde. All these

four dwell in the place called Brcsnycke" The death of "
O'Daly Jinn," i.e., the fair-haired (the

hereditary name of a chief of this bardic tribe), is chronicled under the year 1507, The fact that

the head of this sept had a bard, proves that he himself was the poet, par excellence, and that the

bard was the enunciator of his compositions. According to Ben Jonson's Irish Masque, the bard

was a singer, not a composer, and was accustomed to be accompanied by two harps.

Among the records of the Exchequer, for the year 1592, there is a mass of pleadings before

commissioners, in the countries of Desmond and Kerry, between the remnant of the followers of the

late Earl of Desmond and the English grantees of the escheated properties. One of these pleadings

is a petition of Connoher O'Dalie, praying to be restored to the family estate. Poetry adorns what-

ever touches upon it, so that the fortunes of the ill-fated bards of that earl, (the ingens rehellibus

exemplar of Irish history,) demand sympathy and inquiry. The petitioner states that his grandfather,

Melaghlin MacDonoghe O'Dalie, was seized of Kiltoghercon, in the County of Kerry, containing

five ploughlands, which descended to Melaghlin Oge, the petitioner's father, who died^ says the record,

"about a year before Mr. Davells was killed." The event referred to was, indeed, a noted epoch, for

the act of murdering this noble Englishman was the pledge that his murderer, the Earl's brother, gave

of his sincerity in rebellion. The petitioner further states that he forsook the lands, and that he

was not in rebellion, nor was he attainted. On reference, however, it was found that he had been

especially attainted. In all probability, this Connoher was the " Cornelius" O'Daly stated by

Dominic De Eosario O'Daly, in his History of the Geraldines, to have been sent " as a man of re-

markable eloquence," by Earl Gerald, "to solicit the co-operation of many of the nobles who had

not yet openly declared against Queen Elizabeth." He is represented as passing through many

' Celtic Miscellanv, 80.
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dangers while on this misssion the nature of which explains and justifies the political
"
persecution"

received hy the hards, who were usually selected as envoys for raising rebellion.

The dwellings of Bards, from possessing a conventional sanctity, wore often asylums to the

lordly rebel and the hunted cattle stealer. When the .mgaun Earl of Desmond, being discomfited,

took refuge in the forest glen of Aharlagh, moving about from thicket to cave, and from hovel to

hollow tree, hardly daring to enter the abodes of men, at last, one of his adherents, O'Dugall,

poor hiu-per, ventured to afford him shelter. Yet from under this humble roof, being sur-

prised by a body of soldiery, he had to fly with his host, who, first leading him into a secure part of

an adjacent fastness, discovered himself, with the lapwing's policy, to the pursuers, and so

drew them off from his master. Tigh na Filea, i. e. the house of the poets, a cave near Kilworth, on

the Funcheon, is traditionally declared to have been the haunt of proscribed bards.

The curious and characteristic poem, The Tribes of Ireland, recently translated and published

by O'Donovan, demands full notice, having been composed, under peculiar circumstances, by a

Munster poet, Angus roe O'Daly, commonly called the Red Bard, or Angus the Satirist. The title

of this composition implies that it was a poem upon the tribes, or families, of the kingdom : but it

only notices the disloyal, whom it was intended to hold up to ridicule.

This satirical poem contains internal evidence of having been written in the year 1602, at the

close of the long and desperate war maintained by the Ulster chieftains, Tyrone and O'Donnell,

against the English power, which was then severely menaced. Towards the close of the

preceding year, a large and well trained army of Northern Irish^ under their brave leaders, marched

southwards to support a Spanish force that had recentlylanded, but which had come lesswiththe object

of aiding the Irish in their endeavour to throw off the British yoke, than to wage independent war.

Lord Mountjoy, the viceroy, writes in Ootober, 1601, to the queen's council, that he and his

comparatively small force, "have an army of old and disciplined soldiers before them of 4,000 Spani-

ards, that assuredly expect a far greater reinforcement, and about 20,000 fighting men of the

furious and warKke Irishrie, who will all declare against them [the English], if supplies and rein-

forcements from England fail." The Spaniards had been invited over by Florence MacCarthy, a

wily and ambitious chieftain, and, at first were only joined by his dependants. Every means were

used to deter such of the natives as had not yet declared themselves from joining in the rebellion.

More than one half of that gallant force under Mountjoy, which so successfully attacked, and at

last entirely defeated Tyrone, was composed of natives of the land. The Spanish General

in vain offered the enormous pay of six shillings a day to every horseman that would join his

standard, and, in a proclamation to the Roman Catholics, in September, 1601, had to urge the

Irish to take arms, as being commanded to do so by the Pope, and to threaten those who remained

in obedience to England with persecution even unto death, as heretics and enemies of the Church.

It was a contest between English dominion and Celtic chieftaimy ;
the one, ill supported by troops

from home, the other backed by Spanish veterans. Government offered, by printed proclamation.
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the large sum of four thousand marks for Tyrone's head. The lord president of

Munster, Sir George Carew, used all his influence to procure intelligence as to the movements of the

rebels. He was even made acquainted with the intended attack on Mountjoy's camp, on the night

of the 24th of December, through the treachery of a principal commander in the rebel ranks. Thus

forwamed, the viceroy was prepared ; and, when the enemy drew off, he attacked and routed them in

the decisive battle of Kinsale. But the embers of insurrection continued to burn till the

end of the winter of 1603, when the spirit of the leaders was broken by the miseries the country

endured. Mountjoy acted on the advice given by the poet Spenser, in choosing the winter season

for his campaign, instead of that " when helmets glisten brightest in the sunshine." He harried the

rebels during the severest weather, carrying off their corn and cattle, and driving the people from one

fastness to another, untill, as the poet foretold, they were "brought so low that they had no heart

nor ability to endure their wretchedness." Still it was found that the country would not be reduced

without famine, and a system of warfare was commenced, which, although cruel in its imme-

diate effect, was preferable to a protracted guerilla struggle, accompanied by general rapine

and anarchy. It was determined to cut down the standing corn of the insurgents, before they

could harvest it. This barbarous mode of warfare had long been used by the Irish

themselves; and, as a system of reducing savage tribes that cannot be subdued by regular

means, has been lately employed by her Majesty's forces against the Caffres, sixty thousand acres

ofwhose com were cut down, and thirty thousand head of cattle taken, in the winter of four years ago.

The first practice of this lamentable necessity of destroying the sustenance of the rebels, occurred in

the country of the O'Mores, in Leix, whose chief, "a bloody and bold young man," had put the

Earl of Essex to flight in the skirmish of the "Pass of Plumes," (so called from the feathers cut

from the morions of the favourite's gay soldiers,) and had lately taken the great Earl of Ormonde

prisoner.
" Our captains," writes the historian of the time, the viceroy's secretary, "and by

their example, for it was otherwise painful, the common soldiers, did cut down with their swords

all the rebels' corn, to the value of 10,000 and upwards, the only means by which they were to

live, or to maintain their hired auxiliaries." The effect produced on the minds of the chieftains

of Ireland by so cruel a measure may be imagined from a spirited remonstrance'' addressed by
O'More to his late captive, Ormonde. He declares himself "outraged at the abominable new device

of Lord Mountjoy, to cut down green corn wherever he goes an execrable course, and a bad ex-

ample to all the world." The English, he observes, had taught him bad lessons before, and, as they

do not mean to give over schooling him in bad actions, which he protests he loathes, he declares that,

as he has little to lose, if that is lost, he will give over tillage, and take to living on the tilling of others,

neither sparing friend nor foe : yet hopes, however, that such cruel dealings may be stopped, and

asks for protection. He was killed that month, and his sept was so discouraged by his death,

that they never rose again.

'' State Paper Ofike.
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It is worth the digression to notice a curious passage in Moryson's history of this great

rebellion, which follows the above statement relating to the destruction of the harvest in O'More's

country. That writer observes
" It seemed incredible that, by so barbarous inhabitants, the

ground should be so manured, the fields so orderly fenced, the towns [townlands] so frequently

inhabited, and the highway and paths so well beaten, as the Lord Deputy here found them. The

reason whereof was, that the Queen's forces during these wars never till then came amongst them."

This passage gives rise to a melancholy reflection as to the condition which Ireland might have

attained to, had she not been depressed by the destructive consequences of civil war
; and, at the

same time, it incidentally proves that the native tillers of the soil the class who suffer most by

ravage were skilful and industrious whenever they were not exposed to its effects.

The Irish people had been taught by their bards to consider their leaders great and power-

ful. Inflated accounts of their strength and resources had been paraded on the Continent. The

government thought it important to exhibit to the nation the real state of those leaders their

weakened condition and poverty; and, by holding them up to ridicule, to make them contemptible.

Xo surer means could be employed for such a purpose than the vehicle and publicity of a scurrilous

poem, couched in the vulgar tongue, and certain of speedy circulation by the wandering ballad-

singers of the day. Human instruments were not long wanting. The celebrated Florence Mac-

Carthy, a man of gigantic stature and extraordinary talents, had been considered so dangerous to

the State that he was detained a prisoner in the Tower of London for periods amounting to nearly

forty years. In his youth, he had endeavoured to obtain the chieftainship of his clan
; and, in order

to enhance his claim, gained the affections of the heiress of the Earl of Clancarthy. "With the aid

of "Bryan of the Cards," one of his followers, the young lady escaped out of the walled city of

Cork, and was married to him. !For this, and on suspicion of treasonable designs, he was kept a

prisoner for several years. After his release, it was discovered that the Spanish invasion of 1601

had been brought about through his instrumentality, and he was again committed to the safe

custody of the Tower. In the misery of his dungeon he became a recreant, and sought to ingratiate

himself by pointing out to the Government how his compatriots were to be subdued.

Among other things, he advised that the bards should be bribed to bring over the malcon-

tent Irish gentry to the English interest; and it was probably at his suggestion that the

author of the "Tribes of Ireland" was employed to indite this satirical poem. Florence writes to

Secretary Cecil in August, 1602 : "The two sorts of people of the greatest ability and authority

to persuade the Irish gentlemen are the priests and rimers. Both dislike the English Government

more than other classes do. The priests may not be trusted to do service for the Queen, while of

the rimers only some may, if employed by those gentlemen whose followers they are by lineal

descent." He then goes on to say that "he means to employ one of special trust and sufficiency."

He boasts that
" he was the chiefest cause of cutting off the Earle of Desmond," and declares that
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he is called "a d d counterfeit Englishman, whose only employment was to practise how to

destroy his countrymen, the Irish." The lord president of Munster, Sir George Carew, had at

tiiis time in his service a degenerate son of a bardic family, one Patrick "Crosbie" (subsequently

knighted, and ancestor of the Earls of Glendore), whom, in the preceding April, he had sent

over to Cecil as a confidential agent to whom he recommended him ''for being greatly

hated by his countrymen as a continual worker of means for their overthrow." Crosbie, whose

father, Mac-an-Crossan, had been chief bard or rhymer to the once powerful O'Mores of

Leix, very probably discussed with the imprisoned MacCarthy this crafty scheme of reducing

turbulent people by satire, and it may have been put into execution on his return to his poKtic

master. Sir George Carew had served long in the Emerald Isle, and had an intimate knowledge

of Irishmen, some of whom he appears to have employed with success against others.

Only half the force under his command were British, the other half being natives of the

country. So well acquainted was he with what passed among the insurgents, that they

confidently believed he "had a familiar." He possessed much influence over the O'Daly

tribe, the head of which was one of those who, in 1575, compounded with Sir Peter Carew in order

to retain their estate, to which the Carews laid claim.' Sir George sets forth in his narrative of the

war, \_Pacata Hiiernia,'] that the O'Dalys held their lands from the Carews for the customary service

of being
"
their rhymers, or chroniclers of their actions," and he states that, on the 4th May, 1602,

O'Daly was brought before him on a chai^ge of conveying messages from the rebels in arms to induce

a neighbouring Milesian chief to join them, and that the delinquent was committed for trial. This

man, however, seems to have been the chief of the tribe of which the satirist was only a junior

member.

A telling way of lampooning the rebels was soon found out. Irish hospitality is

proverbial. This virtue has ungenerously been said to be characteristic of a barbarous

people. But when did even the fear of consequences cause an Irishman to shrink from

the exercise of the duties of hospitality?
"
Conohwyr O'Bryen, Prince of Thomond" (as he signs

himself in a letter to Henry YIII.), exculpates himself for having received the attainted son of the

traitor Silken Thomas into his country, by saying that he never sent for him, but that, being there, he

" could not, for very shame, refuse him of meat and drink, for it hath been of old custom among

Irishmen to give meat and drink and such little goods as they have." The surname of the O'Sul-

livans took its origin from the generosity of their ancestor, who
" Gave his bright eye for a proverb to shine."

1 This sept, which was the prinicipal sept of O'Dalys, Sir Peter C. is marked as possessor of this estate, which he

lived at Drumnea, and at Ballyrune, in Miuitervary, County would seem to have wrung from its hereditary proprietors.

Cork, near Dunmanus Bay. In a note of Sir Peter Carew's The power of the Carews over the O'Daly's was hoth feudal

Evidences the land is called
"
Rynne Wiater-Bary, which and political. Some forty years previously, one Ferga-

the Dalies, heing rhymers, do hold." In the map of namyn O'Daly seems to have heen bribed to satirize

Munster, given in the second volume of Irish State papers, Shane O'Neill.

VOL. VII. P
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Sir George Carew gives this legend of hima "The condition of the first man that was called

0' Sullivan \ras ever to give anything that was hegged of him, and his name tooke its beginning by

giving one of his eyes to one Levan: an eye is called axil, which being given to Levan, his surname

or nickname was Sullivan, and, according to the Irish custom, was added unto it."
"" The fame

of the act passed into the proverb of

"Nulla manus tam liberalis, atque generalis,

Atque universalis, quam Sullivanis !"

Sir Richard Cox, no encomiast of the Irish, declares that they were recklessly hospitable.

Hospitality was, in short, the national boast. TJie bitterest ridicule of their families would, therefore,

consist in either proving in detail that they were neither hospitable nor generous, or that theywere too

poor to be so. The servile bard whom wc have mentioned made a regular circuit of the kingdom,

then in a deplorable state of distress, and afterwards wrote his satire on the different tribes he had

visited; doing so with an unsparing pen, save in a few exceptions, where he was either afraid or

ashamed to defame. He does not lampoon the brave Hugh O'DonneU, whom he terms " the fair

hero of Lough Foyle," because, as he says, the race ofAdam could not shelter him from O'Donnell's

vengeance.

I will only give a few extracts translated from this miserable lampoon, enough to convey an idea

of its character, for it is painfal to read so ungenerous an attempt atridiculing a brave andwarm-hearted

people, who were at that time enduring the terrible sufferings brought upon them by their struggle for

independence. Our bard, in search of food for satire and for himself, proceeded first into Connaught,

a province then in a pitiable state of famine, if we are to judge by the penurious entertainment he

complains of having met with. He levels a mighty joke against the Bourkes of Clanricard, by

turning their patronymic into an odious sobriquet :

" The clan Eickard, from end to end,

From Kilcorban to Bureen,

Stickards [misers] is their true name,

Eickard's but a nickname !

If their country was as unproductive as its lord once represented it to be, they had good reason for

their thrift. The Earl of Clanricard, a noble and loyal man, writes to the Queen in 1567: " My
hap is to have the least territory that any lorde in Connaught hath

;
a country most barren and

unfruitefull, replenished for the more part with rocks and stones." Of the barony of Bureen, in the

same province, it was said, (as Ludlow observes in his Memoirs,) that it is a country where there is

not water enough to drown a man, wood enough to hang one, nor earth enough to bury him.

The poet, who describes himself as so much reduced by the starvation of Connaught that he

Carew MS., 635.
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believed his waist would never recover its original dimensions, journeyed next into the Saxon-ridden

province of Leinster, where, though he was indeed fed, his thirsty propensity was ill satisfied.

" The daintiest dish I got as yet

Among the Leinster-men the more their disgrace
Was a lean goat, in the house of O'Byrne,
But no mention of drink after it !"

His fare at one place was
" A thin cake, like the fin of a fish

And Hke a blackbird's eg^, I get on a dish."

Blue mouldy, no doubt. Of his Munster tour he says
"
Flattery I got for food.

In Muskerry of the M*=Diarmids
;

And my chest was dried up with thirst.

Until I reached Ballincollig."

This is the earliest notice of the bland talk, or "blarney" of Munster. MacDiarmuid, chief of the

MacCarthys of Muskerry, had his principal residence at Blarney, near Cork, which seems to hare

been the head-quarters of that smooth style of speech, or mealy-mouthed cajolery, peculiar to

Munster even in the days of Giraldus Cambrensis. One branch of the MacCarthy sept was so

famous for extravagant hospitality that the grateful poets of the day bestowed on it the appellation

of rapagh, or the hospitable. But it seems that it was eclipsed in this popular characteristic by
a northern sept. It is related in an ancient manuscript, quoted by the historian of Cork, that

there was a warm contention at the close of the thirteenth century between MacCarthy of

Desmond and Maguire of Fermanagh, as to which excelled the other in liberality. In order to

ascertain which chief surpassed the other in this qualification, one of the professors of the poetic

art constituted himself a judge in the matter, and having passed a year, while this bread-and-beef

war was at its height, in each of their houses, in the disguise of a carrogJi, or common gamester,

adjudged the honour to his northern host, in the following quatrain:

"
Though Desmonds plains be greater in extent,

And yield MacCarthy twice the annual rent,

Maguire's household tvsrice the number shows,

And twice the victual from his buttery flows."

A venomous allusion is contained in the advice our satirical bard, Angus O'Daly, gives to any

one who may wish to see the men of a certain tribe, who were notorious for predatory habits:

"Do not seek them except in time of fairs."

They were out plundering at aU other times ! His truest touch of ironical humour is his apostrophe

to the roads of Limerick : he declares he is greatly obliged to them for being so execrable, since
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they prevent him from erer entering that miserable country again. Distempered as was our satirist

with bitterness, the beauty of a district which the Saxon poet Edmund Spenser has described as
"
Fair, goodly fields

None fairer, none more fruitfuU to be red,"

extorted a verse of praise from him, and it is pleasing to hear a hearty chord of feeling struck by so

perfunctory a lampooner:
" From Prohust to the famed town of Mallow,

I will describe it as it is :

The country is beautiful to be looked at.

But it is not a country of food or raiment."

Perhaps he intended sarcastically to contrast the richness of the land ^nth the poverty of the inha-

bitants; for the learned translator expounds the last line to mean that, although the land was fertile

and beautiful, the inhabitants were so idle and so ignorant of agriculture and manufactures that

they did not know how to avail themselves of the natural resources of the soil, to produce food and

raiment. Ancient testimonies as to the bounties lavished by nature on this district could be

multiplied, but I must be content with quoting the words of a commander of the English forces

in 1535: "Some days we rode sixteen myles of waste land, the wyche was Ynglysche men's

grownd [devastated by feuds], yet saw I never so goodly woodes, so goodly medowes, so goodly

pastures, and so goodly rivers, and so goodly grownd to bear corn." What Irishman, on reading

this warm encomium, will not recall to mind these verses?

" Then if, while scenes so grand,

So beautiful, shine before thee.

Pride for thy own dear land

Should haply be stealing o'er thee
;

Oh, let grief come first,

O'er pride itself victorious.

Thinking how man has curst

What Heaven has made so glorious!"

O'Daly's poem displays a knowledge of the general history of the tribes he satirized, and also

of private stories concerning some of their chiefs. There are also many passages illustrative of the

manners of the times. Its translator pronounces it
" a very characteristic poem." Though devoid

of any poetic merit, it is historically valuable, if only as affording a single evidence that rebellion is

often foiled by treachery. In publishing this Irish political Duxiciad, in which the poet, as well as

the subjects of his satiric song, partake of " the dulness of the past," its editor has done good

service
;
and Red Angus may now be dismissed, as, upon his own showing

"A lean bard, whose wit could never give

Himself a dinner."
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The career of this caitiff, who prostituted his petty talent to befoul his own nation, was aptly closed

in the county of Tipperary, where he was murdered by the skean of a justly indignant 0' Meagher.

The subsequent history of Munster minstrelsy is mostly to be gathered from the unpublished

remains in the Library of the Royal Irish Academy. Some of these poems have been admirably

rendered into translated verse by the talented Mr. D. F. M'^Carthy. But what we archaeologists most

desire is accurate prose translations of all such relics.

A chorography of Kerry, written by Friar 0' Sullivan, apparently for Petty, gives the ensuing

account of the scientific manner in which the ancient art of poetry was cultivated at the close of

the 17th century:
" The county of Kiery and Desmond gentlemen were great proficients in the copious Irish

language. They were not also strangers to the art of poetry, and in the nicest and most difficult

branches thereof, as the poem called Bane, of which there were six branches, viz.: Bevih,

Eaniaght, Tegg, Raniaght Tore, Sena, Drinah, and Cavsern, in which many of them were famous;

as also in the heroic verse, and the composure called Tirir, of whom were Geoffrey O'Donoghue of

the Glinn, Messieurs Pierce Ferriter, John M'^Carthy, of Ardcanacta, and Donnell Gerad O'Sulivan,

and, after their time, the famous Owen Roe O'Sulivan, in what he undertook."

Our chorographer declares that " As to harp-plapng, the said county of Kiery could well brag

of having the chiefest master of that instrument in the kingdom in his time, Mr. MPierce, of

Clanmaurice, not only for his singular capacity of composing lamentations, funerals, additions,

elevations, &c., but also by completing said instrument with more wires than ever before his time

were used."

My prosy account of Munster poetry is running to too great a length, so I make my finale

with a request, not like McLiag, for a "fistful of findraip," but that contributions on the interesting

subject of Irish Minstrelsy be sent to the editor of this Journal.

Heebekt F. Hope,
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THE ELEMENTS OF POPULATION IN DOWN AND ANTEIM, ILLUSTRATED

BY THE STATISTICS OF RELIGIOUS BELIEF.

I. INTKODUCTION.

Ay essay on the local prevalence of religious creeds may appear to the unreflecting a mere mass of

statistical details
;
but the relation which the facts bear to their causes in the past, their collaterals

in the present, and their effects in the future, gives them a great degree of significance and importance.

Tlicy are a link in the chain of events which the archaeologist or ethnographer is accustomed to

contemplate, and they afford a key to some of the topics embraced in the investigations of

Social Science.

In previous papers which appeared in the pages of this Journal,'' we have assigned to each of

the three great branches of population its locality in the beginning of the seventeenth century ;
and

we are now to consider the conditions of the same district, after the lapse of more than two centuries.

The connexion between the first and second sets of circumstances is not only still traceable, it is

unhroken. The constituent elements rise up in their respective colours
;
nor do we find that, like

rainbow hues, they are blended at the point of contact. On the contrary, the three races of inha-

bitants meet two-and-two at various points, without even the appearance of mingling, and they

appear to exist only in mechanical combination at other points : each, like oil and water, preserving

its own stratum. In the highest and lowest elevations of the land, the native Iiish found them-

selves least accessible, and had least to offer to the cupidity of conquerors. Accordingly, the

mountain and the bog became their home : and the same places, however altered now in physical

aspect, are still the scenes in which the old Roman Catholic religion is found to predominate. The

English settlers followed the bank of a river, or fixed their home at convenient points on the sea-

coast, and at these points only do the members of the Established Church constitute the majority.

The Scotch occupied lands of intermediate character and value, which their industry and hardy
habits were well adapted to improve ;

and to a limited extent, their settlements were influenced by
local causes. Hence, we find Presbyterianism prevailing in the greater part of the two counties,

but especially along the leading lines of immigration.

In looking to the minor sects of Non-conformists, it is curious to see their affiliation and

grouping. The denominations known in Scotland have, in general, also found a place in the North

of Ireland, and in such cases they have been supported almost exclusively by the descendants of

Scottish parents. On the contrary, Moravians, Quakers, and Methodists are offshoots from the

Volume i., p. 2t6, and volume iv . p. 241.
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English Church, though the second and third of these reject the forms as well as the specific

doctrines; but they do not necessarily regard themselves as antagonistic. About sixteen or eighteen

years ago,^ several new churches were erected in the united diocese of Down and Connor, to supply

the reKgious wants of outlying districts and of increased population. A very natural result has

followed: the population has resolved itself in a great degree into its original elements, a large

proportion of the Methodists and some of the Moravians having returned to the bosom of the church

from which they had seceded.

As a general rule, religious forms and ceremonies are preserved, even when their value is not

appreciated ;
so that those to whom liturgical observances are known, long retain a liking for them,

and those to whom they are unknown accept them with reluctance. To this rule Methodism is a

modified exception. The English Churchman retains the church-and-king feeling, which

Washington Irving describes as an ingredient in the character of John Bull. The Presbyterian

retains, in like manner, his ancestral traditions, long after their significance and appropriateness have

ceased: and in large parishes, where there are serious impediments to public worship, these idiosyn-

cracies sometimes exhibit a very marked development. More than thirty years ago, a large number

of men in humble life migrated (especially from the County of Down) to the south-west of Scotland.

They found more regular employment in connexion with, the cotton manufacture at Girvan and

Ballantrae, in Ayrshire, where they formed a little colony ;
and for eighteen years they remained

a distinct people, not formally connected with any branch of the Presbyterian church. At length,

about 1846, when their children were growing up round them uninstructed, they forwarded a

memorial" to the late Bishop (Russell) of Glasgow, entreating him to give them a minister of their

own. Their request was granted; and the congregation is now well known in connexion with the

Protestant Episcopal Church of Scotland.

II. HABITS OF THE PEOPLE.

The habits of the people indicate their origin no less distinctly than their religious creed. In

the districts colonized by English, there is an evident air of comfort and tidiness about the houses

and farms, which we look for in vain elsewhere. The man of Scottish ancestry may be more wealthy,

but he rarely enjoys life so well. His style of agriculture may be better, but it is never so inviting ;

and however much there may be of rude abundance, there is rarely such indication of good taste.

The Scot may be intellectually superior, (and often the metaphysical character of his fatherland is

imparted to him by his catechism), but the descendant of the Englishman does not yield to him in

^ The proceedings of the Church Accommodation Sfi- ' The writer of these remarks heard some of the names

ciety, extended from Novemher, 1838, to the heginning ot of the memorialists mentioned, and he recognized two or

1843. three which liad been well known in the party songs of his

own boyhood.
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usefulness, or weight of public and private character. In the English districts the farms are large,'

an air of respectability is imparted to the individual, and a certain amount of comfort is indispen-

sable. Ilis house, his garden, his dress, his food, his furniture, are all of a character superior to

those of liis Scottish neighbour, who exhibits the well-known hardiness of Korth Britain. The

original Eiif^lish settlers were more inclined to reside in towns than those from Scotland : and to

this hour, though their children are outnumbered in the ranks of commercial life by the descendants

of Scottish settlers, they furnish to active business more than their due proportion.

In some parts of the English districts, the ancient sports and pastimes still survive, though in

general, even in England, they remain only in the descriptions of ancient manners. Since the

beginning of the present century, there was a tradition in the County of DoAvn, that some dissolute

young men had been engaged in celebrating a burlesque representation of the Crucifixion, when

the principal character was mortally wounded by the piercing of the soldier's spear. It is probable

that such an event actually took place, and that it was an accident occurring at one of the "Miracle" *

or "Mystery" Plays, which for several centuries were well known in some of the cathedral towns

of England, and which are performed in a few of the Continental'" towns to the present hour. The

"May-pole" has not yet disappeared from among us
;
and one may be seen so near as Holywood.

The village of Lambeg, lying close to the high road from Belfast to Lisburn, has perhaps not yet

abandoned the periodical celebration of old English amusements. Easter Monday is the day for

the annual recurrence of the festivities.

At the " statute -fair
"

of the town of Carlisle, the servants who attend to seek new employers

are distinguished by each holding a straw^ in his mouth. This may possibly be a remnant of the

Saxon symbol of servitude or thraldom: at present it is practically equivalent to the rope round an

animal in a fair, or to the Irooin at the mast-head of a ship oSFered for sale. Yet, singular as tht;

custom is, we find a parallel for it in the town of Antrim, among a population resembling the English

Borderers in several important respects. All the farm servants for miles round resort to the fair

of Antrim, whether they require new masters or not, and each of the men is distinguished by

holding a white rod ^ in his hand.

It has been said, with truth I think, by Fynes Morison, that "the meere Irish" never planted

d See the Coventry Mysteries, the Chester Mystery Plays,
- At Oberammergau, in Upper Bavaria, they are per-

'2 vols., the Tovineley Mysteries, and Hone's Ancient Myste- formed every tenth year, during a period of about a -week.

ries Descrifjed. It is said that the first sketch of Milton's The celebration took place in 1840 and 1850, and it will, no

Paradise Lost was intended to be a drama of this kind, doubt, be repeated in 1860.

drawing copiously from Vondel, a Dutch writer, to another fAt Carel I stuid, wi' a strae i' my mouth:
of whose works Paley's Natural Theology is largely in- Nae doubt they tnik me for a promisin' youth,
debtcd. The MS. ot Parndixe Lost presci-ved in the library Anderson's Poems (Cumberland dialect).

of Trinity College, Cambridge, strengthens this impression. E Of late years, the practice has fallen somewhat into

abevance.
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an orchard
;
and the remark is also substantially true of the Scotcli. The native country of the

latter lies beyond the limits usually assigned to the materials of cider*' and perry, and therefore

fruit-trees are rarely cultivated by the descendants of Scottish agriculturists, even when climate

and other circumstances are favourable. In the IS'orth of Ireland it wHl be found that the English

have cultivated the apple-tree and elmj'- the Scotch the ash and the fir. These trees have, therefore,

come to be characteristic respectively of various districts
; and, in spite of numerous changes of

occupancy, they still point pretty accurately to the father-land of the original settler at the

"plantation" of Ulster.

The subject of Folk-Lore, of traditional Ballad Poetry, of superstitions, or of language, might

be adduced in detail to show how the impress of original character and country is here developed in

a thousand varied forms. But perhaps enough has been said to show that the geographical distinc-

tion of religious belief is neither an accidental nor an isolated fact
;
that it has its origin in the same

causes which produce ethnological results of the most varied and important kinds, and that the

value of these facts for reciprocal illustration is evident, even on the limited area which is here

selected for investigation.

III. PRINCIPLES OF OALCtTLAI 10 N.

In 1851 the Government added, for the first time, a census of the people, according to their

forms of religious worship. It is of universal interest, and of its usefulness there can be no question.

This census, however, extended only to England and Wales
;
but it is not at all improbable that in

1861 a similar census may be extended to Ireland and Scotland also.

The only ecclesiastical census taken of Ireland was in 1834: J and in a country where distinc-

tions are unusually marked, and in which each party is disposed to exaggerate its own importance,

the facts which this inquiry brought to light were both corrective and suggestive. A full quarter

of a century has since passed by, and it may be instructive to look back at the simple facts which

that inquiry brought to light. This is now done merely as an intellectual inquiry ;
the primary

object being to illustrate certain well-known principles, and to exhibit the three great elements of

the population, when viewed through the medium of Creed.

h Tlie " isothermal" line, to the north of which the apple There is an English air also about the toi\Tis. Formerly,

and pear do not flourish, radicates an average temperature every approach to Lisbum was shaded with stately trees,

of about 50. This passes to the north of Brussels and and rows of trees still decorate the streets of Moira, Lurgan,

London, through Dublin, and north westward towards Sligo and Lisbum. Li the west of England, the triangular green

Bay. At BeKast, however, the mean temperature is 52, spot where three roads meet, has generally a tree planted

audits Summerheat is as great as that of Swansea, London ,
in it; and one sees this feature also at Hillsborough, and

or Portsmouth. several other points.

In Worcestershire and Gloucestershire, one is continu- J Report of the Commissioners of Public Instruction,

ally reminded of the neighbourhood of Lisbum and Moira.

VOL. vir. U
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The census of 1834 was peculiar, not only in its form, but in its machinery: for instead of the

usual Government officials, the details were in general procured from private persons, whose state-

ments were rectified by suitable checks. It also included Education, giving the number and nature

of schools, and statistics relating to their condition. The Commissioners of I^ational Education

had just then commenced their labours, and it is interesting to examine their progress in the interval,

especially among a population which has experienced a steady reduction.

In an ecclesiastical census, it was only natural to follow the ecclesiastical divisions : we there-

fore find that the arrangement is according to dioceses and parishes, not according to the civil divi-

sions of counties, baronies, and townlands. The two classes of divisions are not conterminous, a

parish or diocese lying in two baronies or counties
;
but in general, so close an approximation can

be made for these outlying portions that the error in the computation is not appreciable.

Previous to the publication of this census, there was no reliable information possessed respecting

the relative strength of religious parties ;
and as soon as it saw the light an outcry was raised by

each of the four divisions of the community, impugning its accuracy. The members of the Estab-

lished Church declared that they were numerically much stronger than they were represented ;
the

Roman Catholics did not hesitate to attribute to their opponents intentional inaccuracy; the Pres-

byterians declared that their relative importance was not sufficiently recognized ;
and the other

Protestant Dissenters, (many of whom were not exclusively so, but nominal Churchmen or Presby-
terians still), complained that they were entirely ignored. To impartial judges, this general

dissatisfaction is strong evidence of the general correctness of the census. Many previous state-

ments, made without authority, and occasionally in defiance of it, were here contradicted
;
and men

are slow to perceive their own errors slower still to acknowledge them.

The result for the whole country was as follows :

P E E S N S . PEE CENT. PLACES OF WOESHTP.

Church of Ireland, . . 853,160= lO^^^
Roman Catholics, . . 6,436,060= SO^J^^

Presbyterians, . . . 643,058= 8yf4_
Other Protestant Dissenters, 21,882= 0^^

Total, 7,954,160

Churches,
I :

'.338

1,534 = 34 per cent.

Roman Catholic Chapels, 2,105 = 47

Presbyterians, . . . 452 =10
OtherProtestantDissenters, 403 = 3

Total, 4,494

The two counties of Down and Antrim coincide nearly with the present united diocese of Down
and Connor and Dromore, the constituent parts of which were enumerated separately. A correction,

therefore, was necessary, so as to include the area of the two counties only. Again, as the dioceses

of Down and Dromore do not quite coincide with the county of Down, a further correction had to
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be made, so as to keep the areas of the two counties separate from each other. Nor was this all
;

for in the Report from which the figures are taken, the actual numbers only are given. They are

here reduced to per-centages, so as to show in a moment the relative strength of the constituent

elements of the population. This required upwards of seven hundred arithmetical calculations,

which were checked so as to insure correctness.

IV. DETAILS RESPECTING ANTEIM.

Knowing the history of the county, its geography, and its physical condition, we are prepared

to anticipate certain results, and we can state them a priori, in general terms. For example, it

will not be disputed that Exjman Catholics are numerous abont Cushendall and Glenarm, and that

Presbyterians abound from Carrickfergus to the Giants' Causeway, through the interior
;
or that

Churchmen still prevail in the known track of the English settlers. Let us try, therefore, to fill up

this sketch, and to substitute definite numbers for vague conclusions.

Arranging the parishes into baronies, we can examine the county according to its great civil

divisions. To commence at the North

1. Cabet. This barony is Roman Catholic, as the members of that communion exceed 50 per

cent. It stands thus :

Roman Catholics,^ . . . . . . 54 per cent.

Church of Ireland,' 27

Presbyterians, 19 ,,

The first of these numbers is explained by the physical structure of the district. It is wild and

mountainous, and therefore, constituted a home for the Celtic people two centuries ago. And, as in

a whole county, the Roman Catholics are most numerous where land is least valuable, so in a

smaller division like this, the maximum and minimum of numbers coincide respectively with the

minimum and maximum of value. Thus, the Roman Catholics rise to 90 per cent, in the parish of

Culfeightrin, where the land sinks to its lowest value of 3s. 4d. per acre; and they sink to 23 per cent,

in BaUintoy, where the land reaches its highest value, 7s. lOd. The large number of Churchmen,

comparatively, is a consequence of the English settlement on the north coast, and it is at this point

of the district they are still most numerous. In Culfeightrin, Presbyterians amount to only 1 per

cent., and in Rathlin they quite disappear.

k The word printed in Italics shows the character of the blished Church are certainly "Churchmen;" but others

barony. claim to be so too : and they are in Kke manner "Episco-
1 This is not a graceful expression ; but I have adopted palians," but this is a low provincialism almost exclusively

it as on the whole the best. It harmonizes with the one in known in the North of Ireland, and comprehends millions

the Census of Religious worship for England and Wales, of others in the country,

which is
" Church of England." The members of the Esta-
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2. Lower Dunluo.

Presbj/teriawi, ....... 73 per cent.

Church of Ireland, . . . . . . .18 ,,

Roman Catholics, ...... 7 ,,

Other Protestant Dissenters, . . . . .2 ,,

In the five parishes which compose it, Presbyterians range from 63 to 91 per cent. They are most

numerous near Colcraine, and shade off towards Ballycastle. Churchmen and Roman Catholics

vary their per centagcs within narrow limits, but the former are most numerous in Billy, adjoining

their own district, and the latter in Derrykeighan, adjoining theirs.

3. Uppee Duniuce.

Presbyterians, ....... 63 per cent.

Roman Catholics, . . . . . . .30 ,,

Church of Ireland, ...... 7

In three of the four parishes, the Presbyterians amount to more than 50 per cent. In Lough-

guile, where land is least valuable, Roman Catholics are most numerous (50 per cent.) ;
in BaUy-

money, where it is most valuable, they sink to their lowest number (12 per cent).

3. Kjlconway.

Presbyterians, 57 per cent.

Roman Catholics, . . . . .36 ,,

Church of Ireland, ...... 7 ,,

Omitting Newton-Crommelin, which is exceptional, because modem in its colonization, the relation

between Roman Catholics and land is again visible. In Dundermot, which is best, they are lowest,

while here Presbyterians constitute nearly nine-tenths of the whole population.

5. LoAVEE Glenaem.
Roman Catholics, . . . . . . 68 per cent.

Presbyterians, . . . . . . .20
Church of Ireland, . . . . . . 12 ,,

This is the highest number which the Roman Catholics reach in any barony; and the land is only

of the average value of 39. lOd. per acre. In the two parishes of Ardclinis and Layd Grange, in one

of which it is only worth lid. per acre, they range from 75 to 84 per cent.

6. Uppee Glenaem.

Presbyterians, ....... 72 per cent.

Roman Catholics^ . . . . . .22
Church of Ireland, ...... 4

Other Protestant Dissenters, 2 ,,

In this, Presbyterians range from 68 to 79 per cent.
;
Roman Catholics are steady, yet still varying
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slightly in the inverse ratio of the land
;
and Churchmen are few in numbers, varying from 2 to 8

per cent.

7. LOWEK TOOME.

Preshyterians, 74 per cent.

Roman Catholics, . . . . . .14
Church of Ireland, ...... 7 ,,

Other Protestant Dissenters, . . . . .5
, ,

8. LowEE Antrim.

Preshyterians, ....... 78 per cent.

Roman Catholics, . . . . . . .20
,,

Church of Ireland ...... 2
,,

In all the five parishes, the Presbyterians amount to more than one half, and in Glenwherry they

rise to 92 per cent., the Churchmen falling below 1. The Roman Catholics occupy a position

here which is exceptional, as compared with other places. They are most numerous where the

land is best (Ballyclug), and least numerous where it is worst. For this there may be local reasons.

9. Uppee Toome.

Roman Catholics, . . . . . . 56 per cent.

Presbyterians,........ 37 ,,

Church of Ireland, 7 ,,

This district consisted of bogs and woods in the beginning of the seventeenth century; its fastnesses

therefore, afforded shelter, like the mountain ranges, and the land was equally unsuitable for culti-

vation. In Ballyscullion Grange the Churchmen rise to 21, and Presbyterians to 59 in Shilvodan.

10. Uppee Anteim.

Preshyterians, . . . . . . . 84 per cent.

Roman Catholics, ....... 10 ,,

Church of Ireland, . . . . . . 6 ,,

"Were it not for the town of Antrim, in which the three parties are more equally blended, Presby-

terians would rise to nearly 90 per cent, in all this barony. In Kilbride, between Doagh and

Donegore, Churchmen and Roman Catholics are represented by 2 per cent. each.

11. LowEE Belfast.

Preshyterians, ....... 82 per cent.

Church of Ireland, . . . . . . .8
, .

Roman Catholics, ...... 7 ,,

Other Protestant Dissenters, . . . . .3 ,,

In this large and important barony, the Presbyterian population reaches a number not attained in

some of the parishes of Scotland. In Templecon-an, near the ancient landing place from Scotland,
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it reaches 97 per cent. In the town of Carrickfergus, the members of the Established Curch reach their

maximum, and Presbyterians their minimum, for the English, as has been noticed, attended more to

trade, and the Scotch more to agriculture. In the rural districts of Ralloo and Templecorran,

Churchmen are inappreciable.

12. IJppEK Belfast (Mixed, none of the three exceeding 50 per cent).

Presbyterians, 38 per cent.

Roman Catholics, . . . . . . .31
Church of Ireland, ...... 29

Other Protestant Dissenters, . . . . .2 ,,

In Ballymartin, "Church people" are only 2 percent., and Presbyterians 90. In Derryaghy,Churchmen

63, and Presbyterians 17. The former is in the district which was overrun by the Scots, the latter

is in the track of the English colonists. In the town of Belfast, the Presbyterians are 38, Eoman

Catholics 33,
" Church people" 27, and other Protestant Dissenters 2. We have, therefore, in this

barony three conditions of the district : the English, the Scottish, and an English town converted

into a Scotch one by the weight of the adjoining rural districts.

13. Lower Masseeeene.

Presbyterians, ....... 65 per cent.

Roman Catholics, . . . . . . .18
Church of Ireland, . . . . . . 12

,,

Other Protestant Dissenters, . . . . .5 ,,

This barony consists of only two parishes, Killead, which is large, and Muckamore, which is small.

The proportions are nearly the same in both.

14. Uppee Masseeeene.

Church of Ireland, 53 percent.

Roman Catholics, 25

Presbyterians, ....... 20 ,,

Other Protestant Dissenters, . ... 2 ,,

This is the only barony in which Churchmen exceed all others the inhabitants being the des-

cendants of Lord Conway's settlers. They vary from 12 per cent, in Crumlin, on the borders of

the Scottish district, to 80 per cent, in Aghalee, which is the centre of the parishes where

Churchmen predominate.

If we add together the population of the baronies we rise to that of the county; just as, by

adding the population of the parishes, we rise to that of the barony. The following is the result:
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" Church people" in the County of Antrim, 63,415 19 per cent.

Eoman CathoHcs, . 80,388 25

Presbyterians, ,, . 176,205 54

Other Protestant Dissenters, . 5,322 2

Total, . . . 325,400

Hence, it appears that a well-known orator was right, when he called Antrim, in 1852, a

"great Presbyterian County."

A curious fact is, that if we take the highest barony numbers for Eoman Catholics, and proceed

in regular order to the lowest, we indicate the Presbyterian numbers, but in an inverted order.

Thus, in Lower Glenarm the Roman Catholics are most numerous, amounting to 68, while the

Presbyterians are only 20
j
and proceeding in a decreasing series of the former to Lower Belfast,

where they are 7, we proceed nearly m an increasing series of the latter to 82. Thus, the Roman

Catholics and Presbyterians are the "complements" of each other, as a mathematician would say;

and the fact appears also when we consider groups of numbers. There are three baronies,'" for

example, where the Roman Catholics average 59, and in them the Presbyterians average 25
; while

in four" where the former only reach 10, the latter rise to 78. The members of the Established

Church do not correspond so regularly, because they are governed by special laws, yet we find the

following facts of the same kind. In three baronies where the members of the Established Church

average 4 per cent., Presbyterians average 78; and in three others, where the former rise to 36, the

latter sink to 25,

If we coloured our map of the county in baronies, not in parishes, the distribution would

evidently be as follows. Of the whole 14, so many as 9 would be in a tint indicating Presby-

terians, 3 in the Roman CathoKc colour, and 1 in that of the Church. This indicates a strong

power of voluntary classification among the people. In only one instance would the tint be of a

medium kind, and this, no doubt, is owing in a great degree to the assimilating and fusing character

of a large town.

It would be interesting to view the whole county in parishes, especially in connexion with

each of the leading denominations, but the following may sufiice.

The culminating point of Presbyterians is Templecorran, where they rise to 97; and they
vanish at Aghagallon, in the neighbourhood of Churchmen, as well as at Culfeightrin, in the vicinity

of Roman Catholics. In forty-five parishes they have more than half the population, and in 27 of

these they amount to three-fourths, while in the eight highest they amount to nine-tenths and up-
wards. On the other hand, in two they do not reach 1 per cent.; in five others they are under 10

in four more they do not reach 20
;
and in two more (thirteen in all) they are still below one-fourth

Lower Glenaxm, Upper Toome, Carey.

"Lower Toome, Upper Antrim, Upper Dunluce, Lower Belfast.
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of the population. Of course, they occupy a midway position in the other parishes not mentioned

in this paragraph .

The culminating point of Koman Catholics is the Grange of Ballyscullion, and they almost

disappear in Island Magee, Tcmplecorran, and Kilbride. In ten parishes they amount to at

least one half of the population ;
in live of these they reach throe-fourths, and in one of the latter

they amount to nine-tenths. On the other hand, in three parishes just mentioned they do not

exceed 2 per cent. ;
in nine others they do not exceed 5

;
in eight others they do not exceed 1

;

and in eighteen others (that is to say, thirty-eight in all) they do not exceed 20 per cent.

The culminating point of Churchmen has been mentioned under Upper Massereene, and with

the single exception of BaUintoy, on the north coast, the ten parishes in which Churchmen are

most numerous, are all in the route of Lord Conway's settlers. They almost disappear in four

parishes, three of which are in the Presbyterian districts, and one in the Roman Catholic. In

twelve parishes they are most numerous : in seven of these they amount to more than half the

population, and in one they rise to four-fifths. On the other hand, there are thirty-two parishes

in which they do not exceed 5 per cent.
;
and five of these in which they do not exceed 1 .

It is only necessary to add that there are in this county 69 benefices separately enumerated,

and that in 62 of them (or 85 per cent.) some one of the three great divisions of the people amount

to more than 50 per cent. In the remaining seven (15 per cent.) the different elements are more

equally blended, and the local reasons can in general be easily discovered for this state of things.

DETAILS EESPECTING DOWN.
The principle of the inquiry being now understood, it is unnecessary in this case to enter upon

it so minutely. The following table explains itself:

BAK0NIE3.

Ards,

Castlereagh, Upper,
,, Lower,

Dufferin,

Iveagh, Upper, . . .

Lower, . . .

Kiaelarty,

Locale,

Moume,
Kewry,

.a

-I
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It is obvions from an inspection of this table, that if we regard the county as composed of ten

baronies, Presbyterians predominate in four (the first four of the table), while Roman Catholics

predominate in four others. In the remaining two, none of the three great divisions of the com-

munity outnumbers all the others, but Presbyterians are most numerous in one of them, and Roman

Catholics in the other. If we regard the county as divided into fourteen baronies, seven are Roman

Catholic, six Presbyterian, and one of the Established Church." But the Presbyterian baronies are

much more populous than the Roman Catholic, and hence they impart their character to the whole

county.

In one respect Down differs from Antrim. So far as these baronies are concerned, there appears

to be no uniform connexion between Roman Catholics and land of little value; for of their two

highest numbers, one is reached in Lecale, where land is best, and the other in Moume, where it is

worst. The lowest number is reached in Lower Castlereagh, the great Presbyterian pathway from

Scotland.

If we arrange the Roman Catholic numbers as found in the baronies, from the highest to the

lowest, the order will nearly represent the Presbyterian numbers in inverted order. The three in

which Roman Catholics rise to an average of 58 per cent, show Presbyterians at an average of 24,

and in the three in which the former sink to 12, the latter rise to 74. Churchmen are least

numerous ia Dufferin, and most numerous in. Lower Iveagh, the position at which the English

immigrants settled.

The foUowing brief notice of the several baronies of the County of Down may be interesting:

1. Ards. In Bangor, Donaghadee, and IsTewtownards, Presbyterianism reaches its highest

numbers. These all lie on the line of march from the Scottish landing-place towards the interior

of the coimty. It is lowest towards the point of the peninsula. Roman Catholics reach 70 per

cent, at the point ;
but in the three leading Presbyterian parishes they almost entirely disappear.

2. Upper Castlereagh. Presbyterians range from 77 to 91 per cent, in Comber, KUlaney,

Drumbo, and Saintfield; and in these four parishes we have the two lowest numbers of Roman

Catholics and Episcopalians. Roman Catholics are most numerous in KUmore, as if spreading from

the hill-country; and Churchmen are most numerous near the English districts, in Drumbeg,

Knockbreda, and Ballymacarrett.

3. Lower Castlereagh. The Presbyterian numbers range from 77 to 94
; Holywood showing

the greatest mingling of sects, and Tullynakill the least.

4. Dufferin. In both parishes, Presbyterians stand at 77
;
and of the others, there is about

one Churchman for three Roman Catholics.

5. Upper Iveagh. The two divisions of this barony were calcidated separately, for the sake of

" Both divisions of Upper Iveagh, and both of Lecale terian ; and of Lower Iveagh, one ptirt is Presbyterian and

are Roman Catholic ; both divisions of Ards are Presby- one Church.

VOL. VII. E
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comparison, and they coincide exactly in the general results. The Eoman Catholics are most nume-

rous in Clonallon, KUbroney, and Kilcoo, lying between Newry and Mourne. Here they average

81 in the three parishes. They are least numerous in Seapatrick (Banbridge). In the three parishes

just named, Presbyterians average only 7; but they are more than 50 per cent, in Drumballyroney,

which includes the town of Rathfriland. Land is most valuable in "Warrenpoint, and here Church-

men arc most numerous.

6. Lower Iveagh. In Magheralin, Donacloney, and Moira, Churchmen are the majority of the

whole population ;
in Shankill and TuUylish they are still more numerous than either of the others

and in Magherally they are fewest. Presbyterians range from 18 in Moira to 76 in Maghcrally,

and Roman Catholics occupy a mean which varies within moderate limits.

7. Kinelarty. This comprises only two complete parishes, in one of which Presbyterians are

more than 50 per cent., and in the other, Roman Catholics. Churchmen occupy a position nearly

uniform in both cases.

8. Lecale. In Kilolief, the Roman Catholics constitute nine-tenths of the gross population,

while in Tyrella and Dunsfort they average nearly four-fifths. The lowest number is 25 per cent-

Presbyterians reach 25 per cent, only in Inch and Down ; but in the Norman districts of Ardglass

and KUclief they sink to 1, and in Saul they practically disappear. Churchmen vary from 7 in

TyreUa to 77 in Saul.

9. Mourne. This is but one parish. 10. Newry. This is but one parish.

From the consideration of the numbers in baronies, we consider those in the whole county.

They are as follows:

Churchmen in the County of Down, 68,003 17 percent.
Roman Catholics, ,,

Presbyterians, ,,

Other Protestant Dissenters,

392,078

Thus, it appears that in Down, as in Antrim, Presbyterians are most numerous, and also that the

two counties illustrate respectively the two kinds of majorities and of colouring on the map. In

Antrim, the whole county might be coloured, among counties, of the fall Presbyterian tint; in Down,
the modification of colour would be adopted.

The highest Presbyterian number is found in TullynakUl, and the lowest in Saul. There are

twenty-four parishes in which Presbyterians outnumber all the other population, as will be seen

by the map : and of these there are 15 in which they amount to three-fourths, at least, of the whole.

In 15 parishes, on the contrary, they do not reach 20 per cent.

The Roman Catholic point of greatest strength is KilcHef
;
and of greatest weakness. Comber

and TullynakiU. There are twenty-six parishes in which their numbers reach 50 per cent., four

68,003 -
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of them being above 80
;
there are twenty-six others in which they do not reach 25 per cent., includ-

ing nine that do not exceed 5, and two that do not exceed 2.

Churchmen exist in greatest numbers in Saul, and they are fewest in. Ballytrustan, a Eoman

Catholic district, and in Tullynakill, a Presbyterian one. They constitute half the population in

only four parishes, but in a few others, though under 50 per cent., they are most numerous. In

twenty-four they do not exceed 10 per cent.

It is only necessary to remark that there are in Down 66 benefices. Of these, 55 have a

majority of the population of one creed, 4 being Church, 26 Eoman Catholic, and 25 Presbyterian.

This is 82-|- per cent, of the benefices; and, of course, in the other 11 (16f per cent.) some one

denomination is more numerous than either of the others, though not amountiag to one-half of

the whole.

VI. GENERAL BEMAEKS.
If we add together the numbers for the two counties p we have the following :

DOWN. ANIEIJr. TOTAL.

Churchmen, 68,003 63,415 131,418 19 percent.

Roman Catholics, 128,685 80,388 209,073 29

Presbyterians, 191,707 176,205 367,912 51

Other Protestant Dissenters, . 3,683 5,392 9,075 1

392,078 325,400 717,478

Their places of worship stand thus
DOWN. ANTRIM. TOTAL.

Churches, 70 55 125 26 per cent.

Roman Catholic Chapels, . . .67 45 112 23 ,,

Presbyterian Chapels, . . . 97 88 185 38 ,,

Other Protestant Dissenters, . .31 30 61 13 ,,

265 218 483

Let us now compare these with their respective numbers for the whole island, and we shall

see at once what proportion of the whole is to be found in these two counties. Reckoning by
counties, as we consider tAvo of the thirty-two, we should expect to find one-sixteenth of any

particular class here, or 6f per cent.; and reckoning by population (of which these counties possess

p The population in the dioceses and its proportion nearly correspond
DOWN. CONNOR. DROMORE. TOTAL.

Churchmen, .... 28,025 66,688 41,737 l.S6,450 18 per cent.

Eoman Catholics, .... 58,484 95,545 76,275 230,304 32

Presbyterians, .... 99,652 193,261 69,264 362,177 49
Other Protestant Dissenters, . . 3,544 5,924 933 10,401 1

189,705 361,418 188,209 739,332
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more than their numerical proportion), about one-eleventh, or 9 per cent. But the peculiar influ-

ences which operate in this locality give great variety to this central number, or unit of comparison.

Some are above it, and some below, just as in particular baronies and parishes some one takes

the lead.

Of the three great sections of the community, Churchmen have the smallest numbers in the

two counties; for instead of amounting to 30 per cent., or nearly one-third, they reach only 19, or

not quite two thirds of that per centage. It is well known, however, that except in a very few

parishes, they possess no strong position here, and that no fair estimate of their relative importance
can be formed from what refers to them alone. Only 15 per cent, of all the Churchmen in Ireland

are found here, and 8 per cent, of all the churches. In other words, if these two counties were to

sink beneath the waves, only about a seventh of all the Churchmen of Ireland would be destroyed,

and a little more than a thirteenth of their churches.

To the Roman Catholic population, again, these two counties are still less a home, though

they exist in great strength at certain points. Only 3 per cent, of their people, and 5 per cent, of

their chapele lie within these limits
;

so that, if any great convulsion were to destroy the entire

district, they would lose but one chapel in twenty, and one member in thirty-three.

The Presbyterian people occupy the most remarkable position. In these two counties they consti-

tute the majority of the gross population, but in no other; and the addition of any other county would

sink their average below 50 per cent.i To them Belfast is the ecclesiastical capital: it is what Armagh
and Dublin are each in some respects to the Churchman; and what Armagh and Galway are each

in some respects to the Roman Catholic. "Within the limits of these two counties lie 57 per cent.

of all the Presbyterians in Ireland, and 41 per cent, of all their places of worship. In the case already

supposed, therefore, the erasure of these two counties from the map would remove nearly three-

fifths of all the Presbyterians in Ireland, and more than two-fifths of all their meeting-houses.

The other Protestant Dissenters exist also in large numbers in these two counties, though their

chapels are scattered all over Ireland. No fewer than 41 per cent, of the people are found in Down

and Antrim, though only 15 per cent, of their chapels.

It is no part of my present object to enter upon the changes which have taken place since 1834,

though causes, which are well known, have operated in altering the relative numbers of the three

great classes of the community very materially. It is not unlikely that official details may come to

light, perhaps, through the Registrar-General; but whether or not, it must be interesting to examine

the facts connected with one important section of the island especially as creed is one of the most

interesting illustrations of ethnology. It is fortunate, too, that we can take a dispassionate view of

the numbers, proportions, and circumstances, through the mellowed light of twenty-five years.

A. Htjme.

q It will be seen tliat it smks below that average merely parishes outside of tbe counties, but within the united

by the addition of two or three parishes, or portions of diocese.
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FAIRY ANNALS OF TILS TER.-NO. 2.

" There is in all literature, nothing that can be produced which shall represent the essential spirit of a man

or of a people so completely as a legend or a fairy tale." Household Words.

"I confess I have but a limited interest in the discoveries of antiquarians; for the best mines of antiquities

are not the ruins of buried cities, but the minds of living populations. Ibid.

The following Annals, which terminate those collected at the Giant's Causeway, were communi-

cated by an old man and woman, descendants of "Adam Morning," whose melancholy story is told

by Hamilton in his Letters concerning the Northern Coast of Co. Antrim. To judge by outward

appearance, the family circumstances are not in a more flourishing condition than they were when

first noticed by Hamilton in 1784. But the realities of life, adverse as they may have been, have

left the romantic element unsubdued in those ancient Mornings of the Causeway, who smiled scorn

fully at the legends of the guides, as gigantic fictions, but whose faith in "Grogans" and "Fairies"

was firm and undoubting.

"In troth we all know there's plenty of Fairies, as you call them, but not just about the

Causeway; but there's great haunts of them between this and Knocklayde, and Carrick-a-rede.

There was a man of the name of Jack M<=Burney that lived at the foot of Knocklayde some years

ago, and one of the Gintry sent him word to change the dooi' of his barn that faced the south to the

other side, as the noise and the stour perplexed him at times. Jack changed the door
;
and from

that out, every thing prospered with him, and there was no end to the property he left when he

died."

a The Scottish fairies sometimes reside in subterranean or common sewer, which emptied itself directly into his

abodes, in the vicinity of human habitations or, according chamber of dais.* Sir Godfrey Maculloch was a good deal

to the popular phrase, under the " door stane," or thresh startled at this extraordinary complaint ; but, guessing the

hold, in which situation they sometimes establish an inter- natui-e of the being he had to deal with, he assured the old

course with men by borrowing and lending, and other man, with the greatest courtesy, that the direction of the

kindly offices. In this capacity they are termed "
good drain should be altered, which was done accordingly. Many

neighbours," from supplying privately the wants of their years afterwards, Sir Godfrey had the misfortune to kill, in

friends, and assisting them in all their transactions, while a fray, a gentleman of the neighbourhood. He was appre-

their favours are concealed. Of this the traditionary story bonded, tried, and condemned : t the scaifold upon which

of Sir Godfrey Maculloch forms a curious example. As his head was to have been struck off was erected on the

this Gallovidian gentleman was taking the air on horseback, Castle-hUl of Edinburgh ;
but hardly had he reached the

near his own house, he was suddenly accosted by a little fatal spot, when the old man, upon his white palfrey,

old man, arrayed in green, and mounted on a white palfrey. pressed through the crowd with the rapidity of lightning.

After mutual salutation, the old man gave Sir Godfrey to Sir Godfrey, at his command, sprang on behind him ;
the

understand that he resided under his habitation, and that "good neighbour" spuri-ed his horse down the steep bank,

he had great reason to complain of the direction of a drain, and neither he nor the criminal was ever again seen.

Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border, vol. 2.

* The best chamber was thus currently denominated in Scotland, from the French dais, signifying that part of the ancient halls

elevated above the rest, covered with a canopy. The turf seats which occupy the sunny side of a cottage wall are also termed the dais.

t In this particular the tradition coincides with the real fact the trial took place in 1697,
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" There was a strange ould woman, low set, with a red cloak round her head, kem into my

grandmother's one day, and says she,
'

Molly, will you lind mo the loan of three quarts of meal?'

'

1 can badly spare it,' says my grandmother, 'but here it's tor you.'
' I can set no time,' says the

ould woman,
' but I'll pay you when I can.'

'

Very well,' says my grandmother,
'

you're intirely

welcome.' There was a scarcity of meal a while after that, and it was hard enough for the neigh-

bours to get what they wanted; when in kcm the little ancient woman one ev'nin', and says she,

' I'm come to pay the meal you lint mc.'
' Troth an' I was'nt thinkin' about it,' says my grand-

mother. ' I know that,' says the little woman,
' but here its back to you, lucky.'

' There's too

much, intiroly,' says my grandmother,
' and far over what I gev you.' 'No matter for that,' says

the ancient woman,
' I did'nt iutind you to want meal till the harvest, and mind, Molly, what I'm

telUn' you, its made of our top pickle, and it wont fail you ;' and no more it did, we had neither

to h\ij nor borrow from that day till long after the harvest was settled.

' ' The top pickle of all grain belongs to the Gintry ;
sometimes they claim it, and sometimes not,

accordin' as it's required. When it falls of itself, or in a shako by the wind, it's never left on the

ground to go to loss. People should give or lind when they have it
;
a stingy man or woman never

thrives with what they keep, and nobody knows who they're refusin' God save us from harm.
" I had an aunt that was taken away by the Gintry different times whin she was an infant, but

they always brought her back before day-break ;
when she was just bom, they wanted to take both

mother and child, but were privinted. The husband happened to be late out in the fields one

evenin', and was sittin' restin' himself, and he hears some talk near him, and what was it but a

small ti'oop of Gintry plannin' what they were goin' to do. He listened, and heard them sayin',
'
"We'll go to such a house (his own), and carry off the woman, and lave a black stick in her place ;'

thin they began to prepare double horses, two to every rag-weed, and off they wint. '
I'll go there

too,' says the man to himself,
' and may-be be there before you.' He mounted his horse, that was

grazin' beside him with the halter on, and takin' a near cut, was at the house first, and the wife

was safe for that time. My aixnt grew up very good lookin', and married a boy that was a weaver

by trade
;
the father and mother did'nt like the match too well, for they thought him hard and

selfish
;
and sure enough, before ever she wint home to him, he asked her to spin him a Aveb's yarn.

The mother thought he was early settin' her to work
;
but the girl wished to plaze him, and com-

minced spinnin' early and late, but there was hardly a day that something did'nt go wrong with

the wheel, and nobody could mend it right. This vexed my aunt sorely, for she wished to have the

yarn ready at the time her husband mentioned. One day, the spool having gone to smash, she was

^ittin' sorrowful, while her father was tryin' to mend it, when something that she could'nt see

whispered to her to look in the blind window beside the fire place ;
so she wint to the window, and

under some chaff that happened to be in it, she found a heap of silver. She called to her father

never to mind botherin' himself mendin' the broken spool any more, as she had found as much
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money as would buy all the yam she wanted. 'Let it stand till I see it,' says her father; but as

true as the sun is shinin', not a fraction of the silver was in the blind window when he came.^ My
aunt was wrong intirely to let on about the silver

;
it was a gift from the Gintle people, and slie

should'nt have mentioned it to man or mortial."

"I don't know much about the Fairies, or 'Gintle people,' as we call them, ban-in' that if

they don't do us any good these times, they niver did us any harm that ever I heard tell of.

" The Grogans used to give great help to them they took a fancy to. They are little men,

about two feet high or so, stout built, broad-shouldered, and as strong as any twelve men. One of

them gev great help to my grandfather, time after time, at the harvest, and would have left a rood

of oats cut and stooked neater than any man livin' could do. But the Grogan gev the most help in

the winter at the thrashin'
; many a sack of oats ho thrashed for my grandfather, leavin' the straw

bottled, and the corn neatly sorted up in the comer of the bam
;
he always took the flail away with

him, not wishin' any one to handle it after him.

"There was something past common in the way of meat at one time in the house during the

winter, and my grandfather thought he would give the Grogan share, so he left it in the bam ready

for him
;
but from that out, he forsook the place intirely, takin' affront because my grandfather

thought he wanted meat, or would work for the like. Thoy are no ways rivingeful ;
but it is

best not to cross them, but let them take their own way in every resi)ect, and to offer them nothin'.

They are often heard in the riight, workin' for themselves, or the owner of the place, if they like

him. They have no fancy for a man that's stingy in his ways or ill-tempered ;
but they work hard

for a man that has a spirit and is good-humoured." It is easy knowing when a Grogan is at work

by the noise he makes in the night-time. They are greatly out of date by what they were in my
grandfather's time; but there's plenty of them to the fore, both in this country and in Scotland, no

doubt, if they were inquired after."

The following Annals were compiled in the summer of 1857, during a brief residence in the vicinity

of Glenariff, the most beautiful of the glens of Antrim.

^ "Like fairy gifts, fading away." Moore. shadowyflaUsolelyforthesake of the "cream-bowl duly set,'

"= If it be true " that primitive fairy traditions are modified and flings out of doors, crop full, before cock-crow, leaving

both by the character of the people and the romance pecu- his character of a selfish, sensual, lubbar-fiend, behind him.

liar to each district in which they are received," his country The Irish Croblin works for love, and for those who de-

confers on the Irish Grogiin or Goblin a moral superiority sen'e his love
;
and is mortally offended at the bare idea of

which his English relative, immortalized in Milton's a recompense in any shape. It is true he takes the flail

L'Allegro, might envy, could he be supposed capable of away; but, used by him, it had become the implement of a

appreciating it. gentleman, never afterwards to be soiled by vulgar handling.

The Saxon Goblin drudges and sweats, and plies his
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Thackeray, in his Irish tour, says of this glen "Every such scene of beauty and magnificence

seems to warn us that it is not made to talk about, but to think of, and love, and be thankful for."

In "The Lady's Dream," in Household Words toT July, 1858, some such scene must have been

jiiotiired on the mind of the writer, who thus describes it

Ah mc ! I said, how beautiful and glad,

This sylvan scene might he,

Peopled with shapes too holy to be sad.

Shapes lovely as the fabled fore world had.

When Fancy yet was free.

Some pastoral quaint of ancient Greece were fit

To be enacted here ;

Or haply here the Fairy Court may sit,

Or Fairy children flowery garlands knit.

To lead the silk-ncck'd steer.

On making the usual inquiries about the "Gentle People" from a poor but respectable-looking

old woman, who resides in the vicinity of Cushendall, she first gave a sketch of her own history,

to the effect
" that she had attended one of the best schools in the country for long enough, and

when she grew up a little, she went to service in Shane's Castle, just at the time Lord O'Neill was

killed in the Rebellion. Lord O'Neill was warned not to go out the day he met his death
;
some

of the family believed in these warnings, but some disbelieved, and that lord was one. Nothing

ever happened in the way of death or misfortune in the O'Neill family that the Banshee was not

heard bewailing before it took place."
" What is the Banshee ?" I asked,

" and what is it like ?"

"It's a wamin' spirit that follows the O'Neills and other ancient Irish families; it is like an aged

woman, short in stature, with a mournful cry always when it is heard
;
the one at Shane's Castle

is called Nein Roe, her hair is red the hair of all the Banshees is of that colour. One of the old

lords of Shane's Castle went to Bath at one time on account of his health, and took no servant but

his own gentleman with him
;
he took a fine house for the season in Bath, and a garden belonging

to it, with a draw-well of the purest water in the middle of it, walled in. The gentleman went

one day, shortly after they arrived, to draw some water for his lordship, but he couldn't get near

the well for an old woman sittin' beside it crying bitterly, and tearing her hair like as if in despair.

The gentleman asked what ailed her, but got no answer : he ofi'ered her any help she stood in

need of, if she would leave that
;
but she kept on lamentin' and never spoke. The gentleman got

frightened, and went away ^dthout the water, and told Lord O'Neill what he had seen.
' We must

leave Bath at once,' said his lordship,
' and get home to Shane's Castle without delay ;

it's the

warning.' And so it was : he died on the journey home, and was greatly lamented, for he was one

of the best of the O'Neills.""

^ Connected with the Irish "Banshee," is the belief of the One of the most beautiful of Moore's Melodies* celebrates

people that spirits, in their middle state, preparatory to this remnant of the elder creed of all lands
;
and the poet

their entrance into Heaven, are still visitants of this earth, adds in a note "Paul Zealand mentions that there is a
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" There was one of the lords in the old times that married a beautiful lady abroad, when

he was on his travels, and brought her to Shane's Castle. Every one that saw her knew

she wasn't of this world ;
she never smiled, but pined from ever she came, though she had no

cause for that, for Lord O'Neill loved the ground she walked on : she was more like a spirit

than a mortal, and wasn't made for this world at any rate, for she died, it was said but if

she did, no human eyes ever saw the corp' ;
there was a grand funeral the O'JSTeill's always

had that but the lady wasn't in it: her own Gentle people took her to themselves, and

had her in their own dominions before that, as every one in the castle knew well enough at the time.

" The late Lord O'Neill had the castle burnt to the ground through his own fault. He had

bought a state-bed of the grandest sort^ and nothing would do him but to put it in Neia Eoe's

room, the room in the castle that she always fancied. The state-bed was put up, and everything

left in order for any company to use it; but that wasn't allowed: the flames broke out in that

same room the very night it was fixed, and Lord O'Neill had his castle ia ashes before mornin'.

The housemaid, when I lived there, was more careful about Nein Roe's room than any she had

charge of; it would have been well for Lord O'Neill if he hadn't disregarded the Banshee, and

meddled with her room the way he did.

"Before I went to service in Shane's Castle, we lived in Kilmorc, where we had some land,

and a garden at the end of the house. I had a sister Mary, the best-lookin' of any of us,

she was about thirteen years old at the time I speak of, and one very warm day in summer

she crept under some bucky briars ia a corner of the garden, to be out of the heat, and

fell asleep. That was the beginning of our troubles. When she wakened, the whole town

couldn't command her she was past the management of any of us: her senses had left

her entirely; we sent for the priest, and he gev a Gospel to put round her neck, but it wouldn't

do
;
we fetched the doctor, and he ordered bottle after bottle no use, for she got the longer the

worse; the priest renewed the Gospel, but that brought no sense to Mary. She wrought on for

two years the same way, and then got a stroke she lost the use of her limbs, but then her head

got settled, and she lingered on for five years more and died. She had intruded that day on " the

mountain in some part of Iceland where the ghosts of per- why they do not return to their houses, they say they are

sons who have died in foreign lands walk ahout and con- obliged to go to Mount Hecla, and disappear immediately."

verse with those they meet, like living people. If asked [Occult Sciences, article "Banshees."]

The following are the lines of Moore referred to :

j^ -^ ^rue, it is trae, we are shadows cold and wan,
Oh ye dead ! oh ye dead ! whom we know by the light And the fair and the brave whom we loved on earth

you give are gone ;

From your cold gleaming eyes, though you move like But stUl tlms ev'n in death,
men who live, So sweet the living breath

Why leave you thus your graves Of the fields and the flowers in our youth we wandered
In far off fields and waves, o'er,

Where the worm and the sea-bird only know your bed, That ere condemned we go
To haunt the spot where all To fi-eeze 'mid Hecla's snow,
Whose eyes that wept your fall, We would taste it a while, and think we live once

And the hearts that wailed you, like your own, lie dead ? more."

VOL. VII. S
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Quality's" ground to sleep ;
the bushes was gentle bushes that she got under to be out of the sun

;

and may the holy saints keep us from harm, that's what cum of doing what she did."

" What do you think the Fairies are," I asked. "
They are the fallen angels that was trans-

ported out of Heaven for disobeyin' the Most High. They have habitations under the earth, and

above ground, and can take to the air or the water as they please. They had power in Heaven

before they were banished, and they have it yet for good or evil, as it falls out
;

there's enough
of them to overrun the country and overcome us, but they hope for salvation when the great j udg-

mcnt comes, and the fear of lossin' that keeps them down. The blessed Saviour preached to them

in their prisons, and ever since that, the Gospel is too strong for them
;

" but it will save them yet,

all in God's good time.

" There was a blacksmith lived in the Glens, a covenanter, and that's the sort of puopie

that keeps the Sabbath rightly. He was sittin' readin' one Sunday evening at his door, when

a gentleman dressed in green, and ridin' on a beautiful grey baste,
*^ rode up and asked for his

horse to be shod. The blacksmith said he would break the Sabbath for no man livin'.
' You must

shoe my horse,' says the gentleman,
'
at any cost.' 'I can't work on the Sabbath, cost or no cost,'

says the blacksmith. ' I must be in Scotland this night before twelve o'clock,' says the gentleman,
' on business that consarns you more than myself; so, if you plase, shoe my horse at once't.' The

smith considered there was something on hand past common, and at long and last, he shod the horse.

The gentleman mounted, and, as he was riding off, says he to the smith,
' I won't pay you till I come

back.'
' All the better,' says the smith,

* for I could take no money, at any rate, for Sunday work ;'

so the green gentleman went out of sight.

"That day sevenweeks he rode up to the blacksmith's door again, and says he, 'I have done the

job I had in han', and now, for seven years to come, there will be no scarcity in this country, and

liere's payment for your trouble. The smith scrupled at takin' so much money, but the gentleman

insisted, and at last he did; 'besides that,' says the gentleman, 'I wish you to buy all the bastes of the

same colour as the one I'm ridin', that you can happen on, and I'll pay you your price.' 'Very good,'

* " The Church of Rome once deserved the homage of of their bridles. Sometimes they borrow mortal steeds
;

humanity as the conservator of the little knowledge that and when such are found panting and fatigued in their

burnt feebly as an expiring torch, around whose dim and stalls, the grooms find this a convenient excuse for their

flickering light the darkness seemed to press ;
for she tem- situation. According to Waldron, the Fairies sometimes

pered by superior wisdom the brutality of barbarian con- take more legitimate modes of procuring horses. A person

querors, and at last reduced them to spiritual vassalage, by of the utmost integrity informed him that, having occasion

boldly preaching a religion which proved too strong alike to sell a horse, he was accosted among the mountains by a

for the wild mythology of the northern Valhalla and for the little gentleman, plainly dressed, who priced his horse,

Greek divinities which had been worshipped at nobler cheapened him, and after some chaffering, finally purchased

shrines than have yet been consecrated to a holier faith." him. No sooner had the buyer mounted and paid the price,

Westminster Review: article on " the Catholic Church," than he sank through the earth, horse and man, to the

July, 1858. astonishment and terror of the seller, who, however, expe-
f Like the "

field-elfen" of the Saxons, the usual dress of rienced no inconvenience from dealing with so extraordinary

the Fairies is green. They often ride in invisible proces- a purchaser. Minstrelsy of tJie Scottish Border, vol. ii.

sion, when their presence is discovered by the shrill ringing
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says the smith, 'I can do that, if I knew where to take them.' 'Fetch them to the Mouth of

Kibea,' says the gentleman,
' and I'll be sure to be there.' So accordingly, the smith bought all the

grey horses that came his road, and took them to the open of Kilrea, as he was directed, and was paid

his price, fair and honest, by the gentleman. At last, one time, the gentleman says to him, 'Come in'

says he, 'and I'll show you the use I have for the horses you're bringin' me.' The smith followed the

gentleman into an open in the side of the hills of Kilrea, and he saw rigiment on the top of rigiment of

the warriors of the Gentry lying sound asleep with all their accoutrements beside them, and their grey

horses lying fomenst them, saddled and bridled, ready for action, but all sleeping, the same as the

Gentry. 'Don't lay a finger on one of these rigiments,' says the gentleman, 'nor touch a horse for your

life, for it wouldu't be aisy to put them in the same way again.' As soon as the gentleman turned

his back, the smith catched one of the little warriors by the arm, and wakened him, when up they all

started till their feet, thousands upon thousands of them, all shoutin' ' where's the battle where arc

we to fight,' all makin' for their horses. ' What's this you have done, after me forbiddin' you,' says

the gentleman to the smith.
' I touched only the one nixt me,' says the smith,

' without thinking,

and they all riz, horse and foot.'
' You can be of no sarvice to me in settlin' this commotion, so be

afi", while the life's left in you,' says the gentleman,
' and niver do the like again.'

'

j^o more I will,'

says the smith
;
and while the gentleman was goin' up and down the ranks, pacifying his men, the

smith made aif full speed, niver lookin' behind him tiU he got to his own forge, and then lay in' a bar of

iron across the door, red-hot, as soon as he got in. Iron's lucky at all times, and when it's red,

nothing can cross it to harm you.
" The gentleman in green had took all his forces to Scotland on that occasion, to war with the

Gentry of that country: they want to get the upper han' in Ireland, if they can, and still did, and

to rule the markets before all
;
but glory be to God we bate them in general, and they find us

too many for them every seven years, when the battle takes place. Sometimes they come over to

fight our Quality on their own ground. Not long ago, my brother saw their ships one day as lu-

was sittin' on the ould castle hill at Red Bay, sailin' in the air, and some on the sea with sails set,

and thousands of the Gentry, visible at times and then disappearing, on the decks and about the

masts and riggin'.s He watched them comin' nearder and nearder, till they sailed in at the far side of

sin the Autumn of 1857, the writer was so fortunate as there was a regatta at Lame or Gleuarm: he went into his

to see the mirage, or " Fata Morgana," off Galbally Point, in house for a telescope, but before he returned, yachts and all

the vicinity ofEedBay (Co. Antrim), similarin some respects had disappeared; a htw-y mass of black clouds on the

to that described in the story. There had been a thunder- verge of the horizon had in the meantime assumed the

storm during the day, which ceased about four o'clock in the appearance of stupendous ruins, irregularm outline, but the

afternoon, at which time sevenyachts, masts, and white sails, angles of the walls sharp and cleariy defined: this also

with what appeared to be a confused mass of other vessels melted away, leaving a blue and cloudless sky, and not a

behind them, became suddenly and distinctly visible offthe vessel in sight on the calm sea beneath,

point above mentioned. So perfect was the appearance. The aerial warlike "gentry" seen by the "brother," on
that the writer asked a person who happened to be near, if the decks and about the masts and riggin' of the vessels he
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Ecd Bay, past Galbally Point, aud then the mist came on, and they wint up Glcnariff in it; so, whiles

he saw them and whiles he didn't, till he lost sight of them entirely. May the saints be good to us

if there wasn't fightin' in Glcnariff and through Glen Dun that night the scrog in places was

all levelled, trees broke and left without a branch on them, the ground in some places ploughed up
like with artillcrj', and the sward tramped till there wasn't a green blade to be seen. For all that,

they had the worst of it
; they arc mostly bate in any great engagement, both in this country and

their own.
" "When I was a lump of a girl, I was sent to school for longer than any of the neighbours'

childer. My father was set on giving us all the tcachin' he could, and we had a right master at

the time in Kilniore,far before any of the 'nationals' that's goin' at present; troth he hadwit enough

for a college, and nothing cum wrong to him. I was playin', away a good piece from the school one

Saturday, whin we got lave early, among the ould walls of an ancient building in the grave-yard,

that was there before the ouldcst in the town was bom, and I spies a book lyin' on the sill of the

place where there had been a window at one time. I lifted the book, proud enough at findin' it,

and consaited at the notion of shewin' it to the scholars, but I dam't take it home for fear of gettin'

a cuttin' from my mother for Kftin' what didn't belong to me, I took it to GlenariiF the next day,

and show'd it to two or three knowledgeable men comin' home from chapel, but they could make

nothing of it. The letters was red, and a different shape from ours, and there was like bits of

gold on the outside. I kep' it hid for a time, and then gev it to the master, tellin' him all about it.

It bate him, as well as the rest
;
he studied to make it out, but he could make neither top nor tail

of it.
'
It's in a forrin tongue, Peggy,' says he,

' and you'd best lave it where you got it.' I had

no courage to go back by myself, and a boy in the school went with me to the walls, and I put it

down in its own place, trimlin' with fear. The boy and me went a piece off to watch if any body

would lift it : we watched on tiU it was near dark, and when we looked if it was there, it was away.''

saw, might not have been accompaniments created solely told by herself, was corroborated by one of the most respect-

by tlie
" faith that was in him," as a sceptic might affirm. able inhabitants of CushendaU, who had known her long

It is recorded that " a gentleman of undoubted veracity, the and intimately. The story is told by Miller as foUows: " The

commander of a corps of yeomani-y, being at some distance least dilapidated of the chapels was dedicated to St. Kegulus,

from tlie shore with a party in his pleasure boat, distinctly and there is a tradition that at the Eeformation, a valuable

saw a body of armed men going through their exercises on historical record belonging to it, the work probably of some

the beach on the Antrim coast
;
and so complete was the literary monk or hermit, was carried away to France by the

deception that he supposed it had been a field day which he priest. I remember a very old woman, who used to relate

had forgotten." [Notes to DrummoiuVs Giants' Causeway], that when a little girl, she chanced, when playing one day
^ On reading a work a few weeks since, entitled

" Scenes among the ruins witli a boy a few years older than herself,

ayid Legends of the North of Scotland, or the Traditional to discover a smaU square recess in the wall, in which there

History of Cromarty, by Hugh MiUer," I was surprised to was a book
; she had only time to remark that the volume

find that the author had heard, from a very old woman, an was a tiittered one, and apparently very old, and that there

account of a volume identical in some respects with that were beautiful red letters in it, when the boy, laying claim

which is described in our story as belonging to the Banshee. to it, forced it from her. What became of it afterwards she

The coincidence is strange, and difficult to be accounted did not know, and, unconscious of the interest which might
for. I am inclined to place confidence in the old woman have attached to it, never thought of making inquiries."

of GlenarifT, much of whose personal natural history, as (K.)
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It was Nein Roe's book
;
she had been seen frequentin' the walls in my day, and before I was born,

and she's there yet. She haunts all the ould castles and ruins in Antrim, and is heard about many
a house lamentin' and moanin' before a death takes place. She's the "Warnin' Spirit, and different

from the Gentle People they play tricks and mischief for sport, but the Banshee is ever mournin'

and cryin'.

" The night it is gurle Hallowe'en,

When Fairy-folk wUl ride." Scott.

" There was no sport in what happened to a brother I had, that's dead and in Heaven I trust.

He was comin' home from Cushendall one HoUy-eve night, and he hears a sound behind him of

people travellin' with great speed, and sure enough he sees troops upon troops of the Quality ridin''

on all sorts, some double, some single, bound for Tieveboulia and Tiverah, to keep the night: that and

midsummer night is the times they enjoy the greatest liberty. The hindmost rider says to him,
' Go home and fetch the dress I was to be married in, and come after us to Tieveboulia, and you'll

see me.' He thought he knew the voice, but he couldn't see the face, it was so dark. My eldest

sister was engaged to be married about two years before that time to a boy from Glenarm, but he

deceived her, and went off to Scotland with another girl. She disappeared, and we searched and

inquired after her far and near, but all in vaiu, we never saw her more
;
the neighboui's thought she

had followed the boy to Scotland, but nobody knew for certain. She took nothing with her but the

clothes she had on
;
and a grieved heart we all had about her for many a day. She was a good

quiet girl, everybody liked her. My brother scrupled in his mind when he cum home about what

he heard on the road, but he made no mention of it to any of us, and at long and last took the

gown from the chist and wint aff with it to TievebouHa. When he got there, he saw a light on the

slope of the hill next Glen Dun, and made for it at once : he was at no short for courage, he was fit

to face anything, and was a brave, bould boy, any way, at all times.

" "When he cum up to the light, he sees a great party of the Gentry playin' at all sorts of games :

there was great dancin', and elegant music; but before all there was cookin' goin' on, at the lower

end of the slope, and who did he see but his sister, helpin' to make ready the mate. He took the

gown from under his coat, and slopin' aff from where the dancin' was goin' on, he got round to his

sister, and says he, 'Mary, was it you bid me bring you the gown.'
' It was, Jemmy dear,' says

she,
' and if you had'nt fetched it, you couldn't have seen me ;' so she was lookin' sorrowfully at

the gown, when she says,
'

Jemmy, for your life, take nothin' that's offered to you in regard of

'

Reginald Scott, ia'his '^

Discovery of Witchcraft
"
1%%5, tains, being like men and women, souldiers, kings, and

has left US as luminous an account of the fairies as can any- ladyes, children and horsemen, clothed in green, to which

where be found :

"
They do principally inhabit the moun- purpose they do in the night steal hempen stalks from the

tains and caverns of the earth ; their nature is to make fields where they grow, to convert them into horses, as the

strange apparitions on the earth, in meadows, and in moun- story goes.'
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mate or drink, or you're sould to them that gives it, and don't let on that you know I'm here." So

Jemmy watched the divarsion that was goin' on, and listened to the music, that was far before any

ever he heard, but between all he lost sight of Mary, and niver saw her again. So up comes u

party of the Gentry, and insisted on his atin' with them, and takin' share of what was goin'. Jemmy

thanked the Quality for their kindness, and said he had got his supper before he cum, and had no

occasion; they insisted, but Jemmy refused on and on, and said he must be goin', as it was gettin'

late.
'

Well,' says the Gentry, 'we'll not part good company that way, and we'll convoy you home.'

So a party, with the music headin' it, and lights shinin' as bright as day, set aff with Jemmy to

see him homo. A forby journey he had that blissed Holly-eve night: he was over every ditch

and hedge, and in every bog and shugh and mire between Kilmore and Tieveboulia, and kilt out

when he cum home; but nothin' mislists the gentle people : they were playin' their music and goin'

on with their antics, niver mindin' Jemmy, tiU they disappeared all at once in the loanin' leadin' ,

up to the house, puttin' out the light, but playin' the music till he cum in. Jemmy minded that

night the longest day he lived. "J

" A fairy thee unweeting reft,

There as thou slept in tender swadling baud,

And her base elfin brood there for thee left :

Such men do changelings call, so changed by Fairies' theft."

Spenser's Faery Qxieene, Book i., canto 10.

" The Fairies doesn't attend now in these parts as they used to do," said an old woman, whom
we asked if she knew anything about the Gentle people ;

"
they wint aff from the Glens i i great

numbers to Scotland, on account of their bushes being cut down one year, when the people couldn't

help it, for there was no firin' to be had for love or money; and the meal and potatoes both malted

on account of the constant wet : but before they wint, I'll tell you what happened to a tailor, in my
mother's time. He was makin' a suit of clothes for a neighbour man, and the woman of the house

told the tailor she had no life with the child, for the cry of it never ceased, and it wint on whingin'

night and day, till her heart was broke with it
;
a better nor a quieter child the sun niver shined on

than it was at first, but aU of a suddent it grew fractious, and she didn't know what to do with it.

"She wint out, lavin' the tailor workin' sittin' on his boord, and the child in the cradle, whin

the thing spoke out and axed the tailor 'if the ould hag was from about the place,' and the tailor

J " The fairies ofFrench, Spanish, and Italian romance are this spiritual race has sometimes been less fortunate. From
inferior spirits, in a beautiful female form, possessing many the Gothic elves the British fairies have borrowed a dimi-

of the qualities of the Oriental Peri, even if not derived nutive size, and not unfrequently many mischievous attri-

from them.* Among ourselves, and especially in Scotland, butes.
"
Tlie Occult Sciences, article

"
Fairies," page 20.

* The Spaniards derived their fairy lore from the Moors, with course with the Spaniards. As a general rule, the primitive fair.\-

whose beautiful legends were mingled the tales of the Visigoths, traditions were modified both by the character of the people anrt

settled in that country. This national faith was, probably, at a the romance pecuUar to each district in which they were received .

later period imparted to the Irish, who had considerable inter-
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spoke it fair, and said 'she "was.' The tiling began to fistle among the straw in the cradle, and

pulled out a set of little pipes, and commenced playin' music. The mother came back before it had

done, and wint up to it and says:
'

Now, I know what you are, and I'll have my revenge.'
'

Verj-

well,' says the thing,
* take your remedy.' With that she lifted it out of the cradle, and carried it

to the river, intinding to try if she could drown it; but in place of that, in she wint herself, and

was drownded dead, and the thing made aif, laughin'.

Though the Gentle people's seldom seen here at present, there's plinty of people knows

how ihey work. They seldom harm any one that doesn't harm them. One night, many a long

year ago, two of my brothers wint to a house at the foot of Lurig [Lurgeadon], where there was

some divarsion goin' on, and as they cum home late they saw a great blaze beside the pad they had

to travel; sometimes they saw the blaze risin' up high, then it would get low, and they saw a space,

black like, in the middle, and a party of Gintry sportin' on it, and dancin' all sorts.'' They watched

thim till they got feared, and wint aff without spakin.' The next mornin' one of the boys went

^ The Scottish fairies are represented by Sir Walter

Scott as still retaining much that is harsh and terrific in

their character; and, notwithstanding their Highland name,

"Daoine Shie" (men of peace), they are, after aU, but

peevish and envious beings. As they are always invisibly

present, it is not wise to speak of them otherwise than with

respect. As for speaking to them, woe to the sUly wight

who makes such venture, especially on Fridays, on which

days their influence is most powerful. Falstaff, indeed

says, even of the gentler Southern fairies, that " he that

speaks to them shall die."

Their form is diminutive; they inhabit the interior of

green hUls, called in Gaelic sighan, on the surface of which

the rings which mark their moonlight dances may be traced.

They dress in green, in heath brown, or grey. They are

particularly fond of horse exercise, and their invisible steeds

may be discovered by the ringing of their bridles. Now and

then, however, especially during the night, they borrow

horses of flesh and blood, whose speed they are known not

to spare. Their movements are sometimes accompanied by

huge eddies of sand, and a cry of " horse and hattock" may
be heard at the same time. Aubrey (Miscellanies, 200)

recounts, on the authority of a learned friend ia Scotland

whose letter to him is dated March 25, 1695, that an ancestor

of the noble house of Dufius, once walkiug in the fields, and

hearing this shout, had the hardihood to join in it. He
had the good luck to be transported by the fairies into no

worse place than the royal cellar in Paris
; where, having

drank to his heart's content, he was found on the following

morning with a silver cup in his hand, with which the King,

on hearing his marvellous narrative, presented him ! !

The existing Lord DufFus acknowledged the genuineness

of this tradition, but thought that the circumstances to

which it related were fabulous, notwithstanding that among
the family plate was an ancient silver cup called the Fairy

Cup.

The munificence of the Scotch fairies calls for further

observation, as well as their supposed skill in the fabrication

of arms, and the cheerful accounts we have of their caval-

cades and hunting excursions. They were also able to

surround themselves with illusory splendour, and so enchant

the eyes of mortals whom they wished to deceive, that their

gloomy haunts and personal deformity were concealed until

their purpose was accomplished. Their object in these

deceptions was to recruit their failing numbers from the

ranks of mortals, for which pui-pose also they stole the

children of earthly parents. This kiiid of necessity U

assigned as the reason for their frequenting streams and

fountains, by Fletcher, whose words are cited by Scott in

his introduction to "Tamlane"

"A virtuous well, about whose flowery banks

The nimble-footed fairies dance their rounds.

By tlie pale moonshine, dipping oftentimes

Their stolen children, so to make them free

From dymg flesh and dull mortality."

This is beautifully imagined.
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in that direction to see about a young mare we had grazin', with the fetters on, and when he cum

to the field, he saw her on the top of the big rock you may see as you come across from Lurig,

standin' by itself in the middle of the field. How she got up no mortial could tell
;

all the men in

Cushendall could'nt have put her there nor brought her down and the fetters still on: so my brother

says to himself, 'them that put her there can bring her aff,' and cum home, niver lettin' on. The

nixt day the mare was grazin' as usual in the field, and no thin' wrong with her: so he knew by

that, his brother and him had done right not to spake when they saw the Gintry in the fire; if they

had, the mare wouldn't have been long to the fore: but they had owed them a grudge for standin'

lookin' at them as they did."

The following legend was communicated by a farmer, far advanced in years, who resides at the

foot of Lurgeadon or Lurig, as it is usually called a curiously shaped hill in the immediate

vicinity of Cushendall, which is said to bear a marked resemblance to the Table Mountain of the

Cape of Good Hope. The farmer, like other dwellers in the Glens, was a true believer in Fairy

annals.

" There's two races of people in this country, and always has been from the earliest time, one

invisible and the other visible, like ourselves, and how long we are to have the dominion nobody
can tell ; them that lost it had great power at one time, and has it still in their present dominions

underground. Some will have it that the other race took the air when we got the upper hand

but God knows best.

" At the time the other race had the sway, they put Ireland under enchantment entirely. At

that time, the King of Spain had five sons, and the youngest requested his father to give him three

ships, made ready for sailin', and three years' provisions on boord, that he might go aff" to gain

knowledge, see forrin countries, and do all the good he could. So the king granted him the ships and

the hands, and three years' provisions, and then the young prince sailed westward for longer than I

can tell, when a storm cum on, and it raged night and day till the ships was near shattered to

atoms. The prince was walkin' the deck, not knowin' what hand to turn to, when he saw by some

signs that land was near, but he seen none
;
so he ordered his men to cast anchor on chance, and at

a certain hour of the night he seen the land, and made for it at once, with all the hands that could

be spared out of the ship. They landed safe, and took possession, but didn't get lave to keep it

long; for an army cum down upon them, threatening to have their lives if they didn't leave that.

The prince was a brave warrior, and he ordered his men to prepare for battle. They fought it out

for three days with no advantage, for all the inemies they killed by day cum alive in the night, so

the prince knew it was enchantment done that, and made off to the ships wdth the men that was

left; and when he got into the boats, the land disappeared in the clappin' of your hand, and they

never seen more of it.
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"
Tlie prince got safe back to Spain, but the king was no ways glad to see him when he heard

what had happened. 'Why didn't you come to a capitulation with the Gineral of the array you

fought with,' says the king, 'and not lave the country the same as you found it.' 'I fought my
best as long as I could,' says the pi-ince, 'but could do nothin' again' enchantment.* This didn't

pacify the king, so he sent for his Gran' Counsellor, to consult with him about puttin' the prince in

prison, and sendin' a plinipotintiary to the enchanted island The Gran' Counscller gov his advice

that the king should give the young prince another chance, as the luck hadn't left him for good an'

all on the one trial; so the king consinted to fit him out once more with five ships and five years'

provisions, and as many more ban's as he had the first time.

" The prince sailed away, in great heart, westward once more, and again a storm overtook him

and wrecked two of his ships, on the north coast of this kingdom, but the other ships stood it out,

and anchored once more in the ould place : and at the same hour of the night the prince saw the

land appearing, and made for it with men and boats with all speed, and took possession. Once more

down cum the army upon them, and the fightin' commenced. The prince left the field for a short

time to get breath, when up cum an aged ould man, and says to him,
' what reward will you bestow

on me if I put you in the way of vanquishin' your inemies?' '

Spain's at no short for gold,' says

the prince,
' and I'll give you what you ask.'

'

Very good,' says the ancient man,
' now mind my

directions, take these slips of rowan-tree, give your men every one a bundle of them, and when-

iver an inemy falls on the ground, pin him down with one of the slips, and he'll never rise.' The

prince and his men followed the advice, and in a short time the inemy was fast pinned to the earth,

the battle won entirely, and the enchantment broke. The land has never been invisible since, and

the enchanted race, with them that ruled them, has disappeared, as we all know, to habitations of

their own, and they bear us no malice worth mentioning, if we don't meddle with them, or what

belongs till them." X.

ON SOME OBSCURE ETYMOLOGIES OF ENGLISH WORDS.

In the Ulster Journal of Archccology, vol. 7. p. 71, Mr. O'Keeffe remarks that the word 'hobby,'

and the name '
hohiller' fhoUllariusJ, a horseman,

" seem to be derived from the Spanish word

cahallo, a horse in general, whence caballero, a cavalier.
"

This conjecture, though ingenious,

appears to mc at variance with the fact that there is another Spanish word, of a different origin,

coming nearer to the English
"
hobby," and signifying a particular kind of horse. In an old

Spanish and French dictionary by Oudin, 1660, 1 find "Hobeeo, Cavallo hobeeo, ou novEU, aubere;"
" Hobeeo cabellado, couleur de cJieveux;^^ and "

Hoveeo, coloe de cavallo, holere ou aubere, couleur

de cheval." Hence, I presume, our name "
auburn," for a colour of hair. Now, in the French part

VOL. VII. T
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of the same book, I find Rohin explained in Spanish Haca, portante cavaUo'^ (evidently the original

of our hack horse, as Hacanea, haquenh, agrees with our hachneyj. I find also aller le hohin translated

Tr de portantey In Catineau's French dictionary, 1814, 1 also find "
Hobin, espke ds cheval," and

AuBiN, canter." In an old French and Latin dictionary, 1 732, there occurs " Cheval aubcre, blanc seme

d'alezan & de bay, equus leucophajus, vel alhis maculis interspersus." This seems to me to give

the key of the whole etymology. Most French words beginning with Auh are derived from the

Latin Albus, as any one may verify by inspecting a dictionary. The French word Auhier is inter-

preted in one dictionary "hazel;" in another, "sambucus aquatica;" in another, more correctly,

"opulus," the same as our " Yibumum Opulus,"
" Marsh Elder," "Wayfaring tree," or "Guelder

Rose;" the flowers of which are white, the berries deep red, and the bark a reddish grey. However

differently the term auburn may now be applied to a colour of hair, I have no doubt that it was

originally used for some mixture of white and red. Horace's phrase,
"
equis prgecurreret albis,"

shows a prejudice in favour of the speed of white horses. So also the Greek agyog. The same pro-

bably extended to white horses spotted with red or bay, called in Spanish Ilobero, and in French

Aubere. Whence, I presume, came also Aubin, or Hobin, and our Kobba. It would seem that such

horses were supposed to canter particularly well. I may observe that leucopJiaus is interpreted

reddish brown, agreeing, I believe, with the common acceptation of auburn.'^ [Catineau's dictionary

gives "AxTBEEE, cheval, couleur de la Jleur de pecher," also, "Obiee, opiee, attbiee, arlrisseau"~\

Another instance of the idea of whiteness being partly conveyed by such words is furnished by the

French ''Hobereau, Pygargus, Hobby, a kind of hawk, or bird of prey." From this word Sobereau, I

imagine, comes our word hover, applied to a hawk, or other bird. In the same manner, I think, our

verb '
to soar" can be traced circuitously through the Spanish, to the Latin, aceipiter! Sp. Agor,

a hawk: Agorarse, s'elever, s'enfler, &c.

A natural objection arises from the notion of a dark shade of colour now attached to auburn.

But such changes and ambiguities in the names of colours are not uncommon; e. gr. purple. The

Irish glas means sometimes green, and sometimes blue or grey. The colour of the Swiss lakes is, to

my eyes, sea-green : yet almost all people talk of them as blue. Here I may digress to notice that

woad, Tised by the ancient Britons for dyeing, is called in Latin glastum, but by Caesar, vitrum.

Could the Celtic glas have been the origin of the Latin glacies, and of our word glass, and thus have

led to his translating it by vitrum, even when meaning the blue dye?
* I have just met with a practical confirmaticin ofmy but- while the tinge of its young leaves may have given the same

mise about the connejdon between the Viburnum Opulus name to a quite different colour in the hair of men and

and the colour called auburn. I showed a sprig of this horses. So, the withered leaf of the sorrel gives name to a

plant, with young half-opened leaves, to a lady, and asked colour which resembles it in horses. It is remarkable that

her what colour she would call hair resembling that in hue f the wild horses in South A.merica are mostly of that reddish

She at once said, auburn. The plant may have received its or light chestnut colour.

French name C-^ubierl from the whiteness of its flower,
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Another curious instance of a conjecture respecting a colour has occurred to me in turning over

the leaves of the same old Spanish dictionary.
"
qayko : C'est un cheval bay brun, ou chastaigne

obscur, qui n'a aucune marque d'autre couleur, signe qu'il est traistre: & partant 9.VYN0 signifie

aussi traistre & dissimule." The same information is given under the formzAXNO, where the word

is said to be Arabic. But perhaps it may be only a popular alteration from the Latin castanea. At

any rate, it reminded me at once of " As You Like It," [Act. 3. Sc. 4.]
" His very hair is of the

dissembling colour, something browner than Judas'. I' faith his hair is of a good colour. An ex-

cellent colour. Yoxir chestnut was ever the only colour." I have always heard chestnut horses

spoken of as vicious and hot-tempered; though my own little experience of horse-flesh does not con-

firm the accusation. It strikes me, then, that this bad opinion of them may have arisen from the

ancient painters commonly representing Judas, in pictures of the Last Supper, with hair of that

colour. Curzon, in his " Monasteries of the Levant," tells us that the Greek Church painters have

a traditional set of features and complexion for every person in the sacred history. Our Saviour,

we know, has commonly been represented with light reddish hair. It seems to me worth investi-

gation whether chestnut may not have been the established hue for the hair of Judas? The kind-

ness of the editor of this Journal has obtained for me the testimony of two eminent artists, who, at

his request, carefully examined, in the National Gallery in London, Oggionis' copy of Leonardo Da

Vinci's great picture of the Last Supper. One of them writes " I have examined very attentively,

and under a most favourable light, the colouring of the head of Judas Iscariot. . The co-

lour of the hair is an intensely dark brown, but without any tendency to black, the coldness

inherent in that colour being entirely absent. Being considerably darker than the colour of any

other hair in the picture, it might easily at first be mistaken for black, especially under a bad light,

or if covered with dust. Beyond depth of tone, it has, however, no approach to the nature of

blackness." It must be confessed that, as far as that one celebrated painting goes, this does not

corroborate my surmise. An inspection of other old pictui'cs of the same subject may, perhaps,

decide the point, one way or other. Should my conjecture be confirmed, it would be a curious

instance of the discovery of a fact by the aid of etymology.

I am quite sensible of the danger of being misled by likenesses and coincidences of

sound or spelling, while pursuing the traces of affinity between words, in these fascinating

speculations. The Spanish language (as well as the Italian) has presented to mo many
instances of apparent agreement between words altogether unconnected with each other

;

and numbers of cases also where words the most unlike can be unquestionably traced to

one common origin. At the risk of wearying your readers, I venture to ofier a few examples

from Spanish and Italian. Having often searched in vain for a satisfactory etymon of our

word embassador, or ambassador, I fancied I had hit on it when I saw the Spanish embagado. This,

however, proved to mean ''

estonne, esbahy, stupide" (in old French), no great compliment to any
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ambassador. D)iba^a(hr means "cclui quioffusquc ctnoircit:" Embasador meauB "
cntonnoir,"

from F.mbasar "invascr,
" from Lat. vas. Presently I observed Embaxador,

" ambassadeur.
"

Now, in Spanish, x and j arc both pronounced like our guttural h. Substituting j for z, we get

embajador, fi'om which the transition is direct to embiado, "envoye," from embiar, "envoyer."

Embiada is translated
"
envoy, mission, legation," &c. Embiar again is plainly altered from the

corrupt Latin Inviare, "to send," which is also the source of the French Envoyer, and of our envoy.

Latin AttscuUa produced Spanish Esculcas, spies; whence, probably, our skulk; also Italian

scoUare, to listen; and scolta, a sentinel, a scout in English. Greek yjueoi;; Sp. crisol; Eng. a

crucible. Latin Faba; Sp. hava, a bean, and also a boil from heat of the blood
; Eng. the disease Jdves.

In Ulster, the yellow-hammer, or yellow-bunting, is popularly called yelloio-yorlin. This

seems akin to ortolan, from Lat. hortulanus : just as hortus is allied to yard in English, and yort in

Irish. The Italian ortolan is a species of bunting.

As instances of strange metamorphoses of derived words, I may select Sp. Escarmiento, for

Jjoi. Experimentum; Gi\xvvay)(ri, luat. cynanchia, 'Eng.quinzy, Ital. squi7ianzia and spritnanzia.

It is generally known that what are called "Jerusalem artichokes" were mis-named from an

absurd corruption of Girasole, the Italian for a "
sunflower," of a species of which they are the roots.

But I doubt if the name of artichoke itself is commonly well understood. It appears to me to be a

perversion of the Italian carciofo, which seems compounded from cardo (taken from Lat. carduus, a

thistle) and ciofo, which is applied to the carding of wool, done with the teazel, an allied plant.

In Spanish, AlcoJiol means, not what it signifies with us, but Al Koliol, the antimonial powder

used by oriental women for darkening the eyes. This is a striking example of what we may so

often observe, the danger of ascribing the same sense or the same derivation to two words in

different languages which happen to be identical in sound and writing. On the other hand, innu-

merable cases occur of the strangest dissimilarities between words undeniably traceable to the same

original. Many such present themselves in Spanish and Italian. But I forbear to trespass further

at present on your space and your readers' patience. Celtibeb.

DISCOYEEY OF AN ANCIENT TOMB.

A tomb or grave of a very uncommon description has been recently discovered in the county

of Down. Some weeks ago, while a labourer in the employment of Mr. Hogg, of Carrickanab

(not far from Dundrum Bay), was ploughing in a field near the dwelling house, the plough struck

against a large stone. On examination, this proved to be a smooth slab, and, when raised, disclosed

an ancient tomb, measuring 5 feet 8 inches in length, about 4 feet in depth, and more than 3 feet

wide. "Within it was found a human skeleton, lying in an inclined position. The skuU crumbled

to dust soon after the air was admitted. Lying at the right hand of the skeleton, were a few small
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bones, possibly those of an infant
;
and near the skull were several very large teeth of some animal.

No vestiges of a coflia, either of wood or lead, were visible. The body had been entombed in a

reclining position; as, when first seen, the skull was nearest the surface, and the breast-bone sloped

downwards. The construction of the tomb itself was peculiar. It was admirably built of flag-

stones, cemented together by mortar of extreme hardness, which was more difficult to break than

the stone itself. But the most remarkable feature was a floor consisting, first, of unhurnt hrick, on

which was placed a layer of burnt Irick, which formed the foundation supporting the flagged bottom

of the tomb. Two sketches accompany this notice; one of which (Fig. 1) is a section of the tomb,

-s\VNi^***?SS
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showing the position of the skeletoilf which lay on a'quantity of fine mould
;

the other (Fig. 2)

represents the tomb, with a portion of its flagged bottom removed, disclosing the brick floor under-

neath. The bricks were about the same shape and dimensions as those in use at present ;
with the

-/ .
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exception, that they were about one half the ordinary thickness. A small pipe-drain was found

leading from the bottom of the tomb, intended to prevent any water from lodging within.

Being curious to learn whether any traditionary information could be obtained regarding the

locality where this grave was found, I made numerous inquiries in the neighbourhood. In the

West or South of Ireland, such inquiries would probably have been rewarded by a rich store of

legendary lore
; but, in tliis part of the North, the " Ulster Plantation" has swept away nearly all

the old traditions. Hardly a relic is loft for the antiquary to form a theory, the novelist, a tale,

or the poet, a song. After no little trouble, I at length discovered a very old man, from whom I

obtained the following legend, which I give, as nearly as I can, in his own words.
" Sure you must have heard tell of the great EusseU that once lived at the big forth and castle

of Eathmullen. Wasn't he the Lord of all the manors and lands along the shore to Dundrum ?

And this very townland of Carrickanab was his
;
and he used to come here sometimes, for ho had a

house up yonder, near the top of the hill. "Well, one time he was sent for in a great hurry to

Newry, to help the Irish against the Scotch
;
and ho and his men gained the battle, and got great

booty, and many prisoners, that he was to be paid so much a head for, if he delivered them safe at

Strangford, to be sent on to Scotland by the shortest way. "Well, on his way home through the

mountains, he heard he was to be attacked on this side of Newcastle
; so, not having men enough

to guard the prisoners and fight the enemy, he said he would make good his promise to the Scotch,

by
'

sending them a short way home ;' and this he did, sure enough, by driving them over the

rocks at the Ballagh bridge, into the the sea: and from that day to this, it has ever been called 'the

bloody bridge.' Of all the Scotch prisoners only one was saved, and she was the daughter of a

chief, and very handsome. EusseU brought her to Carrickanab, and kept her there
;

for he durst

not bring her to his castle at Eathmullen, for fear of his wife who lived there, and was a great

lady, one of the Fitzgeralds. "Well, then, it was not long after, that Eussell's own foster-brother,

Phelim M'^Gennis, fell in love with the Scotch girl ;
but whether they ran off to Scotland, or

whether they were made away with by EusseU, through jealousy, no one could ever rightly tell.

RusseU was hard-hearted and revengeful, and aU about feared him
; for, as the old saying is, he

never forgot nor forgave. But there's not one hereabouts that can't teU you how a white woman

has been seen on winter nights, sittin' on the top of the hill that is just above where the grave was

found, and waiUng over something she carries in her arms, like an infant; and there's not a servant-

boy, nor a farmer's son, comin' home at night from a dance or card-playrn', or the like, but what

would go a mUe about, rather than pass this field.*' It was at Carrickanab here that the people

said EussoU hid aU the gold and silver he was able to save when he was driven out of the Castle of

EathmuUen by Oliver CromwcU, in the ould wars of Ireland
;
but ivJiether he did any harm to his

otan blood relation, M^Ginnisy that helped him to hurt/ it, for fear he should teU where it was, I wUl

not say : they are all dead and gone, long ago, and must answer for their actions, good and bad,

to their Saviour." C. A.

This is actually the feet.
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LORD TYRONE'S GHOST.

The story of Lord Tyrone's Ghost deserves some archaeologic inquiry, since it is the "well-

known Irish tradition," as Sir "Walter Scott, evidently alluding to this anecdote, terms it, that

gave him the idea of the catastrophe of his poem. The Eve of St. John. Belief in ghosts has been

shown to be general, by the remark, that few men can pass through a church-yard at midnight,

without experiencing a sensation that proves them to have superstitious ideas. For my part, though

reposing little faith in such apparitions, nihil super-humanum a me alienum puto; so I offer the fol-

lowing version of this story which was given me from an old MS. legendary account of the affair,

and which so far as I know, has not appeared in print, and subjoin a few notes and com-

ments. In Ireland, the anecdote about to be told was as current as the curious and somewhat

analogous one was in England, respecting the singular circumstances attending the death of Lord

Lyttelton. According to this latter ghost-story :
" In a dream there appeared, standing at the

foot of his (the younger Lord Lyttelton' s) bed, a beautiful diminutive female figure, with a small

bird perched on her finger. The apparition announced to him that the third night, precisely at

twelve, his death would take place. He was found dead by his valet, with his watch in his hand,

and the hand had just passed the fated hour." His lordship had evidently told some one of an appa-

rition and a prophecy ;
but it has been said that the unfortunate nobleman had previously determined

to take poison, and thus had it in his own power to fulfil the prediction. Horace Walpole, ever

sceptical and satirical, offers, in the following lively sally to one of his correspondents, a rather

cynical explanation of the mystery :
" If you can send us any stories of ghosts out of the JN'orth,

they will be very welcome
;
Lord Lyttelton' s vision has revived the taste, though it seems a little

odd that an apparition should despair of being able to get access to his lordship's bed in the shape

of a young woman, without being forced to use the disguise of a robin red-breast."

THE STOKT OF LOED TTEOIfE's GHOSX.

Lord Tyrone* and Lady Beresford^ were bom in Ireland, and were left orphans when infants in

the care of the same person, by whom they vere educated in the principles of Deism. Their guard-

John Poer, second Earl of Tyrone, was torn in 1665, and Lady Catherine Poer, was married in 1717, to Sir Marcus,

died a bachelor, in Dublin, 14th October, 1693, in the 29th son of Sir Tristram Beresford.

year of his age. His father died in 1690, so he was not ''

Nichola-Sophia, youngest daughter and co-heir of Hugh
left an orphan. Hamilton, Baron of Glenawly, was married, in 1687, to

James Poer, third Lord Tyrone, was bom in 1667, Sir Tristram Beresford. In 1704, she married, secondly,

married in 1692, and died 19th August, 1704. His heiress, Lieutcnant-General Richard Gorges, son of Dr. Rober^

Gorges, and died in 1713.
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ian* dying when they were young Cabout fourteen) they fell into different hands, and the persons on

whom the care of thcra devolved used every possible means to eradicate the erroneous principles

they had imbibed, and to persuade them jto embrace revealed religion, but in vain; their arguments

were insufficient to convince, tho' they served to stagger their former faith. Though now separa-

ted their friendship remained unalterable, and they continued to regard each other with fraternal

affection. After some years had elapsed, and they were each of them grown up, they made a solemn

promise that whichever died first would, if permitted, appear to the other to declare what religion

was most acceptable to the Supreme Being. Lady Beresford was soon after married to Sir Martin

Beresford;
"^ but no change of condition could alter their friendship, and the families frequently visited

oach other. A short time after one of these visits. Sir Martin remarked when his lady came down to

breakfast, that her countenance was unusually pale, and bore evident marks of terror and confusion
;

he enquired anxiously after her health and she assured him she was perfectly well: he repeated his

enquiries and begged to know if anything had disordered her; she replied "no, no, she was as well

as usual." "You have hurt your wrist; have you sprained it?" observed he, seeing a black ribbon

bound round it: she replied she had not, but added, "let me conjure you never to enquire the cause

of my wearing this ribbon, which you will never see me without; if it concerned you as a husband

to know, I would not for a moment conceal it. I never in my life denied you a request, but of this

I must entreat you to forgive me my refusal, and never to urge me further on the subject." "Very

well" said he smiling, "since you so earnestly desire it I will enquire no further." Lady Beresford

enquired if the post was come in, and in a few minutes she again made the same enquiry, and

received the same answer as the first, that it was not. "Do you expect any letters" said Sir Martin.
" I do," she exclaimed,

" I expect to hear that Lord Tyrone is dead, he died last Tuesday at four

o'clock." " I never in my life," cried he,
" believed you to be so superstitious, you must have had

some idle dream that has thus alarmed and perplexed you." At that instant the servant opened

the door, and delivered them a letter sealed with black wax :

" As I expected, he is dead !" she

exclaimed
;
Sir Martin opened the letter, which was from Lord Tyrone's steward, and contained the

melancholy intelligence that his master died on the Tuesday preceding, at the very hour Lady Beres-

ford had specified. Sir Martin introated her to compose her spirits, and to endeavour as far as lay in

her power not to make herself unhappy. She assured him she was much happier than she had been

for some time, and added, "I can communicate to you intelligence which I know will give you

pleasure ;
I can assure you, I am without doubt, with child of a son.

"
Sir Martin received the

c Marcus, Viscount Dungannon, and his wife, a co-heir Nichola-Sophia, youngest daughter and co-heir of Hugh
of Hugh Hamilton, Baron of Glenawly, and sister of Lady Hamilton, Baron of Glenawly, and died IGth June, 1701.

Beresford, were guardians of Sir Marcus Beresford. But Sir Marcus, his son, was bom in 1691, married, in 1717.

this could not have been the guardianship referred to. Lady Catherine Poer, heiress of the third Lord Tyrone, and
d There was no Sir "Martin" Beresford. Sir Tristram died in 1763.

Beresford, Bart., bom in 1669, married, February 1687,
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intelligence with the joy it might be expected to convey, and expressed in the strongest terms the

felicity he would experience from an event he had so long ardently desired.

After a period of some months Lady Beresford was delivered of a son
;
she had before been

mother to two daughters. Sir Martin survived the birth "of his son little more than four years, and

after his death his lady seldom went from home
;
she visited no family bat that of a clergyman who

resided in the same village, with them she frequently passed a few hours every day; the most of her

time was entirely devoted to solitude, and she appeared determined for ever to banish all other

society.

The clergyman's family consisted of himself, his wife, and one son, who at the time of Sir

Martin's death was quite a youth ;
to him however, notwithstanding the disparity of his years,

and the manifest imprudence of a connection so unequal in every respect, she was married in a few

years . The event justified the expectation of every one; Lady Beresford was treated by her young

husband with contempt and cruelty, while his whole conduct evinced him to be a most abandoned

libertine, utterly destitute of every principle of virtue and humanity.

To this, her second husband, Lady Beresford bore two daughters, after which, suoh was the

profligacy of his conduct that she insisted on a separation. They parted for several years, when so

great was the contrition he expressed for his former behaviour that, overcome by his persuasion and

promises, she was induced to pardon, and once more to reside with him, and in some time became

the mother of another son. The day on which she lay in a month, being the anniversary of her

birth-day, she sent for Lady Betty Cobb (of whose friendship she had long been possessed), and a

few other friends, to request them to spend a few days with her, it being her buih-day: for, said

she, I am forty-eight to-day. "Ifo," remarked the clergyman, "you are mistaken, your mother and

I have had many disputes concerning your age ; happening to go into the parish church where you

were christened, I was resolved to put an end to my doubts by searching the register, and I find

you are but forty-seven to-day." "You have signed my death-warrant," said she, "I have not

much longer to live ! I therefore entreat you to leave immediately, as I have something of import-

ance to settle before I die." When the clergyman had left Lady Beresford, she sent to forbid her

company coming, and at the same time to request Lady Betty Cobb and her son by Sir Martin

Beresford, then about twelve years of age, to come directly to her apartment : upon their arrival

she desired her attendant to quit the room. "I have something of importance," said she,

"to communicate to you before I die, a period not far distant. You, Lady Betty, are no stranger

to the friendship that always subsisted between Lord Tyrone and myself. "VYe were educated under

eLieutenant-General Kicliard Gorges, thp secondhusband They had issue two sons and two daughters. He married

of Lady Beresford, was son of Dr. Robert Gorges. Their secondly, Dorothy, Countess Dowager of Meath, who is

marriage took place in April, 1704, four months before the mentioned by Dean S^vift.

death of Lord Tyrone. The General was bom in 1662.
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the same roof in the principles of Deism: when the friends into whose hands we afterwards fell

endeavoured to persuade us to embrace revealed religion, their arguments, though insufficient to

convince, were yet powerful enough to stagger our faith, and to leave us wavering between two

opinions. In this perplexing state of doubt and uncertainty, we made a solemn promise to each

other, that whicliever should first die would, if permitted by the Almighty, appear to the other, to

declare what religion was most acceptable to Him. Accordingly, one night as Sir Martin and myself

were in bed, I woke and discovered Lord Tyrone sitting by the bed-side. I screamed out, and

endeavoured in vain to awake Sir Martin. Tor heaven's sake, Lord T}Tone!' exclaimed I, 'by
what means, and for what purpose, did you come here at this time of night.'

* Have you then

forgotten our promise ?
'

said he.
' I died last Tuesday night, and am permitted by the Supreme

Being to appear to you to assure you that the revealed religion is the true and only one by which

3'ou can be saved
;
I am fui'ther permitted to inform you that you are now with child of a son, who,

it is decreed, shall marry my daughter : not many years after his birth Sir Martin will die, and

you will marry again, and to a man by whose ill treatment you will be rendered miserable
; j-ou

will bring him two daughters, and afterwards a son, of whom you will die in child-bed, in the 47th

year of youi" age.' 'Just Heaven!' I exclaimed, 'and cannot I prevent this?' 'Undoubtedly

you can : you ai-e a free agent, and may prevent it by resisting a second marriage ;
but your

passions are strong, you know not their power hitherto you have had no trials. More I am not

permitted to say ;
but if, after this warning, you persist in your infidelity, you will be miserable

indeed.' 'May I ask,' said I, 'if you are happy?' 'Had I been otherwise,' returned he,
'

I should not have been permitted to appear to you thus.'
' I may thence infer that you are

happy?' He smiled. 'Jiut when the morning comes,' rejoined I, 'how shall I be convinced

that your appearance to me has been real, and not the mere phantom of my own imagination ?
'

' Will not the news, of my death be sufficient to convince you ?
' * No

;
I might have had such a

dream, and that dream might acccordingly come to pass I wish to have some stronger proof of its

reality.'
' You shall

;

'

then waving his hand, the bed-curtains, which were of crimson velvet,

were instantly dra-wn through a large iron hook by which the tester of the bed which was of an

oval fonn was suspended.
' In that,' said he,

'

you cannot be mistaken
;
no mortal arm could

have performed this.'
'
I am but sleeping,' said I; 'we are often possessed of greater strength

than when awake, when I could not have done it
; but asleep I might, and I shall stiU doubt.'

He then said,
' You have a pocket-book here, in which I will write, you know my hand-writing?'

I replied 'Yes.' He then wrote with a pencil on one side of the leaves.
'

Still,' said I,
' I have

my doubts; though waking I could not imitate your hand, asleep I might.' 'You are hard of

beHef,' said he; 'I must not touch you, it would injure you irreparably : it is not for spirits to

touch mortal flesh.'
' I do not regard a slight blemish,' I replied.

' You are a woman of courage

^hold out your hand.' I did so : he clasped my wrist his hand was cold as marble. In a mo-
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ment the sinews shrank up, every nerve withered. *

Now,' said he,
' while you live, let no mortal

see that wrist : to see it would be sacrilege.' He ceased to speak ;
I turned towards him he was

gone. Chilled with horror, I endeavoured to awake Sir Martin, but in vain, all my efforts were

ineifectual, and in this state of agitation and fear I lay some time, when a shower of tears coming
to my relief, I dropped asleep.

" In the morning Sir Martin rose and dressed himself, without perceiving the state in which the

curtains remained. After he was gone I arose, and having put on my clothes, went into the gallery

adjoining, and took from thence a long broom, such a one as is commonly used in large houses to

sweep the cornices
;
with the help of this I took down the curtains, though not without much

difficulty, as I imagined their extraordinary position would occasion such inquiries as I wished to

avoid. I then went to my bureau, locked up my pocket-book, and took a piece of black ribbon,

which I bound round my wrist. When I came down, the agitation of my mind had left an impres-

sion on my countenance too visible not to be remarked by Sir Martin, who instantly observed my
confusion, and asked the cause. I assured him I was well

;
but informed him that Lord Tyrone

was now no more, that he died the preceding Tuesday, at the hour of 4
;
and at the same time

entreated him to drop all inquiries concerning the black ribbon, and he desisted ever after from

further importunity.
"
Ton, my son, (as had been foretold,) I afterwards brought into the world ;

and a little more

than four years after your birth, your lamented father expired in my arms.

" After this melancholy event I determined, as the only probable means of avoiding the sequel

of this prediction, to abandon society for ever, to give up every pleasure resulting from it,

and to pass the remainder of my days in solitude and retirement. But few can endure to exist long

in a state of sequestration: I commenced an intercourse with one family only; nor could I then

foresee the fatal consequences which afterwards resulted from it. Little did I imagine that their

son, and only son, then a youth, would prove the destroyer of my future peace. In a few years I

ceased to regard him with indifference; but I endeavoured, by all possible means in my power, to

conquer a passion, the fatal consequences of which I too well knew
;
and fondly imagined I had

overcome its influence, when the events of one fatal day terminated my fortitude, and plunged me

in a moment down the abyss I had so long been meditating how to shun.

" He had frequently solicited his parents to permit him go into the army, and had at length

obtained their consent, and came to bid me farewell, before the separation. The moment he came

into the room he fell on his knees at my feet, told me he was miserable, and that I alone was the cause
;

at that instant my fortitude forsook me, I gave myself up for lost; and, without fiu'ther hesitation,

consented to a union, the result of which I knew to be misery, and its end death!

"The conduct of my husband, after a few years had passed, amply warranted my demand for u

separation, and I hoped by that means to avoid the fated sequel of the prophecy ; but, won over by
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his reiterated entreaties, I was prevailed upon to pardon, and once more to reside with him, though

not till I had, as I imagined, attained my forty-eighth year. But alas ! I have this day heard from

indisputable authority that I have hitherto lain under a mistake about my age, and that I am but

forty-seven to-day. Of the near approach of my death, therefore, I entertain not the least doubt,

but I do not dread its arrival
;
armed with the sacred principles of Christianity, I can meet the

King of Terrors without dismay, and without a tear bid adieu to the regions of mortality for ever !

When I am dead, I wish you, Lady Betty, to unbind my wrist, and let my son with yourself be-

hold it."

Lady Beresford here ceased for some time ;
but resuming the conversation, she entreated her

son to behave so as to merit the high honour intended him from a union with the daughter of Lord

Tyrone. Lady Betty Cobb and her son immediately called her attendants, and left the room,

having first desired them to watch their mistress attentively, and, should they observe the smallest

change in her, to call them. An hour passed, and all was silent in her room
; they listened at the

door, everything was still
;
in about half an hour more a bell rung most violently : the flew to her

apartment, but before they reached the door she had breathed her last. Lady Betty desired the

servants to quit the room ; she then approached the bed with Lady Beresford's son
; they knelt

down by the side of it
; Lady Betty then lifted up her hand, and unbound the ribbon, and found

the wrist exactly in the state Lady Beresford had described it, every sinew shrunk up.

Lady Beresford's son is 7iow married to Lord Tyrone's daughter', as had been predicted ;
the

pocket-book and black ribbon are in the possession of Lady Betty Cobb, by whom the above is

stated, and who, together with the Tyrone family, will be ready to attest its truth."

Assuming that the above story deserves investigation, it contains so many anachronisms, dis-

crepancies, and incoherences, that any belief in it is almost as much staggered by the impossibility

of reconciling them as by its supernatural pretentions. For instance, Lady Betty Cobb is represented
as the "friend" of Lady Beresford, who, it would seem, was really her grandmother.^ Again, if the

Lord Tyrone who died, a youthful bachelor, in 1693, was the ghostly apparition, it was not his

daughter, but the daughter of his brother, that was eventually married to Lady Beresford's son. Other

discrepancies, such as that "the lamented father" of Lady Beresford's son, did not "expire in her

arms four years after" this son's birth, may be gathered from my notes.

Perhaps this ghost story may be resolved into a love one : so let us imagine that the young
Earl of Tyrone and Miss Hamilton had been lovers

;
that she, although wedded to another, was

sometimes haunted by him in her dreams; and that the black riband armlet she wore was in memory

This could be no other than Lady Catherine, wife of and Lady Catherine, was horn in 1736, and married in 175],.

Sir Marcus Beresford. to Thomas Cobbe, Esq., of Newbridge, County Dublin.
8 Lady Elizabeth Beresford, ninth daughter of Sir Marcus
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of his death. All this is natural and more probable than any supernatural occurrence. It would

not be less natural, that Lady Beresford, had she hurt and disfigured one of her wrists, should hav(;

always concealed the blemish by some riband, which, verily appears to have been the mysterious

origin of the whole story.

The main objection, however, lies in the query why should Lady Beresford have been fa-

voured by Heaven by a special revelation? The question admits of but one answer. Indeed,

Christians are assured, on the very highest authority, that such revelations are not vouchsafed. If

the teaching of Moses and the Prophets was not to be enforced by the rising of one from the dead,

should other than one all-sufficient resurrection be required to testify to the truth of the Christian

religion, the recorded revelations of which carry ample conviction ?

Heebeet p. Hoee.

NOTES ON THE ROUND TOWER CONTROVERSY.

BY EiCHAED Holt Beash.

The names by which the Eound Towers of Ireland are locally known has not received that attentiuu

and investigation which the subject deserves
;
not that I would expect from such to arrive at very

decisive results, as affecting the question at issue in this still undecided controversy. I have always

endeavoured, however, when possible, in examining these structures, to ascertain the names by

which they are known to the Irish-speakiug people of the neighbourhood. In the south and west

of Ireland, where the ancient language is stUl generally spoken among the peasantry, this

is not difficult to ascertain, especially if the inquirer knows how to go about it, as with strangers a

little diplomacy is sometimes requisite to gain the confidence of the people. The first answer I

generally received to my question of " What do you call that building?" is,
" Wisha then, sure isn't

it the steeple of Cloyne ;" or "sure, your honor, they call it the big steeple of Eatto ;" but when I

followed up the inquiry by asking them what they called it in Irish, I soon found it had its

peculiar and distinctive name ia that language.

As far as my inquiries have gone, then, I fijid that our Towers are known by three distinct

Irish appellations namely, Glugaugh; Clugaus, or Clochais; and Giolcach, or Quilcach. I have

written the names as they are pronounced.

Dr. Petrie considers that the first of these appellations is the Clochteach, or Cloichteach, of the

Irish annals, and that it means a round tower belfry; that wherever it is met with it should be so

translated; that all notices where the word occurs refer to our Eound Towers, and that, conse-

quently, they fi:s the age and uses of these structures. This learned writer has devoted a consider-
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able space in his work On the Ancient Architecture of Ireland to this branch of his subject.

Ho has treated it with great ingenuity, and has given it such a manifest importance that the reader

cannot fail to recognize the fact that it is at once the foundation and cap-stone of the structure he

has laboured to rear. Most readers on the subject are aware that the Eound Tower contro-

vei*sv has been narrowed to two theories, the Christian and pre-Christian. Dr. Petrie has ably

mid ingeniously advocated the first theory in his work, which is an invaluable contribution

to our knowledge of the early architecture of Ireland, but in my opinion a failure as re-

gards the theory he supports. Many seem to think that the high standing the author has deser-

vedly attained in the archaeological world is quite a sufficient warrant for the correctness of the

statements and opinions put forward: but this I hold as not sound discretion. If we are to be

carried away by the j^restige of names, by far the greatest amount of Irish antiquarian learning and

research has been on the other side. The Christian theorj^ found advocates in Lynch, Lcdwich,

and Molyneux, who advocated their Danish origin (the Danes being Pagans), as also Harris, Mibier,

Smith, Sir R. C. Hoare, Bell, Wilkinson, and finally, Petrie. Of these, Milner and Hoare had no

knowledge of Irish antiquities. Bell and Wilkinson's treatises are purely descriptive.

On the side of Pagan antiquity are, Vallancey, editor of the Collectanea de Rehus Uihernicis ;

Dr. Lanigan, author of the Ecclesiastical History of Ireland; Dr. 0' Conor, the learned librarian

of Stowe, and editor of the Hihernicarum Scriptores Veteres; Sir William Betham, author of

the Etruria Celtica; the Gael and Cimlri, &c.; Beaufort, Dalton, O'Brien, Moore, and Windele,

all deeply versed in the literature, language, and monumental antiquities of the country. To these

I could add the names of many who have made the Irish language and antiquities the study of their

lives, but who have not come before the public as authors.

The earnest inquirer, however, will not be carried away by the mere pretensions of individual

learning, however well founded
;
but will patiently investigate all sides of the subject, examine the

buildings themselves in all their details and analogies, compare the peculiarities of their construction,

and their architectural features with those of similar erections in other countries. He must study
the language, religion, and customs of the people amongst whom they are found, and the traditions

connected with them, the known history of the people, their origin and migrations. Such a mode
of investigation is requisite, in order to form sound opinions upon the subject before us, and is

obviously the only mode, in the absence of all historical evidence as to their origin and uses; and I

fearlessly assert, that up to the present time, we have no such evidence whatsoever as to the erec-

tion of a single round tower in Ireland.

I proceed now to advert to the several local names applied to these mysterious buildings.
1 . Chigaugh. This term, as a local designation for a round tower, is very rarely used. The onlv

instance I have been able to ascertain of its application is to the tower of Fartagh, Coimty Kilkenny,
which is called Clugach-na-Feartagh. Mr, John Windele, of Cork, who has made a personal exa-
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mination of all our southern Round Towers, informs me it is the only instance he has met with (jf

its use. This word may be derived from some of the following sources:

Clogad, a helmet. [O'Brien's Diet.] The ancient Irish helmet was conical, and bore no inapt
resemblance to the conical covering of the towers.

Clogad, Clogaide, a helmet, a cone, a pyramid. [Dictionary of the Scottish-Gaelic language.]

Clogad, a helmet. [O'Reilly's Irish Dictionary.]

Clogad, a cone, a pyramid. [ibid.]

It will require no stretch of imagination, or straining of etymologies to make application of the

above. Again we have

Clogachd, a belfry. [O'Reilly's Dictionary.]

ClogacM, a belfry. [Gaelic Dictionary.]

It is curious that the more ancient dictionary of O'Brien has not that word; and O'Reilly takes

it from Shaw's Gaelic Dictionary.

2. Clvgaus, Clochais. The term Clugaus, Clochas, or Clochfds is locally applied to a great many
of our Round Towers, as Dysert O'Dea, County Clare; Kihieboy, County Clare; Kilmacduagli,

County Galway ; Clonmacnois, King's County.

At the latter place, where there are two towers in existence, they are respectively called

Glochaus Mor and Clochaus Beg. O'Brien's dictionary gives usClogas, i.e. Clog-cds, a belfry or steeple;

O'Reilly, Clogas, ClogcJms, a belfry.

Mr. Windele has suggested to me the derivation of this name from Cloch, a stone, and fas, growth ;

"the growth of stones," in allusion to the superstitious tradition so prevalent concerning Round

Towers, of their being built in one night: thence termed in the Irish language familiarly Fas-aon-

oidhvhe, "the growth of one night." This tradition respecting buildings of great antiquity, or whose

origin is involved in obscurity, is prevalent aU through the East, and particularly in China.

Another derivation suggests itself from Clock, a stone; fas, hollow, vacant [see O'Reilly, also

M^Leod and Dewar's Gaelic Dictionary']; "the hollow stone," a term peculiarly expressive of the

nature of the building.

But another suggests itself to me of more force and probability than any of the preceding, and

one the earnest consideration of which I would recommend to those more competent to analj'zc these

etymologies than I am namely, from Cloch-ais, the stone of death: Aise, death. [O'Ueilly's

Dictionary.] Aise, death, applied to a dead person; a shroud. [O'Brien's Irish Dictionary.]

It may sound strange to some that a tower should be called a "stone," but this is a figurative

mode of expression very usual among the Irish. Thus, we have near Macroom, County Cork, a

mediajval castle called Cloch-Dhallln, or "David's stone," from the builder's name; another, in the

same county, is called Chch-Vhillip, at page 2174 of the Annals of the Four Jtfasters (O'Donovan's

translation) we have also the Knight of Glinn's castle, on the Shannon, called C^of/^-Gleanna
;
and
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again we have tlie oratory of the recluse called Cloch-ancoire, "the stone of the Anchorite." Amongst

the Highlanders, to tlio present day, it is customary to intimate going to the church by the expres-

sion, going to the Cloehan.

But some may ask, why should a Round Tower be called Cloch-aise, "the stone," or "pillar

of death?' My answer would be, because the pillar towers of Ireland are monumental and

sepulchral. I cannot now go into all the facts and arguments which suggest themselves in support

of this theory, but would briefly state my reasons for holding this opinion. It has been the custom

in the remotest ages, and amongst the rudest tribes, to set up some object to mark the resting-place

of the distinguished dead, or to commemorate some remarkable event: thus, the pillar-stone became

the prevailing monument of uncivilized nations, and was sometimes erected of a height that almost

rivalled the masonry-built towers of more polished nations. All the megalithic monuments ascribed

to the Celts are still found among the Khasia mountaineers, in Northern India
; amongst which are

piUar-stones 30 feet in height, standing by Cromlechs, and marking the graves of their deceased

friends. [Sec Hooker's Himalaya Journal.'] At Carnac, in Erittany, exist pillar-stones 40 feet

in height. [See Deane's Worship of the Serpent.'] In our own country, pillar-stones from 15 to

20 feet in height are not uncommon. The monumental piUar-towers of the Chinese go back to a

date of near 1000 years before our era. The Buddhist Minar, and the Jain towers of India are of a

similar class. The Romans likewise adopted the hollow pillar both for sepidchral and monumental

purposes. On a tumulus at Cocumclla, in Etruria, is a sepulchral Round Tower. Remains of conical

towers surmount the tomb of Aruns, at Albano. The hollow column of Trajan was erected by

ApoUodorus, for a tomb, and as a memorial of his victories. The Column of Antoninus Pius was

erected by Marcus Aurelius, in memory of that Emperor. There are numbers of circular tower

sepidchres at Palmyra; and in Armenia the ancient form of sepulchre was a low circular tower,

Avith a dome-shaped covering. We, too, in our day, have followed the prevailing fashion of antiquity :

our cities and towns present numerous examples of pillar towers, which, though not sepulchral,

are monumental and commemorative. And it is a curious and suggestive fact, that national instinct

so far overcame prejudice and theory, that a pillar-tower after the veritable ancient Celtic type has

lieen erected to perpetuate the memory of Daniel O'Connell, in the cemetery at Glasnevin,

near Dublin.

That the ancient Irish, in the progress of civilization, should be led to relinquish the lofty,

imshapen, and ponderous pillar-stone for the more symmetrical and aspiring hollow column, is but

natural
;
and that they erected these columns, at least many of them, for sepulchral uses is certain,

if stubborn facts are to be relied on.

The South Munster Society of Antiquaries were the first who turned their attention to the

sepulchral character of our towers. The idea, I believe, originated with Mr. John Windele, of

Cork: in the year 1841 they explored the towers of Cloyne, Ardmore, Kinneigh, Cashel, and
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Ardpatrick. In Ardmore and Cloyne they found human remains, placed in the basement of the

towers, under circumstances indicating great care and forethought. Cashel and Ardpatrick were

found to have been previously ransacked, as was proved by indubitable evidences.

Some gentlemen of Ulster also took up this interesting subject, and made explorations within

the basements of most of the towers in that province : the result of their labours has been published

in the Ulster Journal of Archeology; from which we find that human remains, deposited under

similar circumstances, and with evident care, were found in the Round Towers of Clones, Maghera,

Armoy, Drumbo, Drumlane, and Inniskeen. The exploration of Antrim tower was imperfect;

at Eam's Island, the usual concrete floor, generally found protecting the remains, was found broken

through, corroborating a previous statement made by Mr. Windele, of Cork, that human remains

had been at one time found there. At Nendrum no discovery was made
;

at Devenish there was

also no result
;
at Tory Island merely a portion of a sepulchral urn was found. Sir William

Betham states that Dr. John Leslie, Bishop of Raphoe, removed a Round Tower which formerly

existed there, and discovered the bones of a man under it. Human remains were also found at

Roscrea tower. At Timahoe such relics were also found, and a sepulchral urn.

Dr. Small, in his account of the Round Tower at Abemethy, Scotland, states that the ancient

tradition of the place was, that the Tower was erected as a mausoleum for the Pictish kings : to

verify, or rather to test the tradition, the Tower was excavated, and several skeletons Avcre found

therein. I remember well that, on visiting Abcrnethy myself, the aged sexton who assisted me in

measuring it, stated, in answer to my enquiries respecting the traditions, that the old people

informed him it was built by the Peghts as a biu'ial place for their kings; in confirmation of which

he pointed to the remains of the palace of the kings of the Peghts a mighty ruined Dun on a

prominent spur of the Ochill hills, and about half a mile from the Tower.

The scope of the present paper will not permit me to follow up these investigations. I

have barely touched upon the reasons that have induced me to give my attention to the sepulchral

and monumental character of these unique structures, and I submit that they are of a nature deser-

ving of serious consideration. Should this theory be the correct one, the derivation of the term

Cloch-ais, Cloch-as, or Glogas would no longer be doubtful as the " Stone (tower) of Death."

3. Giolcach. Among the towers locally called Giolcach, or as it is pronounced, Quilcach, and

sometimes Killcach, we have Ardmore, County "Waterford; Kinneigh, County Cork; Cloyne,

County Cork
; Ratto, County Kerry ; Ardpatrick, County Limerick.

"With reference to the Tower at Ratto, Dr. Petrie says [page 397] it is now popularly known by
the name Giolcach, by which is understood a Pell-house, and which is ohviously a local corrtiption of

Cloighteach, or Cloichteach. Now I beg to state that I lived two months in the neighbourhood of Ratto,

and that there is not in Ireland a locality where the Irish language is better spoken and understood.

The local people do not understand the word Giolcach to mean a Bell-house; they would be astonished

VOL. VII. w
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at the Doctor's convenient assumption if they heard of it
;
and it is not so found in any Irish

dictionary ;
neither is it a local corruption of Cloigteach, as the people there know the meaning of

the term perfectly weU, and hare very truthfully applied it. By reference to O'Reilly, -we find

Giolcach, "a reed, cane, broom; a place where reeds or canes grow." Now, any one who knows the

locality of llatto will remember that it stands about a furlong from the river Brick
;
and that the

river, with the extensive marshes which bound it, and the banks of a canal running from the river

up to the tower, are prolific of those enormous reeds with tufted tops, called in Irish Giolcach. What,

then, can be more natural, than that a highly imaginative and poetical people like the Irish, should call

their lofty, slender, graceful towers from those elegant and tapering reeds, which, with their tufted

conical tops, offer so striking a similitude. How numerous are the instances of such appropriations

in our topographic nomenclature. Besides its application to some of our towers, we find this word

used in many places as a topographical designation. In the county of "Waterford we have a parish

called Guilcach
;
in the county of Cavan is the celebrated hill of Cuilcagh, of which so many

legends are current, and which was the Mount of Inauguration of the Maguires ;
there is, also,

another locality near Ballicborough called Quilcagh. These instances shew, that the term is a

well-known, and properly applied designation, and not a corruption of Cloigteach, as Dr. Pctrie

would lead us to suppose.

Having thus given instances of the use of the terms locally applied to these remarkable struc-

tures, I would next direct attention to the mis-application of the word Cloichteach. I have

before remarked the great importance attached by Dr. Petrie to the assumption, that this term,

used in a certain number of places in the Irish Annals, signifies "aEound Tower belfry" we
shall see with what probability. The term is compounded of two words, cloich, a stone,

and teach, a house. The term, then, cloichteach, would read "stone house," to distinguish

a building erected of stone from those in general use, formed of wattles, logs, or built of sods,

such as were not only the private houses and cabins of the ancient Irish, but also a great many
churches and oratories in the early ages of Christianity, not merely in Ireland, but in England. And,

that buildings constructed of stone, whether churches or otherwise, should be distinguished from

those composed of other materials, is extremely probable and natural : indeed, in our native annals

they are so distinguished. Thus, the term damliag applied to a church, is exactly of the same

meaning as cloichteach, from daimh, a house, a church, and Hag, a stone. The compound name

is given in O'Eeilly's Irish dictionary, daimhliag, a church of stone.

The native annalists use a similar expression to designate wooden churches and oratories
;
the

compound term, dairtheach, duirthech, &c., from dair, an oak, and teach, a house, "the oak house,

or house of wood" [see Dr. Petrie's work, page 342.] So that we have here terms profusely used

by our native historians, to designate religious structures by the materials of which they were com-

posed ;
and we must, therefore, in analogy with these other terms, take cloichteach to mean

stone house, and not a round tower belfry, as it expresses neither form, height, nor use.
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That there were belfries at a comparatively early period in Ireland, I w-ill not by any means

dispute ;
and that they were sometimes called clogthcach is probable enough ;

and that the

ancient Eound Towers were turned into belfries on the introduction of church bells into Ireland,

is more than likely; but I do dispute that there were belfries that is, buildings specially erected

for hanging church bells in before the tenth century.

Indeed, the first notice that Dr. Petrie has been able to produce, of what he designates a

round-tower belfry, is in the middle of the tenth century, and is, as follows, from Dr. O'Donovan's

translation of the " Annals of the Pour Masters":

"
A.D. 948. The Cloichteach of Slane was burned by the foreigners, with its full of relics and

distinguished persons," &c.

Dr. Petrie maintains that this was a round tower. What is there in the term to designate its

circular form, or its tower-like elevation? But the circumstance itself is very unlikely to have

happened to, or in, a round tower. In the first place, there is not, and never was, in memory or

tradition, a Eound Tower at Slane; and secondly, how could a round tower be burned? It is a

circular edifice of stone, with massive wall, stone roof, a small doorway at a considerable elevation

from the ground, and a few small apertures for windows at a much greater height. "What was there to

burn? "The wooden floors and doors," suggests Dr. Petrie. But what evidence have we that the

floors, if any, were of wood ? None. "We have not a scintilla of evidence that they were of any

material but stone, if we can take as evidence the fact, that the only original remaining floors are

of stone. Four of these floors remain in existence. Portions of two arched floors are at present

to be seen in the Castlcdermot example; the first, of which nearly two-thirds exist, is about fifteen

feet above the sill of doorway; of the second which is about fifteen feet higher up about one-

third remains. They are constructed of rubble, cemented together by a most powerful mortar of

extreme hardness; they have a rise of about 13 inches in the centre, and the arch was about a foot

thick
;
but its strength e\ddently depended more upon the solidifying property of the mortar than

upon the disposition of the stones in the arch. These arches spring from projecting string-courses,

and here we may sec what the internal string-courses of the towers were intended for. These

floors were destroyed for the 2^^i'i'pose of getting up the hells, when this tower was converted into a

belfry. The tower at Kinneigh, County Cork, has a floor formed of slabs of stone which "tail"

into the wall. At Mcelcek, County Galway, is an interesting example of one of these arched floors,

given in Mr. ^Yilkinson's Practical Geology and Ancient Arclu'tecture of Ireland. The ancient

Irish, who erected great stone forts, with stone lintelled gates and passages; who constructed under-

ground chambers domed \^-ith stone, and intricate passages lintelled with the same material; who

on the southern and Avcstern coasts constructed numerous buildings entirely of stone to the apex
of the roof, on plans embracing the rectangle, square, circle, ellipsis, quadi-ant, and the form of the

human eye; and who subsequently built tlicir churches with stone roofs: such, a people, I say,
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were not likely to put wooden floors in their stone-walled and stone-roofed towers. Indeed, it is

certain that many of the towers had no floors, as we have instances of towers without floors, string-

courses, off'-sets, joist-holes, or any provision for floors.

Under such circumstances, we must reduce the conflagration to that of the door itself, which

would not make enough of a blaze to justify the annalist in the strength of his language. But if wo

consider the historian to mean here the stone house, or church of Slanc, all difiiculty vanishes. The

sacred edifice has been in all ages, and among all people Pagans as well as Christians the refuge

in time of public calamity and danger: thither they fled to be under the special protection of the

Deity. The Church of Slane alone could contain the numbers of persons stated to have taken refuge.

The roof, altars, doors, fittings, &c., ofiered alone sufficient food for the flames of a conflagration,

attended with such results.

The next notice is, a.d. 995, as foUows: "a.d. 995 Ardmacha [Armagh] was burnt by

lightning, both houses, churches, and cloichtheaca and its Fidh-neimhed [sacred wood], with all

destruction." That the word here does not refer to a round tower is evident to the simplest under-

standing ;
for how could a hollow stone pillar, stone to the pinnacle, be burned by lightning? Yet,

upon such absurdities has Dr. Petrio erected his Christian theory. The appellation must refer to

some other class of religious structure, connected with the large ecclesiastical establishment at

Armagh. But, supposing that the word does mean a bell-house, or belfry, it does not imply that

it was a round tower; it is very probable that wooden belfries were used here, as on the Continent

and in England, at that and much later periods. It is absurd to suppose that where we had

churches of wood we should erect belfries of stone 120 feet high, and almost as durable as the

pyramids. There is no round tower at present at Armagh, nor has there been in any living memory.
At A.D. 1020 of the same "Annals," we have the burning of the Cloichteach of Armagh with its

bells. It is utterly absurd to suppose that these repetitions of conflagrations refer to any but

structures of a fragile and inflammable construction. The above passage records, I believe, the

first mention of church-bells in Ireland. Bells were in use previously, but they were hand-bells,

used in church services as among the Egyptians, Eomans, and Hindoos. There has been a great

deal of archaeological nonsense written about these bells, and a great many idle and superstitious

legends recorded of them, and gravely retailed by a certain class of modem antiquaries. I believe

that, about this period, bells to call persons to public worship came into use, though stiU confined

to churches of eminence. As I have before stated, it is only reasonable to infer that the ancient

towers were used as belfries (as indeed some are to this day) in those places where they existed,

and that in other places appropriate beU-turrets, or bell-cots, were erected.

It is probable many of our earliest belfries were of wood; ancient ones of stone are also in

existence, some of considerable antiquity. A triangular-headed bell-cot is found over the west gable

of the ancient church of Roscrea, an example of early Eomanesque. A similar one exists over the
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west gable of the very ancient church of Monaincha. A large triple bell-cot is found at Donough-

more, in close proximity to the Eound Tower. The example at Eoscrca is also within a few yards

of the Eound Tower. In a great many instances, belfries are found on churches of the thirteenth,

fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries, in close proximity to Bound Towers; an evident proof that the

towers were not used as belfries, or considered suitable for that purpose. Square belfries of a remote

antiquity are also found in Ireland. On Innis-clothran Island, in Lough Eee, is one as old as the

tenth or eleventh century. A very ancient one is over the west gable of the little church of

Cloghereen, near Killamey. Cormac's chapel, at Cashel, was commenced about the year 1100; it

was consecrated in a.d. 1134. It is a small building, consisting of a nave and chancel, showing

evidently that the magnificent Round Tower standing within twenty yards, and looking down

majestically upon these things of yesterday, was not considered suitable for a belfry, or held in any

particular veneration.

The remaining notices referring to "cloichteach," in the "Annals," are eleven, being altoge-

ther fourteen, commencing at the year 948, and extending to 1238, Of the above number of

places thus noticed, Eound Towers exist but at five. It is also remarkable that six notices record

the burning of a "
cloichteach," which I have shown to be impossible to s. Eound Tower. Two of

these notices occui", one in the middle, and the other at the close, of the tenth century; the rest

occur in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, at a period when it is well known extensive monas -

teries and large abbey churches were erected, such as Boyle, Jerpoint, Dunbrody, Ballintubber,

Cong, Corcumroe, and others. These edifices are planned on the same principles as the continental

churches of the same period, and of dimensions not far short; consisting of nave, aisles, transepts,

chancel, and numerous chapels, with massive square belfries over the intersection of the nave,

transepts, and chancel.

The Irish language gives us unmistakeable terms both for bells and belfries; thus, we have

CIocc, Clog, a bell; ClogacM, Clogas, a belfry. If the Irish annalists, in the passages quoted by

Dr. Petrie, intended to have expressed ''belfry," they would surely have used some of the above

terms, and not the word CloiGhteach, which I have already shown means "stone house." And

what do I find? Why, that the only notice of an authenticated belfry, and which is still in exist-

ence, and can be identified, occurs in the Annals of the Four Masters, at a.d. 1584, where the

square belfry of the abbey church of Quin, in the County of Clare, is called a Gloccas. The learned

translator, in a note to the passage, says:
" The clocus of Cuinnche, i.e. the belfry of Quin. The word 'clogas' is usualhj applied to a

round-tower belfry detached from the church
;
but it is here evidently applied to the square tower

of the great abbey of Quin, still remaining." How can the translator say, "usually applied,"

when in the entire "Annals," there is not a single instance of the use of the term, except in this
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one iastaiioe, where it is used to'designatc a belfry, wliicli happens to be a square one, of the four-

teenth century ?

According to Dr. Petiie, the first notice we have of the erection of a belfry is in the year 965.

The passagchequotes from the "Chronicon Scotorum,"has reference to the erection of a "cloigteach,"

at Tomgraney : the word has an affinity to, and is derived fom "
clog,'" a bell

;
but whether tlie

belfry, or bell-houso was a round or square tower, or whether it was a tower at all, is very prob
-

lematical. The only tower at present in existence at Tomgraney is a massive square one adjoining

the church; but there formerly existed an ancient bell-cot on the west gable of this truly primitive

building. Dr. Pctrie asserts that a tower was in existence at Tomgraney forty years ago.

Now, I visited Tomgraney in the year 1852, accompanied by that eminent and laborious anti-

(juary, Mr. John "Windele, of Cork, "We made the strictest inquiry respecting this fabled, tower ;

indeed, to satisfy ourselves on this point was one of the principal objects of our visit : we pro-

cured the following evidence : Peter Byrne, woodrangcr, aged ov^er sixty years,
" remembers the

old church from his infancy, certainly over fifty years. IN'evcr saw a steeple or any portion of a

steejile here
;
never saw any building like the round tower on Holy Island." *

Simon Hickey, an intelligent old man and a Protestant, frequenting Tomgraney church all his

life-time, stated "He was eighty-six years old, and never saw a belfry rouod or square ; never saw

a building like the tower on Holy Island at Tuam (Tomgraney) ;
it could not have been there

unknown to him. jS'cver heard the old people (his parents) say there was. Ho remembers a belfry

on the west gable of the church, but it has been down for many years ;
and there has been no bell

i n it since his time."

That the word "
cloichteach," does not always mean a round tower, is, indeed, admitted by Dr.

Petrie himself; for, in quoting the erection of one at Annadown, A.D. 1238, he says, "As there

is no belfry now remaining at Annadown, it may be uncertain whether this '

cloichteach' was of the

usual ancient round form, or of the quadrangular shape, and connected with the church, as generally

adopted in Ireland, at the period of the Anglo -i!^orman invasion." If, then, there is any uncer-

tainty as to the meaning of the term in this case, every other is open to the same objection ;
and I

certainly, for one, am not prepared to accept a theory based upon so flimsy a foundation.

The characteristics of the belfries belonging to parochial and monastic churches in Ireland, in the

thirteenth centuiy, are too well known to every student of Irish mediajval architecture, to admit the

probability of a round tower helfnj, being erected at an era when church architecture received such an

impetus, as it did at that period from the influx of the Anglo-Saxon invaders, and from the more

immediate connection of the Irish church with that of Rome. j?rom the year 1200 to 1260, were

erected the following extensive monastic houses ; Droghcda, Newtown, Lorha, Kilkenny, Youghal,

Trim, Ballybeg, Buttcvant, Athenry, Kildare. These buildings were erected in the first Pointed

a Inniscaltra. in Lough Derg, on wliicli there is p. fine Kouncl Tower.
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style ;
their towers were lofty, sn[uare, battlemciited structures, poised upon arches, between the

nave and the chancel. The churches were from 140 to 200 feet in length, consisting of a nave

with, and often without, aisles, a chancel, generally but one transept, with side chapels. The con-

ventual buildings consisted of the usual domestic offices, surrounding a cloister court, and were verj-

extensive, as the ample ruins still existing testify.

Before I conclude, I would wish to notice one singular fact. It may appear strange to the

English reader, that the Irish had no word to express a lofty and tower-like object; but such is

not the case: the word Tuir s. m., signifies a tower, or castle. Tor s. m., a tower, a castle,

spire, steeple. "Welsh twr. [O'Eeilly's Dictionary; see also O'Brien's.] It is, therefore, very

singular, if the passages before quoted alluded to the Round Towers, that so appropriate a desig-

nation in every respect was not adopted. The word is frequently used in the Annals of the Four

Masters: thus, at A..M. 3065, mention is made of the demolition of the Tuir [tower] of Conain; and

again, at a.d. 991, mention is made of "
Taidhg of the Tuir.'" Dr. O'Donovan, in every case,

translates it
" Tower."

AISTIQUE WOODEN IMPLEMENT.

The curious implement represented in the accompanying plate, was found lately in a bog iu

the townland of Coolnaman, the property of George Stirling, Esq., in the parish of Aghadowey,

County Deny; and has been forwarded to us through the kind attention of Alexander Barklie, Esq.,

of Mullamore. It was discovered embedded in a solid bank of turf, at a depth of four feet from the

surface; the bog extending to a great depth underneath. K'o other article was found near it.

It is entirely of wood, and measures as follows :

Extreme length, 3 feet 5 inches
;
breadth across the centre, 7J inches

; depth, 2l inches
; lid,

14 inches long, and 3 J inches broad; under hole, 12| inches long, and 3| inches broad. The

upper edges have evidently been higher on all sides, when perfect; probably on a level with the

lid or small door, or even extending still higher, so as to form a kind of trough. The lid is now

somewhat narrower than the opening which it is intended to close; but, no doubt, was made to fit

accurately when in use. It moves up and down on a hinge, formed by two projections which lie

in coiTCsponding hollows, and seems to have been opened and shut by means of a handle inserted

into a hole in its centre. These hinges have, no doubt, been kept in their places by some part of

the wood above them which is now lost. From each end of the lid, and on a level with its upper

surface, there runs a hollow groove, sloping regularly downwards to the end of the implement, and

terminating in a hole which perforates the bottom, seemingly for the discharge of a liquid.

Towards each end are two lateral holes, placed opposite to each other, one iu each lip of the groove.
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apparently to receive a rope passed through them, to serve as handle for removing the article from

place to place. The under side of tlic implement is flat, having in its centre an oblong hole, (the

bottom opening of the cavity covered by the lid,) which has all its four edges sloped or bevelled.

It is not an easy matter to determine what use tliis curious object has been intended for. We
have not met with anytliing at all resembling it before : and it exhibits more mechanical ingenuity

than most articles found in our bogs. As in the case of the ancient water-mill, described and

figured in this Journal, [vol. iv., p. 6.], which was found in another bog not many miles from the

same place, the maker of this implement has effected his purpose entirely by the use of timber,

without using the smallest portion of iron or any other metal. This may have been occasioned either

by the difficulty of obtaining iron, or by the greater suitability of wood for the purpose intended,

which would be the case, for instance, if the implement was used in water. Having asked the opinion

of a variety of persons regarding its probable use, we have only received three suggestions. 1 . That

it was a kind of fish-trap, intended to be placed in a river. For such a purpose some additional con-

trivance would be required, of which no trace has been found
;
and the spot where the article was

discovered is nearly two miles distant from a river. 2. That it was a kind of pump ;
and reference

was made to the simple form of wooden pump still employed in tan-yards. For this use, also,

additional parts would be necessary; and besides we have no proof that such an instrument was

ever employed by our ancestors. 3. A machine for making peats. This idea certainly seemed

more probable. In many of our bogs, even at present, large quantities of peats are made from the

half-liquid substance called "flow-turf," by kneading it into lumps and drying it in the sun. The

implement being laid on a flat stone, with the lid open, it was suggested that this soft material

might have been shovelled into a box or receptacle which conveyed it into the hollow cavity ;
and'

that then, on forcing down the lid, the peat would be pressed into shape ;
while the water, being

squeezed out, would discharge itself along the grooves at each end.

As the tool was still sufliciently perfect to allow an experiment to be made, a quantity of soft

claywas filled into the box or cavit^^ and the lid pressed down; the tool was then raised off" the ground,

and a regularly formed brick issued from the opening below, its edges being prevented from adhering

by the sloping sides of the hole. Fig. 4 in the Plate is a sketch of the brick so formed. The ends

have taken the form of the sloping or bevelled edges of the lower opening, no doubt from the adhe-

sive nature of the clay ;
but very probably this would not be the case if soft "flow-turf" were used,

as that substance would be much more brittle. This experiment, therefore, seems to prove that the

implement could have been used for the purpose suggested: and until a better hypothesis is advanced,

we will call it an ancient "peat-making machine."

Coolnaman, which gives name to the townland, is a considerable hill, entirely cultivated, but

surrounded at its base by a bog of unknown depth, which evidently occupies the site of an ancient

lake. On the side of the hill where the implement was discovered, the turf has become quite so-
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lidified, and forms a dense black mass up to the surface. On the opposite side of the hill, however,

the bog is still in the soft state called "flow-turf," on the surface and to some depth; and it is,

therefore, probable that the entire district has been in the same state at the time when this imple-

ment was in use, though the immediate locality where it was met with may have been more

rapidly drained of its moisture by the slope of the neighbouring ground.

The implement will be deposited in the Belfast Museum.

EXPLANATION OF TUE PLATE.

Fig. 1. Top view of the implement, with the lid closed, as seen from the end A.

Fig. 1. Side elevation, with the lid partly open.

Fig. 3. Bottom of the implement.

Fig. 4. Form of a mass of clay after passing through.

ANCIENT HOESE SHOES.

In a late number of this Journal (vol. vii., p. 218-9), Mr. Pinkerton argues that the ancient Irish

did not make use of shoes for their horses an opinion from which I am inclined to dissent, having
before me the following notices of five ancient horse-shoes, discovered in different parts of Ireland :

1. In "Wilde's Beauties of the Boyne and the Blackwater (p. 38), is given a drawing, with

description, of an iron horse-shoe, found at Edenderry, in the King's County, when deepening the

bed of a river, along with a number of swords and axes, both of iron and bronze. " This horse-

shoe," Mr. Wilde remarks, "is peculiar in shape, remarkably oval, and convex on the under side,

as may be learned from the position of the small cocks, and of the nail-groove, showing that it was

intended for the field, not the road."

2. In the Ballymena Observer (newspaper) of June 12, 1858, is a notice of another horse -shoe,

found at a depth of twenty-six feet underneath the ground, in the townland of Eoogan, parish of

Rathcavan, County Antrim. This, from its position, must be a relic of very considerable antiquity.

3. In the account of Tullaghog (County Tyrone), in this Journal (vol v., p. 238), there is

mention made of another, of small size and of unusual shape, discovered there. [This shoe having

been sent to us lately, we give here a sketch of its form, full size, in next page (Fig. 1). Traces of

nail-holes are distinguishable round the edge, but quite filled up with rust. It weighs half-a-

pound. Edit.]

4. Among the antiquities shown at the Dublin Exhibition, some years ago, was another

horse-shoe, obtained by "W. Frazer, Esq., during drainage operations in the district of Castle

Bernard and Tullamore.

VOL. VII. X
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5. The last shoo which I shall mention, is one found lately in the great Kath of Tineurry,

County Wexford, to which reference was made in this Journal, (vol.

vi. p. 280) a locality associated in the tradition of the neighbour-

hood with the doings of the renowned " Dermot.
" Of this I give

an outline sketch, \ size (Fig. 2). The under side is concave
;
there are

no cockers, but there is a deep groove, and the remains of naUs. It

weighs half-a-pound.

Of course, we are without data for fixing the age of any of these

specimens, but we are justified in considering them all as ancient.

F. N. L.
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[We may add, that the shoeing of a horse is mentioned, a.d. 1384, in the Annals of the Four

Masters :

"
Tomaltagh MacDorey, chief of Kinel-Duachain, was killed by his own knife, while he

was shoeing a horsed [ag cur ehru.'] The existence in the Irish language of the distinct word cru,

or crudh, for a horse-shoe, which is nofderivable from any other language, would imply that the con-

trivance itself was not borrowed from other nations. The word seems to be cognate either with

eruatdh,
"
hard," or crubh,

" a hoof." The same term is employed universally in the Highlands of

Scotland, and is likewise ftmnd in the dialect of the Isle of Man
; proving that it is at least as old as

the period when those districts were colonized from Ireland. The Irish have also a native name for

a blacksmith gohh, or gohha, which is, undoubtedly, a very ancient word, being the one used not

only in the two dialects above mentioned, but also in the Welsh and Bas Breton
;
and therefore,

dating anterior to the separation of the two great Celtic races. As we know that iron was not in

common use among the Irish at an early period, it is probable that the occupation of a blacksmitli

was confined almost entirely to the shoeing of horses. It would be curious to ascertain whether

any reference is made to this subject in the old Irish Brehon Laws, now preparing for publication.

Perhaps the learned editor of this remarkable work will favour us with some information. Edit.]
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ANTIQFAKIAN NOTES AND QUEEIES.

Aqtta-Yit^. I beg to inform E. C. (the

writer of the article on The Antiquity of Brew-

ing and Distillation in Ireland) that it was my
intention, in my paper on A qua-Vita?, to refrain

throughout, as far as possible, from any reference

to the manufacture of alcohol, merely viewing

the subject archteologically, and collecting such

notices as could be found of its history and early

use, and of the popular opinions regarding it at

various periods.

E. C. suggests that the word whiskey may be

derived from Biscay, which is certainly a novel

idea. A writer in the (London) Notes Sf Queries

(vol. xii., p. 59) conjectures that it may have

come from the Hindu poistee, the name of a spirit

procured from grain in India; and another cor-

respondent in the same work (vol. xii. p. 114)

says the true derivation is to be found in the

Gaelic ooshk-a-pai, meaning "water and health."

Now, E. C. is, no doubt, perfectly aware that

every kind of distilled spirit gin, rum, brandy,

or whiskey when produced by the process of

distillation, is altogether colourless. No matter

how impure or dark the saccharine fluid may
have been when undergoing this process, the

alcoholic vapour produced therefrom, when con-

densed, is always without colour, being, in fact,

in appearance, undistinguishable from water.

It is quite natural, therefore, that from this

circumstance it should have been called water,

with the addition of some term descriptive either

of a fancied property of the liquor itself, or

of the kind of material from which it was

obtained. In this manner, no doubt, arose the

Latin name Aqua- Vitce, and its Irish equivalent,

Uisge Beatha. The latter, in its more familiar

form. Usquebaugh, is a term long in use
; and,

though it would seem to have come in the course

of time to denote alcohol flavoured with foreign

ingredients (as E. C. mentions), I have no doubt

it was originally applied to what we now call

"plain spirits," which must have been the form

in which alcohol first presented itself. At what

period it became abbreviated into the modem

and better-known Whiskey, I have not ascer-

tained. I believe, therefore, that the derivation

of this word proposed by E. C. is destitute of

all proof, and that the true etymology may be

found in the Irish TJisge, "water." There are

probably few words whose etymology is so little

strained from the original meaning.

The reasoning of E. C. on the application of

querns, or hand-mills, to the bruising or pulping

of undried malt is entirely gratuitous. I have

seen many querns, and for such a purpose worse

instruments could not possibly be imagined.

But tmdried malt could not have been used in

any form with economy, nor with any degree of

satisfaction
;
and it is probable that people who

had advanced so far in knowledge as to make

malt at aU would take the farther step of drying

it, as the grinding of it in that state becomes so

much more easy. In the Dublin Penny Journal

(vol. i., p. 94), are translations of ancient Irish
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documents, and commentaries on them (by one

wlio has since become an authority on subjects

of this kind), proving the great antiquity of

water-mills, of wheat, malt, and honey, in Ire-

land. It is inconceivable that, at so remote a

period as that to which these documents refer,

when there was evidently an acquaintance with

various practical matters requiring skilled labour,

betokening a state of civilization considerably

advanced, undried malt should have been used

(and for long afterwards, according to E. C.) for

making beer. As public water-mills were then

contemporaneous with hand-querns for grinding

grain, so it is possible that kilns for drying it

may have also been in use, or even common, at

the very same time that the practice existed of

burning or parching it in the straw. In support

of this opinion, I have met with traditional

accounts of places where kilns are stated to have

been in old times. Two such places, not a

quarter of a mile distant from each other, arc in

mj view while writing these remarks. The

kilns which, in this country, preceded the

modern inventions of earthen tiles, metal plates,

&c., were made of straw, or hair. In the barony

of Lecale, in the County of Down, one of the

oldest and most productive corn-growing dis-

tricts in Ireland, straw-kilns were in use 70 or

80 years ago. They consisted of wooden ribs

uponwhich straw (probablytwisted into firmness)

was spread, and over it the damp grain or malt

intended to be dried. At the same period the

hair-cloth kiln was in use in this country. The

long hair of the tails of cows or horses was made

into a sort of cloth (this material is still used for

making ropes), and was stretched on wooden

ribs, in the same manner as the straw, to form a

kiln. In both cases the fire was, of course,

underneath, requiring great caution, to avoid

accidents. "We have proof that the hair-cloth

kiln was in use for drying malt from 80 to 100

years ago, and, so far as I have ascertained by

inquiry, not then considered a new invention:

if such things were, one century ago, wny not

several centuries?

E. C. assumes that the Irish chieftain Mac
Eanall may have lost his life, in the year 1405,

in consequence of drinking excessively of spirits

made from grain, and not Aqtia-vitce, or, as he

would prefer calling it,
"

spirit of wine." This

may be the fact; but it is the very point (as E. C.

will perceive from my paper) for which docu-

mentary evidence is sought. In the next sen-

tence, however, E. C. supposes it possible that

the catastrophe may have been the result of a

surfeit of beer. This is contradictory, and is

opposed to the statement in the Four Masters,

which is considered to be the earliest notice yet

discovered in our annals of the use of Aqua-vitce

in Ireland.

There are several other topics in the article of

E. C. on which, from practical knowledge, I

could probablyhave thrown some light, if thought

desirable. But, as I have already said, I wish

to avoid everything but what is within the scope

of an archaeological Journal. In this point of

view, the subject, as far as I am aware, is in a

great measure new and unexplored. E. C.

appears to bring to its investigation much infor-

mation, though seemingly disposed to hold in

but low estimation the knowledge of ancient

Irishmen in concocting "drinkables." G. B,
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Aqua Vitje. As bearing upon the antiquity

of brewing and distilling in these countries. I

extract the following articles from Fox Talbot's

English Etymologies:

"Brandy. From German Brannt-toein, not,

I tliiuk, in the sense of hurnt-whie, as said by
Johnson and others, but of hurning wine, i.e.,

burning the mouth and throat. For in Bretagne

it has that name, viz: gioin-ar-tdn, or 'wine of

tire.' I think the more ancient German name

may have been hrand-ivein, from
\fire.''"

"
Ultiskey. Usquebangli is the Gaelic and Irish

uisge-heatha, a literal translation of aqua-vita, or

eau-de-vie, fron uisge, 'water,' and beatha, 'life'

TFJmkey is uisge, the first part of the word, the

remainder being omitted for the sake of shortness.

Consequently, ichishey properly means 'water,'

which is curious enough ;" it is doubly curious as

brandy means 'fire' when we, for shortness,

drop the term wein given above." Q.

flojiTET. The writer of the article on the

Antiquity of Brewing and Distillation in Ireland,

{x- vii. p. 35,) quotes the opinion of an "eminent

Irish scholar, that the introduction of the honey-
bee was rather recent in Ireland." It would

be desirable to mention what are the grounds for

this novel opinion. The drinking of mead is

alluded to continually in old Irish MSS., and I

could point out various early allusions to honey.

The following notice, which carries us back about

twelve hundi-ed years, may suffice. In a MS.
in the Stowe collection (No. xvi.), copied from a

vellum MS. called Leabhar h-TTa Congbhala,
which belonged to the Monastery of Donegal,
and which is quoted as very ancient and valuable

by Keating and the Four Masters, there is an

Irish poem ascribed to Aldfrid, King of the Nor-

thumbrians and Berenician. Saxons. O'Conor

[^Catalog. Stowens. p. 96] translates a specimen of

it, where these words occur " I found in fair

Innis-fail [IrelandJ
* * *

gold and silver;

I found honey, I found wheats According to

Bede \_Vit. S. Cuthberti'], this Aldfrid was

recalled from Ireland, where he had been pur-

suing his studies, in the year 685, on the death

of Ecgfrid. The passage here given, is interest-

ing, also, as containing an early notice of wheat.

Senex.

CiniioiTS Life of St. Pateick. The following

jocular sketch was given in 1851, in Dr. Hume's

Essay on the Philosophy of Geographical Names,

which was privately printed, and is unknown to

the readers of this Journal. It was introduced

as a very peculiar illustration of a law of lan-

guage, inasmuch as "we can actually read the

biography of a saint, from his cradle to his grave,

in the foot-prints which he has left behind him

on his travels." He was born in JPi7-patrick (the

church of Patrick), in Dumbarton; and after his

return from Gaul, resided at i)a?-patrick (the

division of P.), in Lanark, visiting C^r?y-phadrig

(the rock of Patrick), Inverness. He founded the

three churches of ^>^-patrick, at Durham, and

Irongray, in Kirkcudbright, and at Fleming, in

Dumfries
;
and sailed from Por^-patrick, leaving

such an impression of his sanctity, that Patrick

has since been a favourite family name among
the most distinguished peerage families of Scot-

land. In South Britain, he baptized at Patter-

dale fountain {i.e. Patrick's dale), in AYestmore-

land; and in his visit to "Wales, walked on the

/S^arw-badrig (St. P's Causeway), near Harlech
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Castle, and now covered by the sea. Departing

for Kome, lie sailed from Zlan-hadrig (the church

of P.), in Anglesea, and returned on his mission

to Ireland, now colloquially knowTi as Paddy's-

land. He reposed for a short time on the coast of

Dublin, giving name to /ww/s-patrick (the Isle of

P.), where he landed, as well as to iZoZw-patrick,

on the mainland. Sailing northward, he landed

on the coast of Down, and converted the chieftain

Dicho, at Saul, or Sahhal--pairick (the bam of P.)

He is said to have touched at the Isle of Man,

sometimes called also /wws-patrick, and to have

founded the church of ^^VX'-patrick, at Peel. He

made converts at TempIe--pa.tTick, in Antrim; and

while on the Connaught mission, preached from

tVoacA-patrick (the moimt of P.), in Mayo, from

which, as tradition erroneously says, "he drove

the frogs into the bogs," &c. In Ulster is St.

Yatriok' B purgatori/ ; inMeath, Domnach--padTaig

(P.'s house) ;
and on the site of the present St.

Patrick's Cathedral, "he built a church, and on

it placed a steeple;" in Leinster there is the Doire-

phadraic (P.'s wood); at Cashel, St. Patrick's-

rock; at Limerick, Ard-j^atrick; St. Patrick' s-

parish, on the Shannon; andthe town of Patrick' s-

well, where he produced a miraculous spring.

Dying at Saul, he was interred at Down-^atnck,

(the hill of P.) in the County Down. Bequiescat

in pace."
A. H.

ToNN TxTAiTHE. Dr. Eeevcs states in the

second volume of this Journal [p. 50, note w],

that the "three famous surges of Erin" were,

"Tonn Rudhraiglie, in Dundrum Bay; Tonn

Cliodhia, at Glandore harbour; and TonnTuaithe,

or * Tun Tooah,' at the bar of the river Bann."

I submit that the position of the last-named was

(or is) more probably the great and dangerous

sand-bank opposite to the mouth of Lough Foyle,

which is still caUed the Tun Bank, on which

many melancholy shipwrecks are recorded to

have taken place, and the roar of which, in

storms, is heard for many miles inland.

Eeigena.

Shakspeare applies to Palstaff the word seam,

meaning
" lard." It is evidently borrowed from

the Latin sebum. In Ulster, the peasantry call

goose-fat guse-seam. T. H. P.

In the (London) Notes and Queries [2nd series,

vol.iii., p. 217], a copy of a letter dated "Belfast,

Aug. 4, 1820," is given, of which the following

is an extract :

"On opening the vault, where stood the clois-

ters of the old Catholic Abbey of Connor, the

workmen discovered an oaken chest, whose con-

tents, on being opened, proved to be a translation

of the Bible into the Irish character, and several

other manuscripts in that language. The box

was immediately taken to the Kev. Dr. Henry,
the minister of Connor, who unfortunately did not

understand the aboriginal language, and ho sent

it to Dr. McDonald, of Belfast, who soon dis-

covered the MSS. to be the original of the Pooms

Ossian, written at Connor by an Irish Friar,

named Terence O'jS'eal, in the year 1463.*.*^? *

The fixing of the scenes of these Poems at and

round Connor by the antiquarian Campbell, who

travelled here a few years ago, gave rise to dig-

ging and searching about the old Abbey and

Castle."

Perhaps the writer of the interesting article

on Connor, which appeared in the last Number

of this Journal, and who appears to be weU ac-

quainted with that locality, can ascertain some-

thing of the fate of these MSS. C. B. T.
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ANSWERS TO QUERIES.

JoKDAKSTOWN. [E.T., vol. H., p. 285.] This

name, as applied to a townland near "WTiite-

housc, appears to be modem. It is not men-

tioned in any of the Inquisitiones post mortem of

the 16th century; and the probability is, that a

previous name has given place to this, as in nu-

merous other cases. Hamlets, or collections of

houses, (like Biggarstown,) often assume more

importance than the townland itself, and thus

practically abolish its name. A. H.

HiNCKs's Illttstrations. [vol. ii., p. 285.]

In reply to H. P., I beg to state, that I have

lately examined the twelve illustrations of the

Linen Manufacture in the County Down, in the

British Museum. They will be found in the

King's Library, vol. lii. A. H.

Beards, [vol. v., page 350] Cxmiosus

quotes an Ulster tradition, that O'Neill put

several of his followers to death, for wearing

beards after the manner of the English ;
and he

enquires, did the Irish shave ? I think the

following is the explanation. The English of

the "pale" and the Irish differed not only in dross

and manners, but in personal appearance; one

reason beuig, that each could intrude on the

other by means of uniformity, and commit de-

predations on person and property. Many of

the English wore beards rarely shaven. But

they shaved the v^per Up, which the Irish did

not. Any Englishman who did not shave in

this manner was to be treated as an Irish

enemy ;
his goods were to be seized upon by his

fellows; and he was to be liberated only on

ransom. The Irish statute, 18, Henry II., Chap.

4, is very explicit upon this subject: "For

that there is no divcrsitie in array, between the

English Marchours and the Irish Enemies, and

so by colour of the English Marchours the Irish

Enemies doe come from day to day to other into

the English counties as English Marchours, and

doe rob and pill by the high wayes, and destroy

the common people by lodging on them in the

nights, and also doc kill the husbands in the

nights, and doe take their goodes to the Irishmen :

Wherefore, it is ordeyned and agreed,
' That no

maner man that will be taken for an English

man shall haue no beard above his mouth, that

is to saie, that he haue no haires upon his upper

lippe, so that the said lippe be once at least

shauen in every fortnight, or of equal growth

with the neather lippe.'
"

Also, in 5, Edward IV., chap. 3, it is enacted,
" That every Irishman that dwells betwixt or

amongst Englishmen, in the County of Dublin,

Myeth, TJriell, and Kildare, shall goe like to one

English man in aparell, and the shaving of his

leard alove the mouth." A. H.

Caexmoney and Coole [P. Dillon, vol. vi.,

p. 366.] Both places were in existence in the

early part of the seventeenth century. Thus,

in an Inquisitio post mortem held at Carrick-

fergus, 16th April, 1621, the following occurs:

"Ter' vocat' Carnmoney extendit ab occidental' a

rivul' de Glassbridden, usque ad rivum vocat'

Ballynlimine alitor vocat' lez Three-myle-water,

ex parte oriental' & a parte austral' a fluvio pred'

qu' fluit & refluit inter Carrickfergus et Belfast,

usque ad rivum vocat' Aghsolas, vers' prtem

borial' : un' aV viV vocat' le Cowle, ac un'

ruinos' dom' vocat' "the whyte abbye" cum
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prtinen', unacum villat' tcr' eidem dom' circum-

jacen', qu' sunt etiam prcell' ter' de le Synna-

ment." I have not the Ordnance map at hand;

but probably this will enable Mr. Dillon to

identify the place. A. H.

Beddy Tour correspondent T. H. P. (vol.

vi., p. 228.) must be mistaken as to the meaning

of the word: for I heard it a thousand times in

Ulster, but never with any meaning approaching

to
"
saucy or self-suflBcient." The current mean-

ing is "greedy, covetous, or meanly selfish;" and

the term is applied, but very rarely, to indicate

"
meddlesome, of&cious, or intriguing." It is

not found in. the Scottish dictionary, nor do I

recognize it in any ofEnglish provincial ones, yet

it is well known in the north of England. A
bed-rid or sick person is sometimes seized with

an earnest longing for particular kinds of food
;

80 that any person with such longing, (especially

in relation to food) is hed-dy or sick-like. A. H.

Choo, Dog! [vol vi., p. 282]; Eschew [vol.

vii., p. 78]. Ttko will find an interesting note

in fJ^aJlcer's Dictionary, on the pronunciation of

eschew. There are not half a dozen scholars in

the kingdom who pronounce it either
"
eskew,"

or "eshew." The command to a dog appears to

be an abbreviation of this word, like "hout ship;"

or "
'roint thee," for the Shaksperian expression

"aroint theewitch !" As a rule, the interjectional

expressions addressed to the inferior animals are

derived from significant words. See "Invitation

to a pig," vol. vi., p. 182. A. H.

Mahgeey Bissext (vol. vi., p. 282). Senex

will find a quotation relative to the Greek extrac-

tion of the Bissets, in Keeves's Ecclesiastical

Antiquities, p. 388. X. V.

Bbotjgh eottkd the Moon. [O'HAEA.vol.vii,,

VOL. vrr.

p. 78.] Both the word and the superstition
^^

well known; the former is not of Scottish origin,

though it has a Scottish appearance; nor is it

found in Dr. Jamieson's Dictionary. It appears,

however, under the form of lur or lurr, in Nor-

folk and Siifiblk, in Surrey and Hants, and no

doubt in other parts of England. (See the Glossa-

ries of Forby, Eolloway, Wright, and Sallitvell.)

The superstition mentioned by two correspon-

dents is a very ancient one. The old ballad of Sir

Patrich Spens, referring to an event now nearly

five centuries old, mentions the warning of a

Scottish sailor to his captain. I quote from

Percy, though Scott and Jamieson also give

original versions.

" Mak haste, mak haste, my mirry men all,

Our good ship sails the mom."
"Oh, say na sae, my master deir,

For I feir a deadlie storm.

Late, late yestreen I saw the new moone
Wi' the auld moon in hir arme

;

And I feir, I feir my deir master
That we will com to harme."

The physical explanation is well known to as-

tronomers. It is known that a luminous body

appears larger than a dark one
;

so that, when
the outline of the dark part of the moon is illu-

minated by
"
earth-shine," the narrow thread of

light seems to lie within the cusps of the new
moon. There may be some connexion between

this phenomenon and the state of the atmosphere,

but I have never heard of it. A. H.
BEOtren [Queries, vol. vii., p. 78]. Another

proverb, introducing this word, is sometimes

heard in Ulster, "A far-oflp hrough (or brought,

guttural) is a near-hand storm ;" i.e., when the

halo is at some distance from the moon, a storm

is approaching. Sbitei.
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"Waldexsian Gaelic (vol. v., p. 366, vol. vii.,

p. 77). Your correspondent, Ollamu Fodhla,

calls on mo to givo my opinion on this subject,

Tho statement ho adduces is a mere dream, in-

serted by a traveller in his book to excite the

curiosity of his readers. In no, corner of the

Alps can there be discovered the least trace of a

Gaelic or Celtic dialect now existing. AU the

patois of the mountains are dialects either of the

German, Italian, or French. The most original

among them, the Roumantch of the Grisons, is a

neo-Latin dialect mixed with Gorman. The

assertion of Mr. Downes must therefore be con-

tradicted in the most distinct manner.

Geneva. Adolphe PicTET.

Feogs. Theremark of Rusiicirs(vol.vi. 190),

and the reply of T. H. P. (vi., 281), leaving the

question where it was before, I am reminded

that I have somewhere read the following:

In the reign of George II., an attempt was made

to introduce frogs into Ireland, by some Fellows

of the Royal Society, no doubt to test the popular

tradition respecting St. Patrick ;
but they did not

survive. In the reign of William III. the

attempt was successful; and this narrows the

date to the limits of 14 years. I have seen it

stated in print, but cannot identify the passage,

that a private soldier placed the spawn in a ditch

near Moira, in the County Down, A. H.

TuELOGH Hogg [J. K., vol. vi,, p. 282];
Toal's Cloak [K., vol. vii., p. 78]. Both these

expressions are of the same class, so local in their

use that they hardly rise to the dignity of even

Irish provincialisms. Turlogh Hogg is evidently

an error of Tirlogh Oge, who was, probably, a

person traditionally tyrannic al and brutish in his

disposition. But theexpressio n, "morekicks than

halfpence," is also associated with "monkey's

allowance," as it might be with other expressions.
" As black as Toal's Cloak," may be an allusion

to a person originally not known beyond his own

parish: it would afterwards be used by others

who heard it, but never thought of the origin.

Another local expression, originating with an old

man caKed Conn O'Neill, is
" Conn's quantity."

The explanation is,
" Some ^not 'neugh, nor

half 'neugh."

Feoji N to One [vol. v., p. 282]. This is a

genuine provincialism, but somewhat incorrectly

quoted. It should be "from end to one," that

is, from back to front, from the end to the begin-

ning, from the finis to the title-page, from Omega
to Alpha . It is an allusion to a book, coupled

with the Hibernic figure of inversion. A. H.

QUERIES.

Danish Suename. In Burke's History of

the Commoners of Great Britain and Ireland,

(_vol. ii., p. 48] it is stated that the family of

Blacker, of Carrick Blacker, County Armagh,

derives its name and descent from Blacar, King
or chief of the ^Northmen or Danes, who settled

at Dublin in the beginning of the tenth century.

On what authority is this assertion made? Blacar

slew with his own axe, on the 26th of March,

941, in a pitched battle on the banks of the Bann,

Muirchertach, King of Ailech, called the Hector

or bravest of his time
;
and if the foregoing state-
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ment be true, "it is a singular fact that his des-

cendants have for many generations possessed the

site of this victory." Ey some writers he is

called Blaccard
;
and the name of the family is

frequently x>ronounced Blackard by the lower

classes of the people in the North of Ireland.

Abuba.

When was the Scottish legend got up that the

MacKcnzies were descended from a Kineth Fitz-

gerald? During the controversy between Sir

George Mackenzie and Eoderic O'Flaherty, this

legend was unknown. There never was a Kineth

Fitzgerald since the beginning of the world, and

the Gaelic form of the name MacKenzie is not

MacKineth, as O'Flaherty thought, but Mac

Coinne. This may astonish the Mackenzies,

but still it is true; and the Gaelic MS. lately

in the hands of Mr. Skene vsdll prove it. Your

Journal will do great service by dashing to pieces

national legends of this description.

JoHAJOTEs Duns Scotus.

"Will any of your correspondents be good

enough to inform me which of the 0'Conor family

was the author of that singular work (in two

/ vols. 8vo, published in 1822) called Tlie Chro-

i^ nicies of Eri? It professes to be translated from

" the original MSS. in the Phcenician dialect of

the Scythian language," of a part of which a pre-

tended fac-simile is given. The work, if a fabri-

cation, must have been a most laborious one, and

the expense of the publication very considerable.

Did the author really possess any ancient MS.

such as he describes; and if not, what could have

been his motive for publishing so gigantic a lie?

SCETJTATOB.

OTceilly's Money. In a parliament holden

at Trim, in the County of Meath, in the year

1447, an act was passed against clipped money
called O'jReylc's [O'Eeilly's] money, and other

unlawful money, &c. What money was so called ?

Dean Butler, in his Notices of the Castle and

Ecclesiastical Buildings of Trim, p. 77, says
" Several smaU unstamped pieces of billon, or

rather of iron, have been found in Trim
; they

are of the size of a sixpence, but very thin : they

may have been O'Reyle's money." Abhba.

Has any reader of the Journal ever heard, in

the north of Ireland, of a superstitious practice

resembling the following, which came uuder my
notice in England, and in a household far re-

moved indeed from the lowest? A person pass-

ing through the garden of the house, observed a

snail transfixed on a thorn at some distance from

the ground. Considering it to be the action of

a thoughtless boy, he drew the attention of the

mistress of the house to the circumstance, in

order that she might reprimand him for his

cruelty ;
but was not a little surprised to learn

that she herself had done it, for the purpose of

curing a corn on her foot ! This notable remedy
was said to effect its purpose in this wise: a snail

being found where two "lairds' lands" met, or

I suppose, any two estates or denominations,

was to be forthwith impaled on a thorn by the

person suffering from the corn
; whether any

charm or incantation was used at the time did

not appear; immediately the afflicted toe was

relieved: as the sti'uggles of the poor animal

grew weaker, the pain diminished in an equal

ratio, and on its death, ceased altogether in

short, flew away like magic. There are other

superstitions in connexion with snails, but I do

not know of any so absurd, or so much to be con-

demned as this. G. 13.

)^
ho pL
r

I b. w
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ANCIENT LAKE- HABITATIONS

OE SWITZERLAND AND IRELAND.

Ii has been frequently remarked by ethnologists, in comparing the manners and customs of nations,

that similar states of civilization, and similar physical circumstances, seem to suggest to human

beings nearly the same contrivances. Thus, the rude flint spears and arrows of the American

Indians and South-Sea Islanders are almost identical in shape with those found in Ireland and the

iN'orth of Europe belonging to ancient periods; in fact, in many instances, if placed together, the

one class of objects could not bo distinguished from the other. The Indian wigwam and the Lap-

lander's hut are, in form and materials, quite similar to the circular cabins used by the old

Irish; and, in the various adaptations of common substances to domestic uses, to clothing, &c.,

by tribes of people the most remote from each other, we find constant repetitions of the same

methods and the same forms. All nations, for example, have probably invented fish-hooks, and the

art of twisting vegetable and animal fibre into ropes, or weaving it into cloth. A new

and striking instance of the uniformity of the human race, as regards the inventive and

constructive faculties, has been lately presented by the almost simultaneous discovery, in Swit-

zerland and in Ireland, of a singular kind of habitations nearly identical in their position, con-

struction, and uses, but differing from any hitherto found in the rest of Europe. This similarity

aud diff'ercnce are both sufficiently accounted for by the geographical features of the two countries :

the existence, namely, of numerous lakes, and the abundance of timber, at the time when these habi-

tations were constructed circumstances whica do not appear to have occurred together in any other

part of Europe. Both countries, too, have another feature in common, more striking in ancient

times than at present their inaccessibility. The one, lying in the extreme west, and cut off by the

sea from the rest of Europe, remained for ages a terra incognita; while the other was insulated as

completely by its barrier of lofty Alps. Hence, during long and troubled periods of history,

they formed the asylums of refugees from all quarters ;
and we are not surprised to find that advan-

tage has been taken of the physical pecrdiarities of each country, to render these retreats still

more secure.

Having been favoured with a communication from Switzerland, describing the discoveries

made there during the last few years, we think it wiU be interesting to lay it before our readers,

accompanied by some particulars relating to the recent discoveries of the same kind made in Ireland.

The following account (translated from the Erench) is written by M. Frederic Troyon, of Lausanne,
a gentleman who has taken a prominent part in these researches.

vox. VII. a
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LAKB-HA.BIXATIONS OF 8WITZBKLAKD.

The most important antiquarian discoveries which have been made in Switzerland of late years are

certainly those relating to the ancient lake-hahitations. This kind of construction consisted in raising

cabins, more or less numerous, above the surface of the lakes, at a certain distance from the shore, so

as to leave a sufficiently wide channel, and thus ensure safety from the attacks of wild beasts, as

well as from invasions from the interior of the country. "With this object, places were selected on the

borders of lakes where the bottom did not slope too rapidly. At a distance of some hundred feet

from the shore, a large number of piles were driven in, arranged parallel with the edge of the lake;

and on the tops of these, which rose above high-

water level several feet, was placed a kind of

floor, on which were erected cabins or huts con-

structed with branches and interlaced osiers,

plastered over with clay. The sections of these

constructions would present nearly the appear-

ance shown in this figure. Some of the spots

thus piled are covered by twenty feet deep of water; so that the piles employed must, in certain

cases, have been about 30 feet long.

This description, as will be seen hereafter, is not so hypothetical as might be at first

supposed. "We find, besides, in Herodotus, a perfectly clear description of the habitations

of the PoBonians on the Lake Prasias (now Lake Takinos, in Turkey), which were evidently

of the same kind. The words of this historian are as follows: "The habitations on the

lake of Prasios are of this nature : floors, laid on lofty poles, stand in the middle of the lake,

with a narrow entrance by one bridge from the main-land. All the inhabitants used to drive, at

their common expense, the piles that served to support the floors; subsequently, they have adopted

the following regulation: for every woman a man marries, he is to drive three piles, which they

procure from a mountain called Orbelus. Now, every man takes several wives. They dwell here

in the following manner. Each has, on the floor, a hut in which he lives, and a trap-door in the

floor opening down to the water. Their infant children they fasten round the foot with a rope, lest

they should fall into the water. To their horses and draught cattle they give, as fodder, fish, of

which there is such an abundance that, when one opens his trap-door and lets down his empty basket

into the lake by a cord, after waiting only a short time, he hauls it up fuU of fish." [Book v.,

chap. 16]. Even at the present day, constructions somewhat similar exist on the shore of the

Black Sea; but others, much more nearly identical, are met with on the coasts of the Indian Archi-

pelago, among the natives of the Island of Borneo, and amongst the Papous of New Guinea.

Eespecting these last, see the TraveU of Dumont D'UrviUe
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The remains of these habitations existing in the Swiss lakes consist of piles projecting upwards

more or less from the surface of the mud, and of numerous debris of human industry, which enable

us to determine something as to their antiquity. "When the waters are clear and transparent, it is easy

to distinguish these spots, containing large numbers of piles standing up from the bottom, and which

have sometimes been taken for submerged forests. The first discovery, which dates from the com -

mencement of 1854, belonged to the " stone period." The extraordinary lowering of the water in the

Lake of Zurich during that year, set several proprietors at Meilen to work, for the purpose of reclaim-

ing land from the lake; and during the progress of these operations there were found, at a small

depth beneath the mud, the remains of numerous piles or stakes, calcined flag-stones (which had

evidently been used as hearths), wedges, hatchets, points of lances and arrows, knives, saws, &c., all

made of stone: chiefly the silex of the Jura mountains, but also that of France; and, along with the

usual rocks of the country, presenting specimens of the nephrite of the East. Several of the hatchets

were attached to pieces of stag's horn, pierced with a hole to receive the handle. None of the

hatchets had a hole for the insertion of the handle; but this latter was cleft to receive the hatchet,

which was fastened by some kind of ligature. Other implements were of bone, and consisted of

bodkins or piercers, accompanied by a great many fragments of coarse pottery, the clay of which

contained small flint pebbles. I must mention also the occurrence of amber from the Baltic,

which evinces a connexion with the north of Europe, an important point to be proved at this

remote period.

More recently, a discovery not less important has been made in the canton of Berne,

in consequence of the partial drainage of the small lake of Moosseedorf, near Hofwyl. A space of

about 50 feet wide by 75 feet long was found occupied by wooden piles projecting a little above

the muddy bottom. Dr. Uhlmann collected from the bed of soil in which they were embedded more

than a thousand articles hatchets, arrow-heads, saws, &c., all of stone, and also a large number of

implements of bone, such as bodkins, chisels, and a kind of knives. Along with pottery there were,

as at Meilen, numerous bones of animals, among which may be mentioned a vertebra about 8 inches

in diameter. Among the more remarkable of the articles found at Moosseedorf was a wooden implement

like a knife, with a large broad blade, which, instead of an edge, had a groove all along it, con-

taining the remains of some kind of glue or cement, and in which, in all probability, pieces of flint

had been fixed to serve the purpose of a saw. There were also some arrow-heads formed out of

rock-crystal, a substance I have never before seen applied to this use.

I have myself found also in the canton of Vaud a similar site, but which occurred under cir-

cumstances rather different. At the head of the Lake of Tverdun (or N'eufchatel) is a valley of

turf and alluvial matter, which is continually gaining ground on the waters of the lake. At a dis-

tance of about 5,500 feet from the edge of this lake rises a calcareous hill, which forms, as it were,

a large island in the valley. At the foot of this hill, on the side next the lake, there were found,
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in digging turf, wooden piles and stone implements, -without any traces of metal. The depth and

wetness of the valley render researches difficult; but there can be no doubt as to the original

intention of these piles. It would be curious to investigate what number of centuries have elapsed

in forming this zone of 5,500 feet. On this point, a fact presents itself which is not without interest.

The ruins ofEburodunum, an ancient Roman city, arc met with between the hill, called Chamblon,

and the present shore of the lake. Now, at the Eoman epoch, considered by us as comprehending

the four first centuries of our era, the waters of the lake are known to have bathed the foot of this city,

whose ruins are at this day distant from the shore about 2,500 feet. Admitting that this last-mentioned

zone of land was formed in fifteen centuries (which is a minimum), there would be required thirty-

three centuries for the formation ofthe wider zone between Chamblon and the lake, which would carry

us back to the 15th century before the Christian era for the last occupation of the lake-habitatious

at the foot of Mount Chamblon. I have to add that, from this mount to the lake, the breadth of

the valley is nearly the same, and that the modern formation consists of alluvial matter and turf,

as at more ancient periods. Of course, I do not attach too much value to this calculation, but it is

quite evident that the epoch at which Chamblon was surrounded by water and had its lake habi-

tations must reach to a remote antiquity.

It results from these discoveries (which in fact arc only commencing) that Helvetia has had

her "stone period" as well as the countries of the north of Europe; and that at this epoch, consider-

ing the materials we find employed, these first populations must have already had a trade of barter

with the shores of the Baltic and with the East. But on the other hand, the employment of the

rocks of the country shows also that the articles of industry were manufactured at home. At

Moossecdorf, various tmjinished articles of stone were found, also a number of stones which had evi-

dently been used as polishers, proving that the implements were made on the spot.

At the time when the wave of peoples, whom I shall call Indo-Europeans, brought into Europe
a new mode of burying the dead, and the knowledge of working in bronze, I have strong reasons for

believing that various families of the primitive population foimd a refuge from the invaders in some of

the vallies of Switzerland, but that it was not long before they took advantage of the new bronze

manufacture. This is shown by the biirials. In the Scandinavian countries, instruments of the
"
stone period" are found always beside skeletons placed in a sitting posture [accroupis], as in the

cubical stone coffins of the Axevalla tumulus; whereas bronze instruments generally accompany the

incinerated human remains, i.e., the cinerary urn. In Switzerland, stone implements are found

likewise beside sitting skeletons, but this attitude has been continued in interments for a certain

time also in the "bronze period;" and in our modem interments the skeleton is extended on its

back, that is to say, that here bronze is not necessarily connected with the cinerary urn, which

belongs rather to the commencement of the " iron period." Consequently, there do not appear to

be any reasons for supposing that the lake-habitations were not still in use during the "bronze
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period." I do not mean to assert, however, by any naeans, ttat the same kind of habitations

indicate necessarily the same race of people. There exist, beyond the limits of modem ci\dlization,

too many instances of similar constructions used by races differing widely from each other, to permit

our supposing that lake-habitations could have been peculiar to one single people. The necessities

which they supplied must have made themselves often felt. These buildings were, as I have said,

a kind of fortification, but they were also a means of gratifying a taste for fishing, at a period when

the lakes, doubtless, were better supplied with fish than in our days. The shadow cast on the

water by these buUdings would have a tendency to attract the fish a fact known perfectly well

by our fishermen now, who throw branches over the places where they wish to caiTj'- on their

operations. I will say, also, that there is a period in the youth of every man in which he has delight

in amusing himself with water : and it may, therefore, not be impossible, that in the life of peoples

this kind of habitation may belong to some predilection of youth.

One of the feattires which, independently of the non-employment of metal, characterizes the

remains of the habitations of the bronze period, is the state of preservation of the wooden piles. In

the preceding period the stakes, worn away by the action of the waters, are covered up by the mud,

or scarcely project beyond it. In the second period, the greater part of them are still projecting

two, three, and even six feet. At a distance of several hundred feet from the shore, they are stiU

covered by eight, and even as much as twenty, feet of water. Sometimes the space occupied by

piles of the bronze period is 1,200 feet long, and 200 to 300 feet wide. It is to be remarked, how-

ever, that the state of preservation of these oak piles frequently varies on the same spot. In the

midst of a group which is well preserved, some are found so worn away by the water as only to

present the appearance of a spindle with little consistence, and others whose existence is shown

merely by a blackish disk on the smiace of-4^e mud. -It follows from this that the antiquity of

these different piles vaiies at

duration of these constructions

of time, seeing the difference

I haveno doubt that, whenever

site, there will befoundbeneath

bronze, a bed belonging to the

the same place, and that the

extends through a long period

in their state of preservation,

ti'enches can be cut on any one

the bed containing articles of

''stone period." I may add.

that the portion of these piles which is fixed in the mud is usually in an extraordinaiy state of pre-

servation, while that which is in the water is always of smaller diameter. Last winter, I puUed

up at one place an oak pile, the lower part of which still retained distinctly all the notches made

by an axe of small size (such as the bronze celts), and measured 12 inches in circumference, while

the part in the water was only 6 inches. If we admit that this pile dates from the last moments

of these structures (which have been abandoned at least 2,000 years ago), we must presume that the

neighbouring pUes, which only show a disk on the surface of the mud, belong to a very remote
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antiquity. Several piles, completely corroded by the water, are occasionally met with of a much larger

diameter. As regards their position, they do not present a regular arrangement: most of them are

from two to. three feet asunder; and it seems evident to me that whenever a stone prevented the

driving of a pile, the builder went a little to one side or the other to seek more suitable soil. It

would be worth while to investigate by what process these piles were driven, at a period when the

"ram" was probably unknown; but instead of entering into the field of conjecture, it would be

more to the purpose to ascertain in what way the Papons ofNew Guinea perform the same operation

at the present day.

Beside the piles of the second period are found various objects

on the surface of the mud, and these, so far from being entirely

covered up, are still visible whenever the water is clear. These

are chiefly celts, (of which this sketch represents the predo-

minant form), reaping-hooks, knives, spear-heads, daggers, some swords, bracelets, hair-pins,

one or two needles, all of bronze. With these articles have been found also a kind of stone-

nally of a spherical

form of a cube

of stone article re-

round the edgeand

the North Ame-

hammers formed of a pebble origi-

shape, and which has taken the

withrounded angles. Another kind

^^. -^ semblessmallpallies,having agroove

a slight hollow on the two faces. It is stated that

rican Indians still make use of similar pieces in some of their games.

The pottery of this period is particularly abundant, and comprehends vessels of the most

different sizes, from two inches to two feet, and more, in diameter. The clay of which they are

made is generally coarse, and almost always contains numerous small flints. Some of them retain

the marks of the potters' fingers; others are ornamented with indented chevrons or broken lines.

Fragments of the same vessel are occasionally found near each other, but these always retain their

angular fractures, proving clearly that they have never been rolled by the water. Several of the

vessels remain quite perfect, andlgive,in the opposite'page,sketches

of the principal forms. Potteryof this verycoarse description]ceased

to beused in Switzerland at theEoman period. I must also mention,

with the pottery, rings made of coarse clay, from 3 to 6 inches

in diameter, the use of which is rather doubtful. However, these

rings (of which a sketch is here given) are often burnt by fire, and

seem to me to have been used as supports for vessels of small size,

which, being generally without feet, could not stand upright. It

was along with pottery such as is here described that Mr. Miiller,

of Nidau, discovered in the Lake of Bienne some pieces of clay,
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hardened, no doubt, by burning, and which had lined the partition walls of cabins; as is evident from

the hollow impressions to be seen on these pieces, presenting the form of interlaced branches or osiers.

This clay could not retain its form in water as it has done, unless after the action of fire: and we

can only account for this action by a conflagration of the buildings. The pieces are slightly curved,

and by a measurement of the curvature, it is found that the huts must have been circular, and from

12 to 15 feet in diameter.

As I have spoken of fire, I must also remark that among the piles are found many pieces of

charcoal, and of partially charred wood, giving evidence of a destruction by fire. The number of

articles which have fallen to the bottom of the water, and which we see still lying on the mud,

will not permit us to confound this destruction with the emigration of the Helvetians mentioned by

Cajsar; because, while burning their dwellings, in order to take away from the irresolute all hope

of return, we cannot doubt that they carried off with them their arms and their ornaments. On

the other hand, the cutting instruments found mingled with the remains of these dwellings are made

of bronze, whereas the Helvetians, previous to the Christian era, were already acquainted tvith iron,

a fact which I am in a position to prove.

The bones of animals, which I and my fellow-labourers have collected in these researches, are

not without interest. Several of them have yet to be determined; however, we have already bones

of the horse, the cow, the shecj}, the pi(/, or the wild boar, the red deer, and the fallow deer.

In the Lake of Geneva, and in the Lakes of Yverdun and Bienne, boats have been found, and

still remain, half filled with gravel, formed out of the trunk of an oak tree hollowed into a trough
like the canoes of savages : the ends are sharp, and form a kind of seat. "We have not yet under-

taken to remove them out
.

of the water, because the
^^^^^^^--j^pyy^v

wood splits 9jid twists so

much in drying that there
x^'^^^..._fe^^^4iyA~- v̂^.-^^^>^̂ \^^^^

would be danger of destroying tHem-tDtaiiy. Tlic'longcst of th6 boats in the Lake of Bienfie^is

nearly forty feet.

I have determined the sites of eight sets of piles of the "bronze period" in the Lake of

Yverdun, and a dozen in the Lake of Geneva, along the shores of which there are known to

exist not less than thirty. M. Miiller, of Nidau, has likewise explored several in the Lake

of Bienne; and at the end of this Summer (1856), I discovered constructions of the same

description in the Lake of Annecy, in Savoy. In none of these places have I ever foimd articles

of iron; and although Mr. Miiller has brought up, in the course of his researches, two or three such,

it may be said that the lake-habitations of Switzerland terminated at the same time as the "bronze

period." I have even, reasons for believing that the destroyers of these habitations were the

Helvetians, who, as already mentioned, possessed the knowledge of iron at the time they established
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themselves among the Alps and the Jura mountains, some centuries before the Christian era. If

these constructions had existed in the time of Polybius and Caesar, we should certainly find mention

of them in the Roman authors.

The populations who dwelt thus above the surface of the lakes no doubt supported themselves

chiefly by fishing, but they also followed the chase, as is proved by the bones of the two species of

deer. They likewise kept domestic animals, and perhaps even made use of horse-flesh as food, as

the bones of the horse are found at the foot of the piles. They were not absolutely ignorant of

agriculture, because we discover reaping-hooks on various sites. Bronze needles, with very small

eyes, were found, showing that some kind of thread was in use for sewing. Lastly, the working of

metals was not unknown to them, for a bronze mould for a celt has been found near Merges, on the

Lake of Geneva. "When we consider how limited are the means of a people deprived of the knowledge
of metals, we are surprised at the amount of labour which must have been expended in constructing

these lake-villages. Stone could then only be worked by stone, and a tree could only be felled or hol-

lowed into the form of a canoe by stone axes, assisted by the use of fire. Nevertheless, thousands of

oak piles, from 20 to 30 feet long, have been cut and prepared ; scafi'oldings and other apparatus erected

for driving them 10 or 15 feet under the water; flooring laid; and, finally, houses erected; and all

with stone tools of the rudest description. I have already alluded to the probable motives which

led the people to surmount such difficulties. Protection from enemies must have been the chief

one. "While the active members of the little community followed the chase or other occupations on

land, the women and children, the aged or the infirm, could be left here in safety. They could not

be readily attacked unless by means of boats; but it is possible that in some cases inflammable pro-

jectiles may have been used, which caused their destruction.

The broken vessels and the multitude of other objects found lying among the piles, and not

elsewhere, proves that these habitations have never been on the shore of the lake. If they had

been built on dry land, we can conceive no necessity for the numerous piles; and the waters, in

rising, would have dispersed the small articles, and rolled them along the bottom, so that the angles

of the broken pottery would have been worn quite smooth. It is therefore evident that all these

different objects have fallen into water deep enough to protect them from the action of waves or

currents. It is also most probable that these articles fell into the water during a considerable period,

and not merely at the final destruction of the houses, for we find layers of them from three to four

feet in thickness.

LAKE-HABITATIONS OP lEELAND.

The immense number of small lakes which exist throughout Ireland seems to have suggested, at an

early period, the idea of constructing in them artificial islands, as places of security. Frequent

references are met with, in our Annals, to such lake-fortresses, under the name of Crannogs. One

VOL. VII.
^ ^
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of the notices dates so early as the 9th century, and some crannogs in the north of Ireland arc

known to have been occupied so lately as 150 years ago. The drainage operations which have been

carried on, of late years, in all parts of the country, especially those on a large scale under the super-

intendence of the Board of Public "Works, have brought to light a great many of these structures.

A Report on the subject was presented in 1852 to the Royal Irish Academy, by Mr. Mulvany, C.E.,

accompanied by a donation of a large collection of objects found in the different localities; and more

recently, an excellent account of the construction of these artificial islands has been published in

the interesting Illustrated Catalogue of the Academy's Museum of Antiquities, by the author,

Mr. Wilde.

As a general rule, these Crannogs were constructed at such a distance jfrom the shore of a lake

as to be inaccessible except by means of a boat
;
there being no reason to believe that any kind of

wooden bridge was ever employed for communicating with the land. A few of them were

approached by moles or causeways. If we consider that, until a few centuries ago, these lakes

were embosomed in dense forests (which have disappeared) ;
that the country was intersected

in all directions, especially in Ulster, by bogs and morasses, of which we still see the remains
; and

that very few roads, deserving of the name, existed in the whole country ;
we can readily see that

these island-fortresses must have been very difficult of access.

Yarious plans, maps, and sections of the crannogs explored by the engineers of the Board of

Works are deposited in the museum of the Eoyal Irish Academy; and the following are the results

of the examination of these buildings made during the drainage operations, as given by Mr. Wilde

in the publication already referred to:

"
They are surrounded by stockades driven in a circle from 60 to 80 feet in diameter; but in

some cases the enclosure is larger, and oval in shape. The stakes of these are generally of oak,

mostly young trees, from 4 to 9 inches broad, usually in a single row, but sometimes in double,

and in a few instances in treble rows. The portions of these stakes remaining in the ground generally

bear the marks of the hatchet by which they were felled. Several feet of these piles must have

originally projected above the water, and were probably interlaced with horizontal branches, so as

to form a screen or breast-work.

"The surface within the staked enclosure is sometimes covered over with a layer of round logs

cut into lengths of from 4 to 6 feet, over which was placed more or less stones, clay, or gravel. In

some instances this platform is confined to a portion of the island. Besides these, there have been

found, within the circle of the outer work, pieces ofoak framing, with mortises and checks cut in them.
" In almost every case a collection of flat stones was discovered near the centre of the enclosure,

which had apparently served as a hearth; in some instances two or three such hearths were dis-

covered at different parts of the crannog. Generally one or more pair of querns were found.

Considerable quantities of the bones of black cattle, deer, and swine, were also discovered upon or

around the island.
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" The following illustrations, reduced from plans and sections made by the drainage district

engineers, afford us a good idea of two descriptions of crannogs. Fig. 1. is of that in Ardakillin

Lough, near Strokestown, County of Eoscommon, constructed with both stones and oak piling ;
and

Fig. 2, one of those in Drumaleague Lake, County of Leitrim, the centre formed chiefly of alder

timber, with the exception of the hearth-stones for fire-places;_..the former is an irregular oval, and

the latter a perfect circle.

Fig. 1 presents a section of

the island in Ardakillin -

Lough : the top line shows

the former highest water-

level; the second that of

the ordinary winter flood; and the third the ordinary summer water. The upper layer was formed

of loose stones surrounded by an enclosing wall, supported in part by piling ;
the lower portion

shows, as far as it is possible on so small a scale, the original clay, peat, and stones of the island,

on which were found, in various places, strata of ashes, bones, and logs of timber. The oak piling

of different descriptions is shown in section
;
that driven obliquely being sheet piling, which was

continuous all round the island.

" In the same locality, celebrated as Cloon-Free, one of the royal residences of Connaught, and

in the vicinity of Cam Free, the crowning-place of its kings, and of Eathcroghan, the Tara of the

west, several other islands were discovered in the cluster of lakes which occur in that locality; in

one of these, Cloonfinlough, was brought to light another crannog, of which Denis H. Kelly>

Esq., gave a description in 1850, in the Proceedings of the Eoyal Irish Academy. He says
* The island is about 130 feet in diameter; it is constructed on oak piles (many of them

showing the action of fire), driven into the soft marl at regular distances, and tied together

by horizontal oak stretchers so as to form a triple stockade round it, with an interval of about 5

feet between each stockade. Outside of this, to the north-west-ward, are a number of irregu-

larly placed pUes, stretching a short distance from the islet; and it was adjoining to them that the

great deposit of bones was found. The centre of these stockades was laid with trunks of smallish

oak trees, placed flat on the marl, and all pointing to a common centre, thus forming a platform

whereon the island itself was constructed. When it was first observed, there was jutting out from

the island to the lake, towards the west, a kind of jetty or pier, formed of a double row of piles

and stretchers running parallel, about 8 feet asunder, and on which logs of timber were closely

laid horizontally.' Between the island and a ruined church on the main-land were found two

canoes, hollowed out of single oak trees, and each not more than 2 feet wide. In making a section

of the island it was found to consist of a closely-laid pavement of irregular-sized boulder stones,

strata of bones and burned earth, layers of flat-surfaced stones
;
and again, strata of black earth

with bones, particularly those of oxen and other domestic animals.
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"
Fig. 2. is the plan of one of the

islands discovered in Drumaleague ^ ^

Lough, and affords a good idea of the

general arrangement of these timber ^
"

structures. The outer paling of stakes ^ J'o"

includes a circle 60 feet in diameter, ^ "^

in some parts double or treble; there o
"

are clusters of stakes in other portions ^

of the island, some of which appear to
^

have been placed with regard to a par- o

ticular arrangement. A, the central
*

oblong portion, consists of a platform of o

round logs, cut in lengths offrom 4 to 6
"

^

feet, chiefly of alder timber. B, a col- *

lection of stones with marks of fire on

them. C, a heap of stiff clay. D, the
"

o ^
o"

root of a large tree, nearly buried in o^^^^^^oo^
the peat, the surface of the wood Fig. 2.

bevelled off with a hatchet, so as to form a sort of table, under which a considerable quantity of

bones was found, apparently those of deer and swine.

Q

Fig. 3.

"
Fig. 3. shows a section of the second crannog in Drumaleague Lake, which was 73 feet in dia-

meter within the circle of oak stakes represented in the sketch. Between these may be seen in the

section, horizontal pieces of alder timber (B), laid upon the natural surface of the island, each log

being from 3 to 8 inches in diameter, all water-soaked and rotten. This stratum was 3 feet 6

inches deep. A, a heap of stones, with marks of fire on them: other hearths were found in different

parts of the island. C, the lower stratum, of black rotted sticks and branches of all sorts, lying in

all directions. This stratum was examined for four feet in depth, and appeared to contimue deeper.

DD, two heaps of stones, found in the lower stratum. E, a large quantity of the bones of deer,

swine, &c., found together about four feet below the furface. The circle of this island, which was

tolerably regular, was formed by a single row of oak stakes."

Mr. Shirley, in his Account of the Territory <w Dominion of Farney (p. 93), mentions a survey
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and map of tlie esclicatod lands in tho County of Monaghan, executed in 1591 for the Government,

and now preserved in the State Paper Office, which contains rough sketches of the dwellings of

the petty chieftains, which are in all cases surrounded by water. One is to be found in every

barony, distinguished as "The Hand:" that in Famey was at Lisanisk, and is marked in the map
as "The Hand, Ever M^Cooley's house." The foundations of this ancient edifice were discovered

and excavated in 1843, by Charles C. Gibson, Esq. He found, seven feet below the present surface

of the earth, in the little island of Lisanisk, and two feet below the present water-level of the

lake, a double row of piles sunk in the mud. These were formed of young trees from 6 to 12 inches

in diameter, with the bark on. The area inclosed by these piles, from which we may judge of the

size of the house, was 60 feet in length, by 42 in breadth. Vast quantities of bones were also

found there: and, at a small island in the lake of Monalty, not far from Lisanisk, a canoe or boat

was found, formed out of a single piece of oak, and measuring 24 feet in length; besides stone and

bronze celts, hunting- spears, and various other instruments, such as bronze needles and pins, &c.

Mr. Shirley gives the following curious passage from a letter written in 1567, by one Thomas

Phettiplace, in answer to an inquiry from the Government as to "what castles or forts O'Neill hath,

and of what strength they be": "For Castles, I think it be not unknown to your honors he trusteth

no point thereunto for his safety, as appeareth by the raising of the strongest Castles of all his

countreys ;
and that fortification he only dependeth upon is in sartin ffresh water loghes in his

countrey, which from the sea there come neither ship nor boat to approach them : it is thought that

there in the said fortified Islands lyeth all his plate, which is much, and money, prisoners, and

gages: which Islands hath in war tofore been attempted, and now of late again by the Lord Deputy

there, Sir Harry Sydney, which for want of means for safe conduct upon the water it hath not pre-

vailed." And in Marshal Bagenal's description of Ulster, a.d. 1586, published in the Ulster Journal

of ArcluBologtj (vol. 2, p. 142), the following reference to O'Neill's territory appears to allude to a

crannog: "You shall do verie well to see his lodging in the fen, where he built his lodging and

kept his catteU and all his men." The editor of the article, Mr. Herbert F. Here, is of opinion

that this stronghold was undoubtedly a crannog, probably constructed either on the little island

called Loch Coe, mentioned by Bagenal, or on the artificial one called Inish-na-gardy, or " Guard-

island," in Loughinsholin, County of Derry. Dr. Eeeves, in his notes to Primate ColtorCs

Visitation (p. 76), expressly derives the name of this latter island from a crannog constructed

upon it.

Various references to crannogs and island-fortresses in the Annals of the Four Masters are quoted

by Mr. Shirley and Mr. AVilde, from which we select the following :

In A.D. 848, we read that Cinaedh, son of Conaing, went with a strong force of foreigners and
"
plundered the island of Loch Gabhor, and afterwards burnt it, so that it was level with the ground.'

'

And again, in the Annals of Ulster, a.d. 933, "the iland of Loch Gavar was pulled down by
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Aiilaiv O'Hivair," during one of the marauding expeditions of the Scandinavians. The " Loch

Oavar" here mentioned is identified with the present Lagore, near Dunshaughlin, in the County of

Meath; and thus, as Mr. Wilde remarks, "we have evidence that the Lagore crannog was occupied

upwards of one thousand years ago."

A.D. 1246. "
Turlough, the son of Hugh O'Conor, made his escape from the crannog [wooden

house] of Lough Leisi, in autumn, having drowned his keepers."

A.D. 14S6. "The crannog of Loch Laoghaire [near Clogher, in the County of Tyrone] was

taken by the sons of Brian O'Neill." The O'Neills "on their arrival, set about constructing

vessels to land on the crannog, in which the sons of Brian Oge then were; but these [on perceiving

theii- intention] came to the resolution of giving up the crannog to O'NeiU, and made peace with him."

A.D, 1560. Teige O'Rourke
" was drowned in the autumn of this year, as he was going across

a lake to sleep in a low retired crannog, in Muintir-Eolais," in the County of Leitrim.

A.D. 1603. "Hugh Boy O'DonneU, having been wounded, was sent to Crannog na n-Duini, in

Ross Guill, in the Tuathas, to be healed." This was situated in the parish of Mevagh, County of

Donegal, between Eedhaven and Sheephaven,

Other notices in the same Annals will be found at the years 991, 1368, 1455, 1477, 1495,

1500, 1512, 1524, 1540, 1541, and 1601.

The following particulars relating to crannogs discovered in the County of Antrim have been

communicated to us by the Rev. James O'Laverty, of Belfast:

" The most celebrated of the crannogs in the County of Antrim are thus referred to in the

Annals of the Four Masters, at the year 1544 : "An army was led by O'Donnell into the Route,

and took Innis-an-Lochain, whereon M'^QuiUin had a wooden castle, and an impregnable fortress.

O'Donnell took this fortress and gave it to O'Kane. On this expedition O'Donnell also took the

rastle of Baile-an-locha, and obtained many spoils, consisting of weapons, annour, copper, iron,

butter, and provisions, in these castles. He afterwards took the island of Lough Burran, and the

island of Lough Leith-innsi, where he likewise obtained many spoils."
" Innis-an-Lochain [' the island of the small lake'] is situated in the river Bann, about a mile

and a-half to the south of Coleraine, at a place where the river expands into the form of a small lough.

This island still exhibits traces of earthen fortifications, but no remains of stone waUs. It is now called

' ' the Loughan Island." The native chieftains on the opposite banks of the river contended fiercely for

the possession of this island, because it commanded the principal fishing-station on the Lower Bann.

Scarcely had O'Kane obtained possession of it, when (a.d. 1544) "the sons of MacDoimeU, James

and CoUa, came with a band of Scots, at the instance of M'^Quillan, and he and they proceeded to

Innis-an-Lochain, and took that town from O'Kane's warders. Brian, the son of Donough O'Kane,

and all that were with him on Innis-an-Lochain, were burned, and also all the property, arms, and

armour." The O'Kanes, the McQuillans, and the McDonnells held this island in succession. The
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last-named family kept possession of it until the breaking up of the vast Antrim estates, early in

the 18th century.

"Baile-an-Locha [now Ballylough] and Loch-Leith-innsi [' the lake of the half island'] are

both situated in the parish of Billy. The latter is now called by the abbreviated name of Lough

Lynch : until lately, there was a small lake of this name covering 19^ acres, but it is now drained.

The island which was in the middle of it is now accessible by dry land. Hither, it is said, one

of the M'^Quillans fled after the battle of Orra. He was pursued by one Owen Gar Magee, an

adherent of M'^Donnell, who swam across to the island and, after a violent struggle, overcame him

and cut off his head."

" The island or crannog of Lough Burran was situated in the parish of Ballintoy; but the lough

is now dried up, and the place called Loughavarra.
*' A crannog was situated in the townland of Loughtamin, in the parish of Ahoghill. The lake

which surrounded it was drained some years ago; when, according to the account given by the

labourers employed, a kind of frame-work was discovered entirely surrounding an island, consisting

of oaken beams in a good state of preservation, joined together by mortises. During the drainage,

a boat and several swords were found, which were removed to Shane's Castle. Tradition states

this place to have been occupied by the clan of the M'^Quillans. Doubtless, in ancient times, it was

a place of considerable importance, being situated on the boundary of Dalaradia and Dalriada, and

affording every facility for a retreat from a marauding expedition.

"Another crannog, of still greater importance judging from tlie number and vai'iety of the

antiquities which have been found in it was situated in the townland of Derryullagh, about three

miles from Eandalstown. The lake, which in ancient times surrounded it, was called Lough Ravel;

it is now dried up, and its site occupied by the bog of Derryullagh, though less than 60 years ago ,!

sheet of water, two acres in extent, existed to the north of the island, and nearly surrounded it.

This island seems to have been entirely artificial. It was constructed on oak piles, driven into the

original bed of the lough and bound together by horizontal beams of the same timber, which were

mortised to the piles. The interior was filled up with wood and earth, forming an island of about

28 yards in diameter. Outside this, at the distance of some 6 or 8 yards, there still remain several

oaken piles, probably the remains of an outer stockade. A gentleman, 'mitiug to me, says
' There were found in this island and its immediate vicinity, querns, copper dishes, several wooden

dishes, a boat, daggers and spears of brass and iron, some celts and stones with holes in them,

articles for some ornamental purpose, and some strangely-shaped things, the uses of which cannot

be conjectured.' These articles have been dispersed to a great distance, having been sold from time

to time to various collectors. There is in the Belfast museum a pan-shaped circular vessel of thin

hammered copper, 22 inches in diameter and 8 in depth, which was found, in the siimmer of 18-56,

Reeves's Ecclesiastical Antiquities.
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12 feet below the surface, ia the bog at a short distance from the island. The label attached to this

vessel states that a similar one had been found nearer the island a few years previous. A small

vessel, likewise of hammered copper, which was found in the crannog last year, is at present in my
own possession. I have also in my collection the following articles, discovered in the same place:

a bronze pin, of unusual form, ornamented with two human heads, a drawing of which appeared

in this Journal (vol, 4, p. 289); two bronze fibulae, likewise figured in this Jownal (vol. 6, p. 103) ;

a bronze hair-pin consisting of a fibula to which are attached two pins; a bronze celt, a copper coin,

and a silver coin of Charles II."

Various circumstances, which seem to indicate the occupation of some of the artificial islands

at a remote period, are worthy of record. Among the bones discovered close to the crannog of

Cloonfinlough (already described) were found some portions of the horns of the great Irish elk, and

some heads of the ancient short-homed Irish ox, both of which have long been ranked among the

extinct races of animals. The rudeness of workmanship exhibited by the boats everywhere dis-

covered (which were, in fact, no better than the canoes of savages) indicates a low state of civiliza-

tion; while the great size of some of them one at Ardakillin measuring 40 feet in length by 4 feet

across the bow, formed out of a single oak tree ^proves the abundance and great size of the native

timber. " In this boat were found a skull, a bronze pin, and a spear. The skull is perforated in

the forehead, and has the marks of no less than twenty sword-cuts on it, showing the murderous

conflict in which its owner must have been engaged; and near it were found a neck-piece of iron, and

twenty feet of rude chain attached, which would do credit to the dungeons of Naples."* These

facts prove the employment of bronze and iron articles simultaneously at the period when the

boat was last used.

The manufacture, on the spot, of a variety of domestic implements is shown by the discovery,

for instance, of " knives spoiled in the forging, combs in an incomplete state, deer-horns sawn

asunder, and shavings as if left after a tumer."f A little bucket made of oak, and tastefully hooped

with brass, was discovered at the same place; and there were likewise found a number of small

disks made of horn, no doubt made use of for playing back-gammon or draughts, which are known

to have been favourite games among the ancient Irish.

*
Proceedings of the Royal Irisli Academy, vol. v., p. 214. Paper by Denis H. Kelly, Esq.

+ Ibid.
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IS THE IRISH LANGUAGE SPOKEN IN AFRICA?

Feom time to time statements hare appeared in different quarters, asserting distinctly the existence

of the Irish language, at the present day, among certain tribes in the North of Africa. Though
these statements bore marks of great improbability, I considered the subject sufficiently curious to

induce me to preserve a note of them, with the view of endeavouring at some time to ascertain

whether they had any true foundation. The first that attracted my attention was a short notice

published in the DuUin Penmj Journal in 1834 (vol ii, p. 248), which was as follows :

" About the close of the last century, a gentleman who was superintending the digging out of

potatoes in the County of Antrim, was surprised to see some sailors, who had entered the field, in

conversation with his labourers, who only spoke Irish. He went to them, and learned that the

sailors were from Tunis, and that the vessel to which they belonged had put into port from stress of

weather. The sailors and country -people understood each other
;
the former speaking the language

used at Tunis, and the latter speaking Irish. This anecdote was related by a person of credit, and

must interest the Irish scholar."

In 1845, 1 observed in the London Athenaeum a notice of a meeting of the Syro-Egyptian Society,

at which the late Mr. J. S. Buckingham was reported to have stated that a person of his acquaint-

ance had actually conversed intelligibly in Irish with some natives of Morocco. Being desirous

of ascertaining the precise facts of the case, I wrote for information to one of the members of that

Society, who in reply, mentioned that the statement had been made as reported, in a conversation

which ensued after a paper on the theory of the Shemitic origin of many European nations; and

that he had handed my letter to Mr. Buckingham himself. That gentleman shortly after sent me
the following note :

"DeAeSiE, "LoNDOK, jAJfTTi-ET 30, 1845,

"Mr. Cullimorc has sent me your letter to him on the subject of the assertion made by
me at the Syro-Egyptian meeting ;

and I only regret you did not address me direct, as I am always

ready and willing to answer any inquiries of this nature.
** You know, I presume, enough of the looseness of newspaper reporting, to be aware that it is

not always correct. In this instance it is peculiarly so, both in omission and commission. What I

really stated, I wiU here repeat. That when at Dorchester, in England, a few years ago, I received

a visit from a native merchant of Morocco, whose name was Saadi Omback Benbei". He was then

on a visit to a gentleman of the county, whose name I do not know. The London residence of the

Morocco merchant was then at Lambeth
;
but I have not since seen him, so that probably he has

returned to his home. He stated to me, in presence of Mrs. Buckingham, that when he was on a visit

VOL. VII 2 b
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to a gentleman near Kilkenny, in Ireland, he went one day to the post-office of that town, and hearing

there, for the first time, some of the labouring people speaking Irish, he was surprised to find that he

could understand their conversation; as the language had a strong resemblance to the dialect of the

mountaineers of Mount Atlas, in Africa, among whom he had travelled and traded in his youth, and

learned their language. Ho addressed the Irish labourers in this language, and their surprise was

as great as his own to find that they understood him. The dialogue was very short, and on ordinary

topics ;
but he declared there was no difficulty in understanding each other, on either side. When

I was in Dublin about three years ago, I was at the Library and Museum of the Royal Irish Society

[Academy], and in conversation with some gentlemen there, (one of whom I understood was the

Curator or Secretary, who shewed me many Irish antiquities,) I mentioned this fact about Saadi

Omback Benbei; to which a gentleman present replied, that he remembered to have heard of a

Dublin lady, who came from the west of Ireland originally and spoke Irish fluently, having been

married to a gentleman who was consul at one of the ports of Morocco
;
and that she was surprised

to find herself able to converse with the mountaineers of the country (I think near Mogadore), who

brought in the poultry, vegetables, and fruit to the market for sale. This is what I stated, and

this I repeat. But I did not assert that I knew the Dublin lady, nor indeed did I ask the name of

the gentleman who made the statement respecting her. But of the truth of all I did state, you may
be assured, and may make any use of it you think proper. I am, yours truly,

Eobert MacAdam, Esq, Belfast. J. S. Buckingham."

In Lieut. Colonel Chesney's account of his Expedition to the Euphrates and Tigris, published in

1850, I find the same incident mentioned with a trifling variation, as follows: "During a visit

made to Ireland in 1821 by Sadi Omback Benbei, then envoy from Morocco, this individual over-

heard some people in the market-place, at Kilkenny, making remarks on his person and dress in a

dialect which was intelligible by him. He recognized it as one whichwas spoken in the mountains

to the south of Morocco, and with which he had been familiar as a boy. The circumstance was

related to Professor Hincks, LL.D., of the Munster College, by the individual himself." [vol. ii.,

p. 514.]

The preceding notes had been laid aside and had nearly escaped my recollection, when the

following statement, which appeared in this Journal [vol. vi., p. 185], called my attention to them

once more:

"When passing through the South of Ireland a few years ago, I met a negro gentleman (Mr.

Bartels) who had travelled very extensively ;
in fact there was scarcely any country that he did not

appear to have visited. He seemed an admirable linguist ;
and in conversation mentioned to me

that, having travelled across Central Africa, and become acquainted with the dialects there, he was

able, when shown some Irish manuscripts in the library of Trinity College, Dublin, from his know-

ledge of these dialects, to translate several portions of them." Thomas Hekkt Pitkdon. Belfast.
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The coincidence of these various statements, derived from totally independent sources ofinforma-

tion, seemed so singular, that I felt desirous of obtaining any further particulars that could be procured

in this country; ahd I accordingly addressed an inquiry to a gentleman whom I believed to be the best

situated for hearing the opinions or reports of travellers on the subject, Mr. Edward Clibbom, the

intelligent Curator of the Royal Irish Academy. To this he has favoured me with the following

reply:

DrrBLiN, 26thMAECH, 1859.

" Mt Deae Me. MacAdam, I could not answer your note, till I saw Mr. Eugene Curry,

who, I hoped, might have had some note of the name of the Consul's lady who had said she

heard the Irish language spoken in a market-place in Morocco
;
but I find that Mr. C. had made no

record, and had no exact recollection of the fact.

However, in talking over the affair, we both remembered that Mr. Buckingham mentioned the

circumstance in his lectures, delivered here in the Eotunda. It appeared to both of us that the same

feet had been mentioned before by another person, so that Mr. B. was not only disposed to believe

it, but went so far as to say that he knew an African merchant, traveller or native, who had

taken up his residence in England, and who had been able, from his knowledge of some language

picked up by him in I^orthem Africa, to converse with Irish harvest-labourers in England.

A French gentleman assured me that he had met an Irish traveller in Northern Afiica who

had heard people speaking Irish there
;

so that it really looks as if traces of the language were still

to be found somewhere or other, though hitherto I have failed iu discovering the locality, notwith-

standing that I have made more than one attempt to do so.

Some years since, Col. Rawdon, I believe the heir apparent to the title of Charlemont, who

was visiting the Academy, happening to make some remark which led me to infer that he had been

in Northern Africa, I at once asked him if he had fallen in with the people there who spoke Irish.

He replied that he had not, and I think he gave a decided opinion against the truth of the report.

This led to a communication with Mr. Curry, who said that he would not be at all astonished to learn

that the Irish language was still in existence in Northern Africa, from the great numbers of the Irish

who had been carried off as captives by the Corsairs, in the middle ages, to Africa, and had never been

ransomed. According to Mr. Curry's statement, many thousands had thus been carried off from time to

time from Ireland
;
and from a curious old Irish legend, the incidents ofwhich are laid in the third cen-

tury, it would appear that the people for whose reading this story was composed had a traditional

impression or belief that African corsairs had from that period paid occasional visits to the coasts of

Ireland. The fact of the discovery of the wreck of a very ancient ship on the coast of TVexford, contain-

ing two chambered cannons, made of bars of hooped iron, and said to be exactly of the same manu-

facture as that of guns fished up in the harbour of Constantinople, and the same as some old pieces

of ordnance found on the walls of Canton, tends to raise a probability that African pirates or traders,
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or both of them, did visit this coast as early as the reign of Edward III., and possibly before the

time of the Danes, whose visits to the Mediterranean may possibly have been intended to keep the

corsairs in check, and cover their own piracies in the open seas.

Several persons visiting the Academy, besides Col. Rawdon, have spoken of the fine grey-hounds

(probably of the old Irish breed) which are in Northern Africa, and of one tribe of the population,

who are much engaged in the stock feeding of camels, horses, and cows, and who are called by a

name or term that we might spell
" Schlecht." These people possess this breed of dogs, and take

great pleasure in them, though, as these are unclean animals in the eyes of good Mohammedans, such

conduct is considered unlawful. Now, this word "
Schlecht," or its proper vocal equivalent, is said

to mean people without pedigrees, such people, in fact, as might spring from the children of

unransomed captives : just the sort of people who, according to Mr. Curry's statement, might

retain the Irish language if their ancestors had been prisoners carried away from Ireland.

It is amongst these people that I think an enquiry should be made for traces or remnants of

Irish; for it is quite within the limits of a reasonable probability that the language might have been

retained even by stealth, for the purpose of secret conversation or correspondence, and that, even

now, those who might know it would be careful not to be detected in using it by Mohammedans

or others, who would be suspicious on hearing people conversing in a language they did not under-

stand.

Some years ago, the R. I. Academy was visited by several African merchants, both Europeans and

natives, and I asked them about the Irish language, and put them in communication with Mr. E. Curry,

our noted Irish scholar; the result of that conversation was, that they had never met the Irish language,

nor people speaking it, any where in northern or western Africa. One of these gentlemen explained

that in the Ashantee country, and the country near it, the names of places were all specific or des-

criptive in the Fantee language, which he believed to be the original local language of a large part

of western, and probably of central and northern Africa
;
but whether that was related or not to

the Irish, the African gentleman could not say. It occurred, however, to Mr. Cuny to ask the

meanings of the names of several places and districts, and it was thought curious at the time that,

in several instances, there appeared to be real similitude between the meanings of the names of

places in the Irish and Fantee languages. One of the examples, I remember, was the word Fantee

itself, as applied to a very hilly district, which peculiarity it was said to imply ;
the corresponding

word in Ii'ish having a like signification.

I have never been able to get a vocabulary of Fantee words, to let Mr. Curry examine whether

the likeness, real or apparent, in the words picked up at chance, would extend to the language

further, nor am I prepared to give an opinion on the matter
;

still I confess I think there must be

some truth at the bottom of the old tradition which brings the "Milesian" population of Ireland

from Getulia, in northern Africa, notwithstanding that ethnologists claim the language of Ireland
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as belonging to the Japhetic class of languages. But, if Japhetic, its elementary sounds appear to

be more African than European, for an educated African can read Irish manuscript Avith perfect

accuracy as to the sounds of the letters
;
and thus a good ear, listening to people rapidly speaking

Irish and Arabic, or that had heard one language here and the other at Morocco, being ignorant

of both, might readily assume the two languages to be identical, the radical sounds being the same.

In illustration of this fact, I may mention a rather amusing circumstance which occurred some

^ears since, in the old Academy-house in Grafton Street.

Some ladies who took a great interest in Irish antiquities, invited a gentleman then in Dublin,

who had been dragoman or interpreter to our Consul at Beyrout, to visit the Academy's Museum of

Antiquities, to see if the objects contained in it had any similitude to things now in use in Syria.

After carefully looking over the Museum, he stated his opinion that there was nothing in it that

could be considered Syrian, except it might be the gold torques ;
but that things of this kind were

made of silver in the East, and not gold, and were now made and used as offerings to churches,

where they were called chains, and used as links of the chains by which the numerous lamps in the

Eastern churches are suspended. On this occasion, some person present proposed to try if the

Eastern stranger could read a very ancient copy of the Arabic Koran, that had belonged to the widow

of the Chief of the "VYahabees, and which happened, at that moment to be lying on the library

table. He at once agreed to do so
;
and asked if he should read it as if he were alone reading for

his own improvement,
'

or whether he should read it as the Imaum did in the Mosque. We
preferred the latter mode of reading it

; whereupon he sent us all up to the far end of the room,

and, after some movements of his body backwards and forwards, he commenced reading with a

peculiar sort of cadence or chant, raising and lowering his voice, to the great amusement of the

company. "VYhile the Syrian was so engaged, Mr. E. Curry came up the stairs and entered the

library, and as soon as the reader stopped, Mr. Curry went on with the cadence, and, to our un-

practised ears, proceeded fluently with the same story ! However, on comparing notes, it tiu'ned

out that Mr. Curry's cadence or musical chant was not an imitation of what he had heard, but

the Irish cry or Dirge, sung by women in the south of Ireland when they come near a house in

which there is a dead body. This tune or cadence is identical with that now used in the East when

solemnly reading the Koran !

How is this? Can any one give us the cries or lamentations used by the Jews at their funerals,

as for instance, when they sung the psalms of David in Spain ? Did the Irish borrow theii' cries

from the Jews ? Are the Irish cries remnants of the songs of Sion ?

Now, in the case here described, the Syrian thought Mr. Curry's words were Arabic, yet he

could catch no meaning in them
;
in the same way the latter gentleman thought the Syrian's words

were Irish, yet destitute of meaning. We, who looked on and knew neither language, thought they

both used the same ! And so it may be that people who do not know more than the sounds of the
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Irish may have inferred that they hare heard Irish spoken in northern Africa, when in fact it was

Arahic, or probably Hebrew or Berber, which last has sounds allied to, if not the same as, those of

the Arabic.
"

Yours, very truly,
Edwakd Clibboen."

The foregoing is all the information I have yet been able to collect on this subject. It is,

no doubt, quite possible that persons entirely ignorant of the Irish and Arabic languages, may have

confoimded the two from the similarity of pronunciation, especially as they both abound in gut-

tural sounds not heard in our cultivated western tongues. But, if the statement of the Morocco

merchant can be relied on, that he actually held a short conversation with the Irish-speaking

l>easants of Kilkenny, by employing a dialect spoken in the mountains of Morocco, the question

assumes sufficient probability to deserve further investigation. In this country we know nothing

of the dialects spoken in Northern Africa, farther than that there are such, and that they differ

essentially from the Arabic used by the Moors. In all parts of the world, mountain ranges have formed

the refuge of broken or vanquished tribes: hence it is that so many totally distinct languages are at

present found existing among the recesses of the Caucasus. May the same not be the case in the

Atlas mountains? "We know that, at some remote and undefined period, the ancestors of the pre-

sent Irish came from the East. The ancient traditionary history of the people themselves may not

be trustworthy as to details, but it uniformly assorts their eastern origin; and modem philology

corroborates this by proving the affinity of the Irish language with the Persian and Sanscrit. The

old and circumstantial account of a colony established in Ireland from Spain takes us a long way
on the road to North Africa; and, if true, would render it very probable that these colonists or their

ancestors came previously from that country to Spain. In such case, it would not be at all impos-

sible that some tribe of the same race may have remained and settled in the present Morocco or

Tunis, and have been eventually driven to the mountains at the time of the destruction of Carthage,

or subsequently by the overwhelming pressure of the Moors. Speculation, however, is useless,

until we obtain more definite information regarding the supposed cognate language existing in that

country ;
and the object of the present article is merely to place the preceding facts together on

record, and to direct the attention of competent inquirers to a curious subject.

ROBEEX MACAnAit.
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INYENTORY OF THE HOUSEHOLD EFFECTS
OF LORD DEPUTY LORD LEONARD OREY, IN 1540.

The value of inventories and books of household accounts, as interesting illustrations of the domestic

economy, manners, and customs of the olden time, has been too frequently and fully acknowledged

to require any notice here. Nor do 1 intend to enter into the history of the unfortunate nobleman,

whose imprisonment and subsequent untimely death on the scaffold caused the following inventory

of his effects to be drawn up. The question why was Lord Leonard Grey put to death? has fre-

quently been asked, but never satisfactorily answered. Probably that relationship to the throne,

which was so unfortunate a circumstance for other members of the Grey family, formed his greatest

crime in the eyes of the jealous sanguinary monarch. Grey was recalled from the Lord Dcputyship

in the April of 1540. He was given to understand that his recal was merely temporary; but his

fate even then was sealed. In June of the same year, the King and Privy Council wrote to Chief-

Justice Erereton, Brown, Archbishop of Dublin, and Cowley, llaster of the EoUs, informing them

that Grey had been committed to the Tower, and '^forasmoch as it appereth he hath a good sub-

stance, bothe of money and other things, as plate, apparail, household stuff, &c., the King's

maiestie's pleasure is that you shall cause the same to be put in shure custodye, and make inventorio

thereof." It is this inventory, copied from the Irish State Papers of the period, that I am now

about to present to the reader
; premising that Grey, being a younger son, was not rich^: indeed

he was endeavouring to mend his fortunes by marrying a wealthy widow, but a short time before

his execution. So, although being Lord Deputy, and in all probability possessing more household

effects than any other half-dozen persons in Ireland, yet his whole stock was inferior to that of an

English country squire or merchant of the period.

I may just add, in the words of the worthy old annalist Stowe, that " on the 28th day of June,

1541, being St. Peter's even, Lord Grey was beheaded at Tower-hill, where he ended his life very

quietly and godly. And as he was come of high linage, so was he a right valiant and hardy per-

sonage, having in his time done his Prince and contrey good service both in Ireland, France, and

other places, greatly to his commendation, though now his hap was to lose his head."

"After our due and humble recommendations, Pleasith it your Grace and right honorabuU

Lordeships to be advertised, that according your commandements unto us, we have made serche for

all suche tresure, juelle, plate, and stuffe as the Lorde Leonard Gray, late the Kynge's Deputie

here, had in these partes ;
and of so moche as we coulde ffynde, we have made an Inventary

One of the cliarges made against Grey was, that in splendour and hospitality he did not lire up to his high oflSce.
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rxprcssing the perticularitics of cveryc thinge, whichc wee do sendc here inclosed. "We have also

examyned Arland, usher, whoo confesseth by his othe that he hath no more in his custody of the

Raydc Lorde Leonardos but oone Bason of Sylver. He sayeth he had in his kcping a Stole Caskett

Avith dp-ers baggs ensealed, which one Lute, the saide Lorde Leonardos servant took from him, but

howe muche was in the sayde Caskett and baggs he knewe not, and as he thought no small sonuns.

And fFurther serche wo dayly made, and wool do, and as soon as we may fFynde any more, wc shall

advertyse youor honorable wysdomes with celerjrte, as knoweth the Lorde, who sonde your lordeships

the contynuance of your hart's desyrc. At the cytie of Dublyn, the vii"' of Auguste.

Your Lordeships to Comaunde,

Wtxltam Beeeetok-.

Geoege Dttblin.

EoEEKT CowLET. Mr. of the

" To the right Honorable the Duke of Eoll of Irelande."

Norfolk and Suffolk's good Grace,

and to others, the Kings Majestie's

most discrete Counsaillours, and

to every of them."

A Inventory of shuchc stuffe as was found in my Lord Deputie is Chamber at Saint Mary

Abbey,*" by my Lord of Dublin and the Master of the Eolls:

"Ffyrst. Eight ton and a pype Gaskoyne<= wyne.

Item. The long board** in the hall.

b Thomas Fynglass, writing from Dublin to Crumwell, Also eschewc, witliouten stryfe.

May 25, 1538, says that Lord Deputy Grey has obtained To foule the bord-clothe vyth thy knyfe."

a lease of the lands of the Abbey of Saint Mary, near Again, the Articles of Queen Elizabeth (1564) require

Dublin, besides many others, for his own profit. S P.O. "a decent table standing on a frame" for a communion-
^

Skelton, in The Vinion of Piers Plowman, speaks of table,
'

the white wine of Oisey, and red wine of Gaskoyne." The table, then, being simply aboard placed on a frame

It was a rather light-coloured claret, now represented or trestles, was, to give room, always removed immedi-

by Vinde Grave. Stowe relates that, in 1509, the London ately after dinner; and, consequently, the phrase "at

market was so glutted with Gascoigne wine that it was the taking up of the board," was commonly used to

sold for forty shillings per tun, signify that point of time. In Mandeville's Travels, we
d This board, placed upon trestles, formed the long read: "Such playes of desport they make till the taking

table in the hall, and thus the words "board" and " table" ypjje of the boorde;" and in an old translation of Marco

became synonymous in our language. In The Boke of Polo's Voyages: "After dinner is done, and the tablet

Curtasye, we read: taken vpp, every man goeth aboute his businesse." Old
" Whereso thou sitte at mete in bord, Capulet's hall was prepared for the dance in an instant

Avoide the catt at one bare worde ; < a i, m i, m /-> ,,a e^^^i^ ,,\,.^c .

y,. ,, , , ^ , ,
' " A hall! a hall! Give room and foot it girls ;

Ffor yf thou stroke catt other dogge, -^t ^ x... ^ a* /i /^; 7.,. .,.,
_,,

"^

... . , ., , More light, ye knaves, and /wrn me ^a6i5 p.
1 nou art like an ape teyzd with a clogge.
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Item. A cobbord* and a folding, table.

Item. Twenty-three cushans.

Item. Three old coffers.

Item. A fflock bedd, a ffether bedd, and a bolster.

Item. Four dossins of Kalfe skinis.

Item. Two dossin of berrecassis/

Item. Four saddles and two brydeles.

Item. A peece of grene Kendal.^

Item. A paier of shettes, and two kadderois.''

Item. Nineteen paier of shois.

The head of the table, where the principal personage

sat, was termed " the board-end." Cavendish first saw the

approaches of his master's fatal illness, as the Cardinal

was "
sitting at dinner in his own chamber, having at

his board-end that same day, as he divers times had to

accompany him, a mess of the Earl's gentlemen."

Cavendish. Life of Wolsey, edited by Singer.
^ The cubbord, or cup-board, was not, as Dr. Johnson

tells us, "a ease with shelves," but, as.its name implies,

a board or side-table, on which drinking cups were

placed the precursor, in fact, of our modern side-board.

In The Mirrour of Madness, published in 1576, we read :

"My chambers hanged with clothe of tyssue ,arrace, and

gold; my cupbords heads sett out and adorned after the

richest, costliest, and most glorious manner, with one

cup cocke highte upon another, beside the grete basen

and ewer, both of silver and gold."

Harrison gives most interesting and amusing illustra-

tions of the manners and customs of his time, about

the middle of the sixteenth century. He says :
" Drinke

is usually filled in goblets, jugs, bols of silver in noble-

men's houses ; all of which, notwithstandin e are sel-

dom set on the table, but each one, as necessitie urgeth,

calleth for a cup of such drinke as him listeth to drinke
;

so that, when he have tasted of it, he delyvereth the

cup againe to some of the standers bye, who, making it

cleane by pouring out the drinke that remayneth,
restoreth it to the cupbord from whence he fetched the

same. By this device, much idle tipling is cut off; for

if the full potts should continuallie stand at the elbow,
or neere the trencher, diverse would alwaies be dealing

VOL. VII.

with them, whereas now they drinke seldome and onelie

when necessitie urgeth, and so avoid the note of grete

drinkynge, or often troubling the servitors with filling

their bols." Making the cup clean by pouring out the

drink that remained, was, no doubt, a modern refine-

ment of its period. Still, those matters were managed
much in the same way one hundred years later ;

for

Lord Fairfax, in his directions to his servants, written

about the middle of the seventeenth century, says:

"Let no man fill beere or wine but the cupboard-keeper,

who must make choice of his cups for the company,

and not serve them hand over head. He must also

know which be for beere, and which for wine, for it were

a foul thing to mix them together."

The cupboard, like the table (see previous note), was

moveable. While the musicians are waiting in Capulefs

hall, and the guests are arriving to join in the dance,

the first servant cries :
" Away with the joint stools:

remove the court cupboard; look to the plate,'' Romeo

and Juliet-

f Benecassis- As the word " case" was frequently used

to denote a skin, I conclude that these were the barre-

hides (hides of half-tanned leather) sometimes met with

in old inventories. They were used to pack and cover

goods, furniture, &c., when being moved ;
in fact, their

use was equivalent to that of tarpaulins at the pre-

sent day.

g Green cloth made at Kendal, in "Westmoreland.

"Three misbegotten knaves in Kendal green-" Henry

IV., First Part.

h Caddis, Cadois, Cadrois. A woollen manufacture.

2 C
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Item. Two pewter pottis.

Item. Two chargers.

Item. A lute, and a casse of recorders. '

Item. Three peces of Kerse. ''

Item. A pece of red tawnie twenty-six yards.

Item. The Kings Armys' and the hangyngs of the chamber.

Item. Two Kandelstiks.

Item. A sake cloth.
""

Item. The hangyngs of the hall.

Item. A lether male."

Item. Two standing bedis."

i A common musical instrument of the period, fre-

quently mentioned by our early dramatists. " He hath

played on this prologue like a child on a recorder
;
a

sound, but not in government." [Midsummer-Nighfs

Dream. ] From a description in Lord Bacon's Natural

History, the recorder seems to have resembled the

flageolet more than any other of our modern instruments.

Most, if not all, of the old English jesl-books relate the

following story :

" A merrie Recorder of London, mis-

taking the name ofone Piper, called him Pepper : where-

unto the partie excepting, and saying,
'

Sir, you mistake,

my name is Piper, not Pepper;' he answered, 'Why, what

difiFerence is there, I pray thee, between Piper in Latin

and Pepper in English? Is it not all one?'
'

Nay, Sir,'

reply'd the other, 'there is even as much difiFerence

between them as is between a pipe and a recorder.^"- A
case of recorders belonging to Henry VIII. contained

seven instruments.
''

Kersey.
' The King's Arms.
" In all probability, the "cloth-sacke" of old writers ;

namely, a bag to hold clothes in when travelling. The

Northumberland Household-Book mentions "the cloth-

sacke horse, that caryeth my Lorde's cloth-sacke."

A trunk or portmanteau. The old jest-books tell

the following story Of a Welchman that could not gctt hut

a lytcll male: "There was a company of gentylmen in

Northamptonshyre, which went to hunt for dere; among
which gentylmen there was one which had a Welchman
to his servante, a good archer, whiche, whan they cam
to a place when they thought they should find dere,

apoynted this Welchman to stand still, and forbade hym
in any wise to shoot at no doe dere, but to make sure of

the grete male. 'Well,' quod this Welchman, ! will do so.'

Anon cam by grete dere, bat ever he lette them go and

took no heed to them. And wythyn an hour after, he

sawe come rydyng in the hye way a man of the contrey,

whych had a male hangyng at his sadyll bowe. And

when thisWelchman had espyed hym, he bad hym stande.

and began to drawe his bow, and bad hym delyver that

lytell male that hung at hys sadyll. Thys man, for

fere of hys lyfe, was glad to delyer hym hys male, and

they rode away and was glad he so escaped. Then the

Welchman was very glad, and went incontynente to

seek hys mayster, and when he saw hym, ho cam to hym
and sayd thus :

'

Mayster, I have stande yonder this two

houris, and I cold see never a male but a lytell male that

a man had hangyng at his sadyll bowe, and this I have

gotten, and lo, here it is 1' and he toke hys master the

male that he had taken away from the foresayd man,
for the which deed bothe the mayster and the servante

were afterward in grete trouble."

o The '

'standing bed" resembled themodem four -poster,

and derived its name from its permanent character, in

contradistinction to the "trussing'' or "truckle bed,"

which was always removed or thrust beneath the other in

the day-time. The master slept in the standing bed, the

page or servant in the truckle bed, placed beside the

former, so as to he within call. The Host, in The

Merry Wives of Windsor, saLjs: "There's his chamber,
his house, his castle, his standing bed and truckle bed."

And, in Middleton's More Dissemblers besides Women,
a character says: "Well, go thy ways, for as sweet a

breathed page as ever lay at his master's feet in a

truckle bed."
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Item. Two andirons, p -

In the Chamber of Cristchurch

Item. A. Parlyment robe.

Item. T.wo grete coffers.

Item. Four slius.

Item. Two drinking glasses.

The Room in the Garnell of Saint Mary Alley
Item. Of wheate in the garnel, forty-five pecks.

Item. Of ots, nine skore pecks.
"
Tlieas parceUs were survayde by me, Eobert Cowley, and on the morow, by the Archbisshop

of Dublin and me : ffor immediately uppon recept of the Ictres directed from the Kyngs maiesties

most honorable Counsail, my Lord Justice and the said Archbisshop went to Maynooth and

appoynted me to serche in Saint Mary Abbey and Church, and I toke the keys, and the next

morrowe the said Archbisshop and I made the said Inventory.
"EOBEET COWIEY."

Theas parcells ffolowing pertayning to the Lorde Leonardo Gray, and Icfte at Maynouth :

"
Imprimis. Twoo greatc potts dooble gylte, and a grcte cuppe dooble gylte.

Item. Six boUes under a coover dooble gylt ;
four and the coover bo in guagc.

Item. Seven standing cupps, dooble gylt with coovers.

Item. Four cuppes dooble gylte, with coovers to drink wyne or ale in.

Item. Twelve trenchers dooble gylte, a casting bottle dooble gilte, for rose water.

Item. Two sylver gobelettes, without any cover, and six sylver spoones.

Item. Five sylver saltes, with three covers dooble gylte.

Item. Two cupps of asaye,
i the one dooble gylte.

P Ornamental irons, placed one on each side of the assayed by tasting, but even the napkins and table-

hearth, having rests to support the ends of logs while cloths by kissing them.
" The Marshal taketh the cup

burning; hence their probable etymology is end-irons. of assay, and the cup-bearer putteth forth water into the

Specimens in iron, brass, and silver, may be seen in sayde cup and drynketh it for the assay thereof." See

Shaw's Ancient Furniture. Leland's Collectanea, vol. vi , where much curious matter
" Her andirons will be found upon the various ceremonies used in

(I had forgot them) were two winking Cupids the "Assay.'"
Of silver, each on one foot standing nicely,

"
King Ky chard sate downe to dyner, and was served

Depending on their brands." Cymheline. without curtasye or assaye: he, mucbe mervayling at

'' The cup from which the cup-bearer publicly drank, the sodayne mutacion of the thyng, demaunded of the

to assay or test if there were poison in the wine or esquier why he dyd not his duety." IlalVa Chrvnidei,

other liquor, previous to handing drink to his master. Henry IV.

Not only were meats, wines, and water to wash in,
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Item. Three candelsticks of sylyer.

Item. One bason dooble gilte, remaynynge with the Justice.

Item. Two sylvcr fFlaggons.

Item. One bason and an ewer parcell gylte.

Item. Three Chalcs, two gilte and one parcell gilte.

Item. A cross of sylvcr to set on a church Aultar, and gilte.

Item. A George of sylver and gilt.

In my Lordes Dynyng Chamler

"Ffurste. Seven hangings, five of persicke, and two of verdytt.

Item. Seven hangings, with the mooryans hands. '

Item. Five Fflaunders chestes, and two Spanise chestes.

Item. Two carpets' lying uppon the cubbard
;
two chares, two fformes, and two stooles.

A boarde to eat oysters.*

Three paier of snuffers.

Four andyrcnes.

A payer of tonges.

Two ffyre shovelles.

Seven ffether beddes.

A bedde of downe.

Two counterpoynts'' of vellvet.

Two counterpoyntes of image^ work.

Two trussing beds.'"

" I fancy this must be an error of the original writer, * Cupboard cloths or carpets are frequently mentioned

and that instead of the word "hands" we should read in old inventories. Thus, Henry the Eighth had: "A
"dance."' We should then have the Morris or Moorish large cupboard carpett of grene cloth of gold, with

dance, so popular at the period, and of which represen- workes lyned with bockeram, conteyninge in lengthe

tations were freely used to decorate all kinds of fur- three yards and three quarters."

niture, Mooryan, or Maryan is an old term for a Moor t In the "
Inventory of Stock in Trade and Furniture

or negro ; and I consider that the " Maid Marian," of the of the Mouthe Tavern, without Bishopps Gate, London,

Morris dance, about whom there has been go much IGl^," there is "one oyster table and a florme, valued

speculation, was not the representative of any real per- at three shillings and sixpence."

sonage, or Marian, but simply of a Moorish maid. In "
Counterpanes.

Barkly's Cytyzen And Uplondyshvian, we read: ^ In the Lestrange Household Accounts (Archseologia,
" No fauto wyth Mooryans is blacke dyformytye, vol. xxv.) there is "A coverlet of imagery.''

Because all the sorte lyke of theyr favour be." " See a previous note on standing-beds. The trussing

An old ballad, published in 1570, is "of a noble Lorde bed could be readily trussed up, so as to be carried on

and his Ladye, with thayre tragicall ende of them and horseback while travelling. The Northumberland House-

thayre two children, executed by a blacke morryon." AoW iJooA: mentions " the horse that caryeth my Lorde's

Within my own recollection, the "Black-a-moor'sHead" trussyng bed.''

was a tavern-sign in Belfast.
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Ten curtyans of sarcenet.

A Traves* of red sarcenet.

Three cusshians of cloth a gold.

A cusshian of crymsoy^ velvett.

Two cusshians of russet velvett.

Three quylted bedds of wool.

A little quylte perfumed.'

A quylte with a hart.

A tester and curtyans of black saye.

An olde nyghte gowne of black satten.

A gowne of black velvett, lyned with tawney damask, with twenty-nine buttons

of golde.

A dooblet of black taffata.

One paier of long hose.

A skull* covered with tawney velvett.

A remenant of black velvett.

A jack^ covered with tawney velvett.

A remenant of cloth of tissue.

A remenant of crimsoy satten.

Eleven paier of gloves.

Two dossen of silke poyntes.'=

Five paier of velvett showes.

One paier of velvett slyppers.

Three paier of bootes.

Three brushes.

Two carpets of grene.

Ten cadoys.

One paier of ffustyan blankets.

* A traves was a curtain or screen used to form a

temporary partition in a hall or church.

y Crimson.
^
Wearing apparel and articles of furniture were fre-

quently perfumed in those days.
" Gloves as sweet as

damask roses" were part of the stock in trade of

Autolychus. Winter's Tale.

Stowe relates that Vere, Earl of Oxford, presented

Queen Elizabeth, in the fifteenth year of her reign, with

a pair of perfumed gloves trimmed with four tufts of

rose-coloured silk ; in which she took such great pleasure

that she was always painted with those gloves on her

hands, and their scent was so exquisite that it was ever

after called the Earl of Oxford's perfume. Annals.

a An iron cap or helmet.
*> A defensive upper garment,

Tagged laces used in dress.
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Six sherts.

Five paier of lynen hose.

Five paier of slietes of no value.

Five pair of course slietes.

Six diaper napkins.

Two rubbers.

Four diaper cubbard clothes.

Two course table clothes for the hall.

Four lyning towalls.

Three wasshing towalls.

A shavinge clothe.

Seven paiers of socks.

Six pillowbers/ four of them wrought with silk.

Two tooch^ boxes, and a purse covered with velvett.

Two diaper table clothes.

A braser^ wrought with gold and silke.

Three hagbushes.

Eight handgonnes.

Two sumpter clothes.

One sworde.

Seven homes for powder.

Three paier of beallowes.

Three tables.

Seven fformes.

A cubbard.

Four glass bottels.

A grete fflaggon, with a lock.

One chafyinge dishe for perfumes.

A stool for horsing.
8 A target.

d Pillow cases.

And many a pillow, and every here

Of cloth of Raynes to slepe on softe.

Chaucer's Dream-

Tinder-boxes.

fAn ornamental defence for the arm. Chaucer, des-

cribing the yeoman, says :

Upon his arme he bare a gay bracer,

And by his side a sworde and bokeler,

And on that other side a gay dagere,

Harneysed wel, and scharp as poynt of spore.

Canterbury Tales.

g A stool to assist a person in mounting on horseback,

when encumbered by the heavy armour worn at the

period.
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Two yron ladils to cast pelletts.

Two copes of purpell velvett. Two cymarles.''

A vestment of purpell yelvett.

A vestment of whit and green.

Two hanginges of the same.'

A saflEron sherte.''

A covering for a horse of tawney velvett.

Seven kannes, a pewter pot, and ten cuppes.

Two boxes of round trenchar.

Twenty-two pewter trenchars.'

Two ewers of pewter, four pewter basins, and a lattyn" basyn.
Twelve black bills, and six handlocks."^

Two shale charks.

Two dripping pannes.

Two ffrieing pannes, one lacks a hand.

Three knyffs.

Eight spitts.

Seven pannes.

Three potts.

AboU.

Three grredirons.

h From the French Cymar, a loose robe.

' White and green were the Tudor colours.

k "Was this one of the long Irish saffron-stained shirts

that Grey had obtained as a curiosity?
' In ] 512, the Earl of Northumberland and his Countess

dined off pewter trenchers on holidays only, wooden

trenchers being his ordinary use. In 1430, so scarce

were pewter and timber in Scotland, that pewter and

wooden trenchers for the King of Scotland's use were

allowed to be exported from London free of duty.

[Rymer's i^ferfera.] Harrison, writing about the middle of

the sixteenth century, says : "So common were all sorts

of treen [wooden] stuffe in old time, that a man should

hardlie find foure peeces of pewter, of which one was pcr-

adyenture a salt, in a good farmer's house." Again, he says

that at the time he wrote " In some places beyond the

sea, a garnish of good flat English pewter, of an ordinarie

making, is esteemed almost as pretious as the like num-

ber of vessels that are made of fine silver." The
"
garnish" consisted of twelve dishes, twelve platters,

and twelve saucers.

m A mixed metal, resembling brass in nature and

colour : many of the old monumental brasses in English

churches are made of lattyn. There has been much dis-

cussion respecting its constituent parts, but Chaucer, in

the Frankelein s Tales, leaves no doubt as to its colour:

" Phoebus waxed olde, and hewed like latoun,

That in his declination

Shone as the burned gold.''

Hand-cuffs.

o I can only give a guess as to what these were.

Shale, in the olden time, signified earthenware, and the

verb to chark meant to expose new ale in shallow vessels

to the sun and air, so that it might acquire acidity, and

be the sooner fit for drinking. It is probable, then, that

shale-charks were earthen vessels used for this purpose.
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A ekillett.

Two mortars.

A paier of standing racks.P

A paier of small racks.p

A paier of mustardo quemes.'

Two syyes. Two skymmers.

A grater.

A chaffyngc dishe.

A ladill. A ffleshe hooke.

Twenty-nine dishes.

Three score and four platters.

Five chargers. Twenty-four sawcers.*-

Three trcvitts. Two cowles.'

Three powderinge tobbes.

A boarde and two trcssals.

A tobbc for brawne.'

A fourme to strike fleshe.*

Four trestalls and two tables.

A pestcU of wood. Two dresser clothes.

A ffyrkyn. A tobbe to put butter in.

P These racks were, probably, used for holding spits. * j^ saucer to hold salt, mustard, &c., was placed beside

" Iron rostynge racks," and "
spitt racks" occur in g^^h plate on the table.

several of the old inventories. r Cowle, a largo tub which, when full, was carried by
1 Mary Chapman, of Bury, bequeathed a pair of mus-

twomenonapole,calledthe"cowlestaff,"thrustthrough

tard-querns, by her will dated 1649. [Tymm's Wills and its handles. So Falstaffwas carried in the buck-basket

Inventories.'] The Mouth Tavern possessed a mustard ^^.^^ Ford's house to the ditch in Datchet mead:

quernin 1612; and another is mentioned in an inventory what, John, Robert, John! Go, take up these clothes

of the goods of Thomas Keble, serjeant-at-law, in 1500. j^ere quickly ;
where's the cowle staff? Look how you

''Whereas, mustard hath beyn boght of the sawce drumble; carry them to the laundress in Datchet mead."

maker affore tyme, that now it be made wythin my Merry Wives of Windsor.

Lordis house, and that one be provydit to be Grome of ^Tubs for salting meat in.

the SkuUereye that can make it." \_Northumberland t -po divide meat into messes. In the Northumherlnnd

Household Booh.'] Household Book,
" The Clarkos of the Kechynge" are

In the Booke of Orders and Rules, for the household of ordered
"
to be with the Cookes at the strykeing outte

Viscount Montague, 1593, "The Skullcreye Man" is of the Meeses of Beefs, Muttons, Voles, and Porkes,

directed " to have a singular regarde to the temperinge that shall be cutte outte for the servyse of my Lorde "

and makeinge of Mustarde with good seed, and to the The phrase and the custom is still retained at some of

well kepeinge and servynge of ytt." Sussex Archceo- the English colleges, where the cook cuts the meat into

logical Collections. strikes sufficient for four persons, who, sitting together

at table, divide it as they please among themselves.
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Two pypes. The yelle ffat.

The wagg;' Three pailes.

Two stoops. Two cowles.

The mashe kele.'^ The fFormes.

Two pypes. Three hoggeshcdes.

A bourde. Two poles.

Two treres. Two hooches."

Two hoggeshedes to put in brand.

A bolting tobbe. Two syfFs.

Twenty-four old geldings and horses.

Wylltam Breeeton.

Geoege Dublin,

eobeet cowlet."

I may offer a few brief remarks on some of the more striking features of this inventory.

It contains but two chairs stools and forms being principally used to sit upon at that period ;

besides, it is probable that the etiquette of the vice-regal court required that the representative of

majesty should alone sit upon a chair. Sir John Harrington \_Nug(B Antiquce] complains that it did

not become the Eoyal state of Queen Elizabeth's presence-chamber to have easy quilted and

cushioned forms and stools for the lords and ladies of the court to sit on: "So there are great plank

formes that two yeomen can scant move out of their places; and waynscot stooles so hard that, since

great breeches have been laid asyde, men can skant indewr to sitt on."

Books, pictures, and clocks, articles not uncommon in the inventories of persons in the middle

class life of the period, do not appear among the effects of Lord Deputy Grey. Probably there

was not a clock in Scotland at the same time. For in 1552, Hamilton, Archbishop of St. Andrew's,

brother to the Eegent Arran, and one of the leading Scottish statesmen, had not a clock in his

possession ; though he could afford to pay Cardan, the celebrated Milanese physician, the princely

fee of eighteen himdred golden crowns, with many rich presents besides. This is clear from the

medical instructions Cardan drew up for the use of the Archbishop, in which he tells him that a

clock would not only be useful with respect to punctuality in taking medicine, but also fitting for

his rank, as every Italian Prince had many good time-keepers.^

" The vessel in which the wort was mixed with the * A rude box.

yeast when brewing beer.

An article used to winnow grain, not unlike a sieve,

but without holes, generally made of sheep-skin.
' Mash-tub. A large tub is still called a '' kele" or

keeler" in East Anglia.

VOL. VII.

y "Ideo bonum erit, ut habeatexactissimum horologiom

et grande, nam omnes principes in Italia habent et

etiam plura et bona." Consilia Medica. Opera Cardani,

torn. ix.

A curious instance ofone of those punning prophecies ,

23>
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In fact, the Italians, during the sixteenth century and some time later, held the highest posi-

tion in European civilization and refinement, and consequently looked down with contempt on the

less refined French; the French, in their turn, looked down with disgust on the more barbarous

English; while the English looked down with abhorrence on the Lowland Scotch. But to the

lowest depth of barbarism there was a lower still : the Highland Scotch and native Irish were

considered far beneath the lowest sphere of civilization.

No more than three knives appear in the inventory, and these are placed among the kitchen

utensils: forks there are none
;
for in those days every guest brought his own knife or dagger to the

table, and fingers and thumbs did duty for forks. Barkly, in one of his Eclogues, published in

1570, thus describes the dining habits of his period :

"If the dische be pleasaunt, either fleshe or fysbe,

Ten hands at once swarme in the dishe
;

And if it be fleshe, ten knives shalt thou see.

Mangling the fleshe, and in the platten flee.

To put there thy handes is peril without fail,

"Without a gauntlet, or els a glove of mail."

But, even in those finger-and-thumb days, all were not so rude
; Chaucer, in his description of the

Prioress, gives the essence of the mediaeval writings on the etiquette of the table:

" At mete wel i-taught was sche withalle,

Sche lette no morsel from hire lippes falle.

Ne wetta hire fyngres in hire sauce depe,

"Wel cowde she carie a morsel, and wel keepe,

That no dropo fll uppon hire brest
;

In curtesie was sette all hire lest.

Hire overlippe wypud sche so clene.

That in hire cuppe was no ferthing sene

Of Grees, when she dronken hadde hire draught."

Even Fynes Moryson, an accomplished scholar, fellow of his college, and private secretary to

probably the most refined nobleman of the period, so late as the beginning of the seventeenth cen-

tury, speaks of "the fork of Italy" as contemptuously as Pistol did of "the fig of Spain." In his

that, as Macbeth says Archbishop) would die of disease of the heart fpassio

"palter with us in a double sense, cordis), whereas Hamilton svfferedly a cord, being hanged
That keep the word of promise to our ear, by the common executioner, to the great delight of the

And break it to our hope," reforming party in Scotland, who, with witty malice
occurred through Cardan's visit to Hamilton. Cardan, it is said, inscribed the following distich on the gallows :

like the physicians of his day, was an astrologer, and
"
Cresce diu felix arbor, semperque vireto

cast his patients' horoscope ;
and found that he (the Frondibus, qui nobis talia poma feras !"
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Precepts for Travellers, he admonishes his young countrymen, on their return from foreign parts,
**
to lay aside the fork of Italy, the gestures of France, and all strange apparel." It was that most

eccentric of travellers, Thomas Coryat, the " Odcombian Legstretcher," who, about 1611, first

introduced the fork to the English dinner-table. " I observed," (he tells us in his Crudities)

"a custom in all those Italian cities and towns through which I passed that is not used in any other

country that I saw in my travels; neither do I think that any other nation of Christendom doth use

it. The Italians do always at their meals use a little forh when they cut their meat. The reason

of all this curiosity is, because the Italian cannot by any means endure to have his meat touched

with fingers, seeing all men's fingers arc not alike clean. Hereupon I thought good to imitate the

Italian fashion by this forked cutting of meat, not only when I was in Italy, but oftentimes in

England since I came home." Nothing but the extraordinary natural eccentricity of Furcifer, as

poor Coryat was now termed, enabled him to bear up agaiast the torrent of ridicule which assailed

hiTn for presuming to be cleanlier in his diet than his fellow-countrymen, by using the outlandish,

new-fangled fork of Italy. But refinement, as it always must do, in the long run prevailed, and

the fork came into general use, though its progress was slow
; for, in a work on etiquette, published

in 1653, entitled The Ingenious Gentlewoman^ s Delightful Com2)(inion, the accomplished lady is told

that, carving at her own table,
"

it will be comely and decent to use a fork."

Only two drinking glasses occur in the inventory, and these were, no donbt, of Italian manu-

facture. Harrison tells us that, in his time, Venetian drinking glasses were coming into fashion,

and merchants had made fortunes by importing them from Italy. Yet he had no good opinion of

such brittle vessels, for he says
" In fine all go one way, that is to shards at the last, so that our

great expenses in glasses (besides that they breed much strife towards such as have the charge of

them) are worst of all bestowed, in my opinion, because their pieces do turne into no profit."

There are no carpets in the inventory; the floors, then, were strewed with rushes. Dr.

Bulleyne, in his Bulwark of Defence, says :
" Eushes be good to strew in haUes, chambers, and

galleries, to walke upon, defendyng apparell as traynes from dust." But rushes, if not changed

daily, harboured dirt to an incredible extent, as Erasmus relates in one of his epistles descriptive of

the English habits. I cannot at present put my hand on it in the original Latin, but quote the

passage from a French translation:

" Le plein-pied est communement on terre recouverte de joncs, sous lesquels s'amasse et reste

une couche de lie, de graisse, d'os, de crachats, d'excremcns, et toutes sortes de saletes, sans que

les habitans paraissent s'en apercevoir ou en etre incommodes."

The casting-bottle for rose-water, and the chafing-dish for perfumes, that occur in the inventory,

arc no evidence of the refinement of the period, but rather the requisite whitening on the outside

of a horribly filthy sepulchre. In fact, the higher classes of that day, from the construction of their

houses and other causes, could scarcely have existed without perfumes; and even these were

ineffectual barriers against the constantly returning plagues and malignant fevers that punished
their habitual filthiness. \y. Pi>'ki:biok.
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ILLUSTRATIONS OF ENGLISH ETYMOLOGY EEOM THE CELTIC LANGUAGES.

ALTuouGn a few learned men have long seen and acknowledged the connexion between the Celtic

and other Indo-European tongues, it is only of late years that the fact has been generally acknow-

ledged. For this, I believe, we are indebted rather to foreigners than to our own countrymen :

for VaUancey and Betham have probably been rather fanciful at times than practical ;
and the more

sober and systematic labours of Lhuyd, though occasionally referred to, seem generally unknown

or forgotten. Otherwise, it would have been impossible for such gross ignorance to have prevailed

so long on this subject. For, although no part of his work is devoted exclusively to etymological

resemblances, the rules he gives for the changes of letters, with sufficient examples, and the copious

comparative vocabularies of the Celtic dialects among themselves, and in connexion with Latin and

occasionally Greek, with his appendix of words of daily and ancient use among several European

languages, afford an ample and stable foundation to inquirers on this interesting subject.

Grammatical forms appear the most convincing proofs of affinity between languages, as also the

personal pronouns and numerals; but as they have been already learnedly handled by foreign

authors, and by Dr. Hincks, of Killyleagh, (who is still, I believe, investigating the pronouns, and

tracing them even to what may be called the primitive tongue), I shall confine myself to a simpler,

yet not uninteresting or unconvincing branch of etymologj' an endeavour to show that in many
words the claims of the Celtic have been overlooked, to the detriment not merely of learning, to

which I can make no pretensions, but of etymology, as based on sound principles of comparison

with cognate languages, and on common sense. I shall not take the words observed on in alpha-

betical order, or endeavour to treat them systematically; but merely as I find them in lists which I

have made from time to time; and in the cases where they are mentioned by others 1 shall quote

the authorities, as far as I am aware of them although in numerous instances I have relied on my
own investigation, without preferring, however, claims to originality, which I could not do without

far more extensive knowledge than I possess of the previous discoveries of other inquirers.

Mob. The word Moh is generally derived from the Latin mohilis, moveable; and the "mobile

\'ulgus" of Horace is thought a clincher of this merely fanciful etymology. The real origin, however,

is the Latin Popuhis, through the "Welsh Pohl, which becomes, in regiynine, Ifhobl, as in " Yr hwn a

fugeilia fy mhohl Israel," "That shall rule my people, Israel" (Matt., c. ii. v. 6). So that Mob,

contracted or corrupted from Mhobl, (and observe that it must be so, from the absurd mobil-isj is

the same as people and populace, with the latter of which it is almost identical in its contemptuous

signification: public is another form. The origin in Greek is possibly the redoubled form o plea,

to fill; compare hoi polloi; to plethos; the multitude.
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Orome, ^We need not be surprised to find this bird's name derived from a "word meaning

Imath : in WelsK ffruff, (grig, in Shropshire); and grugiar, heath-fowl, or grouse. There seems to be

another form of grug, grugos, which, by dropping the middle g, as in lig, lye, will give the English

word. The Welsh g frequently interchanges as an initial with the Irish/, so that /raocA, in Irish, is

"heath," and leads us on to ereihe, Gr.j erica, Lat.; but which languages have dropped or added

the initial, I do not pretend to know.

Apron. This word is "Welsh irow-liain, Irish Jrow-eadach, breast or belly-cloth. It seems

cognate with Latin /rows, or /ore-part of anything.

Sose, hosier, hosier
ij.

"Welsh coes, the leg; Irish cos, the foot: hence, applied to leg and foot-

coverings; the old pants and stockings were in one piece. The cognates in Gr. and Lat. are pous, pes.

All scholars are aware of this change of initial : the Welsh, however, frequently retains the p of the

classic tongues, when the Irish has c, as in Lat. pluma, W. pluf, Ir. clumh. The word galligashin is

merely a corruption of Welsh golo-goesgyn, or cover- shank. The reader will find very learned expla-

nations of this word, if he prefers them, in several dictionaries
; compare the gashins of a horse,

the Lat. coxa, Fr. cuisse. From Welsh golochi, to "protect, cover," we seem to obtain cloTce, clog,

and Fr. galoche.

HacUe, hatchel, German hechel, seem explained by Irish fiacail, meaning a tooth, also perhaps

cognate with fang, and A.S. fengan, to catch, originally perhaps, in the mouth. As to the change

of/ into h, it is not uncommon between Welsh and Irish, Latin and Spanish; hence, we have Eng-
lish hay, Sp. heno, Lat, foenum.

Irish coca, a boat, Welsh, cwc, give coxswain. It is surprising that Webster, who mentions these

words at the word cock-boat, does not allude to them at cockswain, edition of 1852, by Goodrich.

Golly dog (or as it is called in the north, Colyj, is in Irish cuileann, a whelp; in Armoric, colen qui,

Uttle dog, as qui is evidently Welsh cl, a dog (Lat. canisj; cuileann and colen seem allied to German

hlein little; whelp seems to be Hebrew klb (whence calehj, a dog.

The Irish geal, white, bright, would lead us perhaps too far; it seems cognate with Gr. gala,

milk: whence galaxy; Lat. gelu (?) frost ^i.e. rime); Englishye/Zy; compare Irish gealach, the moon;

Eng. yellow; perhaps Gr. gelao, to smile or laugh, when the face brightens; with numerous others.

The English laugh, German lacJten, seems cognate with Greek gelao. The Anglo-Saxon hlihan

retains the g in the aspirate, and the Gothic hlaghan, is still nearer. Perhaps, however, the Hebrew

LOG, to mock, deride, as given by Parkhurst, may be preferred as the root.

Irish muin, the neck; muing, a mane; Welsh mung, neck, or mane. This Celtic word seems

to me explanatorynot only of the English mane, but also of the Greek manos, a necklace, and maniaJces,

"a golden necklace, or armlet worn by the Celts" (Polyb. ii. 29. 8 Donnegan), Inish. muince, coUar,

necklace, or armlet. Latinmow?7ewas too evidently connected with Irish wMmm^(another ioxmofmuin J,

to be overlooked; but I am not aware of the others, or the Hebrew, or rather Chaldee, mnk, "torques,"
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"a wreath, necklace, collar," having been observetl. The Semitic verb not existing, the Celtic muin,

neck, seems the oldest form of the root. Gilchrist gives the very Chaldee letters, in the Hindu-

Persic,
"
mun-ka, rosary, bead, nape," the last certainly, the others probably, connected with the

necJc. The Armoric form is moue, a horse's mane. I shall only add that the derivations of mane,

given by Junius, (who saw, however, some connexion with manosj Skinner, Webster, and Richardson,

are most unsatisfactory, not to say absurd. AVhence muin itself is derived, I cannot at present con-

jecture: some of your correspondents will perhaps be able to inform us.

The next Celtic word, tending to explain, as I imagine, the English lavish, sleeve, glove,

is the Irish lamh (pr. lauvj, and in "Welsh Haw, a hand. The Irish for glove is lamhan, in the

simplest form; the Welsh for sleeve, llawes, pi. llewys. It will be no difficulty to any reader of the

Journal to find that s is prefixed in English and cognate dialects; and as for g, in %-love (the Cornish

form for hand being lov), I suppose a comparison oi glow and low, a flame; gleam, glimmer, and Latin

lumen; glib, Dutch lubhen, "castrare;" will satisfy reasonable etjnmologists. Others may prefer

the derivation of glove from to cleave, as generally given, though it is very doubtful whether gloves

were originally cloven at all, or at least not more than to admit the thumb. The Dutch lob, a ruffle,

is cognate. As to sleeve, Skinner gives Belgic sloeve, a covering, which Richardson, more suo, trans-

mogrifies into Dutch shove, neither of which I have been fortunate enough to discover. But even

were there such a word, it would be too general; sleeve and glove in most languages referring to

hand or arm, and not merely to any covering. Lavish, in Welsh, is llawhir, or long-handed, like

the Spanish manilargo and manicorto, large and short-handed, for liberal and illiberal; and the

English open-handed and close-fisted. But though these words are undoubtedly Celtic, they seem

also to be Gothic, as given by Jamicson at the word hife, or loof: he says "Moes. G. lofa, Su. G.

lofwe. Isl. loofve, vola manus," but does not allude to the Celtic term, which seems the older, as

meaning the hand, not merely the palm, subdivisions of bodily organs being probably of late origin.

Whether lawing dogs (i.e. cutting off balls of the fore-feet), claw (like Gr. cMle, from cheirj, lame,

originally hand-crippled, or some of them, be not cognate, I leave to the reader, not wishing

to be tedious.

There is a very obscure word, used only in Scotland, viz. Hogmanay, about which Jamieson

appears to have known literally nothing. He defines it in his dictionary
"

1. the last day of the j'ear;

2. the entertainment given to a visitor on this day, or a gift conferred on those who apply. The origin

is quite uncertain." It may appear great presumption inme to correct Jamieson; but in my own defence

I must premise that, in many instances, he seems to be totally ignorant of Celtic words, and is always,

in such cases, sailing away to Iceland for some very far-fetched derivation, while the Gaelic was under

his very nose. Hogmanay should never be used, as I imagine, without adding Night. It was a custom

in Scotland, and may be still, to kiss women on the last night of the old year, on the stroke of 12

o'clock particularly. This was done even in the streets, and probably led to many quarrels; and in
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some instances, miners, colliera, and others, insisted on tliis privilege in gentlemen's houses, and -were

only bought off with money or whiskey. I therefore think it highly probable that this word is a

corruption of the Gaelic pogadh mnai, or kissing of women, and that Hogmanay-night means

women-Ussing nigU. It is very strange, certainly, that neither Jamieson, a Scotchman, nor Mcol,

another, alludes to this custom; but it only proves their ignorance in this respect, as I can vouch

from good information for its having been the practice in my own day, though I have not personally
witnessed the performance. I think something similar occurs in Ireland occasionally, at parties or

dances on that mid-night, though not to the same extent.

Another Gaelic word (as I take it to be), which has bothered Jamieson, is Uaflxim, for which, as

usual, he is off to Iceland and the Suio-Gothic, and tells us gravely that flim Isl. means "
irrisio,"

and Jlimma, Su. G. "illudere;" he throws hla overboard entirely, and defines the word a sham or

illusion. Now, surely this is nothing but the Irish and Scottish Gaelic, hladh folamh, or emptg

flaUery? xised to deceive, a mere sham, void of truth. Folamh is evidently the English holloio, and

connected, .possibly, with ^um and flimsy: if so, it serves as a bridge between them, and shows the

unexpected connexion between words apparently remote.

I may mention the curious fact that the term Colcannon isWelsh; in that Celtic dialect it is spelled

cawl cenin, and means leek-pottage; but as cawl also means, as in other languages, cole-root, hail, or

cabbage, we may consider the double word as a combination of leek and cabbage, to which Paddy,

in a moment of inspiration, added the potato. A lump of butter crowns the excellent and nutritive

dish. Cenin, "leeks," is the plural; ceninen, a single leek: it is perhaps cognate with unio, and Eng.

onion, c prefixed, but is easily derivable in "Welsh from cen, meaning scales, or shin, which is per-

haps the same, as we find in Gr. hutos, and shutos, Latin cutis.

I have never been satisfied with any derivation of m,idwife. Dr. Trench's mede or meed

is simply absurd. The Welsh name of this important functionary is Jiyd-wraig, or ^/r/7i-woman,

the verb bydu,
"

to give existence;" and m being the nasal of h, I think it highly probably that mid is

merely a corruption of hyd. You will not fail to observe the identity of wraig with the Latin

virago, virgo; the form miglj i?, givraig,
"

o, woman, wife," as gwr is Latin vir, "a man, husband."

[May not gwyrdd, then, meaning green, be a bridge between the English word and the Latin viridis,

verdant? Gioyr is another form, and dd in one language, and n, the nasal of d, in the other, are

merely terminations, and present no insuperable difiiculty.] It is certainly objectionable to com-

bine a "Welsh w'ord with an English one; but even were we to prefer the Greek, maias, poetic form

of maia, a midwife (genitive, maiad-osj, as the root of the English word, we should be in the

same predicament.

I shall conclude for the present by launching a conjecture at the explanation of "Calen o custure

me," which Pistol addresses to his prisoner, (Henry Y., Act iv. scene 4.) Ithasbeen longsupposed that
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these words were Celtic. Boswell says they are Welsh, and mean "
little girl ofmy heart, for ever and

ever;" but how he made out more than the two first words, I cannot conjecture. Mr. Loyer, in his

Irish Ballads, reads them: "Cailin og astor," or " Young girl, my treasure," throwing "me" over-

board, which is, however, totally impossibleto be correct, as it appears in all the editions, and, in ancient

music to these words, me is sungwith a semibreve. Many years ago, I think in 1 848, 1 read these words
*' Cailin og (old Irish ocj as truaigh me !" or "

Young girl, I am miserable;" or "Woe is me, young
maid!" a suitable burden for a love-song. I asked Mr. Eugene Curry was there any grammatical

objection to this reading, and he assured me there was not; and I now submit it to your readers, merely

adding that "as trua me," the pronunciation of my reading, and "usture me," the text, might easily

be confoimded in speaking or singing:
"

as truagh me" is still a common interjection in Irish, and

Wirrastrue is correctly interpreted Mhuire as truagh, or "0! Mary (the Virgin), for pity's sake."

Whether Shakspeare understood this burden (sung by some of the Irish in the English service)

or not, it is equally comical, as addressed by Pistol to a Frenchman
;
but I rather think he was not

a man to use mere gibberish, and that, therefore, he had heard it translated, but may not have

written it down quite accurately, as it is not likely his informer could do so himself. There are, to

this day, in Ireland many, even gentlemen, who can speak the native language fluently, but could

scarcely write a word of it correctly.

Wm. DEENNiJ?.

Dublin, June, 1859.
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ON THE "HEATH-BEER" OF THE ANCIENT SCANDINAVIANS.

The zealous pursuit of Archaeology in the primeval seats of the Scandinavian and the Celt unpro-

ductive, as it is, of beneficial result, and singularly contrasting with those sciences which, gravid

with utility and beauty, betoken at every step an advance in the subjugation of nature presents

one of the strangest characteristics of our era. Whether the studious devotion of many learned

scholars to this subject is to be considered one of the unaccountable niigm eruditorum, or that it

has received impulse from the exhumed revelations of eastern cities, the seats of a primitive

civilization, unchronicled in its domestic and social aspects, I linger not to determine
;
but

shall only observe, that if the antiquarian enthusiasm, now so emulous of discovery, had existed

in the same degree even three or four generations since, we should now possess vastly more copious

materials for illustrating the lives and customs of our remote progenitors, in manuscripts, tradi-

tionary poems, edificial remains, implements, ornaments, and other reliques, now impaired or

wholly lost under the destructive agencies of Man and Time.

Independently, however, of the utilitarian principle, there certainly is an exciting pleasure in

rummaging old books, ventilating buried traditions, and groping, as it were, among the deiris of

the past, for the purpose of constructing, from sparse and worn foot-prints, the full figure and pro-

portions of a state of society that existed ere history was. To conjecture (for instance), from dim

intimations overlaid with the profuse imagery of fable, the habits, weapons, and costume of those

men of strength who precipitated themselves, like boreal storms, sudden and frequent, upon the

regions of southern races, what cyclopean structures they built to secure their ascendancy, or

symbolise their creed, what beverage they drank to intensifytheir valour, inwhat songs their bards

proclaimed their achievements of mingled chivalry and ferocity, how, in short, fai'cd and fought

the giant men, who with giant hounds hunted the wide-antlered monster through the solitary glens

and long vistas of Ireland's primeval forests.

The special branch of the habits of the ancient !N"orthmen in Ireland, selected for this article,

is the description of an inebriating liquor used by them, and designated, in Irish, Beoir-LocMonnavh ;"

and the reader will indulgently excuse a certain discursiveness of treatment into which the writer

has been unavoidably enticed, in discussing the composition of this ancient liquor.

* Beoir, identical in sound with bior, a spring. This Through the Hehrew, Arabic, and Turkish, Irish, Ar-

is probably one of those universally distributed words, moric, and Runic, I have traced this primitive word, the

originating from imitation of the utterances of nature. same in sound, signifying a spring; and the curious

The bubbling of the water gives forth the identical labial student may easily enlarge the catalogue,

syllable; and the same phenomenon in the fermenting LocMonnach, from loch, the sea, and lonn, strong ; an

liquor may have suggested to the aboriginal Celt the epithet applied by the Irish to the piratical Northmen,

application of the term, which also explains its etymon.

VOL. VII. 2 s
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There have been two characteristic periods of the northern raids upon Ireland. First, the

Ossianic, or semi-fabulous era, unmarked by historic termini
;
when the renowned Fenian hero,

the FingaP of Macpherson, after establishing his dominion in the Scottish highlands, invaded

Ireland at the head of a fierce and numerous band of adventurers. These landed on the northern

coast, where the basaltic pillars of Antrim attest the tradition of their irruption under the epithet

of the "Giant's Causeway," or, more correctly following the Irish etymology, the "Causeway of the

Pirates," Clochan na Foghmoraich, the latter word being derived from fogha, an assault, and 7nuir, the

sea "
Gigantes et Pirati," as Giraldus Cambrensis termed the Northmen in a subsequent age. The

Fenians were not an Irish militia, as some writers affirm, but a foreign self-constituted military class,

probably of the Finni, one of the AUophyllian tribes of the Baltic shores enumerated by Tacitus.

These set up, or deposed, the native Toparchs at their will, and wielded over the peaceful popula-

tion an iron rule that could only be broken by the utter extermination of the alien soldiery, as in

the instances of the Mamelukes and Janissaries of modern times. The Fenians have left no enduring

memorials of their immigration, except perhaps the Duns and Raths, and the massive foundations

of a few rude cyclopean enclosures still traceable in some of our islands and remoter coasts : for

the hyperbolic descriptions in the Ossianic epics, indistinct as the cloudy forms of their deceased

warriors, and so curiously mingled with the dawning beams of Christianity, convey no clear or

authentic information concerning the religious observances and social polity of the Fenian race.

The monolith, with its kindred altars and circles, too ponderous even for the revolutions of millen-

iums to roll away, probably exhibited in their time, as now, the symbols of an earlier civilization,

patriarchal in its social conditions, and oriental in its type. Indeed, even Christianity itself, for a

thousand years after its implantation, displayed in rites and festivals the character of an eastern

derivation.

After the total destruction of the Fenian cohorts at the sanguinary battle of Gabhra in the

reign of Cairbre, monarch of all Ireland, some time in the third century, there appears to have been

an interval of about four hundred years of comparative freedom from piratical aggression, until the

Vikingr
" commenced their expeditions in the eighth century. This second period, strictly within

the domain of authentic history, continued for three hundred years, until the decisive conflict of

Clontarf, where Brian, monarch of all Ireland, finally overthrew the Scandinavian usurpations a.d.

b The ancient Irish gave the name of the invading kings to the embodiment of the Fenians as a permanent

sept (with a singular termination) to their leader, whom militia.

they designated Fionghal, from Fianna-ghaill, i e, the ^
c Sa.xon,Vig-ki/n(;r\e Kings of war, in the sense of

Fenian Strangers. The Mac was interposed, in a com- warfare being their peculiar kuigdom, in which they

paratively modern age, in the Irish name Fion-3facCiUt; bore undisputed preeminence. Many of the castles of

and the epithet Fianna-Eirean was not applied, until after ages were built, according to tradition, on the sites

alien control was confirmed by the assent of the Irish of their strongholds upon the Irish coast.
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1014. The Vikingr were generally the junior branches of Danish or Norwegian regal families

who, being excluded by law from landed inheritance, and by their inordinate pride from the pursuits

of agriculture and trade, committed their fortunes to the uncertain sea in skiffs slight and scantily

provisioned, "Might is right" being ever the motto of their barbarous chivalry. "Wherever shel-

tered haven or deep estuary invited, there they entered, famished and desperate; and the unexpected

onslaught usually rendered victory over the terrified inhabitants as easy as it was sanguinary. The

deeply-indented coasts of Ireland presented many such inlets to these buccaneers,
"
hardy, stalworth

men, given to preying and burning of town and country," as Saxo Grammaticus termed them."*

But their irruptions were not all mere plundering expeditions ;
for in process of time settlements

were made in desirable localities where safe ports offered, such as Lublin, "Waterford, and

Limerick
;
and these constituted centres of protection for subsequent descents. The superiority of

Ireland both in climate and productiveness to more northern regions doubtless constituted the chief

attraction; for it was not then, as in later ages Giraldus derisively describes it, "Wintry, uneven,

mountainous, soft, marshy, woody, windy, and so boggy that you may see standing waters upon
the very mountains." The constructive probability is, that the literary excellence, so quickly

developed after the introduction of Christianity, found a congenial soil in minds previously cultured,

and that the arts and amenities of life had attained comparative prosperity before that period ;
but

of that prosperity the essential condition was peace, which was utterly destroyed by the frequency

of these alien agressions, and the civil dissensions that followed in their wake.

Though by modem historians these northern adventurers are called Danes, in the earlier native

records a distinction is made between the Danes and Norwegians, who, though usually united,

sometimes turned their arms against each other; and thus, weakened by dissensions, were subju-

gated, or expelled for a time, but only again to return ia overwhelming numbers. "We can trace

the two distinctive tribes in the names of some of their principal settlements, for example, Fingal

(a Norwegian settlement) and Baldoyle (a Danish settlement), both on the Dublin coast, signifying

respectively, Fionn-ghaill,^ i.e. "the fair-haired strangers," or Norwegians, andBaile dubh-ghaill,

"town of the dark-haired strangers," or Danes. Another expressive epithet by which these ocean

rovers are designated is Lochlonnach, a composite word, quite as expressive as the QaVMaaox^arm^

of the polyphonic Greek. Truly and happily does the learned Usher testify

" Est quidem lingua Hibemica,

Et elegans, cumprimis et opulenta."^

d Quoted in Hanmer's Chronicle, p. 48. Testament, by Robert Keane. lately issued from Bagster's
* After the 13th century, when England established a .Biblical Press, presents probably the most correct

military colony in Ireland, thereby excluding all other sample of the language that jhas appeared in recent

invaders, the word Gaill was exclusively applied to times, both in its purity of idiom and capacity of

Englishmen. expression. The typography also is beautifully clear,
f Herodotus. V. 83. and the price, two shillings, brings the book within the

B The Irish version, in Munster dialect, of the New reach of all.
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The invaders used an inebriating liquor, the mode of manufacturing which was studiously

concealed from the natives. Thus goes the legend, as narrated to me by a peasant on the lands of

Ilughelmoro
'' in Kerry, where I observed the remains of one of the Danish brewing-vats in May,

1847. The secret ultimately rested, after the decisive battle of Clontarf, with three surviving Danes,

a father and two sons. The father, being threatened with torture to compel hijn to divulge, replied

that his sons would kill him if he did so
;
that obstacle was eifectually removed by the execution

of his sons, and then the father exclaimed "Now my purpose is accomplished; youth might have

yielded to the fear of death, and played the traitor, but age has no such terror," and so heroically

suffered death; the secret of making the heath-beer' perishing with him. I suggested to my
informant, that the epithet lochlonnach should rather be luighenach, from luighe, a cauldron, in which

vessel the liquor was prepared, and that no allusion to the Danes was intended
;
but he assured

me that he was nearly one hundred years old, and had heard from his grandfather, who had also

lived to a great age, the same explanation of the term which he communicated to me. Here then

was a traditionary medium of some authority as to length of time. There are frequently observed

on the heathy mountains and moors in Ireland small receptacles of brown sandstone, broken about

the size of macadamised pavement, and always partially calcined. This stone possesses the property

of retaining heat for a considerable time. These receptacles are called by the peasantry /Mflf/rtc7<^a na

Feine, (from the yerh, fualacht, to boil) that is, "the cooking-hearths of the Fenians." The ancient

inhabitants probably prepared their meat, like the primitive tribes of some countries, as described

by modem travellers, by covering it with heated stones in pits; and a similar rude process may have

been used in the preparation of fermented liquors. My informant explained that these were the brew-

ing-vats, on which the Dane placed his cauldron with the heath in steep for the fermenting process,

after which it was bruised with the querns^ so frequently found beneath the surface of the soU in

Ireland and Scotland. Then a certain bitter herb was mixed with the wort
;
this herb, called by

ray informant minarthagh, is the Bennet (Geum urbanum), "the root of which," as the old

translator of Pliny quaintly describes,
" hath a good scent, and discusses all manner of crudities

by reason of its pleasant savour." Blackburne, in his Medicinal Herbal, quoting the Transactions

of the Swedish Academy, states that a bunch of the herb Bennet, dried in a bag, and hung
in a cask of beer, will prevent it from turning sour. It is probable, however, that other plants,

possessing similar properties, were used in brewing both the heath and the cereal liquor ;
for

" In the detached Southern districts, then named thin potation, and as little dangerous to the head, as

" the East Fractions," now transferred to Cork County salubrious to the stomach.

by the Ordnance Survey. J E. C. in the January number of this Journal, p. 35,

' There is a liquor now manufactured underthe name affirms, that these querns are found, by experiment, to

of heath-beer, which does not however unriddle the be incapable of bruising the hard grain : the same in

ancient Danish Sphynx ;
for it is an insipid and extremely capacity would apply to the raw or ungteeped heath.
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instance, the common tormentil fneil-uchtaj, a powerful bitter and astringent,'' and iised now in

Lapland, as it formerly was in Ireland, in the process of tanning. Ion Isaac Pontanus, in his

Danm Descriptio Ghorographica, describing the "
potus cerealis, quam Bieram vulgo, latine

Cerevisiam, vocamus," affirms that the bitter ingredient in Denmark was the Lupulus salictorius, a

wild hop, commonly found in osieries or willow-grounds. The cultivated hop was not used until

the eleventh century, and not planted in England before the sixteenth century. Professor Worsaae

of Copenhagen, informs me that his countrymen in former times mingled an infusion of the Ledum

palustre (marsh Cistus) as the bitter ingredient with their beer
;
but in Ireland this could not have

been the custom, that plant being of singular rarity. Some of the Finnish tribes used the Ledum
as a substitute for tea, hence cd^Qd finne-the. The learned professor also states, that sometimes the

bitter ingredient was Myrica (Danish, pori^), hence the liquor was termed Pors-ol; but I venture

respectfully to suggest, that this plant was not used in the manufacture, but introduced subsequently,

in order to give the liquor an aromatic flavour, and that the Pors-bl was ale spiced with Myrica,

our bog-myrtle, one of those peculiar aromatic plants that exhale their aroma from the leaves,

especially by night, or on dark days. An infusion in water is sometimes made of this plant with

mUk and sugar, but, if not drunk immediately, the aroma will become disagreeably strong ;
a branch

of it shaken for a few seconds in the sourest bog-water will make it quite palatable.

The allusions in ancient Greek and Latin writers to liquors manufactured from grain are

numerous, and a few may be here adduced, as bearing on our subject.

Aristotle ^De JSbrietateJ alludes to an intoxicating liquor made from barley, which -32schylus

terms "
Barley-wine". Herodotus (L. 2 sect. 77), Diodorus Siculus (L. 4 c. 1), also Pliny,

(L. xiv. c. 22), testify, that the Egyptians used liquors made from barley, which they caUed Zythum,

and Curmi, and affirmed, that their progenitors had been instructed in the manufacture by Osiris,

the Egyptian Bacchus. Pliny describes the peculiar excellence of this liquor in his own fanciful way :

"Lactis potus ossa sliX,, frugum nervos, aquse carnes." (L. xxiii. c. 22.) The bitter ingredient of

the Egyptian liquor was the Lupin,
" madido sociata Lupino." (Columella, x. 116.) Suidas terms it,

as used both north and south of the Mediterranean,
" wine made from barley." Again, to come from

southern climes to the north and west, Caesar declares (De Bell. Gall.) that the Britons preferred

wine of grain to that of the grape. Tacitus makes a similar statement respecting the Allophyllian

tribes. Prisons, at a later period, narrating the adventures of the embassy sent to Attila by the

Emperor Theodosius, mentions (Fabricius. Bib. Gra3c. tom. vi.) that the Hungarians used a liquor

called Camus, made from barley. Dioscorides, writing in the first century (L. 2. c. 110), describes

this liquor to be the favourite beverage of the northern nations; and says, that it was usually called

Curmi, a word nearly identical both with the ancient Egyptian, the Hungarian, and the Welsh term

for liquor made from grain. Paulus Orosius, and after him, Isidorus, derive Celia, the Latin name

^ Hence used by the peasantry as a very successful cure for dysentery.
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for this liquor, from calefacio, in allusion to the heat evolved in the process of fermentation; hut

this etymon the Danish author, Ion Isaac Pontanus, in a long subsequent age, flatly denies, with

an amusing gravity claiming for his national beverage an origin long anterior to the regal language:

of Rome, and asserting that the Latin term is itself formed from oel, or ol, that "gratissimus potus"

of the Dane. [^ChorograpTiica Danice DcscripUo.']

It would be a curious and not uninteresting inquiry, to examine from the few and scattered

intimations of histoiy and tradition whether there were not two kinds of inebriating drink ex-

tracted from grain in remote ages one by partial fermentation, containing some bitter preservative

ingredient the other amore or less pure alcoholic extract, by distillation. Diodorus Siculus(L.iv.c. 1)

as before quoted, with other ancient writers, in allusion to the two liquors manufactured from grain

by the Eg3q)tians, states that the Zytlium was stronger than the Gurmi: and the literature of the

Eastern empire presents to my memory at least one passage illustrative of this view, which I venture

to adduce, while suggesting to antiquarians a more extended exploration of this curious subject.

The accomplished apostate, Julian, has bequeathed to literature two epigrams, his only aspira-

tions in the poetic vein, which, though termed by the flattering biographer "non invenusta,"

assuredly do not entitle him to a niche in the Yalhalla of royal poets. [Juliani Opera, Paris, 1583.]

One of these epigrams consists of an eulogium on "
cereal wine" so enthusiastic as to countenance

doubts of that emperor's character for temperance. In compliment to the liquor which inspired his

muse, he proposes to alter the cognomen of Bacchus, Bromios, {hremo, to rave like a bacchanal)

to Bromos, (oats) ;
and to encircle the brows of the jolly god with wreaths of com, instead of the

vine: and, in comparing the attributes of Bacchus under either aspect, he contrasts the nectarine

flavour of the Grape with the "
goat-like" relish of the Corn-wine. Now, any one, who has ever

tasted that liquor of which we find mention in Irish annals several hundred years after the time of

Julian, under the name Uisge-heatha, (usquebagh literally, life-water) cannot fail to recognize in

this peculiar goat-like savour the veritable potsheen, with a dram of which the Emperor doubtless

settled his stomach, after a surfeit of the crass and sugared Byzantian wine, at some festal revel with

his courtiers and generals. Ancient writers, indeed, describe the drink made from wheat as posses-

sing a rougher flavour than that extracted from other grain; but such distinction is quite inapplica-

ble in this instance, the grain alluded to being oats flromosj. And, to come down to later ages,

it is not credible that the sluggish beer, of which Henricus Abrincensis oddly enough, writes :

"Nil spissius ilia

Dum bibitur
;

nil clarius est, dum mingitur:

TJnde constat, quod multas faeces in ventre relinquit,"

is the same description of inebriating drink that inflamed the drooping courage of the Numantians,

when prostrated by famine and despair; or filled the fierce followers of Odin with delirious joy, in
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anticipation of an immortal Symposium,

"Where, from the flowing bowP

Deep drinks the warrior's soul."

Numantia, an unwaUed city, resisted the Eoman Legions under Scipio during a siege of four-

teen years, at the close of which [B. C. 133] the remnant of four thousand warriors fired the city,

and then slew their families and themselves, leaving not even one captive to grace the triumph of

the conqueror; their ardour under these trying circumstances being sustained by the Corn -spirit,

or Celia. "Hac igitur potione post longam famam recalescentes, hello sese obtulerunt. Atrox diu

certamen" &c. [Paulus Orosius Hispanus. c. vii.] And we know, that instances are not uncommon

in the history of all nations, from the siege of Numantia to that of Sebastopol, of soldiers being

inspirited for battle by copious draughts of alcoholic liquor. Again, Ion Isaac Pontanus"' [Choro-

graphica DanioR Descri2}tio] says of the Danes: "Destinata morte in prselium ruerent, quum se prius

epulis, quasi inferiis, implevissent, carnis semicrudae et celiac.
"

Curious notices of their mad pranks

under the influence of this liquor will be found in The Chronicle of the Monastery of Ahinydon,

lately published under direction of the English Master of the Rolls.
" Eabies Danorura debac-

chantium," "Bovina ferocitas," "Detestabilis aviditas," and other similar expressions, denote

the fears and sufl'erings of the terrified monks, under the infliction of the drunken ferocity of these

buccaneers. And this addiction to drunkenness frequently led to the destruction of the fierce

Northerns themselves. Buchanan relates, that when Sweno, brother of Canute, besieged Perth,

Duncan sent them a present of an inebriating drink, mixed "^ith the juice of the sleepy night-

shade ("cerevisiam solatro" amentiali miscent," Hector Boethius). Banquo then admitted ATacbetli

into the city ; and, while the Danes lay defenceless and stupified by the liquor, the Scots, salh'ing

forth, slaughtered all indiscriminately, Sweno alone escaping with a few attendants.

1 All nations of old appear to have used a large vessel tions, and bequeathed by the latter, a 5 a free library to
as a common receptr.cle for liquor at their feasts. The the citiz.-ns of Dublin, is deposited in an cmcially
Greek, Krateryiz.% the prototype of the punch-bowl ;

and sjuVaiZfi building on the grounds of St. Patrick's cathedral:
thereisacertainarchaicgrace.aswell as plenary satisfac-

for, although no fires are kept, the very air sppears to

tion.in the brimming old-fashioned vase, Vna krater hathu- possess a preservative quality, scarcelya leaf exhibiting
*o?po of our grandsires. even a nibble of decay; and,' should the contemplated

See also Olaus Wormius Antiquitates Daniccc. attempt be made of removal to the new building of the
Edn. 1651. folio p. 147. I refer to the edition in Marsh's Royal Dublin Society in Merrion Square, one would
Library, which is very rich not only in Classic, and almost exp-ct the very books to burst their bindings,
Patristic, but also in Scandinavian literature. This and with Marsh's Insdtutiones Logiae at their head]
collection contains two ancif nt manuscript Irish diction- repel by some mystic force, should dialectics fail, those
aries (Walsh's and Plunket's), in excellent preservation, audacious Vandals, who would so rashly expel them
and so copious, that they may be termed the treasury of from their ancient seats beneath the shadow of the
modern Lexicographers. venerable ]Minster.

This curious and select library, containing both "
Quere Solano?

Bishop Stillingfleet's and Archbishop Marsh's collec-
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In conclusion, it is submitted, that the passages here quoted ought not to bo considered examples

of a mere "
curiosa felicitas,''^ but as furnishing prima facie evidence, that the nations of antiquity-

manufactured from the cereals both an alcoholic extract, and a partially fermented and bittered

liquor. The vast productiveness of those African and Asiatic countries bordering the Mediterranean,

inadequately paralleled even by the alluvial soils and forest clearings of the New "World, supplied

much more than was required (except in famines or under extravagant mismanagement in great

cities) for bread consumption in the palmiest days of Roman power; consequently a consider-

able portion of the cereal crops was available for the manufacture of inebriating drinks, which

were poured forth with such reckless waste in the classic symposia, as well as in the festal revels of

the northern tribes. Thus, Diodorus relates, that the millet frequently attained the height of twelve

feet with proportionate weight of ear
;
and Pliny mentions, that the Eoman Procurator in Byza-

cium sent to his imperial master, as one ofmany samples of the fertility of that province, a '
'fasciculus'

'

of nearly four hundred stalks, the produce of a single grain." The ordinary measure of productive-

ness in those regions was then fully ten times that of the soil of Sicily, the granary of the earlier

Empier. It is probable, indeed, that, in countries less favoured by nature, grain was not produced

in such abundance as to allow of its manufacture into inebriating liquors; and that therefore other

vegetable productions were sought for that purpose, as heath by the Northmen in Ireland, after they
had exhausted the cereal products of that country in the manufacture of their lusty tipple, the

Beoir Lochlonnach. JOHN LOCKE.

Rathmines, Dublin, July 11th, 1859.

" Misit ex locoDivo Augusto Procurator ejus ex uno tropical regions the desert and the forest, in colder climes

grano (vix credibile dictu) cccc, paucis minus, germina, the marsh and the moor, overrun the once fertile fields.

Extant quae de ea re epistolaj. Misit et Neroni similiter, I have occasionally found, in laying out drains in remote

ccclx." [Pliny. Nat, Hist. 1. xviii. c. 10]. And this unproductive districts of Ireland, traces of tilth beneath

extraordinary produce was the result of a mode of several feet of peaty soil. The primitive inhabitants of

cuitivation,absurdly inexpert, and quite as "vix credible Ireland subsisted not so much on corn as on other

dictu," the ploughs being drawn "viliasino etanu"(see productions of the earth, especially parsnips, and on the

L. xvii- c, 5). Byzacium included the modera Tunisian milk and flesh of the numerous herds of deer and large

territory, now in great part barren. It is curious to wide-horned cattle. Thus the testimony of the past,

observe, how invariably, when human industry is sus- and experience of the present time, alike attest the

pended, wild nature resumes her predominance ; and in aptitude of our soil for green crops and cattle.
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THE IRISH MONASTERIES IN GERMANY.

PRELIMINARY IS'OTICE.

The following paper, with its sequel, is translated from the original communications in German of

Dr. Wattenbach, an eminent historical antiquary, and contributor to Pertz's Monumenta. They

appeared under the title Die Kongregaiion der SohottenMoster in Deiitschland, in Quast and Otte's

Journal, Zeitschrift fur ChristUche Archdologie und Kunst, Leipzig, 1856, pp. 21, 49. To the

earlier portion, which briefly reviews an extended period of Irish ecclesiastical and literary history,

the editor has added some notes, in the hope of making this interesting tract more useful. These

notes are distinguished from the author's own by the signature 'Ml.'' "W. Reeves.

THE CONGREGATION OE THE MONASTERIES OE THE SCOTI IN GERMANY.

The Basilica of the Scottish monks at St. James's, in Regensburg,^ occupies no unimportant.

place in the history of the arts in the middle ages. It engages the attention of the architect as

well as of the historian
;
and both will naturally ask the questions, How it happened that these

monks came to erect such buildings in Germany? "Who they really were? and "What influence they

exercised on the civilization of our ancestors ? Any person who only takes the trouble of looking

into the matter will recognize traces of these strangers in a great variety of places. Yet there is,

after all, but little generally known concerning them : the present, therefore, may be considered a

tit occasion to give a collective sketch of their history, and although many a question may still

remain in obscurity, yet perhaps the very attempt will be the means of bringing to light new docu-

ments and information, and thus of promoting the object of the inquiry.

At the very outset, we shall require an explanation of the name. "We must not, indeed,

understand Scotchmen^ by the "
Scoti," but the inhabitants of Ireland, who are of the same race.

^
Begensburg. This town, which is so called from its North Britain. In the case of St. James's, at Ratisbon,

situation opposite the point where the river Kegen enters admission was limited to the native Msh, except in a few

the Danube, is also known of old by the name of Ratisbon. cases where Scotchmen were received in virtue of descent

-~Ed. from a common stock; but in course of time, when the

^Scotchmen. The voice of all antiquity pronounces Irish abandoned the name of Scots, they who assumed it

Ireland to have been Scotia. To omit a host of authorities, applied to their own use what foi-merly belonged to tlie

Adamnan's Life of St. Columba, and Bale's Ecdes. History original possessors of the name, and even went so far as to

ought to have been sufficient to prevent a question being exclude Irishmen from the institutions of their forefathers,

ever raised upon the subject ; but national vanity and dis- On the names Scotia and Scoti, consult Bede, Ec. Hist., i. 1
;

honesty induced some writers in the early part of the 17th Adamnan, Vit. S. Columbse, index in voc. (ed. Reeves) ;

century to arrogate all the honours of ancient Scotia to Jonas, YitaS.Columbani, cap. i.; Messingham,Florilegium,
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Tlio latter were almost exclusively known by the name of Scots in the earlier centuries of the

middle ages, for everywhere wo find that they were so called
;
but by degrees, together with the

people, this name extended over Scotland likewise." Therefore, it is in Erin, the Emerald Isle, so

rich in fables, that wc have to look for the homo of these pilgrims in that country which has con-

tinually furnished us with so many enigmas and singularities. The Irish, with their easily-excited

temperament, seem always to have been particularly susceptible of religious impressions, and to

have cherished them with remarkable sincerity. Already, in pagan times, this island was regarded

as sacred,'' and it was the chief scat of Druidism." But when Christianity began to be preached by

the kindred inhabitants of Gaul and Britain, the Irish likewise received it with great readiness.' It

seems that the Druids did not oppose its introduction,^ but changed themselves into Christian priests,

Tractat. Pneambnlaris
; Ussher, Brit. Ec. Ant., cap. xvi.

(Works, vol.vi., pp. 268-285); Fleming, Collectanea, p. 212h.;

Stepliani Viti Apologia, pp. 59-62; O'Flaherty, Ogygia,

Prolog, pp. 25-33, 345, 346, 353, 463 ; Vardsei Kumoldus,

pp. 232-387; Cambrcnsis Eversus, vol. ii. pp. 95, 303, 695-

725 (reprint) ;
and among modem Scotch writers, Chalmers,

Caledonia, vol. i.
; Pinkerton, Enquiry, vol. ii. pp. 223-246

(Edinb. \SU).M.
' Scotfaiul likewise. Compare the passages collected by

Zappert, Proceedings of the Vienna Acsidemy, xiij. 100,

and Schmeller's Bavarian Lexicon, iii. 415. Aventin calls

the Irish Vildschotten (wild Scots). [The name was at

length forgotten in Ireland, except among sheanaehies and

bards. In like manner, Amjlia is now found in Britain,

and Francia in Gaul. Ed.']
^ Sacred. See Ogygia, p. 21. and Wai'd's Humold, p. 274,

where it is presumed that Ireland was the llieron of the

Greeks, and hence called Feme. The Unes of Festus

Avienus are to the point :

" Ast hinc, duobus in Sacram, sic insulam

Dixere prisci, solibus cursus rati est,

Eamque late gens Hibemomm colit."

But the title Sacred properly belongs to Christian Ireland.

An ancient Life of St. Abban observes; " In hac insula tot

viri eximia; sanctitatis faerunt quod Instda Sanctorum

nomine appropriato dicebatur." Inis na naomh was the

native term to denote the same idea. The Irish chronicler

Marianus Scotus, at the year 696 of his chronicle (that is,

A.D. 589), writes : "Hibemia, insula sanctorum, Sanctis et

mirabilibus perplurimis sublimiter plena habetur." (Pertz,

Monumenta, Tom. vii. p. 544.) And certainly there never

was a title more appropriately bestowed : for, whether we

regard the fulness of the native calendar, and the vast num-

ber of primitive churches at home, or the frequency of Irish

foundations abroad, we cannot but be struck with the strong

religious character of the ancient Irish. In the calendar

of Donegal, there are 94 commemorations under the single

name Cohiianl Ed.
^ Druulism. Csesar makes Britain its head-quarters

(Bell. Gall. vi. 13) ; and, in the age of Tacitus, Mona or

Anglesey was a famous seat of this religion (Annal. xiv. 29) ;

but the British tradition concerning the transportation of the

Cliorea GiganHini, or Stonehenge, from Kildare to Salisbury
Plain (Geoffi-ey of Monmouth, Brit. Hist., viii. 10

; Gir,

Cambr., Top. Hib. ii. 18) seems to point to Ireland as the

source whence Britain derived her observances. On St.

Patrick's arrival, in the fifth century, this was the prevail-

ing system, and its priests were termed Magi. See note in

Reeves's Adamnan, pp. 73, 120, 350. The existence of Druids

in Ireland, however, is denied by Pinkerton (Enquiry, vol.

i. p. 18), and Lanigan (Ec. Hist. vol. i., p. 221). Ed.

^Readiness. The ease with which Christianity triumphed
over paganism in Ireland is remarkable. Giraldus Cam-

brensis twitted the Irish bishops with the want ofmartyrdom :

"Mirum itaque quod, ubi gens crudeUssima, et sanguinis

sitibunda, et semper tepidissima, pro Christi ecclesia

corona martyrii nulla." Top. Hib. iii. 28. In reply to

which, see Cambrensis Eversus, cap. 31 (vol. iij. p. 480,

reprint). Ed.

8 Oppose it. They seem to have done so at first; and

the earliest authority on the subject which is the memoir
of St. Patrick, in the Book of Armagh gives a lively

desmption of their efforts. The system, however, does not

appear to have possessed any great hold on the minds of

the people, and some conversions among the chiefs directly

turned the scale. Ed.
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and thus preserved their dominion*' over the minds of the people.

But, along with the Christian religion, there was brought in by the numerously immigrating

British, Gaulish, and Eoman nay, perhaps even Egyptian, clergy,' the learning of the Latin

church, and varioiis new arts, among this already somewhat advanced and accomplished people.

They learned how to build with more elegance and durability ;'' how to use lime and mortar
;
how

to turn arches
; likewise, how to manufacture costly vessels for the service of the church.' In par-

ticular, they also learned the Greek and Latin languages'" and letters." "With singular industry,

Preserved their dominion. Colgan says that the Druids Architecture of Ireland, Transactions of the Eoyal Irish

continued in Ireland till the eighth century, and adds :

" Et licet interea Druidse in Christum credentes, auguria,

vaticinia, incantationes, aliasque magicas professiones et

artes abjuraverunt; non destiterunt tamen, nempe Sene-

ciores [Anglice Sheanachies'\, et poetse studium antiquitatis

miriflce colere, scholis pubUcis preesse, et hie in summo

pretio apud proceres et populum haberi." Acta SS. p.

149 &. n. 15. See the note in Reeves's Adamnan, p. 79.

Toland's observation is to the point:
" Since what little

opposition there happened to be in Ireland to Christianity

was wholly made by the Druids, or at their instigation,

and that when they perceived this new religion like to pre-

vail, none came into it speedier, or made a more advanta-

geous figure in it than they." History of the Druids, p. 14,

(Lond. 1W!).M.
'

Clergy. Colgan, Acta Sanctorum, p. 539. [The author

refers to the Liber Litaniarum of Aengus, the Culdee,

which Colgan cites, and after him Dr. Petrie, Round

Towers, p. 135. The original Irish tract exists in manu-

script, in Trinity College, Dublin (Book ofLeiaster, H. 2, 18).

and in the Leabhar Breac of the Royal Irish Academy.
An abstract is also given in Ward's Rumold, pp. 204-207.

Ed:^
^
Elegance and durability. According to Bede, the

mos Scottorum in the middle of the seventh century was
" non de lapide sed de robore secto, harundine tecto" (H.E.

iii., 25). And when Naiton, king of the Picts, in 710, mshed
to improve the national style,

" architectos sibi multos petiit,

qui juxta morem Romanorum ecclesiam de lapide in gente

ipsius facerent." {Ih. v., 21). See Petrie, Round Towers,

pp. 122-154; Reeves's Adamnani Vit. S. Columbae, note, p.

177. Some of the very ancient Irish churches, with their

inclined jambs and monolithic lintels, share largely in the

characteristics of Egyptian architecture. Ed.
'
Service of the Church. Petrie, The Ecclesiastical

Academy, vol. xx; Schnaase, Geschichte der bildendeu

Kiinste im Mittelalter, ii. 2, 416. [Early authorities assign

to St. Patrick three smiths [gohhaind), expert in forging

beUs
; and three artificers {cerda), S. Essa, S. Biteus, and

S. Tassach, "tres fabri aerarii, vasorumque sacronim fabri-

catores." Vit. Tiipart. iii. 98, (Trias Thaum, p. 167 a);

Book of Lecan, fo. 35 6 cZ; Annals of Four Masters, A.D.

448, (vol i., p. 137, ed. O'Donovan). St. Daygh mac

Cairm, who died Aug. 18, 587, was a distinguished

metallurgist, and the foUowing extract from his Life enu-

merates the various articles of religious use ; "Idem Day-

geus episcopus, abbatibus, aliisque Hibemise Sanctis,

campanas, cymbala, baculos, cruces, scrinia, capsas, pj^des,

caUces, discos, altariola, chrysmalia, librorumque coo-

pertoria ; qusedam horumnuda, quiedam vero alia auro atque

argento gemmisque pretiosis circumtecta, pro amore Dei,

et Sanctorum honore, sine ullo terreno pretio, ingeniose ac

mirabiliter composuit." Vit., Acta SS., Aug. tom. iii., p.

659 a. See O'Connor, Rer. Hib. Scr. vol. iv., p. 160; Reeves,

Adamnan, p. 860.-^(7.]

Greelc and Latin languages. On the cultivation of

Greek by the Irish, see Rettig, Cod. San-Gallens., Prolegom.

p. xiv.
; Reeves, Adamnan, p. 354. In Latin, though some

of the Irish school are very rude, as in the book of Armagh,

(ssec. viii.), the reliques of L-ish authors are very respectable

and sometimes beautiful
;
as of Sedulius the Poet, circ. 474

;

Secundinus, circ. 450; Columbanus, both Verse and Prose,

circ. 605; S. Gall, circ. 615; Cummianus, 634; Augustin,

circ. 652
; AUeran, cii'c. 655; Adamnan, circ. 685; Dimgal,

circ. 810; Sedulius Junior, circ. 818; DicuU, circ. 825;

Johannes Scotus, circ. 858. Ed.

1 Letters. It is stUl a vexed question whether the Irish

knew the use of letters previously to the introduction of

Christianity. But the oldest form of Irish letters, such as

^s seen in the earliest manuscripts and inscriptions, is
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tlicy multiplied the manuscripts" of old authors which were brought to them, and soon gained the

reputation of being the most skilful scribes of the age.P Numerous monasteries were speedily

erected: in Bangor alone there were at one time three thousand monks."! Their superiors possessed

episcopal authority/ and they steadfastly maintained the strictest discipline. Self-denial was

familiar to them, but it was accompanied with great activity in the pursuit of knowledge, and

always with a particular fondness and great talent for music."

Such was the state of Ireland during the sixth and seventh centuries of our era. It was thus

at a time when the whole western world seemed irrecoverably sunk in barbarism; when the Eoman

empire, after a hard and protracted struggle, had been at last subdued by the ever recurring assaults

of the Germanic nations,"and when these latter, though very eager to acquire the olden civilization,

had no strength as yet to maintain it; when also, the Merovingian kingdom, after brilliant begin-

nings, fell away into distraction which daily increased, for corruptions of every kind, barbarism,

and senselessness seemed everywhere to prevail ;
it was at this time that Ireland almost alone *

afforded a refuge for the remnants of the old civilization : and, when the Anglo-Saxons were con-

manifestly an adaptation of the Latin alphabet. The Book treatise, the work of the learned Helvetian, Dr. F. Keller's

of Armagh relates that St. Patrick daily baptized men,

"et illis literas legebat ac dbgatorias ;" again, "Oingus cui

scripsit Patricius abgitorium ;" also, "Baptizavit Patricius

iilium et scripsit illi abgitorium." This word is a Latin

form of the Irish aihgiter, or
"
alphabet," and (like alphabet),

indicates a Greek origin, the first three letters holding a

similar position in the Greek, as ahecedarium exhibits the

fii-st four of the Eoman alphabet. Ed.

Multiplied the numuscnjds. On the employment of

Irish monks in scriptio, see the note in Reeves's Adanxnan,

p. 353. St. Columba, notwithstanding his abbatial duties,

was a most diligent scribe, lb. pp. 143, 215, 233. Ed.

P Most sldlfid scribes of the age. Of Dagaus, who is

said to have died in 586, we read: "Hie Dagseus fuit faber

tarn in ferro quam in sere, et scriba insignis. Fabricavit

enim trecentas campanas, trecentapedapastoralia, et scripsit

trecentos libros evangeliorum, fuitque primarius S. Kierani

faber." Kal. Cassel in Actis SS. Aug. iii. 656. [To enter

upon an enumeration, much less a description, of the great

works of Irish caligraphy, would be impossible in this place.

Those who desire to be informed and delighted on the

subject, may begin with Giraldus Cambrensis' account of

theBookofKUdare (Top. Hib. ii. 38) ; then consult O'Conor,

Rer. Hib. Ser. vol. i. Epistola Nuncupatoria, and vol. iv.,

pp. 130, 139 ; look into Westwood's' Palaeographia Sacra

Pictoria; and above aU, study as the latest and fullest

Bilder und Schriftziige in den irischen Manuscripten (in

Mittheilungen des Antiquarishen Gesellschaft In Zurich,

Siebt. Band, p. Q\).Ed.]
1 Tliree thousand monies. |Bede's notice of the Welsh

Bancor (H. E. ii. 2) estimates its inmates at seven com-

panies of 300 each i.e. 2,100; and, in language borrowed from

Bede, S. Bernard describes the great congregation of the

Irish Bangor (Vit. S. Malachise, cap. 5). The statement in

the text is founded on the passage in S. Comgall's Life:

"In diversis cellis et monasteriis tria mUlia monachorum

sub eura sancti patris Comgelli erant" (cap. 13) ; but it is

incorrect to place them all in Bangor. S. Bernard refers

to the massacre of 900 in one day, by pirates; possibly the

Danish descent on the monastery recorded by the Annals

of Ulster, at 823.^.
^
Ujnscqpal autlwrity. Not always, nor indeed generally,

in the larger monasteries. The great founders, SS. Columba,

Brendan, Comgall, Carthach, &c were only presbyters.

See Reeves's Adamnan, pp. 335, 339, 341 ; Eccles. Antiq.

pp. 129, 261. JiH.

^ Music See Giraldus Cambrensis, Top. Hib. iii. 11;

O'Conor, Rer. Hib. Scr. vol. iv., p. 154. Ed.

^Almost alone. " Elle etait," (says Letronne,) "auhuiti-

cme siecle, plus eclairee, je veux dire moins barbare,

qu'aucune autre contree Europtenne." Recherches Geogr. p.

35. The fact is that, owing to its extreme insular position,
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VOTted to Christianity by Borne," they crossed over to the"sa6red isle in multitudes, in order there

to become scholars under these celebrated teachers in the monasteries of the Scots/ Some occas-

ional Franks also came to them over the sea. But above all, the Irish went forth themselves into

every part of the world. They filled England
^ and the neighbouring islands

;

" even in Iceland,

their books and pilgrims'-staves were found by the Norwegians of later times.^ In France, they

no foreign influence had for ages been exerted to disturb Suffolk
; Malmesbury (originally called Ingebome) derived

its ancient laws and customs
; and, though intestine vari-

ances often paralyzed its energies, and the want of combined

action always kept it back from national progress, it yet

afforded in its tranquil monasteries, where sanctity was a

guarantee for peace, full time for the religious mind to

indulge in contemplation, without the slightest distraction

raising from external influence or inward fear. Ed.

" By Rome. St. Augustin arrived in England in 597
;

Mid Paulinus was ordained Archbishop of the Northum-

brians in 625
;
but Christianity made little way in the pro-

vince [till the arrival of jBishop Aedan ia 635, for whom,
and all that followed in his wake, the Anglo-Saxon church

was indebted to the Irish monastery of Hy or lona. Ed.

' Monasteries of the Scots. Bede's testimony to this is

worthy of being written in letters of gold :

" Erant ibidem

eo tempore [i.e., a.d. 664], multi nobUium simul et medio-

crum de gente Anglorum, qui tempore Finani et Colmani

^iscoporum, relieta insula patria, vel divinse lectionis, vel

continentioris vitse gratia, illo secesserant. Et quidam

quidem mox se monasticse conrersationi fideliter mancipa-

verunt
;

alii magis circumeundo per ceUas magistrorum,

lectioni operam dare gaudebant : quos omnes Scotti liben-

tissime suscipientes victum eis quotidianum sine pretio,

libros quoque ad legendum, et magisterium gratuitum

prsebere eurabant." (Hist. Ec. iii. 27.) See of Vilbrord,

ib. iii. 13. and of Ecgberct, ib. v. 9. Aldhelm of Malmes-

bury, in 690, jealous of Ireland's attractions, neverthe-

less thus testifies of it:
" Cur inquam, Hibemia, quo cater-

vatim istinc lectores classibus advecti confluunt, ineffabili

quodam privUegio efferatur," &c. And again :
"
Quamvis

enim prsedictum Hibemiae rus, pascuosa numerositate

lectorum, quemadmodum poll cardines astriferis micantium

omentur vibraminibus siderum; ast tamen" &c. SyUoge
Epist. Hib. i^.Ed.

"^
Filled England. Diuma, an Irishman, was the first

bishop of Mercia, who was succeeded by Cellach, also a

Scot. S. Fursa planted Christianity at Burgcastie, in

its name from Maildulf the founder, an Irishman. Dicul,

a Scot, founded the monastery of Bosanham ; St. Bees, in

Cumberland, is so called from Bega, an Irish virgin who
established a cell there

; St. Moninna is the patron saint

of Burton-on-Trent
;

as is St. Ciaran, under the name

Piran, of more than one church in Cornwall. The famous

S. Cuthbert, the patron saint of Durham, is the Nullohc

or Mochudrick of the Irish, a native of Leinster, and he

received part of his training at Inhrypum, now Eipon, a

monastery founded by the Scots. Ed.
"
Neighbouring islands. The church of Lindisfame

was founded by Bishop Aidan, who was succeeded by Finan,

and he by Colman, all Scots. Hy, or lona, founded by S.

Columba, is of world-wide celebrity. Maccaldus, a native

of Down, became bishop of Man in the fifth century. S.

Columba was the patron saint ofMull, Tiree, Islay, Oronsay,

and Lewis. St. Donnan, of Egg; St. Maelrubha, of Skye ;

St. Moluoc, of Lismore, and Eaasay; St. Brendan, of SeU;

St. Molaise, of Arran
;
SS. Catan and Blaan, of Bute. In

fact, there is scarcely an island on the west side of Scotiand

which does not acknowledge an Irishman as the founder of

its church. Ed.

y Noi-wegia-ns of later times. Dahlmann's Geschichte

von Dannemarlc, ii. 106 ff. [In a passage cited by Johnstone

from the Landnamabok, we find the foUowing statement:
" Before that Ireland was inhabited by Norwegians, there

were men there called by the Norwegians PapcB, who pro-

fessed the Christian religion, and are believed to have

arrived over the sea from the west
;
for Irish books, which

were left behind by them, bells, and croziers, and many
such articles were found, which seemed to indicate that

they were west-men. These were found in Papeya, towards

the east, and Papyli." (Antiq. Celto-Scand, p. 14.) See

the excellent note of Dr. Lanigan, Eccl. Hist. iii. p. 225,

The Life of St. Ailbhe of Emly, who died in 627, relates of

him that "volens fugere homines, ad insulam Tile ir.

oceano positam navigare decrevit, ut ibi viveret Deo secrets
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were every where to be met with ;
and they made their way even into the heart of Germany. St_

Cataldus,' the patron of Tarentum, was a Scottish pilgrim of this kind from the school of Lismore.

Now, if we come to inquire concerning the activity of these monks, and the manner of their labours,

we are quite surprised and disappointed at finding that they have left us no written information

whatever on the subject. The faculty for simple historical narration seems to have been almost

entirely wanting in this nation." "When, in later times, they treat of antiquity, they immediately

fly off into fantastic fables. We are indebted solely to the abbot Jonas '' of Bobio, a native of Stisa

in Piedmont, for a true account of one of the most important of those Irish missionaries, namely,

Columbanus, who, with twelve companions, went out from Bangor at the end of the sixth century."

solua. Sed nutu Dei Engus rex Casseil hoc proMbuit."

(Cod. E. 3 11, Trin. Col. Dub., fol. 135 aa.) Concern-

ing SS. Erculphus and Buo, Irish missionaries to Thule or

Iceland, see Colgan, Act. SS. pp. 241, 256. But the most

interesting notice of the island is that by the Irish geogra-

pher, Dicuil, who wrote in 825, and states that, thirty years

before, that is, aj>. 795, certain clerics who had sojourned

in Tlwle had given him an account of the continued light at

the summer solstice, so that at night they could see "vel

pediculos de camisia abstrahere." See Letronne, Recher-

ches Geographiques, Dicuil, p. 38, and his own observations,

pp. 143, Corrections p. 91. Speaking of the Feroe Islands,

Dicuil adds " Fere cunctse simul angustis distantes fretis,

in quibus, in centum ferme annis, eremitae ex nostra Scottia

navigantes habitaverunt." ib. p. 39. See O'Conor, Eer.

Hib. Scr., Ep. Nuncup., i. 25
;
voL iv. 141 ;

Irish Ecclesias-

tical Journal, vol. v. p. 153. Ed.'\
' Cataldus. This name is a Latin form of the Irish

Cathal. He presided over the school ofLismore about the

year 640 ;
and afterwards travelled to Italy, where he became

bishop, and after his death, patron saint, of Tarentum. His

festival is kept at Taranto, on the 8th of March
;
at which

day Colgan has collected his acts. (Act. SS. pp. 544-562
,)

May 10th is the festival of his Invention and Translation,

at which day his name appears in the Acta Sanctorum, and

Alban Butler's Lives of the Saints. St. Donnatus, his

brother, was bishop of Lupice, now Lecce, in the kingdom
of Naples. The brothers lived together for some time at

San Cataldo. See Ussher, Brit. Ec. Ant. c. 16 (Works, vol.

vi., p. 300-308) ; Lanigan, Ec. Hist., vol. iii. pp. 121-128.

Ed.

Wanting in this nation. The Irish Annals, which
are exceedingly truthftd, are however, painfuUy succinct.

They afford, indeed, a skeleton for native history ; but it

would require great experience and ingenuity to reduce

them to order. Unfortunately, the early developments of

continued narrative which have come down to our time are

either Lives of Saints, which are a great congeries of

extraordinary legends ; or Romances, which are fall of

monstrous prodigies. The Tripartite Life of St. Patrick, or

Adamnan's Life of S. Columba on the one hand, and the

Dinnseanchus on the other, are about the best ^ecimens of

their respective classes. See the remarks in Reeves's

Adamnan, pp. vii., 193. Ed.

^ Jonas. His Vita 8. Columhani Abbatis, in 29 or 30

chapters, has been printed by Surius; in the 3rd volume of

Bede's Works
; by Messingham, Florilegium, pp. 219-239 ;

by Fleming, Collectanea, pp. 214-243 ; Mabillon, Acta SS.

Bened. ssec. ii. Harris, in his edition of Ware's Irish

Writers, follows Trithemius and Fleming in pronouncing

Jonas an Irishman (p. 29), but he is in error; and so is

Cave, in calling him
"
gente Hibemus" (Histor. Literar. an.

630, vol. i. p. 580). In his Life of Attala, Jonas states that

he had license to go from Bobio to Susa to see his mother.

Several MSS. of this Life are preserved on the Continent.

A fine one of the ninth century was sold on the 29th of

March last, in London, at M. Libri's sale (Catal. No. 269,

p. 63 ; facsimile, plate xxi.) Ed.

= JEnd of the sixth century. Abridged by O. Abel, in

the Historians of Ancient Germany, cent. vii. [His name

was really Oolum, latinized Columba, by which he calls

himself (see Reeves's Adamnan, p. 5) ;
but the distinctive

form, Columbanus, is useful to guard against the confusion

which identity of names might create. He was a native of

Leinster, and for some years was a disciple of S. Comgall,

at Bangor, county of Down. In 589 he left Ireland, and

journeyed to Burgundy, where he founded the church of

Luxeu. Ed. ]
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In this manner we find them always wandering in larger and smaller companies. Their outward

appearance was most striking, and the more so as they were stUl in the habit of painting their eye-

lids,'* which reminds us of the ancient Britons and their painted bodies. Their whole outfit con-

sisted of a camhufta" or pilgrim's staff, a leathern water-bottle, a wallet,^ and (what was to them

their greatest treasure) a case containing some relics. In this guise they appeared before the

people, addressing themselves to them everywhere with the whole power of their native eloquence.^

a Painting their eye-lids.
"
Stigmata, signa, pictura in

corpore, quales Scoti pingunt in palpebris." Hattemer's

Denkmiiler, Bd. i. pp. 227, 237, cited by Keller. JSV?.

Camhutta. The short pastoral staff of Columbanus

called Cambata, was sent, on his death, to his disciple, St.

Gall. (Vit. c. 30, Flem. CoU. p. 243 h.) This word conveys

the idea of curvature, as in the Greek Jcanipto and the Irish

cam. See Mabillon, de Liturg. Gallic, p. 435; Eeeves's

Adamnan, p. 324
; Keller, p. 66. Ed.

f Wallet. See the note on the words Pelliceo sacculo,

in Adamnan's Vit. S. Columbae, p. 116, ed. Eeeves. "De

pera Scottica jacula timet." Epist. Ermeurici, cited by

Keller. ^c?.

e Eloquence. See the notices collected by F. Keller,

Bilder uiul Scliriftziige in den irisclien Manuscripte7i der

Bchweizerischen BihliotlicTcen. A lively picture of an Irish

pilgrim of later times is given in the following account of

Abbot Samson, of St. Edmunds, in the Cronica Johannis

de Brakelonda, p. 35: " Bene scitis quod multum laboravi

propter ecclesiam de Wlpet, propter quam habendam in

proprios usus vestros, iter arripui versus Eomam per con-

silium vestrum, tempore scismatis inter papam Alexandrum

et Octavianum, transivique per Italiam, iUa tempestate qua
omnes clerici qui portabant literas domini pape Alexandri

capiebantur, et quidam incarcerabantur, quidam suspende-

bantur, quidam, truncatis naso et labiis, remittebantur ad

papam in dedecus et confasionem ipsius. Ego vero simulavi

me esse Scottum, et Scotti habitum induens, et gestum
Scotti habens, sepe illis qui mihi illudebant, baculum meum
excussi ad modum teli quod vocatur gaveloc, de more Scot-

torum voces comminatorias proferens. Obviantibus et

interrogantibus quis essem? nihil rcspondi, nisi: ^

Bide, ride

Rome, turne Canticercherie.' Sic feci, ut me et propositum
meum celarem,

Tucius ut peterem, Scotti sub imagine Romam.

Impetratis autem Uteris a domino papa (12 Jan., 1161), pro

veto meo, in redeundo transivi per quoddam castellom, sicut

via me ducebat ab urbe
; et ecce ministri de castro circum-

dederunt me, capientes et dicentes: "Iste solivagus, qui
Scottum se facit, vel explorator est, vel portitor literarum

falsi pape Alexandri." Et dum perscrutabantur panniculos

meos et caligas, et femoralia, et etiam sotulares (schuhe,

souliers [shoes] ) veteres, quos super humeros portavi ad

consuetudinem Scottorum, injeci manum meam in peram

quam portavi cuteam, in qua scriptum domini pape conti-

nebatur, positum sub ciffo parvo, quo bibere solebam : et

Domino Deo volente, et sancto iEdmundo, simul extraxi

scriptum illud cum ciffo, ita quod, brachium extendens in

altum, breve tenui sub ciffo. Ciffum quidem viderunt, sed

breve non perceperunt. Et sic evasi manus eornm in

nomine Domini." This passage, as well as some others, I

owe to the kindness of Dr. Jaffu. ["You are aware that I

have laboured much for the church of Wlpet, and that, in

order to obtain it for your use, I undertook, by your advice,

a journey to Eome at the time of the schism between popes

Alexander and Octavian. I passed through Italy at the

period when aU clerics bearing letters from pope Alexander

were arrested, some of them imprisoned, some hanged, and

others, after having their noses and lips cut off, sent back

to the pope, to his disgrace and confusion. But I pretended

to be a Scot
;
and having adopted the Scottish dress and

behaviour, I shook my staff, like the weapon called a gaveloc,

at those who scoffed at me, ciying aloud in a threatening

voice after the manner of the Scots. To those who met me

and inquired who I was, I replied only,
'

Hide, ride, Borne,

tune Canticereherie.' This I did to conceal who I was, and

what was my design,
' Tucius ut peterem Scotti sub imagine Romam.'

Having obtained the letters from the pope, in accordance

with my wish (12 Jan. IICI), I passed, on my way from the

city, by a certain castle, and behold, the servants of the castle

surrounded me, laying hold ofme and saying :

' This solitary
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Some, as for instance Gallus,'' learned the language of the country;^ the rest employed an interpreter

when they preached before the laity ;
hut to ecclesiastics they spoke in the common language of the

Latin church. Columbanus and his companions, in a fearless and determined manner, opposed the

degenerate Merovingian clergy with their penitential sermons, and of course soon excited their

bitter hatred
;
while the people, with the most ardent veneration, flocked in midtitudes to hear

them. To the powerful hierarchy of the Franks, their presence in the country had become obnox-

ious,'' as it was the source of disadvantageous comparisons. But the kings
' received them with

reverence, and gave them land to build monasteries on, for themselves and the numerous Franks and

Romanized natives who gathered around them. There they settled, and there, after their national

manner, they enclosed a large space which they filled with their huts, in the midst of which con-

spicuously rose the church, and beside it the round tower, or steeple, which also served as a place

of refuge in times of need. Yet this was not an abiding place to them
;
for their strict uncompro-

vagabond, who pretends to be a Scot, is either a spy, or the

bearer of letters from the false pope, Alexander.' And

whilst they were searching my clothes, my trousers, my
hose, and even the old shoes which I carried on my shoulder

after the manner of the Scots, I put my hand into a skin

wallet where I carried the papers of my lord th* pope,

placed under a little cup that I had for drinking out of, and,

by the favour of the Lord God and St. Edmund, I took

them out along with the cup ;
and raising my arm aloft, I

held them under the cup. They saw the cup, indeed,

but not the papers. And so I escaped out of their

hands in the name of the Lord." The extract is taken

from p. 35 of the Cronica Jocelini de Brakelonda, printed

by the Camden Society, curante ' Johanne Gage Eokewode,'

Lond. 1840
;
the index of which work is very imperfect,

omitting to'give any reference to this most curious passage.

Ed.-]

h Gallus. He was the favourite and most honoured

disciple of Columbanus, in whose company he went from

L-eland. According to a genealogical notice of him, pre-

served in a MS. of the 9th century at St. GaU (Goldastus,

Rer. Alemann. i. 2, p. 386 ; Colgan, Trias Thaum.3 pJl; .6

Pertz, Monumenta Germ. Hist., tom. ii. p. 34), he was of

Leinster extraction, being of the same race as St. Brigid.

His L:ish name, Callech (now CoileachJ, was latinized by

its kindred term, Gallus. In 612 he founded the church,

which in process of time grew to be a great monastery, and

gave the name of the founder not only to the town which

formed around it, but to a whole canton of Switzerland. In

625 he was offered, and urged to accept, the See of Con-

stance, but he steadfastly refused. The discourse, however,

which he delivered at the consecration of his disciple John,

is preserved. It is printed by Canisius (Antiq. Lect. tom

V. p. 896) ; byMessingham (Florileg. p. 415) ; and, with notes,

by Barthius (Francofurt, 1623). He died on the 16th of

October, which is his festival, 645. His prose Life, by
Walafridus Strabo, has been printed by Surius, tom. v.,

Oct. 16; Messingham, Florileg., pp. 255-295; Goldastus,

Rer. Alemann, Script. An earlier prose Life, followed by

Walafridus, is printed by Pertz, Mon. Germ. Hist., tom. ii.

pp. 5-21. A metrical Life, in 1810 hexameter lines, written

in the year 850, is preserved in MS. at St. GaU, of which

the present writer has a copy. But the fullest information

is to be had in the recently published volume of the Acta

Sanctorum, Oct. tom. vii., pp. 856-909. Ed.
'

Language of the countnj. St. Gall's knowledge of

the German tongue is thus alluded to by his biographer :

" Columbanus itaque B. GaUo id injunxit officii, ut populum
ab errore Idolatrie ad cultum Dei exhortatione salutari revo-

caret: quia ipse banc a Domino gratiam meruit, ut non

solum LatinsB, sed etiam barbaricae locutionis cognitionem
non parvam haberet." cap. 6 (Florileg. p. 259 b). Ed.

k Obnoxious. The question of the paschal controversy

was that on which he and the Gallican bishops were osten-

sibly at issue. See Lanigan, Eccl. Hist, ii., p. 270. Ed.
1
Kings. When Columbanus arrived on the Continent,

according to Mabillon, Gontran reigned in Burgundy, and

Childebert, son of Sigebert, in Austrasia (Annal. Benedict.);

but Jonas states that Sigebert was then monarch of both

kingdoms, and that, hearing of the fame of Columbanus,

he requested ofhim to settle in his dominions (cap. 5). EL
m liefuge in time of need. Petrie, p. 377, after Mabillon's

Iter Germanicum. [The Round Towers were specially

calculated to be such, and the Irish Annals record numerous
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mising ministry spared not eyen the kings ;" and they preferred to leave the country, and their

gloriously flourishing monasteries," rather than pass over in silence the abominations of the Mero-

vingians. Columbanus escaped from the malice of Brunehilde, and fled to Theudelinda,P queen of

the Lombards, a friend of Gregory the Great, and in her dominions he built the monastery of

Bobio,'! for the purpose of combating the Arian heresy ;
whilst Gallus stopped on the way in order

to preach Christianity to the yet pagan Allemanni. A great many more of his countrymen must

have been employed in Germany in the same manner
;
but it is only of the most distinguished

among them that the names have been preserved to us, and beyond that, scarcely any thing else.

In the countries of the Rhine, numerous monastic establishments trace back their origin to such

Scottish pilgrims; but authentic information on the subject is wanting regarding them all,' and there

is nothing further preserved in the memory of the people than the veneration for the name which

bears witness to their remarkable exertions.

So it is likewise in Franconia. where testimony is borne to the exertions of St. Kilian' and his

instances where the neighbouring people took refuge in

them. The castellated character of many steeples of the

" Pale
"

in later times indicates that material security was

often more efficient than the moral, in the existing state of

society. Ud.]
"
Kings. Brunechild, the widow of Sigebert, king of

Austrasia, was mother of ChUdebert, who succeeded to the

throne of that kingdom, and subsequently to that of Bur-

gundy also. He died in 596, leaving two sons, Theodebert

and Theodoric, or Thierry, under the guardianship of their

grandmother. The former inherited the crown ofAustrasia,

and the latter that of Burgundy. Brunechild was banished

from Austrasia in 599, and was received by her grandson

Theodoric, in Burgundy, whom she encouraged in licentious

habits. The censure which Columbanus passed on his con-

duct provoked Brunechild, who instigated Theodoric to

persecute and banish the Iiish missionary. Ed.

Monasteries. They were : Luxovium, now Luxieu, with

its affiliated cells, Anagrates, now Anegray, andAd Fontanas,

now Fontaines. Ud.

P Theudcliiida. On the death of her husband Autharis,

king of the Lombards, she succeeded to the monarchy,

and liaving afterwards married Agilulph, raised him to a

share in the throne. Jonas represents Egilulf, the husband,

as Columbanus's patron (cap. 29). Ed.

q Bobio. This monastery was founded in 613, and the

founder died, Nov. 21, 615. Like Luxieu and St. GaU, it

soon ceased to be governed by an Irish abbot, but it long

retained the associations of the founder's people ;
and its

library, replete with precious Irish manuscripts, until a com-

paratively recent date, served as a monument of its Scotic

VOL. VII.

origin. The memory of St. Columbanus is stUl held in

high esteem in northern Italy, and the town Stin Colum-

bano, in the district of Lodi, commemorates his name.

Ed.
'
Eegarding them all. There is one noble exception,

for which we are indebted to MabUlon, namely the

Monasteriiim Scottorum in Ilouaugla. This monastery was

founded on an island in the Rhine, near Strasburg, now
called Honau, by Tuban, an Irish bishop, in 720, and was

patronized by Pepin, Carloman, and Charlemagne. A con-

firmation grant of 810 states that it was founded adpaupercn
et peregrinos gentis Scotorum ;

and it is attested by the sig-

natures of the abbot, seven bishops, and one prcsbj-ter, all

of them bearing Irish names. The charters, from which we

derive information in this instance, are printed by Mabillon

in his Annales Ord. S. Benedict!, torn, ii., appendix, p. 695 h.

See Zeuss's Gram. Celt., vol. i.
; Proceedings of the Royal

Irish Acad., vol. vi. p. 452, Ed.
* St. Kilian. The Apostle of Franconia. His Life says :

"
Scotia, quae et Hibemia dicitur, insula est maris oceani,

foBCunda quidem glebis, sed sanctissimis clarior viris
;
ex

quibus Columbano gaudet Italia, Gallo ditatur Alemannia,

Kiliano Teutonica nobUitatur Francia." Duke Gozbert

received him kincUy at Wurtzburg, about the year C87 ;

but his wife Geilana, to whose marriage (as she was the

widow of her husband's brother) the missionary had objected,

moved with anger, procured his murder, on the 8th of July,

689. His Life is printed by Canisius, Antiq. Lect., torn. iv.
;

Messingham, Florileg. p. 318; Surius, July 8; Mabillon.

Act. Benedict, ssec. ii. p. 991. Ed.

2 G
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associates, not so mucli by fabulous legends as by very ancient manuscripts in tbe handwriting of

the Irish, which arc preserved in the library at "Wurtzburg,' and above all, by the Latin Bible,

written in uncial letters, which, according to credible tradition, was found in St. Eilian's tomb."

With the rise of the Anglo-Saxon missionaries the star of the Scots sets.^ Although their ministry

operated so powerfully, they were little qualified to erect lasting structures, for they were

wanting in that firm cohesion and that strict order by which the Anglo-Saxons became so strong.

In many points differing from the doctrine and discipline of the church of Rome, and in many
respects degenerated and disorderly, the Irish preachers appeared to Boniface "^ as nothing less than

heretics, and as such were successfully combated by him. The real missionary excellence of the

Irish was now over for ever
; yet, for centuries after, their monasteries in Ireland were famed afar

as places of strict discipline and singular learning. They also continued to travel in numbers

through foreign countries, no longer as preachers, but as pious pilgrims,'' and also frequently still

as teachers of the Frankish clergy.

Wlien Charles the Great gathered about him, from all sides, teachers for his nations, there came

also Scots; and Dungal acquired an illusti'ious name while preceptor at the cathedral school in Pavia.-

'
WurtzJmi-f/. See, on this, Oegg, Korographie von

Wiirtzburg; Zeuss, Grammatica Celtica, p. xx. [The copy
of the Pauline Epistles with the interlinear Irish gloss, so

largely and advantageously employed by Zeuss, is a remark-

able monument of early Irish occupation. Ed.]
" St. KUlnn's Tomb. " Le celebre MS. des Evangiles,

trouve I'an 743 dans le tombeau de S. Elilian, mort en 687,

qu'on expose sur I'Autel, a la veneration des Fideles, le

jour de la fete du Saint, dans I'Eglise Cathedrale de Wirtz-

bourg." Nouveau Traite de Diplomatique, tom. iii. p. 101.

See Eckhart, Comment, de Reb. Franc. Oriental., tom. i.,

p. 452. where a facsimile is given; Chronicon Qotwecense,

tom. i p. 34
; especially O'Conor, Her. Hib. Scr., vol. i.

Ep. Nuncup. pp. cxliv. ccxii.
;
T. Purton Cooper, Appendix

A to Report of Rec. Com. p. 252. Judging from the pub-

lished specimens, one would call the letters Irish semi-

uncials rather than uncials. Ed.

Sets. In England there was a striking instance of this

in the paschal discussion at Whitby, and its results. See

Bede, Ec. Hist., iii. 25, 26, iv. 4. In modem times the

trm Anglo-Saxon has absorbed even the manuscripts of the

Irish. Rl.
*

Boniface. The famous Winfrid, bom about the year

680. He became archbishop of Mentz, founded the famous

monastery of Fulda, as well as created several bishoprics,

and is styled the Apostle of Germany. He was martyred,

June 5, 755. The Irishmen who encountered him were,

Virgilius, the apostle of Carinthia, who had been known in

Ireland as Ferghal abbot of Aghabo, with Sidonius, or

Sedna, Sampson, and Clement. In 746, Virgilius and his

associate, Sidonius, were ordered by Boniface to rebaptize
a person in whose case the baptismal formula had been

incorrectly pronounced ;
this they refused to do, and the

matter was referred to Pope Zachary, who decided in favour

of the Irishmen. In 747, Boniface denounced him to the

Pope as one who had erred in Catholic doctrine. But his

gravest offence was his theory of "Antipodes," which wa.s

misrepresented, and threatened him with expulsion from

the church. In this controversy, Boniface enjoyed the

advantage of having the Pope completely on his side.

Samson was charged with heresy regarding baptism. The
other Irishman (Clement) was, with Adalbert, a French-

man, condemned for heterodoxy, in a Council, 742, and

subsequently imprisoned by Carloman. Three years after,

the acts of the Council were confirmed by the Pope. See

Ussher's Sylloge Epist., xv.-xvii.(Works, vol. iv., pp.457-465.)

Ed.

X Pious pilgrims. The motive of their wanderings is

pointed out in the Privilegia of Henry iv., granted to St.

James's.

y Pavia. He was in France in 811, when he wrote his

famous letter to Charlemagne, on the solar eclipses of 810.

He was teacher in Pavia about 823. Muratori has printed

an accurate catalogue of the books bestowed by him on the

monastery of Bobio, to which is prefixed the notice :

"
Quos Dungalus, prwcipuus Scottorum, obtuUt beatissimo

Columbano." Antiq. Ital. Dissert. 43, tom iii. col. 821.

Ed.
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TTader Charles the Bald the name of Johannes Scotus '
is distinguished for that profound erudition

and liberty of mind -which elevated him fur above his contemporaries.

From the time of Columbanus, Irish monks had continued to wander in numbers into these

countries where he had laboured, and there we find many traces of their presence. Their most

brilliant monument, however, is the monastery of St. Gall" : there, at the tomb of their pious

countryman, they settled in a barren wilderness ; until, by-and-by, there arose out of the poor

cottages of the Scots that splendid monastery, which, at a later period, contained a majority of

Allemannic monks, yet still for a long time received many Irish comers, and among them teachers

of such celebrity as Moengall, called also Marcellus.'*

We may judge of their industry by the study of Greek, the love of music, and the skill in

various arts, which distinguished the monastery of St. Gall above all others. Scarcely was there

any other establishment so celebrated for the beauty of its manuscripts, nor did any other so highly

prize the art, or develop with such care and ardour, the ornamentation of initial letters. Therein

especially do these monks show that they were faithful followers of their Irish brethren, whom

they soon surpassed and left far behind." The Scottish manuscripts are distinguished by verj-

elaborate execution, by brilliant colouring of unfading splendour, and by the richness and beauty of

their ornamentation
;
but at the same time by a singular rudeness in the representation of natural

objects, especially in the correct treatment of the human figure.'^ Their favourite ornaments are

the interlaced serpents, and by them, as well as the serpents' heads, one can trace the influence of

Irish art, as may be seen, for instance, in gospels of Charles the Bald.'^

IN'ow, it was under Frankish and Allemannic hands that the new and peculiar style of art grew

up which we have in the St. Gall manuscripts, and which in after times was difl'ascd from Suabia

^ Johannes Scotus. Settled in France before 847. He Adam, David, Melchomber, Fortegian. lb. p. 79 note. Jul.

was the most eminent metaphysician of his day, and was '^

Left behind. They may have surpassed the Irish in

well versed in Greek. Though a layman, he was consulted perspective as painters, hut as scribes they never equalled

by the most eminent divines, and his opinion, in ecclesi- them; and there is a lamentable falling off from the Scoti

astical as well as literary questions, bore the greatest weight. in the German school of caligraphy. Compare, for example,

Mosheim styles him "a man of great and excelling genius, the Scotic specimens in Keller with the facsimiles in the

and not a stranger to Greek and Roman learning," Ed. second volume of Pertz, Tabb. ii. v. vi. In conception,

'St. Gall. See the excellent Essay of F. Keller, quoted intricacy, and skill, the Scotic execution has never been

above. equalled. There are two plates in KeUer which might well

'' Marcellus. In Ekkehard's Casus S. GalU, at 890, he challenge comparison ;
but what are we to say of the Book

is thus spoken of: "Marcellus quidam Scotigena episcopus of Kells? where is its equal? Ed.

Galium tanquam compatriotam suum rediens visitat. <l Human fUjure. Compare Schnaase, uhi sxqrra, p. 456.

Comitatur eum sororis filius Moengal, postea a nostris e Gosjtcls of Charles tlic Bald. S. Westwood, Palseo-

Marcellus diminutive a Marco avunculo sic nominatus. graphia Sacra Pictoria ;
Le Comte Bastard, Peintures et

Hie erat in divinia et humanis eruditissimus." Pertz, Omemens des Manuscrits
;
Jorand Grammatographie du

Mon. torn. ii. p. 78. The names of other Scots occur in the Neuvieme Siecle.

Necrologium; as Clemens, Failan, Brendan, Dubslan,
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in all directions. It was a fusion of imitations of the classical antique, wliich we find in manuscripts"

dating from the time of Charles the Great, with those fantastic figures which the Scots had deve-

loped to excess.

As in writing, so likewise in music, in goldsmith's work of all kinds, and in carving, the

Scots have been celebrated from olden times, and in these arts they have also been the teachers of

the industrious monks of St. Gall."^

Fulda,8 in like manner, was frequently visited by them after the diff'crences had been made up

so far between the Anglican and Scottish churches, that the latter could even regard Boniface

(whose corpse rested there) as their countryman; as we learn from the chronicler Marian, who

expressly calls him a Scot.''

But there were, besides, other monasteries erected exclusively for Scottish monks' by bishops,

as well as by laymen, who took delight in their pious mode of life. In these monasteries the

])rethren prayed for the souls of the founders, and hospitably received their journeying countrymen

when on pilgrimages to Eome and Jerusalem.'' In France and Lorraine there were many such

' 5?. Grt??. Petrie, m< supra, p. 200. Keller, p. 69. Com-

pare the " Vasa Scotica," Vita Bemwardi, c. 6
;
Mon. Germ.

SS. iv. 7G0.

8 Fuldi. In 1039 died Richard, ahbot of Fulda: "Hie

ctiam multos sanctos Scottigenae gentis viros in commune

fratrum habebat, atque caminatam et dormitorium ipsis

seorsum simul et inter fratres subministrabat sicut pater."

Mar. Scotus, Chron. 1061 (Pertz, vii. p. 557). In 1043 died

S. Anmchadh, who, having set out from Iniskealtri, on the

Shannon, travelled to Germany and became a recluse at

Fulda. Of him Marianus Scotus writes :

" Animehadus

Scottus monachus et inelusus obiit 3 kal. Fob. in monasterio

Fuldensi. Super cujua sepulchrum visa sunt lumina, et

psabnodia audita. Super quem ego Marianus Scottus

decem annis inelusus, super pedes ejus stans cotidie cantavi

missas." Chron. apud Pei-tz, Monum. vii. p. 557. To

this monastery Marianus Scotus refers when he says, at

the year 937: "Monasteria sanctorum Scottorura, sancti

Galli et sancti Bonifacii, igne consumuntur." Ed.
^ Scot. Marianus's statement is: "Bonifacium, patre

atque etiam matre Scottum." An. 737. " Iste enim Boni-

facius de Hibemia missus est cum Willebrordo." lb. At

745, 762, 765, he calls him Bonifacms Scottus. His birth

is generally placed at Crediton, or Kirton, in Devonshire,

and his name \Yinfrid, indicates Saxon origin. Yet

Marianus Scotus can hardly be supposed to have written at

random or falsely when he made the positive assertions

cited above. As in the case of St. Cuthbert, there seems

to be considerable uncertainty regarding his parentage.

Casimir Oudin guardedly writes: "natione Anglus, vel

Scotus ut quibusdam vidctur." De Scriptor. Eccl., torn, i.,

col. 1788. It is worthy of remark that the Irish claim

S. Gregory the Great also as their countryman, and even

give his pedigree as such, making him a descendant of

Calrbre Muse. See Curry's Battle of Mcujli Leana, p. 172.

Ed.

' Scottish monks. Such was the monastery of Honau,

mentioned above. Ed.

i Home and Jerusalem. Eicemarch says :

" Cum inex-

tinguibile Hiberniensium desiderium ad sanctonim Petri et

Pauli apostolorum reliquias visitandas arderet." Vit. S.

David. Yet, in the margin of the ancient MS. of S. Paul's

epistles called the Codex Boemerianus. is the Irish verse

which has so long puzzled biblical critics, commencing
Teicht do Roim mar saido,

Becc torhai.

To come to Rome (is) great labour ;

Little profit."

See Irish Eccles. Journal, vol. v. p. 138. In Wales they

Lad the proverb concerning Menevia or St. Davids

" Meneviam si bis, et Eomam si semel ibis,

Merccs cequa tibi reddetur hie et ibi."
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monasteries.' In Cologne, Great St. Martin's, which is supposed to hare been founded by Olo'ar
"

that paladin of Charles the Great who is known in the Carlovingian epics as "
Ogier le Danois "

the brother-in-law of Roland, and the "Holger Danske" of the Danes, and who is no other than

the Margrave Olgar, who already appears in a fabulous shape in the narrative of the monks of St.

Gall, and of whom the monks of Tegernsee," as well as the monks of St. Faron, near Meaux, assert

that he had become a monk among them. Of this monastery of St. Martin there exists a small

fragmentary chronicle of the 11 tt century;
p but in all other respects the whole of our information

regarding the existence of these establishments is derived from accidental mention made of them by

independent historians or authors. Some particulars were collected by Marianus Scotus,"! a pupil of

Pope Gregory, writing to Quirinus, an Irish bishop, in 601,

says :

' Lator praesentium ad beati Petri apostolomm prin-

cipis Ecclesiam veniens, fratemitatis vestrse se asseruit ad

nos epistolas accepisse, easque in Hierosolymorum urbe

cam rebus quoque aliis perdidisse." Ussher's Syll. Epii.
S. VirgUius was accompanied to Saltzburg by seven Irish

bishops, "qui proposuerant Domini vestigia ac sanctam

terram corporeis oculis videre." lb. Ep. xvi. (Works, vol

iv. p. 4102). Ed.
' Monasteries. Already in the Council of Meaux, of 845,

cap. 40, the restoration of the dilapidated hospitals of the

Scots in France was enjoined. [" Sed et hospitalia Scot-

cram, quas sancti homines illius gentis in hoc regno con-

struxerunt, et rebus pro sanctitate sua acquisitis ampli-

averunt, ab eodem hospitalitatis officio funditus sunt

oUenata," &c. Can. 40. Ed.'\

Olger.
" Scoti multo tempore illud incoluerunt, donee

a primo fervore tepescentes, ex hoc sicut etiam ex aliis

qaibasdam monasteriis expulsi sunt^ et alii Germani sunt

substituti. . . . Herbodus rexit sub annum 778 quo
monasterium a Saxonibus est destructum, et denuo restau-

ratum per Otgerum Daniae ducem, adjuvante KaroloMagno

imperatore." Chron. Sti. Martini, ap. Pertz, ii. p. 214.

See also ib. pp. 124, 195, 759, l^d.Ed.
"

Tef/emsee. In Bavaria, between the rivers Isar and

Ion, and the lakes Schlier and Tegem. See MabOlon,
Annal. Ord. S. Bened., tom. ii. p. 130. JSd.

A monk among them. Leibnitzii Annales Imperii Occi-

dentis, i. 82 seq.

P Eleventh century. ^Monum. Germ. SS. ii. 218. Bohmer's

Pontes iii. 344. [It is printed by Pertz, Monum., tom. ii.

(Script.), pp. 214 215, from a palimpsest vellum leaf: "in

qua litterae Anglo-Saxonicae \_recte Scoticae] deletae,

bibliorum partem continenti, chronicon abbatum S. Martini

recentiori manu superinductum erat;" preserved in the

Wallrafian library at Cologne. VZ.]

1 Marianus Scotus. His Irish name was Maelbrigte, as

appears from two entries in his autograph chronicle. He
was born in Ulster, in 1028, and in early life studied under

Tighemach, of Boirche, in the monastery of MovUle. In
1052 he became a monk, and four years after removed to

Germany, and entered the Irish monastery of St. Martin
,

at Cologne. In 1059 he was ordained priest at Wurtzburg,
and became a recluse at Fulda, where he remained for ten

years. In 1069 he was removed to Mentz, where he re-

sumed the same austere mode of life, in which he continued

without change till his death, in 1086. This great work,
which is the most elaborate historical production of the

middle ages, has always enjoyed the highest encomiums of

the learned. Florence of Worcester made it the basis of

his Chronicle. Sigebert styles the compiler
"
vir rotate

sua admodum disertus." It was printed by Heroldus, at

Basle, in 1559, from an imperfect and intei^polated copy,
and reprinted by Struvius in 1726, also at Frankfort, in

1583. Gerhard John Voss undertook the task of publishing
it in its integrity, but did not live to fulfil his intention,

(Ussher,Works. vol.vi.,p. 283). Several manuscript copies

are in existence, among which the best is that in the British

Museum (Cotton, Nero, C. v.). But the autograph, with

the compiler's own signature, Marianus inclusus, is fortu-

nately preserved, (Cod. Palatino-Yaticanus, No. 830, large

4to veil. foU. 170,) and has been ably edited in Pertz's

Monumenta, tom. vii. (Scrixit. tom. v.) pp. 481 seq., by
Professor Ed. G. Waitz, with critical apparatus and fac-

similes. All that remains now is to have it printed in a

separate form, under Irish editorsliip. For further

notices of Marianus, see Oudin, Comment, de SS., tom. ii.

col. 698; Cave, Hist. Lit. ii. p. 144 (ed. 1743); Lanigan,

Ec. Hist., vol. iii., p. 446, iv. p. 7
;

Harris's Ware's Ir.

Writers, p. 66; Hardy's Introduction to the Monument.

Hist. Brit., p. 83
; Zeuss, Gramm. Celt., vol. i. p. xxvii

;

O'Donovan, in Ulst. Journal of Archaeol., vol. vii, p. 20, 24;

Nicolson, Eng. Hist. Libr., p. 46; Scottish Hist. Libr.

p. 20, where, more Albanico, he is made a Scotchman.
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the first Irish historian, Tighcmach,' who left Ireland in the year 1056, and who entered the

Scottish monastery at Cologne, after which he lived for a long time at Fulda, and at last had him-

self immured as a recluse at St. Martin's, in Mentz, where, in complete seclusion, he worked out

his great chronicle of the Avorld. He died in the year 1082.'

At that time, or rather later, another learned Irishman, called David,
' was presiding over the

cathedral school at AYiirtzburg. He it was whom the Emperor Henry the Fifth chose as his chap-

lain, and took Avith him to Italy as his historiographer, in the year 1110. And accordingly he

described the Emperor's journey to Rome, and showed his eminent talent for the office of aulic

scholar, by his well-known Comparison of the Capture of Pope Paschal with the Wrestling of Jacob

and the Angel of the Lord, whom he would not let go except he ivould bless him. The work itself is not

preserved to us.

In addition to the above, the only other historical work of these Scottish monks which I know

of is the chronicle of the monastery of St. James at Regensburg, which is preserved under the name

of the Vita Sancti Mariani Scoti, and has been printed in the Acta Sanctorum."^ But this is of the

' Irish historUin Tighcmach. This is an error. Marian's

preceptor was Tighemach, surnamed Boirchech, i.e.,
" of

Boirche," now Moume. He was abbot of Moville, iu the

county of Down. His obit occurs in the Four Masters at

1061, in these words: "Tighemach Boirchech, chief con-

fessor of Ireland, anchorite, and successor of Finnen, died

of the plague." The death of his son is recorded at 1098:

"
Flaithbhertach, son of Tighemach Boirchech, successor of

Finnen of Maghbile, died on his pilgrimage." Colgan

(Act. Sanc.p.206&,n.8),andafterhimLanigan,(Ec.Hist.iii.

p. -146, 448) err in making Tighemach Boirchech abbot of

Clonard, in Meath. They mistook the Finnen in the annals

at 1061. Colgan properly omits his name in the catalogue

of the abbots of Clonard (A. S. p. 407). His day occui"s in

tlie later Irish calendars at the 13th of May. But Tigher-

nach the annalist was of a different race
;
his surname was

O'Braoin (O'Breen), and he was of the Siol-Muiredhaigh, a

Connaught tribe. He died in 1088, being at the time abbot

of Clonmacnois and Roscommon. There is no uncertainty

in the choice of these, for Marianus expressly says: "Ita

mihi Tigemach Borchech mihi culpabili in aliqua levi

culpa pronuntiavit." (Chron. 1065, p. 557, where Waitz,by

a slight error, reads Tigernacb Borchecb.) Ed.
* Died in 1082. This is the last entry In his chronicle

;

and his death is recorded by his continuator, at the same

year. See Mabillon, An. Ord. S. Bened. an. 1083. <?.

' David. This individual's name does not appear among
the " Irish Writers," yet his distinguished contemporary,

Ekkehard, bears honourable testimony to his merit: "Pro-

viderat rex se non solum armatis sed etiam litteratis vii-is

necessario muniri. Inter quos claruit quidam Scotigena

nomine David, quem dudum scolas Wirciburc regentem pro

morum probitate omnique liberalium artium peritia rex sibi

capellanum assumpsit. Hie itaque jussus a rege totam

hujus expeditionis seriem rerumque in Ula gestarum stilo

facili tribus libris digessit." Pertz, Monum. viii., 243.

Trithemius affirms that he aftenvards became a monk under

Macarius, {ib. p. 11, not- 15.) William of Malmesbury states

that the emperor's progress was described by David, bishop

of Bangor, a Scot, though far more paiiially to the king than

becomes a historian
;
and he gives several abstracts from his

narrative, (lib. v. 420, vol. ii. p. 656, ed. Hardy.) Baronius,

as might be expected, is not so indulgent: "Inter omncs

hujus temporis scriptores tantum sacrilegium detestantts,

unus ille plane ridendus Vrspergensis abbas, qui nervis

solutus profitendse libere veritatis, ob privatum erga Henri-

cum Imp. affectum, sacrilegium adeo immane convertere

nititur in pietatem, comparans eundem Henricum Patri-

archse Jacob," (fee. Annales, an. mcxi. (torn, xii., col. 85,

Colon. 1613). <Z.

u Acta Sanctorum. Februarii torn, ii., pp. 365 372. [It

was copied by John Gamansius, a Jesuit, from a manuscript
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greatest importance for our purpose, because the monastery of St. James not only occupied a very

distinguished position itself, but was the parent of numerous monastic colonies, which very soon

were the only surviving Scotic monasteries, and subsequently formed themselves into one corporation.

This chronicle was written shortly before the year 1185.''' There is another account of the origin

of St. James's which is not yet printed, but which will, in all probability, prove to be of no value,

as in this work the Scotic monks have entirely yielded to their own luxuriant imagination. AYe

arrive at this conclusion from the last portion of this work, which is printed in the Origines Guelficae,

(ii. 431-452), and contains a very confused statement concerning the origin of the convent in

Memmingen,'' and totally irreconcileable with history.

Besides these, there is still existing in manuscript another historical work, of a most fabulous

nature, which ascribes the foundation of the two Eegensburg houses to Charles the Great. This

fiction was already contradicted in the beginning of the fifteenth century, by Andrew, of the

monastery St. Mang in Stadt-am-Hof ;
and again by brother Martin, of St. Emmeram ; by Lauron-

tius Hochwart, and by Aventinus.^

But there are also preserved some charters of St. James's, which elucidate not only the history

of the convent itself, but also its connexion with the affiliated establishments. From these charters

and from some other records of the monastery, Paricius has compiled a history of St. James, in his

work,' Newest and Authentic Historical Account of all the Imperial Chapters, Principal Churches,

and Monasteries situate within the walls of the town of Regenshurg: hy John Charles Paricius, Notary

and Arithmeticus of that city. 1753, 8vo. Strange to say, without being aware of this work,

Thomas Eied published, from the charters alone, his Historical Account"^ of the Scotch Monastery

Weyh St. Peter, at Eegensburg, demolished in the year 1552. 1813, 8vo. But neither he nor

Carthusiae Gamnicensis, and edited with valuable notes by the sequel to the present article. ^cZ.]

Bollandus. It is styled a life of S. Marianus, but it is x Aventinus.O&Ma, Script. Rer. Boic. i. 34, 212. .S47.

rather a chronicle of the church founded by him, and of its Aventini Annal. Boi. lib. iv., c. 4, 9. Manuscripts in Lon-

various affiliations. Lanigan, in the fourth vol. of his don, Pertz, Archiv. vii. 711
;
and in Vienna, ih. x. 455.

Eccles. Hist, has drawn liberally from \i.Ed.'\ Probably it was this book which the chaplain of Count von
w Ymr 1185. Tlie author mentions at the end, where he Platen made a present of to the Vienna Scoti. Zappert, in

gives a list of the Papal privileges, a bull of Alexander III. the Proceedings of the Vienna Academy, xiii. 183.

dated January 1177, but not the bixll of Lucius ni. of April z Sis troryt. The title is : AUerneueste uiul beuniJirU

10, 1185. He mentions the death of the first Scotic abbot Histmische, Nachrkht von alien in denen Itingmauern der

at Vienna, whose successor, Finan, was ordained in the year Stadt Regenshurg gelegenen Ileiclis-Stifftern, Ilavjjt-KircJuu

1181, according to Monum. Germ. SS. ix.,617; and he men- ami Clostem, von Johann Carl Paricio, Notar tind Arith-

tions also the foimdation of the convent at Eichstadt,which nieticus daselbst. 1753. 8.

took place, according to Paricius, in 1183. a Historical Account. The tille of this work is : Histor-

X J/eimjg'e. Manuscripts in London and Pommers- ische XacliricU von dem, im Jahre 1552, demolirten&hotten-

felde, Pertz, Archiv. vii. 711, ix. 527. [The Irish monastery Jcloster Weyh Sa)ict Peter zu Regenshurg, 1813. 8.

at Memmingen was founded in 11G7, as will be she^vn in
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Paricius has used the Vita Mariani, and for this reason it will not be superfluous to give a historical

account of this congregation of Scottic monasteries, according to these various sources.

Eleven years after the chronicler Marian, a second Marian also (in 1067'') left Ireland with

two companions, Johannes and Candidus. These Scots used generally to adopt, besides their own

strange native name, another Latin one or at least their own transformed or translated into Latin."

The intention of these pilgrims was to go to Rome; but it is said that they remained a considerable

time in Bamberg, and that there they entered the Benedictine order, in the monastery of Michelsberg.

While proceeding on their pilgrimage, they met with a very friendly reception at Regensburg, in

the nunnery of Obermiinster. Here, and in a cell of his own at Niedermiinster, Marian wrote

some missals and numerous other religious books,'' for which his companions prepared the parchment.

In Obermiinster he found a countryman of his called Murchertac,* who had been there for some

time, and was leading a hermit's life, immured in a cell, after the manner of these Irishmen.

Murchertac is said to have persuaded Marian to stay where the rising sun should first appear to

him on his journey, instead of proceeding to Rome. It was near St. Peter's Church, before the

southern gate of Regensburg, where, having ended his devotions, the rising sun met him. The

nuns of Obermiinster^ heard this news with great joy, and the abbess bestowed that church and

b In 1067. Aventini Annal. Bojorum, 1. v. cap. xi., 31.

Laurent. Hochwart ap. Oefele, Script. Rer. Boic. i. 184.

He wrote a Psalter for the abbess MatLilde of Niedermiin-

ster in 1074, the seventh year of his pilgrimage.
= Latin. A whole dissertation might be introduced here

in illustration of the above
;
but the limits of this article

would not admit it, and the writer purposes to make this

the subject of a future communication. Suffice it to say

that the few following examples may not be considered mis-

placed. Fergal is latinized by Virgilius, Siadliail by Sedu-

lius, Cathal by Cataldus, Donnchadh by Donatus, Callech

by Gallus, Comgall by Faustus, Moclwemog by Pulcherius,

Bolcan by Vulganius, Maelbrigte by Marianus, CeUacli by

Celsus, Maelmaedlwg by Malachias, Maldegar by Vrncentius,

Madmuire by Marianus, Beoaedh by Beatus. Some of these

are translations, and some mere vocal adaptations, in which

case the same name, as Marianus, or Malachias, represents

various Irish ones. Ed.
^
Religious books. His Vita says :

" Tantam scribendi

gratiam B.Mariano divina providentia contulit, quod multa

ac prolixa volumLaa veloci calamo perscripserit." And it

adds :
"
Praeterea multse congregationes monastici ordinis,

quae fide et caritate ac imitatione B. Mariani derivatse de

finibus HibemisB Bavariam et Franconiam peregrinando

inhabitant, ex majori parte scriptis B. Mariani fulciuntnr."

Act. SS. Feb. ii. p. 367a. Among other books which he

wrote, the Life mentions several copies of the Old and New

Testaments, with explanatory commentaries. Of these, a

Psalter with a commentary collected from the Fathers was

seen by Aventin in the beginning of the sixteenth century.

Annal. p. 553. A manuscript of St. Paul's Epistles, with

interlinear and marginal glosses in his handwriting, partly

Latin and partly Iiish, is preserved in the Lnperial Library

at Vienna. In three places it bears the date 1079. See

Denis, Codd. MS. Theol. Bibl. Pal. Vindobon., vol. i., pt. i.,

col. 127
;
Lambecii Comment, ii., p. 749 ; especially Pertz,

Monum. vii., p. 484, notes 22, 23 ; Zeuss's Gram. Celt, i.,

p. 24
;
and O'Donovan in this Jounud, vol. vii. p. 22, supra.

Ed.
* Murchertac. He is noticed at 1080 in Raderus' Bavaria

Sancta under the name MuricherodocJius, tom. ii., p. 220.

Colgan combines his account with that in the Vita Mariani

at the 17th of January, Acta SS. p. 110. Ed.
^
Obermiinster. This and Niedermiinster, which signify

"Upper and Lower Monasteries," are rendered Superuu

Monasterium and In/erius Monasterium in the Vita. Ed.
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the adjacGnt ground upon liim. In the year 1076 the Scots settled there, and the citizens of Eegens-

burg, and one Bezelin in particular, built a small monastery for them, which the Emperor Henry
the Fourth, in 1089, at the solicitation of the abbess Hazecha, took under his protection.^ Scotic

pilgrims now came hither in numbers, especially from Marian's native province, the north of

Ireland,'' from whence originally came his first seven' followers, of whom the last, called Domnus,''

according to the Vita Mariani, (though from the shortness of the time, it is scarcely credible,)

built the new monastery of St. James, in honour of the patron of the pilgrims. For very soon the

monks had not room enough in the old monastery, >yeyh-Sanct Peter,' and therefore they purchased

from the Count of Frontenhausen, for the sum of thirty pounds, a piece of ground which was situ-

ated at the opposite town-gate, where is now the Stadt-am-Hof. Still, in the Imperial Privilege

of the year 1089, mention is only made of the monastery of St. Peter, though in the next year the

foundation was an occurrence that had already taken place ;
for we have on record a letter of the

monks of St. James, addressed to King "W., that is, Wratislaw, of Bohemia, wlio reigned from lOSG

to 1092. In their letter they ask of him an escort for their messengers to Poland
;
so far extended

were their connexions already at that time. Of Marianus's companions, the one called Johannes

went to Gottweich," in Austria, where he immured himself as a recluse ;" but the other, called

8 Protection. That the witnesses to the charter given in

Ried, Cod.Dipl. i., 167, are a later interpolation taken from

Henry V.'s charter has already heen pointed out by Lau-

rence Hochwart in Oefele, Script. Boic. i. 185.

> The north of Irelcuul. Zeuss supposes that this Maiianus

was the same as "
GQla-na-naemh, of Leinster, bishop of

Glenndalocha, and afterwards head of the monks of Wirz-

burb," whose death is recorded by the Four Masters, at 1085.

But besides the great violence of latinizing Gilla-na-naemh

by Mariamis, which would more naturally be Sanctimis,

Marianus was a native of Ulster, and died on the 9th of

February, whereas GUla-na-naemh was a Leinsterman, and

died on the Tlli of April. Ed.

' Seven followers. The prevalence of seven in Irish

groupings is remarkable. Besides the frequency of " seven

churches," we have in the calendar various commemorations

of " seven bishops ;" and, on the continent, Virgilius of

Saltzburg and his seven bishops, as also the charter of Honau

and its seven subscribing "episcopi." Their names, as given

by Aventinus, are : Johannes, Candidus, Clemens, Donatus,

Murcheridach, Magnaldus, and Ishac. Annales Boior., lib. v.

Ed.

^ Dommis. Probably in Irish, Donnchadh or Ferdomhrutch;

He is called Dionisius in the record cited by Lynch. Ed.

VOL. vir.

'

Wei/h- Sanct-Peter. That is,
"
Sancti Petri Consecrati;'

the tradition being, according to tlie fabulous chronicle of

the monastery, cited by Henidius and Aventinus, that the

church was erected on the site of a battle, where the bodien

of the slain were buried, and that it was miraculously con-

secrated by St. Peter from heaven. Annal. Boior. lib. iv., p.

330; Acta SS. Feb. ii. p. 362 h.Ed.
^ Wratislav}. Pez, Thes. Anecd., vi., i. 291 ; Boezek,

Cod. Diplom. Morav. i. 184
; Erben, Regesta Boliemiae, i. 81 .

This latter seems to be of the date of the year 1090, and

was probably written sede vacante, whence we conclude tliat

some talk of a removal had taken place already before

Doninus, who perhaps only completed the erection of the

building. Another letter is written by the abbot Benedict,

probably predecessor of Domnus, but he does not style him-

self yet
" of St. James's."

" Gottweich. In Latin C'ottovicum, a mountain in Lower

Austi-ia, on the Danube, opposite Stein and Krems. A

monastery was founded here by St. Altmann, in the latter*

part of tlie eleventh century. Ed.

Recluse. Vita Altmanni, c. 38. Mon. Germ. SS. xii. 241.

[" Tempore venerandi Antistitis venit in montem Kotwicli

presbyter quidam natione Scotus, professione monachus,

conversatione religiosus. Congruebat ei nomen quod habc-

2 n
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Candidas, went to Jerusalem. Thus, we find everywhere confirmed, what had been remarked by

a monk of St. Gall of the ninth century, that their habit of wandering had almost become second

nature to these Scots.''

Whilst the building of the monastery of St. James was in progress, one of the monks pursued

his journey, accompanied only by a boy, till he reached Kiev, then the residence of the King

of Russia. Here the King and his nobles made him rich presents, so that he loaded several waggons

with very valuable furs, to the amount of a hundred silver marks, and arrived at home in safety,

accompanied by some merchants of Regensburg. For at that time Russia was not so isolated as she

is now; and Rcgensburg, in particular, kept up a very lively commercial intercourse with Kiev, a

city whose splendour Thietmar, bishop of Merseburg, described in the beginning of the eleventh

century in vivid colours. Our Scots seem especially to have known how to profit by these mer-

cantile relations, for in the fifth century we shall see that the people of Yienna blamed their

Scottish monks for their remarkable exertions in the fur trade.

Now, when this monk, of whom we have spoken, returned homo, abbot Domnus had already

built the monastery in honour of St. James and St. Gertrude. The wealthy citizens of Regensburg

liad provided the monks with victuals, and paid the masons, so that the abbot, who had begun his

work in 1090, was enabled to finish it himself. Yet, in consequence of the great haste, it was

neither handsome nor durable. The money obtained by the sale of the furs was turned to account,

and with it the buildings belonging to the monastery were erected, and the roof put on the church.

Bishop Hartwich is stated to have consecrated the church in the year 1111, On the 26th of Marcli,

1112, the Emperor Henry the Fifth granted a privDege to the institution; and in 1120 it received

a letter of protection from Pope Calixtus. It is stated, however, that the high altar was not con-

secrated till the year 1122, and that the monastery was not completed till then
;
for that was the

time, as is supposed, when the interior of the edifice received the finishing hand.

Christianus,'! the successor of Domnus, went to Rome, where he was ordained by Pope

bat, dicehatur enim Joannes, quod sonat Gratia Dei. Dilexit p Scots.
"
Quibus consuetudo peregrinandi jam paene in

banc gratiam in eo Antistes Altmannns
;
et ut liberius iUe naturam conversa est." Mirac. S. Galli, Men. Germ. SS.

secnm habitaret, quodam arcto habitaculo, juxta ecclesiam ii. 30. Compare Martyriom Amoldi, in Bobmer's Fontes

B. Marise, pro desiderio et petitions sua eum conclusit." Eer. Germ. iii. 271.

Acta SS., Aug. 8, torn, ii., p. 387 a. "In tbis venerable 1 Christianus. A Latin form of tbe Irish Gilla-Christ.

bishop's time there came a priest to Mount Kotwich, by Stephen White had in his possession an old chronicle of

nation a Scot, in profession amonkjLn conversation religious. the Scotic monastery at Eatisbon, from which he made
^he name he bore, which was John, signifying

' God's grace,' some extracts that are printed by Lynch, in his Cambrensis

was in accordance with his disposition. Bishop Altmann Eversus. In tbis record, Isaac and Gervase, two Irishmen

loved this grace which was in him ; and that he might the of noble birth, accompanied Conrad Carpenter, and William,

more readily abide with him, a narrow cell was assigned him two other Scots, who were sent to Ireland by Dionisius,

beside the church of the Blessed Mary, in which, agreeably abbot of St. Peter's at Eatisbon, where they were Irindly

to his wish and solicitation, he was immured." Ed.'\ received by Conchobhar O'Brien, sumamed Sl<ipartalah ;
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Innocent II., and received a Bull, in which the Pope declared that he would take the institution

under his protection.

The same abbot also obtained a second Bull from Pope Eugenius, on the 29 th of November,

1148, and then made a journey home to Ireland, where he was splendidly received, and obtained

in presents to the amount of 200 murks, which he carried back with him to Regensburg, and there

expended the money in purchasing estates. Besides these Irish donations, the monastery receive!

very rich presents, both in money and value, in consideration of its excellent character. Accord-

ingly, as we always find in similar cases, a restoration of the fabric took place.

Abbot Christianus died when on a second journey to Ireland."" He had consigned the admin-

istration to Gregory, the prior, who succeeded him that is, after the year 1 1 48, and hefore the

19th of March, 1157, on which day Pope Adrian IV.'s Bull to the abbot Gregory" is dated. This

abbot pulled down the old church which had been so hastily built, and which was alrcaly in ruins,

and having been loaded with rich presents, were sent back

to Germany. With the money obtained from Ireland a

more commodious site for a monastery was purchased on

the western side of Eatisbon, and a building erected wliich

the chronicle describes in glowing terms: "Now, be it

kno'wn, that neither before nor since was there a monastery

equal to this ia the beauty of its towers, columns, and

vaultings, erected and completed in so short a time, because

the plenteousness of riches and of money bestowed by the

king and princes of Ireland was without bound."

Christian, abbot of the Irish monastei-y of St. James at

Ratisbon, who was descended from the MacCarthys in

Ireland, finding that the treasures sent by the King of Ire-

land to Ratisbon were exliausted, and being uuable to obtain

help elsewhere, at the request of his brethren, undertook a

journey to his native country, Ireland, to seek the aid of

Donnchadh O'Brien, as Conchobhar O'Brien, the founder of

Consecrated St. Peter's, was now dead. He was very suc-

cessful in his mission ; and having received great treasures,

was preparing to return, when he sickened and died, and was

buried before St. Patrick's altar, in the cathedral of Cashel.

^ here are some anachronisms in this record, but still it is

interesting as supplementary to the other. Stephen 'White

says, that some zealous person, finding in it the expression
" ex Scotia seu Hibemia insula," had endeavoured to erase

the three last words, in order that North Britain might have

the credit of the transaction. Cambr. Evers, cap. xxi. p. 163,

or vol. ii., pp. 394-407, reprint. A copy of White's tract is

still presented, and Dr. Wattenbach will be pleased to kam

that is to be found in the Royal Libraiy of Brussels, No.

5313, commencing: "Cu-ca hoc tcmpus niiilti in Scotia.
'

Ed.

Irelawl. The Ratisbon Chronicle mentions only one

journey. See last note. Ed.

^Ahbut Gvegor]). The Ratisbon Chronicle says of him:

"Yir maguoe vuiutis genere Hibei'nus nomine Grcgorius

ex ordine Regularium Canonicorum S. Augustini impe-

travit a Christiano admitti in ordinem S. Benedicti, qui

Christiano extincto apud Jacobi Rati-ibonfe in Abbatis

munere suffectus, Romam ab Athiano papa consecrandns

petiit." And it adds :

" That in the meantime, a distin-

guished Irish ecclesiastic named Marianus had entered the

monastery, a most learned man, who had for a long time

taught the Seven Liberal and other Arts at Paiib, and had

been the preceptor of Adriim, who then filled the papal

chair. When Gregoiy was admitted to an audience at

Rome, Pope Adrian inquired, among other things, after his

old preceptor at Paris.
' Master Marianns is well,' replied

Gregory,
' and is now living a monk among us at Ratisbon.'

' God be praised,' exclaimed the Pope ;
'I know not in the

Catholic Church an abbot who lias under him a man as ex-

cellent in wihdom, discretion, genius, eloquence, good,

morals, benevoknce, judgment, and otlier divine gifts, as

my Master Marianus.' Gregory returned to Ratisbon, and

aften\-ards proceeded to IreLond, where he received the

money which had been collected by Christianus, with con-

siderable additions
;
wherewith he purchased lands, sump-

tuously rebuilt the church, and added cloisters to it." Ed.
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with the exception of the towers; and rebuilt it from the foundations with hewn stone, and covered

the roof with lead, and the floor with flags. He improved the church also by the addition of

cloisters with an aqueduct in them,* which reminds ua of the Cistercian monasteries erected in

Austria at that time, in the cloisters of which we find an ornamental fountain projecting into the

inner court.

This abbot Gregory is stated to have died on the 6th of October, 1204." His name appears so

lately as in a charter of 1204. But, as the writer of the Vita Mariani describes the building as

already finished, we are obliged to place the period of its construction between 1150 and 1184, that

is, somewhat earlier than is done by Herr v. Quast, in his Essay on the structures and buildings of

the middle ages in Eegensburg;^ but in every other point, his conclusions are perfectly borne out

by our historical data.

For this reason, and because the church of St. James belongs to the most remarkable remains

of the Eomanesque style in Germany, I have dwelt rather long on this subject, and shall only

add a sketch of what befel the building in later times.''

Conflagrations repeatedly consumed all that was destructible by fire; but Gregory's square

stone building, with the almost too richly decorated portal of the church, stood out firmly against

every assault. Until the year 1293, the monastery was situated outside the town, and thereby

escaped from several conflagrations which desolated Regcnsburg. Yet a record of the 7th of June,

1278, from which Hied (p. 16) gives extracts, informs us that it was then completely burned, so

that there remained no more than the naked walls. In consequence of this, the faithful were called

upon for pious contributions.

Once more, according to Paricius (p. 308), namely, in the year 1453, a sad calamity happened

to the monastery of St. James, of this city, as it was entirely consumed by a great fire, which like-

wise destroyed the church, that had been built in a very costly manner, along with several

other houses.

A century later, the fatal imperial Diet of 1546 (the beginning of the Smalcaldic war) again

^Aqiieduct. ^With the above account the Ratisbon Chronicle church in Wihen S. Petri, in the eastern suburb of the city,

minutely agrees. Cambr. Evers. till supra, p. 402. Ud. It recites the names of seventy denominations of land,
" October 1201. Bied, p. 10. notices seven mills, ten vineyards, three fisheries, four

"
liegenshurg. Deutsches Knnstblatt ["German Art. chapels, eight manses, besides woods, pasturages, and

Journal"], 1852, No. 22. gardens. It is attested by one archbishop, six bishops, one
" LMter times. A charter of the Emperor Sigismund, 1422, king, one landgrave, two dukes, one marquis, and two earls,

reciting and confirming a charter of Frederic ii., 1212, which The earlier charter speaks only of the occupying Scoti, but

was communicated by Viguleus Hundius to Hugh Ward, is the "
Inspeximus" of 1422 called it the " Monasterium Scot-

printed in extetito in his Eumoldus, pp. 295-298. The orum et Ibemicorum de majori Scotia in Eatisbona."

earlier record mentions Matthew as the abbot of St. James's, Ward contends that the et is not to be understood copula-

opposite the west gate of Satisbon, to which was subject the latively, but expositively. (Rumold, p. 298.) Ed.
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brought ruin upon this monastery, and half of it was destroyed by fire. Indeed, as Paricius

(p. 319) states, this happened through the fault and carelessness of the servants of the Emperor
Chaiies the Fifth, who was then staying at Regensburg holding the Diet. During the period of the

Thirty-years' war, the monastery was in ruins, but was rebuilt under abbot Alexander Baillie, in

1649-1655, and the chiirch was likewise restored by him, "templo nitide omato," as the words

of his epitaph state in Paricius (p. 330). But at last, in the year 1678, as the same author informs

us, the abbot Plaeidus Fleming "renovated the church in a very superior manner, and ornamented

it with beautiful altars, and partly erJarged and partly repaired the monasteiy as it now stands.

His epitaph says that the church which he so greatly embellished bears testimony to his works,

insomuch that he may be regarded as almost its founder."

(The sequel in next Number.)

CHIEFS OF THE ANTRIM MacDONNELLS PRIOR TO SORLEY BOY.

The MacDonnells of Antrim represent one branch of a race that, in former times, supplied kings to

Ireland and lords to the Isles and Highlands of Scotland. This fact is admitted in the Letters Patent

issued by James I. of England, for the investiture of Eandal Mac Donnell with the dignity of a

Peer, in 1617, and is asserted, indeed, as one principal reason for the distinction thus conferred.

O'Flahert}^ in his dedication of the Ogygia Vindicated to Randal, the fourth earl of Antrim, does

not fail to remind that nobleman of the testimony thus borne to his illustrious descent
; specifying,

at the same time, a few of the leading points in the Mac Donnell pedigree. It will be admitted

that the author of the Ogygia is no common authority on a question of this nature, and that his

statements are at least derived from the best and most reliable Irish genealogists. The latter derive

the MacDonnells from Heremon, who was the first king of the Scoti in Ireland. Colla, termed

Huaish, or 'the noble,' was the twenty-ninth king of Ireland, in a direct line fromHeremon. Twenty-

four generations from Colla was Somhairle, or Sorley, thane of Argyle, whose grandson, Domhnall,

or Donnell, was the chief from whom the MacDonnells, in all their family ramifications, derive

their surname. Besides the Antrim family, there are many branches of Domhnall' s descendants in

Scotland; among whom may be principally mentioned the MacDonnells of Glengarry, the Mac

DonneUs of Muidert, the MacDonnells of Merer, the MacDonnells of Keppock, the MacDonnells

of Slate, the MacDonnells of Glencoe, and the MacDonnells of Loop.

The DomhnaU or Donnell above mentioned left a son called Angus More, genergdly known as

Angus "of May and Kintyre.^^ This chief's son, named Angus Oge, maiTied Agnes O'Cahan,
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dau<*htcr of an Ulster lord whoso territories lay west of the river Baan, in the present county of

Londonderry. Their eldest son, John of Islay, (or, as he was named among his kinsmen, Eoin na

h-Ile J married as his second wife, Margaret, daughter of Robert II., King of Scotland. The second

son of this marriage was John Mor, who married Margery Bissett, daughter of Mac Eoin Bissett,

Lord of the Glynns of Antrim ;
and by her the seven tuoghs or districts of the Glynns, together

\vith the island of Ilathlin, came originally into the family of the MacDonnells. John Mor and

his Antrim bride dwelt in Scotland; but their son Donnell, surnamcd Ballagli, or 'the Freckled,' was

compelled to seek an asylum in the Antrim Glens. During his residence there, he married a

daughter of O'Donnell, the chief of TirconneU, or Donegal. Their son, who was known as John

of Islay, married a daughter of the great liouso of O'lTeill, of Tyrone. The eldest son of this union

was John Cahanagh, who married Celia Savage, daughter of the Lord of Ardes, in the present

county of Down. "

At this period, towards the close of the fifteenth century, civil feuds ran high in Scotland, and

the MacDonnells began to look towards the Irish coast with the view of making permanent family

settlements here. They had prepared the way, in a great measure, for this arrangement by matri-

monial alliances, fi-om time to time, with the great Houses in Ulster. Although the MacDonnells

had been sojourners in Scotland since the days of the Dalriadic colonies from Antrim, their original

home, as already stated, was Ireland
;
and now, after more than a thousand years, their connexion

with the mother-country was about to be renewed. In their veins commingled the blood of the

O'Neills, the O'Donnells, the O'Cahaus, and the Savages, all magnates in Ulster; and on the Irish

shore facing their own Islay and Kintyre, lay the extensive territory which they had inherited from

the Bissetts. Their coming to Antrim, therefore, although regarded by the English authorities in

the light of an invasion, and described as such, was in reality nothing more than the removal of a

great family, with its retainers and attendants, from one portion of its property to another. The

emigrants, it is true, were all soldiers skilled in the use of the bow and the battle-axe, and devoted

very generally to the interests of the Scottish throne. As such, they were naturally suspected by
the English authorities

;
and accordingly they figure in the State Papers of the reign of Henry VIII.

as troublesome, and by no means desirable, neighbours.

The first chieftain of the MacDonnells who settled permanently in the Glynns of Antrim was

Alexander Garragh, the son of John Cahanagh and Celia Savage, already mentioned. They had places

of temporary residence on the Antrim coast from about the year 1412, the date of the marriage

between John Mor and Margery Bissett
;
but they did not permanently settle on their property in

the Glynns for more than a century after it had come into the possession of the family. Early in

the sixteenth century, however, Alexander Garragh, with his stalwart clansmen, began to make his

presence felt in Ulster, and indeed throughout Ireland. During the lifetime of this chieftain the

See Annals of the Kingdom of Ireland, translated by John O'Donovan, LL.D., at the year 1590,
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Scots literally swarmed in Ulster, encouraged, no doubt, by his genius as a leader, and the power

which, as a great territorial lord, he was able to wield for their protection. His military move-

ments are they not chronicled in the Annals of the kingdom of Ireland, at the years 1522, 1524,

1528, and 1532? and do not vividly alarmiag descriptions of his spreading influence and political

relations lie quietly entombed in her Majesty's State Paper Office in Westminster? Alexander

Carragh was left pretty free to follow his own waj-s in the Glynns, and to form whatever alliances

seemed to him best. The English, at that particular crisis, had work enough on hands in other

parts of Ireland, and if MacDonnell acknowledged any authority superior to his own, it was that

of James Y. of Scotland.* The latter sent for him on two occasions, received him with great dis-

tinction at his court, and, on MacDonnell' s return to Ulster, it was observed that his opposition to

the English power had become more confirmed and formidable. Of this fact the agents of Henry
VIII. were fuUy cognizant, without having the power to prevent it. Alexander Carragh succeeded

in settling the Scots firmly not only in the Glynns of Antrim, but throughout some of the adjoining

districts. So actively had the emigration progressed, that in 1533, the Council in Dublin thought

it necessary to transmit the following statement to the English authorities: " The Scotts inhabith

now buyselly a great part of Ulster, whych is the Kinge's inheritance, and it is greatly to be fearid,

oonless that in short tyme they be dryven from the same, that they brynging in more nomber

daily, woU, by lyttle and lyttle, soe far encroach in acquyring and wynning the possession there,

with th'aides of the Kinge's disobeysant Irish rebells, whoo doe now aide thejnn therein after such

manner that at leyngth they will put and expell the Kinge from his whole seignory theire."

[State Papers, vol. ii.]

When Alexander Carragh passed away, he left representatives well able to maintain the posi-

tion he had occupied in Ulster. His wife was Catherine, daughter of MacEoin, chief of Ardna-

murchan, in Scotland
;
and by her he left eight sons, who were all more or less distinguished as

leaders, and who, with perhaps only one or two exceptions, met death on the battle-field, or, to use

the modern and more business-like expression, were "killed in action." Their names were

James, Alexander Oge, Gillaspich, Donnell Ballagh, Angus, Colla Buvnag-Capull, ('Black Colla

of the Horses,') Sorley Boy, and Bonnell Gorm.

It is not known that the MacDonnells of Antrim adopted any place of family sepulture but Bun-

na-Mairge, near Ballycastle. The probability is, therefore, that Alexander Carragh was interred here,

although we can offer no positive evidence to that effect. There is no coffin in the family-vault older

than that which encloses the dust of Sorley Boy ; but there are human remains lying about, which

doubtless belonged to some preceding members of the family who had been buried with less pomp
than he, and for whom leaden coffins could not have been so easily provided. The chamber on the

opposite side of the aisle from the Antrim vault had a door in the eastern wall, which was built

up some years since, by order of the late earl of Antrim. We remember going into this chamber
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repeatedly, to look at the large bones tliat it contained. There were half-a-dozen skulls lying about,

all of which sverc above the average size, whilst two or three were remarkably large. Many of the

MacDonnclls were men of prodigious bodily strength and dimensions. The Angus More and John

Mor of former days were frequently repeated in later times. There are traditions in this neigh-

bourhood of a certain Coll MacDonnoU, who must have been a giant in his generation. He was a

smuggler by profession, or at least an active and powerful abettor of such as did smuggle. On one

occasion lie was captured by a boat's crew from an English cutter in the channel, but, whilst round-

ing some well-known rock on the coast, Coll contrived to upset the boat and drown all the unfor-

tunate men save one, from whom, of course, he easily made his escape. For this exploit he was

compelled to withdraw for a time into the county of Derry. During the period of his seclusion he

obtained comfortable quarters in the house of a respectable aged lady, who had the reputation of

being very rich. The house was attacked by a band of robbers
;
but they reckoned without their

host, not knowing that Coll MacDonnell was there to receive them. They had not long entered

on the premises when they were fatally convinced of their mistake
; for, with a bar of iron hastily

snatched from a window of his sleeping apartment, Coll not only kept the party at bay, but even-

tually destroyed them every man in detail. This puissant gentleman was able, moreover, to carry

a full-grown donkey on his shoulder, and to lift a common wheel-car by grasping a shaft in each

hand. Some of the present inhabitants of Ballycastle still remember one of the same race, who was

known as "big Alick MacDonneU." He performed many feats of strength, such as bending iron

bars, knocking down bulls with his fists, &c. His boots and saddle, we believe, were exhibited

(and are perhaps yet in shape) as a sort of wonder, on account of their immense proportions.

But these " modem instances" must not draw us from the regular order of events, as they

arise in the progress of our little sketch.

Of all the sons of Alexander Carragh MacDonnell, James, the eldest, was the most distinguished

during his comparatively brief career, though not so frequently mentioned in State Papers as his

brother Sorley Boy, who lived much longer. James, who succeeded his father as chieftain of the

Scots in TJlster, seems to have enjoyed a high degree of popularity, not only among his own country-

men but also among the native Irish inhabitants. His alliance was eagerly sought by MacQuillin

of the Route, who had fierce and persevering opponents in the O'Cahans, on the western side of the

Bann. The power of the MacQuillins had been much weakened by domestic feuds as well as by

almost uninterrupted hostilities with neighbouring chiefs. Like other powerful allies who go to

protect, but generally remain to possess, the MacDonneUs, probably about this period (1540), had

formed the design of annexing the Route to their own territory of the Glynns : a design which was

afterwards thoroughly carried into effect by Sorley Boy. The MacQuillins seem to have had no

leader equal to the difficulties which now pressed upon them from various quarters; and their territory

of the Route would have been appropriated most probably by the O'Cahans, had it not been seized
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by the stronger hand of the MacBonnellg. The latter soon swept the men of Dorry from all their

positions on the eastern side of the Lower Bann, and the conflict was afterwards confined pretty

generally to the banks of that river. It was conducted by both parties on the simplest and most

radical principles of extermination. An illustration may be quoted from the Annals of Ireland at the

year 1544: "The sons of MacDonneU, James and CoUa, came [into the Route] with a band of

Scotts at the instance of MacQuillin, and he and they proceeded to Inis-an-Lochain, and took that

town from O'Kane's warders. Brian, the son of Donagh O'Kane, and all that were with him in

Inis-an-Lochain, were burned, and also all the property, arms, and armour. Great depredations and

injuries were committed by MacQuillin upon O'Kane on that occasion." Inis-an-Lochain is now

known as Loughan-island, a short distance southward from Coleraine.

The English still continued to watch with anxiety the progress of the Scots, but were unable

to spare forces from other points sufficiently strong to attack them. It was not until the year

1551 that they determined to dispute the sovereignty of this northern region with James and Colla

MacDonnell. The fate of the expedition sent forth for this purpose was singularly disastrous.

The MacDonnells had selected the island of Eathlin as a sort of repository for booty of various

kinds collected from hostile districts on the mainland. To this point the English determined to

penetrate, hoping, no doubt, at one grand haul, to get possession of accumulated spoils, and thus

at once weaken their enemies by depriving them of the sinews of war. But the brothers, James

and CoUa were on the island to receive their English visitors, and with what result, the following

brief record in the Annals of Ireland will tell : "A Hosting was made by the Lord Justice in the

beginning of Autumn
;
and he sent the crews of four ships to the island of Reachrainn to seek for

plunders. The sons of MacDonnell, James and Colla, were upon the island to protect the district.

A battle was fought between them, in which the English were defeated, so that not one of them

escaped to relate their story, except their chief, a lieutenant, whom these Scotts took prisoner, and

kept in custody until they obtained [in exchange] for him their own brother, Sorley Boy, who had

been imprisoned in Dublin by the English for the space of a year before, and another great ransom

along with him." The name of the lieutenant was Bagenal; no doubt, JN^icholas Bagenal, a native

of Staffordshire, who had come to Ireland in 1542, in consequence of having been concerned in a

man-slaughter (perhaps a murder) in his own country. O'NeUl, the Earl of Tyrone, seems to have

been his especial patron on his first arrival in Ulster, and through him Bagenal procured a pardon

from Henry YIII. for the crime. [State Papers, vol. iii., pp. 439, 442.] The utter defeat and

slaughter of the English force on Rathlin, as above recorded, may have arisen from an ambuscade

prepared for them on the island, a mode of warfare at which the MacDonnells are reported to have

been frequent and adroit performers ;
or it may have been caused, more probably, by the impossi-

bility of escape after the English had been routed in the field. In the latter case, they were, no

doubt, slaughtered by their pursuers in detail, at various points throughout the island.

VOL. VII. 2 I
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In the same year, a second English force was sent into Ulster for the purpose of retrieving or

revenging this disaster, but with results almost equally fatal. Of this latter party, two hundred

were slain hy the combined forces of O'Neill and MacDonnell, at some place not specified in the

Annals. " Siich of them [the English] that escaped," say the annalists,
" returned back in dis-

grace and discomfiture from these two expeditions." But the O'Neills now began to dread the

advancing power of the Scots ;
and four years afterwards we find them arrayed with the English

against James MacDonnell. In the year 1555, we have the following entry in the Annals :

" A

Hosting was made by the Lord Justice, [Thomas Eadeliffe, afterwards Earl of Sussex] at the insti-

gation of O'Neill, to expel the sons of Mac Donnell and the Scotts who were making conquests in

the Route and Clannaboy. The Lord Justice remained for half a quarter of a year with his army

harrassing the Scots, and he committed many depredations upon them. He slew one or two hun-

dred of these Scots, and then returned tvithout obtaining submission or hostages."

From this time until the period of his death James MacDonnell seems to have enjoyed in peace

the high and influential position he had attained. He had been elected Lord of the Isles on

the death of his kinsman, Donnell J}uv, at Dundalk. The title, perhaps, was not much more

substantial than a mere honorary distinction. At all events he continued to dwell in Antrim,

although married to a Scottish wife. In 1565, Shane O'Neill, called Dymas, or 'the Ambitious,'

having been taken into favour by Queen Elizabeth on his submission, collected all his forces for a

struggle with MacDonnell. Their forces met in Glenshesk
;
and after a bloody battle, the victory

was gained by O'Neill. Angus MacDonnell, brother to James, was slain, with, at least, seven

hundred of the Scots. James and his brother, Sorley Boy, were taken prisoners. The former died

of his wounds in the month of August in the same year, and while still a captive ;
and the latter

did not regain his liberty until 1567. The death of James MacDonnell was deeply deplored by
his own Scots, and generally lamented throughout Ireland. The Annals speak of him as a

"paragon of hospitality and prowess ;
a festive man of many troops ;

a bountiful and munificent

man
;
and his peer was not to be found at that time among the Clan Donnell in Ireland or Scotland

;

and his own people would not have deemed it too much to have given his weight in gold for his

ransom, if he could have been ransomed." But .that could not be. No earthly means, short of

actual force, could induce Shane O'Neill to liberate a rival chief whose popularity had entirely eclipsed

his own, and whose power was every day becoming more formidable in Ulster. The English were

delighted to hear of Shane's victory in Glenshesk, the account of which had been forwarded by him-

self to Dublin, on the 2nd of May, 1565. On the 25th of August he wrote again to the Privy Coun-

cil, announcing that James MacDonnell was dead in his hands; and at the same time despatched the

Dean of Armagh to explain to his English allies what had been done in the North. Judging from

Shane O'Neill's cruel chai'acter, and from the savage manner in which he had treated another dis-

tinguished captive the chief of Tirconnell, it may be supposed that James MacDonneU's captivity
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was an agony unmitigated by any act of kindness, untouched by any gleam of hope. As his people

would have willingly ransomed him with their blood, nay, as they would have given for this object

the weight of himself in gold (a sacrifice still more precious, perhaps, in the estimation of the Clan

Donnell), it is probable they sought for and obtained his lifeless body, and if so, it was, no doubt,

deposited, with due solemnity and unfeigned sorrow, within the sacred precincts of Bunna-Matrge.''

He had married the Lady Agnes Campbell, daughter of the fourth Earl of Argjde, and by her

left six sons and a daughter, none of whom, however, inherited the Antrim property, which was

usiuT)ed by their uncle, Sorley Boy. Angus, the eldest son, inherited the lands of Kintyre on the

opposite coast of Scotland, which had probably come through his mother. The second son, Donnell

Gorm, joined the English against his uncle, engaging to discourage the Scots from coming into Ulster,

OS much as in his power, and to hold himself in readiness to take the field when required ;
on con-

dition that the English would establish him in the possesion of the Glynns, or as much territory a3

had come into the MacDonnell family from the intermarriage with the Bissetts. Although an

arrangement to this efiect was regularly entered into, it never seems to have been carried out. The

*> Besides the two letters of Shane O'Neill respecting the

battle in Glenshesk, there still exist other records, of a

different character indeed, but perhaps equally interesting.

About three miles from the foot of the Glen, and on its

eastern side, is the townland of Dun-Carbit, in which the

battle was fought. There were evidently several points of

conflict on the field, each marked by some peculiarly ex-

pressive trace of the struggle. The south-eastern slope of

the hiU (Dun-Carbit), together with the adjoLuing vale,

witnessed the principal scenes of the battle. A swamp

extending southward from the base of the hUI is named

Slaught,
' the slaughter.' It may be reasonably supposed

that a great number, perhaps of the principal persons in

the Scottish army, fell at Slaught moss, where there were

several monumental stones raised to mai"k their graves.

Three of these, each measuring about seven feet above the

surface, may still be seen : two at Slaught, and one in a

hollow called Leg-a-capull, at a little distance eastward.

About fifteen years ago, a coat of maU was fovmd a few

perches from the latter. The person who found it kept it

suspended on the front wall of his cottage for a tune, but

the links of steel composing it gradually fell asunder, and

finally disappeared. A boy, not long sLncc, found the head

of a battle-axe near the same point. Local tradition affirms

that Leg-a-capull contains the grave of .James MacDonnell.

A leader of the Scots so named may rest there ; but it is

not likely that the chieftain himself, who died three months

afterwards, would be buried in the battle-field. His brother

Angus was slain in the battle
;
but tradition is entirely silent

respecting him, although one of these stones was intended,

no doubt, to commemorate the place at which he fell and

was buried. The declivity or slope of the hUl is named

Tor-Albanwjh, which the people translate
' Bundle of Scots.'

If this really be the meaning of the word, it has reference,

no doubt, to the great number of Scots who were slain and

buried there. One particular spot, about an acre-and-half

in extent, is known to this day by the title of Oiui, 'the

graves'; and the little farm immediately adjoining it is

called Tarn, or Tom. In the latter there is a rock ten or

twelve feet in height, around which the soil was so rich that

no crop would grow upon it. About a year ago, the tenant

determined to scatter this fat earth over other portions of

his farm. He removed many cart-loads of it, which he

describes as being perfectly black, and very soft. At lengtli

he came to a pavement, in the centre of which there was a

broad free-stone slab, and on it a large urn was found, con-

taining small pieces of bones, and placed in an inverted

position, bottom upwards. We suspect that this Tam or

tomb dates very much further back tlian the period of the

battle ; but as it meets us on tlio very field, we could not

omit to notice it thus briefly.
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English were unable to make good their engagement, and Donnell Gorm had really no love for an

alliance with them farther than to serve his own ends. Indeed, althongh he was their ally in. Ulster

he was their sworn foe in Connaught, whither he and two of his brothers repaired at the call of certain

insurrectionary chiefs in the west of Ireland. The three brothers were slain at the battle of Ardnarea,

in Connaught. One of their allies there was the stout Sir Bryan O'Rourke,
" who cawsed a woman's

pycture to be drawne and draged after a horses tayle through his own towne, where there he kept his

Xmas, in the very pudle and myre, and lyke most filthy places, and did publishe and declare to the

voulgare people that the same was her Highness [Queen Elizabeth's] pycture, and that he cawsed

the same to be so used in despyte and contempte of her Ma*'', tearminge her Highness the mother

and nurse of aU herisies and heritiques," [see Egerton Papers, page 148.] The two remaining bro-

thers were slain in the vicinity of Dunluce Castle, in 1585, by Captain Merriman, a distinguished

English officer, the fierceness of whose encounters with various members of the MacDonneU family

are matters of history. Their sister, Ineen-duv, was married to the chief of TirconneU, and became

the mother of the celebrated Hugh Roe O'Donnell.

Soon after the defeat of the MacDonnells in Glenshesk, Shane O'Neill fancied himself once more

in a position to decline any further allegiance to Queen Elizabeth. At the same time, the O'DonneUs

of TirconneU were mustering all their forces to take vengeance upon him for certain shocking

cruelties and indignities inflicted by him upon the family of their chief. O'NeiU, unable to withstand

both the English and the men of TirconneU, appealed in his difficulties to the MacDonnells, who

had landed with 1200 Scots for the express purpose of fighting on the side of the EngUsh against

him. His appeal to the brothers and sons of James MacDonneU, so soon after the catastrophe

in Glenshesk (to say nothing of their engagement to the English), was a desperate step. The Irish

Annalists truly describe this rash act on the part of O'Neill "as an omen of the destruction of

life, and the cause of his death." The feud between him and the MacDonnells had been stiU more

deeply embittered by a report in circulation at the time, [1567], to the efi'ect that the vsddow of

James MacDonneU was wiUing, or had offered, to marry Shane O'Neill, and thus forsake her

kindred for the man who had defeated her husband and afterwards held him captive until death

only released him. Nothing daunted, however, Shane hastened to meet his deadly foes at Cushen-

dim, taking with him Sorley Boy whom he had kept in prison since the defeat of Glenshesk, and

whom he had hoped to be able to employ as a means of smoothing the way for an aUiance with the

Scots. He was accompanied also by O'DonneU's wife, the Countess Dowager of Argyle, who had

consented to Uve with him after the release of her husband, and who is described by the Lord

Justice as "very sober, wise, ahd no less sotell, beying not unlearned in the Latyn tong, speekyth

good French, and is said, some lyteU ItaUone." But there was short time for parley on the occasion.

There was a feast, to be sure, but it was followed by a fray almost instantly, at least before

the regular business of the meeting had been even entered upon. One of the MacDonneUs
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Gillaspick, (either a brother or nephew of James) openly charged O'Neill's secretary, Neal Mac

Connor, with being the author of the dishonourable report above mentioned ; and that functionary

replied that if the lady in question were even queen of Scotland, it might become her full well to

seek a matrimonial alliance with the O'Neill. The latter, instead of endeavouring to calm the

rising storm, took up the secretary's quarrel, perhaps on hearing some expression from the Mac-

Donnells which he deemed insulting to his own dignity. From words the strife soon went to blows.

O'NeiU. and his small party of fiftyhorsemenwere overpowered and cut to pieces. His body was thrown

into a common pit ;
and four days afterwards the head was taken offby Captain Piers, the Governor of

Carrickfergus, and sent to Dublin, where it was exhibited on a stake at the Castle. Although Shane

O'Neitl was a monster in some respects, his success against the English had made him an idol among
his own sept. The Annalists describe him as being to the race of Owen "their Conchobhar in pro-

vincial dignity, their Lugh Long-hand in heroism, and their Champion in time of danger and

prowess." The fact of Shane being thus compared by his kinsmen to the principal hero of the Bed

Branch in TTlster, and to a king of the Tuatha De Danann who had been the theme of many ancient

Irish historical tales, is a proof that he stood very high in their estimation at least.

Although the widow of James MacDonnell was thus suddenly deprived of the possibility of

wedding Shane O'Neill, she seems to have cherished a decided partiality for the race of Owen, if we

may judge from the fact that, in 1567, she married Sir Turlough Luineach O'Neill, the cousin and

successor of Shane. She is described by an old chronicler as being
" a woman verie well spoken,

of great modestie, nurture, parentage, and disposition, and very desirous to have her (second) hus-

band live Kke a good subject, and that he should be nobilitated." In 1575, when Sir Henry

Sydney, the Lord Deputy, visited Ulster, she made a very favourable impression upon him, and

sent her husband to submit himself without conditions to the Ylceroy. As a reward for this con-

fidence in English honour, he was created Baron of Clogher and Earl of Clan-Connell, or more pro-

perly, Clan-Bonnell. She did not, however, forget the claims of her first family in her anxiety to

secure a title for her second husband. Sir Henry Sydney, writing to the CouncU respecting the

settlement of the Glynns, says "The Ladye O'Neill, (wife of Tirlough Linnoghe O'Neill, and

aunt to the Earl of Argyle,) desireth to have it (the Glynns) by grant from her Majestic for her

second son (Donnell Gorm MacDonnell, the second son of her first family), who will sweare to be

her Majestie's liege man and a dutiful subject to her; dwell upon it hymself, and yeelde rent and

service as moch as her Majestie shall reasonably demande, and defend the same agaiust Sorley Bot/

and his." This proposal, no doubt, led to the agreement already mentioned between the English

authorities and Donnell, from which, however, no permanent residts were derived to either party.

Lady Agnes lost her second husband also by violence; Sir Turlough O'Neill having been shot

whilst sitting at supper with her, by
' a certain jester or rhymer of the DonnUoghs," or DonneUys.

A question naturally arises in connexion with our subject which may be now, perhaps, conve-
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niently discussed. At what points on the coast did these earlier chieftains of the Scots reside?

Sorley Boy seized Dunluco, and established himself firmly therein
;
his son Randal built castles

for family residences at Glenarm and Ballycastle, and his grandson Randal erected the house at

Ballymagarry. But there were chieftains with their families to be accommodated previously to

those now mentioned, and it may be interesting to inquire where they resided. The Scots generally

landed at Red Bay, and as might be expected, there was a castle of the MacDonneUs on the height

adjoining it. With that locality, however, we are not immediately concerned at present. In the

vicinity of Bun-na-Mairge there are the remains of three castles, all of which, it is believed, were

occupied by the earlier MacDonnell chieftains. The nearest is Bun Bonnell Oorm, situated on the

eastern side of Ballycastle Bay. On the western side is Bun-na-Neenie, and at a little distance

farther west Is the promontory of Kinnban, on which was a similar structure. The latter, however,

was evidently built at a much more recent period than the two first mentioned. The MacDonneUs,
on coming to the Antrim coast, found castles at certain points already existing, but how long pre-

viously cannot now be known
;

at other places they created accommodations of this nature just

as necessity required. In the year 1539, the treasurer Brabazon transmitted the following intelli-

gence te the Government in England on this subject: "I do certifie there are of Scottes now

dwelling in Ireland above 2,000 men of warre, as I am credibly informed, which Scotts have as-

well dryven away the freeholders, being Englishmen of that countrie, as others, the Iryshmen, and

have huilded certain castles there." The head captain of them is one Alexander Kerroghe (Carragh),

otherwise called MacDonnell." In the year 1542, John Travers, who was Master of the Ordnance

and "Warder of the castle of Coleraine, writes as follows: "Scottes, otherwise called Redshanlcs,

daily comith into the north parts of Ireland, and purchaseth castles and piles upon the sea-coast there." *

Of the castles thus purchased, or at least taken possession of, by the Scots (for the purchase-money
in such cases was not, probably, of large amount), Dun-Dunnell Gorm was undoubtedly one.

On the road leading from Ballycastle to Fairhead, the way-farer, after having passed the ruins-

of Bun-na-Mairge, comes upon a place known in local phrase as The Buna. These round green

mounds, three in number, have hitherto been entirely overlooked by tourists
; although, irrespective

of their archaeological attractions, they offer perhaps the most favourable position in the whole dis-

trict for obtaining a view of the magnificent scenery around. Northward, the island of Rathlin

bounds the view with its chalky cliffs, its fields "with more than mortal verdure green," and its beau-

tiful bay, at the top of which the " modest church" appears through the haze like a reflection rather

than a reality of stone and lime. To the East, the huge promontory of Fairhead ascends abruptly
from the wave, the rich red colour of its iron-stone contrasting vividly with the grey cliffs above,

and the deep blue waters below. Looking southward, the eye is charmed whilst tracing the wind-

ings of Glenshesk among the hills, or resting on the quiet, gently-ascending slopes of Knocklayd^

c State Papers, toI , 2. "> Ibid.
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The vie"W, in a western direction, is varied by three head-lands at equal distances: viz., Dun-na-

Xeenie, Dun-na-Gregor, and Kinnban, the second advancing a little further into the channel than

the first, and the third than the second. Kinnban, the last of the series, bounds the view. This

beautiful promontory is composed of white limestone, and forms a very attractive feature in the

channel. Indeed, the scenery in this neighbourhood presents a pictore of wild beauty rarely

equalled in any land.

The position of Dun-Donndl Gorm differs very widely from those occupied by other castellated

piles on the coast. It is farther removed from the sea, and was originally designed not so much
as a place of strength as to afford the necessary facilities for a family residence. Instead of having

been built on a cliff overhanging the wave, Dun-Donnell Gorm, with its various appurtenances,

occupied the three Duns already mentioned, which stand just at the point where the headland rises

frova. the level plain fonned by the expanding of Glenshesk near the sea. These Duns are what

are termed EsJcers, and were originally fonned by the retreating waters of the ocean. The first, on

which the castle stood, is twelve perches in length, and about seven broad. The second is twenty

perches in circumference
;
and the third about twenty-five. The average height of each is from

fifty to sixty feet. The first and second are separated from the head-land by a trench upwards of

six perches in width, and from each other by a broad deep road-way. The third is divided from them

by a trench about three perches broad. The largest of the three consists principally of rock with a

deep covering of soil; it stands nearest the sea, and is more inaccessible than the others. On its

broad level summit there formerly existed the remains of a building which was known traditionally

as JfacZhtifU'irs House. Forty years ago a high dvke enclosed the summit all around. About three

or four years since a new road was made, which passes close by these Dims. Whilst constructing

it, the workmen laid bare a remarkable grave, which probably had been the last resting-place of

some ancient lord who held the castle. "We quote the following interesting account of this grave

from the letter of a lady resident in the immediate neighboxrrhood :

" There was a mound over the grave some ten or twelve feet higher than the ground around it.

This the road-men required to level
;
and when they had cut about seven feet from the top they

came upon a sand-stone pavement, the stones rudely, yet neatly enough dressed, but fitting perfectly

to each other
;
below these was a vault, the sides of which were paved in the same manner

; it was

six-and-a-half feet long, three feet wide, and two-and-a-half in depth : in it there was nothing found

but bones, which were very brittle, and exceeduigly large. A? the whole affair had been pulled

down, both the pavement and the bones lay upon the warren for many weeks, but were afterwards

buried together. The other remains were found in the same tomb, beneath a large stone
; they

consisted of two querns, two hatchets, and a skcnc or sharp sword. One of the querns was broken,

and the road-maker carried the other to his own house, where it was so much in the way that he

sink it in the floor of his kitchen. One of the hatchct> was al;out six inches in lensrth, the other
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scarcely so long; they vrero not of iron, but some composition resembling copper; they were dim,

but not rusted. The sw^rd was of the same metal
;
it was at least a foot-and-a-half long, the little

branches forming the hilt curving upwards and taking the shape of a fish's fin. The workmen

also discovered neM" the tomb the entrance of a subterranean passage running into one of the

mounds."

One curious feature of these Duns may be mentioned as contributing to their peculiarly beau-

tiful appearance. Their sides are adorned with terraces similar to those which mark the mountain

vineyards of the East, and throughout southern Europe. Indeed, their whole character impresses

one with the belief that the Duns were designed by their occupants as a family residence during

peace. The two mounds adjoining that on which the castle stood were intended, no doubt, here, aa

in other places where similar remains exist, for the accommodation of household-men or guards, and

also for the occasional entertainment of guests. It was customary to erect on such mounds wattle-

houses covered with cloth, like tents, to answer the purposes now mentioned. A curious manuscript

poem exists in the college of St. Isidore at Rome, which refers, in distinct terms, to the uses of a

similar erection attached to the residence of a chieftain in Connaught." Tliis poem was composed by
a bard named Geoffrey Fion O'Daly, and originally intended to celebrate the munificence of "William

MacDonough Moyneagh 0'Kelly, who in the year 1351 feasted the distinguished men of Ireland afr

his castle of Gallagh in the county of Galway. Among the company expected on that occasion, the

writer specifies the following :

" There will be the Brehons of legal judgment ;

There the Druids and good poets ;

In his mansion will be the authors of Erin,

The chroniclers of triumphant histories."

The following verse describes the nature of the house-accommodations provided for the distinguished

visitors :

*' There are long houses of beds

On the smooth ridge of the dry eminence.

In preparation for the company,
Well furnished with woven cloth."

"The smooth ridge of the dry eminence" is an expression as truly descriptive of the mound

adjoining Dun-Donnell Gorm as of that which stood near the castle of Gallagh. The Duns

are just such remains as we would expect to meet in this district, after reading the Irish

annalists' account of the personal character of James MacDonneU. Here, on these immense

mounds, that "festive man of many troops" had ample room for his princely establishment. He
had no fewer than three hundred guards, or household-men, (all of whom, by the way, were

See Proceedings of Eoyal Irish Academy, vol. vi., page 51,
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engaged in the battle of (jHenshesk,) and, as he was chief of the Clan Donnell, in Ireland and Scot-

land, his mansion must have been worthy of his high position. His marriage with the Lady Agnes

Campbell, although the origin of subsequent family disputes between the houses of Antrim and

Argyle, contributed very much, at the time, to MacDonnell's power, and, no doubt, increased his

means for sustaining that display which his rank required, and which the Irish annalists have

recorded in such eulogistic terms.

The second castle in this immediate district, once occupied by the MacDonnells, is situated on

the opposite or western side of Ballycastle bay and is known for a long period past as Dun-na-

neenie, the "Mil of the fairs." The headland on which it stood rises abruptly from the sea to a

height of more than three hundred feet. Only small portions of the castle now exist, but these

remains plainly indicate a very remote period of erection. The walls have been prodigiously

thick and strong, resembling those of Bruce' s castle in the island of Eathlin: the place was

originally isolated by a very deep trench. Dun-na-neenie was another of those "Piles" which

the Clan Donnell probably "purchased," or perhaps took possession of by some less ceremo-

nious process. Nothing has yet been discovered relating to its early history : we have a copy of a

grant of Dun-na-neenie and the adjoining lands, which was made in 1612, by Sir Eandal Mac

Donnell (afterwards first earl of Antrim) to Hugh MacNeill, constable and gentleman. The last

occupant was Daniel MacNeUl, a descendant of the latter, and owner of the BaUycastle estate.

His daughter and heiress, Eose MacNeill, married the Rev. "William Boyd, rector of the parish of

Eamoan, and became mother of Colonel Hugh Boyd, whose name is so weU known in connexion

with the town and harbour of BaUycastle.

At a little distance westward from Dun-na-neenie are the remains of a third castle, on Kinnban,

the "white headland." It was probably one of those originally built by the Scots, about the com-

mencement of the sixteenth century. Tradition tells that it was the scene of a slaughter committed

on a small English force sent to attack it. The Scots are said to have hurled immense stones from

its battlements on the heads of its assailants, and thus literally crushed the latter to pieces. Its

original owner was Alaster HacDonnell, whose descendants, the MacAlasters, continued to occupy

the castle until the beginning of the eighteenth century. Colonel Hugh Boyd married a lady of

the MacAlasters of Kinnban, by whom he left a numerous family. G. H.

VOL. VII. 2 k
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NOTES AND QUEEIES.

TJsQUEBAirGH. The follovring letter is in the

Harleian Collection (4706.41t.), among some mis-

cellaneous papers that had belonged to Mr, Tobie

Bonnel, who appears to have had the principal

management of the Revenue in Ireland, from im-

mediatelj'^ after the Ecstoration till nearly the end

of the seventeenth centurj'. It is a receipt for

making the famous Irish usquebaugh, procured at

the instance of Mr. Bonnel, and apparently by
dii'ection of his superiors, from a competent cor-

respondent, in a quarter stiU well known for the

production of alcohol. Though rather of a tech-

nical nature, and containing what is now no

secret, it is worth preserving in a note in illus-

tration of our paper on Aqua-Vitae, and of the

amount of knowledge possessed at the time on

the subject of distilling. G. B.

" Mr, BOKNEL,

"According to your desire, I have

enquired howe they here make Usquebagh, and

I have here sent you the exactest way that I can

gett from them: They still it here after the Irish

way, with a Pott and Hurdle, as they call it,

wch is a Brasse pipe of the same nature of the

Worme, but it is not of the same forme, but

placed in water. In the Aquavitae Pott they use

here they putt about twenty quarts of good strong

Beere or Ale, which they still on as longe as

they think fitt, w<:i> they guesse by the weak-

ne?se of the Spirrit, and this they doe until they

gett as much of that Spirrit as wiU fill the Pott.

Then they take a pound of good Licorish, scrape

it well, and cutt it into very small slices, & drye
it weU before the fire, but take care that it be

not in the least burnt, for then it will give y'

Usquebagh a very badd tastj when the Lycorish

is dryed then bruise it; take a pound of Anyseeds

and bruise them; the Anyseeds putt into the

Pott with y^ Spiritt, w^ is already stilled ofi",

W':'' is about twenty quarts, & the Lycorishe they

putt into the vessel w<:i> is to receave the Spirrit

from y^ Hurdle
;
this pott of Spirrit they call the

Mashe-pott, with y^ Anyseeds in it; this they

still as they doe the former, untill they find it so

weake that they will drawe no more offe. They
take likewise as much Safi'ron as they thinke

will couler the Usquebagh, & putt it uppon a

cleane fine Lynnen Cloth, w^ii eouveres the vessell

w^b receaves the Spiritt from y* Pipe, so that it

drops through the Safi'ron
;
but I am tould that

this way wastes much of the Saffron, soe that

they here now use the Saffron thusse: After

the Usquebagh is stilled and put into Bottles,

they pick the Saffron loose, and open it, & tye

about the bignesse of a Hassel-nut inafineLjnnen

Ragge, and hange it in the middle of a quarte

Bottle of Usquebagh, & in 24 houres it wUl

coloure the Usquebagh ;
so by this way they putt

in as much or as little Saffron as they thinke

fitte
;
out of the twenty quarts of Spirrits in the

mashes Pott they commonly gett 14 quarts of

stronge Usquebagh, w<^b is about two-thirds. This

is the exactest Accompt I can gett from them :
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For they doe things much by guesse ;
& that this

may give you satisfaction is the harty wishess of

T' friend & servant

Hen. Ffemeley.

Monstreven, Sept. 4, 1671."

Teadition of Sie Felim O'Neill's Death.

The following curious and circumstantial tradi-

tion was related to me, a number of years ago,

by an old man in the County Tyrone, who

firmly believed every word of it to be true,

and assured me that it was well known among
the people of that county:

"
Sir Felim O'Neill was taken prisoner by

the English at Eoghan Lough, near Coalisland,

and condemned to die. He was thrust alive

into a barrel filled with long sharp spikes of

iron, and then rolled down a hill, which can

stUl be pointed out by the people of the

neighbourhood. After this he was hanged,

and his body cut up into quarters, which was

carried away by some of the Scotch soldiers and

buried in different places. The Duke of Hamil-

ton was present at the execution, and with him

a little boy, the child of his daughter, whom Sir

Felim had seduced. As a soldier passed them

carrying one of the quarters of the body, the

Duke, in the bitterness of his heart, said to the

boy
' See there, boy, that is your father the

man is carrying' : when instantly the little

fellow, lifting a loaded pistol, shot the man to

the heart. This boy's name was Gordon O'iN'eill.

He afterwards went to France, and made interest

with the government there to send an army to

re-conquer Ireland. The preparations for this

purpose were in progress, when two priests of the

Irish College of Paris called on him, and, after

proffering their services, asked him would he

engage to make them both bishops when they

all arrived in Ireland. He gave them some

doubtful reply, saying it was too soon to make

any promise, as many a misfortune might inter-

vene. Whatever the answer was, the priests

were mightily offended, and soon after took such

care to spread reports against his character, that

the French government began to suspect some

treachery, and refused the expected assistance.

He soon after made his way on foot, as a pilgrim,

to Rome, and obtained access to the Pope and

the twelve Cardinals sitting in conclave. The

moment he entered the room, the candles which

illuminated the place were all extinguished by
some invisible cause. He fell down on his face,

and wept, and tore his hair and clothes in such a

vehement manner that the Pope, in amazement,

desired him to rise and tell his story. Immedi-

ately the candles lighted of their own accord, an 1

he proceeded to show forth his grievances to his

Holiness, who was so much incensed at the

conduct of the two priests that he issued a Bull,

expelling them from the College of Paris, and

prohibiting that college from ever electing an}'

one of their names (Hart and
)
into their

body, to the end of the world."

A Residext in Tvkone.

Beewixg. The writer of the article on tho

"Early Use of Aqua-vitae in Ireland," alludes

(vol. vi., p. 293) to the well-known tradition of

ale having been made from heather by the Danes

in this country. The following passage from

Laing's Norway (p. 139), would seem to refer to

something of the same kind: " There is said to

be a way of preparing ale still known among the
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peasantry of parts of Bergen Amt [in Norway],

which is supposed to be the beverage used by

the "Berserker;" this name is one applied to

those who intoxicated themselves with some drug

or liquid."
Senex.

I beg to correct an error in the article on the

site of the "Battle ofMagh Rath," [vol. iv. p. 58]

where the writer assumes that the Dun Eachdach

mentioned in the Circuit of Muircheartach, is the

present DuneigM, near Lisburn. It is, in fact,

the present Dunaghy, at the village of Clough,

County of Antrim ;
and there is not the slightest

probability that the Magh Rath of the " Circuit"

is the Wagh Rath of the battle. F. N. L.

The very curious wooden implement figured

and described in the last number of the Journal,

(vol. vii. p. 165) seems very unlikely to have

been needed by the old Irish for making fuel out

of "flow-turf," as solid peat was everywhere

procurable. Query Was it not more probably

a cheese-press? Tteotomtjs.

Jerome Cardan, in his yroxkDe Rerum Varietate,

(lib. xii.), published at Nuremberg about 1566,

when treating "De Artiflciis subtilioribus,"

relates the following instance :

"A Hibernian youth, eighteen years of age,

inserted two knives in his nostrils for half their

length, so straight that they stood perpendicular

to his face (they were our own knives), so that

it was necessary to pass them through those

ojienings by which the mouth communicates

with the nose, and in consequence of this, these

openings had become larger and lower down

than they were naturally. He likewise passed a

crooked straw, standing perpendicularly, through

every part of his face, forehead, eye-brows, eye-

lids, cheeks, and the tip of his nose, merely by

the motion of the muscles of his chin, by which

sometimes these parts assumed extraordinary

shapes. He also conveyed a very large sword

on to his forehead, and held it there without any

other assistance than this. He cut, with power-

ful blows of a sword, falling in the manner of a

razor, a number of straws sticking right out from

his belly, and never missed a blow. He then

struck the skin of his belly with similar bloAvs,

and was not wounded. Again, he held a large

knife by one end in his mouth, and placed on

the other end a piece of wood with an iron point,

and again on the iron point a small disk of lead

[scutulum plumbeum], which he kept constantly

whirling with a rapid motion. He applied to

his body several swords and daggers by the

points, having their hilts resting on the ground,

and two besides in his hands held only by the

points, and then, supporting himself merely by
the tips of his hands and feet resting on these

swords, he whirled himself about in a marvellous

manner among them."

Gaspar Schottius, in his Joco Sericorum Naturce

et Artis, after quoting the above, says :

"
Agili-

tati, dexteritati, assuetudini, et robori corporis,

praesertim spinae dorsi, haec sunt adscribenda .

"

"W. PlNKEETON.

Faem. The ingenious conjecture, respecting

this word, introduced in your interesting editorial

note (vol. vi. p. 60), is quite corroborated by

considering that our present word 'farm' is

clearly an abbreviation of the earlier expression,
' farm of land,' which is still the form used by
the country people. In law-papers, also, the

technical phrase
'
to farm let,' shows the original

sense of the word. Senex.
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ANSWERS.

Waldensian Gaelic. [Notes and Queries,

vol. vii. p. 176,] The authority of Professor

Pictet sets at rest the question of the existence

of this dialect in modern times. But I believe

there is no doubt that, in 1651, certain MSS. in

the Waldensian language of that time were col-

lected by Sir Samuel Moreland, and presented

by him to the library of the University of Cam-

bridge. It would surely be easy for some reader

of the Jotirnal to ascertain what these MSS. are,

and underwhat circumstances theywereprocured.
The non-existence of the dialect at present among
the Waldenses is no proof that it did not exist

two centuries ago. The Cornish language was

spoken in Cornwall one century ago, and yet

not a word of it is understood there now.

O'Cleey.

"Waldensian Gaelic. I was pleased to find

iu your last number the competent authority

of Professor Pictet, of Geneva, given for con-

tradicting the groundless assertion, so often

repeated, of the existence of a Celtic dialect

in modern times among the Alps. This chi-

mera is therefore destroyed. But the total

absence of any Celtic traces among those moun-

tains leads to an important deduction. If,

as has been hitherto asserted, the original inha-

bitants of Gaul and Lombardy were Celts, we

should unquestionably find traces of them in the

mountainous district adjoining. In all other

cases known to us, the original inhabitants of

countries which have been subjugated by fo-

reigners have, in greater or less numbers, taken

refuge in the hills. This is but natural
; they

know the intricacies and recesses of these inac-

cessible spots, which strangers do not
; and, when

defeated by a superior power, they shrink into

their fastnesses. Thus, it is in the mountains

we find the "Welsh of Britain, the Gaels of Scot-

land, the Ghoorkas of India. If the Celts were

the original inhabitants of continental Europe,

we should find the remnants of them now in the

mountains, not in the comparatively flat district

of Lower Brittany, where they actually are. In

the entire absence of such proof, therefore, we

are led to prefer the theory which brings the

Celts to the British Islands originally by sea, and

thence to the Continent. The Sanscrit language

demonstrates that the oar is older than t\i.Qplohi;u,

and that men were sailors before they were tiUers

of the soil. In that mother-tongue of the Euro

pean languages, aritram signifies not a jyhuijl.

but an oar. The more adventurous races o;

primeval times came to Ireland, Britain, and tht,

coast of Europe, oar in hand, as our own ancient

histories assert, and did not laboriously male

their way across an impassable continent, as

modern theories affirm. If they had done so,

we should find some traces of them in the Euit.

pean mountains, and not exclusively in islan,!^

and on the coast. C. M. O'Keefe

With reference to the alleged discovery <y.

certain USS. in the year 1820, deposited in a:

oaken chest in a vault of the old choi'ch of Cou
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nor [Notes and Queries, vol. vii., p. 173], C. B. T.

ia informed that the whole story is an utter

"
hoax," destitute of any truth whatever. G.B.

GLEinvnERRYCoLEY.-[Queries,vol.iii.p.254.]

This species of dog is still distinct, and is held

in esteem in the county Antrim. It takes its

name from the well-known hilly district near

Connor, where it was first introduced from Scot-

land. It is a large, glossy black dog, with a

shaggy tail, and with a brown spot over each

eye. It is a very valuable animal
;
used like the

shepherd's dog of Scotland, in herding cattle and

sheep, especially the latter, which it does with

as much sagacity and care as its master could.

r. N. L.

Cheonicles of Ear. [Queries, v. vii. p. 177.]

In reply to the query of Sceijtatok, I believe

there is no doubt that the author of the so-called

Chronicles of Eri was Eoger O'Connor, brother

(or nephew, I forget which) of the insurgent

general, Arthur O'Connor, and father of Feargus

O'Connor, formerly M.P. for Nottingham. The

family is said to have been English, and origin-

ally named Conyers ; but, settling in the county

of Cork, to have assumed the name of O'Connor.

Koger was occupant of Dangan Castle when it

was burned
;
and was tried for the robbery of a

mail-coach. His book seems a bare -faced fabri-

cation. Akti-Htj^ibitg.

Beddy. [vol. vi. p. 282, V. vii.. p. 175.] I do

not know to what part of Ulster A. H. refers

for the popular use of the word "
beddy j" but

I can speak positively as regards the east of

Tyrone. This very morning I asked some of the

working-people what was meant by it, and they

all answered at once,
"
impudent." T. H. P.

Eschew. [Queries, vol. vii. p. 71] Some

pronounce eschew as es-chew. This I think

not only wrong, but most disagreeable to the ear.

The pronunciation eshew appears to have no

authority whatever in its favour, and only the

analogy of such words as scheme. The old French

verb eschouer, now spelled echouer, (and pro-

nounced, according to ourEnglish letters, eshouerj

is most probably the original of eschew, although

at present applied in a different sense. Both fur

etymology and euphony, I would therefore pro-

nounce the word as es-shew, in this adopting the

regular German sound of scA. S. T. P.

Vaei^ish eoe Ieon Antiqites. [Queries, vol.

iii. p. 83.] A compound of one part of lard and

three parts of resin, well mixed, answers the

purpose perfectly, preserving the article from

rust, without altering its colour or appearance.

Sexex.

Beooh, Beotjgh [vol. vii., p. 78]. Have tho

following words any connection with this term ?

Irish, hrugh, and hrog, a habitation, also hrog,

melancholy; [O'Reilly'sDiet.] French, hrouillard,

"vapeurs epaisses qui obscurcissent I'air," or, as

given by the Academy, *'vapeur plus ou moins

epaisse, et ordinairement froide, qui obscurcit

I'air." J. W. M.
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QUEEIES.

Is the site of the inauguration place of the

"
O'iN'eill Clanneboy" at Castlereagh known?

And what has become of the stone chair formerly-

used in the ceremony, and which is described by

Dr. Petrie in 1832 \_DubUn Penny Journal, v. i.

p. 208] as then in existence ? F. N. L.

What is the origin of the word Rapp, meaning

a forged copper coin a coin of no value as in

the common expression, "not worth a Rappf
r. N. L.

I shall feel obliged for information, or refer-

ence, relating to
"
Captain Edward Pottinger,"

who had command of the " Dartmouth" frigate,

after that ship had assisted in breaking the boom

at the siege of Derry, and who is said to have

been lost, with his ship, off the isle of Mull,

while in pursuit of French ves^ls conveying

supplies to the army of James II.

A Desceh-daxt.

Can any of your readers supply me (through

the pages of your Journal) with any information

as to the lives of two early geographers, Johannes

de Sancto Bosco, who wrote a treatise ''Be

Sphera" and Dicuil, who lived early in the

ninth cenl-ury, and wrote a treatise "Be Mensura

Orhis TerrcB." Dicuil'speaks of himself as "ex

nostra Hibernia." Is it possible to identify his

name with any Irish surname now existing? He
is aUuded to at length in the Biog. Univ.

T. Haelin.

Any information such as the time and place

of birth, the family connexions, the style and

number of works in short, any information,

whatever, respecting the following Irish artists,

principally natives of Ulster, will be thankfully

received:

Charles Jervas, the first Irish artist, a pupil of

KneUer, noticed by Pope and Swift, died in Lon-

don, 1739.

James Latham, called the Irish Vandyke, died

about 1752.

James Macardell or MacArdle, a native of

Ulster a celebrated mezzotinto engraver, engra-

ved some of Hogarth's works, died in London,

1765.

Eobert Hunter, native of LT-ster, a portrait

paiater, born about 1750.

Jeffrey Hamet O'Neal, landscape painter,

supposed to be a native of Ulster.

Wilson, native of Ulster, landscape and

historical painter. W. Pi>-keetox.

"What is the origin of the curious name Mac-

Jinn, given to a station on the Portrush railway ?

F. K L.

According to Dr. Hume's paper on the sur-

names of the county Antrim, the name second in

order of frequency is Wilson. Now could this

possibly be an English translation of Mac Quil-

lan ? or, if not, what has become of the numerous

clan of the Mac Quillans ? F. JS". L.
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Parish Registebs ik Ieilaitd. What may

be the date of, and where may be found, the

earliest extant parish-register in Ireland? Many
curious particulars are contained in the registers

in this part of the United Kingdom. Abhba.

In Harris's Ware (vol. i. p. 371), it is stated

that among the ruins at Glendalooh have been

discovered several tomb-stones bearing inscrip-

tions in Greek. Are these described in any sub-

sequent works, and what is the nature of the

i nscriptions ? Senex.

In my early days (about fifty years ago), th(

present town of Crossgar, in the County Down ,

was known by no other name than " Iver Oge's

Bridge." Who was Iver Oge? and how did tin

name of the place come to be changed? The

present village of Emyvale, in the Coimty Mo-

naghan, was atthat time called
"
Skimageeragh."

What does that signify? John.

How did the Greek and Latin classics come to

be called in Scotland " the Humanities" ?

JtJVENIS.
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LIFE IN OLD IRELAND.

BY HEBBERT FRANCIS HORE.

" Of antient deeds, so long forgot,

Of feuds, whose memory was not,

Of forests, now laid waste and bare,

Of towers, which harbour now the hare,

Of manners, long since chang'd and gone." Sir Walter Scott.

An idea of the modes of life of even the highest rank in ancient Ireland, of the Gaelic king in his

pallis or his dun, and of the Anglo-Irish baron in his castle, can only be gathered by sedulous

researches into formal archives, such as State Papers and other MS. authorities, national and local

annals, and from such glimpses as various native and foreign writers have shed on our old scenes.

After all, the light to be obtained is so dim, compared with the flood poured on contemporary

life in other European lands, that our knowledge of ancient manners in this country, as obscurely

seen by existing accounts, may be metaphorically said (remembering that the men of the olden

time had actual vitality) to be like looking at some ruined castle : we gaze at the outer walls,

and peer into the dark interior, but the hall and chambers, that rang for centuries with the voices

of a race whose home was there, are almost void of everything that would even feebly mirror the

past. Some antiquarian knowledge might, indeed, aid the imagination in re-peopling the scene
;

but the ideas formed must be nearly as dead as the walls of the castle, or the dust of its former

inhabitants. But whenever the forthcoming Calendars of the Irish State Papers shall have been

completed, and followed by the publication of the most interesting documents in that repository, it

will require no strong effort of the imagination to picture the position of an Irish king in the six-

teenth century. The proposed idyll, or image of life, we may also declare, will be unique, saving in

so far as such a king's station and circumstances resembled those of a Scottish chief, and will be far

more deserving of study than existing portraits of his Scottish brother, since it will exhibit him

under the remarkable circumstances developed in the history of the conquest of Ireland by

Elizabeth. The Irish chieftain of that period, at home in his country, among his clansmen and

churls, was a stately personage. It would be easy to shew that a king such as O'Ncill-jnore,

or MacCarthy-mor^, was not wanting in the external ceremonial belonging to his dignity, or in the

means of living, whether in peace or at war, in a stjie of magnificence surpassing the most powerful

Scottish lord. This assertion is not surprising if we reflect that, though the chief of the Camp-

bells might bring as many men into the field as the king of Tyrone, the country of M*=Ailenmore

was not so fertile and rich as central Ulster. The last earl of Tyrone supported within his own

VOL. VII. 2 L
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county, during his revolt, no less a force than 4,060 men; and, besides, could count upon the far

larger forces of the Ulster lords who were bound to serve under his banner
; and, moreover, he raised

taxes upon the province amounting to about 80,000 a-year, an enormous sum in those days.* He

enjoyed a really regal state, with his hereditary court of officers, snch as his judge, his constable of

galloglasses, marshal, poets, bards, physicians, and other officials. His oir-righa, (or sub-

kings,) were considered as princely branches of his royal house, did him honour and homage
at his inauguration, served him in the field, paid him tribute, in the shape of cattle, salmon, &c.,

and gladly resorted to him, at the yearly festivals, to help him to consume his wealth. He was

their "senior," their grand seigneur; and would punish them, or any other of his tribe, according

to old accustomed ways. He knew of no law, no statute, printed or otherwise, nor recognised any

custom as legal, unless it were warranted by the tradition of his country. He was responsible for

the conduct of his men, his clann (i.e., children), towards other clans, and his people were therefore

answerable to him. Such as his state was, was that of all the rest of Irish chieftains, save where

inferior means gave inferior power and stateliness. But if the social condition of those kings was

systematic, life in their days was not so; but, on the contrary, various, vicissitudinous, and abounding

in strong contrasts. A bold warrior, fuU of vigour of mind and body, was supplanted by the

working ofsome faction in his sept; and his nephew or son being placed on the inaugural throne, he was

suddenly stripped of almost aU the world could give. While in the enjoyment of power over the clan,

its king may be declared to have exercised that power in almost an unlimited degree. In primitive

ages, when clan communion existed in its simplest form, he could not call any thing his property;

yet either established usage or his superior position gave him command over whatever pleased him.

Custom bequeathed most of these advantages to his successors, and even added to them to such

an extent, that a popular chief was almost despotic, as regarded the lives and goods of his people.

Christianity, indeed, by degrees tempered his sway, yet was often overpowered by the effects

of pagan traditions and prejudices. All those deep and gloomy superstitions, which peculiarly

brooded in the minds of the imaginative excitable Gael, filled the earth and seas with

mystery, worked their dark effects in men's hearts, and rendered weak and vacillating the

counsels and actions of a people so controlled. Yet there was no lack of fun, and since the

humour was Irish, we may be sure it was good humour. Merry fellows like Torna O'Mul-

conroy who was, say the annalists, "head of the conviviality and jocularity of Ireland,"

were to be found in most festive scenes, whether the banquet was laid in Dundrum Castle, (where

Shane O'Neill ordinarily had 200 tuns of wine in cellar), or spread on a ferny bank by the Bann

side. A fileadh, or poet, had but to exert his talent for panegyric on the occasion of some pros-

perous action against the Sassenach, and he and his noisy troop of bards, or singers, harpers, jesters,

and gamesters, were pretty sure of a liberal share of the spolia opima. But life in old Ireland

Fynes Moryson's History of the Tyrone War.
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was, on the whole, more rude and violent than in other European countries, for there was ever war

between the Gael and the Teuton, and too often between Gael and Gael. Oppression was general,

and the misery of the mass of the people almost universal
;
whUe serfdom, amounting to such personal

slavery that men and their families were "
villains," unable to quit their lord, and incapable of

holding property, continued until the middle of the century under review. Famine, that dire

scourge in the train of civil war, was frequent. In individual cases there was, however, abundance

of piety and almsgiving. The poor were relieved, we may feel certain, with a full measure

of that compassion which has so long distinguished the warm-hearted and religious Irish. If

wealth did not, as in England, found alms-houses, and relieve the needy with a regular bounteous

hand
;
and if processions of poor men did not, as in the sister country, precede rich franklins and

gentlemen to the grave, our annalists have recorded numberless eminent instances of the generous

charity and free-handed hospitality of Irish chieftains and their dames. Ancient life in our conntry

thus chequered in colours of black, red, and white, certainly affords a natural and interesting theme

for investigation ;
and Irishmen have now learnt to regard the past of their land, and the stories of

its principal characters, with a tolerably impartial affection. The time is happily over when the

records of that past were applied to factious purposes ;
so that, all apprehension on this score

having ceased, those who feel or claim an interest in the ancient days of Ireland gladly see her

history, both general and topographical, becoming gradually developed. The demand for completer

knowledge of the history of separate localities is increasing, and large facilities towards this end

have, of late years, been given, by the publication of annals, and other general archa^ologic works.

The chronicles and other literary labours of ancient churchmen illustrate the reverend history of

the ecclesiastical ruins which meet the eye on almost every square mile of the Island of Saints.

" As a national history," writes the Dean of Clonmacnois,
'' " collections of annals must be confused

and disheartening, but as materials for local history they are invaluable
;
and if ever freely and

boldly used for that purpose, they will be found to suggest many thoughts relative to the social

condition of the country ; and, being thus resolved into their original elements for it was as local

histories that their chief materials were originally composed, they will cluster in form and clearness

round various points of great interest." A Journal such as this cannot well devote its pages to the

illustration of any particular district, unless it be of unusual and general interest
;
so that while our

themes take wider views, we will look at our present subject broadly, and, for the present, simply

string together a few rough notes upon it.

The mode of construction and outward appearance presented by the houses of Irish chieftains

are to be learnt from various passages. In the versified account of the territory of Hy-Fiachrach,

the habitation called Bunfhinne, at the mouth of the Einn, is styled
'' a white wattled pUe." "We

* Introduction to Dowliii<''s Annals.
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also learn the prime characteristic of these abodes, viz., that they were renowned for bacchanalian

conyiviality. Thus, Dun Contreadhan,
" A mansion in which many banquets are found,

Is the bancjueting-hall of the plundering descendant of Conn."

Wattles and clay were the ordinary building materials. In the case of the larger houses, strong

frame-works of timber would seem to have been used. Roofs were invariably covered with thatch,

even in the case of castles, slates and tiles being unknown
;
and the material was either straw, or

reeds, or rushes. Thus, it appears by Docwra's Narrative that, in 1601, Dungannon House was a

thatched one. This was a principal residence of O'JSTeill-^wore, and often burnt during wars. Upon
the marriage of Hugh, Earl of Tyrone, with Marshal Bagenal's sister, this ennobled chieftain set

to work, says Fynes Moryson,
"

to build a fair house," which, observes this writer, "our govern-

ment thinks a tye of civility." In order to cover the new roof, the earl caused a quantity of

lead to bo transported thither, but ere long, on breaking into revolt, cast the lead into bullets;

a commutation that occasioned him to be accused of having originally entertained the warlike idea

of so using the lead. Perhaps the house was, at that time, a stone structure
; though, indeed,

stone had rarely been employed in architecture in the Gaelic regions. It would seem that, in

earlier ages, this material was seldom used, even in the construction of such a town as Galway ;

since the house of the Red Earl of Ulster in that town, was specially known as Cloch-an-iarla, or

the Earl's "stone house." In May, 1566, Dominic Lynch, of Galway, desiring to found a free-

school in that town, petitioned the Queen for a grant of " the site of a ruined house, called Erle's-

Stone," towards that good work." A.ccording to a curious MS.** giving some legends of the Queen's

County, the native chiefs, or rather, their brides, were not content unless dwellings of the more

civilized mode of construction were provided for them. The tradition in point runs thus:

" About the year 1580, Fergus O'Kelly, of Leix, married the daughter of O'Byrne, of Glen-

malur, in the county of "Wicklow. The young lady would not come home with him, until a stone

wall house should be built for her reception, there being but few stone buildings in the Queen's

County. To perform this task O'Kelly employed all his tenantry, who went to work on Monday

morning, and by Saturday night he had a fine house finished for her, at Knockacouua, which was

then called 'the "Week-hou^e,' and goes by tbe name of the Old-Stone, in Irish Sean-a-cloch."

Agreeably with another authority about to be quoted, the very mansion of one of the greatest

toparchs, namely, MPCtxrihy-more, was so inconsiderable as to be despicable in the eyes, not of an

Irish bride, but an English traveller. The domicile in question was "the Palace," on the western

shore of KiUarney lake
j for, in the above mentioned year, during the great Desmond rebellion,

Mr. Edward Fenton, having visited the country around the lakes, mentions, in writing to Sir Francis

Walsingham, that the Earl of "
Clancar's house is called the Falace," a name which, he remarks,

' Calendar of Irish State Papers.
<*

Egerton MSS., British Museum.
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is ^'very unfit for so leggarhj a luilding." Art had manifestly accomplished little
;
but nature was

here full of magnificence ; and, the English visitor, struck with the beauty and richness of the land
,

concludes his letter* by expressing his regret that " as pleasant and as fruitful a country as the sun

ever shone on should be made waste." Our traveller's stricture on the unfitness of the name

"Palace," was just, if he had in remembrance the palaces of other countries, and was not

antiquary enough to know that he saw (as he doubtless did) in the Celtic residence he despised, a

type of the ancient pal-lis, or palisado-defended fort, one of which, no doubt, had primarily ex-

isted wherever any locality bearing this name was to be found. This point brings us to a portion

of our theme, which we consider of general interest.

Ancient royal establishments in England, France, Ireland, and Scotland, originally resembled

each other in their constitution and other circumstances. Thorny Island, a mere swampy islet in the

Thames, became, owing to its insular secure position, the regal seat where subsequently arose the
"
palace" of Westminster, with its hall, in which the king administered justice, in which he held

council or parliament, and in which law was dealt out to debtors seated on his "bench," and to

culprits committed to the marshalsee of his high marshal. Similarly, the "
Isle des Francs," named

from the household guard of the Gaulic kings of "Lutetia Parisiorum," still contains the "
Palais

de Justice," on the site where those kings first entrenched themselves in Si pal-lis, or impaled fort,

before the epoch when their marshals, or maires dii palais, who commanded their Prankish

lucM tighe, (whence "Lutetia?") usurped the sovereignty of the island that subsequently imposed
its name and laws on Gaul. In like manner, Inisdowel, or Inisdubhgall fi.e., "the island of the

black foreigners," at the entrance of the upper Bann into Lough j^eagh), was for centuries the

principal home of the kings of Tyrone, to whom, owing to its unapproachable situation, this

retreat was their surest fastness. Again, the "Lords of the Isles" rendered the security of the peace-

able portion of their lives doubly secure by keeping residence on an island in Loch Finlagan, the

shores of which were guarded by their lucM tighe, i.e., people of the house, or household

troop. An old map in the State Paper Office afi'ords us a little picture of " ilacilahon's house, in

the Lough of Mounachin," a mere one-storied house, standing on an island. Unfortunately, we

know of neither map nor record that would show that this sort of domicile stood on the watery

post of Inisdowel, at the time when its wild king, Shane O'Xeill, used it as his castle, storehouse

for treasure and munitions of war, prison for hostages and captives, and barrack for his trustiest

guardsmen. There are several accounts showing what sort of troops these foot-guards of his were,

and indeed they seem to have been "
army extraordinaries." These kerne-tighe, or caterans of the

chief's house, were commanded in the field by the marshal of the pal-lis: in the same manner, the

monarch of England's guards were, and are, "household troops," and the marshal of the royal

hall was the original field-marshal. This high functionary, it may also bo noticed, derives his

State Paper Office, lltli July, 1580.
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name from the words marh -scale, signifying "horse-servant," retained by the French in their term

marhhal, denoting a shocr and doctor of horses. The Gaelic word maor, signifying "steward,"

(whence the Scottish Stuarts, the Lord Mayors of London, and the old French maires du palaisj

claims, however, to enter into this etymology.

At the time of the Norman conquest of Ireland, the viceregal household was the only regular

armed force in the country, as is shown by the treaty between Henry II. and the ex-sovereign,

Roderic O'Connor, in which agreement it was provided that the latter, who retained kingship over

Connaught and other unconquered regions, should be aided in governing his subordinate chiefs by
the conqueror's deputed ruler, or, as the treaty says,

"
Constable," and his household familia sua.

"Lord Constable of Ireland" was a title by which some of the earliest viceroys were designated.

Whether the established officers of the native kings were every one anterior to, or in part imitated

from, those of Teutonic royalists, cannot be known. Their denominations demonstrate the unusually

military character of the country. Thus, the King of Connaught had his "
Keeper of Hostages,"

his " Guardef of Preys," and his "
Marshal," who was the " leader of the household" on occasions

of war or plundering. It may be supposed that such civilized designations as "butler" and "steward"

were comparatively modem. The name of Fiach MacHugh O'Byme's house-steward, /eara-^o^A,

fi.e., the man of the house,) is primitive enough.

It appears, by the curious account of " O'Neill's Bwonaghs," recently given in this Journal, (vol.

vi., p. 62)thatthemarshal of a Gaelic king ruled the 'bwonaghs,' i.e., huannacMa,OT'h.vcedi soldiery; and

it would seem that some of that officer's duties were, to render each company of men their wasly or

reward ; to quarter them for victuals and pay on certain husbandmen
;
and to see that each soldier

received one -third of the ransom of any prisoners he made, but that every good horse or shirt of

mail he took should be given up to O'Neill. These mercenaries, or, in the words of Macduff,
" Wretched kernes, whose arms are hired to bear their staves,"

were the irregular troops engaged by a king, whenever the exigencies of the time compelled him

to call in auxiliary forces
;
and the extent to which he imposed the support of them on his country

was limited only by its means of bearing the heavy burden. Sir Arthur Chichester reports, 5th

April, 1601, to government, that, having frequently beaten Brian M^Art O'Neill, nephew to the

rebel Tyrone, and one of his strongest assistants, and having often despoiled his country, the writer

has lately driven him "out of the Upper Clandeboy and Duffryn, upon which he hath long kept
6 or 700 lonagJds, with the help he had out of Kylultagh and Kylwarnan ;

and from the last skirmish

he saved himself by his legges and bogges, leaving his horse behind him." Down to so recent a

time as the close of the sixteenth century, the domestic office of marshal of the viceregal mansion

was combined with the marshalship of the army ;' for Sir Henry Bagenal, "the brave marshal,"

whose death in battle is celebrated in "Rokeby," derived his now exclusively military denomina-

^ Collins' Sydney Papers, 1. 10.
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tion from filling both, stations. "When his predecessor, Lord Leonard Grey, held these posts, or

"marshalled the army and corrected malefactors," as provost-marshal, having (besides power of

punishing malefactors by the summary process used by "Trois Echelles" and "Petit Andre" see

"Quentin Durward") his prison or marshalsee
;
and when he became viceroy, it vras objected against

him that he neither chastised anyill-doers amonghis "retinue," (that is to say, the soldiers he retained)

nor maintained the usual "household" of one hundred armed men.s In a letter dated 10th May,

1564, "the marshal's claim to the hides of beeves" kiUed while the army were in camp, is set forth.

This perquisite also belonged to the marshals of Celtic kings. Our great palatine earls, Kildare,

Ormond, and Desmond, had necessarily many oflBcers of state. The hereditary marshal of the last-

named earl's house was no other than Lord Fitzmaurice of Kerry, ancestor of the Marquis of

Lansdowne. Even an undistinguished family of the Anglo-Irish, named Sutton, bestowed their

" Old Court," or origuial castle, near New Ross, on completing a new one, upon a junior branch,

to be held by the tenure of providing a marshal for the senior house ;^ a provision indicating a

curious amount of attention to order in matters of war and peace among our ancient feudal families.

The combination of duties was an odd one, if the functions of this officer were military and

correctional, as well as including those of the "jolly yeoman," who, in the words of Spenser,'

paced to and fro through his lord's hall, as "marshall of the same," and

did bestow

Both guests and meat, whenever in they came,

And knew them how to order without shame.

The following account of " Services due by Sir Owen O'Sulivan and his heirs to the Earl of

Clancare," written by this knight on the 15th July, 1565, and presented to the Secretary of State

at the time when there was some controversy as to the duties owed by the vassals of MacCarthy-

more, then newly created an earl, gives an interesting idea of the feudal condition and rude terri -

tonal state of the principal oir-righ, or sub-king, of an Irish ard-righ, or provincial sovereign :

"
They hold of MacCarthy-ware, by the service of being one of the marshaUs of his camp,

in person, bringing all his power, with full furniture and victuals.

"To find continually 5 galloglasses, or 5 kerne, out of every quarter of land arable, inhabited

in his country, the said to be for guard for the earl's person.
" Out of every ship coming fishing, or with merchandize, 2s. 6d.

"Privilege to purchase wares (landed by merchants) at the same rate as Sir Owen.
" Two days' and two nights' meat and drink for the earl and his train at Duuboy.
"
Sir Owen to find and send to the house of the earl called Palice, sufficient horse-meat for the

earl's saddle-horses, throughout the year, and pay the groom 2s. 6d. yearly out of every quarter of

inhabited land.

g Printed S. P., 11., 12, 43. ^
Inquis: Exchequer for Wexford. ' Faerie Queene, n., c. 9 v. 28.
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" To find throughout the territories of Bantry and Dunboy the hunt of the earl, with sustenance

for all his greyhounds, hounds, and spaniels, and 16d. for the wages of the hunt, out of every inha-

bited quarter in Dunboy."

It is added in this instructive document, which casts so much light on clan vassalage, that

O'Sulivan's conntry is forty-two miles in length, by twenty-four in breadth. This large tract

was evidently, at the period in question, little more than an uncivilized supplier of MacCarthy-ware's

requirements in war, and recreations in peace. This great claieftain's
"
hunt," doubtless, frequently

ranged over the district in pursuit of the red-deer, wolves, and wild boars with which it then

abounded; and, indeed, modern sportsmen who have enjoyed the noble recreation of stalking deer

in the Highlands of Scotland, cannot but wish, when visiting the barren parts of these rugged

mountain peninsulas, that they were still set apart for the chase, seeing them so naturally well adapted

for the preservation of wild animals, and for tlie revival of those grand hunts for which Ireland

was anciently famous. As for the topic of Hunting in old Ireland, it is one that would afford vast

and various sport to us antiquaries ;
but I must, for the present, exercise self-denial, and postpone

mounting this particular hobby.

The natural fertility of much of the soil of Ireland, the earliness of the spring grass, the

continuance of summer pasture, constantly renewed by frequent rain (which has given our country

its name of "the Green Isle,") and the unexhausted state of the arable land, gave great wealth to

the lords. Probably, the creagM, or herd of cattle, that belonged to a chief, occasioned him, in see-

ing to its increase and defence, the liveliest interest. In some respects, he was a sort of extensive

grazier. Sir Brian O'l^eill, lord of Claneboy, possessed 30,000 cows, besides sheep and hogs.J

During winter time, it must have tested the resources of even his wide territory to provide susten-

ance for so large a herd. At the latter end of the 16th century, the creagM of 0'jS'eiU-??iore, or Hugh,
earl of TjTone, supported no less a force than 2,000 foot troops, and 120 horse.'' Prom this

statement, we may estimate that the earl's flocks and herds emulated the magnitude of those of

eastern patriarchs. Eory, lord O'More, king of the great country called Leix, held, temj). Henry

VIII., in virtue of his office, but a small demesne at Stradbally, and received in additional emolu-

ment only about 100 a-year; yet he had certain inherited lands, and, moreover, possessed many
town-lands in mortgage, derived from his father, who had lent out money and cattle, the latter to

the number of 515 kine.^

Plundering and marauding were, sooth to say, frequent employments with the sons of even

the highest chieftains. Why this was so, is reasonably explained in the introduction to a recent

publication, the Annmry of the Kilkenny Archajological Society ;
and we take tliis occasion of

directing our reader's attention to this laudable attempt to issue a yearly volume of Irish archao-

logic lore, and to express our hope that it will receive sufficient encouragement. Even so recently
J Camden. "^ Tracts of Irish Arch. Soc, n. 30. >

Inquis. Lagenite, Com. Eeg.
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as the latter end of the 16th century, the commerce of the country was so insignificant that there

was hardly any coin in circulation, save in the eastern sea-port towns ;
and any wants of the chieftains

in manufactured shapes, were usually supplied by bartering natural productions. In 1562,

Shane Maguire, lord of Fermanagh, complains that, having sent a horse to Dublin to be exchanged
for a shirt of mail, the animal had been seized at Navan by some unscrupulous Saxons." Such

being often an effect of the absence of a circulating medium, a great righ would now and then take

upon himself, (not having the fear of the king of England before his eyes,) to exercise for himself the

sovereign prerogative of coining. In 1447, a special act was passed in the metropolis against
" Irish money called Eeyley's," which the king of Cavan, in order to meet the increase of traffic in

his territory, had caused to be minted. Queen Elizabeth, on one occasion, committed gross injustice

by debasing coinage for Ireland, yet was always naturally jealous if her royal rivals dared to set

up a private mint. In the year 1578, coiners of false money were so notoriously retained by Sir

Brian O'Eourke, in one of his castles, namely Leitrim, that the governor of the province ordered

the place to be assaulted
; whereupon the castle was taken, and the warders were slain." On this

occasion, the governor writes that king O'Eourke, much enraged, was setting off to Dublin to com-

plain to the viceroy, and observes: ''It is considered a great conquest to drive O'Eourke to complain,

for he hath ever carried that reputation among the Irishry, as he was ever accounted the only

monarch ! I assure your honour," continues the governor, who is writing to the secretary of state,

"O'Eourke is the proudest man this day living on the earth." The inordinate pride of this Celtic

knight and king preceded his severe fall, for, some years after, he was hung for high treason at

Tyburn. His fate is, indeed, an instance of the vicissitudinous character of the lives of the greatest

men in old Ireland
;
and antiquarian imagination might easily fill up many gaps in the biography

of this haughty potentate, whose inauguration fete is still remembered in Swift's translation of

"O'Eourke's Feast," and whose life closed with unusual ignominy on the common gallows of London.

As an illustration of the vicissitndinous nature of the lives of chieftains, it may be mentioned

that, in March, 1602-3, Donnogh O'Conor Sligo Avas kept so strictly fettered by O'Donnel, that his

legs were nearly rotted with the fretting of the irons
; and, in contrast to the peaceful proces-

sions which, in England, accompanied rich men to the grave, we may notice that, when, in 1 640,

MacCabe (head of a sept of gaUoglasses of Danish descent,) was biu-icd, more than 280 "axes"

followed his corpse to the place of sepulture.*

The antique custom by which the ard-righs, or ccann-c'mh of great Gaelic tribes, like the hhans

of Asiatic hordes, bestowed rich gifts on their subordinate leaders, in the acceptable form of herds

of cattle, war-steeds, and pieces of armour, accounts for the grateful manner in which presents of

comparatively trifling value, such as ordinary English apparel, were received by those righs them-

selves, from the hands of lords-deputy j
these tokens of favour being evidently considered by the

State Paper Office. n Hooker, and S. P. O.
*
Firbis' Annals.

2 SL
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recipients as pledges that the viceroy -would protect them as if he -were their ceann-cine, i.e.,

head of their kin. The rejoicing manner in which a souvenir of this kind, sent by the gallant

Sir John Pcrrott to the aged chief Sir Turlough O'Neill, was received, is thus described in a

letter," dated 1 589, from one John Garland, an Englishman, the bearer of the little token of fxiend-

ship, a murrion, or iron skull-cap, presented to the old warrior "at Castlereagh, on the Bann-side":

"After the delivery of your honour's scull to O'Neill, he took it in his hands and kissed it at the

least half-a-scorc of times, and then presently he sent for two hogsheads of wyno, and christened

your scull. And after he had drunk his fill, he put on his shirt of mail and his jack, and called for

a boul of wyne, and drunk it to your honor's health. Withall he put on his scull, and drew out his

sword with a great othe, and said that Sir John Perrot was the truest man of his word that ever he

knew, and that he would prove it upon any man that would say the contrary, ould as he was, and

then satt down saying, *I am ten years younger by reason of this scull !'
"

Being always sure of the attendance of their clansmen, Irish chieftains did not need to main-

tain men in the manner that feudal lords did
;
and their often houseless and nomad lives precluded

any such regularity of state as was sustained in the hereditary houses of barons. After the Anglo-

Irish lords became degenerate, and had lost much of their lands, they ceased to retain garrisons

of English men-at- arms, and cither kept Gaelic warriors in their castles, or quartered them over

their territories. By a statute of 1461, every lord was required to be answerable for the conduct

of the " idel" men he took into his service, whether without doors or within
; and, by an ordinance

of 1489, every "lorde, knyght, and squyer," was bound to provide jacks, sallets, and bows and

arrows for the "
yeomen" he maintained in his house. In 1543, Cahir Kavanagh, who was after-

wards created a baron, on renouncing the title of MacMurrough, agreed to banish idel-men from his

territory, and to retain no " men of war" but such as would live in the house he undertook to build. p

These "idel men" were the scourge of the country in peace as well as in war, being retained in

numbers that were only limited by the means of the tenantry to support them. John Dymmok
observes, that by the custom of the country, it was lawful for idel-men retained by a chieftain to

quarter themselves upon whomsoever they would. This usage is better known than the fact of the

utter houselessness of the greatest chiefs, even in the l6th century, which was caused by their

insecure tenure, and by incessant wars, during the rigour of which they made the forests their

strongholds. In 1541 O'Neill had not one strong castle in all his vast country, and he and his clan

were almost without houses
;
and two years subsequently, when MacMurrough made his submission,

it was insisted on by government that he should construct a durable residence, because the State,

(as was observed when the Earl of Tyrone rebuilt Dungannon House,) considered the erection of a

house by a chieftain "a tie of civility." If many a Gaelic lord often lived compulsoiily out of

doors, daily and nightly, we may also believe that the time of an Anglo-Irish baron was seldom

o MS., S. P. 0. p Journal of Eilk., Arcli. See.
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voluntarily spent within them, at least in the day, whenever hawks could be flown or hounds

brought out. The titles of some of the servitors of the 1 1th Earl of Kildare, anno 1575, give an

idea of the mode of life in his favourite seat, Kilkea Castle. There was " Master Hussey," steward

of the household
;
a keeper of the wardrobe

;
Dick Howth, clerk of the kitchen

;
James Hickey,

trainer of the horses; Tom Enos, the falconer; Hugh O'Spellan, the Earl's purse-keeper,
'^ with

huntsmen and messengers: few names being suggestive of staying within doors, save that of

Richard Staniburst, who was in attendance on Lord Gerald, the Earl's son and heir, and doubtless

imparted the classical knowledge he had acquired at Oxford, and which he pedantically introduced

in his Description of Ireland. At a later period, Dr. Hanmer indignantly declared that every great

man's son was "brought up to dresse, diet, and ride a horse."'' Yet that young Geraldine lord, it

may be supposed, studied with his tutor either in the antique "Knight's Chamber,"^ or in one of the

two "private chambers in the white tower" of the castle. One of the old Earls, the "King of

Kildare," martial as he was, had a "library," a catalogue of which was made in 1518.* This

"collection," which was probably "dispersed" after the sack of Maynooth, and of coxu'se, consisted

mostly of MSS., included nearly as many volumes in the Irish as in the English language. Let me

transcribe the titles of some of these antique tomes, merely for the sake of tantalizing bibliomaniac

readers. "St. Beraghan's boke," "The Speech of Oj-ncheaghis,""
"
Concullyn's Acts,"^ "The

History of Clone Lyre." These were aU MSS. in the native tongue. Of English printed books,

(which probably issued from the press of either Caxton or "Worde), were " The Eeetis of Armes of

Chyvalry, made by Christ. dePyze," and "Bocaas, the Fall of Princes." Among the volumes in

the French language were "La Tryumph des Dames," and "A Poke of Earsses."

The Irish tongue, taught by the native foster-mother, was the dialect used even by the

Anglican nobility of the "Pale." In the parliament of 1541, in which all the peers except

M'^Gillapatrick were of Teutonic race, none but Lord Ormond understood English. Staniburst tells

some quaint stories to prove the extinction of a language in which it is to be hoped he did not instruct

his pupil, judging by his own cacology a jargon so base that he has been wittily contrasted with

Chaucer, "that pure well of English undefiled," as being "the common sink of the language."

Some of the Geraldine earls are remarkable, in an age and country little illuminated by literature,

for their learned tastes and accomplishments, and for having given solid proofs of their wish to

advance education. Eor the present, however, we must quit this plcasui-able theme, with an apology

for the discursive character of our lucubration, and regretting that the materials at command do

not enable us to throw better light on several curious phases of life ix old IEELA^'D.

q S. P. O. ' Hanmer's MSS., S. P. 0. Printed Close EoU, I. Hen. VI. ' Kildare Eental Book,

u UncJieagh is Gaelic for liarlot.
''

Evidently Cuchullin, wlio
" led the Bed Branch knights to danger.

"
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SIX HUNDRED GAELIC PROVERBS COLLECTED IN ULSTER.

bt ROBERT Macadam.

(Continued from Vol. vi., Fage 267.)

Women, Love, Courtship, Marriage.

333. An ait a m-biann mna biann caint, a's an ait a m-biann geidb biann callan. [Wherever
there are women there is talking ;

and wherever there are geese there is cackling.
Italian. Dove sono donne ed ocche,

Non vi S0710 parole poche.

English. Many women, many words.

334. Is foisge do bhean leithsgeal na braiscin. [A woman has an excuse readier than an apron.]
335. Triuir nach bh-fulaingeann altrum, sean-bhean, cearc, agus caora. [There are three things

that do not bear nursing, an old woman, a hen, and a sheep.]
I'.fi , who are not thankful for being nursed.

336. Kun caillighe a' sgollaireacht. [The secret of an old woman scolding.]

i.e., no secret at all, for a scolding woman will let it out in her rage.

337. Is bean gan leithsgeal gan sgiste, bean gan phiopa gan phaisde. [The woman has neither

excuse nor rest who has not a pipe nor a child.]

338. Is maith a bhean i, acht char bhain si abroga di go foill. [She is a good wife, but she has not

taken off her shoes yet.]

i.e., she has not been proved yet: speaking of a new wife.

339. Biann na mna falta, char leig an naire doibh na fir a dhiultadh. [Women are shy, and

shame prevents them from refusing the men.]
Scotch. Do as the lasses do: say 'Na,' and iuk' it.

340. Chan 'nil ach pleiseam dram a thabhairt do chailligh. [It is nothing but foUy to treat an
old woman to a dram.]

341. Praiseach bhuidhe na ngort chuireas mna na Midhe le h-olc. [It is the yellow preshagh that

brings the Meath women to harm.]
In former times, when cabbages were not generally cultivated in Ireland, the wild kail (called in

Irish Praiseach), was often made use of as a kitchen vegetable. The proverb alludes to the

practice of the women who, in going out in the evening to gather it in the fields, made this an

excuse for meeting their lovers.

342. An rud reamhar do'n mhnaoi bhreoite. [Give the dainty bit to the sickly woman.]
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343. Glacann droch-bhean comhairle gacli fir acht a fir fein. [A bad wife takes advice from every

man but her own husband.]

444. Cha n-e cossa a mathar a nigh si. [It was not her mother's feet that she washed.]
Said when a daughter turns out badly; i.e.,

" She was not a good daughter, and will have no luck."

345. Fuarann gradh go grod. [Love cools quickly.]

346. Is anamh earrach gan fuacht. [Spring is seldom without some cold.]
There is no youthful love without occasional coolness.

347. Is olc a bhean tigh, inghean na caillighe easgaidh. [The daughter of an active old woman

makes a bad housekeeper.]

Spanish. Madre pi idosa cria hija merdosa. [An indulgent mother makes a sluttish daughter.]

Scotch. A busy mither maks a dawly dochter.

348. Losg si a gual a's cha dearna si a goradh. [She burnt her coal and did not warm herself.]

Said when a woman makes a bad marriage.

349. Na gabh bean gan locht. [Never take a wife who has no fault.]

Because there is no such thing to be found.

350. Ceannsuigheann gach uile fhear droch-bhean acht a fear fein. [Everyman can control a bad

wife but her own husband.]
Latin. Facile omnes cum valemus cegrotis consilia damns.

351. Chan'uil de bheann aici air, acht urad a's bheidheadh ag madadh dha bhliadhna air a mbathair.

[She has only as much regard for him as a two-year-old dog has for his mother.]

352. Ma chuaidh si chun a t-srotha, ni leis a disclead. [If she went to the stream, it was not

with the dish-clout.]
Said of a girl seduced by a person of liisrher rank, or of one who mirries unexpectedly, but

improves her condition. An excuse for frailty.

353. Faisiun mna na cille le mna na tuaithe, alpan chuca a's millin uatha. [The usual custom of

the nuns with the country-women they receive a great lump, and they give a small one

in return.]

Alluding to nuns (and ecclesiastics in general) who were in the habit of giving presents of small

value, in the expectation of receiving greater. English. Throwing a sjJrat to catch a salmon.

354. Is teoide do'n m-brat a dhubladh. [A blanket is the warmer of being doubled.]
Said when relations marry.

355. Aithnighear fear na cuaroige air faithche a measg chaich. [The husband of the sloven is

known in the field amidst a crowd.]

356. Fal fa'n meur 's gan ribe fa'n toin. [A ring on the finger and not a stitch of clothes

on the back.]

Familij Ties.

357. Ma's fogus damh mo chbta, is foisge na sin damh mo Icine. [Though my coat is near me,

my shirt is still nearer.]

Spanish. Mas cerca esta la cimisa que el say. [The shirt is nearer than the coat.]
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358. An casgainn ag itho a'rubaill. [The eel eating her own tail."]

Speaking ill of our own relations.

359. Is olc seanadh an cin athreigcas a h-^unlaith fein. [The bird has little affection that deserts

its o^Ti brood.]

360. Is tibhe foil na uisgc. [Blood is thicker than water.]

Spanish. Mas vale onza dc mngre que libra de amistad. [An ounce of blood is worth more than

a pound of friendship.]

3(51. Ma 's dubh, ma 's odhar no donn, Is d'a meannan fein bheir a gabhar a fonn. [^Yhether it

be black, dun, or brown, it is its own kid that the goat loves.]

362. Saoilcann an preachan gur b'u ein fein is deise anns a choill. [The crow thinks his own

young ones the most beautiful in the wood.]

English. All her geese are swans. Latin. Suum cuique pulchrum.

Children.

363. Suidhc mhic a d-tigh an athara, suidhc leathan socair; [The son's seat in his father's house

is wide and steady,

Acht suidhe an athar' a d-tigh a mhic, suidhc cruinn corrach. But the father's seat in his son's

house is round and shaky.]

364. A dhaoine grinne, an d-tuigeaim sibh cursa na cloinne, [Ye wise men, are you aware of the

nature of children ?

Dar linn-ne budh leoibh-san, a's da m-ba leoibh-san ni h-ar linn-ne. Anything we have

is theirs, but what they get is not ours.]

365. An te chaomhnas a t-slat, milleann so a mac. [He who spares the rod spoils the boy.]

366. Clann na n-daoine sona, adhbhar na n-daoine dona. [The children of lucky men arc the

materials of future unlucky men.]
Latin. Ileroum filii noxii.

367. An nidh a chi an leanabh, 'se a ghnidh an leanabh. [The thing the child sees is what the

child does.]

Spanish. Lo que se aprende en la cuna, sienipre dura. [What is learned in the cradle always lasts. J

368. Char bhris cearc na n-eun a sprogaille a riamh. [A hen with chickens never yet burst

her craw.]
Because she starves herself to give all to her chickens : said of a mother.

Scotch. Bairn's mither burst never.

369. Is beag a bhuailtear an leanabh nach dean gearan. [It requires little beating to make a

child cry.]
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370. Is fearr mathair pKbcain na athair seistrigh. [A begging mother 13 better than a ploughing

father.]
The beggar-woman is fonder of her children than the father.

371. Is minic a thig saoi 6 dhaoi. [Often a clown's son is a geiitleman.]

372. 'Se a leanabh fein a bhaisteas a sagart air tus. [The priest christens his 0"wti child first.]

Oftensaidasaliindof excuse for serving one's self first. I do not know the origin of the proverb.

Personal Ai^pearance.

373. Cha robh bolg mbr fial a riamh. [A big belly was never generous.]

Latin. . Venter obesus non gignit mentem subiilem.

374. Chan 'uil si beag deas no mor grana. [She is neither small and pretty, nor big and ugly.]

i.e.. She is worse than either.

375. Fear dubh, dana
;
fear fionn, glideamhuil ; [A dark-haired man is bold, a light-haired

one timid
;

Fear donn, dualach
;
fear ruadh, sgigeamhuil. A brown-haired man has luxuriant hair,

and a red-haired is a scoffer.]

English. Fair andfoolish, black and proud.

Long and lazy, little and loud.

Scotch. Grey-eyed greedy, broion-eyed needy.

Black-eyed never blin', till it shame a' its kin ;
and

Fairfolk are aye fuzzionless.

Spanish. Asno coj'o, y hombre rojo, y el demonio, todo es uno. [A lame ass, a red-haired man, and

the devil are all one.]

376. 'Se an t-eadach a ghni an duine. [The clothes make the man.]

English. The tailor m^kes the man; and Fine feathers make fine birds. But on the contrary,

Italian. Vabito non fa il monaco.

S77. Fbiridh fear odhar do bhean riabhach. [A sallow man suits a swarthy woman.]
378. Is fearr greim de choinin na dha ghreim de chat. [One bit of a rabbit is worth two bits of

a cat.]

Applied in various ways : as for instance, to a little man who is abler at anything than a big fellow ;

or to one who prefers a small drop of whiskey to a glass of beer.

379. Is maith a comhartha Criosdaidhe, brighiste bana. [White breeches arc a good indication of

a Chiistian.]

This must allude to some local story.

380. Cionn mor air bheagan ceille. [Big head and little sense.]

But the Scotch Highlanders have a proverb more in accordance with phrenology

Ceann mor air dhuine glic, as ceann ceirce air amadan. [A big head on a wise man, and a lien's

head on a fool.]

Spanish. Cabello longo y corto el seso. [Long hair and little brains.]
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Death.

381. Biann dull le b^ul fairge, acht clia bhiann le beul uaighe. [There is hope from the mouth of

the sea, but not from the mouth of the grave.]

Spanish. A la muerte no hay cosa fuerte. [Nothing is strong against death.]

Italian, A ogni cosa e remedio fuori qiC alia moTlc>

382. Cha d-tig an biis gau adhbhar. [Death does not come without a reason.]

383. Ta se a nois a staid na firinne, agus sinn-ne air staid na breige. [He is now in the state of

truth, and we are in the state of untruth.]

384. Cabhair an bhochtain, beul na h-uaighe. [The poor man's relief is the mouth of the grave.]

385. Biann suil le muir, acht cha bhianu sail le cill. [There is hope from the sea, but no hope
from the cemetery.]

386. Tinncas fada a's eug ann a bhun. [A long illness, and death at its close.]

i.e.. Death will end the longest illness.

387. Eug a's imirce a chlaoidheas tigheabhas. [Death and removals upset housekeeping.]

Fate, Predestination, Things to he Expected.

388. An te a m-beidh se 'n a chineamhuin a chrochadh, ni bhaithtear go brath e. [He whose fate

it is to be hanged will never be drowned.]

389. An te a'r 'n-dan do an donas, is do fein abhaiueas. [If a man be doomed to have bad luck,

it is on himself (only) it falls.]

390. Deireadh gach luinge, bathadh, [The end of every ship is drowning,
A's deireadh gach aiche, losgadh; And the end of every kiln is burning;

Deireadh gach cuirme, caitheamh. The end of every feast is wasting,

A's deireadh gach gaire, osna. And the end of every laugh is sighing.]

Shakspeare applies the word 'drown' to inanimate objects, thus

"deeper than ever did plummet sound

I'll droxcn my book." The Tempest.

"to drown my clothes, and say I was stripped. ^^^5 Well that Ends Well.

Spanish. Cantarillo que muchas veces va a lafuente 6 de-ca la asa 6 lafrente. [The pitcher that goes
often to the well leaves either its handle or its mouth.]

391. Fa bhun a chrainn a thuiteas a duilleabhar. [It is at the foot of the tree the leaves fall.]

Curses are apt to fall on the very person who has uttered them.

392. Tar eis stoirme thig sith, [After a storm comes a calm.]

393. Cha dual sagart gan chleireach, a's cha dual Domhnach gan aifrionn. [It is not usual for a

priest to be without a clerk, nor a Sunday without Mass.]
Used when a person says 'Amen' on hearing another utter a self-curse.
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394. Chan 'uil coill air bith gan a losgadh fcin do clirionlacli innti. [There is no forest without

as much brushwood as will burn it.]

i.e. (as explained to me once by a man who had used the proverb) "There is enough of sin in

every man to burn him in hell."

The axe is the destroyer oj the forest, but the forest itself furnishes the handle.

Ruckert. Wisdom of the Bramins.

Spanish. Delmonte sale quien el monte quema. [From the mountain issues what burns it.]

395. Guid e bheithea. brath air chat acht pisin ? ["What would you expect from a cat but a kitten ?]

396. 'JN" uair fhagas na cait a baile, biann na luchogaidh a' rince. ["When the cat leaves the

village, the mice dance.]
Latin. Absents fele saliunt mitres.

Italian. Quanda la gatta non e in paese i topi ballano.

397. Cha dual Sathaim gan grian, 's cha dual Domhnach gan aifrionn. [It is not usual for

Saturday to be without sunshine, nor Sunday without Mass.]

Meaning no day at all.

398. Trath sguireas an lamh de shileadh, stadaidh an beal de mholadh. ["When the hand ceases

to scatter, the mouth ceases to praise.]

Scotch. A fu purse never lacks friends.

399. An uair a bhios a cupan Ian, cuiridh se thairis. ["When the cup is full, it wiU run over.]

A person lull of evil thoughts is sure to let them out.

400 An te fhalaighcas, 'se a gheabhas. [He that hides will find.]

Spanish. Donde perdiste la capa, ahi la cata. [Search for your cloak where you lost it.]

401. Char fhadaigh dis tcine gan troid. [Two persons never fixed a fire without disagreeing.]

French. Le 2}otier au jjotier jwrte envie.

English. Two of a trade can never agree.

402. Dean maith air dheagh-dhuine a's gheabhaidh tu d'a rcir. [Do good to a good man, and you

will receive a proper retiu-n
;

Acht ma ghnidhir maith air dhroch-dhuine, beidh an But if you do good to a bad man,

drbch-dhuine do fein. he will look to himself.]

403. A bh-fad as amharc, a g-cian as intinn. [Far out of sight, far out of mind.]

404. Is furas fuineadh a n-aice mine (or a chois mine.) [It is easy to make dough beside meal.]

405. Is furas teine a lasadh a chois connaidh. [It is easy to light a fire beside faggots.]

406. Is furas fuileadh air chionn charrach. [It is easy to draw blood from a scald-head.]

It is easy to wound a tender spot. Applied in many ways.

407. !Ni luaithe craicionn na scan-chaoracha air an aonach na craicionn na caoracha oigc. [The

skin of the old sheep does not go sooner to the fair than the skin of the young one.]

A young person is not more certain oflife than an old one. " Be not too confident in your youth

and strength." The race is not to the swift, nor the battle to the strong. Bible.

French. Aussitot mcurl veau comme vache.

2n
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408. An nidli nach bh-faiccar no nach g-cluinthear, clia bhiann tracht air. [When a thing is

neither seen nor heard of, there is no talk about it.]

409. Is socair a chodlas duino air chneadh dhuine eile. [A man sleeps very soundly on another

man's wound.]

410. Ceathrar sagart gan a bheith sanntach, [Four priests that are not greedy,

Ceathrar Francach gan a bheith buidhe, Four Frenchmen that are not yellow,

Ceathrar greusaidhe gan a bheith breugach. Four shoemakers that are not liars,

Sin da fhear dheug nach b-fhuil 's a tir (or s'a grich). These are twelve mennot in thecountry.]

Spanish. Cien sastres, y cien molineros, y cien texedores, son tres'cientos ladrones. [A hundred tailors,

a hundred millers, and a hundred weavers, are three hundred thieves.]

411. Ma thuiteann cloch le fanaidh, is annsa g-caman a stadaidh si. [If a stone rolls down the

slope it is on the heap below it will fall.

If a man falls from a position for which he is not fitted, he finds his level. Applied also to per- ^

sons who are so habitually unlucky that if anything unfortunate happens they are sure to have

a share.

412. Cha dual toit gan teine, 's cha dual teine gan daoine. [There is not usually smoke without

fire, nor fire without people.]

French. Nul feu sans fumi'e.

Spanish. Dondefuego se hace, humo sale. [Where the fire is made, smoke arises.]

Latin. Flamma fumo est proxima.

413. Cha dual grian gan sgaile. [There is not usually sunshine without shadow.]
414. Is de'n g-cat a t-earbuU. [The tail is (part) of the cat.]

A man may be expected to resemble the family he comes from.

Impossible, unlikely, or absurd things.

415. death fhada (or, claidheamh fada) a laimh claodhaire. [A long pole (or a long sword)

in the hand of a coward.]
Good tools are lost on a person who cannot use them properly.

416. Mur madadh a' tafan a n-aghaidh na gealaighe. [Like a dog barking at the moon.]
Applied to useless talking. Italian. Iragli dell'asino non entrano in cido.

English. Every ass likes to hear himself bray. Latin. Vox et prceterea nihil.

417. Lha nidh a theid a mbgha, moin air shliabh, agus ciall aig duine bocht. [There are two

things that go to loss, turf on a mountain, and intelligence in a poor man.]
Spanish. Al desdichado, poco valeser esforzado. [It avails little for the unfortunate man to

be brave.]

418. lomartas le cheile, luach chiiig phonta chlaidheamh a's maide an doruis! [Such a com-

parison ! a sword worth five pounds with a door-stick.]
Latin. Fluvius cum mari certas.
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419. Sin a bheith baint na tuaigbe as laimh an t-saoir. [That is like taking the axe out of the

carpenter's hands.]
Said when an incompetent person takes any business out of the hands of one more fit.

420. Na bris do loirgin air sdol nach bh-fuil ann do shlighe. [Do not be breaking your shin on a
stool that is not in your way.]

421. Chan' ml annsin acht "seachain an cionn is buain a muineal." [That is merely avoiding
the head and striking the neck.]
i.e., avoiding one bad thing, but doing one quite as bad.

Latin. Incidis in Scyllam cxpiens vitare Charybdim.

English. To fall out of the frying-pan into the fire.

Spanish. Huyendo del ioro cayb en d arrayo. [Flying from the bull he fell into the river.]

422. Cha lionann beannacht bolg. [A blessing does not fill a belly.]
Latin. Fabulis venter non ezplefur ;~a.nd Ne verba pro farina.

English. Many words will not fill a bushel.

423. Na tog me go d-tuitidh me. [Don't lift me till I fall.]

English. Don't take physic till you're sick. Latin. iVe priits antidotum quam venenum.

424. Sin ton na muice meithe do ghreisiughadh. [That is like greasing the rump of the fat hog.]
Spanish. Alpuerco gordo unterle el rabo. [To grease the fat hog on the breech.]

English. To take coals to Newcastle.

Latin. In sylvam ligna referre ; and Juxta fluviumputeum fodit.

French. Porter de Veau a la mer,

Italian. Veder lucciole per lanteme.

Spanish. Llevar hierro a Biscaya. [To bring iron to Biscay.]

425. Is fearrde de'n chailleach a goradh, acht is misde di a losgadh. [The old hag is the better

of being warmed, but the worse of being burned.]
Wo ought to be kind, but not over kind. Some say that this proverb refers to the burning

of witches.

426. Ni coir gearran easgaidh a ghreasughadh. [It is not right to urge an active horse.]

427. Cuartughadh an bhodaigh air an lair, agus e air a barr 'n a shuidhe. [The clown's search

for the mare, and he sitting on her.]

428. Cuartughadh gabhair gan fios a dhath. [Seeking for a goat without knowing its colour.]

Asking for what one knows nothing about.

420. Cha d-tig uachtar air bhoinne an chait. [A cat's mUk gives no cream.]

Addressed to a stingy person. There is no animal so fond of cream as a cat, and her own milk

yields no cream.

430. Cha d-tig le duine a bheith ag ithe mine a's a' feadalaigh air a bhaU. [A man cannot whistle

and eat meal at the one time.]
Latin. Simul sorbere et flare difficile est.

Spanish. Sorber y soplar, no se puede hacer a la par. [To sip and blow cannot be done at the

same time.]
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431. Char chaill dulne dona a chuid a riamh. [An unlucky man never yet lost his property.]

Because he had none to lose.

432. Fear clumhaigh gan mluila, agu3 bacacli gan bhata. [A. feather-man without a bag, and a

lame (beggar) without a stick.]

433. Ma fhaiceann tu cionn na muice air a mairt, na h-aithris e. [If you see a pig's head on the

cow, do not tell.]

A wise man is cautious of mentioning strange things that he may see.

434. Budh diomhain iarraidh meitheas air chait earraigh. [It is useless to look for fatness on a

spring cat.]

435. Is maith a t-each a shasuigheas gach marcach. [It is a good horse that pleases every rider.]

436. Ag iarraidh loirg air uisge, a's a' cuartughadh snathaide a measg cothain. [Looking for a

track on the water, and seeking for a needle among litter.]

Latin. In acre piscari, in mare venari.

437. Guid e a dubhairt GoU, acht gur deacair brighiste a bhaint de thoin lom. [What did Goll

say? that it is hard to take breeches oiF bare hips.]

438. Eith na con a n-deigh da fhiadh. [The running of a hound after two deer.]
Latin. Duos insequens lepores neuirum capit.

Spanish. Crolgo que muchas liebrat levanta ningnna mata. [The grey-hound that starts many hares

kills none.]

439. Is deacair gearr-fhiadh a chur as tum nach m-biann se ann. [It is hard to drive a hare out

of a thicket where she is not.]

440. Is deacair damhsa a chur roimhe shean-mhadadh. [It is hard to teach an old dog to dance.]
441. Chan 'nil ann acht ag iarraidh ola air a ngabhar. [It is just like seeking for wool on a goat.]

Latin. Mulgere hircum ; and Calvum vellere.

Spanish. JBuscar cincopies al gato. [To look for five feet on a cat.]

442. Bhearadh aon fhear a mhain each chun uisge, acht ni bhearadh deichneabhar air 61. [One
man could bring a horse to the water, but ten men could not make bim

drink.]
French. On a beau mener le bceuf d Veau, s'il n' a pas soif.

443. Ni choinnigheann an soitheach acht a Ian. [A vessel will only hold the full of
it.]

444. Cha d-tig a bhaint as a t-sac acht a Ian a bhibs ann. [We can only take out of the sack as

much as there is in
it.]

445. N'il acht tafan gadhair a ngleann glas, a bheith tagradh le cionn gan eolus. [It is like

a hound barking in a green valley, to be arguing with an ignorant person, {literally, "with
a head without knowledge."]

446. Is tu fead air fuar lorg. [You are whistling on a cold track.]

Coming a day too late, or going on a useless errand.

447. Cuairt fa bhualaidh fhalamh. [Visiting an empty paddock.]
Said of any one who is disappointed in finding what he expected.
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448. Boinne ceirce a n-adharc mhulce, agus cleite cait d'a ehuathadh. [Beaten up eggs in a pig's

horn, and a cat's feather for mixing them.]
That is, an impossibility.

449. Fuair se nead gearrain. [He has found a horse's nest.]

Trade, Workmanship.

450. Is namhuid an cheird gan a foghluim i. [A trade not (properly) learned is an enemy.]

451. Snaithe fada an tailleair fhallsa. [The long stitch of the lazy tailor.]

452. Mas olc a saor is maith a sgealbog. [Though the carpenter is bad, the shaving is good.]

English. A carpenter is known hy his chips.

453. 'Si leith na ceirde an uirleais. [The tools are the half of the trade.]

454. Chan fhuair droch-bhuanaidhe a riamh corran maith. [A bad reaper never got a good

reaping-hook.]

455. Is fcarr Ian duim de cheird na Ian duirn a dh' or. [A handful of a trade is better than a

handful of gold.]

A handfiC o trade is worth a gowpen o' gowd.

456. Is minic a bhios rath air rapladh. [There is often luck with slovenliness.]

An excuse for roughly done work.

457. Ta an da iarunn deag 's a teallach aige. [He has twelve irons in the
fire.]

Said of any one who undertakes too much business at once.

{To he continued.)

2
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BOG-BUTTEK.

For many years past there have been found, from time to time, in the bogs of Ireland and espe-

cially in those of the North wooden vessels filled with butter in a hardened state, and quite free

from putrefaction. Specimens of these vessels, generally very much broken, arc to be seen in all

our museums, but until now we have never met with one in nearly a perfect state. An excellent

specimen ha\'ing been lately discovered in a bog in the County of Derry, and sent for presentation

to the Belfast Museum, we think it may be interesting to our readers to give a correct drawing of

it, accompanied by figures of two other wooden vessels, found in similar situations in the County

of Antrim, which were evidently used in the preparation of milk.

Fig. 1. represents an ancient Irish churn. This extremely perfect specimen was found in

a bog near Ahoghill, County of Antrim, and is now in the collection of the Rev. James O'Laverty,

of Belfast. It is made (with the exception of the bottom) out of a single piece of oak timber,

hollowed out with much care, and quite smooth both inside and out. It is oval, measuring

46 inches in circumference, and 14 inches in height. That it never was round, is proved by the

form of the lid, which is nearly perfect, and measures 11 inches by 10 inches. The edge of the lid

is perforated by a series of small holes, one inch apart, intended, we conceive, for fastening to the

under side of the lid, by a cord or thong, a piece of cloth, the use of which was to render the vessel

quite tight when the lid was shut down, and prevent the escape of any milk during the process of

churning. The lid is pierced by a square orifice for the "churn-staff"," strengthened round its edge

by a high raised rim, and by two lateral supports the whole being ingeniously carved out of a

eingle piece of wood. The mouth of the churn has a narrow ledge within it about an inch below the

lip to receive the lid, and at one part of this ledge there is a small ridge running perpendicularly,

intended to serve as a stop to hinder it from shifting. The oval form of the lid also had a tendency

to prevent its being disturbed by the motion of the " churn-staff." The aperture measures one

inch each way. On each side of the churn is a raised ridge pierced with two holes, through which

perhaps cords were passed to serve as handles for carr^dng the vessel.

Fig. 2. A small roimd wooden vessel, with narrow neck, also formed out of one piece of oak,

except the bottom; 10 inches in height, and 30 inches in circumference. This was found in Bally
-

boland bog, County Antrim, and is likewise in the collection of Mr. O'Laverty. It was probably
a milk-pail.

Fig. 3. A wooden firkin, fiUed with butter. This vessel, like the others, Is made out of a

single block of wood, excepting the top and bottom, which fit into grooves. It measures 14 inches

in height, and 45 inches in circumference. The butter is extremely hard and compact, and entirely
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fills the vessel. It is yellowish white, and tastes somewhat like cheese. This specimen was

discovered in a bog in the townland of Coolnaman, the property of George Stirling, Esq., in the

parish of Aghadowey, County of Derry, a few months ago, near the spot where the curious wooden

implement was found which was figured and described in the Journal, vol. vii., p. 165. This cir-

cumstance throws some light on the probable use of the implement, and strongly corroborates the

conjecture thrown out by one of our correspondents [Tyuotomus, vol. vii., p. 262], that it Avas

intended to be used as a cheese-press; and the idea is further strengthened by the fact that the Irish

formerly did make cheese in the form of hricks. For some additional remarks on the subject of

brick cheeses, we refer the reader to one of the communications which foUow.

The Museum of the Royal Irish Academy contains several specimens of butter found in Ireland

under a great variety of circumstances. In some cases it occurred in balls, either with or without an

external covering. During a visit last year to Kilkee, in the County Clare, I heard of several large

lumps of butter found in a bog, near that place, wrapped up in pieces of woollen cloth. But masses

of butter are more generally found in wooden kegs or barrels made of a single piece of wood. These

may be of very various ages, but some of them belong, apparently, to a very remote period. A

specimen of butter, in a vessel of this kind, was lately exhibited by Dr. Boswell, to the Royal Dublin

Society ; which, according to that gentleman's published account of it, may have been quite as old

as the flint arrow-heads now attracting so much attention, found in the tertiary drift.

The largest specimen of bog-butter that I have seen is ia the R. I. Academy's Museum. It was

found near Abbeyleix, and was presented to the Academy by the late Lord de Yesci. When dis-

covered, it was surrounded by the lower portion of a barrel-shaped vessel, made from a single piece

of wood, excepting that it had a distinct end-piece, which was held in all round by a groove. The

vessel must have been hooped, otherwise the head could not have remained in its place. Only ne

end-piece was preserved, but from the uniformity in shape of the mass of butter, at top and bottom,

it is evident that the other portion of the barrel was of corresponding form and construction.

"With the intention of making this large mass of hardened butter stand upright in a glass case,

I got a plate of iron made with a long spike in it to stick in one end of the mass. To introduce

this spike, I found it necessary to bore a hole about ten inches in length up into the butter, which

was very hard and compact, somewhat like wax. In boring this hole with a tool shaped as a gouge,

I found the tool continually becoming clogged ;
and on examination, discovered that the substance

of the mass was intermingled in all directions with red coles' hair, in such quantity as to render it

probable that the butter had been churned in a cow-shin, in the same manner that the Arabs at the

present day make their butter in the East. Some years after this bog-butter had been placed

on view in the Museum, a visitor (Mr. "Wilmot Chetwode) asked to see the butter from Abbeyleix,

and remarked, that it was probable the colour of the cows that had supplied the milk from which
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it was made might still be ascertained. He was a little surprised when I told him I felt pretty sure

it was red. He inquired how I knew
;
and then he proceeded to explain that some cows' heads had

been found in the bog at Abbeyleix, not far from the spot where the butter had been discovered, and

that on cue of them the skin and hair still remained. The hair was red, and the head, he believed,

was that of the old Irish long-faced br^ed of cattle, which had caused so much interest in conse-

quence of the statements of Dr. Ball, Mr. "Wilde, and others.

Thus, by putting several trifling facts together, a case was made out of some interest concern-

ing this specimen of bog-butter. But further, by carefully examining the arrangement of the

particles of the butter its crystallization, as it were and its mode of melting in hot water, as

well as the deposit of curd left in the water iu which it was melted, I found it very likely that the

milk had been treated in a way very similar to that now employed in Devonshire with milk

intended for " clouted cream," from which the butter in that part of England is generally prepared.

If such were the case, the probability at once presented itself that those shallow, basin-shaped

bronze vessels, found so frequently in Ireland, were used by the ancient dairy-maids for setting

their milk over hot embers, like the present Devonshire people. A visitor to the Museum (whose

name I cannot now recollect) assured me that the Arabs and Syrians who make butter have this

custom now. Another visitor informed me that the Arabs and other tribes in North Africa pre-

pare their milk for creaming in this way ;
and that they also set the bronze pans aside in small

structures* very like the bog-house discovered in Drumkellin bog {s&q Archceologia,\o\.-s:s^r\., p. 361],
which was found coated all over with butterf and sand, a composition that formed a water-proof cement

which would have prevented rain from dropping on the vessels within, and spoiling the surface of

the cream.

All these different circumstances combined seem to me to establish a strong probability that

the Arab or Devonshire mode of making butter prevailed at one period in Ireland. At what time

it was superseded by the system now, I believe, in universal use throughout the country, I am not

prepared to say, but I do not think it can be vei-y long since. In that curious publication called

The Irish Hudihras, or, A Descrqdion of the Western Isle, by William MoiFet, London, 1 755, are

found the following allusioiis to bog-butter as one of the stores of the Irish gentleman of that period :

'' But let his faith be good or bad.
He in his house great plenty had,
Of burnt oat-bread, and butter found
"With garlick mixt, in boggy ground,
So strong, a dog, with help of Avind,

By scenting out, with ease might find :

And this they count the bravest meat
That hungry mortals e'er did eat." (p. 8.)

Several visitors to this museum have assured me that + I find Captain Mudge calls it
"
grease," but I have been

imilar structures are to be met Vfith in Switzerland, in assured that it was the same material that we now consider

which the darr)- people deposit their milk for creaming. "butter."
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The reference to garlic, or rather to its taste, may imply, not that the butter was seasoned with

that substance, but rather that it had a similar flavour, due probably to the quantity of wild garlic

and other like weeds which grew on the pastures where the cows fed. I have not the reference,

but Ithink it isin some work of Spencer's,where itis stated that the Irish had a custom of burying their

butter in the turf-bogs for a considerable time for the purpose of sweetening it, as if it had been

strong-tasted, and that the disagreeable flavour was removed by this process. I have tasted every

specimen of bog-butter to which I have had access, and although I found them all rancid or acid

(except one, which I may say is fossiKzed), I could detect no flavour of any plant, so that the fact

may really be as stated
;
and that butter which has acquired an unpleasant taste from the vegetable

food used by the cows may lose it by time, especially when immersed in a damp substance like bog ;

indeed the late Professor Davy's experiments on the disinfecting power of peat mould would favour

the truth of this statement.

In relation to our subject, I may quote two more lines from the work already alluded to :

"Great heaps of thick three-corner'd bread.

And hairy butter van did lead." (p. 9.)

The "
hairy butter" is well exemplified by the large mass I have first described. Whether the

same epithet will apply to other specimens of bog-butter, I am unable to say ;
but that it applies

to nearly all, if not to all, the North African butter, I am assured by several French travellers who

have seen the butter crumbled in water, and the hairs then picked out with great ingenuity. This

AMcan process of separating the hair, introduced in the process of agitating the milk in a skin-

churn, differs from that employed in India, where the butter is melted, clarified, and deprived of the

hair at the same time. It is evident that the Irish did not use this latter method, because none of

the butter found in our bogs, so far as I am aware, has any resemblance to Ghee, or melted butter :

in some instances it has actually a granular appearance, as if it had undergone the African process of

separating the hairs from it.

I have met with the following passage in a recently published work, The Land and the Book,

by the Rev. Dr. Thomson, giving an account of the Arab method of making Huleh butter :

"
"WTiat are those women kneading and shaking so zealously in that large black bag, suspended

from this three-legged crotch?" "That is a bottle, man, not a bag, made by stripping off entire

the skin of a young buffalo. It is full of milk, and that is their way of churning. When the

butter has 'come,' they take it out, boil, or melt it, and then put it in bottles made of goats'

skins. Some of the farmers have learned to make our kind of butter, but it soon becomes

rancid, and indeed is never good^ There may have been a great similitude not only between the

old Irish and Arab methods of making butter, but in other domestic avocations. It might be

worth while for some ethnologist to hunt up the analogies which existed formerly between the

two peoples, generally as well as specially, in the arts, customs, laws, &c.
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The following ancient wooden vessels, and implements wliicli may have been used in the making
of butter, arc in the museum of the Royal Irish Academy.

1. A vessel very much the same as the specimen, No. 1, figured in your Plate. It is rather

lanker, but otherwise nearly of the same form. The side-ridges or projections are perforated with

one hole each. It has no top ;
but from the form of the perfect top preserved of your figure 1,

we may be justified in considering both these vessels as churns.

2. A wooden vessel shaped not unlike a tun-dish : it may have been used as the upper part

of a churn with a narrower neck than figure 1 .

3. Two wooden plates found in a bog in the County Antrim, very nicely made : they were

probably used for separating the curd and milk.

4. Two beaters * or stamps composed of circular flat pieces of wood, ornamented with carved

patterns, both of them indicating a cross. These have lateral handles. These stamps may have

been used for impressing the sign of the Cross on butter, and so have been the precursor of the

modern "butter-print," the pattern on which often contains the Cross. However, though I have

seen many lumps of butter found in Irish bogs, I have never observed any vestige of an impression

on it of any kind. There is, however, in the Academy's Museum a brick-shaped cheese which, from

the impression made on it by the cloth (a sort of diaper, as its pattern indicates), was pressed so

that a representation of the Cross is now in strong relief on its upper surface
;

the board or stone

used for pressing the cheese having been carved so as to imprint the sign of the Cross on it through

the folds of the cloth.

Mr. Eugene Curry has stated to me, that in an ancient Irish Life of St. Kevin, of Glendalough

(County AVicklow), there is mention made of certain brick-cheeses which that holy man converted

into real bricks, as a punishment to a woman for telling a lie : and that in the old MS. called the

Leahhar Breac, there is a legend of very considerable antiquity, explaining the use of the sign of the

Cross as an antidote against evil spirits concealed in apples, cheese, butter, and other dainties.

5. Several bowl-shaped vessels, scooped out of solid blocks of wood.f They are of diff'erent

sizes, and indicate great patience and some skill in the artificers who made them. These vessels

have either one or two handles, also cut out of the solid. They seem all to have been originally of

an oval form
; or, if not, the shrinkage of the wood across the grain has reduced their diameter in

that direction
;
for they are now more oval than round.

One of these is figured in Mr. Wilde's illustrated Cata- the Cross stUI made hy many as a safeguard from evU

logae of the Academy's Museum (p. 214), where it is spirits.

called a "
butter-print." It appears to be too large for this + See Illustrated Catalogue of the Royal Irish Academy's

use
;
and I am disposed to consider the carved pattern on Museum, p. 211, where the wood-cut. No. 144, represents

it as intended for "
luck," or, in other words, to avert the a small bowl of this class with one handle.

" Evil Eye." The design may be equivalent to the sign of
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6. There are several square
" Mothers" in the collection, containing butter, and others said

to hare contained it when originally found. I do not infer from this that these vessels were made

for this purpose. It is more probable that, at a certain season of the year, when butter was

plentiful, the dairy-women turned all sorts of vessels to account for holding it.

Edwabd CLiBBony,
Dublin. Ccbatob, Royal Irish Academy.

The making of butter seems from the most reliable authorities to be an invention which we owe to

the northern nations; and it would appear that among the Greeks and Romans butter was used more as

a medicine or ointment than as an article of food. It may even be a matter of speculation whether the

original word in the Sacred Scriptures, which we translate by
"
butter," did not rather mean a fluid

or cream procured from milk. We read in the book of Job, chap, xs., ver. 17:
"'' Let him not see

the streams of the river, the brooks of honey and of butter ;" chap, xxix., ver. 6 : "When I washed

my feet with butter;" from which we can jjlainly deduce that the word "batter" there denotes

something fluid. The earliest account we have of the process of making butter, is in Herodotus:

when speaking of the Scythians, he says : "These people pour the milk of their mares into wooden

vessels, cause it to be violently shaken by their blind slaves, and separate the part that rises to

the surface, as they consider it more valuable and more delicious than that which is collected below

it." [Herod, iv. 2.] And Hippocrates mentions the same thing :

" The Scythians pour the milk

of their mares into wooden vessels and shake it violently; this causes it to foam, and the fat part

which is light rises to the surface and becomes what is called butter." Galen remarks, that cows'

milk produces the fattest butter. It would therefore seem that butter was more kuo^n among the

northern nations than in those countries where the abundance of oil and the difficult}- of preserving

butter rendered it less valuable. In this country, butter, if we credit our Bardic stories, formed a

portion of the taxes paid by the inhabitants to the Tomorians a thousand years before the Christian

era. "Vessels filled with butter are frequently met with in the bogs of Ireland, and man}- specimens

of it, with the rude wooden vessels in which they have been found, are preserved in all our museums.

I have in my collection a lump of butter found, rolled up in some sort of a coarse cloth, at the depth
of twelve feet in the bog of Gortgole, County Antrim, which still retains visibly impressed on it the

marks of the hands and fingers of the ancient dame who pressed it into its present shape. The

butter itself is in a good state of preservation, but emits a disagreeable odour, and tastes somewhat

like cheese. The pi^ecise period at which the butter has been deposited in our bogs still remains a

matter of speculation. Before the introduction of the potato, milk formed a principal article of

food among the Irish; for indeed it would seem the poor Irish were not in the habit of enjoying

many luxuries, if we credit the account of Sir Henry Piers, a writer of the seventeenth century,

who, speaking of the customs of the Irish, says: "They have a custom ever)- ifay-day which they

count their first day of Summer to have to their meal one formal dish, whatever else they have,
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which some call stirabout, or hasty pudding, that is, flour and milk boiled thick : and this is holden

as an argument of the good wives' good huswifery, that made her corn hold out so well as to have

such a dish to begin summer fare with
;

for if they can hold out so long with bread, they count

they can do well enough for what remains of the year till harvest, for then milk becomes plenty,

and butter, new cheese, and curds and shamrocks are the food of the meaner sort all this season."*

The vessels which I send youf are evidently intended for dairy purposes, but I can form no guess as

to what period they belong. The smaller, which appears to have been a vessel for carrying milk

home from the field, has a thong of leather passing through the handle of the lid
;

it was found in

the bog of Ballyboland, parish of A.hoghill. The little churn which accompanies it was found in

an adjoining bog. Along the edge of the lid are certain marks of nails or pins, as if the lid had in

that way been secured to the body of the vessel during the operation of churning. I have been

told by an old woman in the parish of Duneane, of a tradition in that part of the country, that

formerly the churn, being suspended by ropes from a beam, was pulled backwards and forwards by
two persons till the milk was churned. I cannot say at what period this method of churning was

practised, but I have recently read somewhere that the Peruvians still chum their milk by suspend-

ing it in vessels from the sides of a mule, which is made to trot on till the operation is performed

by the jolting. Be this as it may, it is evident, from the aperture in the lid of the little chum
for the admission of the churn-staff, that the process of churning was, at the period to which it

belongs, similar to the one still in use. What particular species of cows our forefathers kept at this

distance of time is difficult to discover. The remains of the hos longifrons, found in this country as

well as in the neighbouring Isles, with some casual references to shape and colour gleaned from our

MSS., are all the data on which we have to build our theories. According to Keating, a Druid

named Throsdan is represented as ordering 150 white cows, without horns, to be milked for a certain

medicinal purpose, which should have happened about 500 B.C., if the chronology followed by the

Four Masters be correct; from which it would seem that there was in this country at that time a

breed of such cows
;
while at the same time, passages in our literature indicate the existence of a

different description of cattle: thus, in the Book of RigJds, one of the prohibitions of the King
of Ulster was

" To celebrate the feast of the flesh of the biill

Of Daire-mic-Daire, the brown and rough."

ll.e old bardic story of the "Tain Bo Cuailgne" contains a curious account of a bull-fight between
the Donn Cuailgne, or brown bull of Ulster, with the Fionn Banagh, or white bull of Connaught.
I by no means intend to deduce from this that we had two distinct breeds of cattle in this country
at that period, though something like it seems insinuated,

James O'Lavjeett.
Diocesan Seminabt, Belfast.

Vallancey, Collectanea, vol. i. + See accompanying Plate, Figures 1 and 2.
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THE IRISH MONASTERIES IN GERMANY.

(Continued from page 247J

So much for tlie buildings of the monastery of St. James. We return to its occupants, and shall

treat in particular of those colonies which went forth from it.

Bishop Emmerich,* of "Wurtzburg, had already, in the year 1134, founded for the Scots, in

grateful remembrance of St. Kilian,^ a second monastery of St. James, at his episcopal capital of

'Wurtzburg,'' in the suburb called Girberch.'* The records of the establishment and common report

are, indeed, silent as to the connection of this establishment with the monastery of Rcgensburg, but

its descent from it is proved by the relation which existed between them in later times. In u

foundation charter^ of the year 1140, which however can hardly be considered as genuine, the

Bishop merely says, that he had met with in Mentz, a monk of Scottish descent, called Christian/

a Emmerich. Called by Trithemius, Euhncho, and Em-

hricho, by Aventinus, Emericus, and in the Vita Mariani,

Hainncus. Ed.

b St. Kilian. The apostle of Franconia. See note s

in preceding part. WTien Bishop Haiuricus invited

Macarius to drink wine, the challenge was :
"
Praecipio tibi

per sanctam obedientiam, et in reverentiam sancti mar-

tyris Kiliani, ut mecum de hoe vino snnimotenus gustes."
And again, to the butler :

" Ut quid magis puram lympham
mihi et Abbati Macario, et non de locuplete penu S. Kiliani

propinare priEsumpsisti" {Vita Mariani, A. SS. Feb. ii.,

V.TtOh).Ed.
^

Wurtzburg. The Latin name is Herbipolis. The Four

Masters, at the year 1085, have this entiy : "Gilla-na-

naemh Laighen, noble bishop of Glenndaloch, and after-

wards head of the monks of Uairisbui-g ["Wurtzburg], died

7 Id. AprU. See Colgan, A. SS., pp. 328, 331. jEi/.'

dGirberch. Trithemii Annales Hirsaug. i. 400. Accord-

ing to Paricius, 1136. Conf. Gropp, SS. Wurzburg. i. IGC,

809- Ussermann, Episcopatus Wii-zb. p. 279, seqq.

'^Foundation charter. In a ktter of Bishop Embrico, thus

given by Trithemius, under the year 11-10 :

"Igiturcum Moguntiam Herbipolensis esistens Episcopus

aliquando contigit ire, ex improviso quidam nionaclius,

nomine Christianus, genere Scotus occun-it, qui me coram

multis obnixis pulsavit prccibus, quatenus ego Hcrbipoli

peregrinis Scotis hospitale fieri vellem. Concilio itaqu.;

sociorum meorum Gebhardi scilicet Longi, Burchardi,

Reglmihardi, ac eetcrorum,prefatum monachum Heibipolim

transmisi, ubi omnibus annuentibus, tam populo quam

clcro, m suburbio nostro, loco qui Gii-berch dicitur, locum

divino scrvicio inliabitandum assignavimus." The foimda-

tion charter, to the same puqiort, is given in Trithemiua'

Chron. Mon. S. .Jacobi. 0pp. Pia, p. 3. Ed.

' Christian. The. Irish name Gillachrist, which is com-

mon in domestic records, is usually latinized by Christianus

or Christinas. Ed.

2p
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who had entreated of him to found an hospital for Scottish pilgrims. According to the Vita

Mariani, this Christian was the abbot of St. James's/ who sent thither some of his monks, and with

them, as their abbot, the Macarius'' who was so greatly celebrated throughout Ireland for his

learning. Trithemius asserts that this Macarius is supposed to have received as a monk into his

monastery the historiographer David,' the scholastic of Wurtzburg, of whom we have already made

mention.

vivondi Eegulam subivit, et magna corpus suum aLstinentia

castigavit. Vinuin non bibit, et omnes ciborum delicias

ut venenum et animse pestem declinavit. Vinum coram

multis ecclesisD Prselatis in aquam oratione mntavit : RomB

positus sedensque ad mensam Eugcnii Papse tertii casum

turris in Herbipoli mente raptus in spiritu vidit, et alia

complura miracula fecit." Anno 1134. (Chron. Hirsang.

torn, i., p. 400). He died in 1153, at which year Trithemius

again makes mention of liim : Mortuus est sanctus Macha-

rius primus Abbas monasteriimei S. Apostoli JacobiMajoris

Buburbano Herbipolensis civitatis, in ciijus transitu voces

audiebantur sanctorum Angelorum, dulce melos cantantium.

Sepultus est in capella S. Jacobi, primo sub lapide, juxta

murum elevato, cum tali inscriptione : hic jacet MACiiAErv3

PEIMVS ABBAS HVIVS LOCI PER QVEM OITSIPOTENS DEVS

VXNVM IN AQVAM coNVERTTT." (Ann. Hirsaug. i., p. 425.)

In Ireland, where wiae was scarce, it was a common miracle

to turn water into it
;
but in Germany the converse was the

case, and it was certainly very fully believed in the instance

of Macarius, when the supposed performance was the subject

of an Epitaph. Ed.

David. See above, note #,p. 240. The observations of

Trithemius are worthy of being quoted, as it appears from

them that this David is deserving of an honourable place

among the Irish writers, although his name has been

omitted in existing catalogues. "Anno 1137, David natione

Scotus pluribus annis Herbipoli Scholarum magister, de

quo diximus [Anno 1110], anno Brunonis v. sanetitate

compatriotffi sui D. D. Macharii primi Abbatss coenobii mei

S. Jacobi Majoris in sub Urbano memoratae civitatis pro-

ocatus mundum pro Dei amore deseruit, et monachicum

habitum sub ejus magisterio suscepit. Qui cum esset vir

tarn in divinis scripturis quam in ssecularibus libris hand

mediocriter eruditus. Scripsit quaedam non spemands
lectionis opuscula; quibus memoriam sui posteris com-

mendavit. Equibus nos ista invenimus : De gestis Henrici

Regis Quintiper Italiam, lihros tres. De Purgatorio Patritii,

Abbot of St. Janiis's. "Abbas Christianus, Ratis-

bonensium Scotorum." (A. SS. Feb. ii., p. 370 b).Ed.
t Macarius. It is hard to say what is the Irish form

of this name. St. Macharius, kno-(vn also as Mauricius,

the patron saint of Aberdeen, was called in Irish Moclumiia.

(Reeves' Adanman's Columba, p. 299). Ed.

The character of this abbot is thus given in the Vita

Mariani: "
Quapropter felix Patriarcha Herbipolensis

ecclesite Episcopus Hainricus locum cella; et agros suffi-

cientes usibus fratrum in suburbio Herbipolcnsi, Dei ac

S. Kiliani cognatione, liilari devotione, plaudente populo

Herbipolcnsi, Scotis concessit. Ad quem locum regendum

cum aliquot Fratribus virum Deo plenum Macarium, in

lege divina doctissimiun, atque diutinis Ijbcralium artium

Btudiis per totam Hibemiam celebcrrimum. Abbas Chris-

tianus Eatisbonensium Scotorum in Abbatem direxit." It

goes on to describe the self-mortification of this abbot :

among other severities, he wore a girdle with wooden spikes

turned inwards, and abstained from all delicacy of food and

drink. One day he had occasion to visit Bishop Embricho,

who insisted on his drinking a bowl of wine in honour of

St. Kilian, when the abbot, wavering between the Scylla

and Charybdis of abstinence and obedience, hesitated as to

what he should do. At last, 3rielding to the latter, he took

tlie cup iato his hand, and reaching it over to the bishop,

requested him to taste it first : but the contents were pure

water ; whereupon the bishop, turning to the butler, up-

braided him for treating his guest so inhospitably as to

ofiFer him water for wine out of St. Eilian's cellar, but he

assured his superior that it was with genuine wine ho had

filled the cup, and that the guest must have turned it into

water. Trithemius also is warm in his praise : "Primus

autem ejusdem ccenobii Abbas fuit Macharius natione Scottus

vir magnje sanctitatis, qui multis et in vita miraculis claruit,

et mortuus. In orationibus ad Dominum semper fuit pervi-

gil, et devotus mente simul et corpore Christo deditus, et

in ejus amore suspensus. Duram pro Salvatoris honore
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Macarius, as also his successor Gregory,'' died in the course of a few years, and were succeeded

by Carus, who had previously been Prior of the Scots at Eegensburg. King Conrad and

queen Gertmde chose him as their chaplain, and, in the year 1140, they handed over to him St.

^gidius's church at Niimberg, that he might establish a Scotic monastery' there likewise.

Bishop Henry, of Constance, followed his example, probably out of veneration for St. Gallus;"

and, in the year 1142, another colony from the parent foundation of Eegensburg proceeded to

Constance, under the abbot Macrobius."

Among the benefactors of St. James's," Bertha, the wife of Burgrave Henry, styled "The

gentle and artless dove" (simplex sine felle columhaj, is especially commended.^ She had chosen

St. James's as her burying-place, and she had bestowed upon the institution two vineyards and

seven acres of land in Austria. She was daughter of the pious Margrave Leopold. Her brother

Henry, who was Duke of Bavaria from 1143 to 1154, had likewise, dm-ing his provincial diets at

Regensburg,i an opportunity of becoming acquainted with the laudable simplicity flaudabilem

simplicitatemj of the Scotic monks. In his own dominions one of their countrymen was already

highly esteemed and revered, namely, the pilgrim Coloman,"" tutelar saint of Melk, and afterwards

lib. 1. In Canticum Canticorum, lib. 1. De Grammatica,

lib. 1. In Penhennenias Aristotelis, lib. 2. Epistolas etiam

nonnullas dedit ad diversas personas doctrinam ejus osten-

dentes." (Cbron. Hirsaug. 1., p. 404.) Ed,
^

Gregory. Pope Gregory was a great favourite among
the early Irish. See Annals of the Four Masters, An. 590,

and O'Donovan's note. From their familiarity \rith his

name the form Grigoir came into use, although the natives

were very sparing iu the introduction of foreign appellations.

Trithemius makes Christianus his successor, and allowsMm
a presidency of twentj'-sis years (Ann. 1153, Chron.Hirs.i.,

p. 425); but he is in error. Aventiuus agrees with the

Vita Mariani iu giving the sucession, as here, Macarius,

Gregorius, Carus, Declan. (Annales Boior., p. 631.) Ed.

Scotic monastery. ^\\^6lkcm, Hist. Dipl. Norimb. Prodr.

p. 77. [The account in the Vita Mariani says:
" His patribus

defunctis, virum plenum gratia et veritate, eorumdem

Ratisbonensium Priorem, nomine Carum, in Abbatem

elegerunt, qui vineta ac virgulta plurima in eodcm loco

utUiter plantavit, sedificia claustri prudentissimc ac compe-

tenter erexit. Quern post paucos annos Rex Conradus ac

Regina Gertrudis beatissimae memorise in Capeilanum su-

mentes, Ecclesiam B. ^gidii Nurenburgensem eidem ac

sequacibus ejus in fevum, intuitu seternte retributionis,

quatenus ibidem gens Scotorum, pro statu Imperii ac pro

incolumitate Regum, Excelsi rogitarent clementiam, con-

tulerunt; in qua idem ipse Carus, Deo et Angelis carissimus,

diem judicii securus expoctat. (A. SS. Feb. ii., p. 371 a).

Ed.-]

St. Gallus. See above note Jt, at p. 234. Ed.

'^Macrobius. This is probably a phonetic adaptation of

some kindred Irish name. If there be a parallelism of

meaning, probably the idea of longevity expressed in the

name is borrowed from thelrish Suthain,
"
perennis," which

appears as a proper name in the form Maelsuthaia.

St. James's. That is, of Ratisbon or Regensburg.
P Commended. The Vita Mariani having enumerated

the benefactors of St. James's, goes on to say:" Deinde

Bertha beatissima, simplex sine felle columba, rutilans

caritatis sidus imperii, boata) memoriae Henrici Ratisbon-

ensis Burggravii uxor, sepulturam propriam, vineas duas,

ac septem aratra, in Austria Deo ac B. Jacobo, nee non et

peregrinis loci illius Fratribus, pie destinavit." Another

pious female, called Linchardis, made several donations,

and "in Capitulo nostro cum Domina Bertha est sepulta.''

(A. SS. Feb. ii., p. 369Z/). iuZ.

q Regensburg. It was the old capital of Bavaria Ed.

^ Coloman. Of the Irish antecedents of this saint, like

most of those who went abroad, we know no more than

what is entered in the Calendar of Donegal : Colman ailithir

in Austria mac Maoilslieaclduinn moir mac Domhnuill.

"
Colman, the pUgrim in Austria, son of Maolsechlann
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of the whole of Lower Austria. Coloman was put to death, near Stockerau, in the year 1012.

The Duke, being unable to keep Bavaria in his possession, raised from the obscurity in which it

had 80 long lain his own town, Vienna, the old Roman city Vindobona,' but which he erroneously

believed to be Faviana. He invited thither many foreign merchants, and built a castle for himself

and them ;
and when he came to erect a monastery to meet the spiritual wants of his new establish-

ment, ho gave it into the hands of Gregory, the abbot of James's, who according to Paricius,* sent

thither, in the year 1159, a colony under Sanctinus," the first abbot, who was highly esteemed for

his piety.''

A considerable portion of the merchants who settled in the new borough of Vienna, no doubt,

came from Regensburg; and these, to feel comfortable,must have their Scotic monks, for whom the

Regensburg citizens had built their first monasteries.

Mor, son of Domlinall." If this be correct, he was no less

than son to the monarch of Ireland, who was bom in 925,

became sovereign in 979, and died in 1022. Erchiiifrid, his

biographer, says that he left Ireland only a short time before

his martyrdom. According to Colgan, it was previous to

the close of the tenth century. (Act. SS., p.l07.) Colman

left Ireland in company with some pilgrim companions, to

go on a journey to Jerusalem. In 1022 he arrived, on his

way, in Lower Austria, at a small town called Stockerau,

where he was seized as a spy, and thrown into prison. AU

his protestations of innocence were disbelieved, and, after

cruel torture, he was hanged from a tree in company with

two robbers. The miracles said to have been wrought by

hisbodyso impressed the mind of Henry, Marquis ofAustria,

that he caused his body to be removed to Medlica, the

modem Melk. His festival is the 13th of October, at which

day Surius (torn, v., p. 73G) has the following Sapphic

verses, from the pen of John Stabius :

"Austriae sanctus canitur patronus,

Fulffidum sidus radians ab Arcto,

Scoticos gentis Colomanus acer,

Regia proles."

This royal descent of St. Colman has been ably insisted on

by Ward, in his Life of S. Rumold, pp. 235-240, whose

statements are cited, but not sufficiently appreciated by the

Bollandist editor of this saint's acts (Octob. tom. vi., pp.

342-362). TTie Passion of St. Coloman is also printed in

Canisius's Antiq. Lectiones, and in MabUlon, Acta Sanc-

torum Ord. Bened.; Pertz, Mon. Germ. SS. tom. iv.,

p. 675. In 1524, the Prior of Dunfermline wrote to the

abbot of Melk, claiming St. Coloman for Scotland, and

representing him to be the same as Etheldred, third son of

Queen Margaret (Vard. Eumold, pp. 226-229). Subsequently

Dempster repeated the same absurd story ;
but his was an

age when even Hibemia, to say nothing of Scotia, was made

to be part of Scotland. Ud.
' Vindobona. In German Wien. Zeuss compares the first

syllable to the old Irish ^w^Z,
'
albus' (Gram. Celt. pp. 65,75),

and the latter to bond,
'

fundus,' as in Bononia (ib. p. 1123).

Ed.

t P?-icms. Page 284. A notice in the Mon. Germ., SS.

rs. 615, gives the year of the foundation 1155. The charters

of the foundation are dated 1161. See A. von MeUler,

Kegesten der Babenberger, s. 41, 43, 227. Zappert, loc.

laud. p. 103. The charter of 1158 is undoubtedly to be

altogether rejected. Some lost charters, however, of the

same date, might have been used in the fabrication.

Sanctinus. This is a Latin form of the Irish Oilla-na-

naemh,
' Servus sanctorum.' An abbot of Wurtzburg of

this name is mentioned by the Four Masters, at 1085. Ed.
^
Piety. The Vita Mariani gives the following account of

the Vienna foundation :

" Eodem tempore vii- magnificus,

decus Imperii, rutilans sidus, ardens caritate ad Christi

pauperesDux Austriae Hainricus, Henrici majoris acjunioris

dignissimus hseres neposque, gentem Scotorum universis.

Christi pauperibus pr8eferens,eidem Abbatis,claustrum,quod

ipse de propriis sumptibuB instituerat, magnifice contradidit.

Ad quam rcgendam ccclesiam virura plenum gratia et veri-

tate, ex re nomenhabentem Sanctinum, cum viginti qnatuor

Fratribus Abbas prsefatus direxit. Cujus Abbatis Sanctini
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For it seems that these poor pilgrims, who always settled iu cities or large towns, were in

general revered and liked by the citizens, and were on the same friendly terms with them that

the mendicant friars afterwards were. They first supplied the defect in the organisation of

Christian society which arose with the development of cities,'^ for, until their time, monasteries had

been founded only in the solitude of the country, excepting such as were attached to episcopal seats.

Duke Henry's enemy, the old Guelph," likewise built a monastery at Memmingen,^' in the year

1167. He had lost his only son by the same plague'- which robbed the emperor Barbarossa of his

whole victorious army, and he erected this monastery in memory of his son. To the new establish-

ment in this place the Prior Maurus or Mardach,*in company with twelve monks'' from St. James's,

repaired, as Paricius states, in the year 1187.*

laus atque memoria per totam Austrian! sequacibus suis

benignum stravit iter." (A. SS. Feb. torn, ii., p. 371 b.) Ed.

The following summary of these foundations is translated

from the Latin of Aventinus :
" This Ireland of which I

speak was, in the time of our forefathers, prolific in preach-

ers of the most exalted piety and learning. Hence Colum-

banus, Chilian, and a host of others migrated into Germany.
At the present day they call them Scots. Hence the holy

Marianus, with six fellow disciples, came to Ecgensburg,
and dwelt in a church outside the waUs of the city.

Hither fliock a great number of his countrymen, attracted

by the munificence of the Bavarians. Presently a party of

them, aided by the pious, erect a spacious church inside

the walls, where, by their devotion to the stiictest religious

exercises, by virtuous self-denial, by writing and by teach-

ing, they earned for themselves unbounded respect, and

became a well-approved pattern of piety, not only to the

Bavarians, but to aU tliat dwelt around. They were favour-

ites with everybody, and with one mouth, the whole people

spake loudly in their praise. Moved by this character,

Henry, Duke of Bavaria, rebuilds Favium, an ancient Roman

station, which now they call Vienna, and assigns a church

to the Scots. He invites Sanctinus, with four-and- twenty

companions, to come and settle at Vienna. Waldobninnus,
of Rauchshouen, erects in the suburbs of Eichstadt a round

church, which he hands over to Gerard, of Regensburg,
with his fellow disciples. Emericus, also, bishop of Wirtz-

burg, invites from Bavaria Macarius, a man of singular

learning and moderation, and for him and his partners in

wisdom he founds a church in the city. Gregory, and Cams
the Prior of St. Peter's, of Eegensburg, were chaplains to

the Emperor Conrad, and Gertrude his wife, and fiom them

they received the cliui-ch of 8t. jEgidius, at Numberg,

where, after them, Declan, chaplaiuto the Emperor Frederic

the First, built from the foundation a monastery for his

countrymen, the Scots. In our day (1512), they have been

thrust out of them aU on account of their ignorance and

crimes. At Regensburg they barely hold their ground."

Annales Boiorum, p. 631 (ed. Ingolst. 1554). Ed.

"'
Cities This encomium on the Irish is remarkable, as

it assigns to this nation a leading place in the organization

of Christian society. Ed.
*
Qwelph. On the nameGuelph, or Welph, which is akin

to our ichelp, see note on Gibbon, Decl. and Fall, vol. v.,

p. 428 (Bohn, 1854); Hallam, Mid. Ages, vol. ii., p. 71,

(Lond., 1853). ^J.

y Memmingen. A town in the south-west of Bavaria,

seven German mUes south of Ulm, and near the river lUer.

It was an imperial city, in the territory of Suevia. Ed.

^Flaguc. After the death ofFrederic Barbarossa, in 1190,

his son Frederic continued the third crusade, but both the

leader and the flower of his forces were swept away by the

plague. Sec the Life of Frederick I., by Count Henrj- de

Biinau, pp. 278-333. TiV/.

Mardach. This is evidently the Irish Mninulhdch,

which signifies "mariner," but is here latinized by Maurus

without any reference to the meaning. Ed.

^ Twelve Monks. This was the Benedictine number,

borrowed, of course, from the apostolic twelve. Sometimes

it was halved, as below; sometimes doubled, as in the

Vienna case. See, on the prevalence of this number,

Reeves' Adamnan's Columba, pp. 299-303. Ed.

"= Year 1187. Paricius, p. 286, Origines Guelficae, iii.

478 n. This foundation is not mentioned in the Vita

2 Q
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"VValbrun, the rrepositus of Eichstadt/ also transferred his cliurch to the Abbot Gregory and

Ihc Scotic nation. lie had built it in the east suburb of this town, in honour of the Holy Cross,*

and had endowed it witli seventeen acres of land. Gerhard, the prior of Wcyh- St.-Peter, and six

monks/ went thither in the year 1183.

It seems that a colony from St. James's had also gone to Erfurt. However, nothing is known

concerning the Scotic establishment in that town, except an insertion which is to be found in some

later copies of the Chronicle of Lambert of Hersfeld,^ and which declares that this monastery had

boon founded by Walter of Glisbcrg, so early as the year 1036. On this we cannot in any waj^ rely ;

but we find that Trinot,'' the abbot of Erfurt, attended at the chapter of the Scotic abbots at

llegcnsburg, in 1214; and, in the year 1225, the archbishop Siegfried, of Mentz, confirmed by

charter the subjection of the Scotic monastery at Erfurt to the abbot of St. James's.'

Of somewhat later origin is the Scotic monastery at Kelheim,'' Avherc Otto, Duke of Bavaria,

(for the welfare of his father Ludwig's soul, who had been murdered there in the year 1231), had

built a monastery which he handed over to the Scots, on condition that the abbot of St. James's

sliould have the superintendence of it. This establishment existed afterwards under the name of

the hospital of St. John, and was called, also. Souls' House, but it ceased to be occupied by the

Scots.'

The Scotic monastery at Oels, in Silesia," probably falls within the circle of these colonies of

St. James's. It is reported to have been in utter ruin about the year 1505
;
at Avhich time there had

not been a Scotic monk seen there as long as any one could remember.

There is also a mountain near Beuthen, in Upper Silesia, called the Scots' -mountain," on which

Muriani. Hess endeavoured at Memmingcn to learn more h Trinot. This is an abbreviated form of the Irish Gilla-

of the history of this foundation, hut in vain. Mon. no-trinoite,
" Servant of the Trinity," or, as written in

(nielf. p. 104. modern Irish, Giolla-na-Trionoide. This name, as weU as

^Ekhstiult. Latinized Aichstadiiim, or FAstadhun. It is Marianus, Sanctinus, and others, shows that in Latinizing

situate in the west of Bavaria. It was from a MS. in the compounds of Gilla it was iisual to ignore this word, or

Dominican monastery of Eichstadt that Canisius, and after represent it by the personal appellative form of the main

him, Messingham, piinted Cogitosus' Life of St. Brigid. component. Ed.

Ed. 'Abbot of St. James's. Paricius, pp. 287, 290. See also

Jhly Cross. Heiligen Kreuzes. Thus the abbeys of Archbishop Wemher at the year 1276, Hied, p. 16.

Heiligeukreutz, in Austiia (Reeves' Adamnan, p. 31), and ^ Kelheim. A town in Bavaria, south-west of Ratisbon,

Ilolycross, in the county of Tipperarj-. Ed. situate at the confluence of the Altmuhl and Danube. Ed.

'Six monhs. Half the Bi>nedictinc number. See note a,
'

Scots. Paricius, p. 290. Triiger, Geschichte der Stadt

-upra. Jxl. Kelhcim (History of the City of Kelheim), p. 91.

^Chronicle of Eanibcrt of Herffeld. An. 1036. "Eodem " Oils in Silesia. In Latin Olsna. It is situate a little

:inno aedificatum est monasterium Snothorum in Erfordia north-east of Passau. El.

perdominum Waltherum de Glisbei'g." Pertz. Mon. Germ. Scots' Mountain. In German Schotfcnherr/. It is situate

SS. torn, iii., p. 100. The continuation of the Chronicle is in Upper Silesia. d.

in torn. v. Ed.
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St. Margaret's church is built; but this may possibly be a more accidental title. However it is

probable that the monastery at Ocls owns its existence to Eegcnsburg; and the supposition is

credible enough, because the monks of St. James's had previously, about the year 1090 sent a

messenger to Poland," and had carried on a very friendly correspondence with the kino- of Bohemia
from which we may conclude, that a lively intercourse existed between them and Silesia.

The most prosperous time of these Irish monks was the twelfth century.
>' At that period

Ireland continued to send forth great numbers of pilgrims in constant succession, wlio were still

animated by their ancient piety. They were examples of rigid abstemiousness, and filled with

ardent faith, which incited them to go abroad. Even in Bulgaria, the Emperor Barbarossa, when
on his crusade,

"i fell in with an Irish abbot in the castle of Skribentium,"" whose monastery probably
served as an hospice for pilgrims on their way to Jerusalem.

At this time also they still practised the art of writing, and many of their bretliren, newly

arriving, brought with them books, by which they enlarged the library of the monastery. As, for

instance, David, Malachias, Patricius, Maclan, and Mailcolm,' brought to the Scotic monks, at

Vienna, besides a copy of the Gospels and a Missal, several of the works of Gregory the Great,'

and of Bede," also a Practical Treatise on Preaching, and the Vision of IVettin.''' This information

we derive from that remarkable fragment of a donation-book, published by Zappert, in which the Scots

Sent to Poland. See the preceding number, at p. 243.

P Twelfth century. Yet Gillebert, bishop of Limerick,

and Papal Legate,writing in 1130 to the Irish clergy, profes-

ses his object to be "ut diversi et schismatic! illi ordines

quibusHibemia pene tota delusa est,uni Catholico etRomano

cedant officio." Ussher, Sylloge Ep. 30 (Wks. iv., p. 500).

The language of Adrian IV., in 1155, was not very flattering

to the Irish people, nor was Alexander III.'s, in 1172, any

improvement on it. {ib. Epp. 46, 47, pp. 546, 549.) See

especially the BuUs of the latter pope in Rymer's Foedera,

i., p. 45 (Lond. 1815) Ed.

q Crusade. This was the third crusade, commenced by

the Emperor Frederic I.,sumamed Bai-barossa, in 1189.

Next year he perished near Seleueia, in the river Saleph.

See Michaud, Bibliotheque des Croisades, iii., p. 258

(Par. 1829). W.

Skribentium. Ansbertus, ed. Dobrowsky, p. 48. The

title of this work is : Historia dc expeditione Frederici Im-

peratoris, edita a quodam elerico qui eidem interfuit,

nomine Ansbertus, nunc piimum typis expressa, curaute

Joseph Dobrowski, Piagae, 1827. Ed.

* Mailcolni. Of these names, David in Irish is Dahldu, or

Jkithi, and sometimes Dagan; Malachias is Muelmaedhofj ;

Patricius is Phadrig ; Maclan probably is Mac-gllla-eoin ;

Mailcolm is Ilael-colidm. Ed.

'

Gregory the Great. His works were in great vogue

among the Irish. The Book of Armagh, the Codex Mael-

l)riglide, and other ancient Irish MSS. have extracts from his

writings, under the signature g.g. His title among the

Irish was Grigoir Peloir,
"
Gregory of the Golden Mouth,'

to which Cummian, in his Paschal Epistle, of 634, alludes :

"Ad Grcgorii pap.'e, urbis Romae Episcopi fa nobis in

commune suscepti, et Oris Aurei amielhtfionr donati) verba

me converti." Ussher, Syll. Ep. xi. (Wks. W.. p. 43.9). Ed.

" Bcde. In the ancient St. Gall catalogue of the books
"

Scottice scripti," we find Tractatus Bidae in Proverbial

Salomoni ; Bedac dc Arte Metrica (Killers BilJer und

Schrift-ziige, &c., p. Gl). One of the sources whence Zeuss

l)as drawn his invaluable Irish Glosses is an Irish written

copy of Bcda dc Ratione Temporum, formerly belonging to

Reichenau, and now preserved in Carlsruhe. (Gram. Celt,

i. pp. xxxi., xxxii., vol. ii.,p. 1071). Ed.

V Vision of Wettin.Thc name is variously written Wettin,

Wetin, 'Wetthi, AVetan, Guetm. Wettin was a monk of

Augia on the Rhine who, in the year 824, fell into an ecstatic

condition, during which certain pictures were presented to
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of tlie Vienna monastery entered tlie various presents which were made to them.'' "We likewise

find mentioned in it the numerous gifts of various kinds which were bestowed on them from all

quarters, at the end of the twelfth and beginning of the thirteenth centuries.

Now all these monasteries remained subject to the parent institution, although they sometimes

tried to free themselves from this subordinate relation. Thus, for instance, the Scotic monks of

Vienna made repeated efforts to obtain their independence ;
and indeed, in their charters, as we have

them now, the name of Regensburg is never mentioned at all. Yet there is extant a judgment of

the ecclesiastical court of Passau, of the date 1230, which declares that the monastery of Vienna

owes its existence to the monastery of St. James, and the abbot of St. James's has always directed

the election of a new abbot there, either in person or by deputy. For this reason the court annuls the

last election of the Vienna monks," which had been made on their own authority. Previously to

this, pope Lucius the Third's privilege, dated the 10th of April, 1185, confirmed to the abbot of St.

James's supreme authority over all the colonies which emanated from this monastery, and ordained

that their superiors should present themselves every year at St. James's, according to an existing

custom, in order to receive the abbot's sentence on all irregularites which had occurred. This re-

lation was placed on a firmer basis at the council of Lateran^ in 1215, the 12th canon of which

commands all monasteries to form themselves into congregations, and to hold regular meetings. A
special bull (the text of which unfortunately is not given''), prescribed that the Twelve Monas-

steries of the Scots in Germany* should constitute one congregation, and should hold a chapter every

his mind, which on his restoration to his senses he dictated Akademie der Wissenshaften (Proceedings of the Vienna

to Bishop Heito, and three days after his vision died. The Academy), xiii. 173, 177, 179,181, 182. The Jester of the

occurrence is thus recorded in the Chronicle of Bernoldus: Bishop of Passau, named Wolfker, also made them a pre-
" An. 824, Augiae Wettinus monachus e corpore ductus et sent of some German books, p. 178.

reductus, post triduum obiit. Cujusvisione, Heito episcopus
^^ Annuls election of Vienna tooZ;s. Ried, p. 15. For

prosa, et Walachfridus heroico metro scripsit." (Pertz, v., similar cases, p. 248; see Mon. Germ. SS. ix., 642. Balu^.

p. 419.) So Herrmann's Chronicle, at same year (('i., p. 103.) Miscell. vii., 434, 435. Hofler's Albert Behan, p. 168.

The metrical narrative of 825, by Walafridus Strabo, was Although Innocent TV. confirmed the above Passau decision,

first printed by Canisius, Antiq. Lect. tom. vi., pp. 677-604, the abbot of St. James's was, nevertheless, unsuccessful,

and again by Mabillon, Act. SS- Bened., ssec. iv. i.p. 272-293. But in 1337, the Vienna Scots promised to elect in future

The prose account was first printed by Mabillon, from the no abbot without the sanction of St. James's,

two Colbert MSS. copied for him by Stephen Baluzius y Council of Lateran. Canon " De communibus capitulis

(tW<?, pp. 263-271). Itis shorter than the Vision ofAdamnan, monachorum." Concilia, Labbeat Cossart, ed. Mansi, tom.

but of the same nature
;
and the familiarity of the Irish with xxii. Ed.

it may be accoimted for by their frequent intercourse with 2 Text iwt given. Paricius, pp. 277, 288.

Augia. The name of Wettin seems to have been very * Ttoelve monasteries of Scots. Schmeller, in his Bair-

famous, for it occurs in almost all the German chronicles. Worterbuch (Bavarian Lexicon), iii. 416, speaks of fifteen

See Pertz, Mon. Germ. tom. i., pp. 49, 65, 67, 76, 562 a. houses by a mere oversight, I suppose. [Here again we

tom. v., p. 39
;
Baluzii Miscellan., tom. i., pp. 497, 504. Ed. find the Benedictine number, which is specially exemplified

w Presents made to them. Sitzungsberichte der Wiener in St. Benedict's monastery of Sublacum (Subiaco), and
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three years. In it the abbot of St. James's, of Eegensburg, as the metropolitan of all these monas-

teries, -was to preside, and to act as Visitor-General of them. Thus this prelate was solemnly-
confirmed in his high authority, and, in the year 1225, he received from King Henry an important

privilege, in which permission was given him to bear in his coat of arras half the Eagle of the

Empire, which denoted that he ranked among the states of the realm. *"

Of these twelve monasteries of the Scots, we have so far become acquainted with only the

following nine :<= St James's, "Weyh-St.-Peter, Wurtzburg, Niimberg, Constance, Vienna, Memmin-

gen, Eichstadt, and Erfurt
;
to which Kelheim was soon after added. "We may also probably include

Oels, although the abbot does not appear to have been present at the chapters : indeed, these

meetings seem never to have been complete, so far as we can judge from the records of which

Paricius has made use.

It was scarcely to be expected that by means of these chapters the degeneracy could be

prevented to which nearly all monastic institutions fell a prey, from the middle of the thirteenth

century, and which ajffected the Scotic monks no less than others. The first case of the kind, of

which an account has been preserved,'' is of the date of 1233, and appears just as abrupt and

obscure as many other notices of these monasteries. In a rescript of Gregorj' the Ninth to the Bishop

and Chapter of the see of Constance, we read that the visitors of that diocese reported how they had

found the abbot of a Scotic monastery therein sunk in the grossest sins of the flesh, to the great

scandal of religion.^ They removed him, together with another monk, to a different monastery of

his order, and transferred his house to seventy Cistercian nuns. These two men, as it appears,

attempted to recover forcible possession of the premises ;
for bishop and chapter are admonished to

protect the nuns, and to expel these two intruders who, as was asserted, had introduced themselves

into the convent by improper means.

This rescript, taken from the papal records, cannot be questioned. But the whole proceeding

of the visitors appears to have been highly informal and arbitrary ;
for by right they should have

consulted the abbot of St. James's, and have left it for him to effect the reform through other Scotic

monks.

The Scotic establishment in the city of Constance cannot well be intended, since this existed

many years after as a Scotic monastery ;
on the other hand, we have seen that one or two of the

Scotic monasteries have not been identified. Under these circumstances, it is but natural to sup-

pose that the monastery of Heggbach' is intended, which, in the year 1233 precisely, is said to have

its twelve monasteries, in each of which wore tn-elve monks '' Preserved. Manrique, Annales Cistert., iv. 467.

and a superior. Ed.l
* Scandal of llcligion. "Quendam abbatem ipsins lapsu

' States of the realm Bbhmer, Regesten of 1198, 1254, eamis enormiter in multoram scandalum laborantem ac

p. 221. Paricius, p. 264, with a wrong date. habentem plures incontinentie sue testes."

* Nine Of Heggbach we shall speak presently.
'
HeggbcKh. Latinized Ej^pachium, Heggbachum, Hecken-

2b
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baen founded as a convent of Cistercian nuns, and which became so considerable that at times nearly

a hundred nuns belonged to it, although there are no documents belonging to it now extant.^

The subjugation of Ireland by the English, and the extinction of independent life, both national

and ecclesiastical, contributed, no doubt, to the rapid decline of the Scotic monasteries.'' For from

Ireland they had, up to that time, been continually receiving fresh supplies of strength. In this,

their father-land, the root of their vitality was to be found.

From two remarkable briefs of pope Innocent the Fourth,' dated the first and sixth of December,

1248, we discover that the abbot of St.James's possessed at the same time some priories in Ireland,^

hachium. It is situated near Biberach, in the southern part

of Wirtemhurg. See Gallia Christiana, torn, v., col. 1096.

Ed.

8 Xo documents extayit. Stalin's Wirtemb. Gesch. (His-

tory of Wirtemburg), ii. 722.

^ Decline of the Scotic monasteries. One -would expect a

result from the English invasion resembling the sequel to

the siege of Limerick, and an unusual migration of Irish

ecclesiastics towards their foreign asylums ;
but it was not so.

^

Briefs of Innocent IV. Baluzii MiscclL, vii, 443, 935.

[The following is a literal translation of these interesting

records, which are taken from the Kegestum of^Innocent IV. :

" To the Abbot of St, James's Monaster)/ of the Scots in

Ratisbon, of the order of St. Benedict, directhjpertaining to

the Church of Rome. Whereas, your petition, which was

read in our presence, states, that novitiates of the priories
in Ireland subject to your monastery, who are ready to

make their profession of the regular observances, and
receive the seal of benediction from you, are unable, by
reason of the distance and dangers of the road, to attend, as

they are boimd, at the aforesaid monastery ; and you have

humbly prayed of us to grant relief for these difficulties,

especially, because, on account of the aforesaid impedi-
ments, the monks above mentioned are prevented from

making their profession, and receiving the benediction, to

the prejudice of their own salvation, the detriment of regular

observance, and the offence of many. Willing, therefore,
in compliance with your prayer, to check such dangers, we
have thought fit, by authority of these presents, to grant
you license to commit to some discreet and suitable person
from among your subordinate priors in that country, the
exercise of these functions in your stead, without prejudice
to your monastery. Dated at Lyons, Dec. 1, sixth year."

2. " To the Abbot of the Scots' Monastenj of St. James,

order of St. Benedict, directhj pertaining to the Church of
Rom. From your statement, we learn that some superiors

and monks belonging to the monasteries or priories of the

order of St. Benedict, in Ireland, which are subject to your

monastery, presume to run here and there (girovagi,)

without regard to restraint or order, and some of them,

when liable to punishment for their offences, have the

effrontery to betake themselves to distant places, that thus

they may evade the discipline of their rule ; committing a

multitude of other irregularities, to the damage of their

souls, the disgrace of their order, and the scandal of

society, so as to call loudly for apostolical correction.

Having, therefore, full confidence in the Lord in your

prudence, we grant to you, by authority of these presents,

full power to visit, correct, and reform, in the aforesaid

monasteries or priories, both in head and limbs, as also

of recalling fugitives to their own stations
; provided that,

having God alone in view, your measures are conducted

with diligence and discretion, according as you judge expe-

dient for the advantage of the institutions, the welfare of

souls, ind the honour of the aforesaid order, &c. The force

of these presents to expire at the end of three years.

Given at Lyons, the 8th of the Ides of December, sixth

year." Ed.'\

^ Priories in Ireland. One of these was the monastery

of St. Mary's of Ross, anciently called Ros-ailithir, or

"Ross of pilgrims," and now known as Ross-Carbery, in

the courty of Cork. Among the valuable records printed

in Ward's Rumold are two instruments bearing on this

subject: 1. The profession of obedience made by Cornelius

the Prior and tlie whole convent of the Benedictine monas-

tery of St. Mary's of Ross, to Philip, Abbot " monasterii

S. Jacobi nibernicorum jam dicti ordinis extra muros

Herbipolenses, per se venicnti, et pro se suis(iue succes-
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and was compelled to ask for license to check, by means of reform, the degeneracy that had showed

itself there.

These Irish priories subsequently seem to have been lost, for we hear nothing more about them.

On the other hand, we have the loud complaint that but few monks now came fr3m Ireland, and these

indeed such as their superiors wanted to get rid of, or such as were discontented with the stricter

discipline at home. It might reasonably be expected that the Scotic monasteries in Germany should

fall iuto decay, when depending solely for their increase upon supplies of this sort.

Henceforward the new importations neglect to acquaint themselves with the vernacular

language, and therefore cannot be employed either in the pulpit or the confessional
;
their conduct

gives great oiFence; the property of the establishments is squandered away ;
and the buildings fall

into ruin. Some of these monasteries appear to have already become extinct, or, at least, from the

fewness of their inmates, to have sunk into the condition of mere benefices : as, for instance, the

abbey of Oels, which at the end of the fifteenth century was occupied by the suffragan bishop of

Breslau. No Scotic monk had arrived within the memory of man, and their very name was so

completely forgotten that the Dukes Albert and Charles, of Miinstcrburg, were totally unacquainted

with it
; for, in a document in which they ask permission to incorporate the abbey with the pre-

positure of the foundation Sandstift, they speak of the monastery
" which formerly had belonged to

the Wendish brethren, of the order of St. Benedict, in our city, Oels, above named." As the Wends

had disappeared from among the inhabitants of the country, so, likewise, the Scots from among the

monks, and the only recollection which existed of them was that they belonged to a foreign people.'

In other places, however, they maintained their footing longer, although in progressive decay ;

and when in the fifteenth century the cry for reform everywhere became loud, the Scotic monks

did not escape.

In Niirnberg they had a public -house in the convent, and tippled in company with women, so

that it became a common saying, if a man missed his wife, he must look for her at the Scots'."

But, in the year 1411 or 1412, visitors arrived who remonstrated with the abbot, and urged

soribus canonicc intrantibus, &c. Dated 1353, test. Cor- '

Foreign j'^ople. Bishop Johannes Turzo allowed the

nelius Prior, Gregory, Tatheus, conventuales, et Johannes incoi-poration on the 13th of January, 150,'j
;
and there we

de Ochxonia scholaris dicti Abbatis." 2. A similar pro- read: " Abbacia quondam Fratrum Scotoruni Ordinis S.

fession made by Odo, prior of the same monastery, of the Benedicti in Olsna." Kcpert. Hcliae in Bresl. Prov.

year 1378, stating "quod ad visitandum nos nostrumque Archiv., p. 689.

monasterium venerabilis in Christo pater dominus Donaldus ^Xih-iibcrg. Conf. Historia S. .Egidii Norimb. auctore

Abbas monasterii S. Jacobi Hibemicorum extra, muros Colomanno, ap. Oefele, SS. Rerum Boic. i., 342-311.

Herbipolenses ordinis prsedicti provinciaj MoguntLnfe, venit Wolkem, p. 873.

per se, licet hoc per alium facere potuisset, et in nostro n At tJw S.-otg' . Conviviaetiampromulieribusibifiebant,

monasterio suum officiam exerciiit." Vita Rumoldi, pp. nt proverbium fieret : Uxor amissa in monasterio Scotorum

292, 293. JEkl. queri debet. Vinum vendebator uti in tabema.
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him to send again for brethren from Ireland. Accordingly three such actually did come, but they

Averc young men, Avithout education or experience, and soon decamped. The monks of St. ^^gidius

continued still, as the citizens said, to carouse in the Scotic fashion; that is, they got so drunk that

they were unable to say mass in the mornings. A fresh attempt was made to reform them, and

monks from "Fulda were forced upon them : the abbot sent over to Ireland and obtained four fresh

monks, but these very openly declared that they had by no means come to practise self-mortification,

but to enjoy themselves, and live merrily." The exhortations and the society of the monks of

Fulda became so ii-ksome to the abbot that he applied to the Burg-grave of Xiirnberg for protection,

which step was very displeasing to the town-council. Hereupon the monks of Fnlda withdrew.

In the year 1416, new visitors made their appearance, and the three Irish abbots of Regens-

burg, iN'urnberg, and "Wurtzburg, applied to the Emperor Sigismund, who referred them to the

council of Constance.'' The latter thereupon ordered a chapter to be held by the abbots of the

dioceses of Mentz and Bamberg, which was accordingly done on the 30th of March, 1417. The

three Scotic abbots, however, protested against its decision : the abbot of E.egcnsburg set off home,

whilst those of Niirnberg and Wurtzburg at length submitted, and in the year 1418, the people of

Niimberg introduced some monks from Reichenbachi into the monastery of St.-iEgidius. They found

matters in a most deplorable state
; everything, even the mitre and abbot's staff had been pawned;'

o Live merrily. Non propter abstinentiam, sed propter

habnndantiam, et propter liberam voluntatem vivendi.

p Council of Constance. Convened in 1414, by Pope
.John XXni., at tlie instance of the Emperor Sigismund.
It was on this occasion that the sentiments of intelligent

Europe were recorded concerning the antiquity of the Irish

kingdom, as Abp. Ussher patriotically narrates it:

" In the year 1417, when the legates of the King of England
and the French King's ambassadors fell at variance in the

Council of Constance for precedency ; the English orators,

among other arguments, alleged this also, for themselves :

'
It is well known that tlie whole world is divided into three

parts to wit, Asia, Africa, and Europe. Europe is divided

into four kingdoms, niunely, the Roman, for the first; the

Constantinopolitan, for the second
;
the third, the Kingdom

of Ireland, which is now translated with the English ;
and

the fourth, the Kingdom of Spain. Whereby it appeareth

that the King of England and his kingdom are of the more

eminent ancient kings and kingdoms of all Europe, which

prerogative the kingdom of France is not said to obtain?

And this I have here inserted the more willingly, because

it maketh something for the honour ofmy country, to which,

I confess, I am very much devoted, and in the printed acts

of the Council it is not commonly to be had.'
"

Eelig.

Ant. Irish, cap. xi., (Wks. iv., p. 370). Sir Robert Wingfield,

who was ambassador from England to the Emperor Maxi-

milian, found the record of this proceeding at Constance,

and had it printed at Louvain, in 1.517
; reprinted, Lon-

non,1690. See Ussher, Brit. Ec. Ant., cap.ii. (Wks. v. p. 38);

Harris's Ware's Works, vol. ii., p. 173. Since Ussher's day,

this discussion has been printed by Herm. von der Hardt,

in his Acta Concilii Const. It is very remarkable to find,

at the same council, the English, on the one hand, deriving

lustre from Ireland, and its own sons, on the other, bring-

ing disgrace upon it. Ed.

iliek'lienhach. In the Black Forest, on the western verge

of the kingdom, south-west of Stuttgard. Ed.

A hhot's staffijavnied. Indeed, matters were occasionally

but little better at home. In Abp. Alan's Register we find

the following entry :

" Item nota quod post obitum Ei-

cardi Talbot, Archiepiscopi Dubliniensis, 1449, erat crux

Dubliniensis Archiepiscopi impignorata cum Eicardo

Whyte sciss. pro quinque marcis perJohannem Streynshnne

alias Barbor, et oportebat Priorem Sancte Triaitatis et
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in the library there were only two volumes; and, for processions, the monks were obliged to borrow

the requisite vestments from the Dominicans. From this time forward the establishment remained

in the hands of German monks, and belonged to the congregation of Bursfeld.'

The Scots of Vienna' fared no better. They had, likewise, squandered everything: the bells

of the tower had been pawned, the building had been suffered to fall into utter ruia, and by their

offensive conduct they had become a nuisance to the prince, the whole town, and the public at large.

John Eash, the organist of the Scotic monastery, in a pamphlet concerning its history which he

published in the year 1586," states that "the monks had become selfish, useless to the monastery, and

of no service to the public. They began to abandon all monastic and spiritual discipline and propriety,

and to indulge in all sorts of unbecoming habits and practices ; they took up various trades and

dealings,^ especially in furs, skins, and Jewish wares. They got up public dances and amusements,

with ball-playing and boat-tilting ;" they squandered the property of the church
; they pawned the

communion-cups, the vestments, even the bells of the tower. They allowed the building to go to

wreck and ruin
;
behaved most scandalously, and would neither suffer nor receive any visitation.

"Not was it possible after this to reform the wicked and crooked life of these Scotic monks, still less

to bring them to their former holy simplicity. It was, moreover, both difficult and expensive to

fetch Scotic monks so far over the sea
; and, besides, it was commonly the most good-for-nothing

class of forced monks, whom they wanted to get rid of at home, that they sent to Germany ;
as the

monks of other nations likewise, who have establishments here, and who have access to this countrj',

still do in a hostile spirit. At last when the Scots were finally put down, and sent out of the

country and diocese, it was with them as (the Lord preserve us
!) with so many exorcised devils.*

They struggled hard, and caused the magistracy much trouble and annoyance, they blasphemed,

they threatened; one wanted to rush into this, and another into that monastery, and so on in like

manner."

Under these circumstances, Duke Albert,^ who at that time seriously contemplated a reforma-

conventusejusdemluereper diffinitionem Michaelis Trignre PuhUslied in 1586. Ap. Hormayr, ii., 2, 152.

Buccessoris proximi dicti Eicai-di, qui quum sentit honorem, v Dealings. In the sixteenth century, and subsequently,

etcommodum sentire debet, et onus." fol. 22a. Upon which down to our own day, we occasionally find the term Scot as

Abp. Alan observes: "Verum ego (Alanus), Johannes 7"" synonymous with 'dealer,' or 'pedlar.' SchmeUer's Bair.

propriis expensisreparavitamcrucemquambaculum dando Wiirterbuch (Bavarian Lexicon), iii. 416; and the Kyritzer

uncias ferme centum argenti de meis. Igitur orate pro Dealers' privileges of 1580, in Riedel's Cod. Dipl. i., p. 386,

anima mea." {lhid,adcalc.) It was about 80 years in pawn ! also quoted by Zappert.

Ed. w
Boat-tUting.

'

Stangen Schnpfen,' which may possibly
*

Bursfeld. In the Duchy of Brunswick. A Benedictine mean '

playing with the quarter-staff.' Ed.

abbey was founded here in 1093. See Gallia Christiana,
^ Exorciseddevils. This animated description is borrowed

torn, v., col, 652. "(?. from Luke viii., 30-33. (f.

' Scots of Vienna. Hormayr, Geschichte von Wien (His-
* I>uke Albert. Duke of Austria. d.

tory of Vienna), ii., 1. Urkunden (Documents), p. 139.
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tion of tlio monasteries of his country, could not but turn his attention to the monastery of the

Scots. Nicholas of Dinkelsbiihl/ one of the most distinguished teachers of the University of

Vienna, declared in a memorial which he laid before the duke," that in his opinion it was necessary

that the papal authority should be procured for the introduction of other monks into the Scotic

establishments, notwithstanding the original grants and privileges to the contrary. Martin the Fifth

did, accordingly, on the 1 7th of January, 1418, with the consent of the Council,'' grant authority

to this effect
;
and thereupon visitors made their appearance at the Scotic monastery ofVienna also,

who on the 6th of August communicated the papal bull. But Thomas the abbot, and his brethren,

replied that they could not admit alien monks
;

as the strangers would either murder them, or be

murdered by them.c We see that they retained one at least of the virtues formerly attributed to

them, namely, candour. They declared they saw very plainly that they were no longer wanted

there, and therefore they begged to be only granted their travelling expenses, and a safe conduct,

in order that they might make their way to the parent monastery at Kegensburg. Thus they

withdrew from the house, and the Minorites meanwhile conducted divine service. Hormayer

asserts, however, that on one of the following nights, the old monks made an onslaught on the

Minorites, drove them out by force, gathered up all they could find in the church and monastery, and

declared that they would maintain their ground against Emperor, Pope, and people. But they had

to yield at the last and go to Regensburg. In the year 1448, pope Nicholas the Fifth confirmed

the now reformed Scotic establishment of Vienna in its independence of the monastery of

St. James.

On the other hand, the Irish monks held their ground longer in Eegensburg, Constance, Eich-

stadt, Erfurt, and Wurtzburg. But here in "Wurtzburg, likewise, the monastery had fallen into

sad decay, and for a long time back there were few monks there, nay, sometimes none at all."*

Therefore after the death of the abbot Philip,* in 1497, this monastery was handed over, by papal

' DinJcen^ihl. A town south-west of Anspach, in the west ^ None at all. Gropp. SS. Wirzh. i. 165. Ussermann,

of Bavaria. The individual who derives his name from it Episc. Wirzb., p. 282. [In Trithemius' chronicle of this

was delegate from the University of Vienna, at the Council house, we find that under Mauricius 11., the twenty-fifth

of Constance (Hardt, Act. ConcU. Constan., tom. ii.,pt. vii., abbot (1455-1461), the institution fell off so much that the

col. 182), and atthe Council of Basil, in 1431. For an account abbot often was the solitary occupant of it, and had no com-

of his writings, see Cave, Hist. Lit., ii. 2, p. 124; and more pany except an occasional fugitive mendicant. Thomas

fully, Oudin, Com. SS. Eccl., t. iii., col. 2301. JEcZ. II., the thirtieth abbot (1483-1494), "prsefuit in magna

TM.{d before tlie Duke. Schramb, Chron. MelL, p. 311. paupertate." Ed.']

^ Consent of the Council. 'Rorm&yx's Vienna, vol. i.
* Death of tlie Abbot Philip. He died in 1497.

" Phil-

No. 3, Documents, p. cv. sqq. lippus moriens coenobium sine monachis vacuum et debitis

e Murderedby them. Quia nos interficeremus eos vel inter- graviter oneratum dereliq^ait." Trithemius, Chron. S.

ficeremur ab eis. [This reminds one of the Homeric Jacobi (0pp. Spjritualia, p. 12aJ.d-

sentiment, 'H /i'avas/a', ^' iyu Gs.Ed.l
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authority, to German monks from St. Stephen's in Wurtzburg.
' The first abbot was KUian Kraus,^

from the monastery of Oxenfurt,'' the second, the celebrated Trithemius,' who wrote a history of

the establishment.'

In like manner, the Scotic monastery at Eichstadfc declined, and had for a lono- time been de-

fSt. Steplien's of Wurtzburg. On the death of Philip, in

1497, the reformation of the convent was referred, by papal

mandate, to Laiirentius, the bishop ; which document, as

well as others connected with the transaction, is given by

Trithemius (Opera Spir., p. Via). Ed.

^Kilian Kraus. Or, as Trithemjus latinizes the name,

Kilianus Crispus. He died in 1506. Ed.

^
Oxenfurt. Ochsenfmlh, a monastery situate on the

Maine, three leagues south-east of Wurtzburg. Johannes

de Ochxonia accompanied Philip, the abbot of St. James's of

Ratisbon, to Ireland, in 1353. (Vardeei Kumoldus, p. 293).

Ed.

Trithemius. This highly informed man was bom at

Trithenheim, near Treves, on the 1st of Feb. 1462. He
was educated at Treves and Heidelberg, and became a

Benedictine monk in the monastery of Spanheim, at the age

of 22. In 1483 he was chosen abbot of that monastery, on

account of great learning and piety. Owing to a faction

which was raised against him by the prior, he retired from

the administration in 1505
;
and in Oct. 15, 1506, he was

placed over St. James's, in the suburbs of Wurtzburg. He

died on St. Lucia's Day, 1516, aged 57, as entered in the

continuation of his chronicle: "Johannes Trithemius

omniscius Ule et mirandi ingenii abbas ob. a.d. 1516."

(0pp. Spir., p. 16b.) He was so original and diligent an

investigator that he was commonly regarded as a magician.

He got the credit of raising the dead, summoning demons

from below, predicting future events, and by incantations

charming thieves and robbers. But the real secret lies in

the fact thathe collected at Spanheim a library of two thou-

sand volumes, and was himself the author of as many works

as, says Cave, would in themselves make a little library. His

most valuable work is the Chronicon Coenobii Hirsangiensis,

from 830 to his own time, which was published by Busaus,

but afterwards at St. Gall, 1690, in amuch fuller form. His

works are in two folio volumes, edited byBusaeus, and res-

pectively entitled Opera Uistorica, and Opera Pia et Spiri-

tualia. Cave, in his notice of him, commits the error of

making two authors out of one. See Hist. Lit. ii. 2, pp.

203, 205 (ed. Oxon. 1743). ^(/.

History of the cstahlishments. This exceedingly inte-

resting record, intituled Chronicon Manasterii S. Jacohi Ord.

8. Benedicti siihirlio urhis Ilerhipolitance is printed at the

commencement of his Opera Spiritualia (a Joanne Busseo,

Mogunt. fol.1604). It begins with the foundation charter

of Bp. Embricho, dated 1140, and subjoins other similar

documents. It then gives a catalogue, with brief notices

of the thirty-two abbots on the Irish foundation, whose

names and dates, with their Irish equivalents, are as follows :

1 Macarius [Suirgechi, ob. 1153.

2 Christianus \Gilla-Crist\ ob. 1179.

3 Eugenius [Eoghaii], ob. 1197.

4 Gregorius \Gri(!oir\ ob.

5 Matthfcus [Matlid], ob. 1215.

6 Teclan [Declan}, ob. 1217.

7 Elia.s lAililT], ob. 1223.

8 Coclestinus YNenianl, ob. 1234.

9 Gcrardus [ ],
ob. 1242.

10 John I. iEoin\ ob. 1 253.

11 Jolin II. {Eoin\ ob. 1274.

12 Mauricius {MuiredhacK\, ob 1298.

13 Johel [Joel], ob. 1306.

14 Elias II. \_AilUl\ ob. 1318.

15 John III. L-Boml ob. 1335.

16 Micheas [ilica], ob. 1341.

17 Philip I. {Pilip\, ob. 1361.

IS Donaldus YDomhn<ill\, ob. 1385.

19 Timotheus [Timneii], ob. 1399.

20 Imar [InMr\ ob. 1403.

21 Rutg-er [Domhnall], ob. 1417.

22 Thomas I. [Tomas\ ob. 1437.

23 Roricus [Ruaidhri\ ob. 1447.

24 Alanu. [Aileni], ob. 1455.

25 Mauricius II. lMuiredhach\ . .ob. 1461.

26 John IV. [Eoin], ob. 1463.

27 Otto [Acdh\ ob. 1465.

28 Thadaua [Tadhg\ ob. 1475.

29 David [Dathi\, trans. 1483.

30 Thomas II. {Tomas\ .ob. 1494.

31 Edmund [Emuin], ob. 1496.

32 Philip II. {PUip\, ob, 1497.

The Irish equivalents are added by the present editor. Ed.
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serted and in ruins, when bishop John Conrad (1596-1612) ordered it to be pulled down. His

successors erected a new building on the old site, and consigned the monastery to the Capuchins.

Different was the state of things in the parent monastery at St. James's. It, indeed, had

^ikewise sunk very low, but here the Scotch of Scotland turned the tide of affairs to their own profit :

they assorted (taking advantage of the ambiguity of the name) that these foundations had originally

belonged to their nation, that the Irish had unjustly thrust themselves in,' and for that very reason

had brought about the decline of the colonies. This circumstance may have contributed to the fact

that so little had been preserved of the more ancient history of the monasteries, and so little been made

known." The Vita Mariani, even, has not been discovered in Regensburg,but by a happychance was

foimd in theAustrian legendaries." The greater portion, however, has been lost through the carelessness

of the Irish themselves, during the time of their degeneracy; as, for instance, the earlier records of their

monasteries
;
and besides, they seem to have paid very little attention to literary pursuits. Their

whole forte was, even in their best days, pious and ascetic exercises." They remained strangers

in the country, so that they had no motive for writing, as the Mendicant Friars p afterwards did,

chronicles of events
; while, on the other hand, their completely isolated position prevented every

one else from writing about them. Hence it happens that we know so little respecting them.

Eied, for instance, in all seriousness declares that the founders of this monastery were really Scotch-

^ Irish thrust tJiemselves in. The monstrosity of this

assertion is hardly credible. But what can be too bad, when

Camerarius gravely asserts, and tries to prove, that his

Scotland was occasionally called Ireland 1 In his chapter

Qaibus riominibusfuerit olim Scotia appellata, he concludes

by saying; "Quseres cur Scotia nostra appellata fuerit Hy-
bemia. . . Existimo ita appellatam quod Scoti ex

Hybemia in Albionem trajecerint postquam ibi ad aliquod

tempus hsesissent, unde quodammodo Hybemi censebantur

ac eorum patria Hybemia cum prsesertim lingua Hybemica
illis cum Hybemis communis tum esset, et hinc est quod
nos Scoti adhuc ipsos Scotos montana Scotise habitantes in

Scotia Latine Hybemos nominemus, vel Hybemos Scotos,

ut Beda sanctum Columbanum vocat." De Scotor. Fortitud.

p. 221 (Par. 1631). And he winds up with Nic. Jansen's

conclusion: "Dicere per Scotiam intelligi Hibemiam

(Irlaiidicam intelligit), tam facile crederetur, quam Franciam
esse Germaniam." (Z6., p. 243.) Ed.
" So little knoton. We may take the following as a speci-

men of the shifts which were adopted to rob Ireland of her

pregnant name, Scotia : "Be it observed, however," says

Lynch, when speaking of the old chronicle of Eatisbon,

"by way of preface, that Father White says, some copyist.

meeting the words ' ex Scotia seu Hibemia insula,' erased

with a pen-knife the latter words, 'seu Hibemia insula,'

but not so perfectly that traces of the erasure were not dis-

tinctly perceptible. His object was to appropriate to British

Scotia what the document attributes to Ireland." Cam-

brensis Eversus, ii., p. 395 (Kept. Dubl., 1850). Ikl.

''Austrian legendaries. It is edited, with valuable Intro-

duction and Notes, by J. Bollandus, in the Acta Sanctorum,

where it is stated to be " ex MS. Carthusiae Gamnicensis,

descripta a Joan. Gamansio Soc. Jesu." Feb., torn, ii.,

p. 365a.

Ascetic exercises. Yet Marianas Scotus, who was an

inclusus during the best part of his Ufe, had sufficient lite-

rary application to compile his important chronicle. The

annalist Tighemach also is a noble exception. Ed.

f Mendicant friars. The great Luke Wadding, in his

Annales Minorum, has left us proof what an Irish Franciscan

could achieve. To members of the same order, whom

Dempster and his associates provoked to jealousy, we

owe almost all that we possess of what is useful or honour-

able in the history of Ireland's literature, language, and

antiquities. They stepped in at the critical moment, and

saved the perishing monuments of the genuine Scots. Ed.
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men, who had fled from their country on account of Macbeth.' Pope Leo the Fourth, on the 31 t

of July, 1515, did actually makeover the monastery of St. James to the Scotch, and appointed John

Thomson' superior, who had then just visited Rome, where he had been a daily guest of the pope at

his dinner-table. This man drove out the Irish, and introduced the Scotch monks from the monastery

of Dunfermline.' King James of Scotland also warmly espoused their cause.' Subsequently, in

the year 1653, an Irish Benedictine made vigorous exertions to recover possession of the establish-

ment for his countrymen ;
and the Austrian cardinals are said to have taken an active part in his

favour, but pope Innocent the Fourth decided against him.'*

The Scotch had also i)osse8sed themselves of the surviving monasteries at Constance and

Erfurt. They soon, however, became as ill-conducted as the Irish. At least, under the abbot

Alexander Bog (1548-1556), there was not remaining one single monk in St. James's. In his time,

also, the old parent monastery of "Weyh-St-Peter
" was lost, having been burnt to the ground on the

evening of the 25th of May, 1552, in the Smalcaldic war'' which was then raging. This was done

by the orders of the imperial commandant, Philip Count of Eberstein, who was there at the time.

It was levelled to the ground, and the next day the tower was battered to pieces by cannon/

1 Macbeth. ^Mr. Ried seems to have known very little of

his country's history. Macbeth was an able and beneficent

prince.
" Had he," says Pinkerton, "paid more attention

to his own interests, and less to those of his subjects, the

crown might have remained in his family. But neglecting

the practice of war, he fell a martyr to his own virtues. The

claim of Duncan to the crown was so new, that Macbeth

can hardly be called an usurper." Inquiry, vol. ii., p. 198

(Edinb., 1814). Winton (Chronicle) says

"All his tyme was gret plente,

Habundande bathe on lande and so :

He was in justice richt lauchful,

And til his legis al awfulle."

Surely his subjects had no need to fly their country.

Macbethadh's accession is placed by Marianus and the

An. Ult. at 1040, and his death at 1057 by the former, and

1058 by the latter. But this is too soon for the Scotic

foundations in Germany. Ed.

^John T/wmsm.The pseudo-Eule of St. Columba, which

is given in Holstenius, was copied from the archives of the

church of Dumblane, by Servanus Thomson, a Scotch

Benedictine of Dunfermline, and was taken by him to

Ratisbon, in 1526, when he went thither as prior, on the

invitation of his uncle, John Thomson, abbot of the Scotch

monastery of St. James. Cod. Regular., torn, ii., pp. 64a,

665. (ed. Brockie, Aug. Vindel, 1759.) See Reeves' Adam-

nan's Columba, p. 338. Ed.

i DunferMiiie. Paricius, p. 315, sqq. [Ward prints a

letter from Adam Formanus, prior of the Benedictine

monastery of Dunfermline, in the diocese of St. Andrew's,

claiming St. Coloman of Austiia, for Scotland. (Rumoldi,

p. 11(3.) Ed.
'

Espousal their cause. Paricius, pp. 216, 248.

"^Decided against him. Paricius, p. 328.

^
Weyh-St. Peter. See p. 243 supra. Aventinus is not

very complimentary to the Irish in his notice of this church :

" Quod a Divo Petro consecratum sit, cementibus noctu in

tenebris nescio quibus Scotis vertisse,falsum esse confidenter

esistimare debemus : fabulae sunt impostorum ad qusestum

confictffi, qui proedam, ut ait Hieronymus, putant reli-

gionem. Commenta atque imperitonim deliramenta proe-

tereo: acta, fastos, diplomata ego sequor. Hujuscemodi

ineptias atque nenias noctuis relinquo : quarum oculi

lucem soils ferre nequeunt." In the margin he has

Scotorumjlgmenta. Annal. Boior., p. 330 (Ingolst. 1554).

Ed.
" Smalcaldic war. a.d. 1546. See Robertson's Charles

v., books viii. and ix. Ed.

Batttred by cannon. Paricius, pp. 319, 320.
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Leonliard "Widmann, in his Regcnsbixrg Chronicle/ thus relates the occurrence : "On Wednesday,

in the week of the Holy Cross, they began to destroy the church of "Wcyh-St.-Peter : in the evening

they set it on fire, and burned it to the ground. On the 28tli of July I went out for the first time

by the gate of Woyh-St. -Peter, to see how the dear little monastery had been broken to pieces ;
and

the scene which this ancient house of God presented made me full sore at heart. Verily, if oxir

forefathers had not built so many chapels, there would not now have been stones enough for the

bastions on the Prebrunn, and for the Ostcngate !"

In the year 1577 the monastery of St. James's prospered anew, after Gregory the Thirteenth

liad appointed Ninian Winzet abbot ;'
a zealous opponent of the Reformation, who had been driven

from Scotland on that account, and now gathered around him all the Roman Catholic fugitives from

that country. He immediately put forth his hand to seize upon the remaining Scotic monasteries,

of which Erfurt alone seems to have been in possession of the Scots. In these endeavours he was

assisted by a remarkable man, John Lesley,* bishop of Ross,formerly plenipotentiary of Queen Mary

Stuart, in London, where he was unwearied in intriguing in her favour, and was the chief instru-

ment in keeping up a connection with the Catholic powers. After the catastrophe of the Duke of

Norfolk, in 1573, he was obliged to leave England, and carried on his schemes in France. We find

him at the same time in Germany also, where he appeared at the Imperial Court as ambassador of

the Queen of Scotland. In the year 1578 he came to Niimberg,'' and demanded the restitution of

the monastery of St. u^gidius, which, at the Reformation, had been sequestrated and turned into a

Lyceum. His request, however, was denied
;
and a second attempt, made by the abbot Ninian,

in the year 1581, was equally fruitless. In Vienna, likewise, both exerted themselves to obtain

the Scotic monastery there for their countrymen, but here also their efforts were equally unsuccessful.c

On the other hand, the abbot, John James Whyt, actually succeeded in obtaining possession of the

Scotic monastery at Wurtzburg,"^ in the year 1595. Bishop Julius, of Wurtzburg, had stayed with

him, at his house, in the year 1594, during the Diet, and at his solicitation had promised to surrender

the monastery, which had been secularized, and was now placed under episcopal administration.

Nevertheless this promise might not have been so speedily fulfilled, had not the bishop taken ill,

and, in the fear of death, solemnly promised the restitution of the Scotic monastery. In the year

1624, the Scotch abbots made another attempt upon the Scotic monastery at Vienna,* but the

y Begemberg Chronicle. Ap. Eied, p. 37. ever, to a monastery near Brussels, and died in Ih^&.Ed-
' Ninian Winzet oJ&ot. Paricius, p. 321. *> He came to Niirnherg WoLkem, p. 873.
* John Lesley. Inlii3workZ)e Origine Scotorumyhewrites, cLiJcewise unsuccessful. Hormayr's Vienna, voL ii., pt. 1.

when speaking of tliese monasteries: " Quorum multis Documents, p. 142.

nostra memoria Scoti prsefuerunt, uti et nonnullis ad- i Monastery at Wurtzhirg . Paricius, p. 327. Ussermann
hue praesunt." p. 177 (Rome, 1578). In 1579, he was ap- Episc. Wirzb.,p. 284.

pointed sufifragan and vicar-general of Eouen, and in 1593 e Monastery at Vienna. B.orma.jr, Vienna, loc. laud.

was nominated to the see of Constance. He retired, how- Documents, p. cxxxix. [Camerarius has a letter from
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emperor, Ferdinand tlie Second, ordered his councillors for monastic affairs to furnish him with a

detailed report, on the ground of which he subsequently refused to accede to the request. In the

year 1641, even the monastery of Regensburg was once more placed in a critical position, for efforts

were made to hand it over to Discalceate Friars/ These attempts however did not succeed, owing

to the opposition of Pope Urban the Eighth ;
and the claims of the Irish Benedictines were, as hat*

been already stated, rejected by Innocent the Tenth. Under the abbot Placidus Flemming, from

1672 to 1720, the monastery enjoyed a fresh season of prosperity, and, in 1718, a seminary was

established here for young men of the Scottish nobility.

The Scotic monastery at Erfurt had also periods of deep decay, but was never completely

abolished.
'

After the establishment of the University in this city, it obtained additional support by

its connection with this institution; the abbot having been appointed Pro-Eector of the

University in 1446, and professorships having been attached to the four prebends, till at length this

monastery was closed in 1820.

At St. James's in Eegensburg, however, the Scotch are to be found at the present day.

Wattenbach.

Pope Urban VIII. to the Emperor Ferdinand, in which it is piimum Scoticauum Ulud coenoLium Scotis monachis

said: "Jure igitur conqueruntur Viennense monasterium, restituatur." Dat. 22 Apr. 1624 (De Sector Foititud., ii.

quod Benedictinis Scotis tantummodo patere debet a Ger- 220) . Ed.

manis in prsesentia oecupari. Nos autem coram calamitatem ^ Discalceate Friars. Paricius, p. 326.

miserantes hortamur majestatem tuam, det operam ut quam-
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ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF CROMLECHS,

CALLED IN THE NORTH OF EUROPE "GIANTS' CHAMBERS."

By His Majesty King Fbedeeick vii. of Denmabk.*

[ Read at the Annual Meeting of the Society of Northern Antiquaries, held at Christiansborg, May, 1857. ]

At the last annual meeting held in our palace by the Society of Northern Antiquaries, the question

was once more raised how did our ancestors, living during the " Stone Period," and unassisted by

mechanical means such as we now possess, contrive to move those great masses of stone which form

their sepulchral chambers, usually called those of the" Giants ;" and more especially, what method

did they adopt for lifting to their seats the enormous stones which serve to form the roof of those

chambers?

It is now several years since I offered my opinion on this subject; at the annual meeting of

the Society in 1853. But I regarded this opinion at that time only as a first attempt to explain

what must have astonished everyone: and I was aware that the proposed explanation required a much

farther development. It is for this reason that I have employed some leisure hours in reverting to

the same subject, which I have considered from several different points of view, and of which

perhaps I can now give a fuller and more correct explanation.

In my first attempt I limited myself to the elucidation of this single point : ^how the men of

the " stone period" were capable of raising the huge over-lying stones up to the height of the

sepulchral chamber. In the following pages I shall give my opinion as to the construction of the

entire chamber. I shall therefore have to treat of the manner of procuring the materials, of shaping

them, transporting them to their place, and finally, of the construction of the edifice.

I formerly was of opinion that, during the " stone period," those who proposed to form a

sepulchral chamber of considerable size were restricted to a certain extent in their choice of the

site; and that it had been probably necessary to select a place where a great stone, fit for covering

the chamber, already lay on the ground. I supposed that no attempt was made to raise this stone,

but that a pit was dug underneath it so as to form a subterraneous chamber. Further reflection,

however, has modified this opinion ;
and I now believe that the sepulchral chamber could have been

constructed in any place whatever. Before entering into details, I shall give the reasons on which

my belief is founded.

In the first place, it is by no means likely that the ancients would have been satisfied with

leaving it to chance to determine the spot where a sepulchral chamber should be built. "We ought,

no doubt, to admit that anciently large pieces of granite existed on our plains in greater numbers

* Translated from the original.
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than they do at present ; but we must also suppose that, in very populous districts, use would soon

be made of them
; and, as the chambers in question were probably built near other edifices, the

greater part of the masses of stone would soon be consumed. It would then become necessary to

bring them from some other locality.

In the second place, we often find that the sepulchral chamber has been covered by several

over-lying stones, which appear to have been arranged in their places one after another: an arrange-
ment which can hardly be the result of the great convulsion of the globe to which, according to

geologists, we are to attribute the occurrence of great granite boulder-stones in our country
*

Thirdly, it is to be remarked, that the over-lying stones have almost always their flat side

turned downwards ; whereas, in raising great stones out of our fields, we almost always find that

their uneven and rugged part is buried in the ground, a fact which is readily explained by the

geological theories, and which indeed, according to them, could not be otherwise. If, then, as I

have already supposed, the chamber had been constructed beneath the stone, on the spot where

it was found lying, or if the stone had been raised up by means of masonry below it, the flat side

of the stone would never, or at least very rarely, have been available to form the ceiling ;
whereas

experience shows us that the case is so in almost aU sepulchral chambers.

It is these observations which have chiefly led me to modify my former opinions regarding

this subject, and which have induced me once more to examine the question as to the mode employed
in constructing those chambers, as well as in placing the over-lying stones. I shall now ofi'er a

brief statement of the result at which I have gradually arrived by reflecting on the matter, and

partly by the assistance of experiments which I made to test the correctness of my conjectures.

I. SKILL OF THE A_NCIEXTS IK QTJAKEYrN'G LAEGE ilASSES OF EOCK.

I begin by est&,blishing a principle to which certainly no one will object. I presume, then,

that in every examination of antiquity it is necessary before all things to comprehend thoroughly

the entire state of the epoch xmder consideration. Whoever undertakes to discuss any particular

point in the civilization of the " stone period" ought, as far as possible, to imbue himself with the

spirit of that remote time, by endeavouring to ascertain its tendency and its kind of activity, as

well as what were the problems which the men of that era considered as important, and to which

they devoted their minds and powers.

The name " Stone Period" is highly significant. Stone was to the men of those days what

metal has come to be to us. Just as the modems have for a long time employed all their inventive

powers in procuring metals and applying them to uses formerly unknown, the men of the stone

period taxed their ingenuity, physically and intellectually, in mastering the kingdom of stone,

whether in moving huge masses of granite for their rude buildings, or in fashioning their finest

tools from flints. They had no copper nor iron. Stone was everything to them
;
and the working

*
i.e., Denmark and Sweden.

2i
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of stone was tho important problem of tlieir lives. As one generation succeeded another, it inhe-

rited the experience and skill of its predecessors. Great difficulties, imperfect means, and the

importance of the object in view, kept up the habit of acute observation, and that ingenuity and

indefatigable perseverance which we have so often reason to admire among savage races. In fact

there was developed amongst them a certain degree of civilization.

The state of advancement of the stone period, with which we are now occupied, may be com-

pared at the present day with that of those country masons of the most simple kind who undertake

the cleaving of large stones, moving them from place to place, and building with them our rough

massive stone fences. Their mode of proceeding is instructive. Any one who has observed atten-

tively the work of these men, and has conversed with them on the subject of their trade, must have

remarked how, without their being able to analyse their method or give reasons for it, they have

managed to acquire a certain knowledge relative to the moving of large blocks of granite, cutting

them, and transporting them from one place to another. They have, so to speak, got a knowledge
of the inside of the stone. We hear them speaking in this manner :

" I see very well that it is

on this side we must begin, or that it is on that side we must make the cut." "We see them

drawing a black line on the surface of the stone with a bit of charcoal, and then striking a series

of blows in the direction so marked
;
and we are astonished to behold with what ease the most

colossal stone breaks off in smooth and regular spKnters under the operation. Even the most

learned geologist or mineralogist would find it difficult to do the same thing. If, then, such know-

ledge or skill can be acquired in our days when such kinds of work are little esteemed, we can

conceive how much greater it must have been in the remote period when works of stone were of

primary importance for the purposes of ordinary life, and for the service of religion. It is quite

certain that the men who lived during the stone period were capable, in spite of their scanty means,
of producing works of stone which are now objects of our admiration. Let us look only at their

arrow-points, their chisels of flint, their hatchets, S:e. : no person at the present day, having merely
such tools as were then in use, could form an arrow-point or a chisel like them. It would certainly

be as difficult also with ancient implements to construct now-a-days sepulchral chambers like those

of that period. But how does it happen that this art and skill of the ancients have been lost ?

Must we not seek the cause in the want of importance attached to them at the present time ? When
to tools of stone succeeded tools of metal, and when great sepulchral chambers were superseded by

dug graves, works of stone lost their former importance, and the ancient experience in the cutting of

flints, the cleaving of granite blocks, and the transporting of them without using the mechanical

means we now possess, were all forgotten. It is not, therefore, in the workshop of the mechanic

that we must expect to learn the method employed by the ancients in constructing their sepulchral

chambers. To enlighten himself on this point, the archaeologist must look to that lower class of

artisans who can do their work by the simplest means.
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Keeping always in view these general notions of the state of culture in the "
stone period," I will

now proceed to explain the method which I conceive to have been employed in building those

remarkable chambers, by the use only of the simple instruments known to the men of antiquity.

II. SHAPING OP THE MATERIALS.

"Whoever sets about building has to commence by collecting the necessary materials, and

shaping them to answer his purpose. The builder of the Giants' Chambers must have proceeded in

the same manner.

The procuring of the requisite stones could hardly have presented much difficulty in ancient

times. The question was merely to find them in some place not too distant from the intended site

of the sepulchral chamber, for otherwise the transporting of them would be too troublesome.

Large blocks of granite were, doubtless, to be met with in considerable quantities on the plains,

and particularly along the coasts where they are still so abundant. It has also been remarked that

sepulchral chambers are found especially numerous near the coast, a peculiarity which some have

considered to support the idea of a very early colonization of those lands. This opinion seems

highly probable; for certainly the tomb would not be raised at a great distance from the habitation

of the deceased and liis family. However, the great number of tombs which are met with near the

coasts may have been occasioned likewise by the great abundance of the blocks of stone which were

accumulated in those parts, and by the difficulty of removing them to a distance. AYithout dwell-

ing on this point, I shall merely call attention to it. "We may always take for granted that the

builder of the sepulchral chamber sought for his materials as near as possible to the place where the

edifice was to bo constructed.

The second step would be to shape the stone suitably for the intended purpose. If we examine

the interior of a sepulchral chamber we shall see at once that the walls and ceiling always present

flat surfaces, and that they form a smooth wall such as could not be produced by using the rough

stones as found in the fields, or on the coast, unless with rare exceptions. There can, therefore^

be no doubt that these stones were cut or shaped expressly for the work. Nor can we have any

doubt that the cutting or cleaving was done on the very spot where the stones were found, since

the process of shaping beforehand would diminish their size, and so lessen the labour of removing

them. But we are now come to the difficult question how was it possible to cleave such great

blocks into fragments having smooth faces, by the use merely of tools made of wood or stone, which

were all the means available to the men of the " stone period?" It is quite certain that they were

able to do it, for we have the proof before our eyes. The question simply is, how was it done ?

I do not undertake to answer in a manner which will be entirely satisfactory; but I refer to the

general remarks already made as to the information that an archaeologist may derive from watching

the proceedings of our village stone-cutters, of the simplest class. What, then, are the means these
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workmen employ? "Water and fire, the -wedje and the mallet^ are their only tools. Having dis-

covered, by a simple exercise of judgment, on which side the stone should be attacked, so as to make

it split off easily into smooth fragments, they cut a groove on it in the direction they wish to cleave

it: sometimes they pour water into the groove and allow it to lie there, they then surround the

stone with fire, or heat it by a fire placed under it: they afterwards introduce the points of wedges (as

many as they think necessary) along the groove, and strike these with their mallets. Ey these

simple means they generally succeed in cleaving very large blocks into fragments so smooth on the

face that one would imagine they had been cut by a saw.

I am of opinion that the people of the "stone period" made use of some process similar to what I

have just described. After having discovered by a well-practised eye at what place the stone ought

^0 be cleft, they cut a groove in it, which they could perfectly well do with their flint tools and

their stone axes: then, just as at present, they may have had recourse to water and fire; they could

form their wedges of old oak, or of stones
; they had likewise their wood or stone mallets

;
nature

had, moreover, endowed them with brawny arms, strong enough to wield them vigorously.

Even in our own days, I am pretty certain that the work would be done in this same manner.

How easy, then, must it have been at a period when the operation was so frequently performed,

and when the work was considered as done in the service of religion. The builder of the sepul-

chral chamber required to have his materials all prepared, and he was able to obtain them of the

kind suitable for his purpose.

III. TEANSPOKTING OF THE MATEEJALS TO THE GEOTTND.

The materials sttU remained on the spot where the rough blocks had been found and cloven.

The next operation would be to transport the stones so prepared to the proposed site of the sepul-

chral chamber. This part of the work appears to us quite as difficult as the preceding, with the

scanty means available in the stone period ;
and if the stone had to be transported a long way across

rugged ground, the difficulties would, at first sight, seem to us insurmountable. I apprehend,

however, that the task could be accomplished even at present, with the same scanty means
;
and it

could be still more readily done in ancient times, when practice, skill, zeal, and perseverance in

such matters must have been infinitely greater than now.

As for means, we should only require wooden wedges and levers, wooden rollers and mallets,

cords made of hide, long beams or rails, and perhaps boasts of draught, that is to say, we should

only need what was in use during the "stone period." Now let us consider those means. First, as

to the heavy mallet or club, the kind which is generally made of wood, and which one man can

easQy wield, would hardly have enough of moving power in difficult places, such as when it was

necessary to raise the stone along an inclined plane, or along the land sloping upwards from the

coast. Some sort of implement was required which might be impelled by the united force of a num-
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ber of men. The people of old times can scarcely have been without tools of this kind: on the

contrary, they must have used them, as they can be made in a most simple manner. I have in

view here particularly the portable beam or ram, that is to say, a trunk of a tree tolerably straight, to

which ropes of leather or hemp were fastened, by which the strength of a number of men might
be applied together ; it would probably be nearly of this form

A moveable beam or ram of this kind could easily combine the force of ten men, and its effect would

be considerable. As for the beast of draught, it is very possible that generally we may find no

traces of the use of the horse in the tombs of the " stone period," although that animal was known

very anciently in the North ;
but other domestic animals may have been employed, since we learn

from the ancient Sagas that oxen were actually used for drawing large masses of stone. I shall

give an example of this farther on.

I suppose, therefore, that the implements and tools of which we have been speaking were

sufficient, in the hands of strong and robust men, to transport large stones in their cloven and pre-

pared state, from the sea-shore, or whatever other place they were originally lying, to the spot where

it was intended to erect the sepulchral chamber. By the help of wooden wedges, rams, and levers,

it would be possible to raise the stone a foot, first at one end and then at the other, and to introduce

below it long beams in the manner of trams or rails. As soon as the stone was resting with its flat

side on these beams, it would again be raised still further by the same process: and to lacilitate the

moving of the weight, rollers coidd be inserted between the stone and the beams. Then thick

leather ropes could be carried round the block, which could be drawn by the united force of men

and oxen. The application of the great ram would start the mass in motion, and assist it up an

ascent
;
and to hinder a recoil, or to allow time for rest, recourse could be had to the wedge. The

rollers which were used, as they became liberated behind, could be introduced again at the front

end, and so with the trams or rails.

Whatever may have been the precise plan followed by the ancients for transporting the stone,

I am persuaded that it might be accomplished in the way here described, and if so, the practicability

of it may be considered as established. At all events, it is difficult to approximate to the method

more closely. It is evident that we are not to look for any historical accounts of that period.

Nevertheless, avc catmot help noticing the remarkable particulars contained in the ancient tradition

given by Saxo in his Danish Chronicle coucerning the tomb erected by Harold of the Blue Touth
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over his mother, Thyre Dancbod. This tradition is quite dramatic, and appears to be founded on

several others which have been handed down from antiquity.

Saxo relates how King Harold had found on the shores of Jutland an enormous block of

granite ; and, while his rebel son Sueno was having himself proclaimed king in another part of the

country, he collected a great number of men and oxen for the purpose of dragging the stone to the

l)lace where it was to be erected. In the middle of the undertaking, a man suddenly arrived, and

the King, quite proud of his work, asked him if he had ever beheld so huge a mass moved by human

strength. The man immediately replied: "Yes, Sire, I have seen a still larger mass drawn by
liuman strength, for quite lately I have beheld the whole kingdom of Denmark drawn away from

you. You can judge yourself which of the two masses is the heaviest." These are the very words

of the tradition. We have no need to give more. We see that the large block of stone was found

on the shore, that it was transported into the country, and that it was dragged by the united force

of men and oxen. (In the Danish translation of Saxo by Vedel, p. 215, mention is made also of

horses, but I have compared the original of Saxo, and they are not mentioned there.)

IV. ACTUAL CONSTEUCTION OF THE SEPTTLCHEAL CHAMBEE.

All the materials, including especially the cloven stones, having been collected by degrees, the

erection of the structure itself could bo commenced; that is to say, the ranging of the wall-stones in

a circle, and placing on them the great over-lying stone which was to serve as a roof. This upper

stone, which is usually of extraordinary size, seems to have been the part of the building which

presented the greatest difficulties to the architect : it was the consideration of these which, in my
former remarks, induced me to believe that the building of the sepulchral chamber must have taken

place on the spot where the colossal stone was originally found, an opinion which has since been

modified by the other considerations which I have already mentioned.

The erection of the sepulchral chamber could undoubtedly have been accomplished in two

ways; of which, sometimes one, sometimes the other, would be preferred, according to the nature

of the ground or other circumstances. Either the upper stone might be first placed, with its flat

side down, at the site of the building, and then under-propped by the stones of the wall
;

or these

latter stones might be first set up, and then the covering stone placed upon them.

It was the former of those two methods which I had in view four years ago when I communi-

cated the observations published in the Archceological Revieio (Antiquarisk Tidsskrift) for the years

1852-54. In all essential points I still adhere to the opinions then advanced, except that I now
believe the covering stone to have been transported from the place where it was found to the arbi-

trary spot selected for the sepulchral chamber. I presume, consequently, that, after having depo-
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sited the upper stone, with the flat side downwards, upon the building site, which was often the

top of a gentle ascent, and to which it had been brought in the majiner described,

the sepulchral chamber was dug underneath it, in this elevated part of the ground: the earth being,

however, allowed to remain under the covering stone to serve as a support for it until all the wall

stones were set up. This being completed, the whole of the earth was removed from beneath

the stones, which thenceforward rested on the upright stones of the walls.

Having stopped up all the openings of the stone-work with clay and small stones, the dead body was

then placed within, the entrance was closed, and the upper stone was afterwards covered -^vith as

much earth, gathered up round the sepulchral chamber, as had been necessary to remove for raising the

sides or walls above the level of the field. It has frequently been noticed that chambers con-

structed on elevated spots are found to be depressed a yard, or even more, below the level of

the ground, so that the wall-stones which support the upper stone only exceed it by a foot. I

conceive that such chambers have been constructed in the manner just described.

Let us now direct our attention to the other method of construction, which was perhaps some-

times easier and more natural. The process was rather a reverse one, though loading to the same

result. I suppose that the builder who followed this method first raised the stones of the wall in a

circle in the open field, nearly in the manner here shown :

The cavity enclosedhad then to be filled up from abovewith earth or gravel, as well as the passage con-

ducting to it, ramming down and consolidating the material, to hinder it from yielding afterwards to

the weight during the work of placing the covering stone, or perhaps even several stones. It would
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have been necessary to raise the ground around the chamber, at least on the side at \vhich it was

intended to bring up the roof-stone, so as to form a gentle slope from the level of the field up to

the top of the upright wall -stones ;
for the beams, along which the large stone had to be dragged,

reciuired a firm and solid foundation. The earth so collected could be used afterwards for covering

up the sepulchral chamber.

The difficult work then commenced of bringing up the large roof-stone. It would be necessary

to employ the same method that had been used in transporting the stone from its former position.

Beams would be placed side by side on the inclined plane (which had been raised as high as the

upper edge of the chamber), in such a way that the one end would project beyond the edge as much

as the length of the great stone required, while the other would pass under the stone, as it was

brought up ; by the help of levers and wedges the block was raised a little from the beams

which carried it, and rollers were introduced. The position would then be nearly as here

represented :

These preparations being finished, the raising of the stone might commence. By the assistance of

wedges, levers, rams, and the strength of men and of beasts of draught, the block could be rolled

up the inclined plane as far as the stones of the wall. These last being, as it were, stayed by the

solid earth inside and outside of the chamber, could not shift either way; and the tram-road itself,

along which the load was drawn, resting also on a solid base, would not break down. An accident

of this kind could happen only when the great upper stone had entirely passed the inclined plane,

and gone beyond the point of support or the edge of the wall ;
but even then the stone would fall

into its place, and the broken ends of the beams could be removed. If the roof of the chamber

required to be formed of several large stones, the same process would be repeated for each of them.

The principal work being now over, what remained was easily done. The inside of the chamber

was emptied of earth, and the interstices of the walls and of the roof-stones were stopped up with

clay and smaller stones. The sepulchre was then ready for the reception of the corpse, and this

was, no doubt, accompanied by some religious solemnity. When all was over, and the door-way
closed by a stone, the whole chamber was probably covered up with the loose earth which had been

employed during the operation of construction. In this manner have been formed those round and

oblong tumuli which we see so frequently on our plains, and which contain within them the great

sepulchres known by the name of "Giants' Chambers" (Joettestuer), whose construction we have

now described in its relation to the state of civilization during the "stone period."
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Though two modes of construction have been here suggested, it seems of little importance to

knovr which of them was actually employed, as the result and the difficulties to be overcome were

the same in both
;

it was only the order of proceeding which differed. The choice of the method

would often depend on local circumstances, or even occasionally on the taste of the builder.

At all events, I conceive that sufficient evidence has been adduced to prove that, without

having the advantage of the mechanical resources of modern times, and by the sole use of the imple-

ments known to our ancestors during the " stone period," it was impossible to raise those ponderous

sepulchral chambers which now excite our admiration. I do not mean to deny, however, that

various other methods may be imagined. If such are more reasonable or more conformable to the

degree of civilization which then existed, I shall not hesitate to adopt them as the most probable.

2u
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ON THE PROBABLE AGE OF FLINT IMPLEMENTS FOUND IN GRAYEL-BEDS.

To the Editor of the Ulster Journal of Archeology.

Sib, A most interesting question, regarding a certain class of antiquities, is now occupying the

attention of some of the ablest men of the present day, both in Great Britain and on the Continent
;

and I am induced to bring it forward in your Journal by the hope that some light may be thrown

upon it in the North of Ireland, where antiquities of a very similar kind have been found in vast

numbers. I cannot better place the subject before your readers, as it stands at present, than by the

two following extracts from recent publications :

At the late Meeting of the British A ssociation, at Aberdeen, Sir Charles Lyell said " No subject

has lately excited more curiosity and general interest among geologists and the public than the

question of the antiquity of the human race
;
and whether or no we have sufficient evidence to

prove the former co-existence of Man with certain extinct mammalia." After reviewing the recent

discoveries of human remains in the volcanic breccia of Le Puy en Yelay, in France, a district

occupied by extinct volcanoes, he proceeds "But I am fully prepared to corroborate the conclu

sions which have been recently laid before the Royal Society by Mr. Prestwich, in regard to the

age of the flint implements associated, in undisturbed gravel in the north of France, with the bones

of elephants at Abbeville and Amiens. For a clear statement of the facts, I refer to the abstract of

Mr. Prestwich's memoir in the Proceedings of the Royal Society for 1859, and have only to add

that I have myself obtained abundance of flint implements during a short visit to Amiens and

Abbeville. Two of the worked flints of Amiens were discovered in the gravel pits of St. Achcul,

one at the depth of 10, and the other of 17 feet, below the surface, at the time of my visit. The

stratified gravel resting immediately on the chalk in which these rudely-fashioned instruments are

buried, belongs to the '

post-pliocene' period, all the fresh-water and land shells which accompany

them being of existing species. The great number of the fossU instruments, which have been

likened to hatchets, spear-heads, and wedges, is truly wonderful. More than a thousand of them

have already been met with in the last ten years, in the vaUey of the Somme, in an area 15 miles

in length. I infer that a tribe of savages, to whom the use of iron was unknown^ made a long

sojourn in this region. Although the accompanying shells are of living species, I believe the

antiquity of the Abbeville and Amiens flint instruments to be great indeed, if compared to the times

of history or tradition. I consider the gravel to be of fluviatile origin ;
but I could discover nothing

in the structure of its several parts indicating cataclysmal action nothing that might not be due to

such river-floods as we have witnessed in Scotland during the last half century. It must have
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required a long period for the wearing down of the chalk which supplied the broken flints for the

formation of so much gravel at various heights, sometimes 100 feet above the present level of the

river Somme; for the deposition of fine sediment, including entire shells, both terrestrial and aquatic ;

and also for the denudation which the entire mass of stratified drift has undergone, portions having
been swept away, so that what remains of it often terminates abruptly in old river-cliffs, besides

being covered by a newer unstratified drift. To explain these changes, I should infer considerable

oscillations in the level of the land in that part of France slow movements of upheaval and subsi-

dence, deranging, but not wholly displacing, the course of the ancient rivers. Lastly, the disap-

pearance of the Elephant, Rhinoceros, and other genera of quadrupeds now foreign to Europe,

implies, in like manner, a vast lapse of ages, separating the era in which the fossU. implements were

framed and that of the invasion of Gaul by the Romans." [Report in Athenceum.']

"In 1849, M. Boucher de Perthes, President of the '
Societe d'Emulation' of Abbeville, pub-

lished the first volume of a work entitled *

Antiquites Celtiques et Antediluviennes,' in which he

announced the important discovery of worked flints in beds of undisturbed sand and gravel contain-

ing the remains of extinct mammalia. Although treated from an antiquarian point of view, still

the statement of the geological facts by this gentleman, with good sections by M. Ravin, is perfectly

clear and consistent. Nevertheless, both in France and in England, his conclusions were generally

considered erroneous'; nor has he since obtained such verification of the phenomena as to cause so

unexpected a fact to be accepted by men of science. There have, however, been some few excep-

tions to the general incredulity. The late Dr. RigoUot, of Amiens, urged by M. Boucher de Perthes,

not only satisfied himself of the truth of the fact, but corroborated it, in 1855, by his * Memoire

sur des Instruments en Silex trouves a St. Acheul.' Some few geologists suggested further inquiry,

whilst Dr. Falconer, himself convinced by M. de Perthes' explanations and specimens, warmly

engaged Mr. Prestwich to examine the sections.

"Mr. Prestwich, who confesses that he undertook the inquiry full of doubt, went last Easter,

first to Amiens, where he found, as described by Dr. RigoUot, the gravel-beds of St. Acheul capping

a low chalk-hiU a mile S.E. of the city, about 100 feet above the level of the Somme, and not com-

manded by any higher ground. The following is the succession of the beds in descending order:

Average thickness.

1. Brown brick-earth [many oW <om6s awJ some corns), Tvith an irregular bed of flint graveL No

organic remaias. Divisional plane between 1 and 2 venj uneven and iiuhnted 10 to 15 ft

2a. Whitish marl and sand, with small chalk debris. Land and fresh-water shells [Lymnea,

Succinea, Helix, Bithynia, Planorhis, Pupa, PLsidium, and Ancylus, all of recent species) are

common, and mammalian bones and teeth are occasionally found 2 to 8 ft.

2b. Coarse subangular flint-gravel, white with irregular ochreous and femiginous seams with

tertiaryflint pebbles and small sandstone blocks. Remains of shells as above, in patches of sand.

Tfccth and bones of the elephant, and of a species of horse, ox, and deer, generally near base .

This bed is further remarkable for containing worked flints ("Haches" of M. de Perthes, and

"
Langues de Chat" of the workmen). Uneven surface of chalk C to 12 ft.
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" The flint implements are found in considerable numbers in 2b. On his first visit, the author

obtained several sjiccimens from the workmen, but he was not successful in finding any himself.

On his arrival, however, at Abbeville, he received a message from M. Pinsard of Amiens, to inform

liim that one had been discovered the following day, and was left in situ for his inspection. On

returning to the spot this time with his friend Mr. Evans, he satisfied himself that it was truly in

situ, 1 7 feet from the surface, in undisturbed ground, and he had a photographic sketch of the

section taken in June, 1859.
" On revisiting the pit, since the reading of his paper, in company with several geological

friends, Mr. Prestwich was fortunate to witness the discovery and extraction by one of them, Mr. J.

W. Flower, of a very perfect and fine specimen of flint-iraplcment, in a scam of ochreous gravel,

20 feet beneath the surface. They besides obtained thirty-six specimens from the workmen.

"The only mammalian remains the author here obtained, were some specimens of the teeth of a

horse, but whether recent or extinct the specimens were too imperfect to determine ;
and part of

the tooth of an elephant {Elephas primigenius?). In the gravel-pit of St. Roch, \\ mile distant,

and on a lower level, mammalian remains are far more abundant, and include Elepliasprimigenim,

Rhinoceros tichorhinus, Cervus somonensis, Bos priscus, oxidi IJquus;* but the workmen said that no

worked flints were found there, although they are mentioned by Dr. EigoUot.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.

Front Section. Side Section.

Side Section.

One-third the natural size.

Front Section.

To this list Mr. Prestwich adds the Hippopotamus, of which creature four fine tusks were obtained on this last visit.
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" At Abbeville, Mr. Prestwich was mucli struck with tbe extent and beauty of M. Boucher de

Perthes' collection. There were many forms of flints, in which he, however, failed to see traces of

design or work, and which he should only consider as accidental
;
but with regard to those Hint-

instruments termed "axes" ("haches") by M. de Perthes, he entertains not the slightest doubt of

their artificial make. They are of two forms, generally from 4 to 10 inches long : the outlines of

two specimens are represented in the preceding diagram. They are very rudely made, without any

ground surface, and were the work of a people probably unacquainted with the use of metals.

These implements are much rarer at Abbeville than at Amiens, fig. 1 being the common form at

the former, and fig. 2 at the latter place. Mr. Prestwich was not fortunate enough to find any speci-

mens himself; but from the experience of M. de Perthes, and the evidence of the workmen, as well

as from the condition of the specimens themselves, he is fully satisfied of the correctness of that

gentleman's opinion, that they there also occur in beds of undisturbed sand and gravel.

"One very remarkable instance has already been brought under the author's notice by Mr. Evans

since their return from France. In the 13th volume of the 'Archaeologia,' published in 1800, is a

paper by Mr. John Frere, F.R.S. and F.S.A., entitled 'An Account of Flint-Weapons discovered

at Hoxne in Sufiblk,' wherein that gentleman gives a section of a brick-pit in which numerous flint-

implements had been found, at a depth of 1 1 feet, in a bed of gravel containing bones of some unknown

animal
;
and concludes, from the ground being undisturbed and above the valley, that the specimens

must be of very great antiquity, and anterior to the last changes of the surface of the country, a

very remarkable announcement, hitherto overlooked.

"Mr. Prestwich purposely abstains, for the present, from all theoretical considerations, confining

himself to the corroboration of the facts :

"
1. That the flint-implements are the work of man.

"
2. That they were found in undisturbed ground.

"
3. That they are associated with the remains of extinct Mammalia.

"
4. That the period was a late geological one, and anterior to the surface assuming its present

outline, so far as some of its minor features are concerned.

" He does not, however, consider that the facts, as they at present stand, of necessity carry back

Man in past time more than they bring forward the great extinct Mammals towards our own time,

the evidence having reference only to relative and not to absolute time
;
and he is of opinion that

many of the later geological changes may have been sudden or of shorter duration than generally

considered.

"The paper concludes with a letter from Mr. John Evans, F.S.A. and F.G.S., regarding these

implements from an antiquarian rather than a geological point of view, and dividing them into

three classes :

"
1. Flint flakes, arrow-heads or knives.
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"
2. Pointed weapons truncated at one end, and probably lance or spear heads (fig. 2.)

"3. Oval or almond-shaped implements with a cutting edge all round, possibly used as

sling-stones or as axes (fig. 1.)

" Mr. Evans points out, that in form and workmanship those of the two last classes differed

essentially from the implements of the so-called Celtic period, which are usually more or less ground

and polished, and cut at the wide and not at the narrow end
;
and that, had they been found under

any circumstances, they must have been regarded as the work of some other race than the Celts,

or known aboriginal tribes. He fully concurs with Mr. Prestwich, that the beds of drift iuAvhich

they were found were entirely undisturbed." [Proceedings of the Royal Society, May, 1859.]

Having now, in some measure, explained the nature of the controversy, we may proceed to

inquire What are the exact conditions or circumstances under which the different varieties of

flints are found in the North of Ireland, which are supposed by Irish antiquaries to have been arrow

licads, &c.? and next What are the differences in form and character, if any, between the flints

supposed to have been artificially shaped, found in Prance, England, and Ireland ?

It strikes me, that the collections of flint implements belonging to Mr. Bell, of Dungannon,

and other collectors in Ulster, should supply material evidence as regards the form, and that

many of your northern collectors should be able to supply evidence as to the exact particulars

of the discovery in situ of flint flakes of every shape and kind, so that a theorist might be

enabled to form an opinion as to the age of specimens, and of the special circumstances

under which the flint articles found were originally placed, whether on the surface of a soil

already formed and placed permanently, and through which the flints may have descended,

or whether they, having been dropped originally on the surface of hard land or rock, were swept

onwards by water along with other drift, and deposited with other materials, thus constituting

evidence, if they are manufactured articles, that human beings existed antecedently to those times,

the records of which are now only found in certain gravel-beds in England, France, Ireland, &c.

JN'ow, looking at the question simply as a mechanical one, and bringing to bear upon it my
own observations made on sand-banks on the sea shore, and on the motion of sand-bars in rivers,

it reaUy appears to me that the flint flakes found in the sands and gravels of France, England,

and Ireland, whether they have much or little appearance of art in their forms, are not likely

to have been transported and placed where they are now discovered by the same agencies which

had transported and placed the pieces of stone, more or less spherical, which constitute the beds in

which the flint flakes are found.

If one observes the motion of the materials composing the sand-bar in a river, the stones appear
to roU and hop along more or less, according to the velocity of the current

,
and the speed with

which they move is evidently due to the direct impact of the water on their surfaces. The more

lumpy a stone is, and the lighter it is, the better chance it has of being drifted along. Its attrition
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against other stones helps to knock oflf its own angles and the angles of other stones it comes in

contact with, so that the action which we see going on between the water of a river and the mate-

rials constituting a sand-bar in it, is analogous to that which takes place on a small scale in a barrel

filled with small stones, when being formed into playing marbles by the rolling action of the

barrel after it is charged with water.

As a mechanical question, I can understand how lumps of stone can be drifted, and how they
can be ground down into pebbles of all sizes. I can understand, also, how gravel and sand of dif-

ferent degrees of fineness and gravity can be carried different distances, and be deposited in different

beds, and in the most fantastic forms
;
for I have seen such things done on the great scale, on the

shore, and also on the small scale, by boys who have been washing the pure ore from pounded quartz,

&c., in Devonshire and Cornwall. But I confess I cannot understand how a flake of flint could be

drifted along with gravel or sand composed of fragments more or less globular, and exposing direct

opposition to a flowing current; for this would have the efi'ect, not of carrying the flint forward at

all, but of turning it so that its sharper end or side would meet the current, which would press

it down on the bottom, while the more or less globular particles of stone would roll and jump over

it. Thus the flake of flint, instead of being carried forward with the drift, would be left behind
;

and the drift would be deposited without any admixture of flint flakes, unless indeed the flint flakes

had wooden shafts or handles attached to them, as in such a case they would, no doubt, be transported,

and might be deposited when and where they separated from their shafts. This, it strikes me, is

the only chance left open for the placing of these flakes of flint in situ with di'ift, but it would

apply to the discovery of flint flakes in old mud or clay deposits also.

And here I may remark, that no amount of rudeness or apparent imperfection in the shape of

a flake of flint, is an argument against its having been used and intentionally made by a savage or

a civilized man, as a tool or weapon. The flakes or flints said to have been found at Marathon,

and believed to have been used by the Persian army, are so rude and inartificial in appearance,

that one can hardly believe such things were manufactured, or could have been used by a semi-

civilized people; but when one considers that a flake of flint, no matter what its form or size, if

carried by an arrow into the vitals of a Greek, would be likely to kill him, we see sufficient reason

why such things may have been made and used by the Persians or their allies against the Greeks.

Again, looking at this matter in its mechanical relations, we know that the sharpness of the

edge or point of a flake of flint, when used as a tool, lasts only for a few seconds; and, as the savage

seldom attempts to sharpen the edge of a flint flake,* he casts it away and takes up a new one, and

so goes on making flint flakes, using them and casting them away as they become blunt, we

might say by the hundred, daily, if he is anxious about his work in wood or leather. Indeed the

* Out of many thousands I have examined in Ireland, observed more than two which had been sharpened by

and which, I am sure, were made by human hand, I never friction.
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fancy of making flakes, and fanciful articles from flint flakes, formerly, in flinty districts, may have

hecn a sort of agreeable mode of passing the time with the ancients, as it is said ^o have been

with some of the western Indians in North America about forty years ago, whose fastidiousness

would not allow them to scrape a bono or use the same flint knife at difl'erent meals, casting away the

flint knife, as if it were due to the local genii of the place where it had been used, and probably

made a few minutes before it was used.

In the good old times, in places where human beings had little or no metal, and plenty of flint

which readily split into flakes, they were no doubt very extravagant in the manufacture of flint

flakes. Each answered for a moment while quite recent, for a knife, and then became useless

and was cast away, so that the number of flint flakes manufactured and used up must have

been incredible in certain localities, and the number now found diffused affords little more than a

trace of a manufacture which, in places where the metals were scarce and good flints plenty, occupied

a considerable portion of the attention of the people. I have been told that in some places in the

]S^orth of Ireland, the quantity of flint flakes is so great, that one would suppose a manufactory of

flint articles for sale must have existed on the spot, for that no ordinary usage of flint flakes could

explain the nature of those accumulations.

A friend of mine has stated to me that, in the potteries in England, where they frequently mix

together the materials, clay and calcined flint, for making china, in the course of a few years they

occasionally find the flint deposited in masses or lumps of different sizes at the bottom of the heaps;

that, somehow, the flint has separated from the clay, with which it had been thoroughly mixed, and

is now found detached and conglomerated into masses, not very unlike the nodules of flints so com-

mon in the chalk formation of England and Ireland.

This operation is indeed a very curious one, and looks as if both chemical and mechanical

forces were in operation, leading to such results, not altogether unlike the formation of calculi in

the animal structure, under very different circumstances. I do not see that chemical science can throw

any light on the proper question before us, the deposit of the flint flakes in the drift; but

the laws of mechanics may do so, which lead us to question or deny the inference that

the flint flakes found are an original part of the drift in which they are found. These

laws lead to the conclusion that these flint flakes have been dropped
*'

upon its upper surface

They may have been dropped either before or after the clay, which has not been moved sensibly after their loss,

water left the drift. Thus, at Toome bar, the flints found Thus, top dressing, such as gravel, clay, marl, in a few years

in the water, had been always there since Uiey were lost; sinks through moorish land. Sea-sand sinks and passes

but those found inland, may have been dropped before or through strong loam, and will, under certain conditions,

after the level and consequent limits of Lough Neagh had form a stratum bcneatli it. Modem things lost on spongy
been reduced to the present standard. The law given in clay sink rapidly, and may be found beneath lighter things

this paper, appears to explain why antique weapons, and lost ages before. Mr. Shirley's explorations in Famey
other things of considerable gravity, sink in bog, sand, and proved that when water is present, the relative ages of
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at some time after it was formed, and that they have afterwards sunk into it; their motion down-

wards being due to their weight, their shajie, their greater expansion and contraction from heat

and cold compared with that of the materials surrounding them, their incapacity for turning or

giving way to their neighbouring particles, on occasions when water coming from above or below,

by the laws of capillary attraction, must expand and therefore move the mass in one dii'cction, and

when drained off, must move it in the opposite direction.

All these movements of the mass, owing to heat and cold at different times, causing, unequal

expansion and contraction in the various materials constituting the soil, and hindering the motions

due to infiltration of water, will, I think, cause flint flakes or other things shaped like them to go

downwards in porous or mossy soils, so that the antiquary and the geologist may be equally puzzled

to determine the relative antiquity of objects found at certain levels
;
the depth at which they

maybe found in the earth, being due, not so much to the time which may have elapsed since their

loss or deposit as to the number of opportunities given to each of sinking in a mass hardly ever in

a state of perfect repose, from heat and moisture.

I do not mean to say that sand and drift, except in water-ways, is moving horizontally in any

appreciable degree, but I do hold that every summer's sun, and every winter's frost, and every

passing shower, and every flood which passes over heaps of mixed materials on the surface of the

earth, and wets them, helps to move the masses, large and small, of which these masses are composed

in different degrees, momentarily; and that this motion leads to stratification, a moving up of some

things and a moving down of others
;
and that it is to a modification of this law we are to look for

the placing of the flint flakes in their anomalous position in the drift.

I have not seen any specimens of the flint flakes found recently in France, &c., nor does my
theory require that I should; for it is absolute, founded on the supposition that nearly all flint arrow-

heads andknives are the produce of art, and indicate that manwho used such things had passed over the

surface of the places in which these things are found.' Exceptionally, it be said that in cases where

flint flakes are found in caves with the bones of carnhora or other animals, it would not bo necessary

that men should have been in or have frequented such places with the beasts; but here, in such places,

the presence of the flint flakes with the bones of the beasts woixld indicate that the beasts had been

wounded by men, that the flint flakes had stuck in their flesh or viscera, and that the animals

had retired to these dens, and died from the effects of the flint flakes in their systems. This is the

only rational view to take of the deposit of flint flakes in such extraordinary places.

antiquities found imbedded in the soU under it, cannot be ' He may have travelled on foot if they were not

ascertained by the depth at which they are found. The covered with watr, or in a canoe or on a raft if they

objects foimd in the Shannon were at different depths, and were. Exceedingly rude flint flakes were found iu and

all I believe beneath the drift, on the hard bottom. Are beside a canoe at the place where the river Eann leaves

the French flint flakes found on the bottom under the Lough Neagh.

drift or in it?

2x
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It leads us back to our previous inference, that man must have, at one time, been moving about

on the surface of the earth in these localities, contesting their mastery with the carnivora, and

using, as a missile, flint flakes impelled, probably, by bows and arrows. These flint flakes are,

however, no criterion of the actual amount of progress in other arts to which people using flint

flakes liave advanced at any time, or in any place ;
as the cheapest and commonest material will be

used when things are to be lost or are likely to be lost, which is the case with missiles used in hunt-

ing wild beasts.

Every one admits that the hunter's manner of life must have preceded that of the pastor, who

again precedes the agriculturist, Avho again precedes the formal manufacturer. These are aU more

or less combined in matured society. In North America we can see the whole progress, including

flint arrow-head making, going on under difi^erent phases of society, and within very limited periods,

probably, compared with those which preceded the invention of musketiy. Now the time or

duration of the hunter phase of society is rendered very brief, by the enormous advantage the gun
or rifle gives the hunter.

In many parts of Africa, where the savage has hitherto been hardly able to hold his place in

opposition to the carnivora, with the cheap rifle he now kills all before him
;
in America, the half-

witted Indian revels in the destructive waste of the buifalo, his native food or game, and this un-

dermines the chance of his children having any food. He thus puts an end to his species, as

ho won't work : his mission was to hunt, and in a few j'ears he won't have any large game to hunt.

He was the last to use the flint flake and the chip of obsidian as an adjunct to an arrow, or as the

blade or point of a tool.

Might not American travellers help out the proper consideration of the case we have been

investigating ? Under what questionable conditions, in respect to gravel, sand, and drift, are flint

flakes, similar to those recently used by the Indians, discovered in the valleys of the Eocky moun-

tains? and in beds of lakes and rivers in Canada, &c.?

I suspect the time may be not so very remote when flint arrow-heads of all kinds were used

in Europe. We want facta to confirm, amend, or reject the theory we have ventured to sketch in

this paper.

They who would argue the case on the shapes of the flint flakes are, I should say, deceiving

themselves and others, as all shapes of flint flakes may be used by savages for different purposes.

We must take other facts to lead us in this in(][uu'y, and should try some experiments too.

From a careful inspection of the flint arrow-heads in the Museum of the Koyal Irish

Academy, one is almost led to infer that they belong to many periods ;
for they present both

primitive forms and others which strongly resemble those of metallic arrow-heads, appearing to be

copies in flint of metal articles of the same kind. I find, however, several specimens which

present one or other of the two forms given above from the Proceedings of the Koyal Society ;
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and it so happens that these all exhibit evidence of weathering, and several have yellow or iron

stains, so that these few specimens are probably identical with the flint articles found in England

and France. I do not venture to say that all are exactly alike, as I have not had an opportunity

of comparing the English and French flakes with the Irish
;
and unfortunately I am not informed

as to the localities in Ireland where the particular specimens were found.

The whole subject is interesting to scientific persons, and should be carefully examined by

antiquaries. If fully worked out, it wiU. be found that objects of antiquity, like other materials,

are subject to certain laws of distribution and arrangement in the earth, which are as yet imper-

fectly understood, and which, when fully developed, wiU enable us to comprehend how it is that

many articles, comparatively modern, are found deposited at a greater depth in the ground than

others which are unquestionably of higher antiquity.

Mr. E. P. Shirley was the first explorer in Ireland who drew my attention to the curious

fact that the objects found by him in the Crannog or artificial island described in his Account

of Farney (page 94), were not arranged in the ground in what an antiquary would call

chronological order. Similar facts have been observed elsewhere in Ireland. In an excavation

which I made, some years ago, in ground occasionally influenced by leakage from a neighbouring

mill-stream, I found that some metallic things which had been dropped on the surface, had, in a

few years, passed downwards several feet into the earth, from the effect of water rising upwards :

and that, in another part of the same garden, common sea-sand and scraps of various kinds had

gone down through clay, the sand preserving its integrity as a stratum, under the influence of

repeated waterings (natural and artificial) from above.

In attempts to reclaim boggy land in this country, I have often seen the stones and gravel

used for top-dressing pass down through the soil in a few years when great care was not taken to

prevent the ground from becoming wet
;
and again, in soils badly laid down, when the drainage

was not attended to, I have seen the stones coming to the surface for years, indicating that an

insensible motion in soils really exists, chiefly due to the action of capillary attraction and that by

means of this, coupled vdth the action of gravity, certain objects sink into the earth gradually until

they meet with some resistance that hinders their further progress. It is thus that antiquities of

stone and metal are found at varying depths in different soils, although originally they had been

deposited on the up^per surface, and had not been buried at first, as we might be disposed to infer

nor covered by a layer of drift, brought by the action of water or wind, at any time.

I regret that circumstances will not permit my pursuing the investigation of this matter
j
but

I thought it right to caU attention to it.^ ^
E. CLIBBOEN,

CoBATOB, Museum, Rotai. Ibuh Acaseht.
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REMAEKABLE CORRESPONDENCE OF

IRISH, GREEK. AND ORIENTAL LEGENDS.

The early history of every country (witli one supernatural exception) presents a strange mixture

of facts and fables. The first chroniclers in all nations were poets ;
in some countries even the laws

were promulgated in verse : hence it is that the history of every people commences with a mythic

period, and subsequently emerges out of it. The fancy of these poet-historians peopled the woods

and wilds with shadowy beings, whose intercourse with the human race formed in every country

the subject of its earliest literature.

In Ireland, where there were established orders of poets and story-tellers, enjoying large

privileges and immunities, fiction formed the delight of the rudest as well as the most polished ;
and

the mystic stories of the remote past were preserved with the most accurate fidelity. In examining
what little has been published, out of the immense mass of legendary lore yet extant, the reader

cannot fail to observe a striking resemblance between the Irish bardic tales and those which have from

the most distant antiquity been current in Greece, Persia, and even India. The natural deduction

from this is, that at some remote period, a communication existed between those distant countries,

by which stories popular in one have been transmitted to the others.

At the very dawn of history, we find the carrying trade of the world in the hands of the

Phoenicians
;

their ships were to be seen in the Mediterranean, the Atlantic, and the British seas
;

their mariners, as they coasted along the isles of the Mediterranean, probably conveyed to the

Greeks the same oriental myths which they carried to the remote lerne, and which, being adopted by
the poets ofboth countries,received from them a local habitation, and were embodied in their respective

mythologies. This seems the most reasonable way of accounting for the remarkable similarity which

exists between many of the Greek and Irish legends ;
and the theory is still farther borne out by

the fact that those Greek legends which seem to be of an Asiatic origin are those which most

resemble the bardic stories of this country.* In comparing the Greek and Irish fables, we are

a The great names among the Greek mythological heroes origin from the sea, and was probably a PhcBnician sea-king,

have a peculiarly Phoenician aspect. Cadmus is said to The fables of Minos, Europa, and Pasiphae are peculiarly

have been a Phoenician. The first syllable of Bellerophon's eastern; and we are involuntarily transported by the fable

name betrays an Eastern origin; Perseus is probably named ofthe Minotaur to those regions where the statues ofhuman-

from the nation to which he belonged. Theseus is by one headed bulls guai-ded the entrances of the ancient potentates

tradition said to be the son of Aegeus, who gave name to of the East. The early maritime superiority of Crete, with-

the Aegean sea
; by another tradition, he is the son of out doubt, owes its origin to a Phoenician connexion.

Poseidon, the god of the sea at all events, he derived his
" The Curetes were, according to Herodotus and Strabo,
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necessarily limited in our examples, as only the more important and more national legends have como

down to us,'' whUe thousands of minor legends, which wore once, no doubt, current in both couatrics,

have died out, or, at least, are still unpublished. Even those which survive, having floated down
the tide of oral tradition for centuries, before poets moulded them into their present forms, must

have become much intertwined and interfused, and it is only a subject of wonder how much
mutual resemblance many of them still retain. I proceed to compare some of the most striking

of them.

Rtjstam andCoxloch.

The beautiful and pathetic story of Eustam, related by the Persian poet Tcrdusi in the Shah

Nameh,^ is almost identical with the bardic tale of Conloch. The daughter of the King of Sitemgum
became enamoured of Eustam, when on a visit to her father's court, and she bore him a son, on

whom she conferred the name of Sohraub. "When he grew up, having learned the story of his birth

and his father's fame, he set out in quest of adventures, but iu course of time ho had the misfortune

to encounter his own father. The issue of the combat proved fatal to Sohraub, wlio, while his

life-blood was flowing, related to the victor the history of his birth, and enabled Eustam, when too

late, to recognize his own son in the ill-fated youth. The father's grief and the son's affectionate

lamentation render the poem of Ferdusi extremely touching.

The Irish tale runs thus. The hero, Cuchullin, when a youth, went to Scotland to study the

science of arms, where he became acquainted with Aoife, a lady of that country ;
she bore to hiin a

son, but before his birth the father returned to his own country. He directed the disconsolate Aoife,

in case his child should be a son, to call him Conloch, and to have him carefully trained to arms.

originally Phosnicians and accompanied Cadmus; some culties, conveys them tlirougli tlio Illyrian sea to IIk;

of them settling in Phiygia, where they were called Cory- Pillars of Hercules, thence up the Atlantic to the coasts of

bantes; some in Crete, where they were known by the name Ireland, where they disembark at Cruach-Patrick, in the

Idaei Dactyli; some in Ehodes, where they bore the name County Mayo (Colg., Act. SS. 495). A still earlier wiit<-r,

of Telchines." (Univ. Hist., vol. vii., 371.) Maol Mura, who died a.d. 881, gives a legend of the Scotic

From this source Greece derived the germ of her civili- colony, in which he says

zation and her arts ; and these colonists stimulated the in- ..." Of the Greeks arc wc in our oi-i;t,ii_

dustry and invention of her rude tribes. ^ , /t u x- , , .'.i- \'

_
In our laws.

'

(Irish ^cmllu.s 1'. -->.)

''The remote traditions of Ireland point to a colony

from Greece or Asia Minor. The author of a Life of St- Could it be that our boasted Milesian colony is, after all,

Cadroc, which is supposed by Colgan (Act. SS. 501) to have a colony from Miletus ? That city was founded by the

been written a.d. 1040, has given a legend of the origin of Creto-Phoenici;ins, and is itself said by Seneca to have

the Scots. According to this, a Lydian, Caiian, and Lace- founded 380 colonies in different parts of the world. It

dsemonian expedition being fitted out for Thrace, was driven, was situated in the immecUate vicinity of tin; place whence

by a succession of storms, through the Aegean sea, past the expedition in the St. Cadroc legend set out.

Crete, past the Greek and Italian coasts, and even Corsica; Transactions Royal Irish Academy, vol. x.

after which the author, regardless of any geographical diffi-
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He gave her a chain of gold to put round his neck, and desired that he should be sent to Ulster as

soon as his military studies were completed, and that there he should recognize him by means of the

"olden chain. lie also left the following injunctions that he should never reveal his name to a

foe
;
that he sliould never give way to any man, nor decline a single combat with any knight. In

process of time the young hero arrived in Ireland:

"Conloch, haughty, bold, and brave,

Eides upon lerne's wave
;

Flushed with loud applauding fame,

From Dunscaik's walls he came :

Came to visit Erinn's coast,

Came to prove her mighty host."'^

On his approaching the royal palace, a herald is despatched by King Connor M^I^essa, to inquire

the name and business of the stranger. Conloch declines either to reveal his name or lineage, and

his haughty language is construed into a challenge. The strange knight vanquishes such a number

of the principal champions, that the king despatches a courier for Cuchullin. The result is a combat

between the two heroes, in which Cuchullin, when on the point of being worsted, calls for his

never-failing dart, which he flings with fatal aim, and transfixes his son. The dying youth declares

his name and lineage ;
and the hoary warrior thus gives vent to the wild emotions of his grief:

*' Could fate no other grief devise,

IS'o other foe provide ;

Oh ! could no other arm but mine suffice,

To pierce my darling's side."

" My Conloch ! 'tis denied a father's woe

Ev'n the sad comfort of revenge to know :

To rush upon the murderer's cruel breast,

Scatter his limbs, and rend his haughty crest
;

"While his whole tribe in blood should quench my rage,

And the dire fever of my soul assuage :

The debt of vengeance then should well be paid,

And thousands fall the victims of thy shade."

The era to which this tale belongs cannot be accurately ascertained, bnt it is one of those legends

which have been popular in Ireland from the remotest times. Many of the incidents in the

^ Brooke's Iteliqttes of Irish Poetry.
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poem of Conloch are to be found in classic mythology. Cephalus slew his wife, Procris, with

a dart which, like that of Cuchullin, had the wonderful property of never missing the object

at which it was aimed; while other parts of the legend strongly remind us of the story of

Theseus. Theseus was the son of Aegeus, King of Athens, and Acthra, daughter of the

King of Traezen. "When taking leave of Aethi'a, Aegeus put his sword and shoes under a

large stone, and told her if her child should be a boy, to send him to Athens as soon as he

was able to roU away the stone and take them from under it. "When Theseus had nearly attained

manhood, his mother led him to the stone, and he lifted it with ease. He now proposed to set out

for Athens, and his grandfather cautioned him against the dangers of the journey, but the young
hero was not to be daunted by perils, and persisted on going. All the dangers of the road being

surmounted, he arrived at Athens, where Medea, the Colchian enchantress, was living with Aegeus.

By her insinuations, the King conceived such suspicions of the young stranger, that he was handing

him a cup of poison, when the sword which he wore attracted his attention, and he recognized and

acknowledged his son.

Labhkadh Loingseach aiv'd Midas.

The story of King Labhradh Loingseach, as related by Keating,^ and still told at the fire-sides

of our peasantry is, that the King, having ears of immoderate length resembling those of a horse,

and being desirous of concealing this deformity, had each barber who dressed his hair put to death

immediately after performing the operation. It once happened that the very responsible office of

barber to his majesty fell to the lot of a young man, the only son of a poor widow. The lamentations

of the mother prevailed on the King to spare his life; he however exacted a promise, that he would

keep a certain secret. The young man joyfuUj' accepted the terms, but the promise was more easily

made than kept. He had seen the King's deformity, and the necessity of secrecy so preyed upon

his mind, that he sickened and pined away. At length an eminent Druid informed liim that the

cause of his malady was some secret, which he must divulge, or otherwise he would never be restored

to health. The Druid advised him to go to a place where four highways met, and there whisper to

the earth the oppressive secret. The youth did as he was told
;
went to four ways' cud, dug a

hole, and whispered the awful secret, "King Labhradh Loingseach has horse cars." Shortly

afterwards, Craftin, the King's harper, having broken his harp, went to seek a tree wherewith to

repair his instrument. He selected a willow, which grew where the hair-di-esser had whispered his

secret. Lo ! when the harp was strung it would sound but one strain

"Da chluais chapuill air Labhradh Loingseach."

(Two ears of a horse are on Labhradh Loingseach.)

c Keating's General History of Ireland.
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The similitude botw^ccn this and the classic story of Midas, King of Phrygia, is too strong to

admit of its being supposed accidental. This personage had the misfortune to displease Apollo,'

by gi\nng a decision against him in a musical contest, whereupon the offended deity clapped on

poor Midas a pair of ass's ears. The Phrygian, like the Irish King, was anxious to conceal these

personal ornaments, but he could not hide the secret from his barber. He strictly enjoined him to

secrecy; but silence was almost impossible to one of that loquacious fraternity. Burning with the

important secret, he went forth, and, digging a hole in the earth, whispered into it: "King Midas

has ass's ears," Ere long, a crop of reeds sprung up in that spot, and as they were agitated by the

winds, they seemed to say "Midas has ass's ears."s

A M Y X T A S A.'SD M A L S E A C H L F I N .

Herodotus relates,'' that whilst the forces of King Darius were subduing Thrace, seven Persian

noblemen were entertained at his palace by Amjmtas, King of Macedon. At the end of the enter-

tainment, the Persians, being heated with wine, desired Amyntas to bring into the banqueting-room

his wives and daughters, though it was contrary to the custom of the country. Alexander, the

King's son, roused by the insolent conduct of the barbarians, ordered a number of young men to

be apparelled as ladies, and these, being armed with poniards under their garments, entered the

banquet-room, and, seizing an opportunity, slew the Persian nobles and their attendants. The

very same story is told by Keating, as having occurred in Meath, when Maolseachluin effected the

destruction of Turgesius and his Danes by a similar stratagem.

Theesites and Coxan the Bald.

Thersites, in the Homeric songs, bears a strong resemblance to Conan the Bald, one of the

prominent characters in the Ossianic poetry. Both are bald, both are great boasters and great

cowards, and both shrink into the crowd after receiving a sound castigation for their insolence :

" Thersites only clamoured in the throng.

Loquacious, loud, and turbulent of tongue,

And by no shame, by no respect controll'd,

In scandal busy, and reproaches bold.

With witty malice studious to defame.

Scorn all his joy laughter all his aim.

But chief he gloried with licentious style

To lash the great, and monarchs to revile.

His figure such as might his soul proclaim:

One eye was blinking, and one leg was lame
;

f Smith's Dictionary of Greek and lioman MytMogy. g 0>-id. Metam. h Apnd Univers. Hist., vol. v.
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His mountain shoulders half his breast o'erspread;
Thin hairs bestrewed his long misshapen head^'Iltad, Book ir.

In the Ossianic poem of "Magnus," Conan is thus described

" Then Conan of the froward mind,
The bald M'=Morni spoke,

And as his spleenful soul inclined,

His sneering accents broke."

In the well-known poem of
" The Chase," Osgar addresses him

" Cease thy vain babbling, senseless fool,

Bald boaster, stain to arms,

Still forward to promote misrule,

But shrink at war's alarms.

"My son high raised his threatening blade.

To give his fury sway.
But the pale Conan shrunk dismaved,
And sprung with fear away.

"Amid the scofiing host he sprung.

To shun the unequal strife,

To 'scape the forfeit of his tongue,

And save his worthless life."

Compare this with the Homeric description of the scene between Ulysses and Thersites-

"
Peace, factious monster, born to vex the state,

"With wrangling talents form'd for foul debate
;

Curb that impetuous tongue, nor rashly vain.

And singly mad, asperse the sovereign reign.

Have we not known thee, slave ! of all our host,

The man who acts the least, upbraids the most.

" He said, and cowering as the dastard bends.

The weighty sceptre on his back descends
;

On the round bunch the bloody tumours rise.

The tears spring startling from his haggard eyes ;

Trembling he sat, and shrunk in abject fears,

From his vile visage wip'd the scalding tears." Iliad, Book ii.

2t
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Adokis and Diaemtjid O'Dttibhne.

Adonis, according to tho Cylic poet Panyasis, was a son of Theias, King of Assyria. The

ancient story ran thus, Adonis grew up a most beautiful youth, and Venus became enamoured of

him, and shared Avith him the pleasures of the chase, though she always cautioned him against

hunting the boar. He neglected her advice, and was at last wounded by a boar, which killed him

in its fury. According to some, Mars, or according to others, Apollo had assumed the form of this

animal, in order to accomplish his destruction fServ. ad Virg. Ec. x. 18). On his death, Adonis was

obliged to descend into the lower world
; however, he was allowed to spend six months out of every

year in the upper world, with his beloved Venus f Orph. Hymn. 53). The worship of Adonis, Avhich

in latter times was spread over nearly all the countries bordering on the Mediterranean, Avas, as the

storyitselfsufficientlyindicates, of Asiatic, ormore especially Phoenician origin/^ZMc/a dcDea Syr., c. 6).

Thence it was transferred to Assyria, Egypt, and Greece, though of course with various modifi-

cations. His death was lamented, and his return to life was celebrated Avith joy by annual

festivals (called Adonia) at Byblos, Alexandria, in Egypt, Athens, and other places. The authors

of the Universal History (vol. ii. p. IS""), speaking of Adonis and Osiris, say "they were certainly

but one individual, or meant the same object. ^V^hence the people of Amathus, an ancient city of

Cyprus, conflated there Adonosiris, which is a compound of Adonis and Osiris, for the Phoenicians

and Egyptians laid equal claim to him under diiferent appellations, though he was certainly

an Egyptian. So then, the beautiful Adonis, son of Cinyras, an Assyrian, is in reality the

Egyptian Osiris. It is a very labyrinth we are in, to consider these things as they are told

us
;
but take the following parallel between the solemnities and ceremonies sacred to them both.

They had both of them their Aphanismos disappearance, or death; they both had their Zetesis

or search after them, with mourning; and they both had their Euresis or invention, Avith

joy and gladness. In reality, they were but one. Both nations in this case meant no other

than the sun, concerning whose approach and departure they framed such fables as might best take

with the people. The month of June was the season when all this superstition was transacted by
the Phoenicians and Egyptians."

The story of Adonis seems to have at an earlj- period travelled to Ireland, Avhere it some-

how gained admission into our bardic mythology. Diarmuid O'Duibhne' is knoAvn in rustic tradi-

tion by the name of Diarmuid na-m-ban, or ' Diarmuid of the Women.' The greatest feat of

gallantry he ever performed was to carrj'' off Grainne, the daughter of King Cormac, and wife

of Fionn MacCumhaill. Diarmuid and Grainne travelled over all Ireland to avoid the vengeance

of Fionn
;
and those numerous oblong enclosures of standing stones, probably the altars of some for-

'' Pillar Edit. ' Pub. Ossianic Society.
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gotten rites, are saidbytradition to have been theirresting -places. Diarmuid and the son of a richfarmer

had been fostered at the house of a certain mystic being named Aonghus, Avho resided on the banks of

the Boyne. Diarmuid's comrade, having been slain, was metamorphosed
" into " a cropped green pig,

having neither ear nor tail ;" and Aonghus laid an injunction on Diarmuid never to hunt a pig, for it

was fated that he should be slain by that pig. Diarmuid, neglecting the restriction, went on the last

day of the year to hunt the wild boar of Benbulbin, which was no other than his former companion.

During the hunt, the boar tripped Diarmuid,
" and when he was up again, it happened that one of

his legs was on either side of the wild boar, and his face looking backward toward the hinder part

of the wild boar," and thus rather unpleasantly seated, he was carried for an immense distance over

mountains and rivers, and was at last gored to death by the wild animal. Afterwards, Grainne's

household and Aonghus sought the body,
"
and, having found it, they raised three exceeding terrible

cries over the body of Diarmuid, so that they were heard in the clouds of the heaven, and in the

wastes of the firmament of the air, and in the provinces of Erinn likewise." Grainne's household

wished to bring the body to their mistress, but Aonghus would not permit them. He had it borne

to his own dwelling, saying,
"
since I cannot restore him to life, I will send a soul into him, so that he

may talk to me each dayP It is impossible to doubt that the story of O'Duibhne is an Irish version

of the legend of Adonis. They are both cautioned against hunting the wild boar; both are slain

by that animal
;
and in both cases the wild boar is a rational being, metamorphosed into that shape

for the express purpose of eft'ecting the destruction of the hunter. Add to this, that the corpse of

both is sought for with loud mourning, and both are again raised to life. The legends of Osiris

and Adonis are considered by all mythologists to refer to the changes effected by Summer and

"Winter on vegetation. The Greeks fabled, that when Venus ran to save Adonis she hurt her foot,

and that the blood which trickled on the ground tinged the roses red; and that having mingled nectar

with her blood as it flowed from the wound, it caused the earth to bud forth flowers. Now it is remark-

able that O'Duibhne was slain likewise on the last day of the year, when the severity of winter

destroys the beauty of the vegetable kingdom. "When we find similar stories current in countries of

the world the most distant from each other, it is useless to attempt to ascertain the mode by which

they have been transmitted from country to country, or from age to age. "S\^hcn once a tale had be-

come popular in any country, it would rapidly be transmitted, by means of commerce and colonies,

to nations most distant from the place of its birth
;
and after centuries, poets would weave its leading

incidents into compositions difi'ering most widely in their character. In this way I would suppose

Aonghus was one of the Tuatha-de-Danaan, a tribe who ence, haunting the mountains and other desolate places,

play a very mysterious part in Irish traditions. They are and exempt from all common laws of mortality,

said to have been an ancient colony ;
but as soon as they d He was thus metamorphosed in order to kill Diarmuid,

were subdued by the natives they seem to have become because he had been slain by Diarmuid's father,

beings of a superior order, enjoying a sort of shadowy exist-
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that some mystic story of Adonis and the sun (called in Irish OrianJ had been popular for ages in

this countrybefore the Fenian bard worked up the old material into his tale of Grainne and O'Duibhne
;

and what adds weight to the supposition of its being a solar myth is, that the places in which they

take refuge from the wrath of Fionn have all probably been altars dedicated to pagan worship, which

no doubt had the sun for its object. The striking similarity of the names Adonis and Grian to

O'Duibhne and Grainne might form a tempting subject for an etymologist, but I forbear to insist

upon it, merely calling attention to the fact.

Fionn employs every means to effect the destruction of Diarmuid
;
and Fionn' s nurse, in order

to assist her foster son with her magic, comes riding through the air on the leaf of a water-lily.

It is remarkable thst in most of the eastern mythologies some deity or other supernatural being is

described as floating in the ocean on a leaf of the water-lily. The Egyptian Osiris, as the sun-god,

is represented as floating on a lotus leaf. \_Atlantis, No. 3, p. 176.] According to an Indian myth,

after Brahma's death Manu sits on a leaf and passes through the sea sucking the toe of his right foot.

It is curious that one of Fionn's peculiar customs was to suck his thumb, which had touched the

" salmon of knowledge," whenever ho was in any difficult dilemma.

Perseus and Baloe Beimeah-jt.

Perseus was the son of Jupiter and Danae. Acrisius, who had no male issue, consulted the

Pythian oracle, and received for answer that he should never have a son, but that he was fated to

be slain by the son of his daughter Danae. To escape the threatened danger, Acrisius resolved

that his daughter should never become a mother; and, having constructed a brazen chamber, he shut

her up in it along with her nurse fSoph. Ant. 497; Horat. Carm. iii. 16). The king of the gods,

however, had become enamoured of Danae, and, under the form of a shower ofgold, he poured through
the roof of her chamber. Danae brought forth a son, and Acrisius was fiUed with rage ;

he threw both

mother and son into a chest, which he cast into the sea to the mercy of wind and wave. Under the

guidance of Jove, the chest was wafted to the Island of Seriphus, where Perseus was reared. When
our hero was grown up, he performed numerous exploits, the principal of which was the slaying

of the Gorgon, Medusa. She was of the race of sea gods; her looks turned all who hcheld her into

stone, and her head was covered with snakes. The blood spouted high from the body of the slain

Gorgon, and from it the winged horse Pegasus sprung into existence. After this, Perseus returned

to Argos, bringing in his train monsters with one eye in their foreheads, called Cyclops. Here he

found Proetus king, whom he expelled from the throne. Shortly afterwards, Perseus went to con-

tend at the games of Larissa, and as he was throwing the discus, it happened to fall on the foot of

an old man. That old man was Acrisius, who died of the wound and thus Perseus accomplished
the prediction of the oracle.
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Compare with this the Irish story of Baler Beimeann. In days of yore there lived on the coast of

Donegal" three brothers, Gavida, MacSamhthain, and MacKineely. Gavida was a distinguished

smith, and MacKineely was lord of the territory now called from his name Cloughaneely. His
chief riches consisted, not in the wild territory over which he ruled, but in the possession of the

Glas-Gaivlen, for such was the name of a green cow, which was so lactiferous that she was coveted

by all his neighbours. At this time there lived in Torry Island a famous warrior named Balor

Beimeann, who had one eye in the middle of his forehead, and the other directly opposite it in the

back of his skvill. The latter eye was generally covered, for it possessed the strange property of

turning all who heheld it into stone. Hence, to this day, the Irish call an evil eye
"
Suil Bhaloir."

Balor had an only child, a daughter; and a Druid foretold that he should perish by the hand of a

grandson. To avert his impending doom, Balor shut up his daughter in a toiver, buUt where Tor-more

raises its lofty head to the blue sky, on the eastern coast of Torry. Balor was now secure, and would

have been happy, were it not that the valuable cow, Glas-Gaivlen, belonged to his neighbour. One

day Balor contrived to steal MacKineely's cow. MacKineely, in turn, determined on marrying Baler's

daughter, whom he guarded so jealously. Thereupon he sought the assistance of a Banshee named

"Biroge of the Mountain," and by her contrivance he gained access to the imprisoned lady of Tor-

more. Balor now crossed the sound which separated his little island from the mainland, and bavin"

seized MacKineely, he cut off his head on the stone which is called to this day
"
Cloughaneely."

Balor, more effectually to guard against fate, had the three sons whom his daughter brought forth

at one birth, cast into the sea as soon as born. One, however, was saved by the intervention of

Biroge. The heir of MacKineely in course of time grew up to be a man, and, learning the story

of his birth and of his father's murder^ he determined to avenge it. He waited his opportunity, and

as Balor sat by the fire in the forge, he snatched a glowing rod, which he thrust through the basilisk

eye of Baler, and thus accomplished the decrees of fate.

The legends of Balor and Perseus resemble each other in many respects. The oracular res-

ponses, and the precautions against them, are identical in both stories : those precautions are

defeated by supernatural means in both cases. The peculiar property of Balor's eve, of changing into

stone whatever looked on it, is also to be found in the myth of Perseus, and in both cases the decree

of destiny is fulfilled by the murder of the grandfather. It is remarkable, too, that the name of

Balor Beimeann is pronounced, by persons speaking the Gaelic language, almost like
"
Bellerophon!

"

Could it be that our bards confounded the two names, assigning the actions of Perseus to Bellerophon?

Even among the Greeks, the history of these two heroes is strangely interwarped.

Our bardic romances abound with the same poetic and mythological creations as are met with

in the Greek and oriental tales. The Greek poets drink their inspirations from Castalian springs :

"Abridged from O'Donovan's Four Masters, vol i.
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Fionn MacCumhaill derives a portion of his knowledge from a magical fountain in the possession

of the Tuatha-dc-Danaan, a single draught of which was sold for three hundred ounces of gold.

Our common fairy superstition, which places every stunted tree under the especial care of the

" Good People," has its counterpart in the classic mythology. Intern) ediate hetween gods and men

were the Nymphs, inferior to the immortals, but more powerful than men : the Naiads dwelt in

fountains and rivers, and the Hamadryads were born and died with the trees. The numerous tales

of destructive serpents or gigantic worms, which abound in our Irish legendary lore, have a close

resemblance to the classic legends concerning the Hydra, the Dragon of the Hesperides, the Python,

and other monsters, which all probably had their origin in the East. I am tempted to mention one

of the Irish stories, because it bears a remarkable similarity to the classic fable of the Hydra. Cian,

son of Oillioll Oluim, King of Munster, was born with a caul on his head extending from ear to ear,

which enlarged as he grew up. Being desirous of concealing this deformity, Cian invariably cut

off the head of whatever barber had the misfortune to shave his royal beard. It once happened

that a barber named Sgathan determined to dare the worst, and not only shaved him, but ripped

up the caul. Instantly a worm sprung out of it : some persons advised that it should be destroyed,

but other sage counsellers declared that Clan's life was fated to be of the same duration as that of

the worm. The creature grew, and each day became more formidable. A strong house of wood

was made to contain it, but it was soon found necessary to make one still larger and stronger. The

worm became the terror of the whole kingdom : and with very good reason^ if we may believe its

veracious biographer, for
"
there were on it a hundred heads, and it mattered not into which head

came the food that was sent to it. It would swallow a hero with his armour in each of its greedy

ravenous heads." [Publications of the Ossianic Society, vol. iii., p. 131.] At length its house is

burned by the king's command, and the monster is slain by a hero named Conan. The classical

reader "vsall at once recognize here a strong resemblance to the fables of the Hydra and the Minotaur.

The minor water-deities among the Greeks possessed the power of changing their shape when caught

by mortals. Numerous such stories are told of Nereus, Glaucus, and Achelous, with whom
Hercules wrestled ; but more especially of Proteus, a son of Neptune, who had the office of keeping

the sea-calves, which he drove each day from the bottom of the sea to sleep on the rocks and shore.

Proteus was a great fortune-teller ;
but those who desired to derive advantage from his prophetic

powers must, after catching him, bind him fast. On these occasions he always assumed a variety

of forms, in order to make his escape, if possible, without giving the required information. We
have the counterpart of this story in Ireland. Old persons residing in some of our rural districts

still believe that a diminutive brogue-maker, called a Luchryman, may be found before sunrise sitting

near some old weU, busily engaged at his trade. When the Luchryman is caught, he changes

himself into every possible form, till he finds that he cannot escape, when he assumes his wonted

shape, and informs his captor where "crocks of gold" are concealed.
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The deity Athene among the Greeks presided over learning and learned men. Among the Irish,

Aine discharged the same duties. Thus, the poet Linden, of the Fews, County Armagh, represents
her lamenting the death of a poet :

" The greater number of the inspiring geniuses of the learned

Shed tears in abundance, through excessive grief.

Aoibheal and Aine are tearing their tresses."

Trans. Kilh. Archaol. Soc, 1852.

It would extend this paper too much, were I to enter on the subject of folk-lore, in connexion

with "porcine" or " bovine" legends. I must, however, remark, that all these legends retain many
features resembling the classic myths. The destruction of Iiish boars endowed with more than

natural powers forcibly reminds us of the Calydonian hunt and the Erymanthean boar of the Greeks
;

while it is impossible to account for the legends about cows emerging from the sea, and wandering

through the whole of Ireland, giving names to lakes, islands, and pasture-lauds, wbich are stiU

faithfully retained ;
or the wonderful properties ascribed to the Fionn Bannagh, or the Donn Cuailgne,

without supposing that our people derived these superstitious notions from an oriental source. Greek

mythology is filled with, and Greek localities receive their names from, the Avanderings of lo.

Her story is as follows :

Jupiter loved lo, but on account of Juno's jealousy, he metamorx)ho3ed her into a white cow.

Juno thereupon asked and obtained this white cow, which she placed under the charge of the

hundred-eyed Argus. After that monster had been slain, she sent a gad-fly, which persecuted lo

through the whole earth, till at length she found rest on the banks of the Xile. During her Avan-

derings she reached the sea, named from her the Ionian
;
from her i\\c Negropont was called Euboea;

she wandered into Scythia, crossed the Dardanelles and the Straits of Enikale, from which circum-

stance both these straits received the name ofBosphorus. The mythus of lo is most difficult to explain;

but whatever may have been its origin or its meaning, there is a probability that it once extended

to this country.

The question now naturally arises, how came such a remarkable coincidence between the

legendary stories of Greece and Asia with those of the Irish bards ? It cannot be supposed that the

Seanachies copied from the classic poets, as in many cases the differences between their tales are

such as to preclude this idea. The oldest traditions of our poets assign to our people an oriental

origin; and it is well known that the early history of a colony is the history of the parent country

as brought over by the first colonists: in process of time this ceases to be the case, and history becomes

the mythic traditions of the colony, with a new adaptation of names aud places. It ought not, there-

fore, to be a matter of surprise, if a resemblance should be discovered betAveeu the Irish and Asiatic

legends even the hypothesis that the Greeks borrowed many of their tales from the orientals may
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be plausibly supported. Some of the incidents in tbe Toyages of Ulysses, related by Homer, bear

a close resemblance to the tales of the oriental writers or the traditions current in the Isles of the

Indian Archipelago. Nor can it be doubted that most of the marvellous stories, moulded into their

present classic forms by Homer and Hesiod, were old and venerable before they were pressed into

the service of those immortal bards; nor is it improbable that these national legends of the

Greeks would be communicated to the Phoenician seamen, as they coasted along the Isles of Greece.

Such stories were calculated, in a credulous age, to make a deep impression on simple sailors, and

they would naturally be conveyed by them to the inhabitants of this country, with whom, at that

early period, they would seem to have had an extensive intercourse.

Belfast. James O'Laveeit.
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ANTIQUARIAN NOTES AND QUERIES.

Lochias. Is it not possible that the name

Lochlan is compounded of the words loch, a lake,

and Ian, full? "We can point to the analogy of

other Irish words, leahhar-lann, a library, and

ahhal-lann, an orchard. The name would there-

fore signify "a country abounding in lakes."

Now, there is no country in Europe that answers

to this description so well as Switzerland
;
and

I have some reason for believing that this is the

true Lochlan of Irish romance. " AYe are three

royal chiefs of Muir n-Iocht," exclaim three

waniors in the old Irish romance of Diarmuid

agus Grainne (p. 83, published by the Ossianic

Society.) Muir n-Iocht is the Iccian Sea, be-

tween France and England, which took its name

from the Portiis Iccius, a Eoman town in Gaul,

near the present Boulogne, as is mentioned by
the translator of the Annals of the Four Masters,

in a note to a passage (a.d. 405) where the name

occurs. Hence these warriors exclaimed that they

were 'natives of Gaul.' But in the same ro-

mance (p. 93), these very Gauls are termed ' men
of Lochlan^ : hence the name Lochlan was not

restricted by the ancient Irish to Scandinavia,

as is usually assumed. I believe that it signi-

fied Europe in general, and Switzerland in par-

ticular. It is a curious fact, which somewhat

corroborates this opinion, that Switzerland is the

only country in Europe, besides Ireland, where

we find artificial islands in lakes used as habita-

tions : as is fuUy shown in a late article in this

Journal, vol. 7, p. 179. C. M. O'Ejeefje.

Ibish Langttage rsr Afeica [vol. vii., p. 195j.

^I have perused with interest your article on

the question of the Irish language being spoken
in Africa. This question is one which I am not

disposed to discuss on its merits, but I can add

a few particulars to those mentioned by Mr.

Buckingham, which it may be advisable to place
on record.

I was myseK weU acquainted with the native

of Morocco, whose real name was Sadi Ombark

Benbey. He was from Mogador; and, according

to his own account, when on his way as a pilgrim

to Mecca, was stopped iu his journey by the

French invasion of Egypt. He volimteered his

services against them, and subsequently became

acquainted with many officers of the English

army. This led to his visit to England, where

he spent the last twenty or thirty years of his

life. I knew him also ia Dorsetshire, where he

was iatimate with many of the most respectable

families, particularly the Morton Pitts, and the

Seymers, of Handford. I have heard him make

the statement about his understanding the Irish

language. He told me that it resembled a dialect

spoken in a mountainous district near Mogador,

called Sus, or Suz. Talbot de Maiahide.

Mai abide Castle.

Inisn LANcrAGE in Afeica. I have just read

the article in your last Number on the use of

the Irish language in Northern Africa. I have

heard it stated by a friend of Mr. Richardson,

who published some notices of the Tuarick lan-

2z
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guage (one of the dialects used there), that that

gentleman mentioned to him, on his return to

London, his having met -with a French traveller

in Northern Africa, who had collected a voca-

bulary of words, spoken in some out-of-the-way

place, which proved to be Irish. Now if such a

vocabidary be in existence, it may probably be

found among the papers of the Geographical

Society of France, or in those of some other

society in Paris, whose agent this traveller may
have been. If not forthcoming in either place,

I think the fact ought not to be lost sight of
;

and perhaps the inquiry would be worth the

attention of the academy at Algiers : and more

especially at the present time, as its president

is an Irishman of considerable celebrity as an

Oriental scholar theBaronMacGuckende Slane,

whose national feeling would, no doubt, prompt
him to have the question thoroughly examined.

If you woxild send him a copy of jour last

Journal to Algiers, it would direct his attention

to the subject, and might procure some reliable

information. X.

There is a weU-known tradition on the shores

ofLough Neagh, that at some remote period, the

waters of the lake overwhelmed a city, and that

the ruins of towers and other buildings are some-

times seen by boatmen, as they sail over it.

Moore alludes to it in one of his Irish Melodies:
" And he sees the round towers of other days,
In the waves beneath him shining."

The following is a curious parallel case in a

very distant part of the globe.

John Balak, who had taken up his residence

at Duisburgh, on the river Osella, wrote to Gerard

Mercator, the famous cosmographer, a particular

account of the river. He mentions another river,

said to be a tributary of the Obi, but which, from

other circumstances, seems to have been the

Yenisei, down which came "
great vessels laden

with rich and precious merchandise, brought by

black or swart people." In ascending this river,

men came to the great lake of Kittay (Baikal?),

on whose banks were the Kara Kalmucs, who,

he asserts, were the very people of Cathay. It

is added, that on the shores of this lake had been

heard sweet harmony of hells, and that stately and

large buildings had been seen therein. Senex.

Incident ikt the Siege of Deeet. The peo

pie of Deny, who, by the long continuance of

the siege were reduced to such great straits for

provisions that they are said to have paid great

prices for rats and cats, contrived on one occa-

sion to deceive an emissary of the enemy, who

came into the city to propose terms of capitula-

tion. They had only a few pounds of meal

remaining (says the tradition), but having a

number of barrels, they turned them, mouth

downwards, and strewed a thin coat of meal over

the upper end, thus giving them the appearance

of full barrels, and completely outwitting the

spy. Deeeiensis.

The seal of the corporation of Naas, in the

County Kildare, bears a serpent in a shield, with

the motto * Prudens et Serpens.^ "Was this an

erudite pun, borrowed from the Hebrew nahash,

a serpent ? The word Naas is given in O'KeiUy's
Irish Dictionary as denoting a 'fair,' which was

probably the origin of the name of the town.

Cadmits.

During the exhibition of Irish antiquities in

Belfast, on the occasion of the meeting of the
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British Association, in 1852, several interesting

reliques seem to have escaped the notice of the

curious : among these was the Bearnan Brighde,

or '

gapped bell of St. Bridget.' It formed part

of the extensive collection contributed to the

exhibition by Mr. Bell, of Dungannon. Tradition

says this is the identical missile which was hurled

by the hand of St. Patrick at the disobedient host

of fiends who were marshalled on the mountain

called Cruachan Egle, now Croagh Patrick, in

the County of Mayo. Immediately on the throw-

ing of the bell the diabolical assembly fled with

precipitation,
and rushing straightway into the

sea, quitted Ireland for a space of seven years

seven months and seven days. Owing to the

violence with which it was thrown, the bell

suffered an injury on one side: hence its name,

Bearnan, which signifies
'

gapped.' [See Colgan,

vol. ii., pp. 102, 103, 138.] The following pas-

sages relating to this subject are translated from

the Tripartite Life of St. Patrick, Ixiv., p. 138:

" When that most painful fact was brought to

an end, the Prince of Darkness being indignant

at so great a victory of the servant of God, upon

the holy Sabbath innumerable troops of demons,

in the hideous form of the blackest birds, flitted

above and around the mountain, and by their

horrible appearance, most noisome stench, and

frightful screaming, wonderfully annoyed the

holy man. Against which he contended for some

time, invoking the divine aid by holy psalmody

and praising of God
;
but when he was unable to

drive away these terrible goblins and they were

tormenting him so far as even to draw tears from

him he began with vehemence of spirit to pray,

invoking the saving name of Christ, and rising

up against them with continual and frequent

striking of his Bell, conjuring them and com-

manding them, in the name of the Saviour and

by the virtue of his saving Cross, to fly away

thence, and never to return to those regions :

and presently, hurling the bell which he carried

in his hand into the midst of the foul armies, he

scattered them and drove them headlong into

the Western Ocean, near to the mountain, and

put them to flight: and afterwards the whole

island (as was revealed to a certain saint), for

the space of seven years and seven months and

as many days, continued free from all incursions

and visits of evil spirits. But the bell which

was then thrown was broken at its extremity ;

and afterwards being given to St. Bridget, it

wrought many cures and miracles, and hence it

was called Bernan Brigidce, 'the broken boll

of Bridget.'
" " When these wonders of

divine grace were granted to Saint Patrick, and

liberally bestowed on the nation converted by

him, the apostolic man was commanded by the

Angel, for the purpose of returning thanks and

praising the divine goodness, to strike his bell

so as to be heard through the regions round about;

and, in confirmation of the favours bestowed, as

a pledge of the general blessing of the whole

island, to wait for a most dense shower of rain to

be sent from heaven, which presenlty descended."

CAMELOIf.
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ANSWERS TO QUERIES;

Beddy [vol vi., p. 228; vol. vii., p. 175,264].

(To the Editor.) Sir, between your correspondents

T. H. P. and A. H., for nine months almost a

month for every year that the most memorable of

nncient sieges endured a direfulwar has raged re-

specting the meaning of this word. I cannot offer

my fiiendly offices to mediate between the belli-

gerents, but in the hope of putting an end to the

strife, I must tender my services as an ally to

T. H. P. The word 'beddy' has been familiar

to me from my childhood, and I never on any

occasion heard it used in what A. H. says is its

'

current meaning,'
"
greedy, covetous, or meanly

Selfish," but always in that of "meddling,

officious, self-sufficient, and impudent," convey-

ing, in fact, the compound meaning expressed by
these four words. I cannot pretend to assign

any origin to the word, although the first of these

synonyms may suggest one: for, by changing the

initial letter m of 'meddling,' into h a change

which your philological correspondents will tell

you is not uncommon and by shortening the

final syllable ling into y, you have the word at

once. Or, may it not, by a scarcely more violent

change, be derived from 'busy-body,' a word

which nearly expresses the meaning conveyed

by the words '

leMy person.' In '

busy-body'

we have the initial h and the final syllable dy,

and by a simple colloquial abbreviation of the

intermediate syllables, we can easily imagine the

word in question to have been formed. I do not

think that any valid objection to this can be

founded on the fact that '

beddy' is an adjective,

while '

busy-body' is a noun substantive
;
for we

all know many instances in which nouns in the

English language are converted into adjectives,

and vice versa. TTltoitiensis.

Eschew [Queries, vol. vii., p. 71]. AYalker,

in his Pronouncing Dictionary, gives reasons for

adopting JEs-tshew as the proper pronunciation

of the word. This he states to have been the

universal custom in his time. Upon matters of

fact like this he is a good evidence, howeve

deficient he may sometimes have shown himself

in taste and power of argument. At present,

however, there is not the same unanimity respect-

ing this word
;
of which no fixed pronunciation

can be said to be established by usage. The

only strong point in favour of "Walker's opinion

is the sound of the word escheat, about which

there seems no variety of practice. Ogilvie's

opinion is quite insufficient to enforce the sound

of eskew, for which he contends. W. H, P,

Eschew. I am decidedly in favour of the pro-

nunciation eshew, for this reason : that the word

came into English either from the French or

Italian, and not from the German. Tour corres-

pondent, S. T. P. (Notes and Queries, vol, vii.,

p. 264), mentions a Erench word, eschouer, to

which he thinks our word eschew corresponds ;

bnt he confesses it has a different meaning.

Now, there is another French word, esquiver,

which I conceive to be the real origin of the

English word, and which has the same meaning,
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'
to avoid' or '

to evade.' The Italian schivare,

corresponds exactly both in sense and sound, as

we know the Italians sound sch Hke our sic.

The original meaning of all the three words is

'
to move aside, to slant off;' and we have

actually existing in our own language another

word which preserves both the meaning and the

sound, namely
'
ashew.' I think I have proved

my case. Senex,

SEiEifAGEEEAGH [vol. vii., p. 264]. This

name is, in Irish orthography, Sgeir na g-caorach,
* the rock of the sheep,' or '

sheep rock.' I do

not know at what time the village took the pre-

sent name of '

Emyvale,' but the old name was

quite current at the close of the last century.

In a burlesque poem printed in the Anthologia

Eihemica, in 1793 [vol. ii., p. 208], it is

aUuded to thus:
" Here Peggy skips, dress'd in a yellow gown,

"VVhicli cost in Skernageerah yi^i a crown."

Senex.

SiGEKSON [Queries, vol. iv., p. 273]. Mr,

Buchanan inquires whether the name Sigerson

is Danish or Celtic. It is Danish: in the Chron-

icles we read of Somerled Sigtirdson, a.d. 1015.

r. N. L.

Cnoo, Dog! Sir, having chanced to see the

suggestions of two of your learned correspondents

respecting the origin of the cry
'

chew,' addressed

in Ulster to dogs, I feel called on to give my
evidence as to its being derived from a much

more ancient and classical source than they are

aware of. When I was at the siege of Troy, in

the person of Euphorbus, I remember big Ajax,

the son of Telamon, having a little cur of a half-

brother, a ' dead shot
'

vrith the bow, who, when

he had discharged an arrow, would run for

shelter under his huge brother's seven-fold sliield.

The giant would sometimes get angry at the

urchin's hiding between his legs, when he would

cry 'chew, Sir,' which the Anglo-Latins have

corrupted into Teucer,

At a later period, I was a Roman senator, at the

time when Julius Caesar was assassinated, and I

heard him say indignantly, to his chief assailant,

'

Chew, Brute!'

These facts I bring forward in no cynical or

dogmatical spirit, but with due diffidence as an

humble contribution to the great science of

philology. Pythagoeas.
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QUERIES.

In the first canto of Butler s Hudibras are the

following lines:

" A deep occult iihilosopher,

As leam'd as the Wild Irish are."

"What occult learning of the Irish is here alluded

to? FlTZPATEICK.

At what places in Ulster were there establish-

ments of Knights Templars ? Ceux.

I should be glad to learn through the medium

of your
* Notes and Queries,' what is the received

opinion amongst archaeologists as to the period

till which the ancient Irish continued to use

those weapons, ornaments, &c,, &c., of bronze,

so frequently found throughout our island. The

subject to me appears an interesting one and

worthy of attention, and could, I am sure, be

made very attractive in the hands of some of

your antiquarian friends, Mac Cathoib.

I am very desirous to ascertain, through some

of the readers of this Journal, the truth of a

statement made by a gentleman of much anti-

quarian knowledge, now deceased, namely, that

the late Dr. James Stuart, author of the History

of Armagh, left behind him the MS. of anew
edition of that work, ready for the press ;

and?

if possible, to learn in whose possession it now is.

J. A.

"What is the origin of the word *

doit,' as ap-

plied to a small copper coin ? Juvenis.

The following extraordinary statement, given

by Strada, in hiswork Dc Bella B Igico, published

in 1648, has never, so far as I am aware, been

examined or explained. Can any of your readers

throw light on the subject ? It refers to a body
of wild Irish led into the Low Countries in 1586,

along with other auxiliaries, during the war

then raging :

"Erant hi Augli plerique, ac Scoti, quibus sc

addidcrant, ductore Hibernian Prorege, Hibemi

mille ac quadringenti, e silvestri omnes genere

atque ferine, medio tanturn corpore subter umbi-

licum velati, cetera nudi
; grallis sen perticis,

quarum usus in trajiciendis amnibus, alte im-

positi, longe aliis superstabant ; arcubus ac

sagittis minaces. Prajerat autem universe equi-

tatui Robertus Essexia) Comes, castris Wilhelmus

Pelhamus, Anglis praecipue peditibus loanncs

Norritius." " These were chiefly English and

Scotch, to which were added, under the com-

mand of the Viceroy of Ireland, fourteen hun-

dred Irish, of a wild and savage kind, having

clothing only on the under half of their bodies

below the navel, and the remainder naked. They
were mounted high on stilts or poles, the use of

which was for crossing rivers, and they stood far

above the other soldiers. They were armed

with bows and arrows. Robert, Earl of Essex,

commanded all the cavalry, "William Pelham the

camp, and John Norris the English foot."

Senex.

In appendix No. 1 to the first volume of Eeid's

History of the Presbyterian Church, he gives a

large quotation firom the Ulster Visitation Book,

preserved among the MSS. in Trinity College,
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Dublin : and at page 432, there occurs this :

"
Albavado, alias Belfast Robert Morley, 51. A.,

Incumbent," &c., &c. I have not before met

with this name for Belfast, and would wish to

know whether it is given by any other authority.

W.B.
It does not appear to be commonly known that

the word 'nephew,' in the authorized English

translation of the Scriptures, always means
'

grand-son.' Query Does it bear the same sig-

nification in other old English books? S. T. P.

AuBUKx. In an act passed by a parliament

held at Trim, 5th Edward IV., it was ordered

that "
every Englishman, and all Irishmen that

dwell with Englishmen, that is between 60 and

16 in age, shall have an English bow of his own

length .... of yew, wych-hazel, ashe,

auburn, or any other reasonable tree, according

to their power." AVhat is the modern name of

this particular tree? Scbutatok.

EXD OF VOL, VII.





INDEX TO YOL. 7.

Abbots, Irish, in Germany; their

Latin names and Irish equivalents,
309 n

Abhba, 177, 177, 266

Adonis, the Greek story of, has its

counterpart among the Irish le-

gends, 340

Africa, the Irish language spoten in,

195. 347, 347

A.H., 173, 174, 174, 174, 175, 175, 176,

175,176,176
Aidan, Bishop, an Irishman, founds
the church of Lindisfarne, 231 n

Albavado, as a name ofBelfast, query
respecting, 363

"Alcohol," two meanings of the

word, 146

Ale, ancient notices of, 223 ; made
from heath, 219, 261

Alphabet, of the ancient Irish, 81
;

the Ogham, 81, 83; of the ancient

Welsh, 83
"Ambassador," derivation of the

word, 145, 146

Amyntas, incident in the Greek
story of, is precisely the same as
one related of the Irish Eing
Maolseachluin, 338

Andirons, 206 n
Anglo-Irish poetry, remains of, in

Ireland, 99, 100, 101
; why they

are so scanty, 100

Annals, the Irish, are very truthful
but very succinct, 232 n

Answers to Queries, 77, 174, 263, 350

Antiquarian Notes and Queries, 73,

170, 260, 347
Antrim and Down, elements of the

population of, as illustrated by
the statistics ofreligious belief, 116

"Apron," etymology of the word, 215

Aqua-Vitse, notes on, 170, 172

Architecture, ecclesiastical, of the
ancient Irish, 229, 229 n ; presents
some features of the Egyptian
style, 229 n

Armada, Spanish, relics of the, 78

"Artichoke," derivation of the word,
146

Artificers in metal, celebrated,among
the ancient Irish ecclesiastics, 229,
229 n

"
Auburn," derivation of the word,
143,144; the name of a kind of tree,
363

B

Ballynass Bay (Co. Donegall), anti-
quities found at, 74

Bangor (Co. Down), the monastery
of, said to have contained three
thousand monks, 230, 230 n

Banshee, the, 134, 134 n
"Bard," etymology of the word, 93

Bardism, the various branches of,
in Ireland, 115

Bards, the Munster,93; classification
of the ancient, 93, 115; important
position held by them in ancient

times, 94; their inveterate hostility
to the English government, 104 ;

severe measures enacted against
them, 104, 106; large number of,
in the territory of Desmond in

1684, 106; employed by tbe Eng-
lish to satirize the native Irish

families, 110, 111 ; specimens of
their lampoons, 112, 113

Barley, intoxicating liquor, made
from, mentioned by ancient writ-

ers, 223
Battle of Slieve Oira, 78
Beards of the ancient Irish, how
worn, 174

Bed, the truckle, 204 n, 2C6, '206 n ;

the standing, resembled the mc-
dern four-posted bed, 04 n

"Beddy," the provincial word, its

signification, 176,264, 360
Beer made from heath, said to be

still used in Korway, 261

Bega, an Irishwoman, founded the

monastery of St. Bee's, in Cum-
berland, 231

Belfast in 1702, retire of, 73
Bell of St. Bridget, legend of, 349
" Berrecassie," a leather coverirg
formerly in use, equivalent to the

modern tarpaulin, 203 n
Bisset family, Grttk extraction of

the, 175; cVnncetion of the, with
the MacPonnells, 248

Blacker, a Danish surname, 176"
Blaflum," etymology of the word.
217

Boats, ancient, discovered in the
lakes of Switzerland, 186

Bobio (in Lombardji^ monastery of,
founded by Columbanus,an Irish-
man, 235, 235 n

Bog-butter, 288

Bonaghts, or hired soldiery of the
ancient Irish chieftains, 272"
Bon-fire," etymology of the word,
77

"
Brandy," etymology of the word,
172

"
Braser," or "bracer," an orna-
mental defence for the arm. 208 n

Brash, Richard R., on the Round
Tower controversy, 155

Brewing, on the antiquity of, in Ire-

land, 33: plants anciently used in,

222, 223
; of hoath-beer, said to be

still practised in Norway, 261
Brick-cheeses of the ancient Irish,

289, 292
British language, the, approaches

nearer than the Irish to the
Gaulish, 18; proofs of this, 18

"Brougb," a halo round the moon
etjmology of the word, 78, 264

superstition attached to it, 175,
Ulster proverb regarding itj

175

Bruce, Edward, traditional account
of his proceedings preserved at
Connor (Co. Antrim), 41; com-
mentary on, 42, 43, 44, 45

Bruncchild, mother of King Childe-

bert, 235 n

Bun-na-Wairgc (Co. Antrim), the

place of tamily sepulchre of the
l\IacDonneHs.249

Butter, found in Irish bogs, 288;
sometimes found rolled in cloth,
89,293: ancien Irish method of

making, 2iO; was probably buried
in bogs to improve the flavour, 291

;

made among theancient Scythians,
2!>3 : was probably an invention of
the Northern nations, 293; the sub-
stance so-called in Scripture must
have differed from our mexlern
butter, 293; was formerly collected
as a tax in Ireland, 293.



Caddis, a kind of woollen manufac-
ture, 203 n

Caligraphy, ancient, 237 n
; splendid

specimens of ancient Irish, 230 n
"
Cd^Tabxitta," (CambiitUi),ihe ancient

Irish pilgrims' sUflF, 233, 233 a
Candlesticks, ancient, 72, 78

Cardan, curious passage in one of

his works, respecting an Irish jug-
gler, 262

Carrickfergu3, the ''Pallace" of, 1
;

constables of the Castle of, 2; old

plan of, 6
;
was defended, not by a

wall, but by a ditch, 6
Castles of the MacDonnells on the
coast of Antrim, 256, 257, 258, 259

Cataldus (Cathal), an Irishm m, was
the patron saint of Tarentum in

lUly, 232, 232 n
Celtiber, on soaie obscure etymo-

logies of English words, 143
Celtic dictionaries and grammars
used by Zeuss, enumeration of the,
19n

Celtic language, ancient remains of

the, reach farther back than those
of the Slavonic, 1 7

;
but not so far

as the German, 17; had diverged
into dialects In the time of Csesar,

Strabo, and Tacitus, 17; these had
become still more divergent in the
8th and 9th centuries, 17

; two
chief branches of the, 18

Charles the Bald, Gospels of, a MS.
so-called, 237, 237 n

Cheese-press, ancient Irish, 283
Cheeses, ancient Irish, in the form
of bricks, 289, 292

Chichester, Sir Arthur, 1, 2, 3, 10
"
Choo," a word addressed to a dog,
originally significant, 175, 351

Christianity, the readiness with
which it was received by the Pagan
Irish, 228, 228 n

; opposed at first

by the Druids, 228, 228 n; when
first introduced into England, 231,
231 n

Christianus, a Latin form of the
Irish Gilia-Christ, 244 n ; Abbot of
the Irish monastery of St. James,
at Ratisbon, 245 n

Chronicles of Eri, the work so en-

titled, 177, 264

Churn, ancient Irish, 288, 294

Churning, ancient Irish mode of, was
probably in cow-skins, 289, 290

;

another mode, as described by tra-

dition, 294

Clibborn,Edward, on the existence

of the Irish language in Africa,
200 ; on Bog-butter, 289 ; on the

probable age of flint implements
found in gravel beds, 324

Cloichteach, meaning of the word, 160
Coined money, in very small circula-

tion in Ireland during the 16th cen-

tury, 275

Coining of money sometimes prac-
tised by Irish chiefs, 275

"
Colcannon," etymology ofthe word,
217

Colla Iliiaish MacDonnell, 247
"
Colly-dog," etymology of the term,
215

Columbanus, 232, 232 n

Conloch, the Irish legend of, corre-

sponds to the Persian legend of
Rustam, 335

Connor (C). Antrim), interesting
from its association with the name
of Edward Bruce, 40; old MSS.
said to have been discovered at,

173, 264

Constable, Lord, a title of the early
viceroys of Ireland, 272

Constance (in Switzerland), Irish

mo:iastery at, 303
Coole, early notice of the extinct
town in the Co. Antrim so-called,
174

Cor.nac's Glossary, 79
Cornish language, became extinct in

1778, 19 n, 263
"
Cowle," a large tub, 210 n

Cows, species of, formerly used in

Ireland, 294; with brown hair,
294

;
with white hair, 294

;
with

red hair, 289, 290
"
Coxswain," etymolo-ry of the word,
215

Crannogs, or lake-fortresses in Ire-

land, 187; notices of, so early as
the 9i;h century, 18S; were occu-

pied in some cases as lately as 150

years ago, 183; their construction,
188, 189, 190; in the Co. Roscom-
mon, 189

;
in Leitrim, 189

;
in

Monaghan, 191; in Antrim, 192,

193; notes of, from the Irish An-
nals, 192

Cr&ights, or herds of cattle, belong-
ing to the great Irish chiefs, 274

Cromlechs, on the construction of,
314

Crossgar (Co. Down), old name of,

266
"
Crucible," derivation of the word,
146

Culture, traces of ancient, under-
neath the bogs in Ireland, 226 a

Cupboard, the ancient, was the pre-
cursor of the modern side-board,
203 n

Cupboard-carpets, 205 n
Cups of assay, 205 n
Customs, old, traces of, in Down
and Antrim, 118

"
Cymarle," a loose robe, 209 n

D

Dagaeus, a celebrated Irish scribe
and artificer in metal, 230 n

Dallway, family of, 1
;
date of their

arrival in Ireland, 1

Danish surnames in Ulster, 176,
351

David, an Irish historiographer,
295 n

Denmark, King Frederick VII. of,

on the construction of Cromlechs,
cilled in the North of Europe
" Giants' Chambers," 314

Derry, incident in the siege of, 348
Desmond, superstitious legend re-

garding one of the Earls of, 103
Dictionaries and Grammars of the

Celtic languages used by Zeuss,
enumeration of the, 19 n

Dicuil, an Irishman, founds the mo-

nastery of Bosanham, in England,
231 n; an early geographical
writer, query respecting, 265

Distillation, on the antiquity of, in

Ireland, 33 ; probability of its hav-

ing been introduced from Spain,
34

Distilling apparatus, ancient, found
in Ireland, 35, 36, 37, 38

Diuma, an Irishman, was the first

Bishop of Mercia, 231 n
"
Doit," origin of the word, 332

Down and Antrim, elements of the

population of, as illustrated by
the statistics of religious belief,
116

Drennan, William, on illustrations

of English etymology from the
Celtic languages, 214

Drinking, ancient customs in, 203 n
Druidism, 223, 228 n ; its chief seat,
228 n ; its existence in Ireland
denied by some, 228 n; asserted

by Colgan, 229 n
Druids, according to Colgan, con-
tinued in Ireland till the 8th cen-

tury, 229 a
Dun Eachdach, mentioned in the



Battle of Magh Rath, where situ-

ated, 262

Dungal, an Irish missionary, 236,
236 n

;
a celebrated preceptor of

the cathedral school of Pavia in
the 9th century, 236 a

E

E. C. on the antiquity of Brewing
and Distillation in Ireland, 33

Eichstadt, Irish monastery at, 300,
300 n

Emyvale (Co. Monaghan), old name
of, 266, 351

Episcopal authority, if anciently
exercised in Ireland, 230, 230 n

Eri. Chronicles of, the work so-called,

177, 264

Erigena, 173
"
Eschew," pronunciation and origin
of the word, 78, 175, 264, 350,
350

Etymological speculations of th3
ancient Irish writers, 79

Etymologies of English words, on
some obscure, 143

Etymology, English, illustrations

of, from the Celtic languages, 214

Eye-lids, painting the, a custom of
the ancient Irish ecclesiastics,

233, 233 n

Fairy Annals of Ulster, 131

Fairy superstitions connected with
trees, 73, 344

"
Farm," original meaning of the
word, 262

Firkin of butter, ancient Irish, 28S
Flint implements found in gravel-

beds, on the probable age of, 324
F. N. L., 78, 78, 78, 78, 262, 264, 235,

265, 265, 265, 351

Fork, the table, an Italian inven-

tion, 213; first introduced into

England in 1611, 213
Franciscan friary of Carrickfergus,
3; founded in 1232, by Huh de

Lacy, 3
;
was a place of intermsnft

for a branch of the O'Neill family,
3 ; finally suppressed in the reign
of Elizabeth, 6 ; description of an
engraving of, 5, 8 ;

converted into
a government store-house, 6

Franciscans first arrived in Ireland
in 1226, 3n; in thirty years had
forty-nine convents, 3 n

Frogs, the first introduction of, into
Ireland, 176

" From N to one," explanation of the
phrase, 176

Fulda, 238, 238 n

G

Gallus (St. Gall), an Irish mission-
ary, 234, 234 n

Gaulish language, the ancient, its
relation to the Irish and "Welsh,
18, 73; must have contained a
considerable proportion of the
Gaelic element, 74

Gaulish personal names, ancient,
comparison of, with Irish ones, 73

G. B., 73, 74, 171, 177 ; on Bruce at
Connor, 40

Geographical writers, early Irish,
265

Germany, the Irish monasteries in,

227, 295
G. H. on the Chiefs of the MacDon-

nells of Antrim previous to Sorley
Boy, 247

Giants' Causeway, Irish name of the,
220

Giants' Chambers, the name given
in the North of Europe to the
stone structures called Cromlechs,
in these countries, 314

;
on the

mode of their construction, 314
Gifts, practice of bestowing, by Irish

chiefs on their subordinates, 275
Gillachrist,the Irish name, Latinized

Christianus, 295 n
"
Glass," derivation of the word,
144

"
Glove," etymology of the word,
216

Giittweich (in Austria), monastery
of, 243 n

Greek and Latin languages, cultiva-
tion of the, by the ancient Irish

ecclesiastics, 229, 229 n
Greek colony in Ireland, old tradi-

tions point to a, 335 n
Greek extraction of the Bisset

family, 175
Greek inscriptions on Irish tomb-

stones, query respecting, 263

Gregory the Great, his works in

great vogue among the Irish, 301 n

Grey Friars, monastery of, in Car-
rickfergus, 3

Grey, Lord Deputy Lord Leonard,
inventory of his household effects
in 1540, 201

Gricoir, or Gregory, the Irish name,
derived from that of the Pope so-

called, 297 n
"
Grouse," etymology of the word.
215

Guelph, the name, 299 n

H

"Hackle," etymology of the word,
215

"
Hackney,'' derivation of the word,
144

Harp, the, had become a scarce in-
strument in Ireland in the 16th
century, 98; of Brian Boroimhe,
its history, 98, 99

Heath-beer of the ancient Scandi-
navians, 219 ; Irish legend relating
to, 222 ; said to be still used in

Norway, 261

Hebrew, the Irish language has not
borrowed any words from the, 79

Heggbach (in Germany), Irish mo-
nastery at, 303, 303 n

"
Hives," derivation of the word,
246

"
Hobby,'' the term, 71 ; its probable
derivation, 71, 143

"
Hogmanay," etymology of the
Scotch word, 216

Honaugia (on the Rhine), Irish mo-
nastery of, 20, 235 n

Honey, proof of its antiquity in Ire-

land, 172
" Hooch," a kind of rude box, 211 n
HoRE, H.^rbirt F., on the Ulster

State Papers pri'servei in the
London Rjcord-office, 45

; on the
Munster Birds, 93 ; on the legend
of Lord Tyrone's ghost, 149 ; on
Life in Old Ireland, 2 J7

Horse, Irish superstition regarding
the, 69

Horse-shoe, Irish name for a, 169;
ancient sp^ciineas of, 167

Horse-shoeing, antiquity of, in Ire-

land, 169

Horses, of ancient Ireland, 65; ex-
tracts from Irish MS3. relating to,

65, (y6, 67, GS; and from various
ancient authors, 6S, 69 ; Irish
names for, 71 ; ancient Irish breed
of, now extinct, 71

"Hose, hosiery," etymology of the

words, 215



Hospitality, profuse, of tho Irish,

111,112,113
Hounds, powerful breed of, anciently

in Ireland, 70
Household troops of the Irish chief-

tains, 271
Houses of the ancient Irish chief-

tains, 269, 271 ; materials used in

their construction, 270 ; rarity of,

in the 16th century, 276

"Hover," derivation of the word,
144

H. P., 75
" Humanities," the, a term applied

to the Greek and Latin classics,
26()

Hume, Rev. Abraham, on the ele-

ments of population in Down and
Antrim as illustrated by the sta-

tistics of religious belief, 116

Hydra, the, of classical mythology,
has its counterpart in Irish legen-

dary lore, 344

Iceland, Irish books and other relics

found in, when first visited by the

Norwegians, 231 n

Implement, antique wooden, of un-
known use, 165; probably an
ancient Irish cheese-press, 289

Implements, flint, found in gravel-
beds, on the probable age of, 324

Inventory of the household effects of
Lord Deputy Lord Leonard Grey
in 1540, 201

lo, the classic story of, seems to

have once reached Ireland, 345

Ireland, precedence of the Kingdom
of, among those of Europe, as

acknowledged at the Coimcil of

Constance, 306 n
Irish and British languages, diffe-

rence between the, 17; uncertainty
as to which of them is most nearly
connectedwith the ancientGaulish,
73

Irish cry or dirge, the cadences of

the, are almost identical with those
of the Koran when chanted in the

Mosque, 199
Irish language, aflBnities of the, 1 1 ;

of the same origin as the Welsh,
1 1 ; is one of the Indo-European
family of languages, 1 1

;
has no af-

finity with languages not Indo-

European, 11 ; Zeuss proves that
it had anciently a neuter gender.

14; the four principal dialects of

the, had begun to diverge in the
8th century, 27 ; the more ancient

dialect, called the Berla Feme, was
then becoming obsolete, 27; has
borrowed no words from the

Hebrew, 79 ; its existence in Africa
asserted, 195; the question exa-
mined, 196, 197, 198, 199,347,347

Irish MSS., ancient, preserved in

Continental libraries, 13, 14, 236 n;
their valuable glosses, 14; pecu-
liarities in the orthography of, 27;
used by Zeuss, account of the, 19,

20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28;
their age, 27

Irish poetical compositions in the

library of the Koyal Irish Aca-
demy, account of the, 96, 97

Iron antiques, varnish for, 264

Islands, artificial, in the lakes of

Ireland, 187

"
Jack," a defensive upper garment,
207 n

Johannes de Sancto Bosco, 265
Johannes Scotus, a learned Irishman,

237, 237 n
Jonas, Abbot of Bobio (in Lom-
bardy), 232, 232 n

Jordanstown (Co.Antrim), a modern
name, 174

Joymount, a residence of Sir Arthur
Chichester, built on the site of the
old " Pallace" of Carrickfergus,
9 ; view of, 9 ; was the first great
dwelling-house ever built in Ire-

land, 9

Judas Iscariot's hair, colour of, 145

Juggler, curious account of an Irish,
in one of the works of Cardan,
262

J. W. M., 78, 264

K

"Kele," or "keel." a large tub,
211 n

Kelheim (in Bavaria), Irish monas-
tery at, 300, 300 n

Kilian, St., 295 n
Kilns, ancient, for drying grain, 171

;

formerly made of straw or hair,
171

King, position of an Irish, In the
16th century, 267, 268; his court,
268

;
and that ofan oir-righ, or sub-

king, 273

Knights Templars, establishments of,
in Ulster, 352

Knockfergus, see Carrickfergus
Koran, peculiar cadence or chant
used by the Imaums when reading
the, bears a remarkable resem-
blance to the Irish cry or dirge,
199

Labhradh Loingseach, the Irish

legend of, corresponds to the Greek
story of Midas, 337

Lacy, Hugh de, founds the Francis-
can friary of Carrickfergus in

1232, 3 ; buried there in 1243, 3

Lake-habitations, ancient, of Swit-
zerland and Ireland, 179

Latin and Greek languages, cultiva-

tion of, by the ancient Irish eccle-

siastics, 229, 229 n

"Lattyn,"a mixed metal like brass,
209 n

"Lavish," etjrmology of the word,
216

Legends, Irish, Greek, and Oriental,
remarkable correspondence of,

334

Letters, the early knowledge of,

among the Irish a disputed ques-
tion, 229 n

Lhnyd's Archceologia Britannica, 80 ;

opinion of it expressed by Leibnitz,
80

Liber Litaniarum of .^ngus the Cul-

dee, preserved in MS. in Trinity
College, Dublin, 229 n

Library of an Irish chieftain in the
16th century, 277

Life in Old Ireland, 267
Linen manufacture, Hincks's illus-

trations of the, 174

Liquors, intoxicating, notices of, in

ancient authors, 223, 224, 225 ; two
kinds of, were probably made from
grain in ancient times, 224, 225,
226

Lochlan, conjecture respecting the
actual locality so-called, 347

Locke, John, on the heath-beer of

the ancient Scandinavians, 219
Lord Tyrone's ghost, legend of, 149

Lough Neagh, the tradition oftowns
seen beneath, resembles one told

of Lake Baikal, 348



V.

Laxovium (now Luxien), monastery
of, founded by Irishmen, 235 n

M
Mac and O, application of, to Irish

surnames, 75
MacAdam, Robert, on the supposed

existence of the Irish language
in Africa, 195

; collection of Gaelic

proverbs made by him in Ulster,
278

Macbeth, 311 n
Maccaldus, an Irishman, became
Bishop of Man in the 5th century,
231 n

MacCarthy, Florence, 110, 111

MacCurtins, the, were hereditary
bards, 98

MacDonnell, James, 252 ; Colla

Huaish, 247 ; Alexander Carragh,
the first of the name who settled

permanently in Antrim, 248, 249
MacDonnells, chiefs of the, 247 ;

various tribes of, in the Highlands
of Scotland, 247; their matri-
monial alliances with the families
of Ulster chieftains, 248 ; place of

family sepulture of the, 249; many
ofthe, were ofgigantic stature,250 :

become formidable to the English,
251, 252 ; their feuds with the Mac-
Quillans. 260; and the O'Neills,
254

;
their castles on the coast of

Antrim, 266, 257, 268, 259

MacGilmore, Hugh M<=Adam, plun-
ders sixty religious houses, 4

;
is

killed at Carrickfergus, in 1408-4

MacKenzies, the, erroneously said
to be descended from a Fitzgerald,
177

MacQu'llan, query respecting the
surname, 265

MacQuillans of Antrim, their feuds
with the MacDonnells, 250

Magraths, the, were hereditary
bards, 99

MaildulF, an Irishman, founded a

monastery at Malmesbury, 231 n
Malmesbuiy, monastery founded at,
by an Irishman, 231 n

"
Mane," etymology of the word, 215

Manuscripts, ancient Irish, pre-
served in continental libraries,
13, 14, 236, 236 n ; in modern times,
are generally called Anglo-Saxon
on the continent, 236 n; peculi-
arities in the orthography of, 27 ;

account of those used by Zeuss in

his Grammaiica Celtica, 19, 20, 21,
22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 23; their

age, 27
Marcellus (or Moengall), an Irish
teacher in the monastery of St.

Gall, in Switzerland, 237 237 n

Marcellus, the Formulas of, opinion
of Dr. Jacob Grimm respecting
the language of, 31 n

; opinion of

Zeuss, 31 ; proposed translation of
one of, 75

Marianus Scotus, 20 n, 22, 23, 239,
239 n ; his industry in transcribing
MSS., 23, 242 n ; is to be distin-

guished from another person of the
same name, 24; his Irish name
was Maelbrigte, 239 n; born in

Ulster, 239 n; author of a cele-
brated chronicle, 239 n ; his life

printed in the Acta Sanctorum,
240, 240 n ; is confounded by Zeuss
with Gilla-na-naevih, 243 n; was
much esteemed by Pope Adrian,
245 n

Marsha], the office of, 272, 273

Mead, doubts as to its having been
a common beverage in Ireland, 35;
counter-argument, 172

Memmingen (in Bavaria), Irish mo-
nastery at, 241, 241 n, 299, 299n

Metallurgists, famous, among the
ancient Irish ecclesiastics, 229,
229 n

Midas, the classic story of, has a

parallel in Irish legendary his-

tory, 337
"
Midwife," etymology of the word,
217

Milesian, the name, conjecture res-

pecting, 335 n
Minorite friars, why so called, 6 n
Missionaries, early Irish, 231, 231 n

;

in France, 231 ; in England, 231 n ;

and the neighbouring islands,231 n;
in Iceland, 231, 231 n; their pecu-
liar costume, 233; their practice
of painting the eve-lids, 233, 233 n;
their eloquence, '233, 233 n

"Mob," etymology of the word, 214

Monasteries, ancient, founded by the
Irish in Germany, 227, 295; in

Franconia, 235 n ; in France and
Lorraine, 239, 239 n ; their decline,

303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 311",

311,312; in England, 231 n
Morris-dance, 206 n

Mountjoy, Lord, his barbarous mode
of warfare in Irel?nd, 109

Music, cultivation of, by the ancient
Irish ecclesiastics, 230, 230 n

Mustard querns, 20 n
b

N

Naas, seal of the corporation of, 348
Names of the Irish saints, latinized
forms of the, 242 n

Names, personal, comparison ofIrish
and Gaulish, 73

"Nephew," peculiar acceptation of
the word, 353

Notes and Queries, Antiquarian, 73

170, 260, 347

O

and Mac, application of, to Irish
surnames, 75

O'Brien's Irish Dictionary, 80

OClery's vocabulary of obsolete
Irish words, 79

O^Connor's Chronicles of Eri, 177,266
O'Daly's.the, were hereditary bards,

103, 104
O 'Donovan, Dr. John, on Zeuss's
Grammatica Celtica, 11, 79

Oels (in Silesia), Irish monastery at,
300 300 n

Ogham characters, specimens of,
extant as early as the 9th century,
81 ; said to have been used by the
Irish Druids, 83

Ogmius, the Celtic god, account of,

fromLucian, 81, 82
O'Keeffe, C. M., on the horses and
hounds of ancient Ireland, 65 ; on
the theory ofan original population
of Celts in continental Europe,263;
on the Formulas of Marcellus, 76;
on the country called Lochlan,347

O'Lavebty, Rev. James, on bog-
butter, 293; on the remarkable
correspondence of Irish, Greek,
and Oriental legends, 334

Olger, or Ogier le Danois, 239
Ollamii Fodhla, 77

O'Xeill, Shane, State Papers relative

to, 50, 51, 52. 53, 64, 56, 56, 57, 58,
'59, 60, 61

O Neill, Sir Felim, curious tradition
relative to his death, 261

O'Neills of Clanneboy, their place of
inauguration, 265

O'Reilly's Irish Dictionary, 80,811
Oyster-boards, 206, 206 n

"Palace," derivation of the word,
52,71



VI.

"
Pallaco," the, of Carrickforgus, 1 ;

originally
a Fraaeiscaii friary, 3

Parish registers of Ireland, 1H6

Perfumes used for dress and articles

of.furniture, 207 n

Perseus, thn classiciil story of, has its

counterpart among Irish legends,
342

Personal names, Irish and Gaulish,

comparative list of, 73
Pewter trenchers were formerly

articles of luxury, 209 n
Phoenicians, the, probably brought

to Ireland many of the legends now
interwoven with our ancient litera-

ture, 334, 346

PicTET, Professor Adolpho(Geneva),
on Irish and Gaulish personal
names, 73; on Waldensian Gaelic,

176

Pilgrimages of the ancient Irish, 244,

244 n; to Rome and Jerusalem,
238, 2 J8 n ;

one monk went to Kiev,
in Russia, 244

Pilgrims, ancient Irish, 223 233 n;
adventure related of one in Italy,
233 n

Pillowbers, or pillow-cases, 208 n
PiNKERTON,William,onthe"Pallace"

of Carrickfergus, 1 ; on an inven-

toryj of the household effects of

Lord Deputy Lord Leonard Grey,
in 1540, 213; on a curious passage
in one of Cardan's works, 262;

query by, 265
Plants anciently used in brewing,

222, 223

Pottery, ancient, discovered beside

the Lake-habitations of Switzer-

land, 184

Pottinger, Captain Edward, query
respecting, 265

Proteus, the, of classic mythology,
found in old Irish legends, 334

Proverbs, *six hundred Gaelic, col-

lected in'Ulster, 278

Q
Querns, or ancient hand-mills, if

used in crushing malted grain for

distilling, 3,"), 35, 170; in use among
the Arabs at present, 35; formerly
used in Englandjfor grinding mus-
tard, 210 n

Queries, 76, 176, 235, 352

E
Races of inhabitants, three distinct,

still distinguishable in the counties

of Dawn'and Antrim, 116; by their

relii^ious creeds, 116; by their

habits, 117

Rampart, stone, on the coast of the

county of Dcrry, 78

"Rapp," (a spurious copper coin)
origin of the word, 265

Rapparees, account of the people so-

called in Ireland, 76

Ratisbon (formerly Regensburg),
Irish monastery of St. James at,

227, 227 n; 240, 241, 242, 243. 244,
245, 24;;, 2!}7 n

"
Recorder," a kind of musical instru-

ment formerly in common use, 204 n
Reeves, Rev. Dr., on the ancient

monasteries founded by the Irish
in Germany, 227, 295

Regensburg, see Ratisbon.
Reichenbach (in Germany), monas-

tery of, 306, 306 n
Religious belief in Down and Antrim,

statistics of, as illustrative of the
elements of the population, 1)6

Religious houses in Ireland, the sup-
pression of, commenced in 1537, 4

Round tower controversy, notes on
the, 155

Round towers, the various names
applied to, in Ireland, 156

Rowan-tree, the Irish and Scotch

superstition regarding the, closely
resembles an Indian superstition
relating to another tree, 77

"Sacred Isle," an epithet early ap-
plied to Ireland, 228, 228 n

Saint Blaan, an Irishman, was one
of the patron saints of the island
of Bute, 231 n

Saint Brendan, an Irishman, was
patron saint of Sell, in the He-
brides, 231 n

Saint Cataldus, 232, 232 n
Saint Catan, an Irishman, was one

of the patron saints of the Island
of Bute, 231 n

Saint Ciaran (or Piran), an Irish-

man, is the patron saint of several
churches in Cornwall, 231 n

Saint Colman, 297 n
Saint Columba was patron saint of
various islands among the He-

brides, 231 n ; was a distinguished
scribe, 230 n

Saint Cuthbert, the patron saint of

Durham, was an Irishman, 231 n

Saint Donnan, an Irishman, was
patron saint of the island of Egg,
in the Hebrides, 231 n

Saint Donatus, an Irishman, was
bishop of Laipsio, in Italy, 232 n

Saint Fursa, an Irishman, founded a
church at Burgcastle, in Suffolk,
231 n

Saint Gall, 234, 234 n
; founded the

monastery of St. Gall, in Switzer-
land, 234 n

; its celebrity, 237, 238 n
Saint K.illan,the apostle ofFranconia,
was an Irishman, 235 n, 295 n

;

Irish MS. found in his tomb, in

Germany, 236
Saint Machorius, 293 n
Saint Maelrubha, an Irishman, was
patron saint of the island of Skye,
231 n

Saint Molaise, an Irishman, was
patron saint of Arran, in the
Hebrides, 231 n

Saint Moluoc, an Irishman, was
patron saint of Lismore and
Baasey, in the Hebrides, 231 n

Saint Moninna, an Irishwoman, is

the patron saint of Burton-on-
Trent, 231 n

Saint Patrick, numerous names of

places derived from, 172

Sanctinus, the name, is a Latin form
of the Irish GioUa-na-naemh, 293 n

Satirical Irish poem, called the
Tribes ofIreland,a.ecovint of the, 108

Scoti (or ancient Irish), monasteries
founded in Germany by the,

227, 295

Scoti, the, of the Middle Ages, were
not Scotchmen, but Irish, 227,
227 n, 228

Scotia, the ancient name of Ireland,
227 n

;
authorities in proof of this,

27 n, 228 ; applied subsequently
to Scotland, 228, 228 n

"
Scot," derivation of the word, 146

Scribes, famous, among the ancient
Irish ecclesiastics, 230, 2.30 n

"
Seam," a provincial term for lard,
whence derived, 173

Sene.x, 77, 172, 175, 262, 262 n, 264,

266, 348, 351, 352

Serpents, legends of, in Ireland and
the East, 344

Seven, prevalence of the number in

Irish groupings, such as " seven

churches,"
" seven bishops," &c.,

243 n
Sigerson, the surname, its origin, 351

Skirnageeragh, meaning of the name,
351

"
Skulk," derivation of the verb, 146



Vll,

"
Skull," a kind of iron helmet, 207 n

"
Sleeve," etymology of the word, 216

Snails, singular superstition regard-
ing, 177

"
Soar," derivation of the verb, 144

State Papers relating to Ulster, pre-
served in the London Record-office,
account of the, 45

Statistics of religious denominations
in the Counties of Antrim and
Down, 120, et seg.

Stone, skill of the ancients in quarry-
ing large masses of, 315; and in

forming tools and weapons from,
316 ; method employed by them in

cutting and clearing great masses
of, 316, 317, 318

;
and in transport-

ing them from place to place,
318, 319

Stone Period, the age so called, its

characteristics, 315

Strada, his curious account of Irish
soldiers in the Low Countries, 332

Style, change of, in noting theyear, 78
Sullivan, the supposed derivation of

the name, 112

Table, or "
board," ancient form of

the, 202 n
Talbot de MALAHiDE,Lord, on the

existence of the Irish language in

Africa, 347

Tegernsee (in Bavaria), monastery
of, 239, 239 n

Thersites, the character of, as des-
cribed by Homer, is identical with
the Conan of Irish Ossianic poetry,
338

Theudelinda, queen ofthe Lombards,
235 n

T.H. P., 173,:264
Thule, Irish 'missionaries sent to,

232 n

Tighernach, the Irish historian,
240, 240 n

Tighernach, abbot of Moville, in

the County of Down, siirnamed

Boirchech, 240 n
" Toal's Cloak, as black as," origin
of the phrase, 78, 176

Tomb, discovery of a curious ancient,
in the County of Down, 146

Tonn Tuaithe, the sea-current an-

ciently so-called, identified, 173
"
Tooch-boxes,"or tinder-boxes,203 n

Towers, round, of Ireland, names
applied to them in the Irish lan-

guage, 155; their sepulchral cha-

racter, 158, 159; their supposed use
as belfries discussed, 160, 161, 162;
wore erected by Irish missionaries
on the continent beside the churches
founded by them, 234 ; their use as

places of refuge, 234, 234 n
"
Traves," a kind of screen, 207 n

Trees, the cultivation of certain,
forms a distinctive characteristic
of the English and Scotch settlers
in Ulster, 119, 119 n

; fairy super-
stitions connected with, 73, 77, 344

Trinot, the name, is an abbreviated
form ofthe lrishGioU'o-na-2Vionoite,
300 n

TaoYON, Frederic (ofLausanne), his

account of the discovery of ancient
lake-habitations in Switzerland,
180

"
Turlogh Hog's pay," explanation
of the phrase, 176

Tykotomus, 262

Tyrone, the territory of, its condition
in 1552, 47

Tyrone's Ghost, Lord, legend of, 149

U
Ulster State Papers preserved in

the London Record-office, account
of the, 45

"Usquebaugh," the term, 33; how
explained, 34

;
its true etymology,

170; old receipt for making, 250

Vallancey, General, his false trans-
lations and fanciful etymologies, 80

Varnish for preserving iron antiques,
264

Vienna (anciently Vindobona), Irish

monastery at, 298, 298 n, 307

Vindobona, see Vienna

Virgilius, the apostle of Cirinthia,
an Irishman, 236 n

W
"
Wagg," an implement like a sieve,
for winnowing grain, 211 n

Waldensian Gaelic, notes respecting,
77, 263, 263

;
no such dialect now

exists in the Alps, 176
Wattenbich's account of the ancient

monasteries fouuJjd by the Irish

in Gjrminy, translated and anno-
tated by the Rev. Dr. Reeves,
227, 23j

Wheat, proof of its antiquity in

Ircl.ind, 172
"
Whiskey," etymologv of the word,
170, 172

W. H. P., 350

Wilson, the surname, conjecture
respecting, 265

Wine of Gascoigne, 202, 202 n
Woad, two Latin names for the plant

so called, 144

Wolf-dogs of Ireland, 70
Wooden implement, curious ancient,

of unknown use, 165; probably a

ehoese-press, 289

Words, metamorphoses of equiva-
lent, in various languages, 146

"
Wren," etymoloi:;y of the word, 77

AVurtzburg, Irish MSS. in the library
of, 23(J, 236 n; Irish monastery
at, 295

" Yellow Yorling," a provincialname
of the yellow bunting; derivation
of, 146

Zeuss, his life and labours, 12, 13,

14, 15; has succeeded in re-con-

structing the Celtic language as

spoken in the time of the Romans,
14; what he has done for the
Welsh language, 15, 16; his Grani-
matica Celtica, examination of, 11,

79; plan of, founded on that of
Grimm's Deutsche Grammatik,\3;
philological facts determined by,
11; based on an examination of
the oldest Irish and Welsh MSS.
existing in European libraries, 13;
account of the various Irish MSS.
used by him, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24,
25, 26, 27, 28 ; Welsh and Armoric
MSS., 23, 29, 30, 31

;
his other

sources ofinformation, 15; account
of the moJe in which the MSS.
have been used, 31; his opinion
regarding the alphabet of the Irish,

81 ; his classification of the sounds
of the Celtic languages, 84; the
vowel A, 84; the vowel E, 87 ; the
vowel I. 93

;
the vowel 0, 90 ; tha

vowel U, 91 ; his opinion respect-

ing the modern Irish rule in ortho-

graphy,
' broad with broad, and

slender with slender,'' 8J
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